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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1976

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY,

S ECONM RV A ND VOCAT1ONA IA EDUCATION
OP THE COIN/MIrrEE ON EDUCATION AND. LABOR,

Ashland, Ky.
The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to notice, at Paul Blazer

High School, Ashland, Ky., Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Members present IRepresentatives Perkins, Simon, Hall and Quie.
Staff present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel; and Richard H.

Mosse, assistant minority counsel-.
Chairman PERK I NS. The committee will be in order.
Let me say that I am delighted to be in this distinguished Community

where so many distinguished American citizens live. It is the largest
comnmnity in the congressional district that I am privileged to repre-
sent. Naturally, I wish that I could get here more often.

First I want to introdace, on my right, Governor Simon, former
Lieutemmt Governor of Illinois, who is presently serving on the House
Committee on Education and Labor, and one of our great committee
members.

On my immediate left is Congressman nth Hall, wbo is also from
Illinois, and another great member of the Committee on Education and
Labor.

Congressman Quie, the:ranking minority member from the State
of Minnesotayou see that this is not politicalwill be here. He
could not. get. out of Washington last night..

He will be in this morning at 11 a.m., and he will be with us for the
remainder of the day.

I ani delighted to say hello to all that are here.' Your testimOny will
be of tremendous assisbuice to the Committee.

Our real purpose in being here today is to review the school lunch
program. just to see how it. is operating. It is the laraest feeding pro-
gram of, its type in the world. 'We are presently spexiding: some- $2.10
billion annually, and naturally we want to see that the Government
gets value. received. We want to see that the program functions in the
elementary and secondllry schools, and in the day care centers, and in
the senior citizens communities

'
just the way that the Congress in-

tended that the program should function.
A year ago we held some 15 to 20 days of hearings throughPut the

country, mostly in Washington.. We revised the act.
(1)
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To make a lilt Ic rtiiiii ui to yeaN ago we only had about 15 mil-
lion people part icipating in t his program. Today we have better than
26 million people. We only had a couple of iiiillioi people receivine.
free and reduced lunches 3 years ago. Today we have like 12 to 14 mil-
lion people receiving free and reduced lunches.

It has been my idea. all along, that we should never deprive the stu-
dent. out of the school lunch, because if we do, the youngsters are going
to hamburger stands, or run to a nearby drug store nnd get a soft
drink and a candy bar, and not have the advantage of a nourishing
meal.

We have developed the breakfast' program, since I became chairman
of this committee. which was unheard Of 10 years ago. We have made
a permanent program out of it, and we have presently bettor than 2
million children, who have crept along the side of the road before dayL
light in many communities in this congressional district, that go on
into their schools and receive a breakfast and are able to do very effi-
cient work.

If you take a child out of his bed, and bus hint 20 to 25 miles at 5:30
or 6 o'clock. they don't feel like eating breakfast. By the time they get
to school, after they have stood beside the road, which is true in many
instances in this district. they are ready for their breakfast.

I noticed at. the L.B.J. School. 3 years ago, even before daylight,
they were droppi»g youngsters oft I went into the school just to see
what .was, taking place, and most of the youngsters were there enjoy-
ing the school breakfast prognini. T decided that we needed to make
that program permanent, and we did make that. program permanent.

Thc summer feeding program was.unheard of a few years :tiro, and
\ye have now made that program permanent. We take care of about 4
million youngsters that need food during the summer. LikeWise in the
day care centers. I think that. we are doing a marvelous job in feeding
the senior citizens.

Now there has been a lot of complaintn as to the way the programs
funetion. We are here to review the programs. Within a year or so, we
hope to revise and strengthen the programs again, by cutting out the
weaknesses. That is the reaSon we are here today, seeking your advice,
and have scheduled all the witnesses.

want to call on Governor Simon. on my right, to say a word, and
then Congressman Hall, since they have bren 'so kind to come to my
district. Governor Simon has served in the State Legislature, and he
has written a hook about the life of President Lincoln. Governor
Simon is a ...rent writer, and a great member of this conunittee;

I would like to call on Congressman Simon, if he would like twinake
a. remark at this time.

Nit% SIMON% Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman lintkuNs. I want to: say that Congressman Simon was

very active in helping to write the school lunch program, just like Con-

gressman Quie and -Congressman Hall.
Go ahead, Mr. Simon.
M. SIMON. More T leaye, I want someone to tell me who Paul G.

Blazer was or is.
want to express my appreciation to those who are here, and who

have indicated a willin,7ness to come and testify, the students who are

1 1.
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here finding out how the hearing goes, and lmw we go about getting
in fortilat ion for making hi ws.

T want to add one other tiling, bevaltse we are in eastern Ken-
t licky, and that is: All of us on t he Education and Labor Committee
eonsider ourselves very lucky to serve under the leadership of Carl
l'ork ins.

There is no question flout in these United States he is one of the two
most influential voices in forum of education and labor. I respect him,
and 1 consider it a real honor to serve-with him,

I. would add (me other thing, We have become well educated in the
problems and potent inls of eastern Kentucky. Whenever we get to the
puuilit where we are not sure where we are going to go on something,
Carl l'erkins says: "Now, in eastern Kentucky ..." Then he starts off,

, and we know I lint we are going to go however it goes best for eastern
Kentucky on that particular legislation, whether it is education, black
lung, or whatever it. is.

So we reel tlmt we are very much at home. My district happens to
border Kent ucky. I am from southern Illinois. i don't know eastern
Kentucky I lout well personally, buut I feel very much at home here hay-
ing heaml that fultelt about eastern Kentucky from Carl Perkins...It is
a pleasure to be here.

Chairman P ElIK I Xs. Let me first tell you, Governor Simon, before
Mr. Hall makes his remarks, who Paul G. Blazer happens to be.

Paul Blazer. in my wny of thinking was a genius in more ways than
one. He started the Ashinad Oil Co. ITe started the company from
scratch, and built it to one of the Nation's 1 00 companies.

He has contributed so much to this community that the school was
named a fter this great gentleman.

He died in lOnti or MT. after he had built, as I stated, a corpora-
tion that hired thousands and thousands of people. More tlmn other
industries. it caused this cominunity to expand and grow, and become,
perlitips, one of the rrentest industrial counties in the State. of Ken-
tucky. TIe was a .urreat individual.

Mr. Hall?
Arr. HALL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like Congressman Siinon,.T. too. am very proud to be here with you.
don't know that f could add much to what Congressman Simon has

said about the outstanding chairman from Kentucky. I have never
heard ;Inv testimony before the Education and Labor.Committee that
pertained to a problem that Carl Perkins could not draw some analogy
or anecdote that this type of problem had existed in some shape or
form in Kentucky. So lw is up on it.

would say t hat in my short tenure, I donbt that the Congress of
the ()Wed States has ever had a Memher in the Congress who was as
concerned about the direction of education, students and school chil-
dren of this country as this chairman. I hbpe you all realize what you
ha ye.

Thank you. .

Chairm an PERK I N'S. Thank 'von, gentlemen, for your remarks.
Our first witness todu v is the director of the division of school ,

lunch. in Kentucky. Mr. Beyins. you come. around. You have with you
a couple of directors of food services, one from the State of West
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and one from t he div ision of.food distribution of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in Kent ucky.

You may proceed. Mr. Bevins. Then, we will introduce the lady
'from West. Virginia. and we will let the gentleman from the Depart-
ment of. Agricu t tire speak last.

Please,don't hesitate to criticize this program. e are not here to
bear this prograM flattered. We want to know if we are not obtain-.
Ing the results that we should be obtaining, and whether the Federal
regulations and the new amendments that we have nnule are good, and
whether Washington is holding back your reimbursement money. Tell
us about some of those things:

Mr. BEvINs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee.

I have a prepared statement, but I am going to divert from that
statement.

Chairman Plimixs. Without objection. your prepared statement
will be inserted in the record. Just go alteaa and depart from it, and
sununarize it.

[Prepared statement of C. E. Bevins follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP C. E. BEvIss, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SCHOOL
LUNCH, KENTUCKY

Mr. Chairman. Metidiers of the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education, Ladies and Gentlemen. It is both a personal
pleasure and a special privilege for me to :wear before this Subcommittee to
express my feelings ttoward the School Fuod Service Program, especially the Ken-

tucky version to which I have devoted considerable time during the past '21

years.
In Kentueky, the Division of School Food Services of the Kentucky Depart-

ment (if Mluention sponsors all fdlases of the liooh Food Service Program ex-

.
cept that portion identified as the Commodity Program and that portion assigned

to the Department of Human Resources involving the sanitation check list.
The staff of the Kentucky Division of School Food Services works closely with
sponsors 4of child care prognuns including the summer program and assists with

the operation of the Special Milk Program in summer camps. The greatest
thrust, however, is in improving the school lunch portion of the total prograln.
All Kentuckians associated with the food service are proud of the Kentucky
School Food Service Program, and it is my personal feeling that Kentucky has

one of the best programs in the nation.
One of the major contributions to the sUccess of the Kentucky program has

been the fact that a sound phibosophy coacerning what we are doing was
developed early in its lite. As a ride. where a Justifiable philo.osophy is ntlopml all

$erViees to boys and girls gradually improve. On the other latnd, one of the great-
est nults of any group is the failure to adopt a justifiable philosophy so as to

ex10:Iin what they are actually trying to do.
Permit me to elaborate briefly upon the Kentucky philosophy of food service.

This begins with the question. "What is the purpose of schoolsr When this is
answered by saying. -Schools are to provido a climate and activities to permit
boys and girls to grow and develop in all aspects so that eventually they Will

be able to take (wer the affairs of the day." Another bit of philosophy involves

the question. "Dow can this be doner And a logical answer is. "By recognizing

the needs of Islys and girls and setting about I'D meet those needs."
Needs of boys and girls aceording to the Kentucky philosophy are categorized

under three headings and in this order of importance. The first and most itu-

portant group of lie&915 tlle phySiCat needs. This includes sound

teeth. adequate eyesight. adequate hearing, food, exercise, sleep, safe water, ade-

quate toilet facilities. heat. light. clothing. :tad so on. The second most important
need according to the Kentucky tobilosophy is TLCtender loving care. Before
identifying the third need, it wouhl be appropriate to say that children coming
from homes where the physical needs are not met to a sellout where the same

13
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negative attitude exist toward these needs and from a home where TLC is absentto a school where TLC Is not, consitiered to be important, then those boys and girlswill have a difficult time meeting the third basic need ; namely, the three It'sreading, writing, rithmetle.
It should be noted here that the Kentucky philosophy involving school foodservices does not consider the -school food service activities as the most importantactivities 'in the lives of children. Nor is it said that providing food is someoneelse's responsibility and should be left completely out of the school. It is well toPoint out that boys and girls grow and develop as a result of the "meshing ofgears" of all 'activities found in the school and the complete cooperation of all

.
adults who have any part to play in the total school activities.The lunch program has certainly undergone many changes since its inception.In Kentucky, attenfpts have been made to provide wholesome food and to ex-clude the so-called miscellaneous foods with the thought in mind that if a .de-Arable lunch is available, there Is no need for other items. Of course, some willsay that money-making activities are very helpful, but since when did schoolofficials assume a nwney-making role. An attempt has been made to provide auadequate lunch to all boys and girls whether they attend school in a remote one-room school or a large, consolidated school in 8 metropolitan area. Various andsundry methods at adjusting the rates of reimbursement have been made withthe result that lunches were made available to an ever-increasing number ofpupils. During the past few years, still another innovationthat of the smorgas-bord type of service has been tried in many secondary and middle schools. This isa procedure whereby pupils serve themselves from several choices of each item offood. As a rule, three meat items, live fruits and vegetables, several kinds ofmilk, as well as hot and cold breads are made available. This procedure is moni-tored to insure a Type-A meal, but as a rule the meal taken under the smorgas-bord arrangement usually includes much more than the basic requirement.'The Breakfast Programa in Kentucky schools is a wonderful opportunity forpupils who do not have breakfast at home to have something to eat at the begin-ning ot the sehoolday. Only the "minds of awe prevent all such boys and girlsfrom having breakfast at school in Kentucky. Generally speaking, the Break-fast Program is not designed to replace the home in this activity, but merely toprovide a breakfast for those who come to school needing this meal.The Special Milk Program has also been a wonderful opportunity for manyboys and girls who normally do not have adequate milk to enjoy an extra serv-ing of !milk at school at a bargain price.For all the support given to Kentucky in the School Food Service Program, weKentuckians are zuciA grateful. It is common knowledge that the financial contri-bution to the states has not come easy and it is further felt that difficulties willcontinue to be faced today and in the future. Kentuckians from all corners ofthe state and from both major political parties are extremely proud of you, Mr.Chairman, and recognize you as a leader in Congress upholding the basic beliefthat the name of the game is service to people. We wish you continued successin your efforts to meet challenges which appear before you.Nowhere in Kentucky is there an attempt to put coin boxes on school bussesand require a quarter or a free-rider ticket to be used for a pupil to receive abus ride to school. Neither do we place coin boxes on the doors of the restroomsin order to obtain money to pay for the water used and to provide for clean-upservices. Yet, in the food service program we continue to labor under the dailypayment requirement and spend endless hours of labor and many unnecessarydollars, in maintaining the system of daily payment or certifying for free or re-duced price meals. It is the feeling of most school officials as well as laymen inKentucky that the food service program should be another of the activities con-tinued nuder the auspices of the Foundation Program and supported 'jointly bythe finances from both the state as well as the federal governments.

Actually the taxpayer who has children In school is the one who Is now payingthe state's portion on a daily installment basis while the federal government con-tinues to make generous appropriations as its share of the financial support ofthis activity. It is a personal recommendation that Congress should create a'situation whereby eneh state would have to increase the state appropriation fothe point where time federal appropriation is matched. With the expertise and thefinancial ability of Congress. this could very soon result in a program where thereis no daily charge to pupils for any food service and that the entire activity couldbe supported on a 50-50 basis and on a yearly budget. Eventually the situation
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could be further aznended so that Kentucky could take over at least 75% of the

total cost of conducting the food service program and conducted as a facet of

the Foundation Prograzn.
The State Plan of Operation provision which has been with us for several

years has grown to become a monstrosity. This surely was not the intention of

Congress and probably Congress is not aware of such growth. It is my recom-

mendation that this feature of the program be deleted and a philosophy require-

ment be suhstitlited for the State Plan.
Still another 'feature of the food ervice program .ns designed by Congress is

that of the sale of miscellaneous foods. 7I'bere is no way to avoid competition

when such is permitted. It is my recommendation that the School Lunch Act he

amended to prövide for reimbursement payments only when miscellaneous foods

are completely eliminated.
The Kentucky attitude can be partially summarized by the following state-

ments:
.1. Kentucky bas a commendalde program of school food services to pupils:

2. A philosophy of school food services is very important in the growth of

such a program.
3. The smorgasbord method of serving with 11 variety of foods available will

better meet the needs of middle school and secondary school pupils.

4. The smorgasbord cost is not prohibitive and where tried has certainly re-

'zinced the plate waste.
5. The breakfast program should he continued, hut designed to meet the needs

of only those pupils who do not have breakfast at home.

6. The universal program should be inclmled In the plans for the future and

changes made on a gradual basis so that such can be achieved without a great

deal of fanfare.
7. The State Plan of Operation should he deleted from the School Lunch Act

and a statement of philosophy N. included. (Even the USDA should be required

to announce Its philosophy.)
S. Miscellaneous foods should he completely eliminated in schools where re-

imbursement payments are received.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to share these thoughts with you.

C. E. 13evins.

DETMLS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING FOR UNIVERSAL SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES

I. Appropriation of funds by Congress and State legislatures.

IL Initial fond requirement of States determined as follows: State ADA times

computed cost of school food services on a per capita basis times number of days

of operation equals initial allocation.
Example.S00.000 pupils times SO cents (60 cents lunch. 15 cents breakfast,

5 cents extra milk) times 170 days equals $108,800,000.

III. Determine source of funds (Federal, State, local) :

Federal: 75 percent of $108.800.000
$81, 600, 000

State: 20 percent of 108.800.000
21, 760, 000

Local : S perceot of 108,800,000
5, 440, 000

Total
108, 800, 000

IV. Initial fund requirement of A district determined as follows:

District ADA times computed cost of food services times number of days of

operation equals Initial district allocation.
Example.Franklin County 5,700 pupils times 75 cents times 175 days equals

$748.125.
V. Revised fund requirement of A district determined as follows:

Disrtict ADP times columned cost of food services times days of operation

!mulls revised district allocation.
Example.FranklIn County:

Lunch ADP (70 percent of 5.700 times 55 cents) $2.194. 50

Breakfast ADP (30 percent of 5,700 times 15 cents) 256. 50

Milk (20 percent of 5.700 times 5 cents)
57. 00

Total
0, 508
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$2,508 times 174 days equals $430,392
VI. Paytuent schedule (to district) from State treasury :

Angust 30. 25 percent of initial allocation:
Example.Franklin County-25 percent of $748,000 equals $187,031.

January Ist. Initial allocation less revised allocation less August 30th pay-
ment equal amount remaining to be paid district.

Example.Pranklin County-8748;125 less 8430,392 less 8187,031 equals
$124,702.

June 30th. Make additional payment to district based on: Increased ADP,
labor cost. food cost, equipment cost, or recover overpayment to district
based on decreased ADP; labor cost, food cost, equipment budget.

STATEMENT OF C. E. BEVINS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SCHOOL
LUNCH, KENTUCKY

Mr. BEvi Ns. Since the statement was deYeloned several days ago. we.
in Kentucky, are very proud of the food service program that we have,
and we know that without. the help of Congress, this could never have
been accomplished.

We, are One of the States that. works with all phases of the school
food service pmgrant. We don't eliminate any of it. Our general
assembly and the S',.ate Department of Education have been very kind
to us in permitting us to do what we are doing.

The food service proirram in Kentucky has grown gradually, so
that not only the numbe7 of boys and girls that we are reaching, but
the qnality of the food that we are providing is ever increasing in
degree of acceptability.

The diGrent prograins that we have are 'designed, as we feel, to
meet the needs of the boys and girls. Through the cooperation of the
.Congress. and through the cooperation of all the people hi Kentucky,
who are dealing with this program, we are able to go forwilrd.

Many times, there is the feeling that. the finances a7:e! vrt as much
as they need to be. That could be so, but for all practica purposes,
I thin): that. the people in the State of Kentucky are doing about as
much with the lands as they have, as is possible.

Of course, we could always nse a little more money hen and there
for new equipment, or for added personnel to meet our needs, or to
do the supervision. Suffice it to say that we are doing about as much
as we possibly can.

The cooperation of onr people is a wonderful thing, especially when
they understand ,the place of some of these programs in the lives of
boys and girls, and the value of these programs, and what they are
doing.

One of the finest things that has happened to us is our ability to
establish the philosophy of school °food services and why it is impor-
tant, and to live by that. When we do this, then there can be no doubt
but what. we will continue to .fro forward.

The breakfast program in- Kentucky is one that we are extremely
proud of. This program is not designed to do away with the function
of the home. but to meet. the needs of boys and girls, and this we are
doing.

We are proud of the program of expansion that we are embarkinfr
upon due to the fact that Congress has indicated that this should be
done now, and that this is a permanent program.

1 6
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From the negative point of view, one of the things that bothers us
Most is the wasted time and the wasted Motion, and the wasted money

. that is spent on miscellaneous foods, foods that are desirable, foods
that are liked by the boys and girls, but foods that are not needed as
part of the food service program is concerned.

If we have adequate food in schools, in quantity and quality, and
enough time to partake of these foods, then we don't need the mis-
cellaneous foods. To get miscellaneous foods ont of the schools, once
it has been established, is a very difficult task.

It seems to me that. through the cooperation of Congress and the
State this 'could be done, and could be done so that we can provide
adequate food without having to resort to some of the miscelhuteons
foods that should have no place in the school program as far as wasted
t ime,, wasted money, Itnd wasted effort.

When you consider the fact that% the profits are going to have to be
used for labor to handle these miscellaneous foods, then profit motive
disappears very rapidly. -

We have a system in Kentucky of providing food to boys and girls
that is more or less on an experimental basis at this time. We refer to
this as the smorgasbord type. of service, where boys and girls are per-
Mitted to serve themselves from the several items of food.

We know that Congress is interested in eliminating plate waste. e
have tackled this problem from this point of view, boys and girls that
serve themselves can make .t heir choice of the foods they use, that they
partake of, and they seem to have a commitment to eattbat food, and
thus our plate. waste goes way down once this new system of serving .

food is made available.
Chairman PERKINS. Have you noted an improvement in plate waste

since we have given the students in senior high school the right to make
their own selection?

M. 13EvIxs. In some isolated instances where this procedure has been
used, we have noticed some plate waste, but whether it is coincidental
with change, we don't know. I think that only time will tell whether.-

... this is really the thing that wa3 due to that type of operation.
Actually, we have not- promoted that pariicular feature of the new

regulations to the place where we could be able to tell anything definite.
We are going at it from the smorgasbord type of service, allowing boys
and girls to serve themselves, maybe from three meats, and five or six
vegetables, and two kinds of bread and several kinds of milk. They
can find something there that they will want.

As a rule, the lunch they will get is not merely a type A lunch,
but a super type A lunch. Then, by the same token, others who do not
want so much food, they are able to take the portions that they do
want. The smorgasbortris something that we are looking forward to
expanding in secondary schools and in middle schools as well.

The free portion choice, involving the same different types of food
and many selections, can be used in the elementary schools, and is being
used in many eases to the great improvement of the program.

Another thing that I would like to express an opinion about is the
need for eliminating the daily charge to pupils. We have hearc1 . for
many yeam about this. When we consider the fact that we provide
free transportation to school, the boys and girls don't have to pay a
quarter to ride the school bus to school, and another quarter to ride
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home, I judge him to be eligible for a. free lunch. Give him a ticket
and say : "Drop in the ticket in lieu of that." .

When you consider the fact that the food serviceprogram is about
the only program that we have now in school, requiring a daily pay-
ment, it would seem to me that funds should be'available to do this job
without this daily payment basis. As soon as we can get away from
that; then we will be truly Meetincr the needs of the boys and girls.

Instead of saying, we luive to rmve money for this, and we have to
give somo people employment, we have to use the surplus foods, and
doing everything iind avoiding the real issue at hand, namely, service
to boys and girls.

T.think th-at the Congress is "doing its share of making funds avail-
able. It would seem to me that the States should be able to pick up a
little more of the task than they are now doincr. If they would do that,
then wo could do away with this daily paymea by boys and girls.

These aro a iew of thethincrs that are.on my mind concerning tho
food service program. It has lfeen a pleasure to work in this program
for more than 20 years in the State of Kentucky at the State level, and
another 6 or 8 years as an administrator of a school where we had the
national school lunch program. At that time that was all we had.

I am looking forward to even more progress in the State of Ken-
tucky. We are now reaching about 600,000 boys and girls a day with a
complete lunch. We are reaching more than that with the extra serv-
ings of milk as they need it.

Then, we are reaching about 250,000 boys and girls with the break-
fast program. We never intend to promote the b-reakfast program to
do away with that function of the home, but we are going to extend the
breakfast program to meet the needs of the boys and girls who come
to school without breakfast.

It has been my pleasure to work in this program for many years.
Knowing this lady on my left, my collearrue from the State of West
Vircrinia, the school lunch director for thet"State of West, Virginia, she
and-I have worked together on committees and we have brainwashed
each other on many occasions.

It is my pleasure to present at this time Mrs. Faith Gravenmier, the
State school lunch director from -West Virginia.

STATEMENT OF FAITH GRAVENMIER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES FOR WEST VIRGINIA

Mrs. GRAVENMIER. It is a pleasure to be in the fair neighbor State of
Kentucky, and particularly to see again our great supporter in Wash-
ington. Congressman Perkins, and the members of his committee.

We welcome the opportunity to talk with you a few moments about
the school food service program in West Virginia. I think that in
many ways the school food service program in West Virginia is similar
to that in Kentuck7. We, too, must monitor all phases of the school.
food service program.

We admhuster not, onlY the program in the public sclmols, but also
that in the nonpublic, the child care food program, and the day care
and" Head Start centers, and the special milk and institutional food
service. So we cover the whole gamut of food servicesalso, as is done
in Kentucky.
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In the State depart nwnt of education, administration and super-
vision of.the child nut rition prognim takes place. The Governinent-
.donated foods are distributed by an int eragency. committ ee of the State
department of welfare. This is the only phase of the program that we
are not directly involved in.

West Virginia began its school food service program some 50 years
.ago, and it became very popular during the days of the Great Depres-
sion as I am sure it did in Kentucky also. It has always been an im-
portant adjunct to our school program in West Virginia, an im-
portant part of it.

We have received great help from our State legislature and from 01117
State, board of education, who have been with us all the way, as has the
Cong-ress of the United States.

When the, school lunch program was enacted in 19,10, about 1.200
schools signed up with the department .of education to serve school
lunches. That, in effect, although it is a large number of schools, ,about,
50 percent of the youngsters in the State Were served at that time.
Today, T am happy to report that all Irit 16 of m:r public schools do
have at, least a lunch program ; many of them do have a dna] program,
lunch, breakfast, and milk,

'There are 40 nonpublic schools which do not partiCipate in a pro-
gram of any type at, (his time. Most of these are church related schools.

We have roughly 700 milk prooTams, and 385, at last count, break-
fast, programs in our public school%

The special food service program, now called the child care food
program, we have been participating in that prop-ram since its incep-
tion in 1905. At present we have about 270 day care or Head Start cen-
ters operating a year-round program.

During the summer months, and there again we participated in the,
first. .ear. as I believe Kentucky did, we are now serving roughly 4,000
or 4,500 children each summer in roughly 50 different day care centers
and 19 different sponsors.

We do have quite an active residential summer camp program in
West Virginia.. As of last year, about 100 participated in the milk pro-
gram, many of those will convert next year into sonic kind of a food
service program, since they will be serving more than one-third of the
needy children. Many of these go to residential camps rather than day
care renters during the summertime.

Prior to funding, which was provided by Congress roughly in 1972,
to help subsidize the total cost of labor, food and other expenses for
free and reduced price meals, our schools in 'West Virginia were
struggling valiantly to try tä-ineet the needs of our youngsters and
still stay within their food service budget.

At, that t inie, in counties such as Webster County. or Lincoln County,
SO to 90 percent of the youngsters did fall within the poverty guide-
lines. It was not uncommon for the school principals to call upon the
parents of a large, family. and he would say : "We want to keep all of
your yonngsters in school. If yon will pay for two of these kids:and
subsidize their lunch each day. we will see that the other four cat free."
This was before we had section 11 funds. yon understand.

Naturally at that time, it was the paving child who really was cover-
ing cost of these meals because they did conic out ,cif the school
lunch accounting.

19
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.Now we do have :-;ect km 11. funding. At the time when we did not, we
had the section 4- funding. The U.S. Department of Agriciilture tic-
cepted as a nattiral fact the fact that the paying child was having to
subsidize a free child.

Now, in regulations which have been issued on December 29 of last
year, calkd the. revenue docket, there are extreme attempts being made
to identify all types of revenues coming into the schools. We feel that
the purpose of this revenue docket is to try to make sure that section 11
funds do not in any way help to subsidize the paying child's meals.

This type of reporting sptdm is very difficult for the schools to
administer. It is yery difficult .for them to keep all these revenues
straight because many of these revenues are not actually paid in cash
through the school lunch program account and are subsidized by a
school system of some sort.

That is one of on r problems, or one that we foresee coming up in the.
near future.

We are interested in seeing that all youngsters participate in the
program, and are availed of these nutritional foods at school. Many
times, we feel that we nmy be, in the. near future, be forced to price
some, of the middle-lower income children in large families out of the
program. Our meal prices right now are 45 cents average throughout:
the State. They vary. of course, from elementary schools to secondary
schools. I think that the prices range from 25 cents to GO cents through-
out the State.

Last spring, when we nmde this calculation for you, Congressman
Perkins. I believe that the figure we gave you as an average pike
was 45 Cents. So the Iwices have increased, mid this is due to approxi-
mately 10 to 15 percent increase in food costs. Also, in our State, a
necessary increase in the hibor cost of roUghly one-third.

So. we do have a concern for the paying child, really, becanse we feel
that. lunch is important. breakfast is important. special milk is im
portant. to all of our children. Perhaps I am speaking as a parent .in
this case, if you would apologize for this type of reaction which carries
over in ourdiseussion here today.

I am the parent. of five children, four of whom are in the public
schools. We feel that it is important that they eat the school lunch
each day.

feel very strongly about the need in many schools for the school
breakfast. program: although about one-third of our schools are par-,
ticipating now in the breakfast program, more and more are becoming
interested in this type of service for our children, and practically every
week there are: one or two applications for the school breakfast pro-
gram tlmt cross my desk.

We. were one of the first in the Nation to start a breakfast.program.
I believe that we may share that honor with Kentucky,. They were
startinq.it, here last year, in this area of the United States.

The first programs were started in 1966. At the time, we were a little
surprised at some of the spinoff that we received from the breakfast
program. There was a little boy who was a .10 o'clock scholar, and he .

.berran to arrive at school on time. When he was asked why. he said :
"Well. I don't have to wait for the chicken to lar my breakfast egg
'anymore." So he was coming td school on time.
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Each thne wo start a prograni. we see some benefit to some particular
child. I am thinking of a child in Brooke County who attended a-
special education class. She was one of those who never seemed to re-
act to 'anything in school. She wft5 very hard to involve in any way..
Her teacher was concerned about her.

After they served her lme first school breakfast, the child sat there
far a few moments, and then all of a sudden she jumped up out of :
her chairr twirled amund the room, skipped and clapped her hands,
and said : feel good.' That child needed that nourishment before
she could react to any school situation.

We see these things happening all the time. It disturbs us that some
of these youngsters may not have .the 'food serviCeS that they really'.
need.
. We feel that mitrition education is important. We are one of the
States that has been fortunate in receivirv, a grant under Section 6 of
the National School Lunch Act in 1971.bur last project was ended
in December of last year. It was very challenging. We founch that at
-tit experimental elementary ,schools, we had roughly an increase in
participation in sonic of our programs, but also increased knowledge
by the youngsters after a 10-week program in nutrition education,
better attitude toward food. and better acceptance of new foods.

We found that we could reduce plate waste by teaching these kids
in the...classroom what these new foods were. and why they shonld be
eaten.oind how good they could taste in the school lunchroom.

We are fortunate .that our board of education also feels the impor-
tance of nutrition education. Perhaps this is due to the results of the
10-State nutrition survey which was conducted back in 1969 in West
Virginia, when we found that we (lid have problems With our school
aged youngsters and with our preschool youngstels.

So the Department of Education has promoted nutrition. We do
have a nutrition education supervisor on our staff. We feel that she
is a very i inporta lit ad i unct to our program.

.
The board of education in West Virginia recently voted a mandate to

our public schoolshem I am addressing the problem of extra food at
schoolthis mandate bars the sale of nonnutritious food items in the
publiC schools starting next year. That will be soft drinks, candy,
che,wing pun. and frozen ice bars.

The. reason the board of education develoued this mandate was the
fact that they felt they could not teach nutrition in die classroom. And
then down tile hall be collecting money from the children for foods
which are detrinlental or of no value to their health.

So they felt that-this was very important in the practice of teach-
ing good nutrition. This mandate. we feel, was developed out of our
nutrition teaching problem. We have received some criticism concern-
ing the problems which may be involved with the lack of revenue
and this type of thing.

We have also developed a core of concerned citizens, I believe. -who
have supported the statewide numdate. It ranes the gamut of par-.
ents. dentists, dental technicians, dictitians, nutritionists, school food
service personnel, and co.awned students also.

All of them join our State department of education in urging you,
committee members, to hnplement the provisions for nutrition educa-.
tion which are included in Public Law 94-105. We feel that nutrition-
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.education does make a difference, and we commend you for your con
tinned interest and support for child nutrition for all children in all
parts of our Nation.

Thank you...
[Prepared statement of Faith Gravenmier follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FAITH GRAVENMIER, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICES , CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA

CHILI/ NUTRITION PROGRAMS IN WEST VIRGINIA

For the past 50 years, school feeding has played an important role in the educa-
tional .program of our West Virginia schools. Lunch at school was initiated in
the rural areas 'of Monongalia, Preston and Logan Counties by members of the
Quaker religion. Later, throughout the State, teachers and parents utilized sur-
plus commodity foods made available by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
setting up make-shift school kitchens in unused classrooms, storage areas and
Coakrooms. The children, in these early days, brought their own' eating utensils,
plates and cups from home. During the depression years, more sophisticated
kitchens were set up with the assistance of connahnity groups and, in 1935, local
women were hired to prepare the food using funds available under the Works
Progress Administration.

The first state appropriation for school feeding waS made in 1943 when the
West Virginia Legislature budgeted $18,000 to complete the year's payment of
cooks' salaries after federal WPA funding was terminated. State financing of
local labor costs has increase(' over the years to amount to a total state appropria-
tion of $925,000. These funds are made available to the county boards of edueation
on the basis of total meals served and the number of needy students enrolled
and to help defray labor costs of the local school food service persomiel.
rhc. National School f.unch Act

When the National School Lunch Act %%.its passed in 1946, 1,284 schools, serving
50 percent of our West Virginia school children, contracted with the West Vir-
ginia Department of Education to serve Type A school lunches. At that time, it
was necessary for more isolated schools to serve Type B" lunches containing no
fluid whole milk since it. was impossible to obtain delivery of fresh milk in these
rural areas. Later, as transportation improved and schools were consolidated,
most of the public schools were able to implement the Special Milk Program when
the program was enacted by Congress in 1954.

The School Lunch and Speeial Milk Programs in West Virginia were indeed
imp'emented as programs -to improve the health and well-being of the Nation's
children." We have pictures in our office today which show sad eyed children
eating lunch at make-shift, 'wooden tables. The note on the back of the picture
stated that these children, who attended a one-room school in Mingo County,
were permanently crippled with ricket.s . Today, we still have two two-room
schools in Mingo County where it is not feasible to install kitchens or to arrange
for a satellite food service. However, the health of these 100 children is protectd
to some extent by use of the Special Milk Program. Each youngster has the
benefit' of tWo one-half pints of milk each day as a result of combined federal,
,and local effort . The milk is provided by means of the Special Milk Program
and is carried in by the teachers who pick up the day's supply at the nearest
delivery point.
school lunch and special milk programs

Educators and conununity leaders in West Virginia recognize the importance of
school feeding for all children. particularly those ehildren from families of limited
income. In 1902. community concern was expressed for children living in remote .
areas of the State who attended one. two and three room schools without kitchen
fa eilities. A special Packaged Lunch Program was developed to serve such schools,
using a special $5O.000 state appropriation to cover the expense of labor. pack-
.aging materials transport. This state program was meshed with the Special.
Commodity Assistance Program developed at the federal level to assist schools in
remote areas.

When the Spe?Ard Packaged Lunch Program was initiated in Webster County
to serve eight out-lying schools, the school lunches were prepared at 'a school

9 2
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kitchen in Webster Springs. pneked in paper bags alai stored in insulated pie-
Mc 'coolers for delivery. The coolers were picked np by rural mail carriers who
were able to travel over the muddy country roads in fonr wheel drive jeeps. The
benefits .of these Type A school lunches %%pre realized by children such as "Trig-
ger" Who formerly .had walked:over the mountain to his school carrying his .

'grandfather's In id bucket which always eontained coffee in the upper compart-
ment and biscuits .spread with lard in the bottom compartment. In thoSe days,
the Special Milk Program was utilized so that these children received one pint
of milk with each packaged lunch delivered to the schools.

These two basic nutrition programs the School Lunch Program and the SpMal
.Milk Programhave continued to expand in the State. All, save 16 public schoois
and 42 non-public .sehools, have made the Sclidol Lunch Program available to
their students. Approximately 760 public schools and 37 non-public schools pro-
vide extra milk to their students under the Speeial Milk Program and approXi-
Mutely 100 snmmer Canips participate end' year" in- the' Milk Program. (During
the school year of 1972-73, more than 900 public schools were participating in
.the Special Milk Program. This number dropped to 653 in the school year 1973-74
when the Special Milk Program was temporarily discontinued. The number of
public schools providing this service has gradually increased to its present
level.) .

The school breakfast program.
In 1966, two counties in West VirginiageDowell and Wyomingwere the first

in the Nation to serve breakfast at school when the 'National School Breakfast
. Program was initiated by Congress. These first breakfast programs were located
in schools where the greater number of students were from low income families
and in schools where children traveled long distances by bus. Today, 386 public
schools and One non-piiblic-gehool participate in a school breakfast program
which serves nearly 28,000-students.

Schools which have initiated a School Breakfast Program have realized
certain nuantieitiated benefits in addition to improved nutrition for children. For
example, in one of the first school breakfast programs in Wyoming County a
little boy. traditionally a "ten o'cloek scholar." suddenly began to arrive on time .

at school. When asked why he had changed his habits. the child explained tlmt
he no longer had to wait for the family's chicken to lay his breakfast egg ...

We continue to realize the importance of breakfast at school as each-new pro-
gram is started . One teacher of a special education class in Brooke County
has gratefully described the drainatie change exhibited by one of her more
difficult cases ... A ten year old girl who had failed to respond to any classroom
cludlenge suddenly jumped up and (lown, clapped her hands and exclaimed, "I
feel good !" after eating her first breakfast at school.
The special foml .wrvice program

In 1968, local concern again meshed with the national concern to develop sound
nutritional habits for the pre-school child. The tirst Special Food Service Pro-
grams were started in ten day care and kindergarten centers in the Charleston
area in. December, 1.968. Under this program. it was possible to provide nutri-
tional, well-balanced mid-morning and mid-afternoon supplements in place of
the "flavored drink and cookies syndrome" so prevalent in kindergarten class-.
rooms. For those ehildreu . who arrived early and stayed lat0 at varions day
care centers serving low income families and working mothers, it was possible
to provhle hreakfasts. lunches and slippers as well as nutritious snack foods.

Daring the slimmer of 1068. summer day camps in the Charleston area par-
ticipated in the Summer Special' Food Service Program. A total of 960 packaged
lunches were prepared at the Charleston High School and served to children
front low income neighborhoods who were enrolled in a recreational program
conducted by the Kanawha County Board of Education. PacImged lunches also
were transported to 17 remote areas of Kanawha County each day with the
county's .-traveling playgrounds." Each summer this special summer fwding
program has expanded to the extent possible with a vailalde funds.

In September, 1975. the Special Food Service Program in West Virginia
included 271 individual day care and Head. Start centers and 40 summer day
camps. These centers all are operated by non-profit agencies to serve children

of low income families, ninny with working mothers.
Public Lam 94-105

With the-enactment of Public Law 04-105 in October. 1975. 50 additional
sunimer day camps and residential camps serving needy children Will be eligible
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to serve not only..t he ;nom tiny meal, hut also breakfasts, suppers and between-
meal supplements. In addition, approxillMiely 15 lieensed, non-prolit day care
centers and 2.600 fatally day care honies will now lie eligible for this type of meal
service.

Since the West Virginia Departmeut of Ethication is committed to the concept
that nutrition is imptirtant to the health and well-being of all children, we
welcome the eliallenge to provide :i nutritious food service which "follows the
child," wherever he may be. It is tilivious, however, that expansion of the existing -.
child nutrition programs to include this new diversity of centers, day care homes
and summer camps as well as 25 or more residential care instit(itions
(now eligible for the Sehool Lunch and School Breakfast Programs) will require
additionnl state staff.

Width; the Division of Schtod Food Services there are two field supervisors,
one secretary and one financial clerk who are responsible for administration iind
sulwrvision of ;ill food service programs operating in -day. care centers; Head
Start programs, non-public schools and residential institutions. Two additional

.

supervisors will be employed for two months in the summer to assist the full-
! ink, SNOT in adiniuistering the Special Milk Program and .the Special Food
Service Program bre:Imps. Although Public Law 91-105 provides for state :violin-
istrative expenses to cover the summer food service, the $10.000 accruing in this
acconnt will cover only the salaries and travel expenses of the part-time summer
help.

Fro; a n d red aced price in en is
Prior to the additioind "Section 11" funding provided by Congress in 1970

to cover the total cost of preparing and serving lunches free and at a reduced
price to eligible needy children, school administrators in West Virginia had
struggled valiantly to meet the nutritional needs of such students.

111 counties such 115 Webster and Lincoln Counties where eight out of every
ten childrea were from pliverty level families.. it was not uncommon for school
officials to ;typal:de with parents tO' large families in order to keep all of the
ehildren in school. In such eases. the principal wouhl agree to serve meals free
to four of the children if, in turn, the parents would agree to pay for meals for
the other two. In :melt schmds the "paying child" actually subsidized the cost
of the free meals served to their less fortunate (laminates. This type of "local
subsidy" has long heen considered an aceptable praetice.by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Conversely. new federal regidat ions issued for comment on Decem-
ber 29, 1975, seek to identify ill "revenue" available at. the state or local level
and to solo ract such revenue prior to assigning reimbursement rates for free
and reduced price meals.

Today in the 1,316 schools and institutions which participate in tile National
School Lunch Program. more than 55 percent of the lunches are served free or
at a reduced price to eligible children. In October. 1975. 231.710 children ate a
Type A lunch each day. A total of 120,665 students had applied and been approved
for free meals at school and 10.022 had been approved for reduced price meals..

Currently, 500,0(10 Applications for Free and Reduced Price Meals are being
reissued in all schools in West. Virginia which participate in the School Lunch
and School Breakfast Programs. We hope that a greater number of families will
talo! advantage of reduced prke unods under the higher income eligibility stand-
ards providell in l'uldie Law 94-105., Past experience indicates. however. that
many students. particularly those in junior and senior high schools. are .too proud
to take advantage of the free and reduced price meals available in our schools,
La»ch price8

The reluctance MI the part of students and their parents to apply for free
and reduced price meals under the inmate standards set forth by the federal.
and state governments is unfortunate. since a manlier of saools have found it
necessary to increase meal prices. Due to increasing food and labor costs during
the current. sehool year. the average price of a school touch in West Virginia
is now nearly -15 cents as eompa red to na average twice of 42.5 cents last year.

State-wide figures tot school lunch partieipation have not changed markedly
during the current school term. Additional sehools are now participating in the
prtigram and other small sehools have hem consolidated so that the Type A
lunch is more readily available to st talents. There-are indications. however..that
participation is fluctuating more from day to day as parents try to "cut corners"
by packaging some lunches to be taken to school rather than having their chit-

..

2 4
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dren participate regularly on a day 1,6 day basis in the school luneh program.
Conversely, under Public Law 94-105,- these same students will .be eligible to 'eat
breakfasts, .1unches and suppers during the, summer inonthS, at no, charge to
their parents provided that the are enrolled in a summer camp which is eligible

"for assistance under the Special Summer Food Program.- .

In a -recent -visit in an elementary school, I had an opportunity to see just
what the first and second grade children were bringing from home in their lunch
boxes . . . Each child interviewed had at least one cake, candy, confection" or
cooky ; many also carried a packaged chip product . . . These usually were
consumed before the child ate his peanut butter or bologna sandwich. Same
children . had fruits and nearly three-fourths of the "brown baggers" purchased
milk to drink with their meal. For the milk, each' paid 10 cents since tilts
particular county did not participate in the Special Milk Program. Item for
item, the 35 cent peanut butter-jelly lunch brought from home was a poor
nutritional bargain as compared' to the 45- cent school lunch of beef stew, veg-
etable salad, peaches. rolls, butter arid milk.
School lunch participation

The 1976 State Plan for Child Nutrition Programs developed by the West
Virginia Department of Education identifies as a long range goal an increase
in participation of 20 to 25 percent in schools where school lunch and- school
breakfast programs have been established. In the face of rising food costs at
.10 to 15 percent annually and a recent increase of 33 percent in labor costs,
sehool food service participation is more likely to decrease rather than increase
as meal quality goes down and meal prices go up.

With additional state and federal subsidies for all meals served, regardless of
the income level of the children, it would be possible to up-grade school menus,
provide for choices within the meal pattern. gins decreasing plate waste, improve
facilities, develop higher standards of food preparation and sanitation and de-
velop reasonable inventory-accounting cost controls. Such meal subsidies would
make it possible for local boards of education to obtain the administrative. super-
visory. accounting and production personnel needed to provide a viable food serV-
ice program which meets the nutritional needs of all children.
State adosinistratirc expenses

Additional federal funds are needed for state administrative expenses in order
to not only meet the increased responsibilities inherent in implementation of
Public Law 94-105. but also to fulfill the additional regulatory and supervisory
duties implicit in the current proposed revisions of federal regulations which are
now being issued by tbe U.S. Department of Agriculture. At this point of time,
the federal regulations governing the operation of all child feeding programs are
being revisedschool lunch, school breakfast, non food assistance, child food
programs, sumnier food programs and special milk. .

The funds allocated to West Virginia for state administration of all child
nutrition programs in the public and non-public schools. the child care food
program and the summer food service program have recently been increased
from $112.303 to $119,609 for the current year. This increase of $7,301 will be
mpded to cover the additional costs ineurred during the current year for salary
increases. travel expenses. (Mtn processing and printing ... At this level of fund-

.
ing, it will not be possible to increase the present staff beyond the seven Positions
now Included in the federal budget.-

As compared to this federal expenditure. the West Virginia Legislature appro-
priated for tiseal year 1976 $122,568 for salaries. $27.403 for current expenses and
$925.000 for state support of local labor costs. Additional state funds included in
the general departmental budget are used to help defray personnel benefits, data
processing and' printing and binding.
Nutrition education

Since 1971. the West Virginia Department of Education bas been fortunate in
receiving three grants for pilot programs in nutrition education from funds avail-
able under Section 6 of the National School Lunch Act. The most recent study,'
completed .in 1)ecember,1975. measured the effectiveness of a planned program
in nutrition education in increasing students' knowledge of nutrition, hnproving
attitudes toward foods and acceptance of new foods and participation in the
school food service programs. During this study, a ten week nutrition program
was included In the curriculum of 42 elementary schools. Students in grades kin-
dergarten through tljx were given tests. prior to the implementation of the nutri- .
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tion educntion program and again after the end of the program. When the
results of these tests were compared with results from children of the same grade
levels in 42 control schools, a Statistically significant gain in knowledge andattitudes was shown for each grade level Certain standard menus were serVed
in the selmol lunch prograMs prior to the beginning of the project and again atthe eml of the projftt ... When the plate waste was measured for certain ,"test
foods," such as broccoli,' raw cauliflower, tacos, and apricots, it was found thatthe nutrition education had been effective in reducing plate waste. for thosestudents in the eXperhnental schools.

These studies, conducted in a limited number of schools, indicate the advan-tages which could be gained if a state-wide program in nutrition education wereimplemented Current practices observed in many communities also point upthe need for an effeetive. sequential nutrition education program . .The teen-age girl with $1,300 worth of braces on her teeth who spends her babysitting money in the soft drink machine at school ... .

The teen-age mother 'who fills her toddler's bottle with drinkade because it'sless expensive . . .

The mother of a handicapped child who feeds him ice cream and chocolatemilk because "That's all he can eat."
The coach who says- children call eat all of the candy and soft drinks theywant because they driak fluoridated water
The obese father who says his boy can have candy any time he wants it ...-All of these well-meaning people are contributing to a state of nutritional bank-

ruptcy for this generation and future generations of our children . . . The needfor improved nutritional practices is evident.
Since 1969. when the Ten State Nutrition Survey was conducted in West Vir-ginia. the West Virginia Department of Education has been increasingly awareof the importance of nutrition for aii students.
In this, our Bicentennial Year. the West Virginia Board of Education has issueda mandate, effective in the 1970-77 school year, which will prohibit the sale ofsoft drinks. candy, chewing gum and flavored ice bars in all public schools withinthe State.
This mandate was passed on the premise that educators cannot teach goodnutrition in the classroom and at the same time, endorse the sale of non-nutri-tional foOds in the hallway.

:At the same time. the Board has urged the county boards of education to dis-eourage the consumption of foods which contain high levels of refined sugars andto make available within its schools a selection of nutritious foods to supplementthe school food service program.
Although this ban on the sale of four.specific food items and the emphasison the sale of nutritional foods has received some criticism within the State, anever-increasing number of concerned citizens and parents have expressed supportof this action of the West Virginia Board of Education.
These concerned cltlzensdentists, dental hygienists, dieticians, nutritionists,health educators. teachers, social workers, parents and school food service per-sonneljoin the members of our Department of Education in urging full imple-mentation of the provisions for nutrition education included in Public Law94-105.
We commend the Members of the United States Congress and pay tribute tothis august committee for their centinued commitment to protect the health andweli-being of all children in this great United States.

Respectfully submitted,
FAITH GRAVENMIER,

Director, Division of School Food Services.

26
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WEST VIRGINIA

CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAMS - FY 1976

DESCRIPTION OF SCHOOLS AND
TYPE OF FOOD SERVICE AVAILABLE

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
Percentage of Students Within Each School
Who Are Eligible for Freeto. Reduced Meals

0-24% 1 25-45% I 50-74% 1 75-100%

TOTAL
NUMBER
SCHOOLS

PUBLIC.SCHOOLS
Schools with NO type of food

service 5 1 0 0 6

Schools with Special Milk Only 2 0 1 1 4

Schools with "Private" Service 6 0 0 0 6

Schools with School Lunch
and/or Special Milk 222 324 222 69 837

Schools with School Lunch
and/or School Breakfast 57 105 120 95 377

NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Schools without food service 31 0 0 0 31

Schools with Special Milk Only 11 0 0 0 11

Schools with School Lunch
and/or Special Milk 18 0 0 0 18

Schools with School Lunch
and School Breakfast 0 1 0 0 I

INSTITUTIONS
Institutions classified as
"Schools" under PL 94-105 1 2 3 19 25

TOTAL 353 433 346 184 1,316
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WEST VIRGINIA

CHILD NUTRITION PROGRAM PARTICIPATION - FY 1976

Totd1 Average
Number of Daily
Schools Attendance

PUBLIC

Average Daily
Partici ation

School School

Lunch Breakfast

Students Approved for No. Schools
with

Special Milk
Programs

Free
Meals

Reduced
Price
Meals

1,230 374,865 229,428 27,884 II9.491 16,363 573

NON-PUBLIC

61 5.928 2,293 40 274 59 25

INSTITUTIONS-RESIDENTIAL

25* 1,480*_ 0 0 900* 200* 12

TOTAL

1.316 352,273 231,716 27,924 120,665 16,622 610.

*Est imated

2 8.
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S-SL-41 vvEST VIRGINIA OEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Oivision of School Food Services
Charleston, West Virginia 25305

PERPETUAL INVENrrCRY CF CONSUMABLE ITEMS

A. ITEM B. UNIT SIZE

C.
OATS ,

O.
A MOUNT
RECEIVEO

E.
VE.NDCR

F. G.
UNIT AMOUNT
PRICE WITH

DRAWN

H.
BA L
ON
HAND

TO VA LUE
ITEM

CN HAND



Fora S -SL -41C

COUNTY

WEST VIRGIN/A DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Charleston. Root Virginia 25305

INVEITORY OF SCUOOL FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMINT

SCHOOL YEAR
19 to 19_

EQUIFMMVT ITWI
OVER $100

YEAR
URCHASECUNIT=SCTOTAI.
COLUMN 8

INO.

C

nut'

D

ORIGINAL
COMEEMINATIOM

COLUMN E

DATE/LIFE

COLUIN 7

DEFRECIATION
RATE/MONTH
COLUMN G

muumuu minmu
EPRECIATIWDELETI:
COLUMN H 01.CHSCOLUM A

I. NON-FOOD
ASSISTANCE:

XXXX XXIX
ECCE =ZS
XXXX REES
XXXX NETT

II. VEHICLES:

=X
.0278

PASSENGER
TRUCXS:
13 000 lbs.
ever 13 000 .0185
III. FOOD

.009

PREPARATION:

IV. FOOD

.009

,...

R,FICv

:

11111
111111

!

/

V. STORAGE

.005

VI. DISHWASHING

.009

VII. OFFICE

.009

TOTAL =X
eport as
Item 5c,
Form SL 3

Report as
Item 3 F
Form SL 3

DO NOT INCLUDE EQUIPMENT OVER TWELVE YEARS OF AGE
DELETION CODE: T-transferred; S -stored; D-destroyed; R-resold
IF EQUIPMENT IS USED FOR MORE THAN ONE PURPOSE, PRO-RATE ORIGINAL COST OF EQUIPMENE I
TERMS OF Z TIME USED FOR SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES.

3 0
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wEsT vOcanIA DEPARTFENT OF EDUCATICV
Division of School Food Services
Charleaton Rest Virginia 25305

RECIPE COSTING

NAVE OF RECIPE Number of Servings

RECIFE SOURCE Card:lumber or Pegs Number

G. COST PER SERVING

Instruction':
A. Enter the main ingredients used in preparing the recipe.

S. Enter the unit size used for each ingredient (pound, ounce, flusher)

C. Enter the current cost per unit for each ingredient.

D. Enter the total quantity needed in the recipe for each ingredient.

E. Calculate by multiplying column D by Column C.

F. Add total of 03211141 13 and record for total recipe cost.

G. Calculate by dividing Total Recipe Cost (F.) by the number of servings.

F. TOTAL RECIPE COST

DATE CALCULATED

If prices change, adjust for specific ingredient affected. Ad:ust items F 111 G.

3 1
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WEST VIRGIMA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DivIelon of School Food Sietviene
Charleston, West Virginia 25e06

SCHOOL
RESPONSIBLE PERsON

MEW, F000 ITEM-

MENU COSTING
DATE ,

STANDARD SERVING SIF

MOO ITEM

PRE-COSTING POST-COSTTNI3
e. c. o. E. F. G. H.

UNIT COST SERVINGS COST COST UNITS TOTAL
SIZE UNIT PER UNIT PER PER USED COST

SERVING UNIT

1.1=11

I. ESTIMATED COST PER WEAL SERVED J,

TOTAL tJ
COST . .

J. ACTUAL cosi
PER MEaL

K. TOTAL MJMBER MEALS SERVED THAT DAY

L. POST COST OF F000 PER NEAL a.) plus COST OF LABOR KR
MEAL plus COST PER MEa L FOR OTHER EXPENSES
EQUALS' TOTAL COST PER MEAL:

M. TOTAL COST PER MEAL

TOE poet coat divided by tairrber of Meals Served (.OK) scsali
ached Cost of Mod Per Meal

3 2



Form S -SL -44

COUNTY

94

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION To be completed each

Charleston, West Virginia 25305 year in September ad

SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES January using memus

AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COSTS BY PROGRAM served the 3rd. week

.
MONTH 19

SCHOOL CODE

A. AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COSTS FOR SCHOOL LUNCH

DAY

COLUMN 1
FOOD COST PER MEAL
PLATE LUNCH #1 *

COLUMN 11
FOOD COST PER MEAL
ALTERNATE PLATE 02 *

COLUMN 111
AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COST
(Column 1 + Column 11 t 2)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

HURSDAY

FRIDAY

TOTAL 1. 2. 3.

4. AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COST FOR SCHOOL LUNCH
Item 3 t 5 days)

.. .......--

DAY

--... .--- ---.- .--
COL= 1

FOOD COST PER MEAL
BREAKFAST #1 *

--____ ...............

COLUMN 11
FOOD COST PER MEAL
BREAKFAST ALTERNATE*

COLUMN 111
AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COST

(Column 1 + Col= 11 t 2)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

TOTAL 1. 2. 3.

4. AVERAGE DAILY FOOD COST FOR SCHOOL BREAKFAST
Item 3 t 5 days)

C. AVERAGE COST OF SPECIAL MILK OR EXTRA MILK SOLD AT SCHOOL

1.

TYPE OF MILK SUPPLIER'S CHARGE TO SCHOOL

2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. AVERAGE COST OF SPECIAL MILK OR EXTRA
MILK SOLD
(Total of Items 2 + 4 + 6 t 3)

* CALCULATE FOR EACH SAMPLE DAY, USING FORM S-SL-43. ENTER ITEM 1 FROM FORM
S-SL-43.



Fops 3-PL-45.

caturrr

MONTH 19

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Charleston, West Virginia 15101

scHool. FOOD SERV/CIS
MOUTPLY FOOD COSTS BY PROGRAM

SCHOOL CODE

A. ESTIMATED MONTHLY FOOD COST PT PROGRAM
COLUMN I COLUMN II COLIDIN III

TYPE OP MEAL TOTAL NUMFER MEALS AVERAGE FOOD COST ESTIMATED MONT

S7RVED DUPING MONTH BY PROGRAM (Form S-SL-44) ly FOOD COST
BY PROGRAM

LIMON

/REA:LEAST_ A_

;TINA MILK 7 8

CATERED MEALS I

',For n'peelal zatered mealn nnt pletved n a rogolar boais, aalculote average Food
Cost on Form tie Form 5-ri.-43. Fater lion I from Fora S-SL-43 an.item II.

B. Cont of Feed Used Drting Current Month
I. kilter cloh valuo ef arAlnnlag inveernry of food and ailk purchnees.

Item 144 Flom Fora 6-S!..4.5 fl: I.:onions month.

2.. Ald to::1. value -f fard and ml'a rurrt,eed JurInA earrent month.

1. Equate total. vsluo fo: food am! mlik rt.-1110,ln dnrInA manth.

B..ttrlat ;Ire e.nh w.lun 6f on..Ilv.; st.on:lity inventorf rf pnrehosed
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PLCYEEiS NAME
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WLST VIBUISIA DEPARTNETIT OF ECJCATION
Cherlenton, West Virginia 25305
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JOINT COST ALLOCATIONS FOR COUNTY

RREN EXPENSE
NO.

ITEM pNITS
COL ,A

UNIT
COST
COL. 8

TOTAL
COST
COL.0

% ALLOCATION I
ITO FOOD SERV.
COLUMN D

PRO-RATED
FOOD SERV.
CCL.E

TRAVEL i

f

State ikssesments-
commodity del.

County Expenses-
commodity del. I

-IFood Storage
1 1

;

I

.

r

t

Printing &Dupttcating
1

1

I

Office Supplies
I

1

1

Postage &Shipping
1

Data Processing
1

Maintenance &Ropair

In-Service Training .

Contracted Services I
I i LI

l'OTAL PROGRAM OUTLAY

Support Services: 10% times total spont by schools for labor
(Item 3C, Form S-SL-3 + Item lc, Form S-SL-10 = plus equip-
ment docreciation (Item 3F Form S-SL-3) 2.

Add- Total Labor Costs (Item G-1, page 1)

Equals - Total of Joint Cost Allocations for tho County

3.

Total Joint Costs (Iti..m E - 4) .-iividr:d by Total numbor of
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Moat Sorvod 5.

County Support Per Meal Served X Total Number of Meals Served = Total County
Support for Each School (Enter as Item 3D on Form S-SL-3 and as Item lb
cn Form S-SL-10.)
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Chairman Muni xs. Perhaps Mr. Neel would like to say a few words
before we sturt interrogating the director and yourself.

I thought that perhaps I should state that this committee has always
been laboring under the impression that we could not have a school'
program as far as the reduced price and free lunch programs, unless
we lmd a strong regular pmgram.

We subsidize the regular program under section 4 by 12.5 cents and
under the commodities by 11 cents, which makes a total of 23.5 cents
for the regular school lunch program. The regular school lunch cost
for our Nation as a whole is about 80 to 85 cents.

Under section 4, we give 12.5 cents, under section 11 for the needy,
we give 56.75 cents, and-the commodities or cash in lieu of commodities,
wo give a total of 11 cents. This makes 80.25 cents for the -free lunch.

'For the reduced .price lunch, the only di fference in the reduced price
lunch and the free lunch is the half a pint of milk. We subsidize the
reduced price lunch to the extent of 74.5 cents.

I do want to say that we tried to do something about the recrular
.1unch program last year. We had a bill on the floor that no runch
could cost more than 85 cents. Governor Simon helped to lead the fight

. in that connection. We were unsuccessful.
Then, we went out for a nickel, to keep the price of the regular lunch

program from going up. We felt that we were justified in that. We went
to the. Senate and we compromised with the Senate.'

Then, when we got to talking about a veto. Senator McGovern and
all the Senators had agreedin the conference to support. They thought

. that they could keep the bill from being vetoed. They talked so much
about focid for the country.

Then, they went away from it completely. They recommitted their
own conference report that they had sicrned. They backed up, in other
words, not the subsidy for the regular funch program, but we did have
tremendous improvements in the bill anyway.

So we were not able to get that extra subsidy because the Senate ran
-.away from us. But the bill was vetoed anyway. It shows the poor
'judgment, irtmy opinion, of some of our friends in the U.S. Senate, and
I was not hesitant to tell them about it.

I think that if Senator Humphrey, who knew about the school lunch
bill, had been in the country at the time, he would have stood up on
the Senate floor, and not let that report be recommitted.

Just like, sheep jumping the fence, when Senator McGovern voted
to recommit the bill, all the Senators voted for it under the pretext
that it would keep the bill from being vetoed.

The bill was vetoed anyway, but we brought it to the House first.
We overrode the veto overwhelmingly. I wrote a letter, and I tried
to get it postponed until Senator Humphrey could get back froth
overseas. I knew that he would know how to explain the program on the
floor. I knew that they Would not recommit it if the proper fight was
made on the floor.

The Senate overrode with just as high a percentage as we overrode
in the House of Ilepresentatives. So it did not make a bit of difference,
except that We- gave up the subsidiary for the regular program, and
permitted the price-to go up, which I was very much opposed to, as'
was this whole coMmittee, but we did our best.

4 0
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We could not do anything about it because the Senate completely
capitulated on us.

You can go ahead and make your remarks, Mr. Neel.

STATEMENT OF C. 0. NEEL, DIRECTOR, DIVISION or FOOD DISTRI-
BUTION, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, KENTUCKY

Mr. NEEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to appear before a group like this; to have the op-

portunity to meet you face to face and chat with you.
I want to present just a few basic conditions. Hopefully then, you
ill ask me some questions because I would rather not go into details.
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your prepared statement

will be inserted in the record, and we will ask you some questions.
You go ahead and summarize.

[Tables submitted by C. 0. Neel foliciw:]
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FOODS UELIVEkED.OR ON ORDER BEFORE FEBRUARY 15, 1976

FOODS . CARLOADS
ORDERED

NrBER

16

6

s
5

7

48

TOTAL
Wii0LESALE

VAIUE

TOTAL

.

POUNDS

Apole:lauce, Cnd.
Beans, Ory
Beans, Cnd. Green
Beans, Fro. Green
Beef, Cnd.
Beef, Frn. Ground

$ 222.640
206,400
115,500
126,565
Cc5,001

1,600,000

1,425,600
480,000
418,000
281,250

511,700
1,848,000

Butter, Print 24 875.520 921,600
Cheese, Cheddar 2 1.55,2.,0 120,000
Cheese, Process 10 355,520 336.000
Chicken, Frozen 34 N,6,3C;0 1.224,000
Corn, Cnd. 4 81,460 349.P00
Corn, Fro. 7 173,250 393,750

Cranberry Sauce 4 105,601 352,000
flour 9 120,351 707,950
Milk, Nonfat Dry 504.000 720,000
Orange Juice 6 171,000 472,500
'Peachy:, EnC. 9 332.6*,0 792,000
Peanut Butte, 3 1i.i2,424 277,200

__^---
Peanut nranules I 30,1+00 46,200
Peanut Murgarine 7 1%0,096 258,E00
Pganut Oil 6 14,03 230,400
Pears, Cnd. 9 ::,6,,',00 792,000
Peas, Cnd. 2 52.000 176,000

-Peas,. Frozen S 146,200 292,000

Potatoes, Fro. F. F. 19 235,7r0 114,000
Potatoes. Cnd. Sweet 7 207,900 841,500
Poultry, Cnd. 7 505.000 517,650
Prunes 4 124,64d 202,700
Rais.n 5 2C:,910 381,000
Salad Oil 17 823,41 1,016,600

Shortening, 7egotab1e 15 SP4,560 972,000
Tomatoes, Cnd. 2 15,700 168.400
lonAto Paste 4 132,030 269,800
Turkey Fro. -- 12

_-_-`
238,0:.4 420.000

TOTAL 330 $ 10,898.473 10.530.200
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WHOLESALE VALVE OF mos DELIVERED TO COLNTIES DURING MONTHS
OF .1,11V 1. 1975 - ,5asuory 31. 1976
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EXPLAKATION:

The above is the pounds of foods distributed and on order as
of January 30, 1976 to each county in Kentucky from July 1, 1975.

Foods are allocated to schools on meals served.. The above figures
co not reveal this because many shipments are currently being
delivered or have been ordered and will be received within the
next 2 or 3 months.



INSTITUTIONS

Nunber of Peonle Served

11.742

CAMPS

.. Number of Campers Semed

108,197

36

Foods Ordered

Peanut Margarine

Peanut 011

Peanut Oa Shortening

KF.V.If-24q2lived

Ilvef, Canned

C6e,e, Process

tun. N.F.D.

Peanut Butter

Pounds of Each

69,330

.64,800

59,800

************;,,,,e.,,***************************************

Average Number of Mca15 Serrcd to Schools Daily 650.386

Average Number of Mealn. Served to Schools and

Service Institutions Daily
659,929
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N.P.E. (Elderly Feeding Program)

Number Served Foods Received Pounds
& Ordered

5,000 Applesauce
.

Beef, Canned 47,676

Beef, Frozen Cround 29,975

Be:.ns a'een, Frozen 31,440

Beans Green, Canned 38,340.

Checse, Process 6,300

Coro, Cannt.d 42,055

Corn, Frozen 2,250

Cranerry Sauct. 10,604

N.F.O. 5,250

011, :",alad 6,791

Phes, Canned 34,160

PeAnnt Butter 14,850

Canned 30,200

Pruncm, Dried 3,850

Sening, Vegetable-- 4,752

Tomato Paste 5,161

TurRey's Frozen 8,480

TOTAL POUNDS 365,024

4 6
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.
Mr. NEEL. Chairman Perkins. Congressman Simon and Congress-.

man Hall, 1 want to say : fongratulations, red light runners. I under-
stand that you ran some red lights yesterday.

ChairMan PERKINS. We had the approval of the police:
Mc. NEEL. I want to congratulate 3'011 on the effort that you have. in

progress right now, which in my estimation is an evaluation program.
When I realiw that my Congressmen are evaluatingthe expenditure
of $2.7 billion, and part of it is my money. I am happy.

In Kentucky. the school lunch program is administered by the de-
partment of education. The food distribution program is adminis-
tered through the Department. of Agriculture. I will relate my remarks
specifically to the food distribution program.

As you know, our food has become available to us in Kentucky
through several different acts. They are not just. surplus :foods. They
are from the surplus removal program. and they are also from the
conunoditv support program, and some other funds.

Now, the primary objective of the 'food distribution program in
Kentucky is for ns to procure. allocate and distribute effectively the
foods that are available for our children. We do that to the best of our
abilities.

Our operational procedures, in Kentucky, briefly, are these: We. are
given an iiPportunity, through the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
to requisition foods. I contact jiersonally all food service directors
within the State annually to secure from t hem what we call food pref-
e.rences. Believe on me. we:handle those in the State office to the best
of our abilities.

-try- to...honor their .requests...If they_liave a priority. No. 1, we
really push for that food. The low priority on their list, when we re-'
eeive calls wanting to know if, we want that particular food in Ken-
tucky. I refer immediately to the responses of the food service people
in order to answer yes or no.

I have one limitation. If I do not secure for the Kentucky children
certain foods, or if that food Is charged to the allocation of the Ken-
tucky chivIren. frequently I will request a 50-called not so desirable
food because it is food. It is better to have that than none at all.

To get for our Kentucky people the maximum, the maximum amount
that is available to us and for us, our procedures are to requisition the
foods our people say they prefer.

We secure those foods in Kentucky 99 percent by railcar shipment.
Those shipments vary from 30,000 to 70.000 pounds each. At the pres-
ent time, they are 'being distributed to 10 sites in Kentucky.

Our people who are here today, many of them know where their un-
loading site is. "Within a 24-hour period, we, unless we pay the merger.
are to inform our local people that the ear is at the railroad siding. Will
you please come to that railroad skling within this limited time, so
that we will not have to pay the merge.

To date we have paid less than $20, so that wmdd indicate. C011-
gretzsman Perkins, that we .ife.,_getting to our people on the short
response.

Chairman PERKINS. Congressman Vanik from Ohio has complained
about spoiled foods. To what extent, if any, have you received any
spoiled foods, or have any o!. the beneficiaries received spoiled foods?

Mr. NEEL. The spoilage of food from the loading point to Kentucky
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this year has been less t han one carload. It was a carload of food that
When our inspectors went to the delivery site to inspect it, there were:
some discrepancies.

We bninediately had it insPected, lt was returned for repackaging-
It came back to us in acceptable condition.

. So, to answer your question more specifically, it has been very, very
little in Kentucky.

.Now, tO indicate to you some of our activities for.this period of time
since July 1, we have secured for the KentuCky students 34 different
foods.

Mr. Chairman, I believe, if you will look at that list, you will see
.that there is not, this is to my knowledge and maybe some other people
woulddisagree, but there is not an objectionable food.

The statement I get from most of the food service'people in Ken-
tucky, and I get it frequently, is that the food is of high quality. Please
note that I am giving you some pluses, but-I am going to give you some
minuses in a few minutes.

The food is of high quality. In fact quite a few of the people respond
this way, the quality is such, the quality is so high, that I cannot pur-
chase it at the local level. Then they will add something like this: I
could not purchase that quality food for the .price I understand tho .

USDA has had to pay for it locally.
You will notice 34 different foods. To date, we have secured in Ken-

tucky 330 carloads of food. Believe you me, the cooperation we have
gotten. Congressman Perkins, from the local people in the distribu-
tion of this, is unbelievable, not just in eastern Kentucky, but all of
'Kentucky.

The total value of that food to the people in Kentucky, since July 1,
is an unbelievable figure to most. people. That total value, as of July
is something over $10 million. Gentlemen. that means that if our.loda1_,..
school people did not have the opportunity to secure the se. foods that -
that amount of money or more would have to come..fidm their local
budgets.

I am not sure that our local school people really understand that.
Another point to better illustrate that. To date. gentlemen, the aver-

age county in Kentucky has received over $52,000 wholesale value of
foods for their school program.

Congressmen, I think that these are the basic things that I would
like to say.

Chairman PERKINS: Thank you very much. We may have some
questions.

I will first call on Congressman Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Bevins, on the sMorgasbord, Lam curious, first of

all, what you find on cost ? .
Mr. BEVINS. The per meal cost?

. Mr. Simox. How that comPares with per meal cost where you do not
have the smorgasbord approach ?

Mr. BESINS. Actually, there is very little difference before and after
this type of thing has come about. 'When we first examined this, the
first impression was that.: "My. this is going to price us out of house
and home:We are not going to be able to support this. We will not be
able to finance it."

4 8
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But after all is said and done, the thing balances itself .off. Some
boys and girls, as it has been written in our new law, need less food
and sonic others need a little more. So, actually, the type A lunch is
about-it would average itself out to the type A lunch.

There is another wrinkle in this. I should not say this because we are
all fighting this condition .of unemployment, but the labor costs can
be reduced considerably and this will much more than offset any in-
Crease in food, if any increase in food should happen.

I was in a school, Tuesday of this week, where the smorffasbord is
the only thing that is available. There are no other items of food, and
this was costing 01 cents per meal, and this was very little less than
it had been during the previous year.

In this particular school, at one time, they had 17 full-time employ-
ees. Now they have 10. They have absorbed these employees by rear-
ranging their schedules, and rearranging their needs across the county.
There has been no one fired.

In this particular school, where the smorgasbord is taking place, this
is happening. Contrary to what it might seem, the smorgasbord does
not increase the east per meal.

Mr. SIMON. I don't want to sound critical, because I think that it
is a great idea. I like the idea.

Have you run into problems with HEW officials who indicate that
this may not comply with Federal regulations at all, or the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. rather?

Mr. Bmxs. Yes. You have to monitor the program. But once moni-
...toringis..underway,.and.people understand what is_goingon, then the
monitoring can be dropped. But during the first experience, it dOes
have to be monitored.

As far as the type A lunch is concerned, as -I indicated earlier, the
-.lunch is a super type A lunch, and not just an average type A lunch.

Mr. SIMON. Mrs. Gravenmier, have you tried the smorgasbord ap-
proach in West Virginia, and what is your experience?

Mrs. GRAVENMIER. We have not tried the smorgasbord per se. We do
in about 200, and perhaps more, junior, and senior high schools, pro-
via(' choices within the type A pattern, complete choices of two dif-
feRint meals, such as a sandwich plate versus a hot-plate lunch, a pizza
plate. or a bag lunch, which is t-ery popular. It would be the same gen-
eral idea as a smorgasbord.

In other words, we feel very stronglv that children, even from the
fifth and sixth grade on np, will accept ilia school lunch program better
if they have some degree of choice provided to them.

NoW, in West Virginia, we do not have an a la carte system on our
service line. We do liave vending machines, as you know. We have
the food items sold in the schools, but not on the line as an a la carte
item.

We do find that participation increases greatly as you provide
choices for them in pattern. I have seen that with my own junior high
school girl:. She does not complain as much, when I say : "Buy the
school lunch," because she has a choice, at the-junior high school level,
of t wo different meat items, at least.

*Ar. Srmox. Mr. Bevins. you indicatedand I concur in theory at
leastthat we ought to move toward providing a free lunch, since
we.provide free busing and other facilities to the students..
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What would the incremental cost-be, in Kentucky, when you men .
den about the State governments picking up the bulk of the tab. Are
we: talking pie-in-the-sky, or is it practical to talk, at some point,
about State governments picking up part of the tab, if the Federal.
Government will pick up an additional part of the tab?

. Mr. BEVINS. First, let me say that I would recommend that the Con-.
(Tress not decrease its assistance.

Mr. SIMON. I am not suggesting that.
Mr. BEWNS. I do not think that this would. be received well by any

State.
What I do propose, however, is that as we increase the food services

available that the States pick up more of their share of the tab, which
is now being borne by the taxi?ayer on a daily installment basis.

The taxpayer who is paying tor the lunch in school, or the taxpayer
who is paying for this, there is no such thing as a free lunch. You hear
that expression quite often. You see it often, on posters and things.
But someone must pay the bill.

I think that we are wasting an awful lot of money in. trying .to do
the thinf; on a daily installment basis. If it could be conducted on a
budget basis, knowing at the beffinning of the year what our cost
will be, and that these funds are te be available, then we could forget
about these trivialities.

Mr. SDEON. I concur completely, but what I am wondering is, what
cost are you talking about. Let us take your State, what kind of
incremental cost are _you talking about when you say that every
student in the schoolsyou are correct and I should _not use the, term
"free lunch"where there is no fee charged, do you have any idea what
that total increase in cost would be?

Mr. BEN-INS. Round figures our need on a yearly basis will amount
to $100 million, oive or take some.

Mr.- Stmox. Let us use that $100 million figure: At the Federal level,
we Will say that we will pick up $50 million of that tab, if the State
would pick up the other $50 million. Do you think that the State of
Kentucky would pick up the other $50 million ?

Mr. BMX& That is what you are doing now. You are contributing
to the State of Kentucky, $50 million a year.

Mr. SIMON. When you use the $100 million figure, are you saying an
additional $100 million, and then you could provide .free lunches to
the students ?

Mr. BENIN& We could provide all free lunches for $100 million. Now,
the boys and crirls are paying the $50 million that you are not paying.

Mr. Sixox.P-Then, the $50 million is what I am talking about. If the
Federal Government, for Kentucky. picked up $25 of that $50 milfion,
would Kentucky be willing to pick up the additional $25 million, do
yon think?

T realize that you have to make a judgment as to what the legisla-
ture, or the Governor might do. But we have to make these kinds of
judionen ts in Washington. What. is your guess ?

Nfr. BErINS. I don't want to second-guess our general assembly, or
the administration, but I belie.ve we. would. I believe that if the pro-
posal were made, they would say : "That is fair enough."

80-005 0 - 77 - 4
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.When they consider the true picture, as it is, yes, I believe that
our. State would do it. Maybe not in ttlis session of the general assembly,
but maybe in the future. A few years from now, maybe this could be
achieved. I believe it could. I believe that most States would be willing
to do this.

For what it is worth, I have a little sketch here of the little problems
that. you might want to consider. 1 just will make these available to
you. It is a rough thing. It was done a couple of years ago,, and I
have not changed it. I have not had time to.

It illustrates the procedures which might be used in conducting
the financial affairs so that the daily payment could be eliminated.

Mr. Simos. I will take a good look at it. I appreciate .that..
Mrs. Uraveninier, in your statement, on the next to the last page,

one of the things you write, there are public schools with private
service. You are talking about their contracting out with some local
restaurant, or someone to provide the school meals. Is that eorrect?
That is the way that 1 understand that phrase there, it is one of .the
appetalix in your statement.

Mrs. OvAvEs.num. -Private service" means that they work on their
own, serving whatever they wish, hiring their own people, and charg-
ing i he kids whatever they wish. They operate it theinselves, but with-
out any Federal or State subsidy.,

Mr. Sorox. 1 am just curious on that. What do you think of the
nutritional value of those meals, and the cost of those meals compared
to where the State and Federal governments are involved?
---Mrs..GRAvimmiEn.....There were a number of schools that,hadpriyate...
service, and over the years they have found that they were having
problems financially, and they have come' under the national program.

Time main drawback for these schools and I am thinking of the large
schools, such as two large high schools in the northern part of the
State, if a student were to buy a full plate, as you would have on the
type A. lie would be paying $1 or more for it.

Most of the time, the youngsters are buying a food item. More often
than not. the nutrit ional items are knocked off because of the cost.

Mr. SIMON. So, from yoar perspective, it is not a desirable thing;
it is notsomething to beencou raged ?

Mrs. GIZANT.NMIEli. It does not meet the needs of many of our
chi Id ren.

We serve about 55 percent of our meals free, or at reduced price..
About 1:3.01.0 a day are reduced price. most of ours are free. So we have
a Iii(Th depTee of need among the low-income children.

Mr..Sim-ox, The foods delivered on or before February 15, 1976, that.
is for t his fiscal yea r. from Tuly 1 until February

M r. NEEL. From July 1 throR(rh 1970.
Mr. SIMON. nave no further questions.
Chairman PrittoNs. Mr. Bevins. have you implemented the new

provision in the law that provides for senior high school students to
select. their oWn foods; or are you using the so-called smorgasbord
approach. Tf so: how many of your seltools are using that approach?

Mr. littvi Ns. We are roin!r on a eombination basis. At the moment
we are usiwr more of the. smor,rasbord approach. since we had started
this earlier last year. As a matter of fact, last year, e wee promoting
this also.
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We are using this approach rather than promoting the- other ap-
proach: The new approach can be built into the smorgasbord approach
very easily, once We get a smorgasbord approach started in a (4:,-strict.

At the .present .time we have about pne-third of the senior high
schools in the State of f.i.entucky providingthe smorgaSbord aPproach,
this is over 200 schools, the senior high schools.

Others are gearing themselves to try tbis. They are obtaininc, their
equipment. They are making the necessary arrangements. They are
inakint'i-Plans to make adjustments so that this can bc

We realize the value for the elimination of the waste of food, of the
three items. Really and truly, if we have the smorgasbord approach
this is, in effect, doing the same thing, but the boys and girls are making
the decision for themselves.

ChairMan PERKINS. Have 'you implemented the recmlation in your
senior high schools to permit the choice of foods by trie students?

Mrs. ORAN-I:N.3mm Chairman Perkins, that part of the regulation
has just been printed in the Federal Register. It is open for comments
until March 1. So, my answer would be no. e are waiting until the
reguhitietm ;Ire published in final form.

Chairman PERKINS. The reduced price provision is being'handled
the same way?

Mrs. GRAVENMTER. Those were not issued with a comment period.
The State departnumt of education had until December 31, roughly,-
to comply with those, which would be 1 month.. I believe that they
were issued in the fiNt part, of December.

The scheols have until March 1 to complete their changeover to the
red uced .price category.

Clmirinan PmtErNs. Let me make an observation. I 'have always
believed in the univorsal free lunch, program. As it, has been stated,
we furnish free textbooks, free hifg iides. There is no earthly reason
why we are spending abont $11 billion in different, countries of the
world for food,.sending the food overseas, and we should not fmnish
our children a good nutritious meal each day and a breakfast program.

think that it. iSiuoney well spent.
However, we have tried that approach, in one sense of the word,'

and We took the bill to the floor last year. We realized that the Prices
in Kentucky were going up. The prices in West Virginia have gone
up in the last year. We realize that the youngsters are being priced
out of the scliool liiiwliroom. and we have, to do something about it.

We werc unable to.sell the Conp.ress, even though we argued on the
floor of the House tlmt the 35 cents from the Federal level was reason-
able. and the States might. be able to pick up part of the subsidy.

The evidence showed that some of the States. like Mississippi.. I
think. mul others. requested favors because of the resources at the
State level. and they were not able to put up the funds.

So, then. we. took a different approach. Since we were not able to
subsidizp. Our nickel was killed on the regular program when I took
the bill from the floor. and took it. back a seeond time.

Then. we went to conference, and our nickel was killed for the
extra subsidy in trying to keep the. prices from rising.

Then. we increased the reduced price tm to about $9.500 for a family
of four. beavinp: on the number of students, where you could not charge .
more than 20 cents a meal.
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We worked for years making sure that the child, or the student
who.received.the free meal, or the reduced price meal, was in no way
identified in the school system. This was one of the greatest stumbling
bloCks that wehad for years. .

We 'found that many children would not go to the counter, 'who
were not able to pay for their lunch, because they felt a sense of pride, -.

and realized that they were being identified in some manner. Of
course, we have that behind us now.

With that behind us we felt that we should do something about'
the reduced price lunch. Even with a family of six or seven, as ieis now,
the income is $12,000 and $14,000, the lunch will not cost the family
with those children in school more than 20 cents a lunch.

The regular lunch program worries me considerably. The subsidy
that would make up for it was killed last year. How are we going
to handle this in the future. It is a difficult matter to convince the
'Congress that a free lunch is as important as free textbooks, although
I think that it is as important, if not more, than the free bus ride.

They are just things that go hand-in-glove together. I have alivays
thought that we could not have a-sound program unless we had a sound,
regular lunch program for the middle-class and the upper-class
children in the country.

Am I correct in that assumption, or am I incorrect ?
Mrs. GRAvENMIER. I think that you are correct, Congressman Per-

kins. I did examine our.participation data before I came. That data
shows an average. participation for the moment that is not noticeably
down. It is around 61 percent. It haSbeen 62 and 62.5 percent.

I.am saying, in looking at.the figure for this year,.it is a.more variable
average daily participation. Do you see. what I mean?

Part of the time, the middle-income family will say : "Well, we will
cut corners today by fixing Johnny's lunch, or I will have him come
home for lunch."' So we are losing some of our steady customers.

They are still with us on special occasions. I think that we all see
that. We have the Bicentennial menus. WC 'have various ways of
enticing them to eat with us, at least part of the time.

I think that we are seeing a more fluctuating dailv participation
rather than a steady "purchase Inn& every day'! type a thing.

Chairman PERKINS. The only way that we knew to do it, we have a
wonderful lunch program going, and we have gotten it up to 26.5
million children in this country, on the elementary and secondary
levels and this was to increase the level for the reduced price lunch.

We have gotten into that. as T. stated, and this will, undoubtedly,
take care of many middle-class families in this country. Within the
next year, we are most anxious to see how that provision is going to
work:

Tf you have six children. it is possible that the income may run up
as hipth as $13.000. S14.000 or $1000. I am anxious to see how many
children we have. Of course, we have come, in the last 6 or 8 years, from
about 2.3 million to about 10 or 12 million, but I am anxious to see
whether that is going tn intim up to 16 tn 18 million in the next year
or so. or 15 months. under thisnew provision.

As directors, do either of you a nficipate a jump or an increase in the
participants in the, reduced price program under this new amendment
that we passed last year, or do you feel that it will be that effective?
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Mrs. GaAvEynnsa. Perhaps our State would ndt see as great-a jump
as the 'State of Ohio, because statewide we have -always had a require-.
ment from the State .department of education that each school dis-
trict, in our case the county board 'of education, would provide .a re-
duced-price meal at the .level given. So we have always had that option
fOr..our youngsters.

Chairman PERKINS. We had not given that option with the in-
.

creased-income level?
. -Mrs: GRAVENMIER. I think that we will get more with some .of the
districts that had not previously offered -the reduced-price meal at
all. I am sure that there will be a 0-reatincrease there.

Bight at the moment, in Octorier 1975, we had about16,600. young-
sters approved for a reduced-price meal. We certainly hope that many
more will take advantage of the program.

The new income (ruidelines have been published. They have received
wide circulation tliroughout the State. We are very anxious to see
whether we will (Yet a great increase.

Mr. 131:v1-Ns. 1% Kentucky, I don't think that we are going to have
a real substantial increase in the number of reduced-price meals. We
will have a nominal increase, 2 to 3 percent, or something like that,
which might be attributed to something else.
I think that it is as important, if not more, than the free bus ride.
be froth people who might lmve heretofore been categorized as having
a little bit too much pride to accept a handout. There are a lot of
people that way. .

. sou theast. Kentucky, _we_havemore people-who ,would be -funda-
mentally eligible for a free or reduced-price meal, yet they are the low
men on the totem pole. I can accoimt for this in no other way than to
say that people have pride and' they do not want to accept a.handout.

Chairman-PEakiNs. Lee me say this to you. We entertain the 'same
viewpoint, but My ideas-and your ideas cannot convince the Congress.
We have to look at another picture, and another angle realistically.:

Under the .program in Kentucky today it is $5,000 for the incOme
level. Under the reduced price, it is $6,260 with you having the right
to increase that $6,260 by 25 percent. When you increase that by 25
percent, that is going to take you up to $7,700, but here it is far a fam-
ily of four.

Then you jiunp up to $10,000, and we have an acceleration provision
of how to do it, a cost-of-livingincrease. If the cost-of-living increases,

m ithe income level auto atically ncreases.
I thought that perhaps this would be bringing 10 to 15 percent the

first year. If I am mistaken about that, we have done some poor figur-
ing in Congress.

Mr. BEvINS. I think that your figuring is all right. I think that it
goes right down to the grassroots level. What people live by, and what
they will accept.

Chairman PERKINS. I know that. But you: are not going to identify
them. I would hate to see a school in this country today, as hard as' we
have worked in Washington. that Would identify a student that received
a freelunch, or a. reduced-price lunch, or a regular lunch program.

I know that this is just not being done in Kentucky. I don't know
that it is being done anywhere in the outlying areas. If it is being done,.
I think that we should correct it overnight.
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This is one of the reasons I feel that this other approach has got to
bring in more stndents in the reduced-price program, becanse of the in-
crease in the income level. Maybe I am wrong.

.Mr. BENIN. I hope it does. If it. does. I am going to be the first one
to tell you. I really hope it does.

Chairman PERKINS. Has that regulation been put into effect in Ken-
tucky ; let ine ask you that?

Mi.. BEN-INS. Yes. We have done a ,good job on that.
Chairman PEnxixs. Yon mean the $9,770 for a family of four?
Mr. BEVINS. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Graduating up with the number.of children in

the fainily?
Mr. BEVINS. It. has already been announced, and we have the con-

tracts back from the school districts that they will live .with ns.
Mrs. GRAVENMIER. Just about 10 days ago we sent a new supply of

application forms-1100.000 of themto) each individual school district
that participates in the program. The schools are, at present, in the
prmess of sending these home again with the children in the hopes of
picking np more customers for our school lunch proeTam.

think that the problem is that many of our owriState employees.
with large families, many of our teachers, even our school food per-
sonnel. actually fall within that income range, and they just don't want
to sit with that piece of paper. .

Lean assure yon that we do not identify 'onr youngsters. As the
supervisors will say. we work very, very hard on that. We see that the
application is sent with the child to every home.

I think that it. is just the fact that, here is this piece of paper, and
as a parent I nm gohig to sit down here and say what my income is.
I have to write it up for somebody to read.

Chairman PERKINS. I bated to sign that paper too, but I signed
that paper in Washington for another reason. My child went to the
Alexandria elementary school, and it was an impacted area school.
They wanted to know my income. and I had to sign it. although I was
a Government employee. They got paid for my child becmise I was a
Government employee. They got. paid about $750 for my child, and this
is the same way here. I don't think that the parents would resent it,
even though T would rather not have had to sign that paper.

T think that it is realistic. wlien Von do the k).st that yon can pos-
sibly do. and you don't ha ve the nniversal free lunch program. Some-
thing that is as henelicial to Appa1:10)in. I think that anv parent will
sit down, and take the time, and give his income on a little piece. of .
paper. sign his name, and let. it go back to the school. That is all there
is to it.

I don't see anything wrong. I would never hesitate to do it. I bad to
do it for my son to be counted. That was a requirement. This wr.s the
way that they connted the impacted ehildren, and the children who
received impacted funds thronghont the Nation.

Mr. NEEr.. May T Ina ke a statement and directly it is related to your
point. T am not. as familiar with your point as I should be.

The point that I would like to make is that I am basically a res .1rch
and evalntion person. havincr been in the school svstem for 20 ;ears,
eating in the school hinchroom at the local level wiih the children, and
having followed the legislative procedures Pt the State levet for sev-
eral years.
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I ant fearful t hat in 1lw decisionmaking process, that is the process
that you are going, throud1 every day, that we do not have, from the
local level, unbias, basic information we need to help us make the most
effective decisions for expeh,liture of these funds.

When I say, unbias, I mean the population of local people, even
children. responding to sophistically designed research studies, where
you would get honest, actually beyond the shadow-of-a-doubt responses
from the parents, the cltildren, and the food service people at the local
level in today's program.

The point is, I would recommend that you get this type of informa-
tion which would help you in your daily deelsionmaking process.

Chairman l'Enfass. Let nw say to you, kr. Neel. that I havJ"ifirected
for thc past tl,i) yea rs. that tlie Department of Agriri dture make studies.
A study that was nnule suggested that t lw reason that the school lunch
program was dropping was due to the high cost.

So, it. rets back to lowering the cost, which we were unable to do.
They killed our subsidy in the Senate of 5 cents on the regular program.
-1-Iwn, we took this other approach of inernsing the income level for
the reduced price meal.

I think that we now have the hard data, through the PTA organiza-
tions :tml others. I think We know that the price of the regular lunch
program is too high.

We have had all tlw studies in the world before, but we could not sell
the Congress on that point. We could not even sell the Congress. We
gave up the 5 cents to keep it from being vetoed, and it was vetoed
anyway. What good are studies going to do us under those
circumstances?

I aro eager in seC what the participation will be in the next 16 months.
You; have the iww reptlations. Yon will have the figures, and you will
be.able to tell.

Mr. Hal I ?
Mr. HALL Thank you, At. Chairman.
I aroolovrize for having haul to leave, and I may have missed some

of the statements that miglat have been on my mind. You indicated
that ou haxe about 61 percemt participation, but that you have higher
pairticipation on special occasions like the Bicentennial lunch, and
Tfomksgivi n, Christhias. and such.

Trove yon determined a favorite nwal through the week that they
turn out for? What I want to get into the record is, what would you
do to get more participation: what would be your snggestion?

Mrs-. qpAvr.N3r1Eli. I would heartily recommend the funding of nutri-
tion education. We have found that participation holds steady in our
State. and we feel that it is in result of some of the projects, particu-
larly in the nv education classrooms. and so on. where the young-
sters largely taste the foods. and are involved, perhaps, in menu plan-
ning in man v di fferent ways.

We try to keep participation steady. This is why I am a little con-
(Tined when Ilwgin to see it fluctuate. We saw this trend last year,
but we att ributed it. on a State lvel. to some of the controversies we
had when schools were closed because of 'an unrelated issue .0-f-text-
books.

I think that we are noticing the same trend again, where the. young-
sters will tend to prefer certain days, and not be with us on other days.
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Elementary t-;eluailchi Id n.n listen to their parents. I think that we
need more parents involved, and get them to understand that this is
good pricing. The meals havegone up, but they are getting full value
_for the money.

Where we have involved people, we have seen an increase in partici-
pation. This has been true in our projects. The parents have helped
to.put on programs, and were very active in the nutrition projects in
the schools.

.

Mr. IELL. You feel that the schools can do a lot more in educating
people about nutrition?

Mrs. GRAvEN3HER. Helping the parents.
Mr. HALL. I have no further questions.
Chairman PERKINS. I am still concerned about the reduced price

amendment that we wrote into the law. If the director of West Vir-
ffinia and my own director are correct in stating that the increase will-.
be only about 3 percent, I knoW that the calculations in Washington
were terribly erroneous.

What the members who supported this provision had in mind was
that all of the people who were directly involved would insure through
outreach efforts that the people really know what it is that this provi-
sion entails.

If there is a family of six and the income level is 812,500, I think
that the reduced price lunch program should jump from 12
children up to 17 or 1S million in this next year. If I am wrong. I
certainly want to do something to correct the situation in Washington.

I really believe that, and I think that these outreach efforts have to
be pursued vigorously. Everyone should take advantage of it, but
it was put in here particularly for the Appalachian area. I certainly
hope that the Appalachian area will fully pursue it.

I am speaking to all the local people involved; who are in charge
of this procrram. If it is not pm-sued, and we are unable to increase
the subsidf for the regular programthen I would like to vote today
to give all the children of this country. and I think that they are
entitled to it. a universal school lunch program.

We have introduced regulations to that effect. We have improved this
program. I don't think that many members have stayed with the pro-
gram low-Tr than the chairman and the members of the committee.

I just hope that this provision will work out better than my director
feels that it will work out, .and better than the director of West
Virginia feels that it will work out. If it does not, 'then there
is something terribly wrong, and we will have to make sonic corrections
somewhere a low, the line.

Are there anf further questions?
INo response.]
Chairman PERKINS. I .am delighted with you appearance here

today. You have been most helpful to the committee. We want to
know the shortcomings as well as the good parts of this program. This
is the only way that we can improve it.

I still feel that the reduced price liincli program will tremendously
benefit the youngsters of this Nation, and that we should vigorously
pursue it. Thank vou.

Our next panel consists of Mr. .Tuett, superintendent of Ashland
public schools, and Dr. William P. Eidson. superintendent of the
Boyd County sChool system.
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Dr. Juett, let me welcome you here this mornimr''. As the superin-
tendent of the Ashland public schools, we are most, delighted to hear
from you. We are also delighted to hear from Dr. Eidson_ concerning
the effectiveness of the school lunch program in your school system.
How it can be improved, and bow you -feel about it, and what the
Congress should do about it.

STATEMENT OF DR. TILMAN JUETT, SUPERINTENDEET, ASHLAND
PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ASHLAND, KY.

Dr. JunTr. The Ashland public schools operate food service pro-
grams in 11 schools, includino- 8 elementary, 2 junior high schools, and
1 senior high school. All schas offer the total food service program.

The Ashland food service program is operated on a centralized
accounting system.

Mr. Siistox. Would you explain about the Ashland independent
schools. I am confused by that phrase.

Dr. .Turrr. The Ashland independent schools are located in the city
of Ashland. They are independent from the board county district,
and that is the reason.

Mr. SIMON. They are tax-supported schools. They are public schools.
Dr. JuErr. Yes.
The Ashland food service program is operated on a centralized

accounting system. All supplies a n-d equipment are purchased by bids.
During the current year, our system has served as a pilot program in
the use of full cost accounting.

Under this system, the director is made aware of his actual or true
cost per meal. This system has also resulted in improved methods of
i n ventory and stockroom arrangements. .

Menus are planned by the director on a monthly basis. Suggestions
from students and food service personnel are encouraged by the direc-
tor. All mealS are planned around the type A pattern that is suggested
in the guidelines Of the agreement with the Kentucky Department of
Education.

Some elementary schools have been offering_ a choice of the recrular
.1unch or a salad bowl and fruit plate. This has increased sadent
participation. The average daily participation for .elementary schools
diiring the current year has been 71 percent. Tlie systemwide articipa-
tion for secondary schools has been 43 percent for the same period.
The secondary schools are working to iinprove part itipation.

Four Head Start and two title VI preschool handicapped classes
participate in the regular food service program through the use of
vans to transport food to the satellite center.

The free and reduced- cost meals subsidy has made it possible for
many students to participate who would have otherwise gone through
the day without breakfast and an adequate lunch.

Thirty-oz percent of the students in the Ashland public schools
are Served free meals. About 3 percent are eligible for reduced price
lunch. I have a table attached to my statement that will show you
the breakdown of percentages of participation.

It is my Considered opinion that the school food service program is
a. great service to the students and parents of the Ashland public
schools. I Would urge the Congress not only to continue the program,
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but to revise the. requirements so that more boys and girls would qual-
ify for free and reduced price meals.

This is the end of my statement.
Chairman Planuxs. Go ahead, Dr. Eidson.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM P. EIDSON, SUPERINTENDENT, BOYD
COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, CATLETTSBURG, KY.

Dr. EIDSON. I would like to preface my report by asking CongregS-
man Perkins whet her we are going to be able to get through this mid-
winter without daylight saying time being imposed upon us this
year ?

Chairman PERKINS. I just wish that I could answer that question.
When T first went to Congress, the farmers had a stroner bloc in the

Congress, and that was lehated every year for some 5 or fr years, until
that farm bloc almost disappeared, and the workers wanted to get out
earl ier, then.

I am a farmer myself. Notwithstanding the daylight saying time
feeling in Congress, it was not made permanent, but they just passed
a law that left it up to the States. I don't know-what will be the situa-
tion here in Kentucky this year. I wish I could tell you, but I just
don't know.

Right now, the way that the law is written, it will prevail unless the
general assembly changes it.

Dr. Emsox. Thank you.
I represent the Boyd County school district, which consists of 10

schools. 9 of which have a school lunch program within the school.
In one school. we do not have a lunch program within the school, but
the children are bused to a neighboring school where they are given a
liuiclm prop-ram.

f have divided my report in three parts. First I have a section re-
latin!, to problems concernitpr the operation of the school lunch pro-
gram within our school system.

We do not have a breakfast proram within the Boyd County school
system. We would like to have a breakfast program, but we are faced
with a businp. prOblem. The only way that .we could operate a break-
fast profrram would be to start pick'ing imp the- elnildren a half-hour
earlier than they are now. So far this has not been acceptable to the
people involved in the program.

A. factor that hit ns last summer concerns unemployment compensa-
tion for employees of the school system. The lunchroom workers, the
5:»1e as other noneertificated employees, are elipible for summer com-
pensation. unemployment compensation, and we are beginning to find
that. beeense our lunchroom workers are answerable for some summer
mwmplovment compensntion, it is diflienit to get them to work in sum-
mer pro!rra ins. surh as the summer Head Start program.

They find it more to their advantage to acdept summer unemploy-
ment compensation than to get compensation by working.

A notber factor that we have Insen hit with in Kentucky is the man-
datory retirement system for all noncertificated employees effective
Judy 1, 1616.

In order to finance the retirement system, the school system will be
required to contribute to the retirement systeM 7.25 percent of the
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gross wages of each rticipat ing einployee, which matches up to the
percentage put up by employee.

The 7.25 percent contribution comes from receipts from the lunch-
room, as is done in the case of social security contribntion. this would
cause a tremendous additional burden on the financial condition of the
Innchroom.

The new accounting system, the new cost accounting for the lunch-
room may he well anti good for accountants, but it is hindering some
of our lunch personnel tremendously. 1, myself, wonder sometimes if
t he matter of the work, keeping records, is not getting top priority over
ti-e matter of serving proper and wholesome lunches to the children.

The matter of pride has been .touched on also by other school sys-
tems. We have some children who are too proud to accept a lunch. We
have others whose parents are too proud to let them accept a lunch.

We have overcome a lot of this in past years, but still it is a. problem
that. is with ils.

We have had a p:oblem with the amount of commodities received.
There are times when we have a need for more commodities of a more
practical and usable nature, such as meat and flour, butter, vegetable.
oils. powdered milk, cheese and canned goods.

Naturally, if we are short on such items this causes a financial bur-
den on the I unChropm.

Chairnmn PERK/NS. How often are you short?
Dr. EIDSON. This has been a periodic thing, Congressman Perkins.
wcnild not be able to tell you, offhand. how often this has happened,

but there are times when we ure short. of these items.
Then, the matter of inflation has hit the lunchroom as it has hit

categories of busini!ss.
Then, there are times when there is a lag- in l'eceipt of reimburse-

ment from the Government for lunches. Ordinarily this is not too
great a problem. But between the-time that. the SL-1 forms are sub-
ntted and the reimbursement is received sometimes there is a difficult
financial pried.

Chairman PERKINS. I know that Washington is slow in making re-
imbursement at times. Why don't you let 3-our own Congressman know
about. that, to see. if we can put somebody oxt the ball.. This thing
Aould function more smoothly than you are telling us.

Dr. EDISON. Another factor which was brought to my attention is the
matter of rehnkursement allowed for extra food items sold. If a stu- .

dent eats two luncms, which some of our athletes do, we receive reim-
bursement for only one.

If there are .extra items of food that are served, we do not always
get. reimbursed for the extra food items served.

Now for some of tlw accomlisImients that we have made over the
past Year, one of the bio-gest. I feel, is the implementation of what was
called the smorgasbord, and what I wonid call buffet.

We have this ill om school., and we plan to implement it in a n6w
school that we are opening in the fall. The students like this very
much, and it is giving a great. deal more freedom as to what the student
may have on his plate yathe.r than what is forced upon his plate.

We are grateful to the Federal Govern Merit for providing equip-
ment in the various cafeterias. We still have some equipment-needed.
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We are not presently able to get it because we- do not qualify with
those particnlar schools.

Chairman PEuxixs. We had a time getting section 1.i funds in to
the extent that it has been adequate. I presume that the State of leen-
tuckY has done the very best they could with that section. People all
'over the country have not been able to get the money under section 11.,
that we think should be put there. We hope to do better.

Dr. EIDSON. We feel that the food that. we aro permitted to serve
now in the cafetmias makes us more competitive today with private
restaurants, private hotdog and hamburger stands than was the case a
few years ago.

For instance, we are serving milkshakes in our lunchrooms now.
This has been a very popular item. A few years back, to serve milk-
shakes in the school lunchroom was unheard of.

In the matter of the free lunch, a school lunch without fee, or what;
ever, for all children, a few years ago we felt that this was in the im-
mediate horizon. I have in my report that I have furnished to you, the
fact that it may be a pipedream, but from what has been said today,
maybe it is not a pipedream.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me interrupt you at this point.
I hate-to hear that your own Congressman would be.in charge of a

program, and you would feel that it was a pipedreain.
I -want to oo over these figures again, regarding the free and reduced

price lunch,t'because I was mistaken a while ago and my 'attorney has
called it. to my attention.

For the free lunch, the present figure is $2,580, and that can be in-
. creased 25.percent at the State level, up to $3,232. For your reduced
price lunch, the figure is $5,040 presently, and that can be increased by
25 percent at the State level.

Now,..for a family of two, your free lunch is $3,390. and for a family
of.three it is $4,200 and that can be increased up to 25 percent, if .the
State on its own initiative woidi do it, to make it $5,250.

For a family of three on tlra reduced Price is $8,200. For a family
of four the income level is $5,010 and that can be increased by 25 per-
cent. up to $6,260.. For the reduced price lunch, it is $9.770.

For a family of five, for a free lunch, $5,750 and that can be in-
creased bv 25 percent at the State level up to $7,190. For the reduced
price lunch, for a fiunily of five, it is $11.210.

..For a fainily o six, and this is in the 1; It i $6.490 and that can be
increased by 25 pe n_rnt at tlm State level up to $8,110. For the reduced
price for a family of six, it is $12,650.

For a family a seven, $7.160 for a free lunch plus the 25-percent
increase to make it $8,950. The reduced price lunch is $13,970 for a
.family of seven. This is going to take up a lot of people in the city.

Finally, for a family of eight, $7,830 for the free lunch, and that
can be increased by 25 percent for a free lunch, up to $9,790. The re-
duced price lunch for a. family of eight, it 0.oes np to $15,280.

So there is no pipedreaming here. We 1P'mve the funds, and we are
going to have the funds in this bill. I suggest that you pursue this
vigorously, and taka advantage of these programs..

Dr. Emsox. We are.
I have concluded my report by saying that we, in eastern Kentucky,

feel that we. would like to have more input into the program. We
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would like to feel that. we would have more input into any Federal
program, not just the lunchroom program, but any Federal program,
rather than the dictates being handed down to us from Washington.

Chairman PERKINS. I have been handling this program for the past20 years, and I certainly regret that I have not come down here and
called on you more often.

Of course, I have tried to do the best I could for the people acrossthe Nation, but I prhnarily had in mind the Appalachian area allthrough the years. I am delighted to be here today, to hear you testify,
and to hear your views. We- will try to make as many corrections aspossible.

Dr. EmsoN. I would also like to say, Congressman Perkins, that wefeel the same way about Frankfort. We would appreciate having moreinput into what comes down to us from Frankfort also.
We like to feel that the programs should start at the grassroots level.

Maybe we are a little different here in eastem. Kentucky than whatwoilld be involved in the lunchroom- program in San Francisco, orsuburbs Of Cleveland, or some other section of the country.
Chairman PERKINS. I started at the grassroots level. I am a countryboy. I was a plowboy in my own community. I have visited many

schools in Boyd County and Big Sandy. Whenever I am here I tryto eat in the. lunchroom, but not as often as I would like.
In writing the legislation, when we ran out of commodities and when

they first made that Russian grain deal, I, along witb Congressman
Quie, proVided that if we could not get the commodities. within .a cer-tain period of time, the Department of Agriculture was to give the
States the Cash to buy the commodities locally.

So, I don't.think that we have left many stones go unturned.
In the future, you have suggested to me that we get more witnesses

from this area, and I am going-to see to it that you are invited. Perhaps
I should come to this area more often to conduct hearings.

. I. hope that I will be invited back to this area to hold hearings and
to hear the views of you good people on these questions.

I have ..always believed in. the universal program because of thegreat amount of money that we have been spending overseas for food,
approximately $6 billion. Unfortunately, the Congress will not goalong with me.

tried. alono. with Congressman Simoa and Congressman Hall, to
piss a bill foi7'35 cents on the floor of the House, where the regular .
p .00gram eould not exceed that. but we could not pass it.
. Whvg, v ailed. I thought that I had been in Congress long enough .

to keep them from killing it. I wrote it offthetill7I-took the bill offthe floor. and I took it Nick with a 5,eent increase to keep the regular
lunch- program from increasing,. We passed it, but the Senate threw
that aWay on us in .order to avoid a veto. But they vetoed the bill any-
way.

So. we just came out of the thing last year just the best that we.-
conk]. I. feel tiia ritii this tremendous increase in the reduced price,
going ii-p-to $1%"0, and the free hinch for a family of eight going up

_. to $9-.790. and also we voted in the law many years ago that you Could
not e.hr.'ge more than 20 cents for a reduced price lunch.

I fea.;that with the provisionrr that we have written into this act
over-a. ied of years, that you could not identify 'a student. Make
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ways possible wliere he could not be, identified, and to get this reduced
price luneh expanded.

The. increase in the reduced price lunch, since we failed on the other,
will be of tremendous benefit to whole Appalachia area, If it is not,
then I am going to be terribly disappointed.

know something about the pride of our people. Many of them do
not want to go to the luncltroom because they will not accept that. free
lunch. I believe that we 1111 ye situations like that all over the country.

Another thing. I think that we should vigorously pursue this the
best we can, and maybe sometime in the future, in the near future I
hope, we. can do something about this increase in the cost of the reg-
ular program that is driving schoolchildren out of the school lunch
program.

We had all the evidence that we needed on that from the Depart-
ment study. but still our colleagues in the Congress. did not want to
subsidize a lunch.

They.said that. the people in the $20,000 bracket, and the $15,000
hracket. and $25.000 were able, to pay for it. The economy took prece-
dence Over the schoolchildren.

Dr. ElosoN. I j»st w»nt to say. Congressman Perkins. certainly I
don't want you .to think. and I don't want the committee to,think for 1
minute that we do not appreciate you and your committee for what
you have done.

I will just close my report. by nmking a supposition, and I might
be entirely off-base. I will remark that it relates to the closed lunch,
which we have to have.

I .would not be greatly surprised to hear that some of the debatable
decisions that. have been handed down by the Supreme Court of the
United StatesI would not be greatly surprised if the Supreme Court
should not. rule that a closed lunch is discriminatory against private
enterprise. Therefore. would declare it illegal.

Thank von very much.
Chairman Princiss. TI' they rule that way, we could get. a universal

school luneh program passed.
Mr. Simon ?
Mr. STMox. Dr. :Nett. T looked at the statistics in back of your state-

ment. Tt shows that the Blazer school has 5-percent participation. As .
T look down the list of witnesses, it occurs to me that we have all the
experts. but not the real experts.

Dr..Tri,,T.r. That is 5 perttent free meals.
Mr. Stmox. That is correct, it is on there. 5 percent free meals.
Aside from that. I would like to ask. the five young people who wel-

comed us. are. yon members of the student council who are. going to
testify a little later ?

Chuiiriiiaii PERKIN::: Yes. they are going to testify later.
Mr. Simox. Your question on daylight saving time, wliich you .

started off with, and I realize that this has nothing to .do with your
school lunches, is that becanse of when the students have to conic out .

in the dark waitint, for lmses?
Dr. Einsox. I thon.rdit that it waS a weird and unreasonable thing

to he done, to go to a daylight saving time in midwinter. I am all for .

-daylight sayinff time if it starts in April, and closes off the last Sun-
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day in 'October. Tlmt is acceptable. But, for God's sake, not in mid-
winter.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to say that I mn 100 percent in agreement
with yOu because I have seen too many kids at the side of the road an
hour, or an hour-and-a-half before daylight.

Mr. Soros. The second thing that you mentioned, the accounting
system. I am curious, to what extent is this imposed by the Federal
Government, and to what extent is it imposed by the State frovern-
ment. What itie you complaining about, the Federal thing, or w'"hat ?

-Dr. Ernsox. Possibly Mr. Bevins would be much better informed
and in a better position to talk to this than I.

Mr. Sorox. Mr. Bevins is here. Could you please respond to that
question ?

Mr. BEVINS. The accounting system that Dr. Eidson refers to is our
interpretation of trying to carry out the mandate that Congress has
given us, which says that the rate of reimbursement shall not exceed
the need.

In other words, this is an attempt to keep the reimbursement for the
free meals and the need by the local district to keep in line.

Now, there is a sophisticated system set up, and we have adopted
ours from the USDA. What we are doing here in Kentucky, we are
adaptino. that to the place where it will work, but also assure the local
districa-that i f they can find a better way of imprOving the cost of the
meal, they should use that.

They ao not have to use our from. We have whittled them down from
25 pages to 17 pages. But the 17 pages are 'not mandatory. There is
nothing mandatory about this. but we do want the local district to tell
us-specifically what the meals cost.

Now, the system that he is referring to, is objected to all across the
State. But when they realize that they don't have to use our form, or
our system, as long as they give us the information, then they back off
from that.

Mr. Sntox. I will have to say that 17 pages does seem to be an awful
lot.

Mr. BEVIS& I ao.ree with you. It is. If they use our system, they
don't have to use all 17 pages, only those that apply to them.'

Mr. SIMON. Now, are there local school districts that are coming up
with their own simplified accounting system, which you accept.?

Mr. BEVINS. Yes, there are.
Mr. Snrox. I have no further questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. Thank you.
I guess that part of it has been covered.
You think, Dr. Eidson, that local superintendents should have more

input into the program. You indicated in your testimony that you felt
that the recordkeeping should be simplified.

I wondered if you could talk to that for a moment. We. in Congress,
do not always know the beSt track to take either, and that is one of the
reasons that we are here, to get somefeeling on that. .

How would you basicallysimplify the record ?
Dr. Emsox. When .1 was asked to come before the committee I re-

marked properly that the wrong person was being asked to appear.. I
-am not really that informed as to the specifics.
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I just get the react ion from our cafeteria people, and they remark
in figurative terins t hat. they are just scared to death of it. They are
scared. and I am scared too. I suppose, of the detailS, Congressman
Hall. But I would not be.able to talk to that point..

Mr. HALL. Maybe it was not a good question, and I did not really
mean to put you on the spot.

We, in Congress, are at this timeand I guess that is because of the
election year shakesgetting a lot of letters, telegrams, and what-have
you from people who are saying. "The President is getting co»sider-
able mileage out of getting the Government out of your hair, yet we
have rules and regulations running out of our ears."

Then, they turn right around and say. "Well you have to be more
accountable." I don't know how you can be more accountable unless
you demand some recordkeeping. So it is not easy from our vantage
point either.

Dr. Ernsox. Of course, Congressman Hall. it is not just the lunch-
room. It seems that we are just swamped with paperwork. I was mis-
taken in thinking, when we went to coniputers, that this would back
off a lot of paperwork. But I have found that it has compounded rather
than backed off.

Mr. HAL. I underStand. I have no further questions. Thank you
very much,

Sorox, I think that computers are used for not getting an answer
from some agencies. Instead of speeding up the process, they slow up
the process from time to time.

Thank you, Dr. ;Nett and Dr. Eidson.
Our next panel consists of Mrs. Juanita. Kocio. director of the school

food services. Ashland independent schools; Mrs. Jay Hicks, presi-
dent. Ashland Council of PTA; Mr. Glen Riedel, princtpal. Raceland
High. School ; Mr. Leo Osborne, director of the school food services
for Greenup County schools; Mrs. Blanche Dingus, director, school
food services, Floyd County schools; and Mrs. Noretta Johnsen, di-
rector of the school food services for Pike County schools,

unless you have, some preference as to who should start off, I am
(Tobin. to call on the lady that I called first. Mrs. Kocio.

-Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to Dr. Eidson. before he gets away
that I want him to write me about the shortcomings. and I am gOing
to keep in close contact. with him in the futureto see i f we cannot work

closely together.
Mrs. Kocio, would you start..
[Prepared statement of Juanita Kocio follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP MRS. JUANITA KOCIO. FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR, ASHLAND
INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

have had the privilege of being associated with the National School Lunch
Program since it was begun in 1040. There have been many improvements in
operations and certainly increased eash subsidies. The U.S.D.A. Donated Food
phase has become more practical and more abundant. The basic ideal of the
school feeding program has never changed. The welfare of the child and basically
the concept_of using the lunch program as a laboratory.for nutrition teaching is
still tbe-dFminant aim.

The schools that I have worked with have always been aware of the child and
his need for regular meals.. Children who could not pay for a 'meal were-fed and
were not identified to their classmates by others. Now, this phase has been in-
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corporated into a regulation that does give the program added cash subsidy forthese students.
The simple method of having only a kitchen and students returning to theirclassroom to eat has advanced to multi purpose room dining with portable dining

equipment. In some areas the effort to feed the student has had to become asatellite operation.
The School Breakfast Program, The Special Milk Program, The Free MilkProgram and the School Lunch Program have become a part of the School Food

Service pattern. All were incorporated to try to provide for the nutritional needof the student.
The Type A pattern which was set up at the beginning of the National SchoolLunchroom Program is still the basic pattern that is used today. The need tokeep the nutritional welfare of the student in mind is still basic and this idea

should be kept before those working with the School Food Service Programs.

FOOD SERVICE OPERATIONS OF ASHLAND INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

The Ashland Independent School Food Service Program has eleven units. These
schools consist of eight elementary schools, two junior high schools and a 'seniorhigh school. All of these schools offer the total food service program to theirStudents.

All the programs in the schools in Ashland are operated according to therecommended guidelines as spelled out in an agreement with the Kentucky
Department ,of Education, Division of School Food Services. The staff in theseoflices.has given help in implementing all programs.

Ashland's Food Service Program is operated in a business like procedure. Thesystem is a centralized operation. The weekly reports, bills, time sheets and bankdeposits are sent to the business office. This office in turn handles all transactions.
Guidance from the business administrator has helped to incorporate features tosnake for better operational proeedures. The Ashland system has served as one ofthe "pilot programs" in the use of the business procedures of "Full Cost Account-'ing." This method guides in attaining all needed data to give the true meal costof each breakfast, lunch, and special milk program.

This program has helped produce a better method of inventory and a more
systematic arrangement of the storage areas.

In order to get the best quality product for the price all lunchroom supplies
are purchased through a bidding process. The Business Administrator has givenguidance in setting up proper procedures for this process. All supplies, food,and equipment are purchased through this procedure.

The school principal has the responsibility of the total school operation. The
lunchroom manager is assigned the task of coordinating the food service program.The principal and the food service director give the needed guidance and assist-ance to operate the program.

The Food Service Director plans the menus on a ,monthly basis. The suggestions-from students and managers are incorporated in planning. The menus are flexibleenough to let each school adjust them to their imlividual area tastes, The NationalSchool Lunch Universal Menu was incorporated in the October menu plans, theBicentennial menu theme has been included each month. ALI menus are basedaround the Type A Pattern that. is recommended in the guidelines. In line witha hope to decrease "plate waste," three elementary schools are offering a choiceof the regular lunch, a Salad Bowl and a fruit plate, This has also increasedstudent participation. The elementary average daily participation for the currentschool year is 71%, on a school by school basis it varies from 55% tr) 89%.The secondary schools are working to improve their participation. The saladbowl, and fruit plate are offered along with the regular planned menu. The systemwide secondary participation is 43%.
There are other ideas that could be tried to hopefully increase participation.The cost of some of these innovations are not feasible with present facilities.Some kitchens and much equipment are not adaptable to the chans,Tes in prepara-tion and service.
The local Parent Teacher Association sends the menus home each month. Thislets the parents know what is offered daily.
Five local radio stations receive and read the school menus each day. Thishas been an excellent Community Service.
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Tile Heat: Start Units sire st part of Our total sehobl program and are a
part of our regular food service program. This year we are experimenting
with a satellite phase through their cooperation. This is giving us first hand
data as the feasibility of trying this type of service on a larger scale.

A valuable phase of the Food Service Program is the free and reduced-price
meal subsidy. The allotted funds for these meals has helped the schools serve
a better and more varied menu. The food service-operates under a ticket system
and Is available for all students and thus Identify us to paying and free is

unknown.
The food service program, like every other phase of the educational program,

has felt the inflation crunch In the past two years. Meal cost to the student has
remained the same In 1975-76 as it was in 1979-75. Student breakfast-150.
Adult breakfast 350. Elementary 1unch-450, junior and senior high lunch 500,

adult lunch 650, student milk 50, and adult milk 100.
There are some very pressing problems in keeping the program operating effec-

tively. The need for replacement of worn out equipment, updating of kitchens,
and addition of equipment is very current. There can be very little money allotted
to this and still maintain the quality.

The Ashland Food Service program prepares an average 48000 student
lunches per month and 19508 student breakfasts. There are 15272 free meals per
month, 716 reduced price per month.

The average cost of operations per 22 day month, as carried by the Food
Service Program is :

Food
$19, 030

Milk
11, 320

Labor (51 employees)
15, 840

Other costs (detergents, napkins, strawsmaintenance of equipment, re-
placement of small equipment) 2, 508

Total
48, 693
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Bicentennial Lunch

'MMUS - ASHLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ISOKrit March, 1976

Breollfsst Lunch

Orange Juice

Cereal

Toast - Butter -

S Pint Milk

1

.

Jelly

Hamburger on bun - Catsup
Pickle , Onion - Sliced Tomato
Fi'erich Fried Potatoes - Catsup
Tussed Salad or Green Vegetable
S Pint Milk

Frosted Peanut Butter Square

Chilled Fruit

Boiled or Scrambled Eqg

Biscuit - Butter

S Pint Milk

2 Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
Buttered Green Beans or Peas
Carrot Cabbage Salad or

Citrus Fruit Cup
Cheese Roll - Butter
Al Pint Milk

Vanilla Cookie

Chilled Fruit Punch

Cereal

Glar.ed Cinnamon Roll -

S Pint Milk

3

Butter

Grilled Cheese Sandwich '

Pickle Chips
Buttered Vegetable
Jellied Fruit Cup or Cole Slaw
S Pint Milk

teed Chocolate Square

Oven Fried Apple.Slices

Sausage Patty

Biscuit - Butter

S Pint Milk

4 . Bia.entennial Lunch
.

Melting Pot Stew (Beef Stew with
vegetable)

Oucch Deligh (Waldorf Salad)
English Crumpets )(Baking Powder

Biscuit)- Butter
Chinese Almond Cookie
Settler's Milk

Orange Juice 5

Omelet

Toast - Jelly - Butter

S Pint Milk

Seaburger - .Tartar Sauce'
Macaroni and Cheese
Buttered Green Vegetable

or
Garden Salad.
S Pint Milk
Fruit Cup

..
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MENUS ASHLittiD PUBLIC SCHOOLS MONTH March, 1976

Creskrast Lunch

C'hilled Fruit Juice

Cereal

Gazed Cinnamon Roll

S Pint Milk

a

. . .

Beef Barbecue On Bun
Carrot - Cabbage Slaw
French Fried Potatoes - Catsup
Peach - Pineapple Upside Down Cake

S Pint Milk

Chilled Fruit
.

Omelet
.

Biscuit - Butter

1/4 Pint Milk

9
Corn Dog - Mustard
Buttered Vegetable
Citrus Fruit Cup

.

S Pint Milk .

Peanut Butter Bar

'

Orange Juice

Cereal

Iced Coffee Cake

,1 Pint Milk

10
Chili Con Carne

Crackers
ToSsed Garden Salad
Apple - Peach Cobbler or

Fresh Fruit Wedges
h Pint Milk

.

-
CinnaTon Apple Sauee

Sausage Patty

Biscuit - Butter

S r:nt Milk

11 Cheeseburger on Bun
Pickle - Onion

French Fried Potatoes - Catsup
Fruited Gelatin
S Pint Mi2k

Brownie

Chilled Fruit Punch

Cereal

Cinnamon Toa4t - Dettmr

S Pint Milk

12 Crispy Fried Chicken
Glazed Sweet Potatoes - Cranberry Sauce

Buttered Green Vegetable or
Green Salad

Roll - Butter
S Pint Milk
Ice Cream
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MZSUS - ASHLAND MIMIC SCHOOLS 1101MI March, 1976

Breskfaat Lunch

Oranoe Juice

Omelet

Toast - Jelly -

S Pint Milk

15

Butter

Hot Dog on Bun with Meat Sauce
Buttered Green Vegetable or

Cole Slaw
F. F. Potatoes - Catsup
S Pint Milk

Betsy Ross Cookie

Chilled Fruit Punch

Cereal

Glaged Cinnamon Roll

.1 Pint Milk

16 Pizza

Buttered Corn
Fruit Salad
ii Pint Milk

Fudge Cookie

Fruit

Scrambled Egg

Biscuit - Butter

y Pint milk

17
St. Patrick bay Menu

Country Steak and Brown Gravy
Mashed Potatoes - Buttered Peas &

Carrots
Lime Gelatin Fruit Salad
Roll - Butter
Pint MilkS

St. Patrick Day Cookie

t age Juice

'Cereal

Frosted Coffee Cake -

li Pint milk

18

Butter

Grilled Cheese Sandwich - Pickle
Buttered Vegetable
Citrus Fruit Cup

li Pint Milk

Brownie

Cinnamon Apple Slices

Sausage Patty

Biscuit - Butter

lt Pint Milk

19

Vegetable Soup .- Crackers
N Peanut Butter Sandwich
1/2-turkey Sandwich
Fruit Wedges
Is Pint Milk,

.

Pumpkin Pie with Topping
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111INGIS - ASHLANT PLMLIC SCHOOLS WHIM March 1976 .

Brestrest Lunch

Orange Juice

Omelet

Biscuit Jelly

S Pint Milk

Butter

22 Ladies Day Special

Amelia Earhart Adventure
.

(Spaghetti with Meat Sauce)
Louisa May AlcoLt Classic (Green Beans)
Eleanor RoosOvelt'S Choice

(Roll a Batter)
Marian Anderson'S Aria
(Fruited Gelatin and Peanut Butter

Cookie)
Cerra galioND_Spirite (milk)

Chilled Fruit

Cereal

:innamon Roll

S Pint Milk

23
Corn Dog - Mustard.
F. F. Potatoes - Catsup
Tossed Salad
S Pint Milk

Chocolate Velvet Pudding

NO

24

SCHOOL

NO

25

SUIVOL

NO

26
.r.'

(t)

SCHOOL

.
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KENDS - ASHLAND scifvou; w::rit M.srch 29.11,10/t

.' BrrakfAst

UrJnle Juice

Her.mbld

Ttu: J .1 1 y

k Pint M, I%

Chill,d Prult
. -

Ci en,Mn Dul 1

' Pint Milk

30

-I --UN% PUT?!1

Orto!et

J,.11y Putter

k Vint Mili

31

4. BUN
1,oN10 Hilredded tette:it

Ft ill Pr -

Ci I run Pi u 1 i Cup
k Pint Milk

Pump% n Ctke

_ .--.--,-
Eflitucki-LL 11.nec i

Sounage Patty
trd Api,18.33 - eell PV:1!IS

.11.11 CO

141,4,41 - r
; Pitt Milk

Eu&D, cooto,,

0,mtn Pri,A Chicken
Mai:bed Potat'Jes - Cranberry SiieDe
G.IrOen Sa!Jd
11011 - Dutter

Pint Milk

Prontea APpll,naUcv Cake
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STATEMENT OF JUANITA KOCIO, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD SERV-

ICES, ASHLAND INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Mrs. Kocto. I have worked with the school food service ever since
it has been in existence as part of the schOol lunch program. I began'
working with it when it was first. introduced by Congress in 1946..

So, I have seen it grow from a very simple operation to a very dif-
ferent type of operation today. Dr. Juett, who is my superintendent,
has alremly told you some things about our school system.

We do not haxe the smorgasbord. We have not been able .to imple-
ment this kind of program. yet. We do have three of our elementary
Schools attempting to cut down on plate waste by offering a salad
bowl, still within the type A. pattern, and a fruit plate, still within

. the type A pattern.
There are two junior high schools, and two senior high schools which

Already have tried these,.too.
Even with this approai.h, we do not have the participation that we

would like to have. But hopefully this will come at the proper time.
If you will look at the next to the last page of my statement, it

will tell you that the school lunches for the elementary school child
are 45 cents, and the school lunches-forthe junior and senior high
students. are 50 cents.

We do have the breakfast program. We have the special milk pro-
gram, and then the milk program that goes along with the free lunch.

I worked with the school lunch program long before we were paid
for free and reduced price meals, and we manarr''ed as best we could
to feed every child that needed it, whether we gotsubsidy for it or not.

I feel that this has been one of the greatest things that' has hap-
pened. Congressman Perkins. We-have just started the change in the
reduced price lunches, and I think that within 2 months we will see a
great increase in the participation.

Chairman PERKINS. You mean that it will be..a liigher percentage
. than has been referred to?

. Mrs. Kocio. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. It is going to depend on you peop:.&, the food

service people.
Komo. We are. already going oat to the principals, and we

be starting this this month.
Chairman PERKINS. Do you realize that for a family of eight, it

would go as high as $15.280. The free hinchrs go as high as $9,790.
Mrs. Kouo..I think, like von that it does.come back to us.
Chairman PERKINS. 'We have an escalator clause tied to this, as the

cost of living goes up this income figure automatically goes up.
Mrs. Korn). This is all T ha veto say.
Chairman Pr.aut Ns. I don't want to keep interrupt incr...
Mrs. Jay Hicks. president of the Ashland Council ci-f PTA.

STATEMENT_OE,MRS. JAY HICKS, PRESIDENTASHLAND COUNCIL

OF PTA

KS. I am delighteli to be here to help in this food service,
program in any way that I enn. I represent all. the PTA units in
Ashland, and I have here my first vice president and councilnian, who
is also with the ninth district PTA.
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Ms. Dingus here is our ninth district PTA president. So -we aroall
in agreement and in accord With this program.

'The Ashland Parent and Teacho.rs Association is very much-in favor
of the school food service proczlir2L, and we feel that it does answer a
need..Most of all,. it ,helps the children,. chi Wren who would .have very
littlOto eat if there Was not afood service prOgram.
. The :help that. is given to tirse who cannot a fford to pay for lunch or
.breakfast, thiS is verv.. important for the nutrition of a ch.M because
otherwise they woula not get nutrition at all. The children benefit
from this.

The Ashland Council of Parent and Teachers Association feels that
these programs are effective, and do much to help the child, and en-
courage- the interested parents in trying harder to keep the child in
school. It also helps the child to have a-balanced meal that they may
not get.at home.

The parent and teachers association sends these menus home to
the parents each month, this lets them know what is offered daily at
the school. Helping children, and looking out for their welfare is what
the parent and teachers association is all about.

The ninth district PTA has supported you on the food service pro-
gram in the past, and we will help you to support it in the future.
Whatever you will ask the PTA to do, we will help you, and we will
back you.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank.you.
Next we have Mr. Glen Riedel, principal of the Raceland High

School.

STATEMENT OF GLEN RIEDEL, PRINCIPAL, RACELAND HIGH
SCHOOL

Mr. RIEDEL. Thank you., Congressman Perkins, and panel members.
You have-lny little brochure, and I would like to state a:couple of
things.

First of all, Congressman Perkins, I think that your increase in
reduced lunches has already been implemented in our system. As a
matter of fact, I have four new students who have gone on the pro-
gram this ,veek. So don't leel that it is not going to work, because it is.
and this is just for Raceland High School, and the Raceland Board of
Education.

On my little outline, there are several things that I Would like to talk
about.

First of all. I am the principal of a high school, grades 7 through
12. with 430 students. Up until this present year, we also, as far as the
cafeteria, one elementary school, grades 1 through 6. This year,
the elementary school has its own cafeteria. and I have nothing but
the high school.

A. little bit of backgroundprior to 1912, the Raceland High School
cafeteria-didw40;perce fit buSineW"Attlidlirege-fir tune, Tnnuary 'TM:
we have increased that to over 70 percent participation in our closed
lunch program.

The reason why we did achieve this 70 percent participation is be--
cause of a closed lunch program. Before 1972, we had an open lunch,
and the participation was very low.
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.:As far as our accomplishments, want to put a feather in our -eap.
AS-far as the objectives are concerned. the objectives of our program-.

are to meet every Student's need with either a reduced Price or a free ,

lunch. We want io have all 450.kids eat. Of course, we are silly to imag-
ine 450'kids eating, because some of them are not going to like the'
menu.

.By the way, in the outline I have a. menu for you to look at, which We
. sent to .the State dePartment each month. So you can get sonie idea of
what the meals are at Raceland High School.

Again, the objective is to feed all students either a free, rediiced,
or a paid lunch. Our paid lunch is 50 cents for the high school students.

Now, probably the major problems in sustaining a self-contained
:CafeteriaWhenT .say a sel f-contained cafeteria, I ant talking about
the fact that we make onr own money, and the board of educat ion does
not contribute one dime. 1. am in the red, and I. have to continually
striYe to ,tret in the black.

I have done everything in my power. and being a high school prin-
cipal, I don't know anything about nutrition unlike these ladies who
are professionals. I know what- looks good to me. I know that sauer-
kraut and wieners will not get. the job done of feeding high school
students in the school cafeteria. .

I also know that hamburgers, hotdogs, french fries, and onion rings
will surpass all expectations. This is the situation, and we cannot do
this with a type A lunch.

-ITow, looking at the, problems of a self-sustained cafeteria, firSt of all
it is the finances. The cost of food is spiraling every day. Sometimes
you try to get a little perspective, and you try to jump owthese food
producers, and these wholesalers. Yon try to find out in advance what
tbe prices are going to be. Then, they conie back the next week and say
that. they have gone up 10 cents on the commodity that- I reany

In order to keep the 300 to 310 kids eating each day, out of 450, I am
(ming to have to buy that product, because the kids will not just eat
anything, there is no way.

. .
We do have. I think. good quality food. This is the thing.
The mininuim wages are.gping up every year. They are going up

to $2.30 next. year, this coming July 1, I believe. We try to keep our
wages above ihe minimum wage. We pay our cooks 20 cents above
the minimum wage, and we pay our other cooks 10 cents above the
minimum wage.

So the salaries keep f,roing up, and I keep putting.more money into
the, cooks and thin:6-= ,-,f this n.iture. So this is another problem that
I am facing for whic.;.. 1 ran not getting any income back whatsoeVer.

The commodity supplies. Mr. Bevins being involved in tile State of
Kentucky. I think thA (,.)nanCdities are probably the lifeline of any
cafeteria program..

I know that Congressman Perkins said that 2 years ago, when the .
cominodity supply stopped. or slowed down, we bad.cash reimburse-.

....ment..,Th a Ovas..great,i.butth a tsertainl y_did noLful.fiThour. needs,_
If the committee is !!oing to make a new recommendation, we ilea-

nmre corrunod it i es than we do net nal cash.
Chairman PERKINS. Let ine say at this point that the Department
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of. Agriculture had tried to get out of the commodity business -alto-,
-gether. We would- not let them out. We put a provision inthe law
-Stipulating that when the connnodities.were aVailable, they had to do
the purchasing.

They can pro-cure conunodities- much cheaper by purchasing -on the
wholesale level than the local .people. We thought that this *as a great
savings,, and we would not let them out of the commodity business,
even though they tried to opt ont in every way in the world that they
could possibly go. We kept it in the law.

Mr. RIEDEL That is great because without, that, no cafeteria in the
country, I don't think, could fnnction, not at all, and be halfway
decent.

As far as -meat, and thinfts of this sort, the volume of trade for a
small high school, like our high school, is another thing. If you are
going to have a snecessful program, even if you are going to feed 70
percent of vour students every day, you have to have volume. Three
hundred kids will not provide enough income, and about 83 free
students, and about 20 reduced students, will not provide enough in-
come, for you to meet all your bills and all your requirements.

So volume is one of our problems, the volume of trade. Of course;
the greatest disadvantage tb oilr high school 'cafeteria, probably, is
doing the speaking. Like I said 'before, I supervise all aspects of our
high school cafeteria. We lave no dietician, and we have no cafeteria
supervisor as such. The principal is in charge.

I devote more of my activities to try to have a good cafeteria pro-
(mun, and getting the kids to participate than I do many other aspects

.O-f-trie- high school that the principal should be involved in.
I am'not an expert on mitrition. I am pretty good size, and I know

what I like to eat, and what looks good, but I itm not an expert. As
far as having the greens and this and that each day, I have to rely on
a lot of other people.

I do rely on our students in the high school because they complain
a lot because they don't have some of the other products,neeessary,
they think.

We do rely on the students, custodians, anybody that will give us
.some idea of what to have for a good meal.

I believe. in closing, Congressman Perkins, if it were not for the
aid that is given to the high schools, elementary schools, vocational
schools. we could not Sustain any type of program whatsoever.

It would be inadequate if we did not receive i.i1;lds. It would be inade-
quate if we did not receive commodities. Just iike the curriculum, if
-you are going to have an inadequate curriculum, you are going to have
inadequate kids.

If you have inzuhluate food services, the same thing is going to
:happen to the kids. The kids are, going to be inadequate also. They will

. never make it to 2:30 or 3 o'clock on snacks, milkshakes and Chings
like that.

. r disagree with Dr. Edison on the idea of,milkshakes in school. If
;tnt1iimi1iktiiis, h can get a -free

certainly against any snacks: of any type in the school for many
reasons, but primarily for nutrition. Thank you.

[Information submitted by Glen Riedel followsi]
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RACELAND HIGH SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

I. Background

October, 1972, Race land High School was introduced to a closed lunch

program. The school lunch program for the 1971-72 year had 40%

participation which not only included the 450 high school students, but

also approximately 180 elementary students (1-6). This closed pro-

gram was the first step in upgrading the school lunch program.

II. Objectives and Goals

It is our firm belief that the most important objective of the school

funch program is to offer to all students (K-12) the opportunity to

participate, whether free, reduced, or paid, in at least one hot,

nutritional meal per clay. We strive (administrators and teachers) to

reach all students who we feel are not getting the proper diet at home

'and who cannot afford to pay for their meals.

Accomplishments

As stated in our objectives, creating the opportunity for the student

to participate is a prime goal. This we are doing. We have gone from

a participation at the high school of 40% to a present eating level of 70%.

We have increased our participation basically because of three things:

First, the closed lunch which permits only students living within

walking distance or those picked up by parents to leave the campus,

Secondly, the menu (check chart) which is constantly being revised

and discussed with input from students, teachers, and other school
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personnel. We try to give to the students their favorite foods, sizable

quantity, and still continue to give a Grade A lunch. And thirdly, the

facilities. This item probably has been imprOved more than any other.

The outline below will give some indication of the facility improvement.

Equipment

1. Florescent lighting

2. Round tables

3. Curtains - windows and stage

4. Stoves - non-food assistance

S. Deep freezer

6. Heat lamp warmer

7. Paint conducive to an eating atmosphere

8. Deep fryers

9. Dishwasher - non-food assistance

B. Three lunch periods -- each lunch period serves approximately

150 students. The lunch period is thirty minutes in length. No

student must wait in line longer than fifteen minutes.

IV. Problems of a self-sustaining cafeteria

A. Finances

1. Cost of food

2. Wages - We are presently paying ten to twenty cents

above minimum wage. This will increase proportionately

to rise in minimum wage.
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B. Commodity supplies

The commodity supply is basically, in my opinion, the major

life saver of a cafeteria program. The problems concerning

the commodity program is not knowing the supplies to be

received at the beginning.of the school year and also the time

in which we receive them (example: receiving turkeys after

Thanksgiving).

C. Volume of trade

In our situation, even though we are operating above 70%

participation, the number of students eating compared to the

amount being served and the volume of cost, it is exiremely

difficult to stay in the black.

D. Qualified supervisors

In our cafeteria structure the principal i3 responsible for

cafeteria operations. lle must supervise the overall opera-

tions and planning. I am not qualified, other than common

sense, in creating good nutritional meals each day. I spend

as much time in cafeteria planning and supervising as I do in

all other facets of the school program.

E. Over concern

'An

I believe that there is a dwfinite over concern by federal and

state agencies.concerning the implementing,of the free lunch

program. In our program all students who receive the free

lunch (ticket method) are known by the other students. There

7 9
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are no feelings exerted by the students in any way toward the

free or reduced lunch students. We are trying to conceal

lower income at the school level but nothing is said at the

adult level.

V. Summary and Opinions

The hot lunch program is on the same scale as administrators, teachers.

and curriculum of a school. In order for a student to grow mentally and

physically, all must function.

Race land High School's Lunch Program could not function if the federal

governfitent did not subsidize in the manner in which it does. Not only

would inadequate products be used. inadequate facilities would flourish.

and inadequate preparation would abound. All of this would certainly

create an inadequate child.

I believe with the spiraling inflation of all items related to the school

food proi.:ram the most important item that should be considered would

be the increase in commodity foods. Money would help, but as more

money would come to the schools, the prices would increase to the

schools.

As a high school principal I am very thankful for the hot lunch program.

I am sure that one day this program will haw r?,^d the way for a

Congressman. Senator,-or, a President.

8 0
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Charts

Menu - November, 1975

Reirnbursetnent claims

Financial Statement - Race land High School,

August, 1975 - January, .1976

Cost Accounting

8 1
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RAGELANU LWiCH14/..

--Sainonbarr--30,7-1973

inceme7

Ca311 from :3Lle of flinches--

timate:f cieimberuement------ ..--

Totel-

Expenditutsu:

Equipment

,lotel Income 4

ot ',/uendt tures 4.

Profit:

LoSA:

14-439.432-

4080.42-

o 21620.04-

Balance Nov. 30, 2973 pet checkbook $ 1 341

Total Bxpendituree ending Nov. 30, 1973 $E4294.94

91

.44--
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RaCELaNU MOH 33110(.L LUNCHROOM

December 31, 1975

Income:

Cash from sale of lunches---- -

Estimated Aeimbursoment---:.-------

Total.

Expenditures:

Labor

Food-

Other-

Equipment

.

956.59

3,015.00

669.00

4 2,981.43

283.87

3,934.30

lotal Income $ 3.015.00

TO'tal Expenditures4.1.93E.10

Profit

Loss: 919.10

Balance as per checkbook, Dec. 31L-42.601.17

Unpaid bills as of Dec. 31 410,201.25

9 2
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RAC:ELAND HIGH SCHO4L LUNCHROOM

January 21. 1976

Incos4:.

Cash from sale of lunches- 16)2.4A!*

Estimated 10141,41

Total.

Expenditures:

Labor- 765.20

-V

Food. -4 1141161a02:

Other- - 4 __ZAJPtt__

Equipment

Total Income $ 1481,1!

Total Expendltures42,662.40

Profit:

Loss: 474.16

Balance as per checkbook Jen. 210_1276 $ 1.649.6I

Total asponditure outstanding J. 21, 1976 $ 9.706,02



.:.,PrecostMenu - ?fib.

.H: =a wagon Steak
Potstoia

huAtsr. for Pot.

Flour for grovy

, Pt rel1s recIpo

' 110111.f1cour',

011 lo)
:.SuAtar

.Voslo1

Butisr for rolls
Poss ,(c)

Pooches (o)
. .

TotO.pr1os
MU for Luncbes
Tots1 pr1ce for most

85

1.,,chro%f!

3. 1976
Amout:i Cast
5-17.37Ws .71716 box
5 cans \ r.".cie. c%n

50 .29 lb.

2f .13 11S.

304 '13 1b^(12
ze .65 10.

20 .22i lb.:

3 Cups

4111 .29 lo.

10 cons 2.00 eon

14 0Sos 2.45 can

l5,,1 Prigs

6)

639.54
14.90

-.26

3.78

1.30.

, .45

-1.46

2.03
20.00

41.30

,flonoy reQelved rc.r 253 earlu,.:
Esttostsd rImbursecont
Tots1 rsoelpts

499.44

141:4+-

Cost 59.7 (dr,fts not include. labor cr suppliss rot 1,shraomY
Income 63.2

Cost of labor $ 44.40 daily,
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Chairman PERKINS. I know that there will be a 'great number of
questions. Al Quie has made a great contribution in writing the legis-
lation, and he will be here in a few minutes.

I will let Mr. Osborne go ahead right now. Mr. Leo Osborne is the
director of food services for Greenup County schools.

STATEMENT OF LEO OSBORNE, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES,
GREENUP COUNTY SCHOOLS

Mr. OSBORNE. I will concentrate my remarks on the elementary
schools because my experiences are limited at this time as we go into
the fulfcost accounting in Greenup County.

I have tried to listen closely to what my good friend here was saying,
and I concur with what he has said. .

I appreciate this opportunity to appear as a member of the panel
to discuss and answer questions relating to school lunchroom programs.

I have served for 10 years at the elementary school level as a princi-
pal with the direct responsibility for the food service program at this
school : 10 years as county Head Start director; and currently I am
serving as the food service director of Greenup County schools.

We also have a more or less self-contained program, more or less,
in the individual schools at this time. We are primarily on our own.

Of course, we are looking forward to the day when we can be of
some help in improving the programs of Greenup County. I am trying
to think of what might be helpful for me to say here today. This being
my first appearance before a committee of this type, I am not really
prepared, but I thought that I would like to say something about the
importance, as I see it, to the elementary schoolchildren as well as
the high school children.

We. in Grcenup County, have the breakfast program in all but three
schools. We have lunchroom programs in all the schools. We also have
the milk program in all the schools, so we lmve been taking part in
all the programs, and we are &finitely sold on their benefits.

As has been pointed out, however, onc of the biggest problems has
been the financial end of it, trying to make ends meet, trying to find
ways to provide those things that children like to eat, and the balanced
diet that we know they need.

I would like to pass along just a. 1 ittle bit of information concerning
the county as a whole.

We had last year, 1974-75, an average participation in the school
lunch program of about SO percent. which I believe worked out to
81.000 lunches per month, which is SO percent participation county-
wide.

At the elementary school level, as I have indicated, we had 92 to
95 percent over the whole year participation.

The breakfast program was not quite as good. then we don't have
every school participating. We have, I believe, three schools that do
not have a breakfast program, and that cut down the percentage.

e did serve approxnmttely 33.000 per month, so that is a lot of
breakfasts for the total number of participants. In my report, I. do
believe that I have indicated that. children do much better when they
have a balanced diet. They are much more teachable, and reachable.
You can sit down and talk with them, when they are not hungry.
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Certainly, I, for one, think that the benefits are tremendous, and we
would hate to think of the day when we might have to do without.

Chairman PERKINS. IS that your statement?
Mr. OSBORNE. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Leo Osborne follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEO OsiioaNE, DIRECTOR, SC H OOL FOOD SERVICES,
GREEN UP CO U NT Y Scuoats

My name is Leo Osborne, with the Greenup County School System.
I appreciate this opportunity to appear as a member of this panel, to discuss

and answer questions relating to school lunch room programs.
I have served nineteen years as an elementary school principal, with the

direct responsibility for the food service program at this school. Ten years as
County Head Start Director, I am currently serving as the Food Service Director,
of Greenup County Schools. At the present time we are in the process of getting
ready for full cost accounting for the next school year. The purpose for making
the above statement is to clarify my background as it relates to the food service.

The lunch and breakfast program, servo a very hnportant function in the
lives of our children. There isn't. any question in my mind as to the benefits
children receive from having a balanced diet. Children are more alert and teach-
able when they are not hungry.

May I refer to a personal experience that seems to prove graphically the
above statement. Before, we started a breakfast program (1067) many children
wanted to sleep in the classroom until after they had eaten the noon meal, but
they seem to be alert after eating. After the breakfast program was started,
this problem almost disappeared.

All the children at this school are transported. Most leave their homes very
early and are ready to eat when they arrive at the school. The number eating
daily varies but we average serving 150 daily, out of an enrollment of 228. We
have on occasion served as many as 210.

The lunch program is also well received with participation at 92 to 95 per cent
of the children taking part monthly. The type -A" lunch served to children
provide a needed service to children. It provides a wholesome diet containing
the nutrients needed by a growing child. Thus, providing for the development
of good eating habits and improved health. This statement is based on observa-
tion and personal experience, one of which is cited here.

During the summer of 1967, we operated a Summer County Head Start Pro-
gram. A team of doctors (2) examined the children when the program started
and S weeks later, at the end of the progralu. They found many deficiences,
including several cases of Heart Murmur on the first examination. The Heart
Murmur problem had disappeared on the second examination. Both doctors
agreed the improved health of thet:e children was directly related to the balanced
diet they received during the program.

To further show the need for thiS program. I have included the following
information. More than GS per cent of the children receive "free" lunches .07%
reduced lunches, 24% are shown as full priced lunches. Sonie of the children
who could qualify according to the federal guidelines, choose not to accept, so
the true percentages would be higher if all who qualify were to take part.

I used only one school for the above example, but I am quite sure there are
other schools in Greenup County that would show similar figures.

The biggest problem in operating the Food Serive Program, is financial. The
cost has risen greatly during the past few years. There are many factors con-
tributing to this problem. The minimum wage law, increase in food prices and
increase utilities cost, etc. These are just a few of ninny that might be listed.
I am aware of the charges made by some that. "The school lunch program is

.the.most .wasteful program funded by Federal Government". I believe this state-
ment is inaccurate and does an injustice to those people providing food services
U.S.D.A. It seems to me the school lunch is a very good bargain.

Vhen we look :It the cost of meats in the private sector and the per meal
cost at the school allowing for profit, and the help the schools receive from the
U.S.D.A. It seems to me the school lunch is a very good bargain.

Best regards.
LEO H. OSBORNE,

School Food Service Director,
Greenup County Schools.

80-005 0- 77 - 7
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Chairman PERKINS. Now we will have Mrs. Bhinche Dingus, di-
rector of the school food services prograin for Floyd County sehools.

STATEMENT OF MRS. BLANCHE DINGUS, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICES, FLOYD COUNTY SCHOOLS

.1 Mrs. DINGUS. Thank you very much, Congressman Perkins and
-members of the committee, ladies and gentlemen. The first thing that
I would like to do is to express my appreciation and gratitude to you
for the help that you have been co the boys and girls- of our county,
and I would say to the boys and girls of the Nation, because, really, it
has been wonderful.

The help that you have given us through oar State office has been
_of tremendous v:ilue. I just could not express it enough. The result
Of that Ims been the ever increasing nuniber- of boys and girls that
we are able to reach with good food.

The value of the free. meal, and the reduced price meal, I feel,
cannot be overestimated.

In Floyd County, and this is what I can t:dk about, it is Floyd
County. I have been with our Floyd County system for over 20 years
in food service.

Chairman PERIUNS. You have seen the mines. 40 to 50 in that
county, close down in 1949 up to the mid-fifties. Francis Alcorn, the
copper corporation in Garretsville, lmd 5.000 employees when I..came
to Congress in 1919. and now they have closed down completely.

I know what the. free meals lmve meant to the people who have no
incothe, and are trying to feed their Children.

Mrs. DINGUS. We have a participation of 9,936, and I am croing by
the January figures. I am just quoting that because I thought that it
would .be more current. We have an average daily attendance in schools
of S.523.

We have served, for the month of January, 7,567 meals daily, and
this is approximately 89-percent participation. I would like that to be
a lot. better.

In our elementary schools, just like it is in the Nation, the participa-
tion is quite good. We have some schools that. are in the 90s, 94 or so.

Our low participation is in our high schools. We have, on file. and
I have checked this for my report., the free lunch applications and
reduced price lunch applications, and we have 5,000 approved free
lunch applications on file in the offices. I did put that there.

The number of 'reduced price lunches is increasing. We do have
all the new scales and applications. We do have that for all t he children
in the county. We have published the new scale.'

Chairman PERKINS. You have puNished it up to a family of eight.?
Mrs. Dixous. We published the complete-Study, the complete scale

in the paper, and then we have discussed it over our local radio station.
Cluzirman PERKINS. I feel that the best way to get to the people is

through your PTA organizations.
Let me interrupt for a moment. This is our ranking minority metn

ber, Mr. Al Qu ie. He has agreed graciously to come.
These are the various food service people in the counties. Please

go ahead and finish your statement.
Mrs. DINGUS. I will agree with you wholeheartedly that a good way

9 9
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to send it out is through our PTA's. I will put a plus in for the PTA
there because I am involved in it.

Some years ago, another thing that we were able to do was, through
the special commodities system, we were able tO start and have a food
service procrram in every school in Floyd County, even our small one-
room schol. At that time we had 80 small one-room, and now we
only have 1 one-room and 3 two-room schools.

When we started this program, just to show file value of the lunch,
we noticed the difference in the children by their getting vitamin A,
the light in their eyes, and how their hair shines and things like that.
I will not dwell on it, but the results were very much as expected.

Another thing we found was that by offering choices of food to the
Children, we added an extra incentive for children to eat in the school
lunch program.

You mentioned plate waste, and we will admit to some, but we are
trying to fight this battle daily, because that is throwing money away
when you put it in the crarbage can. We try to keep that ever in front
of the children. We try tO have slogalis and a few other things up :-"You
are wastinn:." "Eat what you take." Such things as that, we try to
have that bi7fore them constantly.

We feel that puttina children and teachers on menu coMmittees,
and tell us things thatP-they will eat; that this will help.

On the milk pmgram, we are trying for 10 gallons per 100 children.
We have some that do not have that much, and we have some that
have gone above it. "We are trying for that goal. When we have reached
that, we will try for a little better. We had to try there, because you
have to" start somewhere.

Another thing, as far as we are concerned, we have been able to secure
some needed equipment through our State office. We ha ve some con-
fectioner's ovens, and we have some hot food tables, and dishwashers
in our cafeterias throughout.

One of the things that :Ye tire really excited about. You have heard
about the smorgasbord, and we are in the process right now in one of
our high schools, and this is the one that has the lowest participation,
we are in the process of starting the smorgasbord type service.

I was able to go with Mr. Bevins, and to take some of our principals,
and we visited a program in another county. Mr. Tievins madearrange-
ments to meet us there. and we visited the. school.

I know the pincipals. and I had .been talking to them, and telling
them how wonderful it was. But. seeing is believing:, they were amazed
when they came back, and they wanted to start the prograin for our
boys and girls in Floyd County. and ive feel that we can do .it. It

inay-take a little more-work to get it started,-but we can do it.There is.
no doubt about it. If anyone else can, so can we. ,

We may have to work a little bit harder. We have 20 schools. that
is includiw.r Our rural schools. and they all have lunch programs. We
have 10 schools with breakfast pmgrams. Since it has become perma-
nent, I have tried to push it in onr other 10 schools. I think that it is
simnly wonderful for the boys and girls. .

There is a need for both food service. and nutrition education. I really
don't believe that we can for.cret nutrition. So I think that we need that.

I would like to say that. also. Floyd County is one of the poorer
districts and could not come up, it would be impossible for us to

100
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come up with adequate funds to finance the program without Federal
aid.

If we did not, the program would be drastically curtailed or cut
-out entirely, lam afraid.

There. is another thing, and that is nonnutritious food items, mis-
cellaneous food items. I think that that practice in the schools should
be abolished.

I hope that the year 1976 is the year that. we make tremendous
progress.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. WCare going to recess for 20 or
25 minutes for lunch in the lunchroom, and then we will call upon Mrs.
Johnson, who will be the last witness on the panel.

All of you will come back and take your respective seats, because
we have several questions for you.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed for lunch.]

AFTER RECESS

[The Committee reconvened at 12 :40 p.m., Hon. Carl D. Perkins,
chairman of the committee, presiding.]

Chairnum PERKINS. The committee will conic to order. A quorum
is present.

Our last witness on this panel is Mrs. Noretta Johnson. We are
delighted to ha ve .you here. If you would go ahead.

STATEMENT OF..MRS. NORETTA JOHNSON, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICE, PIKE COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM

Mrs: JOHNSON. Firstlet me say that I am delighted to be here, and
come before the committee.

My opening statement is going to be that school food service is a
vital part. of Pike County. I am going to ask that vou take an imaginary
trip with ine to the beautifol sections of Pike 'County. and ride one
of our 126 school buses that transport over 15,000 children to and
from school each day. or you may ride with one of our 40 contract
hatilers. who haul at least 15 each per day.

The haulers go over the, roads that cannot be reached by the regular
school buses. Each day S.S5S miles are traveled over some of the worst
terrain in the State of Kentucky.

These statistics. of course. do not. include the transportation of our
kindergarte.n children who have their own buses, or else, we. could add
more mileage to this.

..Some.of our children leave home at. 5 :30.in the morning and do not
return until S :30 in the afternoon. 1. too, am .concerned with this day-

saving time.
After you have traveled on one of the. buses, you can stop by one of

the 21 iunchrooms that are serving the breakfast program. I am sure
that you will enjoy a nutritious breakfast. You can join our children,
after they have bad their breakfast and stay at the school.

Or, von can pi) to one of our 21 schools that participate in the school
lunch program. and who also participate in .the milk program.

As von eat the meals in the Pike County schools, we want .you. to
think of all 'the children that make up flue school system. They come

1 0 1.
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from different families. different. parts of the county. Sonte of those
children have walked 5 miles to catch the bus, and some have stepped
outside theh. door to catch the bus. We do have a variety Of children
coining to school.

"feel that. a breakfast program is as hnportant, or more important
than the hinch program. Many of the parents tell us, "My child will
not eat at home. It is too early," or "They will not eat with the
family."

When they get to school with their peers, they love to eat. That is
one of the reasims that we want the breakfast pro,n-rani. Teachers tell
us that the children are very alert. All the schools that have partici-
pated in the breakfast program, I think that if they were asked to give
up one. I would ahnost believe that they would give up the lnneh pro-
gram. They do not want to give up either one; we do appreciate hav-
ing these.

Then, after you have partaken of the breakfast and lunch, I invite
you to look at a few statisties in Pike County. You have the booklet
before you ;hat does bring about some of these.

We have an enrollment of over 16,000, which also includes kinder-
garten. We do service those in our lunchrooms. We have an average
daily participation of better than 11.000. In 'January it was 11,709.

Chairman PfaiKixs. Is that in the school lunch program?
Mrs. Jonysox, Yes.
In the breakfast. program, the participation was 5.280.
Now. the lunch program participation represents 78 percent of the

children who are attending school. Fifty-four percent of the lunches
served are free lunches. As of last month, 7 percent of our lunches'
served were, reduced price. This has incmased over last year.

Chairman PErmiNs. Mutt was it last year?
Mrs JonNsoy. Six percent.

do have a chart in the booklet comparing 5 years ago, when we
first-started. and then it. was 2 percent. S'o in the last 5 years, we have
increased our participation by 5 percent.

Other statistics that I might have are in the booklet: The advantages
of the breakfast prop.ram. and the advantages of the lunch pmgram.
I think that I need not p.o through these because you will have a
chance to read them later..

I do have one recommendation that I would like to make. I. am sure
that von have had a chance, to look at the map inside the cover, mid
you will see that it is a long way to travel in Pike County.

A persen has very little time to supervise each school when you have
09 schools. T have iraveled from my home to one school 01 miles one
wav. Another school is 75 miles from 'my home. I leave my home at 8-
o'cloCk, and r get to the school at, 10 o'clock, .or 10:30.

If I want to !mt the the break fast program. I have to leave my home
at 5:39 or 0 o'clock: and I will get there by 8:30 or 9 o'clock, depend-
ing on the traffic, of course. .

Another thing that I would consider in the full cost accounting sys-
tem. we. have initiated, and we have done some work, hut we are not
fully under the system vet. T do knriw that it. is a good thing, and that
we have to acconnt for it. but. T do wish that we could have a person
to coordinate -food services in each school; or maybe in each hospital
area.

1 1.) 3
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I have. been talking to some of the people in the county. and they
say that perhaps we could have this withmit cost tn the food service
system. Maybe this could come under the new job opporhmity pro-
gram. or maybe some of the income could be, from fiscal court funds
allocated for job opportunity program.

This %vie: one idea that we had where maybe we could get some extra
help for the schools. secretarial work in the lunchrooms, and still op-
emt e. We are operating presently within nur income, and we hope to
be able to continue this.

Someone mentioned this morning hip Ke»tucky retirement system,
and tile increase in the minimum wage, which have caused their labor
costs to rise higher.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very winch.
We will all have a chance to interrogate this panel. I will call upon

my colleague, Con7ressman Quie, first. He has made such great con-
tributions. He and I have been nn the floor together, and I ilon't think
that we have ever lost a bill. Sometimes. when we go separately. we
will lose.

T-Te is one of our great Americans. and his contributions have been
p-mat in this area. and in the whole area nf education.

Mr. Qrtr.. Thank you very mueh, Mr. Chairman. I do appreciate
being here.

Let me flip through some nf these papers. I notice, Mrs. Johnson,
that you have all of this put together. I. have a few questions so I can
better understand it.

On the map that you spoke of. what are tlmse numbers that have a
circle drawn around them ?

Mrs. JoitssoN. Our schools are divided in districts fnr accounting
purposes. We use district numbers. They are countywide district niim-
hers.

Mr. QUIT:. Can you tell ine where the schools are located?
Mrs. Joirxx. Dorton Higli School. and Virg-le High School, and

riglit above that Millard High School, then Mullins High School
above. and Johns Creek High School. Belfry High School. Phelps
High School, Feds Creek High School. Huntville High School is an
independent. and they lin ye own. board nf education, and they are
not under our inrisdiction. Then there is Elkhorn City High School.

Mr. QVIE. Did von say that there was a total of 15;000-plus ont of
a twal nf UL000. That is for all the schools?

Mrs. JouNsox. Yes. I have included kindergarten in this. We have
some minimal, or basic foundation kindergarten, and We have some
other ESEA Title T. and we ha ve .1-read Start. and those are included.

Mr. Quit:. What is the rule, anybody who lives more than 1 mile
away will get picked up?.

Mrs. Jot txsoy. It is a hal f-mile to 1 mile.
Mr. QrtE. Are the hi:gh schools 10th grade thrnmrh 12th grade?
Mrs Jot ixsox. Three of nur high schools. Millard High. Feds Creek

ITHI. and Virgie are '7 through 12. Belfry is 0 through 12. The others
are kiederza rten through 12.

Mr. Qt,h,.. What would be the furthest from a high school that one
would live? Would it be from Turkey Creek down to Belfry?

Mrs. Johssox. I would say that if would be 25 to 30 miles.
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Mr. QUIE. I have one question about the breakfast program. Let me
ask you hOcause you have a higher percentage of students that eat
breakfast at school hecause of the distance you have.

Has anybody looked at what this does to iamilies in the time that
they have together? Besides eating, you do some communication around
a tiible.

Mrs. Jouxsos. A lot..of the parents are working parents, and they
either leave before the children _leave for school, or they are getting
ready to leave at that time. If it were not for the brealdast program,
the child would be eating at home alone.

Mr. Qutn. So most of them would be eating at home alone.
Mrs. JOHNSON. Also, 04 percent of the breakfasts that we serve are

free, approxinmtely
-Mr. Quin..1-Iow does that compare..with the
Mrs..Toirxsox. It is 10 percent more.
Mr. QUJE. Those that are not receiving free or reduced cost are more

than likely eating at lipme. That would be the explanation.
Mrs. Jonxsox. We have 67 percent reduced as of Jamiary.
Mr. Qum. Do you have any limit on who can eat breakfast there;

any distance from home or anything like that?
Mrs. Jot ixsoN. No.
Mr. QUIE. Do yoik, schedule them so that there is a period of time

until the classes begin?
Mrs. JOHNSON. We try not to schedule them until 7:30. SOMO buses

arrive at 7, and the breakfasts are ready, and they go directly from
thei.r bus to the cafeteria for breakfast. It is finished by 8:30.

Mr. QUM. What do the students whose buses come in at 7 do for
that. hour and a half besides eat breakfast ?

Mrs. Jonxsox. There are teachers who supervise the hallways and
the classrooms. Also, the teachers have bus duty.

Mr. QUIE. Do tliey take turns?
Mrs. Jot txsox. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. I will supplement that. I was at a school when a

schoolbus arrived. and they began ri!dit away to feed those children.
It Was 6 o'clock, or 0 :30. Then, they were supervised within the library.
Most of them went to the library, and then went to work.

Mr. QUIE. The buses that come early, I assume that it is because
they have to pick up another load?

Mrs. Jon NSON% The bus will have to make another run.
Mr. Qum. Do they take the farthest out first, and bring them in?
Mrs. JOHNSON. If they do. they try to take those home first. They

try to make it so that no child will be staying longer than the others.
Thiv try to bring the farthest out in the morning nmybe, and they

will talte them Ilona. flist in the afternoon.
Mr. (111E. What time is the first one picked up when he lives 30 to

40 miles from the school ?
Mrs. Jon Nsox. I believe that it is 5 :30. They, at least, get to the bus

stop or leave home at 5:30. Some of them nmy walk a distance.
Mr. Somebody mentioned daylight saving time. At those

hours. daylight saviwr time does .not make much di fference.
Do yon rnn the breakfast program from 7 right until S:30?
Mrs. Jou NsoN. Right until the last bus comes in, right until about

S :15.
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Mr. Qum Then, they still have a chance to eat breakfast ?
Mrs. Jonxsox. Those on the last bus still have a chance to eat,

breakfast before the bell rings. Then, the kinckrgarten buses come
'and the Id ndergarten children eat after the bell rings.

Air. Qum. Those who arc eating at 7 o'clock. That is 1 hour and 15
minutes earlier. Do they get.to each lunch first, too? Is there anything
like that, ar can yon coordinate that?

Mrs. orissox. That has to gnhv class. It has to go by class.
Mr. HALL. Will the gentleman yie.ld?
Mr. Qum. Yes.
Mr. HALL. Did I understand that some of these children, prior to

crettincr on the bus in the morn ill fr at 5 :30, walk 5 miles?
Mrs. JoiccsoN. They leave home at 5 :30, and they may walk a dis-

tance, and I am not sure how far. Some of them may walk to a hauler.
Mr. Some of them are getting on the bns at 5 :30,..and they are

crettinff honw at 5 :30. which makes it a 12-hour day. They don't get to
spend too much time with their brothers and sisters. Is that true?

Mr. Qua:. I am pleased to learn about this, because Chairman
Perkins has told us how- different the situation is in Pike County emu-.
pared to some other counties.

. Chairman PENK INS. I am going to take you into that area.
Mr. QUIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PartKixs. Air. Simon.
Mr. Smos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Dingus, I like your enthusiasm and your spirit. It. is great.
Air. Riodel. you mentioned in your ,tatenient, but you did not refer

to it in your testimony. but in your statement you talked about your
closed lunch situation. Have you had any unfavorable repercussidns
on that ?

I am not aware of this. Maybe this is a fairly common thing, I don't
know. I was not aware of this kind of regulation elsewhere.

311. To my surprise, it went real smoothly. We had two small
restaurants in outrvery.close vicinity. We were there 1 month, and then
we decided that we would try to put our power§ into operation. We
did close our lunch. We did this with a lot of public relations, this and
that, but it went through very smoothly.

Mr. SIMON. I suppose that those restaurants opposed it.
Mr. RFEDEL Yes, and they are still opposing it.
Mr. Sumos. T refer thiS to my senior colleagues here, the chairman.

and Al Quie. Has anyone ever tested the legality of something like
this, where they don't permit the .students to go off the campus for
hinch. indesS th.ey live within a certain distance from the school ?

Chairman Plunct Ns. They have always had Niles. and regulations
down here. It has never been silbject to appeal to the State board. No-
body down here has ever questioned those rules.

Mr. QUM. If the gentleman would yield. .

This exists in some schools in Minnesota, too. I don't believe that
anybody has ever tested it.

Mr. StmoN. I think that it is a great thing, if it is legal.
Mr. mom.. Congressman Simon. the area that we try tn ro thrcmgh,

not just keepin.!, them at school for eating in the caTeteria, but for
safety's sake. knowing where they are, and getting them back within
the required time, and things of that nature.
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This is what we have tried to work through far more than saying:
"You have to eat in the cafeteria, or brown-liag it." This is the way
that we went, and it went over pretty good.

Mr. Qum. I think that this is what we need to have in the legislation,
flexibility, because, the situations are so different in different areas. In
the pretty tight boundary-of the city, where they have the lunch hour
an hour. long, everybody can go home. Some still have families home
at noon, and they want them to come home and eat lunch with them at
noon, and eat breakfaa with them where it is within walking distance.
Now, if we went under that policy, it would work out in parts of my
district. but certainly not in Pike County.

Mr. SIMON. Andher comment that Mrs. Johnson made regarding
some of the roads. I really think that we have to. somehow, at the Fed-
eral level dd more for roads and bridges. I have in mind areas, which
geographically look very much like this area. We call t hem inonntains,
and I don't know if you call them mountains here.

.

Chairnran PERKINS. That is what we call them, and that is what they
are.

Mr. tox. Some of our friends in Colorado might disagree.
The roads are in terrible shape. and we have a lot of bridges where

the school bus has to stop, let the kids out, then the bus crosses and the
kids get back on the bus ou the other side of the bridge. You probably
have some of the same situation here.

It just. scents to me. since our Interstate System is nearing comple-
tion. that seine of those -funds have to go to the rural roads and bridges.

Chairman Pratiaxs. We bus more in eastern Kentucky than any-
where else, and that is the most expenses cost that.we have. We have to
upgrade the quality of education. and get rid of all these one-room
school houses. We have to consolidate the high schools in order to-get
better quality education.

The highest Cost that we have is buses, 126 buses. Most of those buses
have to tro across mdantains, big mountains.

Mr. S7-3tox. I have no ftt rther questions.
Chairnrm PmaKrxs. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will have to plead irrnorance, but I am curious about somethincr.

Pike County sounds as Sough it should have had a song written aborit
it. Is that the Pike referred to in the song "Sweet. Betsy Across the
-White Prairie." I was wondering if this were the. Pike that was
referred to in that song?

Chairman PETtruxs. That. is Pike Comity, Miss.
Mr. HALL. My questions were answered earlier. I have no other ques-

tions. Mr. Chairman.
Let me compliment the panel.
Chairman PERKINS. I have a few questions.
I have stated this before the Committee 1 ime and time again. We

have, a busing problem in eastern Kentucky, and I have said this every
time we have brought the votes to the floor.

Our kids in eastern Kent lucky are bused more than -any other chil-
dren in the country. When it conies to al loeat in!, funds. T have always
argued that we needed a special attention beeau:ie of all the mountains
that we have to cross.
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The income level for the free lunch for a family of eight, is $7,830,
nad any State can increase the income level for those free lunches up to

25 percent which for a family of eight is $9,750.
For the reduced-price lunch for a family of eight. it is up to $15,280,
Yon are the food directors in your various counties, and you repre-

sent some of the most needy countie.s. I noticed in your statements that
the reduced-price lunch had increased 'from about 2 to 7 percent in
the last 5 years. In the last 7 years, it has gone from $2 million up to $7
million.

Under these figures, if we sell it to the people, and take advantage
of it. I am going.to venture a guess that within the next year, we ought
to go up to $15 million in this country..

This is why the amendment was written. It is not something that
is thrown away, or g_iven away, it. is somethinff that we all deserve. I
would like to see a free lunch, or at least a r&luced price taken full
advantage of in this congressional district.

Mr. Quie, I think insofar as physical handicap leg,islation, vocational
legislation, disadvantaged legislation are concerned, you believe in giv-
ing the maximum dollar. But when people are able to pay for the lunch,
Al and-I differ to some small degree. He believes that they should pay.

Here, we both ag,ree on a realistic figure. I would regret to see this
congressional district, right here ill the heart of Appalachia, slide back-
ward. A 2- or 3-pereent increase is nonsense.

I am anxious to see how this program is really going to work here
in the next year or so. I want to hear some of your comments on this.

Mr. OSBORNE. Mr. Chairman, if I could, I would hazard a guess that
next fall you will see. the increase you expected, because we imple-
mented tins, as you know, after school started. Even though it was well
publicized. I have a feeling that a great many people have not yet
taken advantage of it.

I believe that next school year, when somebody uses the guidelines.
You will see a definite increase in the number ofpeople participating
in it.

Chairman Prmuss. Publishing it in the newspaper is not going to
do the job. You are croing to have to fro to the PTA meetings, and
meet with the parentll IC's by word oinf mouth, that is the greatest
thing in the world.

With regard to the battles that we have, won as Members of Congress
we have never gone out and published what we wanted to do in the
newspaper. We did it. by (ming amund and seeing our friends who
would help us with the job.That is what we have to do here.

You really need people to do this. You will see a tremendous im-
provement Indic school lunch program in this area, right in the heart
of Appalachia.

This is all I have to say.
Mr. QUM. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I have another question.
How do you sell the tickets; or however you charge the students? I

assume that yoit_are trying to operate to see that the children will not
be identified when they receive the free lunch.

Chairman PpuKixs. I think that you (night to explain that.
Mr.. QUM. You have three levels of tickets, could you explain how

that. operates?
Mr. OSBORNE. Shall I start ; I can only speak for one school at this

time, because that is all I am familiar with.
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Our teachers, in the classrooms themselves, take care of the collect-
ing of any moneys that come in. There is no klentification When the
children go through the line. They go through as one body. This is for
both breakfast and lunch.

We do not have tickets, because it is a small school. It is easier for
the teacher to go with them, and let them all eat. It has worked out
real well in this one case.

Mr. Ouni. Is it possible that a person who gets a free lunch could
sell it to another person who did not qualify for a free lunch for a quar-
ter. He would make a quarter, and the other person would get his lunch
for a quarter. He could be a good business person.

Mrs. Jonxsox. Our tickets are numbered, and a record is kept in the
. office. The paying ticket is a one digit, and the free lunch ticket would
be a zero digit. Any one digit number would be a paid ticket.

Any child that goes through the line will have a ticket. There is no
difference in the color, the shape of the ticket, and only the person
who is collecting in line will know.

Mr. Qum. Now yon have let the cat out of the bag, and you are going
to have to change numbers.

Mrs. JoirNsoN. Those are not really the numbers that we use.
Chairman PERKINS. Let ine say this.
Al and 1, several years ago, started getting the reduced price lunch

off the ground. Practically every year, we have put through a bill for
$100 million under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, section 32, by-
passim-, the House Committee on Appropriations, so that the money
would be. appropriated to get this reduced price and free lunch pro-
gram off the ground.

We did this year after-year. no wroe in every one of those bills
prohibitions against permitting students to be identified in any way,
shape or form.

I would say that the suggestion from the. gentleman from Greenup is
far, far superior to the one that you have suggested.

Mrs. Joirssox. This is in our elementary schools. In our high schools,
the teachers do not take the children's money. This is where we *use the .
ticket method.

Chairman PERKIN'S. That would destroy the incentive for partici-
pation in the programs, and we recognized that early. Year after year,
we hoard those complaints from the schools. We would send question-
naires out, and we. would get back these complaints, sometimes even
from the students' classroom teacher.

We have had studies made of that kind. We feel that we have gotte'n
beyond that stage now, where you people can take up the free and
reduced price lunch programs in the hea rt of Appalachia.

.

This is all I have to say.
Mr. QUIE. Can we find out what the others are doing?
Mrs. Drsous. We do much the same thing as Poke County in the

elementary schools. The teachers take the children to their lunchroom,
and in the high schools they do not. .We have tickets, and we do not
take -any money at all in the lunchroom. Everyone comes through with
a ticket. They have to get the tickets from the office.

Mrs. Kocro. We have tickets in the high schools, and the tickets are
sold to all the students. Then, the principal has a list of the reduced
price and free lunch students, but the cashier or anyone else cannot
tell.
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Our tickets are prenumbered, they are preprinted. If someone were
to sell it, we would go back and check it, if we are suspieious.

.Mr. RIEDEL. What we do in our high school is very similar to what
the other schools are doing. We (rive the students a chance to buy a...
lunch ticket. We give that chancet'to the entire student body, whetlier
they -want them or not. Thereby we are able to get all the kids jute-.
the office, and give them their tickets.

We take money at the cashier's, but the cashier takes all the tickets.
Mr. QLTIE. You both take money and take tickets?
Mr..111EnEr.. Not only those students who are reduced and free are

the ones.that have tickets. If this were so, they would be identified with
the system as if they were put out on stage.

We do not require, however, all of our kids to have lunch tickets. In
my school, which is only 450, the kids are going to know who the kids
'aro anyway in most cases.

311. QITIE. You use both tickets and cash?
Mrs. DINGUS. No, just tickets.
Mr. QUM. HOW do you determine the income of the parents of those

children ?
Mr. RIEDEL. We get the free lunch or reduced slip. We send those

home- with the children at the beginning of the year, and we do it
again at the berrinniner of the second semester, hoping, we can get some
more kids through this, also..

Those children who are interested in the reduced or free lunch, they
bring them back to the homeroom teacher, who, in turn, sends them
back to me in the office. I check them.

Mr. QurE. When you say that you check them, how do you check
them?

Mr. RIF:DEL. I call them and ask them. I am not really a stickler on
it. If they verify that they are making $4,000. If I call and ask: "Are
you making $4,000"; and they say "Yes, I am making $4,000," then,
to ine they are entitled to a free lunch.

Mr. QLTIE. Some of the superintendents have come to me and asked
what, they could do about it. I never figured out what they could do
about it. 'But some persons are, obviously, making substantially more.

Chairman PERKINS. I would say that it would not be the responsibil-
ity of the superintendent to try to ffet behind what the family is mak-
ing. Where my youngster was in scl'iool, I used to get one every year.

I would put mv salary on there, and that was.it. That is the same
way, and the onl way ihat yott can obtain the information.

kr. Qum. I tried not to send it back, so that Montgomery County
would not find out that I was a Government employee, and I did not
want the Montgomery people to get money that I thoup-ht ought to go
to Minnesota.

Chairman PERKINS. They kept insisting.
Mr. OSBORNE. If I may a'dd something. There are some people who

will boost up the thing far beyond reason.
Chairman PERKINS. This is an area where you people have a great

responsibility. A. great number of people in my district should be receiv-
ing relief, and they will not accept welfare. I know it. They are too
proud to do it.

With these schoolchildren. I feel that it is entirely a different matter.
Their health is involved, preventive health is involved, and we ought
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to do everything that we can. Where the parents may qualify for a free
or reduced price there is nothing wrong with making that known to
the comnmnity. Letting the parents know that there will be no identi-
fication, and that no one will.know anything about it. It is secret, and
it will be kept entirely secret.

The reduced price luncli program would not have conic to a total of
10 million today, had it not been for this provisithi in the bill.

I am going to say that this is going to boost the program and add ad-
ditional children by th,, thousand, I would hope. It is up to you people
to do it. I want to see the results of it a little later.

Mr. RIEDEL. I have one question.
I was talking abom, the idea of my not being a qualified dietician.

or nutrition person, or something li-ke this. We have a regionalized
concept in Kentucky, find I am sure that you are aware of the region-
alized education program.

To me this would be the solution for schools that are my size, which
'cannot afford to have a certified nutritionist or dietician to supervise
and take charge strictly of the lunchroom program.

We could have a person, countywide or independentwise, I believe,
and this would be very adequate:We could pay that person $15,000 to
supervise the school lunch programs. and make sure that everybody
involved is concerned with good nutrition for the schools.

Chairman PERKINS. I would think so myself.
This is a matter that. has to be handled very carefully, because it is

a ticklilth proposition anyway. A child from a family with income of
$4.000 is equal in equality to a child from a family with income of
$100,000, but he is a child who has to be handled diplomatically. You
need soinebody in that area, as you suggested, to do this thing.

Mr. QUM. Let. me make one comment. We moved to make it manda-
tory to provide reduced cost lunches to those qualified hi their income
level.

But with the ethical standards of the people in this country, and
how they react, there will not be any hue and cry reaction if many
people who qualify for free lunches don't take them, and those who
qaalify for reduced price lunches aon't take them.

There are those of us who will push for you to. have an opportunity
to do it, and to provide lunches in a way NN..liere. there will be the least
amount of indication of whether a person falls in one of the three
areas or not.

However. if it. starts developing that some people who don't qualify,
are actually getting free. or reduced cost lunches for their children, that
is what is going to give the program a black eve.

There be those people who will say, "Well, we will give this
to everyone, so we not, have. to have. that kind of gdetermmation."
The die is cast as to where, we are (ming to go now, and I don't. think
that we, are going to move in thatdirection where the Federal Gov-
ernment. is going to pay for everybody's lunch, no matter what
income they have.

One thing that is going to shoot, the whole program down, more
than .anything else, is the person with a higher income-who-is-shown
to be receiving a free or reduced price lunch. This is what people
will react against. I wanted to throw that out. as a problem that I
see, as one who pushed to have the legislation for permanent, manda-
tory reduced cost lunches.
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Chairman PERKixs. I think that we all agree with that observation.
But the 'evidence that we beard here, before you arrived this mornincr,
they only expect 1- or 2-percent growth in my own State, and I jat
could not believe it. It just took me off of my feet.

, I know that this is incorrect, knowing how the. reduced price pro-
gram has grown since you and I brought those bills to the floor, pro-
viding hundreds of millions of dollars for reduced price meal program.'

There have never-been any abuses that we have heard of. There may
have becn some abuses in the food distribution, but I think that it is
going to be a long time in the future before we have any abuses of
that. kind. I believe that in the Appalachian area, yon are (roing to
have very little of it. I am sure that all of you will agree on tliat.

Thank you.
Does anyone have any further questions?
Mr. Quin. No.
Chairman PERKINS. All right, we. want to thank you members of

the panel. and we want to insist thatyou do this other job.
Our next panel consists of the Paul G. Blazer High School student

council officers.
Will you identify yourselves?
Mr. MANN. I am Howard Mann.
Chairman PERKINS. First. of all, I would like to express my appre-

ciation for your listening to us. I think that it is very good to be able
to get the opinion of the students. since yon are the ones who will
benefit from the lunch program. I also hope that. it will be helpful
to you.

STATEMENT. OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS Or PAUL G.
BLAZER HIGH SCHOOL; HOWARD MANN, TONY STAPLETON,
RUSSELL WALKER, CONNIE KIBBEY, BRYAN SALTZ, AND SHERRI
NIBERT

Mr, MAxN. First of all, we believe that the Federal lunch program
is very beneficial, and we are in total support. of it.

The students of Paul Blazer High School appreciate the opportu-
nity to present our views on the. Federal lunch program .in.our school.
We feel that, on the whole, this program is very beneficial to the stu-
dent. body, and we welcome the chance to voice our support.

The most important. aspect. of the program is its availability to all
students. Most students are able to afford the relatively low, regular
cost lunch. For those who are unable, the reduced cost or free. lunch
options still provide a nutritional midday meal which otherwise would
be unobtainable.

Another benefit derived from the program is its guarantee of a
well balanced meal. A wholesome meal is essential for full 'participa-
tion in a normally active school day. The earefully planned meals
meet. this need better than an unplanned sack lunch.

In addition, the school lunches provide the students with a hot,
freshly prepared meal, which could not be brought; from home.

The desire of the. lunch propTam personnel to aid the students and
encourage their participation is exhibited in several ways. They take
great care to prepare all food under strictly sanitary conditions. Also,
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they offer such special choices as diet plates as well as a varied selec-
tion of courses on most occasions.

Despite these positive facets, the studnts do not always take ad-
vantaffe of the school lunch opportunities. The reasons behind this lack
of paRicipation suggest that the program could be improved so that
it. would be more appealing to a larger percentage of the student
body.

One complaint voiced by many students is that the color, texture and
general appearances of the food are unappetizing. If a way could be
found to improve these qualities, student involvement would increase
appreciably.

Many students also. express a dissatisfaction with the combinations
of foods offered. Clashing combinations, ht turn, lead to poor flavor.
An effort should be made-to coordinate the types of food served to en-
hance the overall appeal of the lunch.

Mr. Bevins brought the Miorgasbord type of service up. We had
discussed this earlier. We feel that this would be one of the best ways
that we can see of increasing the student participation in the school
lunch program.

A lot of times, they.don't like what is being offered on a certain day,
so they will just bring their lunch to school. We feel that if more
variety were added, and the kids could pick exactly what they wanted,
they would be more inclined to buy their lunches.

Also, this would cut on the waste. Since you are giving us $2.7 bil-
lion. We feel that any amount of waste is going to mount up to a
pretty sizable margin. So we feel that this smorgasbord type of lunch
would really golve almost all of the problems that we have had and

. increase the student participation in the lunch program.
The students appreciate the program, and the way that it is being

dealt out. If this particular smorgasbord type of service were inst.!-
tuted into it., everything would probably run smoothly.

As we have shown. trie easy availabiNty. assured nutrition and care-
ful preparation of the Federal h7,.&:44 program make it an extremely
significant part of the educational process. With the minor correction
that we have cited, it can be made even more effective.

Once again, we appreciate this opportunity to contribute our views
to the Members of Congress present c.,n the school lunch prooram.

Chairman PERKINS. Do any of the other members of trie student
body want to add any other comments?

Mr. WALKEU. I think that it. sums it up pretty well for us.
Chairman PERKINS. I have a couple of questions.
First; let me ask the moderator. You suggested .the smorgasbord

type of approach. but I doubt that the provisions that we added in the
bill last year permitting the seniors to help select the .foods that are
served in the school lunchroom have been implemented fully inKentucky.

You liave offered the suggestion of the smoroasbord approach,
which would be most helpful in increasing the pirrticipation.

I want to ask you whether the cost.. in your opinion,- of the regular
lunch propTain has cut down on the, participation ?

Mr. T really don't. think that the cost has cut down on theparticipation.
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Chairman PERKTNS. Let me ask, the entire panel, do you feel that the
cost has cut down the participation in the regular lunch program?

Miss Kimum I remember the price going up, but I don't think that
it has cut down the participation, because everythina else goes up also..
I think that. it is just the sanie as it always was. fthink that people
are going to

t-iro

ahead and pay for it. That is the way it. goes.
Mr. elLTZ.I think that in this area it does not make that much dif-

ference because most people can afford it. Fifty cents is not that great
a hardship.

Miss NinERT. I am Sherri Nibert. and I come from a pretty large
family. Sometimes. when you raise, the price, maybe a nickel or a dime,
it is multiplying itself when yon have four kids to deal with. I don't
think.that it has made that much difference to speak of.

Chairmiin PERKINS. When you get up to a greater number of chil-
dren,- that is the reason that we added this increase income for the
reduced price lunch.

Now we will hear from you.
Mr. WALRFn. I am Russell Walker. I don't think that the cost pre-

sents any barrierto the students. I find that many of them, really, are
willing to pay Ile higher prices, and bring their lunch: or, against
the school rules, they will go off-campus sometimes surreptitiously and
paving more at a local restaurant., to get higher quality food.

There has been a lot of talk about the free lnnch. I think, in this par-
ticular area anyway. where. we do have a lot of people who are in
higher income brackets, you would find more opposition to that. be-
cause some of the people who can afford to pay the 50-cent price. would
be opposed to having their tax money to support the piice of the
lunch.

I think that in this area, the price is more of a positive factor than .
a negative factor.

Chairman PERKINS. The reduced price lunch cannot go above 20
cents. and we wrote that in Hie lawabon t 6 years ago.

Would you give us your view ?
Mr. STAPLETON. I am Tony Stapleton. I agree with Russell that the

price is not really a factor because the students who don't eat lunch
here., a lot of times will go to McDonald's or somewhere and pay $2
for their lunch. I really don't. think that the. price is really a factor.

Chairman 'PERKINS. tet me ask you one further question. The gentle-
man who testified has touched upon it,

How ran we improve participation in the regular school lunch pro-
gram? Give us your views.

Mr. STAPLETON. Most students. I believe, maybe we are...A genera-
tion of spoiled boys and girls. If we don't get the food that we want,
we don't eat it.

T. believe that. possibly some students complain about the combination
of the meal. Possibly, if there is anyway to improve the. flavoi' of the
food. but I really don't. know. When you prepare food for 1,000 kids,
yon cannot. al ways get high-quality flavor.

I like the food in the. cafeteria. A lot of students complain about the
taste. but I like the taste. That is the only reason.

Mr. Sr3rox. If I may interject., if you will yield.
I-Mh verify that this young man likes the food because he had two

lunches today.
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Mr. STAPLETON. Some students complain that one hmch is 'not
enough. For me, one lunch is not enough. The same thing is true with
the breakfast program here. One breakfast here is not enough. I need
:three or four of them to fill me up.

Chairman PERKINS. You go ahead;
Mr. WALKER. I think that Tony touched on the major problem. It

is not only the 'food, but it. is the. taste .of the food. We are sort of
fighting what you could call the mother's home cooking syndrome
here.

Everyone comes to school and expects to got something that thstes
just like their mother cooked it. Food that is pulled steaming. hot out
of the oven. and placed lovingly before them, which is not really
feasible, bat this is what the students expect.

Unless we can conic a little closer to meeting that expectation, in
terms of the amount of preparation that goes into the food, and in
terms of the flavor of the food. We are going to have a hard time get-
ting more people into the program. Also the combinations of food that
are put together, if the students had the opportunity to put their own
meals together in the smorgasbord, buffet type of combination, if they
were just given more of a choice, you would have greater participation
in the program.

There are always secondary reasons. I think, sometimes, the fact
that you may have a long line to go through in order to get a school
lunch, and the fact that you have a limited time, usually a half7hour,
.for lunch, if you spent 10 or 15 minutes of that. in line to get your
lunch. Then, you are going to have.more of an incentive to bring your
lunch, so that. you can go right in, and spend your 20 minutes eating.

If there were some way. possibly through increased personnel, to
cut down on the waiting time, that might help some also.

Mr. MANN. I am in partial agreement with each one of them.
I am like Tony. I don't see much wrong with the taste of the food.

When 12 o'clock comes. I am about ready to eat. anythina.
A.s to the long lunch line. I have heard a lot of stutaents complain

about that. In our campus style. here, by the time you get to the lunch-
room and get in line, you usually have 10 minutes to eat.

Chairman PERKINS. Maybe that could be remedied by starting car-
lier. Do you start. at. 11 o'clock?

You go ahead and comment.
Miss KIRREY. I want to say that. I think that the best. way would

have to be the. smorgasbord, because not everybody is going to like,
what is offered on a certain day.

Today, they had a choice of chicken or fish. If they had only had
chicken, a lot, of people would have, said : "I don't like chicken, soI am
not going to eat."

I think that the smorgasbord would really solve the, problem because
that way you could get a choice. of about anything you would want.

chairman Psnxixs. Do you have anything to add ?
Mr. SAT:r7.. I would like to say thai I am in agreement with every-

thing that has been said. I 'would like to make a point.
It may sound like the food is really terrible, but it. is just certain

items on the menu have a reputation for not being up to what they
shoidd be. Most of the students who see those items on the menu will
automatically say : "I am not eating on that day."

1 ' 4
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Most of the time, they do not inform you that you have a choice.
Like today, we were .not informed that we would have a choice be-

-. tween fish and chicken, If you don't like fish, you would not eat.
I. know some people who are fond of cutting line, but I don't believe

in it. If I am at the end,3 will get my lunch 10 minutes before I am
due back in class, and that is not enough time. We are really pushed.

We start at 11 o'clock, and it is 12:30 before the last bell. So there is
not much that we can do about it here. We cannot do anything about
that.

Another thing is the attitude of the students. A lot of them don't
like to admit that they like the lunch. There is a matter of pride in-
volved in it, somehow. I have seen it from the seventh grade on. and
they don't like to say that they like the lunches here. Whether they do
or.not, I don't know.

However, if you could do sOinething about that, it would really
help.

Mr. QUIE. What are the fodds that they see. and then they won't
eat ?

Mr. SALTZ. Corn dogs.
Mr. STAPLETON. Yellow french fries.

. Mr. INIAxx. Dried peas.
Mr. Qum. I was interested to hear that you were not told that. there

was a choice. How often is there a choice?
Mr. SALTZ. We discussed it yesterday. There is a choice of something

almost every day. It can be vegetables, salad or something. Most. of the
time, you have a choice between two, but you are not iuformed of the
choice.

Sometimes. the menu will say that you have a choice in the vege-
tables or something like that. You have a choice almost every thly, but
you just don't know what it is going to be a choice between.

Mr. QUM. I noticed, when we, went through, there was meat. the fish.
the macaroni, or whatever. If yon did not want the macaroni on the
plate. how would you take, care of that.? Would yon tell them that-you
did not want the macaroni. I know that sometimes the young ladies
don't want those starchy foods.

Mr. MAxx. I have askeu them : "Please don't puut- that on there,"
when you are on a diet. or something. or yon plam don't like it. but
they have to put it on there. They are bound under some kind of rule
to put it on the plate, everything that is on the menu.

. Mr. Qum That is what I thought.
Some of the Close-Up students told me about that. and I thought it

was ridiculous. I talked to the Department of Agriculture about that.
and I found ont that this is the way they had written the regulation.

We chancred the lawlast year. Our senior high school students can
refuse anything that they want. according to the law. The regulations
have been sent out. Ont of the five items, yon can refuse two. bun you
have to take three in order for the school to be, reimbursed, which is
also contrary tñ the law, however.

If you take less than three items. as 1" see the regulation. then you
have to pay for the meal, even tho»gh you may be eligible for a free or
reduced-price meal. which is also contrary to the law.

I think that von oupht to know that the senior high schOol students
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can have their choice, and this is now a matter of law. You can use that
on them. It could be a problem here, when they put everything on the
plate. You would have to catch them ahead of time, to tell them. not to
put it on the plate.

Second, is there any.student participation in the preparation Of the
menu?

Mr. MANN. NQ.
.Mr. Qum. That is another part of the law. The Secretary I guess, has

not written the regulation, and wants to check with the States on that.
It has been written in to prevent plate waste.

In developing the menus. you shoukl have means to allow the stu-
dents to participate in the development of the menu. It does not mean
that you would do away with the nutritionist, because the meal would
have to be nutritional.

I think that what you pointed out was a part of it. t know, in Minne-
sota, when they got a good buy on beets they put them on the menus all
over the State. If you had had students working on the menu, they
would have known better.

I would encourage you to use what we have given you, as students,
to help make this program better in that way.

Let me ask you. Sometimes, you don't eat the lunch, and you bring ..
something from home. Those of you who do that, why do you do it?

What do you think is the reason? On the days that you don't eat
the school lunch. but you bring your own lunch, why do you do that ?

Miss KIBBEY. We hear the school lunch menu over the radio station
in the morning, and we know what they are going to have on that day.
They say : "Today, your menu will be."

Mr. Qum. You have to decide before going to school that you are
not going to eat lunch.

Miss KTBBEY. On those days, I prefer to bring from home something
that I like, rather than eating a good meal in school, but not like it. I
would not en-ioy it as much as if I had brought something from home.

Mr...Qmz. Don't you find out about the lunch menu a week ahead of
time?

Miss KTBBEY. They have a little menu that is posted on the bulletin
board inside the lunchroom. When you go through the line, and buy
your school luneh..you can see what they are going to have for the
week. But they don't post it more than a week ahead of time.

Mr. QuIE. You find that out, on the. radio ?
Miss KIBBEY. Yes, at about 7 o'clock in the morning.
Mr. SALTZ. It is the same reason for myself. I hear iton the radio.

or if I eat lunch. I will glance at. theinenu and see that they are having
this and this, so I had better bring my lunch, and this is what I do for
the items that I don't like.

Mr. OriE. What about the others?
Mr. MANN. Sometimes, I don't have too much time. because right.

after lunch I may have a science class. and T will have a test. So. I
will take part of my lunch period to study. I bring sOmething so that I
can get done pretty fast, and then go awl study some more.

Mr. WALKER. I do about the, same thing. T listen to the radio in the
morning, awl decide whether I like what they will be having on the
'school lunch that day better than what I can bring from home.

-J. 1 .6
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If I decide that I dislike the school lunch more. then I decide what
I am going to bring from home. I bring my lunch from hothe.

Mr. QUM. My children have all done that as well. We have fiye
children. Four of them are out .nf school, and one is in .the elementary
school. To me, I see.nothing wrong with that. Do you see any problem
with that?

Mr. WALKER. If there are, 2 or 3 days in succession .where I don't
want. to eat the school lunch. Spain and potato chips from home, can
get a little tiring. I might also qneStion the nutTition involved there.

don't sit. down-with the dietary chart and plan out my lunch from
home. I just grab a bag of .potato chips and throw it in, and whatever
else happensto be available. I hope that it gets me through the day.

Mr. Smox. Russell expresses himself so well, that yon had better
watch him. Some day, he may run for Congress.

Chairman PERKINS. By that time. I will be ready to retire.
STAPLETON. The public enemy No. 1, here, is probably a grilled

cheese sandwich. When we are having a grilled cheese sandwich, this is
my own personal opinion, but I prefer to bring a sandwich from home:
or go out.

QUIE. Let me ask you, here. Do you find any problem with stu-
dents knowing that some students are receiving a free. lunch, or not re-
ceiving a free lunch ? You have such a small percentage of free or re-
duced cost meals, but does that present a pmblem to you ?

Mr. MANN. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon.
.Mr. Soros% Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I may follow through on Mr. Quie's last question. Do you know

which students are getting free lunches, and which students are not?
Miss KnInEY. Sometimes.
Mr. Stmox. When you say, sometimes, how do you know ?
Mr. -..NIAxx. Sometimes, we pay for it Hglit. there, and sometimes

you can tell when someone just walks on through. I don't know that it
is much of a problem anyway. A lot of times, you will hear it from
the person himself, or herself. They will tell you that they are getting
a free. lunch:

I don't know many people who go around trying to find that out.
Mr. Sptox. If I may follow through on a couple of other questions.
You ntentioned that. sometimes you bring your lunch from home.

How often during a week. on an average. would you bring your
lunch from home.

Mr. STAPLETON. I rarely bring my lunch from home. I buy it here.
Mr. SA urz. Approximately two times a week.
MisS KittuliY. Sometimes, if I don't. know what they are havin!, for

lunch on that day, if I have. missed it on the radio. r think: "Well. I
just will bring my lunch. just. in case I would not like it."

Then. I will flinl out that. I like what they are, having for lunch. and
I will buy my lunch anyway, and I will take my lunch home. If I am
really hungry, I may eta them both. I would say that this is about two
times a week.

Mr. MAxx. Ibring mine once every 2 weeks, or sometimes less than
that.. I don't bring a lunch 'from Immo very often. Maybe once, or twlee
a week.

1 17
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Mr. STAPLETON; I don't think that I even bring it once a week. I
usually- buy two lunches..

Mr. SIMON. Was the meal that you lind today average, or above
'average?

Mr. WALKER. It was thove average.
MiSS NIBERT. It W/IS aboveaverage.
Chairman PERKINS. There are no further questions. We appreciate

your being here, :Ind your candor, too.
I must say that I have slipped in here on a few occasions for meet-

ings. Every timt I have stepped in here, I have always eaten lunch
. in the cafeteria,and personally I felt. that it was one of the:oOtstaud-

ino. ilunchrooms n my congressional district.
1=As a whole. I think that eastern Kentucky has good lunchrooms,

aS we have throughout the Nation.
Mr. QUIE. That is true.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. As I hear, what ymi are saying in balance, is that some

people would gripe even if you had steak ?
Mr. MAxx. Yes.
Mr. HALL. But you feel that on a day-in and day-out basis, the meals

are a good inducer of the service. I don't want to talk any of you out of
eating your lunch, but one of you indicated that, you might bring you
lunch, if You had a test after lunch. ......

You might be interested to know that you do better on a test if you
are hungry. I ain not suot'gesting that you go hungry.

I have found this tobe a very refreshing panel. I have found this
group very refreshing, Mr. Chairman. I have a-lot of hope for the

. future of the country seeing such clean-cut young people.
I want to Compliment the panel. I think that. you have made an ex-

cellent presentation. I just wish that the full Committee on Education
and Labor could have heard this panel today. I believe that they would
receive some education.

You have done an excellent job. I appreciate the fact that you have
put in an appearance.

Chairman PERKINS. I just wish that we could have had more time,
and we could all have clone a better job. We put this thing together
more or less on the spur of the moment, not knowing whether we....
would have the Friday session.

I would have liked to have held the other meeting in Pikeville, but
I could not get my people from Cleveland and other places to agree to
come there. This shows why you need-good transportation into an area.
I hope to see the. clay come when we can get some improvement.

We have made a.mistake by not constructing. a. better airport, for
the people "who come in from the Midwest.. We did not do it. But we
are making progress. and we will continue to make pmgress. .

I am going to thank this panel. You have been most helpful. Thank.
you.

Our next panel consists of Judy VanDerSchaaf. director of the
school food services, HardY County-sehools, West Virginia ; and
Elizabeth Melvin, director.-sdhool services, Portsmith City schools,
Ohio.

1 8
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STATEMENT OF MRS. JUDY VanDerSCHAAF, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL
FOOD SERVICES, HARDY COUNTY SCHOOLS, WEST VIRGINIA

AL.& VAN-DniScilAAF. Chairman Perkins, and members of the com-.
mittee, I thank you for the opportunity to share some of my views on
the accomplishments and problems under the .National School Lunch
and Child Nutrition programs.

My name is udy VanDerSchaaf and T mu employed by the Hardy
County, W. Va., Board of Education, Moorfield, W. Va. I wear sev-
eral hats in, our.system. I :tin school food service supervisor. I man-
age the largest cafeteria in the county. I also do some news reporting
for the board of education.

I am a member of the. American School Food Service Association,
legislative chairman of the West Virginia School Food Service Asso-
ciation, and I am a member of the National School Public Relations
Association.

First, let ine tell you that Hardy County is in the eastern panhandle
of West Virginia, about 3 hours from Washington, D.C. We are a rural
area, chiefly dependent upon the p,Jaltry, sheep, and cattle agricultural
enterprises.

We have several industries that employ over 200 people and, unlike
so many other areas, we have not been crushed by the recession and
rising inflation. Our total population is dose. to 9,060.

Child nutrition programs cover a wide spectrum, but because my
job directly involves me only in school food service, I will add ress my-
self only to matters pertaining to feeding public school children.

We have 2,300 students enrolled in Our seven schools. from Head
Start to seniors in high school, plus we have sonic Vietnam veterans en-
rolled in vocational programs. Most of our students depend on school
bus transportation.

We have five breakfast and lunch programs. About 60 percent of our
students are eligible ior free or reduced price meals, quite a large per-
centage, but not uncommon in. the State of West Virginia.

Our school administrators back school food service programs 100
percent. and are always eager for means in which to improve them.

At this point, with your permission, I would like to submit for the
record a statistical smunniary of our school food service participation,
income, expenses, and reimbursements for the past 21/, years.

.Chairman PEruciNs. Without objection, it will be made part of the'
record.

[Inforination submitted by Mrs. Tudy VanDerSehaaf follows
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HARDY COUNTY SCHOOLS
Moorefield, West Virginia

A Statistical Summary of School Foodaervice Programs
September 1973 - January 1976, Annual Totals

1973-74

Pa rticiPation Reimbursements Meal
Schools Lunch Breakfaat Lunch Breakfast St. Aid Fyi_rient ExpenseH

Bake r
HS-6 - 94

Free 7, 274 1,255
Reduced 6, 474 449
Paid . - - - 1,217
Adult 425
Total 14, 173 2,921 $ 7,163 $ 528 $ 646 $ 2, 005 $ 9, 847

Mathias
HS-12 - 360

F ree 25, 618
Reduced 12, 071
Paid 11, 215
Adult 2, 240
Total 51, 144 $21, 021 --- $1,195 $ 5, 672 $26, 241

Moorefield
HS-6 - 686
7- 12 - 642
F ree 68, 248 2, 086
Reduced 10, 889 373
Paid 53, 524 2, 306
Adult 5,.628 13
Total 138, 280 4, 778 $53, 184 $ 819 $1, 726 $22, 009 $76, 668

Old Fields
Spec. Ed, - 45

F ree 6, 015 9,929
Reduced 170
Paid 362
Adult 578
Total 7, 125 4, 929 $ 3, 852 $1, 325 § 445 $ 521 $ 6, 339

Wardensville
1- 12 - 367
F ree 17,966 4,578
Reduced 5, 157 561
Paid 13, 696 536
Adult 1, 890 9

Total 38, 709 5, 684 $15, 806 $1, 474 $1, 233 $ 7,386 $21, 703

Summer
Prog rams
Free 767 826
Reduced. ---
Paid 325 350
Adult 155 163
Total 1, 247 1, 339 $ 494 $ 285 $ 20 Inc. Abv. Inc. Abv.
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HARDY COUNTY SCHOOLS
Moorefield, West Virginia

A Statistical Summary of School Foodservice Programs
September 1973 - January 1976, Annual Totals

1974 - 1975

Participation Reimbursements Meal
Schools Lunch Breakfast Lunch Breakfast St. Aid Payment Expenses

Bake r
HS-6 - 94
Free 9, 250 1, 236
Reduced 1, 499 236
Paid 2, 103 936
Adult 104
Total 12, 956 2, 408 1$ 6,770 $ 539 $1, 431 $ 1, 403 $10, 759

Mathias
115-12 - 362

ree 30, 528 828
Reduced 9, 370 213
Paid 9, 830 512
Adult 1, 630 -- -
Total 51,358 1,553 $25,480 $ 365 $1,794 $ 7,111. $36,898

Moorefield
HS-6 - 693
7-12 - 647
Free 91,225 2,371
Reduced 12,960 749
Paid , 51,195 1,893
Adult 6,201
Total 161,581 5, 013 $74,758 $1,120 $1,450 '$22,537 $93,292

Old Fields
Spec, Ed. - 41

Free 6, 164 5, 948
Reduced
Paid
Adult 493
Total 6, 657 5, 948 $ 3, 869 $1, 892 $ 913 494 $11, 276

Wa rdensville
1-12 - 358
Free 23, 582 7, 578
Reduced 3, 599 524
Paid 10, 549 116
Adult 2, 5.16 11
Total 40-, 246 8, 229 $20, 280 $2, 593 $ 912 $ 8,666 $35,664

Summer
Programs

ree 254 248
Reduced 40 35
Paid 295 250
Adult 129 121
Total 748 654 $ 229 $ 113 Inc. Abv. Inc. Abv.

:12 I
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HARDY COUNTY SCHOOLS
Moorefield, West Virginia

A Statistical Summary of School Foodservice Programs
September 1973 - January 1976, Annual Totals

*1975 - 1976

Schools
Participation Reimbursements Meal

payr.Dit ExpenacLunch Breakfast Lunch Breakfast St. Aid

Baker
HS-6 - 91

F ree 5, 887 870
Reduced 983 247
Paid 1, 212 412
Adult 364 8

Total 8, 446 537 4, 631 $ 408 $ 492 $. 621 $ 6, 937

Mathias
HS-12 - 385
Free 17, 155 521
Reduced 4, 906 84
Paid 6, 945 271
Adult 1, 179
Total 30, 185 876 $15, 700 $ 229 $1, 136 $ 3,981 $18, 213

Moorefield
HS-6 - 705
7- 12 .7.....652

Free 50, 382 1, 622
R educ ed 8, 944 219
Paid 29, 428 1, 176
Adult 3, 648 ---
Total 92, 402 3, 017 $44, 174 $ 733 $1,452 $13,055 $48, 915

Old Fields
Spec. Ed. - 40

F ree 3, 119 3, 071
Reduced 85 84
Paid 89 85
Adult 364 97
Total 3, 657 3, 337 2, 182 $1, 084 $ 588 $ 460 $ 4, 905

Wa rdensville
1-12 - 378

ree 12, 911 3, 525
Reduced 3, 660 180
Paid 9, 194 81
Adult . 1, 615 ---
Total 27, 380 3, 786 $12,355 $1,266 $1,136 $ 6, 214 $21. 076

Five month totals
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WEST VIRGINIA OEPAR TMENT OF EO UCAT1ON
CHARLESTON.WEST VIRGINIA - 2 5305

SCh001 Sponsonng Agency

NATIONALSCHOOLLUNCH PROGRAM SCHOOL CODE
1 Reimbursement 2 Actual Cas h Available Champ Month.

A Lunch A. Ooen.ngCnsh Balance
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SPECIAL SCHOOL MILK PROORAM
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Is Flavored
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR costrunaga CONIBINID CUUM FOR RIUMBURIEMINT
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NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
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West Virginia Department ol Education

Charleston, West Virginia 25305

DAILY RECORD OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS
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CASH EXPENDITURES

Name ot Payee or Vendor Food Mak 1=1 Oth r TOTAL

MOM

TOTAL

UNPAID BILLS:

Company

(3A) 1381 (3C) 13D) (3E) 13F1

Amount Company AmouM
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School
West VIrginia Department of EduCatton Agreement No

Charleston. West Vogtrua - 25305
NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

County Month

DAILY RECORD OF CHILDREN-RECEIVING FREE TYPE A SCHOOL LUNCHES

tPrepare 2 COPMS Submit One to the County Schoo Lunch Department with monthly repwts. S.51,4 and SSL.31

19

STUDENT' 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 TOTAL

TOTAL

1'00 NOT include pup.15 currently participating nO E 0 or E.S E A. TI le I P wectS /

I cerbly that thiS report .5 an accurate account of Free Type A School lunches Served to students

Id.free. Teacher

S-SL.5

(Snr".11 Principal
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West Virginia Department of Education
Charleston, West Virginia 25305

CHILD NUTRITION ACT
SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM
CLAIM FOR REIMBURSEMENT

School Code

COUNST

Calendar Month of:

-B

School

Address

/City State Zip Code

'FINANCIAL STATEMENT - SCHOOL BREMCFAST PROGRAM

1. Food Purchases for Breakfast Program Only:
a. Total cost of food purchased during the month
b. Total cost of milk used in the breakfast program
c. Total cost of labor
d. Total cost of other expenditures
e. Total

2. Income for Breakfast Program Only: --
a. Childrens payments for breakfast S

b. Adults' payments for breakfast S

c. Total income S

Number of school days served

4. Regular charge to child for breakfast: Reduced Fully paid

CLAIM FOR REIMBURSEMENT FOR BREAKFAST ONLY:

5. Total number of breakfasts served children

6. Approved rate of reimbursement

7. Amount of reimbursement

Total of Fully
Paid Plus FNea. Free b. Reduced c.pluu Reduced

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, this claim is true and correct in all
respects; that records are available to support this claim; that it is in accordance with the
terms of existing agreement(s); and that payment therefor has not been received.

PROGRAM SUPERVISOR DATE

A COPY OF THIS CLAIM MUST BE KEPT BY SPONSOR
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West Virginia Department ol Education
Charleston. West Virginia 25305

CHILD NUTRITION ACT
SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM

DAILY RECORD OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Agreement Nundmr

Name ol School

County

Dale

INCOME LABOR

Adults Chdd Payments Adult Payment'
No Hou

Paid Total
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'Includes State Tar
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MONTHLY FOOO USE RECORD
ISCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM ONLY)

PURCHASED FOODS USED

Date Putcriases Itern
Kind and Sge of Und
Ilbs .o:s ;Ms etc I

No
Units

Unit
Cos,

Total
Cost

TOTAL MONTHLY COST

USDADONATED FOODS USDA DONATED FOODS
k,no and S.:eot Und No Unas Kind ana Si:eot Und No Units

1. 1
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Mrs. VANDERSOHAAF. Though we are a small school system, our
feeding program alone represents a business serving 1,700 lunches. and
135 breakfasts daily, amounting to about $150,000 annually in both
receipts and expenses.

Our old field center for exceptional children, the smallest, has 100
percent participation of its 45 students. Moorefield's program, the
largest, has 60 percent participation of its 650 secondary students and
92 percent of its 650 elementary students.

With such participation, all of our schools operate in the "black"
over a year's time. But without State aid, and Federal reimbursement;
USDA-donated foods, and local board support for services, utilities.
and salaries, we would have to cloSe our doors and our students woUld
have no school food service.

We charge 35 cents for elementary school and secondary school
student lunches and 20 cents for breakfasts. Our adults pay 75 cents
or the actual cost of producing one lunch, whichever is greater, Ac-
cording to Federal regulations.

The cost of producing one lunch in our schools varies from about
75 cents in the larg,est program to $1.20 in the smallest. Of course,
these are averages that vary with the menus, but which include costs
for purchased and donated foods and services, local board support,
Federal and State reimbursement. and, the highest, salaries.

Let Inc give you an example of the quantities of foods with which we
deal every day in the cafeteria that I manage. A common and quite
popular menu would consist. of cheeseburgers, french fries, buttered
green beans, peanut butter bars, and milk.

To feed our average 950 students a lunch that meets all USDA re-
quirements, that memi would require the following: 165 pounds of
ground beef ; 30 pounds of cheese; SO dozen hamburger buns; 250
pounds of frozen french fries; 10 pounds of butter; 28 No. 10 cans of
green beans; 10 No. 10 cans of peanut butter; and 950 hal f-pints of
mil k.

Those quantities.actually exceed USDA requirements, but we believe
to satisfy our students we must give them more than the minimum re-
quired amounts of foods.

For foods alone, and using USDA-donated foods wherever possible,
the cost of that simple menu would be about $400, without taking into
account the wholesale cost of donated foods, utilities, supplies, and

Each of our programs is independently run, with each principal
responsible for accounting and bookkeeping for his program. We em-
ploy 22 cooks and we utilize county menus for breakfast and lunch.

Supervision of these pro(rrams is centered around eqnipment. menus.
and accounting. While we conduct limited special programs. I wish I
had more time to work with students and staff on Bicentennial proj-
ects, nutrition education, and the like.

One thing we make time for is meeting with the students in the
cafeterias and in planning sessions. We believe that their contribu-
tions to the school food service program is invaluable.

We feel that 'oUr 'Most important public relatiohs tool is:centered
around school food service. Happy children who enjoy their meals
and are healthy, spread the word just-by- eating school meals.
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School feeding is big business even for a small system, but it is
important business and it is exciting. Successful programs require
merchandising, selling, service, and constant efforts to prepare foods
the children will eat and enjoy, which are nutritious.

But more than business, our programs operate under the sole prin-
ciple that we have an obligation to offer the most nutritious and attrac-
tive breakfasts and hmches possible within our means.

More and more, our menus consist of foods that will bring and keep
the secondary students in the lunch program, and that will dec7ease
the amount of plate waste.

Gone are the times when roast beef, Mashed potatoes and gravy,
succotash, and the like, are the most.popular. Gone are the times when
people eat what they are served and express thanks. Gone are the times
when food was not wasted. Gone are the times when we were not wor-
ried that children were getting the foods they need at home.

But not gone, certainly, are the times when sound nutrition prac-
tices were of utmost importance to good physical and mental health.
When 1 child in 100 tries spinach and likes it, and returns for more.
When even one child eats his breakfast, and is not sluggish. When
children see red cabbage and learn it grows that way. These are the
moments when we know for sure that school food service program§ ifre
accomplishing what they are intended to do.

The National School Lunch Act is 30 yeals old, and for 30 years,
increasing. numbers of Children have looked forward to more health-
ful lives because they get at least one, and as many as three, nutritious
meals daily.

Congress has continued to increase, its support for child nutrition
programs. One of the problems, though, is that these programs have
grown so broad that we do nothave the staff to administer them effec-
tively, and most of us don't have the means to employ more.

We, in school food service, have not worked for years to reach all
children, only to have our efforts cast aside. Certainly; another prob-
lem facing us is the threat from the current administration to trans-
form our programs for all children to programs that would serve only
the espechilly needy.

The proposed bloc
''arant

approach to child nutrition and other Fed-
eral programs, hopefully, will continue to fall on deaf ears in the Con-
gress.

On the one hand, some of the programs have grown like topsy-turvy,
and while not out of control. are definitely hard to manage. Perhaps
we would be wise to call our groups togetherASFSA. FRAC.
NWRO, and othersand consolidate our efforts in improving child
nutrition proarams.

On the other hand, I firmly believe we should also urge our rep-
resentatives in 'Government to send their staff into the field to learn
about working with us, to see how much of the time we need to im-
prove our programs is spent on paperwork; to actually see how we
prepare and serve our meals ; or to see firsthand just how much plate
waste there is on a routine basis.

.Another prOblem we have in school food service is the increase case-
load put on State educational agencies in that they now have residential
and nonresidential child care institutions, more special summer pro-
grams, private schools, family day care centers, and all of those new
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things with only a 2-percent increase in administrative funds. It is not

Contrary to some, I believe administrative reviews and USDA re-
quirements that we become more accountable are not only important,
they are mtremely helpful. However, in order to compl-v with regula-
tions at thelocal level, too, we will need additional staff. 'Without addi-
tional funds from somewhere, some of our important work will just go
undone.

So that members can be more familiar with some of the paperwork
to which I refer, I askyour permission to submit, for the record, a copy
of each of the reports I complete routinely to maintain but one school's
files.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, it will be made part of the
record. (Retained in subcommittee files.)

Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. Additionally, most of Our other schools COM-
plete these same reports and I must consolidate them into one or several
full reports. While most of these are headed "West Virginia Depart-
ment of Education," they are reports that We must file according to
regulations and to satisfy the auditor.

I hasten to point out that 'because we volunteered to serve as "pilot"
schools in implementing full cost accounting; three of our programs
receive about one-fourth of 1 cent extra reimbursement. Through this,
we hope to be with the game when USDA finally signs final regula-
tions.

According to the Randolph amendment, USDA is conducting a cost
accounting study, taking a random sample of, people to use. 'We have
been involved in this for 21/2 years. I strongly urcre, if you can do
anything about this cost accounting study, that theSr choose those of
us who have been part of their sample study for the past 21/2 years.
The amount of time that I have spent on paperwork in the cafeteria,
and in the county, is probably close to threc-fourths of my time.

We would like to have some input into t: final regulations. While
we are not trained in accounting, many of us feel our ideas should
not be ignored. One point must be mad, Our school personnel lack
the time, most of us lack the training, and some, particularly our
cooks, even lack the ability to implement sophisticated accounting
techniques.

Another source of concern in the paperwork area is the amendment
that raised the eligibility for reduced price meals in midyear.

After applications had already been approved and filed last
.very time-consuming effort, we were required to reissue applications.
Had this important amendment been made effective for the next fiscal
year, the hours spent in processing applications twice could have been
eliminated. Also, the printing expense at.the State level plus expenses
in mailing back the applications were duplicated.

In WeSt Virginia, our program already had mandatory reduced
price meals. We believe it is unfortunate that some States had to
be required to provide a service that was currently available to students
under the law.

While we agree with the principle of making school meals more
affordable to more students, we urge that such changes in midstream
be averted in the future.
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Chairman PERKINS. Let ine say one thing. The most important
thing is the welfare of the child notwithstanding the little extra
paperwork on the part of any administrator. I sit up sometimes until
midnight, waiting ,to receive a .eall concerning the welfare of some
person. I dont mind it.

We had to look at the welfare of the child, when we passed that
amendment. I know you will agree that it is a good amendment. There
is a lot of paperwork everywhere. Every time there are new regula-
tions, there is more paperwork. There is vey little that ire can do
about that.

Mrs. VANDERScriAAr. I agree 100 percent, but it is just one of our
problems, one of our local problems,and State problems. It is costly
and takes additional thne. Certainly in our county, as you can see from
the statistics that I have furnished, that reduced price participation
has increased over the past 21/2 years.

I attended the hearings last year, when your committee first studie
H.R. 4222. I want to assure all of you that you are not alone in your
concern about plate waste especially for secondary students.

We certainly hope that the amendment to section 9 of the act, per-
tainino- to waste of foods served to the secondary students, will be
succes;ful in its intent.

This amendment will be difficult to implement in the kitchens. Our
worry, at the outset, will not be so much with plate waste, but with
waste in the kitchen, learning by trial and error the quantities of items
to prepare to offer our students.

Again, USDA has proposed regulations governing implementation
of this amendment. Again, we have volunteered to serve as a West
Virginia pilot school in experimenting with the new amendment.

I will be in a better position to testify to the effect of this amend-
ment in a few- weeks. Onee thewrinkles are ironed out, we believe that
not only will plate waste be 'cut down, but secondary student Par-
ticipation will increase.

Mr: QuIE. Piease explain about the plate waste in the kitchen a little
more.

Mrs. VANDERScuAAF. When you prepare 100 pounds of cabbage
to serve 000 students, and you turn it into coleslaw. Yon don't know

how many of those 900 students, prior to this amendment were eating
coleslaw. You have a rough idea, but you don't know for sure.

So you continue to prepare 100 pounds of cabbage for coleslaw,
and you have 75 percent of the students turning it down. Coleslaw is

one of those things that you cannot save over until the next day.
I think that it is going to take us a long time to know how much

of these perishable items to prepare. We don't object to the amendment
at all. We think that it, is going to increase the student participation
at the secondary level. It is going to cut down on the plate waste, but
the problem is actually going to be in the kitchen.

Mr. QUM. Do von think that this problem will be solved by experi-

ence. Also, the problem with coleSlaw might be regional. Some people
in your area might not like ccileslaw, and others might not like sauer-

kraut.
Mrs. VANDEaScarAAF. For instance, we all know- that the kids like

hamburgers and french fries, pizza, chili, tacos, and sloppy joes, but

it, is going- to be the fruit and vegetable- items that ire are going to

have to watch carefully so that we can cut down on our waste.
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-Long prior to congressional action last year, our State director, Faith
Gravenmier, institfited a series of enrichment projects under which
our schools could earn extra rehnbursment for being innovative in
our programs.

One of the projects in which we have participated quite success-
fully for 2 years is that of offering secondary students a choice of
foods, or a complete .meal, within the type A pattern. Should other
areas conduct such special projects, they might find as we have, that
waste is cut down and participation is increased.

The continuation of the commodity pronam is marvelous. In our
particular area, we feel protein-rich foods'D and the expensive fruits
and vegetables, oil and shortening products are the most beneficial. But
I would like to discuss with the USDA buyers on what basis they choose
the size of the package foods come in.

We feed 900 students in the kitchen that I manafre. I will give
you two examples with respect to the packaging. To fee% 900 students,
we received 19 cases of canned peaches packed in 24 No. 2 half-pound
cans each. For one serving, we had to fiandle over five cases and open
125 individual cans.

Had we received all our peaches in the large case size of-siX-No.
10 cans each, we only would have had to open about 30 cans and the
.samenumber of cases:

At one point, we received four cases of peanut butter, packed in 24
No. 2 cans. We opened 30 cans for one serving. Had all our peanut
butter come in six No. 10 cans per case, we would. only have had
to open 9 or 10 caiis for the same number of servings.

Some of the foods that they are sending us, you cannot beat them. We
love them. But they are so inefficient that it takes four times as long
to open those cans. It is the way that they are shipped to us.

We receive a lot of frozen vegetables. Most of us, I would say in
rural West Virginia, would like to receive more canned goods because
they are not so difficult to store. We might like to have a little bit of
input into that. I would like to discuss with USDA the process that
they go 'through to choose the size of the containers.

Chairman PEuKINs. I am sure that you have a lot of problems with
commodities. In the last conference, we kept the Department in the
commodities business. So we have wrestled with them. I think. as ninch
as anybody. If you can help us, we certainly would be delighted to have
your assistance.

-Mrs. VANDERScirAAr. Don7t think that I am not trying.
We use students a lot in writing our menus. We use county menus

for breakfast and lunch. We feel that student, input is tremendous.
In closing, I appreciate being able to share my ideas with you. I have

tried to give you a clear picture of our school food service operations,
accompliShments and problems. Your taking the time to listen to some-
one involved in administering the, programs you authorize and for
which billions aro appropriated. T hope, will be helpful.

The one thing that we must never loSe sight of is .the fact that
without the children in this country, none of us would have jobs. WC
must work together to make them healthier,, happier and more pro-
ductive citizens of the faiiire.

Would you tell us a little bit about the way you select the
students,and the extent to which they are involved ?
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Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. One thing that I failed to mention is that
in the State of West Virginia we have a choice of foods every day,
or a choice of meals every day. Another thing is that three of our
schoOls have advisory committees and the student council nOrmally is
the organization through which we work.

I go to each of the schools, and I spend an afternoon or a day with the
lunch committee. They actually take the menu form that I use. They
write their menus, and then I go through them and tell them if they are
acceptable under the type A pattern. This is the way that they are
published, and this is the way that we prepare them. .

Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. We use county menus, and they are monthly
menus.

Chairman PErauxs. at me say that I had a complaint from Con-
gressman Vanik about some poor commodities; some spoiled food
that had been received. I joined with Congressman Vanik to ask the
General Accounting Office to make an investigation.

This morning, the witness from Kentucky, the food service director,
stated that on/y once had the food appeared to have been spoiled.

So, I am going to check this thing out. It is impossible at times,
know to get just everything you want from the commodities.
Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. We will take everything that we can get.
Chairman PERKINS. They have been so Short of commodities. The

bins are no longer full like they used to be. It is a good thing to have
a lot of food on hand. The first 'Russian grain deal emptied all the bins
in this country. Congressman Quie and myself prodded for reimburse-
ment in lieu of commodities because the commodities were not available.

We are certainly going to keep our eye on the situation, and do the
best we can.

Mrs. VANDERSCHAAn We don't have a tremendous problem with
spoilage.

I was very interested in the gentlemnn's comments this morning
that he is able to order certain commodities. If he is able to order, then
he must know what is coining. Our problem is that we never know what
we are going to receive at the local school. We never know ahead of
time what it is going to be.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. We would like to do
more about the size of the containerI have heard similar comments
from the canners themselves.

The canner and the one that is going to use it in the end could discuss
this. and then maybe you can get USDA to change the policy, because
USDA. makes that decision.

Mrs. VANDERScnAAr. As I mentioned in my statement, I would
like to invite some of the people who are writing these regulations
to come and spend a week with us in our kitchens. We get a call one
day, and the next day they deliver 300 eases of food. and you don't.
have any place to store it, and we don't know what it is goingto be.
I would- like them to come and visit with ius. and see how we mple-
ment tb e regulations.

QUIE. This is something that we could require them to do, to
spend 2 weeks in the local kitchens each year.

I have one question. On page 4 of Yonr statement. where you mention ,
the administrative money, I will tell you the reaction that I get from
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that. It is as though we are imposincr something on the State by
providing all that Federal help for luncrles.

It seems to me that the Federal Government is really doing a tre-
mendous amount of work in providing lunch moneys. It seems to me
that the States ought to be able to pick up their State administrative
money. To me, it is not onerous for the States to do that.

We pay 23 cents for every lunch, and then the full amount on the
free lunch, and the larger amount on the reduced cost lunch. I think
that the States should pay the administrative costs.

Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. It is a problem in our State, but I will defer
to Mrs. Gravenmier.

Mrs. GRAVENMIER. The West Virginia State Legislature has put
appropriations into the school food service program, directly at the
school level, since 1943. We do outline, in the handout that I gave you
this morning, the total amount of State administrative expenses that
are taken in our office, as compared to the administrative expenses
that are paid by the Federal Government.

Under the Federal money, we hire seven full-time employees. These
are clerical rather than professional type persons.

In terms of State money going into salaries for the people to ad-
minister these programs, we have a total of 11 full-time employees
plus 3 part-time people. The actual line item cash appropriation to
run our State offices is $140,000.

Right at the moment, we receive an increase of $7,000 on a letter of
credit. Wo have $119,000Federal dollarsto implement the new
programs and to retain our current status.

Mr. QuIE. I think that the Stute should be liable for the administra-
tive costs.

[Prepared statement of Elizabeth R. Melvin follows:3

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH R. MELVIN, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES,
POBTSMITH CITY SCHOOLS, OHIO

The following figures for the past three years were compiled for Ohio School
Food Services Association Legislative Chairperson.

My area differs from Northern Kentucky, only by the flow of the Ohio Riverin-between.
Early 1974 a non-food assistant grant of 8115,247.36 was approved. A CentralKitchen was installed in a discontinued school building. January 27, 1975 foodwas transported to five elementary schools previously without any programother than "milk",
Two elementary schools were closed as of September 1, 1975.
The NSLP now offers a program to every child in our district. In addition tothe NSLP, the two high schools have an average of rko sales daily. (a la carte)71 percent of our average daily attendande population ate on the NSLP last

year. 55 percent of these children were on free and reduced meals.81 percent of our average daily attendance population took advantage of theNSLP, or the a la carte program the pastyear.
The two high schools have a closed lunch period. However, children from twomiddle schools and 7 elementaries may go home for lunch.Few do. Food serv-

ice, other than milk, is not offered Kindergarten.
My report reflects the large increases received in Federal Funds the pasttwo years, due largely to cost payment of free milk, and increased reimburse-ment rates, which have surely helped off-set increased food and labor costs.The increased value of commodity products can be attributed to a good supplyof dairy products, an exceptionally valuable supply of meat products, and anIncreased supply of agriculture products.
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Elementary

Secondarytilop. 210 in Yo-te
not included in daily aye

Average Daily Participation

Paid

Free

Reduced Pl'ice

Charge to Child

ClemoriterY 1-5, 6-8

Secondary'

Reduced Price

Attendance Units in Your District

No. of Schools

Schools In NSLP-0.K.,1-27-75

A la carte Schoolst the 2..5
schools that aleo serve a 144

Schools serving flreakfaste--

Dollars Received

iederal'Funds

Paid Lunches

Free Lunches

R.P. Lunches

Milk

State Funds

General Funds

Children's Payments

Market Value'of Commodities Rece.ived
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EllsCrict igteXtemat/i5, eiry

County 46.eiter

State 446
1973 1974

3366 3281 3259

1493 1480 1399
rage

1236 1184 1481

778 849 1639

42 54 175

.35 - .45 .35 - .45 .45 - .55

.55 .55 .65

.20 .20 .20

13 13 11

8 0 11

h 2 2 2

0 0 0

94.226.14 121.199:31 236;783.96"

70,406.3030,344,00 40,376.12

54,913.80 67,118.40 134.082.44

1.453.40 2.867.95 8.098,81

7.514.94 11.036.84 24,196.41

4 871.60 8,524.24 13,872.39

29.600.00 32.966.81 40.791.87

98.458.76 100.444.65 140.120,59

26,901.68 36,554.68 50,461.90
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PORTSMOUTH CITY SCHOOLS

LUNCHROOM MENU -- PLATE LUNCHES

MONDAY , FEB. 2 Chili with crackers, Peanut Butter & Jelly or
Cheese Spread Sandwich, Fruit Salad

TUESDAY , FEB. 3 Hot Dog with Sauce, Macaroni and Cheese,
Tossed Salad, Orange Juice

NEDNESDAY, FEB. 4 Baked Spaghetti, Buttered Green Bears, Peach
Slices, French Bread or Rolls

THURSDAY , FEB. 5 Club Sandwich (Turkey, Bologna, Cheese,Shredded
Lettuce) French Fries, Gelatin, Crunchie Cookie

FRIDAY , FEB. 6 Fish, Baked'Beana, Cream Slaw, Prune Spice Caice

ONDAY , FEB. Barbecued BeefSandwich-Sl. cheese, Buttered
Corn, Banana Graham Cracker Pudding

TUESDAY , FEB.10 Vegetable Soup with crackers, Cheese Spread
Sandwich, Baked Apples, Ch. Macaroon Cake.

WEDNESDAY, FEB.11 Hamburger, French Fries, Celery & Carrot Sticks,
Apple Wedge

THURSDAY FEB.12 Salisbury Steak, Candied Sweet Potatoes,
Applesauce

FRIDAY , FEB.13 Chicken & Noodles, Mashed Potatoes, Tossed Salad.
MONDAY , FEB.16 NO SCHOOL
TUESDAY , FEB.17 Beef-er-oni, Buttered Green Beans, 3t, Banana,

Cornbrlad
WEDNESDAY, FEB.18 Corn Dg, Potato Salad, Buttered Peas,

Applesauce Cake
THURSDAY , FE3.19 "eat Loaf, Mashed Potatoes, Buttered Corn &

Lima Beans, Cookie
FRIDAY FE13.20 Fish, Tater-tots, Carrot slaw, Cherry Cobbler
ONDAY FEB.23 Hamburger, French Fries, Peach, Pear & Banana

. Slices_ ... . ,

TUESDAY , PEB.24 Ham Salad Sandwich, Navy Beans, Fruit Gelatin,
Peanut Butter Cookie

WEDNESDAY, FE3.25 Pizza, Home Fried Potatoes, Tossed Salad

THURSDAY , FEB.2 BI-CENTENNIAL MENU: Chicken nt. Vernon,
Martha's Mashed Potatoes, Salad Monticello,
Lincoln Log, Dolly's Fruit Pudding, Madison's
Milk

TRIDAY , FEB.27 Ravioli in Beef Sauce, Buttered Green Beans,
Fresh Orange Slices, Chocolate Cake

ALL LUNCHES INCLUDE 1/2 PINT MILK & BREAD AND BUTTER,

UNLESS OTHER TYPE OF BREAD IS DESIGNATED

(MENU SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)
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Chairman PERKINS. Mrs. Elizabeth Melvin.

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH R. MELVIN, DIRECTOR, FOOD SCHOOL
SERVICES, FORTSMITH CITY SCHOOLS, OHIO

Mrs. MELVIN. Congressman Perkins, and members of the committee:
I am delighted to be here. Being from Portsmith, Ohio, you might
think that I am a foreioner, but I am not. Our area is very similar to
the Kentucky area. ThAthio River is the only thing that separates us.

We speak the same terminology, and we like the same foods, it seems.
I have been with the lunchroom program for 19 years, with the public
schools for 39 years. My own State is getting ready to meet with your
committee, because I have submitted them some Agures. Our legisla-
tive body is preparing to meet with you.

Going over those figures, I might say that Portsmith Ohio, was at
one time an industrial city. We had three large shoe factories, a large
steel mill, refractories, gas companies, and brickyards. We have very
few or any of them left. In fact, we have a very high unemployment
ratein that area.

Countywide, our uneMployment is 15 percent, which iS much larger
than other parts of the country. Our city seems also to decline in pop-
ulation every year because our county is no longer rural. We have.
urbanized, and you will find very little rural area.

The outside districts have grown up into subdivisions. The county
schools are arowing larger and larger, and our city schools have
become smaller and smaller.

I have my figures bakd on an average daily, because this is how I
have done my participation elsewhere, and this is the way that I also
did my attendance.

In my report I indicated that- I. ha ve a n average dai ly: attendance, --
for the year 1975, of 4,658. That many were eligible to eat in the school
lunch program. I have also noted there we had a total 210 high school
students attend vocational schools, therefore. they eat at the vocational
'school, and they are not eligible to eat in my high schools.

We have between 250 and 300 kindergarten students that do not eat
at the school. Again, I would say that the problem is transportation.
Our bus drivers as well as my lunchroom employees are paid on an
hourly basis, and many of the children are transportedmany of the
knidergarten children are transported by the same bus that brings the
kindergarten for the afternoon session.

Our total school population is just a little over 5,000. So it makes a
few over 400 that are not eligible to eat at the school.

Of those who are eligible to eat tit my schools. I have indicated those
who pay for their lunches, those who eat free lunches. and those who
eat- reduced-price lunches. We served a total of 3,345, and that is 71
percent of those eligible who ate lunches in the lunchroom, and 55 per-
cent of these children were on the frP"fi or reduced-price meals.

The price of the elementary school lunch, grades one through five, is
35 cents, and grades six through eight is 45 cents. For the high
school students, the price is 55 cents. Those were increased by 10 cents
this past fall, so we only have 4 months of records with the increased
price of lunches.
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Chairman PERKINS. Have you noticed any appreciable change, or a
drop in your participation ?

Mrs. MELVIN. No, it has held -vely steady. However, some months
have more days in them, and as I have been comparinfr them and some
of the figures have been dropping. In December we rad a drop.

We charge 20 cents for our reduced price lunches, and those have
steadily gone up over the years. For years, we have worked on Congress
to go 20 cents lunch for everybody, but !:t.e have not been sticcessful.

Now, with the reduced-price lunches making almost everybody eli-
gible, maybe we will work in a lot more. There may be more than one
way to work it.

I have one school
Chairman PERKINS. You do anticipate a terrific increase?
Mrs. MELVIN. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. You don't agree with the first two witnesses.

You really think that it is going to increase.
Mr& MELVIN. I really do.
Having been a high school teacher, a parent, and a PTA. member,

a director of food service, I believe that the high school students should
-1' have some choice. If we have guided them in our elementary schools on

onr school lunch program, and they shall feel that they don't like the
food that we are giving them, or they still want sonic choice, maybe
only to make them happier, we. should offer them some choice.

We offer a la carte lunches in both of our high schools. We sell an
average of 500 a la carte lunches, and we don't ring up our bread and
butter sales, and our a la carte sales. We ring up a sandwich sale.

We offer four different kinds of sandwiches daily, or soup daily,.two
salads daily, two desserts daily, a vegetable, and a potato daily, if
those things are not included on the plate lunch.

If a child buys a .bowl of soup and a salad,- somegirls like to have
that, if they are on a diet, we ring that up on an a la carte sale. It may

. also be just a sandwich. But they participate much better.
All in all, 81 percent of the children attending my schools eat on

the lunch program. So it is 10 percent of them participating on a la
carte meals. The a la carte meals are priced on the menu board. We
don't change the price, unless the price (roes up to us. They know very
well what they are going to pay for at'ham sandwich, cheese spread
sandwich, a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, a ham salad sandwich,
tomato soup, and so forth. Salads and vegetables are 20 cents. Des-
serts are 20, but most of them are 25 cents.

The children seem to be happy. Most of them eat plate lunches. The
free and reduced-price lunches go with the type A lunch. I have very
little complaint on the choice and all.

am sold on giving the older students some choice, instead of say-
ing that. it has to be a plate lunch. I have indicated the figures here, but
I don't think that I need to go into how much I have taken from the
Federel Government. I am very appreciative of what you have done
for us over the past 19 years. We could not have operated without the.
reimbursement which has steadily increased, and that is reflected in my
report.

I would like to say, on the commodities, to help a little bit. I am told
that the Department of Agriculture sent out specifications for these
foods that they buy according V° e supply that is on hand of these
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certain foods. If there is a heavy supply of certain foods on hand,
which happens to be heavier this year, and I know that it is a burden
on us.

If there are more frozen green beans, or canned green beans, there-
fore, to help the market, that is why they specify green beans this year,
according to the number of cases in the warehouse, and so forth.

The size of the unit is very difficult. We receive some 40- to 50-pound
cheese. Did you ever try to cut One of those cheeses? Because it Was
arailable, we finally whacked it off, and we used it. It grates very
nicely. It has a good flavor. There are some things that you can do
with it.

I. have six schools that have their own self-contained kitchens with
a manager at each. Then, I have a central kitchen. With the assistance
that I was able to get from our State department of education, I was
able to purChase some equipment, and put it in an abandoned school
system, one school that we had closed, and from there we are transport-
ing food.

We transport to five schools. The manager will say : "What are we
going to do with this, that, and the other?" I will say : "Just let ine
think about it a little bit, and I will be able to tell you. ' There are al-
ways some ways to utilize the things that you want to use.

agree that the small size can, the 2.5 can makes it very difficult.
We did not use those for one meal. We divided those with the No. 10
cans, a»d we used those as extras. If we did not have enough with
the No. 10 cans, then we would open some of the others. We worked
them in that way. There are many ways to do thingb,.

I also heard a statement this morning that the State refused to spend
the general funds. We have to spend from the general funds. Normally,
the fund takes care of more than half of the retirement of my em-
ployees,It takes-. care. of -workman's.. compensation.. It takes .. care_of
all their hospitalization. There are some other benefits that have to be
counted in.

I have the exact amount. of general funds spent in here to show vou.
I have also what the children's payments are, and how they ruive
inueased over the past. 3 years. The market value of commodities,
from 1913 to 191'5, has almost. donbled.

Chairman PmziNs. Let »me ask you one qnestion. I-Tave yon already
implemented in your schools the new law that allows the senior high
school stndents to select their own foods?

Mrs. :NIELix. No. If they don't want a certain food on their plate
hmch, we tell them that it will cost them just the same.

Chairman PERKINS. You feel that the juniors, sophomores, and
freshmen, .even should be able to have the same participation along
with the senior imigh school students?

:Mrs. MELVIN. It is almost impossible to regulate it in the high schools
where we have longer eating periods. We have closed lnnches at our
two high schools, but none of the other schools have closed limches.
Therefore, they have a shorter eating period, and you have to put more
children through.

If yon are goi »g to let them slow dow» t o do a little, too much talking
to von, by the time they told you that they wanted this one thMg oil.
I don't know how you would regulate it at the junior high school level.

In my case. I would rather keep it t o the high school level.
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Chairman PERKINS. You stated that you increased the price by
10 cents for the high school students, and that there was no noticeable
drop in the participation.

We were able to write in that bill an escalator clause, a provision
that if the cost of living increases, the subsidy will go up accordingly.

Mr. QME. I have two questions. The eligibility would increase as the
cost'of living Would escalate. .

Chairman PERKINS. Do you think that it will hold your prices
stationary, in all probability, for the future?

Mrs. MELVIN. I certainly hope so. I would look at it as a way to try
and hold it.

Something that everybody has said today, and I will have to agree;
with it. High school students do not just take advantacre of the free
and reduced priced meals as they should. I would say tgat only about
60 percent of those children eligible for the free or reduced price
lunches participate. We have great unemployment.

Every child is given an application to take home. Once in a while,
the principal himself will take it upon himself to take the application,
because he knows the children.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you think that before that application is sent
home, there should be better coordination? In the case that you men-
tion, were the principal is consulted, and since .you are closer to the
school lunchroom than the principal, do pin diScuss it before the
application is sent home?

Do you think that if this were discussed, mid you had consultation
before the application is sent home, that you would have better partic-
ipation ?

Mrs. MELVIN. I have been on the radio on two different stations, and
I have discussed it with one of our coordinators. We talk about it. We
publicize it._

Chairman PERKINS. I think that the real way to do it is through the
PTA. But the greatest value will come from a person like yourself
discussing this questionnaire with all the students eligible to partic-
ipate in all,programs.

The questionnaire will be the same, and then the parents, more than.
likely, will send the questionnaire .back to the school. I think that a.
person who is sold on the prograinhimself can sell it.

Mrs. MELVIN. I don't have to be sold now, I have been sold for
years. I have a sound basis for this. I told you that I had been a
teacher for years, And I know that we cannot teach a hungry child.

Chairman PERKINS. We are spending millions and millions of
.dollars on these programs, even into the billions now, and I know that
we cannot spend money more wisely than on the school lunch pro-
grams. This is where we are going to save money in thc future, on
health care.

I think that a person like yourself should have an opportunity to
discuss this with the entire- school system before the questionnaire goes
out. I had been a schoolroom teacher a long time ago for $60.60 a
month. I know that there are so niany classroom teachers who could
not care less, and so many principals who could not care less about
the lunch programs, but the persons in charge of the programs,
like yourself, should have an opportunity to discuss these question-
.naires, and what is involved with the income limits in the free, the
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reduced price, and regular school lunch program, with every student.
To me, this is as important as math history, or any other subject

that you study in elementary or secondary school. I think that some-
thing like that would give better participation.

MI5. MELVIN. We simply say : "Here is the questionnaire. Take it
home, and have it. signed."

May I say something else here ? I heard the students comment about
the long wait in line. I- agree with them. Nothing would deter me more
than standing a long time in the line. However. 9 times out of 10,
this is not the school lunch personnel, but the school. If the lunches
are scheduled properly, the children will not have to stand in long
lines.

My superintendent letS me work with the principals. The principals
work with me, because they know that I am working for them, and
we don't have those long stand lunch lines.

Mrs. VANDERSCIIAAF. In 70 minutes, we serve 1,050 students,. 650
grade school students, and 400 .high school students. I would like to
point out that on the statistics that I have submitted, just so that you
might have an idea of what to look for precisely, the school with which
I am most familiar is Moorefield High School and Moorefield Grade
School. We have 1,300 students involved, and we serve 139,000 meals in
1 year. The following year it increased to 162,000. This year, we have
already served 92,000 meals, and we have 5 months left in the school
year. The paid participation has already exceeded the half-way mark
this year by 9,000 meals.

The free child is eating more. The reduced price child is eating
more, and the paying child is eating more in our area because the
school meal is cheaper than the local stores. The subsidies are helping.

Mr. QurE. That makes sense. There were more people who said
.. _that before we had.our fight in the committee..

Chairman PERKINs. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. I have no questions.
Mr. QuiE. Mrs. Melvin, you say that 55 percent of the 71 percent are

free and reduced price.
Mrs. Maxis. That is right.
Mr. QUIE. Do you have any percentage of how many of those are

free ?
Mrs. MEI:sax. I have the number of free and reduced here, but I

don't. have the percentage.
Mr. QM. The number is fine.
Mrs. MELVIN. It would be about 52 point something free, and 2 point

something reduced.
Mr. QUIE. So that kind of fits in with the Kentucky situation here.
Mrs. MELVIN. I think that it is going to rise dramatically. I have

written in my testimony about the 500 sales to the high school students,
those are 500 a la carte sales.

Mr. QUIE. Seventy-one percent of the school population participates
in the school lunch program, and 81 percent are in both school l!.71-fil
and the a la carte programs. It would give the impression that it is
10 percent for a la carte, but, the a la carte is only in the two high
schools.

What is the ratio on the high schools ; do I have that, or where do
I find that ?
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Mrs. MELVIN. I don't have it. I had thought that I had given you all
the figures that you might want to use. I can tell you about what it is.
Let me put my two high schools together. The participation is slightly
under 50 percent on paid lunches.

Mr. QUIE. Were you thinking of the numbers.
'Mrs. MELVI.N. Yes.
. Mr. Qum. What was the number ?
Mrs. MELVIN. The number of students in the high schools who are

participating is about 480. I have two high schools, and I had to add
them togrether. The other high school is 200, so the total number if 680.

Mr. QUIE. Does it bother you that you have so many people Who are
buying a la carte, or do you just think that you are giving them good
food, and you are going to let them make the choice ?

Mrs. MELVIN. It does ncit bother me. Most of them make wise choices.
Some of them will buy three sandwiches, and three milks. The milk is
rung up on a different key. Most of them make very good choices. It is
just that most of them don't like the combination of the plate lunch on
that day, and they would rather choose it themselves.

Mr. QUIE. Do you explain to them that under the new law, the senior
student can refuse one item or two items.

Mrs. MELVIN. We are already letting them do that. We beat them.
r. QUIE. Did that make any difference in the plate waste ?

Mrs. MELvrx. Last weekthe commodities, I do havea choice of com-
modities. I always -geta-list-of-conunodities ahead, and I may choose
those that I want. If I have more on hand of some item than I want, I
can use, I refuse to take it, because there are some things that I cannot
store.

For example, right now I am ahead on cheese. I am thankful for
what I have got, but I turned cheese down the last tithe.

I have my inventory on hand, and the form that I get from the State
commddity departinent, if 1 want-to Change it, I-know what I am going
to get, andI know what I am going to turn down.

I know that this is getting awaffrom your question.
Mr. QUIE. My question had to do with the plate waste. If a girl goes

through. and does not want the macaroni,_ can she refuse it ?
. Mrs. MErArrs. If we give them their favorite, hamburgers, french
fries, coleslaw and green beans. We will put some brown beans on, car-
rot slaw and a cookie. About every sixth or seventh plate that we set up,
we would leave the brown beans off.

Mr. QUIE. That is giving them a choice. Whnt if they just don't
want it ?

Mrs. MELVIN. They will tell you that they don't want it. We cannot
take it off because we have a number of plates set up.

Mr. QUIE. They cannot tell you to take it off because you are that
many plates ahead.

Mrs. MELVIN. True.
Mrs. VANDERSCHAAF. There are two ways of interpreting Federal

reoulations under which our schools are operating. It was my distinct
impression that if the student, up until this point, said : "I do not want
something," in .order to claim reimbursement for that meal, we must
serve it.

Arr. QurE. That was right.
Mrs. MELVIN. Any student who says : "I don't want these beans."
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After you have heard this, if you have six lines in the high school, you
can set about five of the average plates up. If a student says : "I don't
want it," then he does not have to have it..

Chairman PERKINS. You have to exercise good judgment.
Mrs. MELVIN. Old horses have more sense than people, and you have

to use a little of it.
Chairman PERKINS. MI.*. Hall.
Mr. HALL. fliave no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Our next panel consists of Mrs. Diane Stanford, director of the Ash-

land Child Development Center, Inc., Mr. Edward E. Ellis, director,
Kentucky Youth Research Center.- Inc., and Mrs. Delia Lockhart,
Model City Lay Care Center, Pike County, Ky.

STATEMENT OF MRS. DIANE STANFORD, DIRECTOR, ASHLAND
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER, INC., ASHLAND, KY.

Mrs. STANFORD. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee:
Thank you for a program that will continue to help our kids at the
Ashland Child Development Center. With the change in the legisla-
tion, we will come out just about the same as before the change m the
law, primarily because we don't have more than 13 percent-reduced
price lunches, or free lunches.

We are very Much in favor of the school lunch program. It helps us
finance the meals for our kids. The State school lunch people have
helped us learn how to both prepare and serve the foods to help pro-
vide balanced diets. This has been of tremendous help to the Ashland
Child Development Center.

When I first began I was able to call on Mrs. Kocio, and ask her
what she did not need in the school system. I also got help from other

.people:-- So -we -were -able- to- serve-btd anced -meals right- froth-the-start--
This has now been going on for years.

We feel that all children should be able to take advantage. of our pro-
gram. We feed about eight breakfasts, which is not. much as compared
to the other programs, but they are very necessary. If we did not feed
them. I don't think that we would get any kind of attention from the
3-, 4-, and 5-year olds, because their attention span is pretty short.

.

Chairman PERKINS. Tell us how many children you have in your pro-
arim grid describe the condition of those children to us.

Mrs. STANFORD. WC have some battered kids who come to us, but they
are just as plump as the rest of them. They have to fill out a physician s
report, so we larow that there is not anything seriously wrong With
them.

We do accept emotionally disturbed children and retarded children,
and this kind of thing, along with our normal population. They eat
like vultures, most of them. They enjoy the food.

Chairman PERKINS. You will accept any kind of a handicapped
child.

Mrs. STANFORD. There are some retarded 3-year-olds who will not
accept our prow...am, our skills, and ft lot of other things. Until they
become 5,.and get to t.he 3-year-old level, they just don't understand
what is going on enough to benefit from it.
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Chairman PERKINS. We have programs that we are putting a lot of
money into, which, hopefully, will take care of those 3-year-olds, that
you cannot take care of.

Mrs. STANFORD. They need as much stimulation as possible.
As far as things wrono- with the program, there are some increasing

administrative costs, buewe are fortunate to have a business manager.
So I let her worry about what to do with them.

We do embarrass our parents slightly, when we do ask them for a
statement of their income. When this thing was being implemented,
each of the parents came in and talked to us! So the papers did not get
scattered around on the way home, because you cannot give a 3-year-
old papers, and hope that she will return with them.

Anyway, I called all the parents, because ithappened over the Christ-
mas vacation. The State food people said, "We want this information
in 4 days, so that we can continue with your reimbursements."

Chairman PERKINS. It was a poor administrator who gave you an
order like that, because this is a very delicate situation in contacting
those parents.

Mrs. STANFORD. I guess that they wanted to make sure that I got at it.
I called the parents, and in most cases I talked to the mother. They

said : "Sure, no problem." Who did they send in, they sent in the
fathers. The fathers did not want to be seen on the way, and got out as
soon as they could.

I don't think that they really minded. After all, when they go in
and buy a car, they have to state their income. They have to state their
income at a lot of other places, so I_ don't think that it was that big a .
deal.

In fact, a family was making_ a higher income, and they were so
proud that they would not need State help. It seemed to me that there
was not going to be any problem.

it were-not-for- the school-lunch-program; -the-center could not
exist because we insist on having trained faculty. We want to pay them
the same money that they would earn in the Ashland school system,
to teach our children.

We have to do both of those things on the $87 a month we get in
tuition from public and nonprofit, and we do manage. to make- ends
meet with a lot of help from our friends.

Chairman PERKINS. Contacting the parents for income is one of the
most delicate situations that we have experienced from year to year,
and in getting the reduced price lunch off the ground.

We receive many complaints at. the committee in Washington, mid
we understand the situation. It takes somebody with patience, to perse-
vere at the State level and cooperate with you. I had to be educated
myself when I first got that slip on my child. I was reluctant to fill it
out the first time I looked at it. It takes a little time, sometimes, for
some parents to think through what is the best for their children.

Mrs. STANFORD. T think that we are lucky that we have a parents pro-
gram that we run through every couple oinionths. We have good com-
munication with them.

Mr. QUIE. Did you say, in your testimony, that there are 15 out of
the 45 who have the free lunch?

Mrs. STANFORD. We have eight right now that are free. three that
are reduced price, and the resi are fully paid. They handle this a lit-
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tle bit. differently for day care centers. They say that we can handle
it any way we want, but the reporting has to be done.

During the school year, we charge the parents a little bit of an in-
crease over our tuition because we purchase our food from the Ashland
school system. Everybody pays about the same rate.

We do have 10 scholarship.kids who pay nothing anyway, so there is
no problem with it.

Mr. QUIE. You have 10 scholarships, why don't they. get the free
lunches automatically.

Mrs. STANFORD. We have a couple of scholarship Children, who are
half-day children, and who do not stay for lunch. One child is from
Laos, and she has been here for about 3 years. She is learning English.
She is 4.

We have another child whose mother is trying to support eight kids,
and is trying to go back to college. But her classes do not run for the
entire day, so she can come and pick her child up.

We have 100 percent participation with our full-day children.
Mr. QUIE. When you talk about scholarships, there is no cost.
Mrs. STANFORD. If you are familiar with- the purchase of care plan.
Mr. Qum. It is under that.
MTS. STANFORD. Yes.
We also have some rehabilitation people, and we have some aid-de-

pendent people.
Mr. QuiE. These children who are in the day care or child develop-

ment center, are they kids who need a place to stay while the parents
are working, or special care children ?

Mrs. STANFORD. Most of our parents are working. We do not con-
sider ourselves a custodial situation because we use everything that,
at least, I have heard about, or read about in my training to keep the
children busy, and stimulate them during the day.

We use lantrua (re development.equiprnent..We.use.Montessoryequip-----
ifient. Anything that we can, field trips, and so on; to stimulate the
kids and keep them interested, and get them ready to participate when
they get to first grade.

We also run a kindergarten, since we have very few kindergartens in
Ashland.

Mr. QUIE. What is the cost per child?
Mrs. STANFORD. Eighty-seven dollars.
Mr. QUIE. How would that compare with the programs that do not

have all the additional support ?
Mrs. STANFORD. They may be slightly cheaper than our custodial

proarams because we run by the week. We ask our parents, as soon
as triey can afford it, to pay a month in advance.

Mr. Qum. What we think of as a child development program that
would run $2,600 to $3,600 a year, how would that be compared to
your program ?

Mrs. STANFORD. I am delivering the same services that are delivered
in Minneapolis. We act as a reference point for children who need the
services, and for parents who come to us with problems.

We do a lot of counseling, and a lot of referrals, this is the type of
thing. We keep very accurate records of the.child and we work with
the parents. I figure that this is 50 pereent of my job.
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Mr. Qui:E. I know one program in Maryland, which I don't believe
does as much as yours, the parents pay $40 a week. I really commend
you.

The Head Start programs, how do they compare in cost with your
program?

Mrs. STANFORD. There is no charge at all, either for meals, or the
Head Start program. There are also title II and title VI programs,
which I had a hand in starting a couple of years ago that serve chil-
dren who may run into problems when they enter first grade.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank yell very much.
[Information submitted by Diane Stanford follows :]
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Ashland
Illd Dave! !extent

Center

February 18, 1976

U. S. House Of Representatives
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary

and Vocational Education
Room B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Gentlemen:

The Child Care Food Program (PL 94 105) will continue to be
of siEnificant benefit to the children of the Ashland Child

,

Development Center. "Jith the three rates of reiribursement and
the 115 commodity addition, we will receive apuroximately the
same amount of money as we did before the change in the law.

The positive aspects of the Federal School Lunch Program
are as they Were before:

1. It enables us to finance well balanced meals for
our children.

2. It assists us in selection and preparation of
those meals through its instructional materials
and extremely capable State Level Staff.

3. Its focus and intent is sound nutrition to enable
our children's bodily needs to be net so that they
can benefit emotionally, physically and intellectually
from our trot:ram.

In conclusion, if we had not had the financial help from
the Federal :,chool Lunch Program we would not have been able
to afford cuality food in addition to paying a qualified staff.
Because-we believe both are essential, it-is doubtful that we
could have served more than 150 children in the last two years
and remained solvent.
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Attached for your inspection is our 1976 Annual Report
with pertinent financial data.

Problems with the new program are inCreasing administrative
costs and embarrassing new parents by asking for a statement
of their income.

The advantages still outweigh the disadvantages and we
hope that the Federal School Lunch Program may continue
to serve America's youth.

PDS/jc

Cordially,

o.c'eg,144.40
Mrs, L. B. Stanford
Director
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Ashland
Ofiad Develwpment

Center

February 18, 1976

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Friends:

We began the Ashland Child Development Center with the
primary goal of leading three, four, and five year olds in
a clean, fun, stimulating environment. de feel we have not
only .met our goal but also successfully achieved several
secondary objectives: non-profit status, parent programs,
service as a community demonstration center, and research work
with our children. In particular, our public, non-profit status
has allowed us to benefit from several federal programs and
accept community support as well.

We have been fortunate to have had the help of our
Board of Directors, Staff, Volunteers and Parents to meet
these goals. This past year we reached a level of 9,000
student days, had 15 children on Scholarship (Federal Purc)ase
of Care), served over 7,000 balanced meals (Federal School
Lunch Program) and had 75 student visitors and volunteers.

This next year we wish to continue to meet the needs of
our children and their parents as fully as possible. We wish
to upgrade the first floor of the Y.W.C.A. to further meet
the State Fire 1.1arshal's requirements and to increase our
instructional materials and their quality.

Finally we wish to expand the capabilities of the'center
by developing additional locations; one toward Caticttsburg
and another in the Bellefonte - Flatwoods area. This would
make our services available to more families, since our present
enrollment of 4 7 children is at capacity for the facilities at
1516 Central.
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It is my feeling that if we are to improve the outcome
of a child's education we must begin to work together with
his or her parents during the preschool years to build a
firm foundation - emotionally, physically and intellectually.
With your active support and encouragement, the Staff will
continue toward this aim.

Cordially,

7141,'-/ AD' a kanliall
Mrs. L. B. Stanford
Director

PDS/jc
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ASHLAND CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Mrs. Cathy Vigor

Mr. Richard Smith

Mrs, E. C. Caseidy

Mr. Don D. Fitzer

Mr. Gillard B. Johnson III

Mr. Gregory Keeton

Mrs. Mary Jane Klunder

Mrs. Patricia Mayo

Mrs, Ednaearle Noe

Mr. P. J. orm III

----- -

President, Ashland Child Development
Center - Board of Directors

Financial Analyst, Ashland Oil, Inc.
Treasurer, Ashland Child Development

Center - Board of Directors

- Board of Directors
Inside-Outside Chairman, Ashland Child
Development Center Board ef Directors

Labor Relations Advisor, Armco Steel

Attorney, Ashland Oil, Inc.

Assistant Vice President, Third
National Bank

Parent

Parent

Dr. Paul Evans, D.D.S. - Dental Hygienist
Parent

Executive Vice President, Second
National Ilank

Parent
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Diane Stanford

Joan Coleman
Business !:.anager

TEACHERS

Boots Justice
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Cre Smith

Claudia i,:ann

Y.ary Wuerdeman

Janet Logan Shirley Franks

Willie :4ee V.00re
Early V.orning Helper

VCLUNTEERS

Judy Pospichal
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'Net

Dovie Groves
House Keeper

Pat V.ayo

Virginic McElwrath
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ASHLAND CHILD DEVELOPIZNT CENTER
STATEIMMT OF PROFIT & LOSS

YEAR ENDING: DECMBER 31, 1975

Revenue

Tuition $ 26,040.86
Food 3,175.65
Donations 1,451.55
Miscellaneous Income 174.10

Total Revenue $ 30,842.16

Expenzes

Utilities $ 1,697.12
Salaries 21,960.63
Supplies 718.14
Maintenance & Repairs 473.08
Food Expense 3,675.68
Depreciation & Amortization 2,855.54
Miscellaneous

Total Expcnses V5f7Mi

Net Income (Loss) $ (1,295.98)
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ASHLAND CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
1 BALANCE SHEET
DECEMBER 31, 1975

ASSETS

Cash (Bank & on 1-1nd) $ 3.938.33Equipment & Supplies 4,770.62
Less Accumulated Depreciation 1,437.40
Net Equipment 3,333.22

Leasehold Improvemewis 10,425.90
Less Accumulated Amortization 3,342.34
Net Lease Improvements 7,083.56

Total Assets $ 14,355.11

LIABILITIES & CAPITAL SURPLUS

Capital Surplus $ 14,355.11
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ASHLAND CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
SOURCES & USES OF CASH

DECEMBER 31, 1975

Sources

Net Income (Los's)
Non-Cash Expenses
Depreciation & Amortization

Total Sources

$ (1,295.98)

2.855.54

$ 1,559.56

Uses

Increases in Assets
Supplies - 0 -
Prepaid Expenses ._.(44.19)
Equipment 448.06
Leasehold Improvements 723.05

Total Uses $ 1,126.92

Total Change in Cash Balance 432.64
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr..Ellis, go ahead.
[Prepared statement of Edward E. Ellis follows

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD E. ELLIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KENTUCKY
YOUTH RESEARCII CENTER, INC., FRANKFORT, KENTUCICY

The Kentucky Youth Renarch Center, Inc. is a statewide, nonprofit orgdniza-
tion incorporated in 1062 to provide services to children and youth. Since 1965,
the organization has operated a Head Start Program in the most rural and
isolated counties of Eastern Kentucky.

The Research Center serves 940 children and their families through its 27
Head Start Child Development Centers and through its health and social services
programs, which also focus on the child's family providing a vital link between
center and home. While these preschool children are being introduced to good
health, nutritional, and physical development at the centers. the Health/Social
Services staff encourages and helps the parents to carry over these practices into
the child's own home. Parents are further encouraged to visit and volunteer in the
centers and to become familiar with what their children are learning.

In addition to the Head Start Program, The Kentucky Youth Research Center
is the prime contractor for Appalachian Regional Commission Child Development
funds granted to Kentucky for the operation of another similar program in-
volving 16 centers serving approximately 500 children directly operated by our
agency. Tinder this program, the Kentucky Youth Research Center also offers
training, technical assistance, and monitoring services to six subcontracting,
locally operated agencies in seven counties which serve approximately 362 chil-
dren in early childhood development day care and fee for service centers.

A good nutritional program is basic and vital to a child's mental and physical
health as well as his growth. Our agency has witnessed and worked with chil-
dren in its centers who were so malnourished and listless that they could not be
stimulated by anything except food.

Over a period of time and after a few nourishing meals in the centermany
times, the only meals tlmt these children receive during the day.we watched
them become interested in center activities and to look healthy, be curious, and
enjoy life as children should.

The Kentucky Youth Research Center became a participant in the Special
Foods Services Program approximately four years ago. This program enabled
us at that time to relieve a tight budget of food costs and to channel that money
into other areas of needed services. Even so, this reimbursement did not begin
to pay for the actual expenses involved in a good nutrition program such as
salaries, space, nonfood consumable items, cleaning supplies, and equipment for

.the preparation, storage of foods and transportation.
The new Special Foods Services Program will solve many of these problems.

It will free up money formerly needed to replace equipment in our kitchens.
it 'will allow us to better train onr Center Cooks in good nutritional practices
by making it possible for us to hire a Nutritionist. This Nutritionist will also be
available to train our Health/Social Services staff who, in turn, will teach the
families the importance of good nutrition in their own and their children's liveS.
Overal. the new Special Foods Program will provide a comprehensive nutritional
program for the families and children our agency serves, it will help relieve our
static budget of costs it had to bear in the past and allow us to provide or im-
prove present services in other areas of the program.
Rural child care projectcenter activities schedule
8 :00-8 :30 Teachers arrive, prepare activities for day.
8 :30-8 :95 Children arrive, morning health inspection.
8 :95-9 :00 Wash up and toileting in preparation for breakfast.
9 :00-9 :15 Breakfast.
9 :15-9 :95
9 :95-10 :00

Peabody Lesson.
Music.

10 :00-10 :15 Story Time.
10 :15-10 :30 Clean up and toileting in preparation for snack.
10 :30-10 :95 Snack.
10 :45-11 :15 Group work.
11 :15-11 :95 Outdoor play, free choiceof activity.
11 :95-12 :15 Washing up.and toileting in preparation for lunch.
12 :15-12 :45 Lunch Time.
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12 :45-1 :00 Preparation for nap.
1 :00-2 :00 Nap Time, quiet music.
2 :00-2 '30 Wake up, afternoon snack.
2 :30-3 :9.0 Free play indoors, outside.
3 :00-3 :30 Quiet activities and preparation for going hoine.

Developmental child care projectcenter activities schedule
8 :00-900 Breakfast.
9 :00-9 :30 Olean-up after breakfast.
9 :30-10 :00 Art and exercise.

10 :00-10 :30 Snack and clean-up.
10:30-11:00 Free play in small muscle and sensory.
11 :00-11 :30 Group activity.
11 :30-12 '00 Wash and clean-up for lunch.
12 :00-12 :30 Lunch.
12 :30-1 :00 Clean-up and brush teeth.
1 :00-1 :30 Quiet time.
1 :30-2 :30 Snack and clean-up.

9 :00 Ohildren on vans go home.
2 :00-4 :30 Free play for children who are picked up by mothers.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD E. ELLIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KEN-
TUCKY YOUTH RESEARCH CENTRII, INC., FRANKFORT, KY.

Mr. Elias. Chairman Perkins and Congressman Quie, I am v6ry
happy to be here.

Nat realizing how much information you wanted, I was told to have
.approximately 2 or 3 minutes of discussion about our program.

Mr. QUIE. That sounds good.
Mr. ELLIS. After hearing the discussion, there are a lot of things,

which I wish I had known 7about, and I could have had a lot of infor-
mation.

The Kentucky Youth Research Center, Inc., is a statewide, nonprofit
organization, incorporated in 1962 to provide services to children and
youth.

Since 1965, the organization has operated a Head Start program in
the most rural and isolated counties in eastern Kentucky.

In 11 counties, the research center serves .940 children and their
families through its 27 Head Start child development centers, and
through its health and social serviceS programs, which also focus .on
the child's family providing a vital link between center and home.

While these pre-school children are being introduced to good health,
nutritional, and physical development at the centers, thehealth /sOcial
services staff encourages and helps the parents to earry over these
practices into the child's own home.

Parents are further encouraged to visit and volunteer in the centers
and to become familiar with what their children are learning.

In addition to the Head Start program the Kentuclty Youth Re-
search Center is the prime contractor for Appalachian Regional Com-
mission child development funds granted to Kentucky for the
operation of another similar program involving 16 centers serving
approximately 500 children directly operated by our own agency.

Under this program, the Kentucky Youth Research Center also of-
fers training, technical assistance, and monitoring services to six sub-
contracting, locally operated 'agencies in seven counties which serve
approximately 362 children in early childhood development day care
and fee-for-service centers.
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A good nutritional prograin is basic and vital to a child's mental
and physical health as well as his growth. Our agency has witnessed
and worked with children in its centers who were so malnourished and
listless that they could not be stimulated by anything exciii?t food.

Oyer a period of time. mid after a few nourishing meali iii our cen-
tersmany times the only meals that these children receive during the
daywe watch them become interested in center activities and to-look
healthy, be curious and enjoy life as children should.

The Kentucky YOuth Research Center became a participant in the
special foods services program approximately 1 years ago. This pro-
gram enabled ns at that. time to relieve a tight budget of food costs
and to channel that, mcmey into other areas of needed services.

Even so, this reimbursement did not begin to pay for the actual ex- '
penses involved in a good nutrition program such as salaries, space,
nonfood consumable items, cleaning supplies, and equipment for the
preparation, storage and transportation of foods.

The new special foods serVices program will solve many of thege
problems. It will free up money formerly needed to replace equipment
in our kitchens, it will allow to better train center cooks in good nutri-
tional practices, also it will make it possible for us to hire a nutritionist.

This nutritionist will also be available to train our health social
services staff who, in turn, will teach the families the importance of
good nutrition in their own and their children's lives.

Overall, .the new special foods program will provide a comprehen-
. sive nutritional program for the -families and children our agency
serves, it will help relieve our static budget of costs it had to bear in
the past and allow us to provide additional or improve the present
services in other areas of the pmgmun.

This was my 0.eneral statement. We attached to the statement what
we were told t'-o bring, he schedules for both child development
programs.

I would like t.o tell you what. the problems are in the area in which
we work in Appalachia, and the 24 counties that we are presently
working in.

The three major areas are: transportation, water, and nutritional
food. If we could have those three, I coul4 ;:-Ove many of the prob-
lems, the biggest problems being transporatin:.) and sanitary water.
With those two. I could handle most nutritiohzti and health needs be-
cause we can begin to train affainst those things that have caused the
families to deteriorate .and a left out of the mainstream of society.

Our agency has been in this business for approximately 15 years, as
we have mentioned. but we have operated early childhood develop-
ment programs intensively for the last 12 years. I have found that it
has been impossible to ineet some of the expanded needs, particularly
in Head Start. a ml some of the other programs that have static budgets.

Over a period of time, this is the thing that has held back, many
times, the thrust, of developing the child to be able to join in the, struc-
ture of edumtional institutions in .the community in which he lives.

I think that if there is only one thing that Head Start has done in
this country for children. it bas been a 0.00d nutritional thrust, but it
has never been properly' implemented ort-funded in my estimation. The
new opportunity that is provided to those children in the school lunch-

1 6 2
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program, and feeding service, makes that possible for the first time. So
we are really encouraged by it.

Of course, many of the health pmblems are related to basic. nutri-
tion, which children and their families have never received in this
area. We are presently working on those on a stoperap type of thing.

There is research available now, which indicares that the children
which have been able to get both breakfast and lunch, and two snacks
a day, have made such tremendous strikes not only physically, but
emotionally, and environmentally.

Particularly, we can see this in the children that we have worked
with in our centers over a period of time. They have gone ihto the
school system, and the parents have been told that they related as
well as the other children by the teachers.

Because of the nutritional programs that they have received, they
have bee.n able to make strides into the. system more effectively and
efficiently than other children.

I coula tell you all about tho money and the, cost that is involved,
but I am sure that you already have that same kind of information
statistically. It has saved us roughly $500,000 a year.

Mr. QUIE. Do you have any idea, right off, without any of your other
doctiments with you, what the Federal share is of the Head'Start versus
those 16 centers and the 6 subcontractors?

Mr. Ews. Yes. I can tell you. There are 27 Head Start centers in
our 11 counties. They are. funded at approximately $1,148,000 and
some odd cents, that includes a percentage of in-kind with it.

It varies on the type's of services that are delivered. We also deliver
homemaking services, social services, and health services in addition
to our other services. So that program would run pretty close to $2,200
per child per year.

On the other hand, the ARC program, under the Appalachia Re-'
gional Coriunittee, which we funded as prime contracts, our program
does not carry all of the components in it. It may have day care serv-
ices only, or it may have some health services or some transportation,
but it will rim about $1,100 per child. That is what that figure is.

Mr. QUIE. On the ones that yon subcontract.
Mr. Ews. The subcontractorS are to us, and we subcontract to

them. Some of those may vary depending on whether they have. their
own health staff, or whether they have, social work staff..

There are a couple of 'other programs there that are in-home pro-
grams from zero to three. Those figures vary.

Mr. QUIE. Maybe you could submit the percentage of Federal money
for Head Start versus the Appalachian Regional Commission money.

Mr. ELLIS. It is 20 percent of the figure that I (rave you. That was
roughly $1,140.000. It is 20 percent less against rFederal money.

Mr. 01IIE. About 80 percent of the Appalachian program is Feaeral.
Mr. Ews. Right.
Mr. QUIE. What about Head Start?
Mr. Ews. It is the same.
Mr. QUIE. The subcontractor, contractor
Mr. Ews. That is an administrative cost as well as a prime con-

tractor. That is 25 percent in that case.
Mr. QUIE. In each of those cases, they stay within the mandated

amount. They don't go above?.
...Mr. ELLIS-. No.
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Mr. QurE. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Delphia Lockhart follows :]

PREPAIWD STATEMENT OF DELPIIIA LOCKHART, DIRECTOR, MODEL CITY DAY CARE
CENTER, INC., PIKEVILLE, KENTUCKY

Mr. Chairman : With appreciation for your continued support of the Child
Care Food Program, I am glad to have this opportunity to present the effects
of the Food Program in relation to our total Child Development Program.

To briefly Identify the Agency I represent, the Model City Day Care Center,
Inc. It is a private, non-profit Corporation that administers the Child Development
Programs for the City of Pikeville. Pikeville Is located in the extreme Eastern
section of Kentucky.

Our Agency provides developmental needs and care for children ages 1 through
12. We care for ages 1 through 5 on a full-day basis and ages 6 through 12 receive
care before and after school, with full-day care on school Holidays and Vacations.
Our hours of operation are from 6:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Due to limited facilities available in the Pikesville area for our Program, the
following criteria is used to determine eligible participants.

1. Low Income Families.
2. Children whose parents are employed.
3. Children of parents in job-training or school.
4.. Children with special needs; handicapped, emotionally disturbed.
5. Children from homes with a stress factor duc to seriously ill or emotionally

disturbed parents.
For a ehild to gain maximum benefits front a Child Development Program, he

must bring tt healthy body and mind, sustained by nutritious foods, to the learn-
ing process. Thus, the Nutrition and Health Services Components, as a first goal,
sereen the child upon entranee to the Program for existing nutritional and health
status and follow with remedial steps that involve the Center, family and
community.

To ensure that the ehild receives his total daily nutritional needs, the second'
goal of the Nutritional Component focuses on helping the family and Center
personnel meet their responsibilities for feeding the ehild. For the parent, this
includes developing an understanding of the relationships of child development:
building food habits, nutrition edneation, consumer education, borne management
and other nutrition related topics appropriate for them. For the Center per-
sonnel, it includes, In addition to the above, all training necessary to produce a
MO quality food product.

The Nutrition Component, while providing fir the child's nutritional needs for
the hours he is at the Center.. also utilizes this time to:

1. Build self-concept through recognition and serving of cultural and ethnic
foods, allowing ehoiees and self-service.

2. Introduce a variety of unfamiliar nutritious foods and build good foodhabits and attitudes.
3. Demonstrate mealtime as a pleasurable and enjOyable experience for

socialization as well as eating.
4. Provide learning experiences through participation in mealtime activi-

ties sueh as setting table, preparing food. eleaning up and serving fo61.
5. Develop muscle coordination and decision making process by allowing

ehild to serve himself family style.
The pre-school child is very impressionable and enjoys imitating his peers and

elders. Based on the premise that food habits are 'caught' rather than taught.
the adults and teachers surrounding the child play an important role in shaping
his attitude toward the acceptance of nutritious foods. Thus, these adults are
expected to re-inforee these attitudes by eating the same foods with the children.

When the nutritional goals are met then the health and dental prohlems of
the present and future are altered with positive effects as dental and medicalcosts are reduced.

Prior to October 7. 1975. when the implementation of Public Law 94-104 was
enaeted, it was extremely difficult to meet the nutritional needs of the children.
The maximum reimbursement rate under the Special Food Service Program was
78 cents per day per child. tinder Public Law 94-104 the maxithum reimburse-
ment rate is $1.35 per day per child on a free luneh. The new reimbursements
provide the necessary funds to meet the nutritional requirements as stated in

.Section 226.10 (Requirements for Meals).
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Before the increase in funding, as a result of inflation and the high cost of
foods, it was extremely difficult to serve foods that provided protein. iron, B
vitamins. We were forced to use meat alternates too often since we served.,
breakfast, lunch and two snacks daily.

Based on the revised Family size and income eligibility standards for Free and
Reduced price meals, the enrollment in our program is classified as: 57 percent
eligible for Free meals ; 13 percent eligible for Reduced-price meals; or 30 percent
eligible to Pay.

In addition to the increase in funds for meals and snacks, we now receive funds
to pay expenses incurred through food preparation. This, in itself, has had ft
tremendous impact on our program funds. Tois now permits the use of funds
previously paid for meal preparation to be rebudgeted to meet the.Federal Inter-
Agency. Day Care Requirements and Life Safety Code 101 that is now being
applied to our program.

At the present time it is difficult to identify problems that one would incur
while implementing programs under the new Children's Food Service. This is to
say that after operating on a very limited amount of funds and then have these
funds more than double, sufficient time has not elapsed to properly evaluate
this improvement.

After careful consideration of the interim regulations for the Child Care Food
Program, I submit the following changes for your review :

(SECTION 226.2 (F) )

Child Care administrative costs should not only include direct operating costs
related to planning and organizing lmt also Indirect Costs such as Center "Out-
reach" efforts.

(SECTION 226.6 (f) )

The "Management Plan" of sponsoring agencies required by state agencies
or .I1NSRO's where applicable should he as simple as possible and a sample form
detailing the minimum requirements of a "Management Plan" should be dis-
seminated to state agencies and ENSRO's. Such a form should provide space
for the administerie-7 cgency to give its reason for rejecting an application,
when it does so.

. (SECTION 226.9 (a ) )

The interim regulations are flexible in the licensing requirements, this is essen-
tial since-some states only require approval or registration of child care institu-
tions and the food service should be available In these areas as well. Both the
'enabling legislation (P.L. 94-105) and the interim regulations state that an insti-
tution "can satisfy the Secretary that its standards are no less comprehensive
than the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements ..." In order to meet the
iicensing requirement. However, the interim regulations do not explain HOW an
institution demonstrates its compliance ; therefore, final regulations or an instruc-
tion sh...mld articulate the procedure whereby an institution can "demonstrate
its Compliance."

(SECTION 226.11 0)1)

Public Law 94-105 bases reimbursements on types of meals served as well as
income levels of children served. Institutions are required to submit this data
"at least annually" in order that the state can determine the claiming percentage.
Since there is population turnover in the child care institution it is logical
to alltav the state an option to request data more frequently than once a year.
However. guklelines should be more detailed than at present and should suggest
a percentage of attendance change which justifies reporting the change to thi!
State. .

(SECTION 226.17 On)

The interim regulations permit the state agency or FNSRO where applicable
to define 'especially needy" institutions for the purpose of equipment assistne.
The state's policy, however, should be a matter for the :Addle record :
a definition of "especially needy" should be puldished in the State Plan:

In closing. I would like to thank you for allowing me this time to present toy
views on the Food Program, I urge your continued support of legislation to mm-
proethet1uahitof ,Ch i Id Development.Programs.,_ . .

Respectfully submitted,
DELPHIA LOCKRART:

Director.
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STATEMENT OF DELPHIA.LOCKHART, DIRECTOR, MODEL CITY DAY
CARE CENTER, INC., PIKEVILLE, KY.

Mrs. LOCKHART. Mr. Chairman, with appreciation for your con- ..
untied support of the child care food progriun, I am glad to have this
oppOrtunity to present the effects of the Iood program in relation to
-our total child development program.

. To briefly identify the agency I represent, the Model City Day Care
Center, Inc., it is a private, nonprofit corporation that administers the
child development proarams for the city of Pikeville. Pikeville is lo-
cated in the extreme eaaern section of Kentucky.

Our wrency provides developmental needs and care for children ages
through 12. We care for ages 1 through 5 on a full-day basis and

ages 6 through ,12 receive care before and after school, with full-day
care on school holidays and vacfaions. Our hours of operation are
from 6 :30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Due to limited facilities available in. the Pikeville area for our
program, the following criteria is used to determine eligible partici-
pants: (1) Low-income families; (2) children .whose parents are em-
ployed; (3) children of parents in job training or school; (4) chil
dren with special needs, handicapped., emotionally disturbed; and (5)
children from homes with a stress factor due to seriously ill or emo-
tionally disturbed parents.

For a child to gain maximum benefits from a child development
program, he must bring a healthy body and mind, sustained by nutri-
tious foods, to the learning process. Thus, the nutrition and health
services components, as a first goal, screen the child upon entrance
to the program for existing nutritional and health status and follow
with remedial steps that involve the center, family and community.

To insure that the child receives his total daily nutritional needs,
the sc,:ond goal of the nutritional component. focuses on helpinp- the
family and Center personnel meet. their responsibilities for fee-ding
the child.

For the parent, this includes developing an imderstanding of the.
relationships of child development. lmilding food habits. nutrition
education, consumer education, home inamigement and other nutri-
tion related topics appropriate for them.

For the center personnel. it includes, in addition to the above, all
training necessary to produce a hirh finality food product. These are
some of the basic things that we try to see that our children gain at
mealtime. That. they do eat. family style. where they are able, to deter-
mine the amounts Hint they want to cat.

We want mealtime to be an educational tool as well as a jurisdic-
tional need for the preschool child.

The nutrition component. while providing for the child's nutri-
tional needs for. the hours he is at the center. also utilizes-this time to:

First: Bnila_self-concept through recognition and serving of cul-
tural and ethnic foods. allowing choices and self-service.

Secimd. Introduce a variety or unfamiliar nutritious foods and
build good food habits and attitudes.

Third. Demonstrate mealtime as a pleasurable and enjoyable ex- .
periencOor social ization.as,well. as eating._
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Fourth. Provide learning experience through participation in meal-
time activities such as setting table. preparing food, cleaning up and
serving food.

Fifth. Develop muscle d:ordination and decisionmaking process by
allowing child to serve himself family style.

The preschool child is very impressionable and enjoys imital ing his
peers and elders. Based on the premise food habils are "catight"
rather than taught,- the adults and teachers surrounding the child.
Olay an i:nportant role in sha pin°. his attitude toward the acceptance
of nutritious foods, Thus, these a'aults are expected to reinforce these
attitudes by eatingthe same foods with the children.

When the nutritional goals are met then the health and dental
problems of the present and the future. are altered with positive ef-
feds as dental and medical costs are reduced.

Prior to October 7. 1975, when the implementation of Public Law
94-104 was enacted. it was extremely difficult to meet the nutritional
needs of the children. The maximum reimlmrsement rate under the
special food service piligram was 78 cents per day per child.

Under Public Law 94-104. the maximum reimbursement. rate is
$1.35 per day per child on a free lunch. The new rehnbursements
provide the necessary funds to meet the nutritional requirements as
stated in section 2213.10. the requirements for meals.

Before the increase in funding. as a result of inflation and the high
cost of foods, it. was extremely diffienk to serve foods that. provided
protein. iron. B vitamins. We were- foired to use meat alternates too
often since we served lweakfast. lunch elia two snacks daily. -

Based on the revised family size and income eligibility .*.t.andards
for free and reduced price meals. the enrollment iv onr proptram is
classified as: 57 percent for free meals: 13 percent eligible for redneed
price meals: and 30 peivent. eligible to pay.

We liad to have some way to subsidize those meal costs that we
were not receiving a reimbursement for. So it was necessary that we
hir;'e a number of children who were paying. because those charges
wpithi be In to (lei :ay the expenses.

In addit7on io the increase in funds for meals and snaelcs. we now
receive funds to pay expenses incurred through food vreparation.
This, in itself. has had a tromendons imnact on our progrPm funds.

This now permits the list, of fThills previously pail for meal prepara-
tion to be relnulgeted to meet the Federal interagency day care require-
ments and Life Safety Code 101 that is now being applied to our
program.

At the present. time. it is diffi:!idt to identify problems that one wonld
incur while implementing programs wider Ole new children's focal
service. This is to say that aftor operating on a very limited amount
of funds and then to lmve these funds more than double. silflicient time
has not ela osed toprripevly evaluate this improvement, so that, we cap
see the problems that will occur in the future.

After careful consideration of the interim regiiatiouus for the. child
car food procrram. I snbmit the following Chnumes for your review:

TThder section 226.2(F). child care administrative costs shon14
mr,t oniv inch ide direct operating costs 1&I to planning a nd organ

.1;0, also, indirect.costs.sncii....Its.eenter..,'".outreach"effeds.,
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Under section 226.6(1), the. management plan sponsoring agen-
cies required by State agencies or ENSRO's wl3re applicable should be
as simple as possible and a sample form detailing the minimum require-
ments of a mantweine nt. plan should be dissiminat.i.:AI to State agencies.
Such a form shoueld pro:1de .space f;or the adminering agency to give
ts reasoiis for rejecting an ,a iva t ion, when it does so.

Under section 2.F.15.9,0), tli inteini regulations are flexible iirtlielt",.-
....icensing requirement* this is essential since some States only. require
.approvai or inistration of child care institutions and food service
should be available in these areas as well.

Both the enabling legislatkm., Enk;iis Law 94-105, and the interim
regulatims state that an histitnGm "can satisfy the Secretary tliat
its standards are no less compreliensia--.than the Federdl Interagt ncy
Day Care.Requirements . . in order to meet the licensing reqaire-
ments.

However, the interim t'egulations 41u not explain how an institution
demonstrates its compliance ; therefore, final regulations or an instruc-
tion should articulate the procedure whereby an institution can
"demonstrate its compliance."-.

Under section 226.11 (b)... Public Law 94-105 bases reimbursements
on types of meals served as well as income levels of children served.
Institutions are required to submit this data "at least .ammally" in
order that the State can determine the claiming percentage.

Since there is population turnover in the child care institution, it islogical to allow the State an option to request data 'more frequently
than once a year. However. guidelines should be more detailed than at
present, and should sugiyest a percentage of attendance change which
justifies reporting the criange to the State.

Section 226.17 (b), the interim regulations permit the State agency
of FNSRO where applicable to define especially needy institutions
for the purpose of equipment assistance. The State's policy, how-
ever, should be a matter of the public record..However, a definition of
especially needy should be published in the State plan..

In closing, I would like to thank you for allowing me this thne
to present lay vie.ws on the food service program. I urre your.contitmed
support of legislation to improve the quality of gild development
program.

Chairman PEUKINs. Tliank you.
Mr. Ellis, I wonhl like to ask you a question. How many youths in

the center, and day care centers that yon have operating in Kentucky
are participating in t ie school lunch program ?

Mr. ELLIS. 1 rtad a copy of that. but I believe that I have sent. that
to you. I compiled that for vou, but don't have it. with me today.
I am unable to answer thaf' question at this time..

We have access to all of that information. I have a. coordinator who
is responsible for bringing together certain information.

Chairman PERKINS. ITow many of the day care centers, or other cen-
ters. have had problems in obtaining food ?

Mr. Emis. We have had a number of programs which operate pretty
much out of our office. That information is available to us. We have
some programs. and we have been told that some of them have not
been able' to-get-adequate-applications 'to' the- Deparnitent-ef
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and, in turn, to the Department of Education. They were not returned
in time for them to be able to get adequate use of moneys that were
being made available.

Chairman Pranuxs. Were these delayed or misplaced applications?
Mr. ELLIS. It was a delay on the part of the Education Depart-

ment to put out information in time for us to be able to respond to it.
Everybody here has bad some problem. .

Chairman PEMUNS. Give me your complaints about it.
Mr. Maas. I will be happy to do that because I have had many com-

plaints about this. We argue with them consistently over cost and dis-
bursements. We were the first agency. Iguess. to fOrce them in giving
us both foods some years ago. and there is the ldnd of tendency on
their part to be a little standoffish. We are working much more effec-
tively with them now.

We also hope to shorten some of the forms beeause there has
been a considerable immber of pages that have to be replied to. They
take a good deal of calculations. T don't see how some of the small day
care and child care. centers, which are receiving food reimbursement,

can pay for .that type of accounting that has to be done.
We are in a beiter position. because we are an established system,

and we have a large number of people available to us. as well as a good
accounting firm. But some of the others may have some problems, and
those systems are in a much better position .to talk about that.

We have the capabllity to have. accountants and C.P.A.'s and ac-
counting firms available to us.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum. I have no other questions.
Chairman PERKINS, Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Ellis. T agree with you that children should enjoy

life. I think that it is nice to hear that once in fk while.
I think that both of you mentioned something about volunteer pro-

grams getting the parents involved. Could von speak to that, just a
little bit. To what extent are you satisfied wiih the involvement of the

parents in the programs?
Mrs. STANFORD. It wonld help us if we could get the parents more

involved. We have 4 parents on the board of directors, and we have

10 members on the board ol'.-eirectors. We have two parents, and a
grandparont volunteering f,A. !:.s one morning a week.

We. encourage the parents to come in and sample the ..chool lunch,

see what their kids are eating. If they can get abalf 'hour off during .

the day, and see what their child is eating: nr -doing in the center and
the program. We enjoy this very much.

We also use the school lunch program. oocasionall:v. to invite lead-

big community citizens, and citizens in the community to see what we

are doing. They sit down and eat with us. I would F,fly that we do this

fonr times a month, at themost.
.
They are very impressed with it. They really need a chance to. see

young children participating in things like this because they don't
believe it. unless they see it.

.
rr. HALL. You mentioned something aboni ttrents. giving guidance

or counseling to parents.
decide-Avhat..kind :of ,a prognum. we, wonld like

to have approximately every other month. We meet with
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Kocio gave . us a program .:n _nutrition last year which was very
helpful.

We have had programs on discipline, Christmas things, and things
like that that are fairly standard with the child care program. Lots
of times, we will have some surpises. We try to put together some
community resouri.,es to work with. us.

We ,t-;.re iiWe to do the accounting thing that Mr. Ellis mentioned be-
cause. we have the support of various expertise in the community
whoi we need it. We ask theni to help, and they do.

Mr. HALL. Mrs. Lockhart, you talked about remedial work.
Mrs: LOCKIIART..WO-aIl have t he same types of programs. We have

one Head Start center which has 20 participants. The guidelines re-
quire that we take care of all aspects of .child clIvelopment.

Parent involvement is one of the largest components.
Mr. HALL.. You have good parent involvement ?

.Mrs. LOCKHART. Yes, we do.
Mr. ELLIS. Every center that we have has a full parent policy com-

mittee. Then, in turn, they are joined with 50 percent countywide and
make up another policy comtnittee in my case. Then, in turn, they
make a 14 county policy. They, in turn, elect three members to the
board of directors as well as the overall operating agency.

So in the fourth researCh center, right from the very beginning the
parents are involved. The parent is also involved in every aspect of
the program.

They are involved in the menu planning, nutrition, program de-
velopment. We have six different curriculums operating within the
program, and they have, a .choice of what curriculum they want to use.
We explain it to them, and theyare involved in the. training.

They are also involved in helping us raise money. If it had not been
for the parents, we would not be able to do the transportation that we
are presently doing. Not only did they. essentially, volunteer, but they
now have raised as muchwe have a fleet of vans, about 80 or 90, and
they raised over half of that money.

they give the money to us, which we, in turn, give to the agency to
furnish the vans.

The same parents are the ones who have gone out, and have, gotten
some of the health services that our county could not get. We had no
medical services to speak of. We had one physician in the neighboring
county.

So, they encouraged us to look for other health services. I was lucky
enough to find the opportunity under health and manpower deVelop-
ment, a special contract under which we have dental services for our
children.

We have two dentists in our community. We have two speech path-
ologists now: They are the ones who have been pushing the nutrition.

Now, we are going to get a nutritionist, and we are, then going to
get two, because tbis is what they have insisted on.

The money that we, have .been receiving, reimbursement wise, for
food service will go for the two nutritionists because this is where they
want the money to go. and that is where it should go.

Also, we have, trained a mimber of health educators. which,..makes_
,the-followup-program-very importantbecanse-tliey work riOit Oui 'Of
the parents' home.
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So, when we are talking about the fact that we are serving some-
where in the neighborhood of 1.800 children in our development serv-
ices, that is multiplied by 7.5 additional children on either side of the
child who is in the center, where there may be Older siblings.

Any ihformation that we have, we share acrbss the board. S(.1 we
are doing a multiplying factor all the way through. So we are roughly
serving 15,000 children.

Mr. HALL. 1 have no further questions. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.

QUIE. Mrs. Lockhart, what does the child who is eligible to pay,
actually pay ?

Mrs. LocKlimrr. This is Kased on a slidinff scale. The maxiimun that
anyone would pay would he $,"30 a week. Triat would be for one child.
The income there, roughly, is in the $15,000 level bracket. annually.

Mr. ELLIS. The State pay scale presently is $4.25 per day. and that
will not pick up the cost for a lot of them. Butthen they reduced that

'amount by the amount that you receive itrother programs.
Mrs. LOCK] IART. He is talking about the title 20 children. The amount

that the parent would pay for the child, according to the chart that
was set up by the State, that amount is subtracted. In other words, if
you happen to receive $4 or $5, that amount is subtracted from the
$20. The reimbursement would be $14 or $15, which is bnpossible.

Mr. &Jas. It is average daily attendance. Even though you are
holding another slot, 'you cannot accept a child because you have
lost the costs that are involved. This is a real problem for us, when
we are trying to operate as a nonprofit organization.

Do yon make certain that you find some paying individuals?
Mrs. LOCKIL1RT. It would help, after we have implemented the new

fee schedule. Once you have a child in, you have to wait until you can
fill the vacancies. We have a very low turnover in our children. This
means that the one who was paying was paying more for thewe
try to hold it within our budget.

I don't. see how a person can help, if they don't pay more than their
cost.

Mrs. Lociutarrr. If your money comes in earlier, then your reim-
bursement does. The new law says that they must reimburse us within
a certain period of time. It has been most helpful.

Mr. Qum Are there any Hetul Start programs run by Cominunity
Action Agency ?

Mr. ELLIS. Yes.
Mrs. Locnuairr. I am a delegate to the agency for Head Start.
Mr. Qua:. You have 27. How many are there in all ?
Mr. ELIJs. This is another question, perhaps, that. I will have to

arswer for you at a later time. If I had known that you were going
to fisk, I would have come prepared.

There are roughly 27 Head Start. prognims, 4-year Head Start
propTams, in Kentui!ky that means that they are full day. There are
some summer Head Start programs, there are 31 of those. Those are
part-time programs, and they are 6- to 8-week programs, depending
upon the school system.

Our agency is the prime, contractor after receiving the money. Them
are- "SbnieThildt icounty- agencies,- -some' 'are (lay- am id.- sonte_ait_...._
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summer Head Start progyams. We have 120 county conglomerates in
Kentucky. You eim nnagme what kind of a situation that is because
it varies from county to county.

We are talking about essentially the same type of delivery of early
childhood development services. The variables in each of these are
so tremendous, that it is not funny. When they hear %%hat we do in
comparison to wlmt they are able to do, they say : "How do you do that,-
and where do you get the money ?"
- Then, you try to explain to them the multifunded components that
ao into beina able to do that, and it (rets kind of dis(rustin.-

Mr. Qum Right now there is a Mondale bill in the Senate, and a
Brademas bill on the House side. Do you think that a new program
should be added on to the ones we have got; or, if we need an ex-
tension, .do you think that it ought to be coordinated .with what we
presently have?

Mr. Ewis. Personally, I ani of the opinion that it is just a short
space down the road that it will conic about. But the Mondale bill
would help tremendously in implementing the early childhood develop-
ment programs in this country. The fight seems to be between who is
going to be the operator of these pi-ograms, whether it win be through
State agencies or the educationally structured agencies, or whether
they should be private aaencies. So, we get into that ldnd of discussions.

From my standpoint.this ean be worked out and should be worked
out,Regardless of what kind of a problem it, is, a program should be
inVolred there because it is just. as I said earlier in the statement, I
think that we are at the wrong end of things.

We are talking about nutrition. and we worry about it. We have
heard a lot of discussion about it. This is where it should have begun,
back at the zero to five-level, before the ebikl gets into the structured
school system.

If we can improve the nutrition there, we have licked a good many
of his health and emotional problems, his environmental problems.
This is the reason why I go back to my statement, and the three things
that I need in Appalachian Kentucky. It is transportation, sanitary
water, and good nutritional health for children.

Mr. QUM. What I understood you to say was that the Mondale bill
would include the Head Start and Appalachia in the Mondale pro-
(*ram.

Mr. Emrs. I think that it will bring them togetlwr.
Mrs. STANFORD. I have not read t1m e. bill thoroughly as far as the

capital funds, as far as our oi7anization. We would rather that it
not be a budget based organization: We wonld just as soon go out and
work for Gu r tuition .as long as we had some capital funds and a bui
ing to function ir

Mrs. LOCKIIAIM I hone that it dews pass in the future. I think that
we are heading toward trying to set up good quality total childhood
development.

Chairman PERKINS. You have limn very helpful, and we appreci-
ate it. .

The next panel will consist of Mrs. Peggy Kidd. chief of nutrition,
department of human resources. State of Kentucky: Mrs Gaye Far-

Fiveco.,dstriet..health,department.. and_Dr-Franz..,
We will first hear from you,.Mrs. Kidd.
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STATEMENT OF PEGGY S. KIDD, CHIEF OF NUTRITION, BUREAU

OF HEALTH SERVICES, KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN

RESOURCES

Mrs. Kinn. Congressman Perkins, and distinguished colleagues, and.
-ladies and 0:entlenwn. I would like to thank you for giving us the op-
portunity t'-o present the status and prarems involved with the Ken-
tucky WIC program, the women, infants and children supplemental
foods program.

WIC was authorized by Congress in 1972 as part of the Child Nu-
trition Act. The program provides selected nutritions foods for preg-
nant and post partum women, infants, and children nnder 5 years of
age, who are found to be in need of these foOds to hnprove their health
status.

The program strives to reduce nutrition-related problems by assur-
ing that these high risk groups receive certain foods containing abun-
dant protein, iron, calcium and vitamin C.

Kentucky initiated the first WIC pi.ograin in the Nation in Janu-
ary 1974. I might say that this was after the Federal courts ordered
.the Department of A.griculture to implement this program.

Theprogram presently serves 12,063 Kentuckians in 28 counties,
which is the maximum caseload now allocated to Kentucky by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Of those served. 51 percent are children
from 1 through 5 years of age, 33 percent are infants, and 16 percent
are women.

The program is totally funded bv the Federal Government at .an
average food cost of $25 per month for eaeh particiPant. An addi-
tional 25 percent of the food cost is -allowed to administer the pro-
gram. Kenthcky has been able to administer the program for less than
tho allowable 25 percent. This creates a funding. problem I will discuss
later.

In areas wla.re WIC is currently operating, women are coining in
'earlier and more frequently for prenatal care mid nutritional counsel-
ing. Project sites have also reported an increased participation in other
health services such us immunizations, family planning clinics and
well-child clinics.

.We also have data to document chanpes in the health status of WIC
participants. Primary factors in determining nutritional risk arc ane-
mia and growth retardation.

In the first year the WIC program operated in Kentucky. We ob-
Se rved a. 47.8 nen Tilt decrease in the nunilwr or anemic children par-
ticipating in the program..In addition, a 31-pereent decrease was noted
in the number of chihiren whose. weight-for-height was below nOrMal.

If the. Department of Agrieulture permits us to expand this .pro-
gram..we wonid e.xpert similar benefits for those additional parsons .

we would he able to serve. And this leads me into the problems which
wish to bri no. to your ntiviltion today.

Va.. have reeeived requests from an achlitional 11 Kentucky coun-
f'or inclusion hi the WIC program. lint to (late we have not re-

.:,,vived approval from the U.S. Department of Agriculture for pro-
gram expansion, and I would include in that the application we have

-submitted-asiong ago as lastApril.,.
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If approval is received, we will be able to provide services to an
additional 12,000 persons who are badly in need of these selected
nutritionid supplements.

We lmve also been unable to secure approval for increasing the mini-
ber of clients in counties presently participating in the program, and
this would represent another 50 to 100 persons wanting to be served or
waiting to be served.

Wit h existing funds, we would .be able to increase the number of
persons served if we ware permitted to transfer our administrative
'savinn-s, Which I mentioned, earlier, into dollars for food. However,
the tr.S. Department Of Agriculture does not prefer to take advantage
of our efficiency in operating the program.

At the current time, prospects appear bleak for any expansion of
this program in Kentucky .due to Agriculture Department policy,
which does not make. us a priority State. Also, there is reluctance to
transfer WIC caseload and funds from States not fully utilizing them
to States which are at mxi m um caseload.

The fact that proper diet in young children and expectant mothers
is essential for normal childhood development and a healthy adult life .

and mandates that. this program be expanded to serve, the estimated
75,000 additional Kentuckians in urgent need of this type of nutritional
assistance.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Peggy Kidd follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PEGGY S. KIDD, CHIEF OF NUTRITION, BUREAU FOR HEALTII
SERVICES, KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT FOR HUMAN RESOURCES. FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

The women, infants and children supplemental foods program (WIC) was
authorized by Congress in 1972 as part of the Child Nutrition Act.

The program provides selected nutritious foods for pregnant and post-partum
women. infants, and children under 5 years of age who are found to be in need
of these foods to hnprove their health status. The program strives to reduce
nutrition-related problems by assuring that these high risk groups receive certain
foods containing abundant protein, iron, calcimn and vitamin C.

Kentucky initiated the first WIC program in the Nation in January, 1974. The
program presently serves 12,063 Kentuckians in 28 counties, which is the maxi-
mum caseload intw allocated to Kentucky by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Of those served, 51% are children from one through 5 years of age, 33% are
infants, and 10% are women.

The program is totally funded by the Federal Government at an average food
cost of $25 per month for each participant. An additional 25% of the food cost
is allowed to administer the program. Kentucky has been able to administer
the program for less than the allowable 25%. This creates a funding problem I
will discuss later.
...In.areas where WIC is currently operating, women.are coming in earlier and
more frequently for prenatal care and nutritional counseling. Project sites have
also reported an increased participation in other health services such :Is immuni-
zations. fandly planning clinics and well-child clinics.

We also have data to document changes in the health status of WIC partici-
pants. Primary factors in determining nutritional risk are anemia and growth
retardation.

In the first year the WIC program operated in Kentucky, we observed a 47,8%
decrease in the number of anemic children participating in the program. In addi-
tion, a 31% decrease was noted in the number of children whose weight-for-height
was below normal.

\If the Department of Agrkulture permits us to expand this program, we would
expect similar benefits for those additional persons we would be able to serve.

This leads me into the problems which I Wish to, bring to your attention today.,
`31 -ICOafeaTe-aultieg foe- i xi=
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elusion in the WIC program, but to date we have not received approval from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture for program expansion. I would also like to add
some of those applications we submitted as long ago as last April. If approval
is received, we will be able to Kovide services to an additional 12,100 persons
who are badly in need of these selected nutritional supplements.

We have also been unable to secure apprOval for increasing the number of
clients in counties presently participating in the program. This would represent
another 5O to 100 persons' wanting to be served or waiting to be served.

With existing funds, we would be able to increase the number of persons served
if we were permitted to transfer our administrative savings, which I mentioned
earlier, into dollars for food. However, the U.S. Department of Agriculture does
not prefer to take advantage of our efficiency in operating the program.

At the current time, prospects appear bleak for any expansion of this program
in Kentucky due to Agriculture Department policy which does not make us a
priority State. Also, there is reluctance to transfer WIC caseload and funds from
States not fully utilizing them to States which are at maximum caseload.

The fact that proper diet in young children and expectant mothers is essential
for normal childlmod development and a healthy adult li fr, mandates that this
Program be expanded to serve the estimated 75,000 additional Kentuckians in
urgent need of this type of nutritional assistance.

"SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION"

A. Counties and caseload.
B. Health data.
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WiI:3S AND

TELPS0E WISER

COUNTIES AND CASELOAD

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL

AND TITLE PROJECT AREA

PRESENT 'TOTAL

CASELOAD

7
CU;RILY OPERATI4

Breathitt Cugty

Health. Departnnt

;

. h.1.3., ain Street

1.'4.:kson, Ky. 41339

i
;.5274'.r:.-4:,., ,.

Fern Dalton, R..N.,

Administrative

Assistant

Breathitt County 126 176

(50)

i

Fi'vta :i,..tritt ';'. C. tox 1513 C. Wayne Franz, M.D. Boyd County 450 520

H:alth C4artnant i,1410-1:th St,

NiF,ti;and, Ky. 41101

Director Carter Cmnty

Elliott Covn:y

(70)

,0(1.22S4601 Lawrence Ccunty.....
1

ttl..ly Distric: Ir. 0, Box 197 Robert S. Hill, M.O. Rowan County 275 325

Heal:h Dpartunz,, lOwingsville, Ky. 40360

15H-7844190

Health Officer .
. .

(SO)

Hazard Ao;aia:an 1ard, Ky, 41701 Vito Contento Knott County 2200 3700

P.egional h3pii: F.N-439-1331

,2,!7:ilv P:1"lh S,rylc.,s

Special Assistant to

the President

Leslie County

Perry County

(1500)

. ..,

Ker.ty Rivar Cistrict 523 Hicjh Street W. Williameck, R. D. Letcher County 225 '275

Health Srtunt Hazer:, Kentucky 41701 'Health Officer

!606-435-2361

.(50)

,

Lake Cur.lberlard Raom 203 Larry Bowan Cumberland Cunty 1260 2000

'District Health Sewity Building Administrator McCreary County (740)

Department Yarket Street Entrance

P. 0, Cox 360

rset, Kentucky 42501

.

Pulaski County

Wayne County

,

-675-4416

Louisville-efarson CI East Gray Street . E. F. Oblander, Jr., M.O. Jefferson County 3167 4000

:ounty Health Ooparent Louisville, Kentucky 40202 Director of Preventive (833)

502-564.52B1 Medicine
.....1wOWNIft...1.1..1=MI.I4

.yen County Health P,O, Box 96 Jack Shell Lyon County . 35 35

)epament Fairview Ave. 4 Hellwood St. Administrator

Eddyville, Ky. 4203E1

( ) Additional .Case

502-389-9761

load .

,

,
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PR JECT ASENCY
ADDRESS AND
TE EPHONE NUMBER

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL
ANO TITLE PROJECT"-AREA

PRESENT ToTAt
C LO

Maternity & Infant
Care Project

307 Kentucky Avenue
Pineville, KY. 40977
606-337-6151

Elaine Perkins Bell Co.unty
Floyd County
Harlan County

1040 1819
(7791

Muhlenberg County P. O. Box 148 Mary Sue Uzzle, R.N. Muhlenberg 125

_

150
Legion Drive County (251
Central City, Ky. 42330
502-754-3200

Northern Kentucky District 107 Brent Spence Square Betsy Ball, R.N. Campbell County 600 900
Health Department Covington, Ky. 41011 Administrative Asst. Kenton County (300)

606-491-6611

Paducah-McCracken P. O. Box 1059 H. G. Sargent, M. 1: McCracken County 550 800
County Health Dept. 916 Kentucky Avenue Health Officer " (250)

Paducah, Ky. 42001
502-444-9531

Park-OuValle Neighborhood 1817 S. 34th Street.

.

'Joyce Howell, M. O. Jefferson County 600 800
..ealth Center Louisville, Kentucky 40211

502-774-4401
Medical Care Director (200)

iniversity of Louisville. 323 East Chestnut St. Charles Staggs Jefferson County 900 900
:hildren and Youth
toject

Louisville, Ky. eC7C2
502- 589-8750

P.O. Box 737; 1133 Adam
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Administrator
, ---

Charles E. Hume
Administrator

Warren County 300 500
(200);afron CountY Health

)epartment -

502-761-200

EOCO District P. O. Box 116 W.E. Davis, M.O. Bourbon County 210 360
iealth Department 341 East Main Street Health Officer Harrison County (150)

Paris, Kentucky 40361 Nicholas County
606-987-1915 Scott County

:rm344740C4L EXPANSI03

1E2E11
l.r.-t.r 1 1575

Iateway District Health
lepartment

P. O. Box 107
Owingsville. Ky. 40360

1 Robert S. Hill, M.D.
Health Officer

BathCounty
Menifee County

1558

606-784-819D Montgomery County
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PAGE THREE

SOJCCT NNCNCC

ADDRESS AND
; ME NUMBER

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL
AND TITLE

1017.1 Ct,SELCIAI

PROJECT AREA III:QUESTED

Kentuety Ri.:21. District

. Health Oepartront

5%3 High Street
ikacrd, Ky. 41701

6(76-439-2361

121 East Lexington Ave.
Winchester; Ky. 40391
606-744-4482

C. William Keck, M.O.
Health Officer

R. H. Seabee. M.O.
Health Officer

Lee County
Owsley County,
Wolfe County

.

Clark County

800

324

NEW PROJECT SITES REQUEST
Teemi5eT17 Mir"

Clark County
'Health Department

Lexington-Fayette
Canty Health Dept.

330 Waller Avenue
Lexiartod, Ky. 40504

696-21B-5411

Philip G. Weiler, M.O.,
MPH, Director

Fayette County 5935

Three Rivers District
Health Department

P. O. Box 276
Oyanton, Kentucky 40359
502-464.3318

Barbara DeHaven, M.D.
Health Officer

Carroll County
Gallatin County
Owen County
Pendleton County

800

,

GEDDRAPHICAL EXPA15.10
KENT.-----
Febr77Fy 1, 1976

P. O. Cox 96
Fairview Ave. F. Hillwood St.

Eddyville, Ky. 42038

502-388-9761

Jack Shell
Administrator

Caldwell CoUilty

Crittendcn County
330

Lyon County Health .

Department

NEW PROJECT SITES

P. O. Box 398
445 South Third Street
Danville, Kentucky 40422

606-236-2053

Harold Mcronney
Administrative Asst.

huyle County 100

Tatinr---
1. 1976_February

Boyle County Health
Department



PACE FOUR

P4OJECT AGENCY
ADDRESS AND
TELEPHONE NUMBEP

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL
Arm TITLE PROJ CT AR

TOTAL CASELOAD
REQUESTED

5al1itt County P. O. Box 278
Health Dertment 505 Buckman Street

Gnopberdsville, Ky. 40165
511-543-2415

M. A. Baumann, D.M.D.
Chairman
Bullftt County
Health Board

Bullitt County 145

Cu=erlahd Valley
District ,:oalth Dept.

P. O. Box 126
Manchester, Ky. 40962
605-598-5564

Linda S. Fagan, A.D.
Health Officer

Clay County
Jackson County

213

.

Green River Cistrict F. O. Box 1094
Health-Department New Hartford Roal

Oi.uosboro, Ky. 42301
302-926-9952

PrA E. Moore
Director of Planning
and Management

,

Oaviess County
Hancock County
Henderson County
McLean County
Ohio Count,
Union Comr44
Weinter Countv

950

Hardin County P. O. Cox 250
Health Department Woodland Drive at

- Layman Lane

. Elizabethtown, Ky. 42701
502-755-7225

Astra U. Kidd, H. O.
Health Officer

Hardin County 200

Henry Cconty
Health Depar:mant

North Property Road
Cox 207
:ea Castle, Kentucky 40050
502-P45-2082

Barbara DeHaven, M.D.
Health Officer

Henry County
.

120

Madison County
Health Cepartment

Boggs Lane
P. O. Box 666
Richmond, Kentucky 40475
605-623-7312

Saundra L. Carter.. ri.N..
Nursing Supervise,.

Madison County 435

Magoffin County 1

Health Department
P. O. Box 507
Highway 0 114
Salyersville, Ky. 41465
506-349-3213

James E. i,4%i1ff, D.M.D.
rh4irman, iu.goffin Cnuntv
Beard of Health

Magoffin County 130



?AGE
NlES.", P.:10

NOJEC7 AGEl;:Y PXW.Z YJKR,R

',.00dford :%:_rtnouse. Second Floor
neajth Zepartn:s: Ky. 40333

,

3 0

OFFiCIAL TO:AL Cii6ELOAI
-711E PEQUrSTED

Slagej. M.O..
ealtn Officer

FPGJECT Aflg,

Woodford County 60

TOTAL PRESENT CASELOAD 12063

TOTAL CASELOAD REQUESTED 29300



PERCENT CF VIC CHILDREN WITH L34 AN3/CP. HICH
VALCES. FOR INDICATED WAIARLES. NUTRITION SURVEILLANCE. 1974-75

H:/443 Vt/Ht3 Homocictir" Hpmatcori:4-

KEN74:6Y

No. ExaM C Low '4 Hich No. Exam ',I Low No. Exam t

, 1C.215 1'2.7 9,855 6.5 15.2 3,350 18.2 5.411 24.2
Foliow-Up 7,747 74.5 7,714 5.7 14.4 3,317 13.0 5.22: 13.:

:974

2ici, 1974-.Inn. 1515

3
Children under one moth of age omitted.

f'Children Under :ix conths of age omitted.
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Chairnian PEmass. Now we will hear from Mrs. Baxter.

STATEMENT OE MRS. JANE BAXTER, WIC NUTRITIONALIST,
ROWAN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Mrs. Bsx.riaa. My name is Jane Baxter. I have served for almost 2
years as the nutritionist for the WIC program in Rowan County, lo-
cated in eastern Kentucky. This county is one of the five eastern Ken-
tucky counties in the Gateway Districf I kalth Department which was
formed in July of 1975.

The WIC program has been a big help to the participants we have
been able to serve in Rowan County7But we have only begun to scratch
the surface of needs. In the other four counties not vet served by the
WIC program there are. numerous families with pregnant mothers.
infants and young children who are experiencing the nutritional risk
which the WIC prograin hopes to help.

Our application to expand the WIC prograin .was pending prior to
the interim regulations enacted by USDA. With the limitations placed
on increaSing -the caseload with ihese regulations, our district has no
opportunity to expand our WIC services.

These five counties share a number of overlapping pmblems related
to unemplo,% ment taid marginal agricultural production. The 1970
census survey of the population found it heavily rural. Many unskilled
workers live in this area which is not favorably located in regard to
raw materials and markets.

Relatively low levels of education and income, limited industry,
average to high birth rates, and meacTer returns from agricultural nro-
ductibn centered around tobacco g'ave produced a population with .

many needs.
In the four counties of the Gateway District Health Department,

in which the WIC program application is pending, the .edy
achievement, of 'the youth is of concern. The average i'or young men
finishin0 high school rangeS from below 20 percent of tho.e possible
in the, totally rural co:mties to 32.3 percent in the counties with port-
ly urban population. The average for young women finishing high
school is slightly better.

In this area, the average educational achievement does not prepare
the young person to earn an adequate living, even if there were job
available. However, we find these young people ma rr ing and having
families with scanty means of support and little chancn for future
improvement.

Infant mortality data in these counties is as hirrh or hi0.her than
the U.S. average rate of 17.6 petwr.t. The actual number of births to
mothers age 15 to 1 ) is h f_Th when the population of .feranly of this
age group is considered.

A-low-birth-weight infant born to a low-income teenage mother:who
lacked adequate nutrients during pregnancy -ram; a whole !:F.:t Of nu-
tritional and developmental problems in reaching prod vet; re. adult-
hood.

Let me recount for you the various nutritional risk factors recog-
nized as eligibility criteria and describe some of the situations we find
in our program participants.
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(a) Incidence of nutritional anemia according to the attached
anemia standards. An infant given milk for his main nourishment
without supplemental iron, and potatoes and aravy as.food has a high
risk of being anemic. The lack of iron in the dlet of infants 1:tnd young
children is an all too common event.

(b) Inadequate or deficient pattern of growth. An infant who is not
thriving because he is not receiving nutrients needed for good growth
is considered at nutritional risk.

(c) Inadequate diet. Foods supplying less than the 'recommended
daily allowances for the age. An individual living or. limited income
and who has little knowledge of basic nutritiomd needs has a greater
chance of eating a high carbohydrate diet lacking the vitamins and
minerals the body needs for good health.

(d) High risk preobmancy. The adolescent girl who marries at-16
and becomes pregnant is still growing and maturing herself. The
added stress of having a baby and increased demand for nutrients puts
her at nutritional risk. High-risk pregnancy conditions include a his-
tory of premature or low birth-weight infants, or miscarriages.

What happens in the WIC program can be compared to a system
linking what is put in with what comes out. The availability of *funds
to cover caseload food costs and protrram administration makes pos-
sible the participation of eligible individuals who in turn undergo
changeS 'and improvements in their way of life and health status.

The money spent for food bas a bigh yield of nutritional value.
The food package is outlined in the attachment. At the grocery stores
in our area where t',he WIC vouchers are redeemed, the average costs
of the food paclo.ffes ha.ve been : for infants : high $26.11 and low
$21.34; women ancr. children: high $18.73 and low $16.13.

Each participant in a particular group, women, infants, and chil-
dren, is eligible for .fhe same amounts of these foods. The mpk, cheese,
eggs, iron-fortified cereal, and fruit juice supply a large percentage
of -the nutrients required by the individual for good health.

Since the food§ are preselected for the individual;-- and the reasons
why he needs them are explained to the individual in WIC clinics, his
shopping becomes- a learning- experience -in-filling nutritional needs.
Hopefully, his learning will carryover to the time when he is no longer
eligible to be a WIC participant..

This mearrt i.he mother whose child has been able to have a cup of
juice every day, will still choose to buy the juice instead of soda pop
at the same cost. The cereals on the prograr: ...;,! limited to .a feW
highly fortified products. The program does termit the purchase
of just any cereal in the grocery store, because many of them are high
carbohydrate, low nutrient products.

The funds for the WIC program also pay for the professional staff
who is trained and able to intercede for the participknt and his or ber
problerns. The participant has available a wide range of helping re,
sources, primary of which is the supplemental food.

The kinds of accomplishments of our local program I have observed
seem to fall into four areas.

1. Improved nutritional status measured by medical data on anemia
and on pattern of individual growth. A marked improvement in the
food consumption habits of th t? participants can also be recorded in
patient interviews. Since our program participates in the Hematology
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and Anthropometry Surveillance Survey, we have health evaluation
records of improvements in hematocrits futt:Arg WIC participants. The
number of infants and children in Kentucky measured as having
mehatocrits below standard dropped by 10 percent from a total percent
low on first visit of 22.4 percent to a total percent low on second visit
of 12.9 percent.

2. WIC staff is able to refer the participants in need to other serv-
ices either in the health department or in some other governmental or
helpino. agency. The participants often do not know where to go for
the herp they need, or do not even know there is help available to meet
their needs. We work with social workers, extension, community serv-
ices, lood stamp, uneinployment, child care, and anyone else who
might provide needed assistance.

4. The program is a link of communication with part of a segment
of the population whose experience has limited their basic grasp on
our economy and their ability to function in our society. Recent gov-
ernmental agency studies have indicated findings of the real limits
of practical literacy and understanding under which many Americans
must go about their dailr lives. To someone who has not known how
to shop for economical purchases to understand package labels or
directions, the WIC program can be of real help and of substantial
benefit to our total society.

The WIC program has a basic everyday impact to hnprove the
health and lives of the participants. We know there are many more
in need of this help in our health district, in eastern Kentucky. The
benefits are clear. All we need is the caseload to take in more par-
ticipants determined at nutritional risk.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Now, we will hear from Mrs. Ye Faring.

STATEMENT OF GAYE FARING, REGISTERED NURSE, FIVECO
DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT, ASHLAND, KY.

Mrs. FARING. After public health agencies were made eligible as
WIC program participants in Kentucky, we entered the-program in
January 1974.

Carefully applying the criteria given for the selection of those in
nutritional risk, it took 3 months to establish our full complement of
287 patients.

Chairman Platraxs. Is that in Pike County alone, or in the five
counties?

Mrs. FARING. It took us 3 months to reach our full caseload. We held
that caseload for sometime, and then .we badgered your office and
appeakd to the USDA to release more funds, to allow us to increase
our caseload because we had several people who were eligible, and
.wanted to come on the program. We are.grateful that your office was
ac8essible to us, and called us back, and investigated. this.

We. then, later received our increased caseload of 430. and we are
now at 450 after this State caseload redistribution, those who were
not using and extra clients.

Presently. we have 162 on the waiting list. These are just pcnple
who k...ow about WIC. and have called and said : "Il'e need WIC."
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We have looked into it. and they do need WIC. There are a lot of
people who don't know about it, and have not asked for it.

Anyone that: we find on an emergency basis who really needs it. we
go ahead and put them on the pogram, if we find them-at the health
department, and there are several that we have not found.

We operate at an average cost of $25 a month per patient. We serve
four countries, as I have said. and use population as a rongh gnidanf -
apportionment of quotas lenning toward the poorer counties.

Clinics have been held weeldy in each county with participants
scheduled monthly to receive vouchers, nutritional evaluations and
reevaluations and nutritional education in the form of individna
counselinp..

The nutritional education component serves to assure proper utili-
zation of the WIC package and hopefully to 'change poor eating habits
and train mothers to prepare more nutritional meals.

We feel the program, as set up. is subject to minimal abuse due
to close screening by health department personnel and grocers who
know the people in their community.

Out of 105 participanth, the first to be reevaluated. it means that they
had been on the program for 6 months. the first time that we Came up
with that number. 4.1 percent, of those had been admitted with anemia.
Of that. group, after 6 months. 86 percent were improved by 1 to 3

grams in just 6 months, with the most severe :mentia improving the
most.

As excitin.7 as this is. there are other signs of nntritional itnprove-
ment which are not. as scientific or measurable for statisties. which have
caused our community health nurse and clerks to praise t he WIC pro-
<Tram even thourrh it has broucrht them extra work withont extra
pay.

AVe wish you could see the before and after pictures of one dra-
matic, Inn representative example of a pregnant mother with five
children under the age of four. all eligible for supplement:d food.
The father made $2.70 an hour.

The twins wei<Thed 9 pounds at. 6 months of age with only a 4-
pound gain from birth,- they were-on homogenized milk. and were
extremely underweight and anemic. The mother was dcpre,sed and
looked terrible. as did the children.

She delivered another set of twins weighing 7 pounds each. She had
been on the WIC program. Now- they all look great. She smiles. the
children are healthy and clean. Their hematocrits are normal. Tlm
first; set of twins now weigh around 30 pounds and their growth pat-
terns are normal.

As with all new programs. we feel that we have learned some
of the weak points and have some suggestions to improve it. For ex-
ample, onr food packages are not entirely workable and the system for
accounting for food vouchers is not altogether efficient.

This program is snccessful. because it economically provides op-
portunities for nutritional education as well as :

(1) nutritional improvement during a crit ical period of develop-
ment:

(2) it has built-in controls to avoid misuse:
(2) it makes use of present health depart meta. facilities at no

additional cost and
183
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(4) it affords opportunities to pick up and refer other health
problems.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF C. W. FRANZ, FIVECO DISTRICT HEALTH OITICER

Dr. FRANZ. I thought that I would supplement just a litt1 e. bit for
the benefit of the Congressman.

Kentucky has 120 health departments. Texas leads with 250, and
Georgia with about 168. Kentucky has 120 health departments, and
different counties can combine voluntarily into a district.

The counties in this area, which have the designation of Fiveco. We
were to have five counties, but one county did not join, so we sometimes
refer to it as Fourco.

The Fiveco Health Department is fi new experience. It is a new
experience for our health department to be ii the food supplying
business because traditionally public health thas been preventive medi-
cine and, of course, I don't think that it would take much stretch of the
imagination to realize that nutrition, feedipg poor children, and ex-
pectant mothers would be good medicine.

We realized early in our prenatal clinics, family planning clinics,
and our baby clinics that many of these people had the prdblem of nu-
trition. or nutritional status. But, of course in public health we htul no
method to take care of that, other than referring them to the welfare
ao-encies, or to the other Deptutment of Agriculture programs, or to
trie State economic programs.

So, we were very acceptable, and entered into this, as Ms. Faring
stated. in January of 1974: We had problems, because this was new to
us. We operated the program on a 10-percent administrative, and I
was very elated with tli :. fact that here waS a Federal program that
we could operate on 10-percent administration because that did not
seem to bo.a very customary thing in most Federal programs.

We operated within that limit, and we had some problems, as Ms.
Faring expressed it. at first. I think that whoever the Department of
Agriculture selected, these people did not_consult.their wives because
many of. the 'things that they set up were not packaged in that size.
They might call for 10 ounces of oatmeal, which only comes in pack-
ages of 8 and 18. for example, and we had problems of this type
occurring. as I understaml.

At the beginning there was quite. a bit of trouble with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. They told us that these were the things that we
were going to use. and they were not properly chosen. Then, they
would turn right around, and say: "You are going to use another
one."

I think that they must have some pretty big. Xerox machines. be-
cause tlwre is no day whmi we don't get something from WIC. We
always get somethin e. from the Department of Agriculture. When
the mail comes, it is like a letter from the soldier overseas, we are
going to get our letter from WIC for sure.

The Department of Agriculture, this may be unjustified criticism,
but this is the way that we see it on this end. For example. they ask
us for income, criteria. and we have ,.;et up pretty much oar own basis,
because it was up to us who needed it.
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We knew the people. oar nurses in the health department..whi,m
wo were working. had been there on the average 18 to 19 yea N. Tlyy
knew everybody that came in, and they knew the grocery stores. and
there was no prdblem in determining thc: eligibility on our own.

So we wrote no criteri to use as a rough guide. We don't want
criteria for that. There are no criteria. If somebody comes in that is a
millionaire, and they need a nutritional supplement, give it to them.
We finally got those things ironed out.

It was new to me, because I am a health officer. but with Mrs. Faring
I went to the various grocery stores, and we set it up with them. We
had some problems at first because the grocery stores would kind of
pad the charges a little bit. Mrs. Faring was very alert to that, and
.simply mentioned this to the grocer, "we. will not pay that." and
the State, of course, said that they would not pay over what the going
rate was.

She pretty soon had them in line real well, and they are very cooper-
ative now. We had a littie problem at first with paying them. I don't
blame the grocery stcres for that. if you are 3, 4, or 5 months paying
them, it is their money that is tied up. They are ,ot receiving any kind
of interest on it.

So, we arranged through Mrs. Kidd, and through the budget ac-
counts, and we now have our own bank account, and we pay very
promptly on the first of the month. and the grocers are very happy.

All in all, the program is working real well, except for. I would
say, two things.: The constant changes from the Department of Agri-
culture on the prograM; and the fact that we. have a capacity far
beyond wh:.,t we arc doing now.

We have the help, and we have the facilities for performing the
program. It really worked out pretty well with public health because
the accountability was good. The public health knew these people. It
does not cost 1 cent additional for our facility. The program was
pretty easy to establish as far as accountability was concerned.

I think that it has been a very good program in all ways. I per-
sonally support the concept very much.

Chairman PrintiNs.,T think that we can all aoTee-that it has been a
good program. We are delighted that we 'set ir up in 1972 and 1973:-

Now let me ask you, since you are in the Department of Human
Resources, to what extent are you serving Kentuckians today, what
percentaae are. you servina?

Mrs. K.IDD. We estimatte. from the best statistics, taking women of
child-bearing age, and children under 5. and applying poverty tests,
that we have approximately 89,000 people in the State that. would be,
eligible for WIC. It is a very low estimate. We are only serving
12.000.

Chairman PERKINS. Mrs. Baxter said that she had 162 applicants
that she eould not. serve.

Mrs. Kinn. We have a long waiting list on every project.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you, Mrs. Faring, have you begun

to implement the new amendment w6 adopted last. year. FIave you
already done that ?

Mrs. FARING. Yes. We did it when the regulations came down in
October to do that.
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Mrs. KIDD. We got verbal commitment it-, October to do that. We
did not receive the reguhitions in printed fonn until January. 'We
are already at maximum caseload.

Dr. FRarcz. We did gelghis baek in October, but the only place that
we could tit those people was -wliere somebody dropped Out, or became
ineligible. So we had rnaximum caseload at that time, as Mrs. Kidd
Said.

Chairman PERKINS. Did you read the letter that I sent?
Mrs. KIDD. I think that the letter that Congressman Perkins is

referring to has to do with the reason that I stated that Kentucky is
not a priority State.

I am sure that you, gentlemen, are aware that the new regulations
state that the State agency, of course the Bureau for Health Services,
administer this program. I run charged with the responsibility for this
program among various other duties.

We implemented this program in areas of greatest. need. It says that
priority shall be given to those. who have the old supplemental feeding
program, this was the program where a pregnant woman could be
given extra food through commodity distribution, or food certificate
programs. This would be the areas of greatest need where the program
should be implemented:

We hardly see that as serious areas of greatest need, if they are
frettino. food. 'We feel that the area of areatest neeri are those who are1. 1.
not getting; anything. We frankly see this as a way of spending less
money on this vulnerable age group.

Chain:on). PEnnixs. I think that you are exactly right, and I think
that yozi have summed it up exactly right. We are trying t o get that
regulation changed.

Mrs. Kim. In the Illinois area, they liapp to have ,,onie caseload
that tlwy have not utilized, but the food certificate in Chicago, they
were told to phase that in with other funds. They are taking in some-
where in exceSs of 5,000 people.

We would not mind having them added to the 'WIC program because
the food ismore accepted in those age groups. But wethink that they
ought totransfer the money as well.

.

Chairman PERKINS. I hope that you will join me in another letter
to see. if we can't ,ret this regulation set, asithi, o straightened out, if
you feel that way aqiout it.

Mr. QITIE. I sure do.
Mrs. KIDD. The thing that is happenii:g to us, and it happened

'More last. year, if I may add a little bit, and they have kind of con-
trolled this. Last year, in the. "hurry up" to get the money committed,
we were given r number of dollars, which was much in excess of what
we could spend. However, we were locked into these caseloads, and
there were these millions of dollars dinigling, bnt we could not get. to
them.

We. are, bogging for a budget that will allow us to serve as many
people as we can .serve. The only reason that Kentucky is operating
at less than 25 percent isthat we are at maximum caseload.

Tt takes a higlwr percentage. as you well know, for a larger project,
to operate in the buildup period. For instaiwe, last month e generated
$60,000 in administrative money, :Ind we only ,:laimed $10,000. We
could not serve another person.
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qum; On that question, were you, then, instructed by USDA

that you could not 'use that money, which was already allocated for
the adi11-11.s...ration of food?

Mrs. KIDD. You caimot serve more than your maximum caseload. We
are bending the rules a little bit in Kentucky, because we feel that.
we ought to be serving as many people as we can.

Mr. QUM. It is mentioned in the regulations, that you can spend
25 percent of the money. We had allowed 10 percent for administra-
tion, and we moved it up to 20 percent, except for the first 3 months
when you can use whatever it is.

Mrs. Knm. It is 20 percent of your food costs plus your administra-
tive costs, which equal 25 percent of your food cost. It is easier for
our project to figure it that way.

Mr. QUM. As I read the law, it says that it shall not exceed, rather
than it is going to be set out there for you to do. It is 20 percent of
your cost., and a new project would probably be 25 percent..

Mrs. KIDD. We have health departments, we have agencies operating
this program. We have certain persons who are absolutely necessary
to run this program. We are on a voucher system. We would prefer
to spend all of our money for food, but the Department of Agricul-
ture is not allowing us to do that.

Mr. Qum. Is there any effort on the part of the State to pick up
part of the cost of the individuals who would qualify and increase
your caseload?

Mrs. Kum. Not at this time, no.
Mr. Qum. I don't think that this is a program that ought to 1)6

totally funded by the Federal Government, I think that there, ought,
to be some responsibility with the State.

Ms. KIDD. I believe that, nutrition is very much a part of good health.
I feel that probably the State should put in some money into the pro-
gram. I think at this stage there. is money appropriated, and we should
utilize, it better.

It is mv money, and everybody else's money. I think that we ought
to allow ihe States to fret into it too.

Chairman PERICIN.S.Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. I don't think I have any questions. I was struck by the

10-percent administrative cost. It would be wonderful if we could do
that on the. Hill.

I have a question, on second thought. You mentioned that some
of the grocery people. were, trying to pad the. bills. Were they attempt-
ing to pad in order to cover the, carrying charge because of the delay
in payment.?

Dr. FRAsz. They were moving no the. price, on the food.
Mr. HALL. They saw this as 'Federal money ?
Dr. FitAxz. This is happening. the price on the food is it higher price:

if you don't move fast enough, they will move their prke up. It has
been moving tip so fast. that we had to set up some type of scale as
to what the current prices were right now in this area, and this is
what they will have, to charge.

We expect strict. accountability of what the current rate is, to the
current customer out there.

Mr. HALL. I have no further questions.
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Mr. QUIE. As the 'chief of discipline, did you take care of that?:
Ms. Kim. In the Bureau of Health Services, we have a group of

people known as chiefs of discipline. There is a chief of discipline
for medicine, a chief of discipline for dentistry, nutrition, nursing,
and so forth.

Chairman PERKINS. We thank you all very much for.your appear-
ance today. We are going to do the best we can.

[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at call of the Chair.]

[Material submitted for inclusion.in the record follows:]
LESLIE KNOTT, LETCHER PERRY,

HEAD Atrr Pnou itA
Whitesburg, Ky., February 25, 1976.

ms. BEATRICE CLAY,
.Subeonunilee on. Secondary, Blementary, and Vocational, Rayburn House Build-

ing,'Washingtoll, D.C.
DEAR M. CLAY : It is with pleasure I give you my reaction to the Child Care

Food Program. We have a Head Start Program in the Appalachian Region ofKentucky. The grant from does not include food for the children because
this was to be obtained from U.S.D.A. Under the Special Food Service Program
for Children our rate,of reimbursement was 36 compared to 64 for schools on
the National School Lunch Program. This left us with insufficient funds to pro-
vide the children with foods that would nourish and enrich the child. Congress
has matidated that at least 90 per cent of our children be from low income
families so the 'children we were to help broaden horizons wound ap with low-
cost protein and protein substitutesthe same they were getting at home.
Further we were handicapped by the fact that if we accepted any children over
the guidelines we had no menus to pay for their food because we can not charge
the Head Start children.

The saying has bec le trite frain overuse but we truly and deeply believe
that "Our children are our greatest resource" and we firmly believe that a
sound clnld development program such as Head Start is the best way to help
our children become responsible self-sufficient citizens. We need this programfor all of our (..Iiildren not just low income.. There are numerous studies that
support our cultural deprivation in the Appalachian Region of Kentucky..

However, this is a digression from the heartfelt thanks I wish to express
to Congress. We deeply appreciate this new legislation and we would not be
able to meet the developmental needs of our children without this assistance.
Now our rate of reimbursement is 66.75 compared to 36 on the Special Food

J!,rogrant. We.feel we can do a much.better.job meeting-the-Performance Stand-ards of Head Start.
Sincerely,

ALEECE IT. JONES,.
Head Start Direel or.

CROZER-CITESTER MEDICAL CENTER,
Upland, Chester, Pa., February 23. /976.

lion. CARL PERKINS.
Chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee. Congressof the UnitedSlates. House of Representatives, Rayburn House Office Building lVoshiny-Ion. D.C.

-

DEAR MR. PERKINS : Recent funding policies of the USDA. oppose the intent of
Congress toward affirmative action to !provide the medical and economic benefitsof WIC to areas of greatest need. Provisions in the legklation allow for carry
over of unspent funds from one year to the next. These funds, which are beingmade unavailable. could he used to fund new projects and provide the high
Protein, high iron f(mds that have been found to he a significant factor in reduc-ing coMplications in pregnancy and delivery to many more pregnant women.These -foods for infants and children mean better health and resistance to.
inVection.
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The concern of all of us should be to convince the USDA to revise their policy,
allowing funds to be made available for expansion of the WIC Program.

Sincerely yours,
JOANNE SCIIWARTZ,

NIC Nutritionist.

KNOTT COUNTY HEALTII CENTER,
Hindman, Ky., February IS, 1976.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Rayburn Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN : Since my work with the Leteher County WIC Pro-
gram began in September of .1014, I have seen the potential as well as the actuali-
zation for much good come of this program. However, this is just one small step
forward in our progression towards better nutritional care for our mothers and
children in Eastern Kentucky. Much more has to be done to improve the quality
of the services and more persons in the Letcher County area need this care.

What have been my personal; positive associations with the WIC Program and
its services to the poor? They have been many. Let me cite a few ; to pregnant.
women previously not able to afford today's costly high protein foods, a better
chance for adequate nutrition for themselves, and more importantly, for their
developing child ; to mothers heretofore sapped of their strength following a
malnourished pregnancy, a chance to enjoy health In those crucial post partum
and succeeding days * * a health so vital to childrearing and all its denlands; to
low income mothers desiring a successful breastfeeding experience, a diet ade-
quate in nutrients to allow them to see their child thrive and grow ; to the under-
weight 'and .the yet-to-mature teenager, a chance to gain those vital pounds so
necessary in overcoming the nutritionally related birth defects so eommon to
this group; and to the obese prenatal wouian, the opportunity to feel-the effects
of good nutrition and its accompanying sense of wellbeing * * * perhaps for the
first time ill her life. These are some of the inunediate advantages I see coaling
from the WIC Program in areas where the wonlan as childbearer is in focus.

But what of the fetus? the neonate? the preschooler? What has WIC provided
for them? Better would be the question, what is WIC doing for the future of the
citizenry of the United States? For in these children wlm have been horn of well
nourished ,mothers, mothers who . have maintained their health and strength
through the stresses of childbearing, come the leaders of tomorrow. In these chil-
dren who have been spared the listlessness of anienia, comes the spark for learn-
ing and creativity and a better chance for mental and ithysical growth. A chance
perhaps. to break the cycle of poverty, by allowing the body to cooperate with the
mind in progressing towards a fuller sense of being. For as ive are all too well
aware * * * a hungry or poorly fed child will not explore and discover on his
own fOr'Very long.

I have no doubts that WIC will bring long term benefits to society. It should
.definitely continue. For in helping to provide and to teaclittbe poor what foods are
necessary for normal pregnancy and child development. I am sure we are sig-
nifiyantly reducing nnttitionally related problems such as stunting. slow learning.
retardation and malnutrition.

It might also he stressed that providing the unknowing mother of limited in-
come, the kinds of foods her baby should have may also be helping to curb unin-
tentional child abuse and or child neglect. This situation deserves serions consid-
eation in everyone's eyes. For all too often, children who are born into poverty
siiontions are fed whatever the funnily fare may be * * * regardless of whether
their delicate systems can handle the likes .of gravies. fried foods and soda
Our records do show that on occasion such has been found to be the ease. The
value of prevention here is manifold.

In the opening of this testiniolly;- I recommended an improvement in quality of
care. I would like to see the funds for.more comprehensive teael,hig and counsel-
ing. Only one third of my time is spent. with Leteher County the work is
there for a fulltime nutritionist. Services for teaching in the home would also
he a bonus. We do work with the EFNEP (Expanded Foo(h and Nutrition Educa-
tion Program) people; however, they usually lire only staffed to see our more
urgent requests. I would like to see more outreach done in the Letcher County
community. Our waii:ing lists document this need. We carry over 200 mothers and
children. Our services extend to our clinic elientele only. This was the original de-
sign for WIC in this community and the time is at hand to expand. A significant
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part of our Letchr County population needs and'asks for our WIC services. Onlythe funding for a caseload increase would see these services were matte moreavailabk.
Recent regulations reconnnend onsite nutrition education. This is a step for-ward to be sure. I would like to suggest the program's active role in using theMedia to teach the WIC pldlosophy of prenatal and child nutrition concepts muchin the Manner that the March of Dimes has done for prenatal care.
A broader expansitm of the food package also needs to be considered. We find a

number of our recipients denying the iron fortified adult cereals. Ptttsibly anotheraltermtte for iron etaild be incorporated that would be more suitable to the Impu-tation being served. The se:Immo! availability of fresh fruits and vegetablesshould also be eonsidered. Including dry beaus in areas such as the mountainswould also be ideal.
I urge you to study these proposals and .to work to see more comprehensive

funding be upprojirinted. I thank you for your interest in this vital area of growth
and development and imow you will do your best in getting the care to the people.

Respectfully yours,
(Mrs,) CHRISTINE L. MEDLIN,

Nutritionist,
Knott, Perry, ',etcher Counties.

Illy:Ann APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HOSPITAL,
A PPALACII IAN REGIONAL HOSPITALS.

Hazard, Ky., February 17, 1976.Re WIC program.
CitA IMES COLEMAN.
Huzard

azard, Ky.
nn:Alt CuAltu.s: Although at this time it is almost impossible to determine ex-arily what impaet the WIC program has had on our patient population over

:He past year. I would predict that over a 5 year period, it is 'going to have con-siderable impact. As we have discussed ill the past. when we tirst started theInfant Care Project in February of 1972, we found that 37% of children under2 years of age had signilicant iron deficiency anemia (hematocrits under 30%).Piet:try histories were universally extremely poor. Children stayed on milk onlyuntil well over a year of age. There was little understanding in the patient popu-lation of good nutrition of children. Intake of carbohydrates and "junk foods-was extremely high and this probably remains true even to this day. What wehave seen since the institution of the WIC program is a better understanding onthe part of the parents what constitutes good nutrition. I ant not certain that
every time tlmt they follow through ; on giving what is good for the child. be-
cause often the child gets what it wants in this society. I feel very-strongly thatthe Federal Food Stamp should have been instituted like the WIC program. Inother words. there should have been nutrithmal counseling with the food stampsand only certain foods should have been allowed. Surely the "junk foods '! shouldnot have twee allowed. So I doubt very tnuch whether processed foods sueh as
TV dinners should be allowed. I feel that: the WIC program's greatest advantageis that it will help given parents and a whole aew generation the understanding
of good nutrition at an early age.

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage Of the WIC program is the same as anyother welfare Or give-away program in that it may reduee incentives on the partof people' to improve thcb: own circumstances by accepting free foods. However.I consider this to be a very small disadvantage in view of the fact that the chit-
. dren are receiving nutritional supplements and has been well demonstrated both
in Holland during World War II and in Mexico in rhe past 20 years. long term
development. IQ, and general health of adults, very much dettends upon their--nutrition -in infancy and early childhood.

Please let me loom if I can be of further assistance.
Sincerely yours.

G. A. Cur.r.ay, M.D.
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I IA zanti A WALACHIAN REG ZO NAL HOSPITAL,
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HOSPITALS.

Hazard. Ky., February 18, 1796.
Re WIC program.
CHARLES COLEMAN.
Nutritionist, Hazard ARH,
Hazard, Ky.

DEAR CHARLES : The Infant Care Program of the Fondly Health Services cur-.
rently follows approxinultely 1800 infants and children in five counties (Perry,
Knott, Leslie. Breathitt. and sections of Letcherj. The program is aimed toward
providing routine well-baby and followup services to a group of children who
otherwise would not have the benefit of this kind of health care. Well-baby
checks are done in the homes mainly. but some clinics are held where well-baby
-checks can be done. Attention is given to developmental. nutritional, and socio-
economic needs in the home as.wel as to the physical aspects of the examination.

The WIC Program which has aproximately 2200 people registered in three
of the counties covered by the Infant Care Program (Perry, Knott and Leslie)
has been a tremendous help in providing comprehensive care to many of our
fathilies. The Infant Care Program personnel can detect women, infants, and
children who are at nutritional risk but they do nothave resources aYailable
to them to help each family with food supplements. The main advantage of the
WIC Program is that people at nutritional risk call be referred to this program
and receive food supplements that otherwise are not available. Conscientious
attention is given by the WIC staff to the general health of the child so. that
Infant Care knows this imrson is being looked at individually and not being
handed monthly vouchers routinely without a look at the total picture. Refer-
rals hack to Illfant Care from the WIC staff allow Infant Care to followup
on situatimis tlmt are not nutritional. This close working relationship is another
big advantage of the WIC Program in our area.

Since transportation is a major barrier to health care here, it is also a barrier
to those who need the services of the WIC Progrne. By having eighteen clinics
each month in different areas of the counties. the WIC Program breaks down
this barrier. For our area it is a tremendous advantage to have a program that
operates in this manner.

The nutritional headstart offered by the WIC Program to our infants is
amazing. The Infant Care staff often finds families that do not provide proper
nutrition to young infants because of tradition and expense. The iron fortified
formula supplied to these children in the crucial early months must keep many
children from iron deficiency anemia. Food supplements to the older children
and to the mothers help the entire family's nntrition. This, too, is seen as an
advantage and a boost to the raising of the level of healthln-the area.

The need for the WIC Program here is incredible. Despite all that it does,
it is felt it .could do more if ir was not limited by certain regulations. It is not
understood why the caseload cannot increase as the case finding of eligible per-
son: increases. For every person on the program there is probably one or two
just as eligible but unable to get a voucher because of the caseload limits.

The kinds of foods and formula allowed on the voucher are for Most part
acceptable. However, area differences make the blanket requirements difficult in
many situations. For example, families without a good supply of Water would do
much loJter getting iron fortified (preal in jars rather than in boxes which need
mixing. Cereal in jars is not allowed on the vouchers.

Local needs are not taken into account with the requirement for a weekly
voucher either. In this part of the county, it is often very difficult to get down to
the store each week and to keep track of several different vouchers. A system
that would allow the local grocer and the family to work out when and how the
voucher will be redeemed during the month would make it much easier on the
families here.

The WIC Program's advantages greatly outweigh its limitations. It is h'oped,
however, that the Program will embark on a course to meet the area needs of its
clients as well as continuing to help ont with nutritional needs in general.

Sincerely,
HELEN ROBILLADD, RN,

Nursing Supervisor, Infant Care Program.
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IIAZARI) APPALACIAN REGIONAL HOSPITAL,
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HOSPITALS,

Bazard, Ky., Fcbruary 18, 197G.Re WIC program.
CHARLES COLEMAN,
NutritioniV, Hazard ARH,
Hazard, Ky.

DEAR CHARLES : Although we do not have data to substantiate any notabledifference in health since the inception of the WIC Program in February of 1972,we 'feel it has had a definite impact upon the families and children who arerecipients of our WIC Program. 1 view the WIC Program as the first step in
attempting to influence the diet of the.people in this area. It gives us an oppor-tunity to issue food to the people considered nutritional risks as well as nutri-tional education. It is my impression that we may begin to see some impact as to
the benefit of this Program perhaps five to tell years in the future.

As we ha-ve=d1scussed many times, the method of rood distribution through theWIC Program is far superior to the food stamp program which exists through
our welfare system. We Itave all agreed that it would be far better for the food
stamp program to be conducted in a similar manner as that of the WIC Program.

The biggest advantage that I see of the WIC Program is that you can issue--food supplements to those persons who meet the definition of nutritional riskrather than determining eligibility strictly on an economical basis. Ibis gives us
the latitude to work with families who do not meet the criteria of other stateand federal programs.

As I have stated before. I feel that we will see the impact of WIC some five toten years in the future. Ilupefully such programs as WIC win be expanded to
allow Its to eileh more peliple who are ill need of services offered through theWIC Program.

Sincerely,
VITO CONTENTO,

Projcct Dircctor, Hazard Ftimily "(cattle Scrriccs.

Ro-oci5 0 - - 13
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February 26, 1976

This 14 an urgent plea for a
badly needed complete review and reorganization

of existing Child Nutrition
Programs, with particular emphasis on che establishment

of a feasible and demonstrably
equitable method of distribution of appropriated

funds. This Is not a request for
liwreased appropriations, but for an opportunity

co make better use of the funJa already available for these purposes.

In the past, boards of education
have been the target of community displeasure

ultb mane 4sp;:ets of child feeding programs.
Organized community groups are becomIng

mere aware that many of the local and state problem.: with
child feeding programs

stem frim legislation
infleenced more by political pressures

than by concern for che

health 4nd welfare of the school-aged American.
Many legislative changes have been

brought ah,et by lobbies which do not necessarily represent
che systems chat are

carrying tLe burden of these programs.
boards of education, school administrators

and teachers. and parents are
becoming disenchanted with che endless constraints

being tmeesed on child
feeding programs by annual patchwork legislation.

Tirouge all ef our efforts In
the behalf of child feeding programs run both

the chaiierue inherent In
the law, and the limiting

factors inherent in the rules

4nd regulations written to
implement the law. We wish co bring to your attention

in these paees. some of
the areas in which the

challenge and the limiting factors

need immediate and more
knowledgeable consideratinn by both the legislators involved,

and by the interpreters who write the regulations.

Please study these
materimWwith our first statement in mind. We definitely

feel that a thorough review, and consequently thorough
reorganization. will Increase

the efficiency of procedures of reimbursement distribution,
and improve che aetual

use of the reimbursement funds themselves.

If at any time you feel the
need co discuss any aspect

of the materials

presented here, or any ocher
related subjects, please feel

free to write or co call,

and I will make every effort co provide vhstever
information is at my disposal.

Thank you for your active
interest in these most vital matters.

Yours very truly,

GET:ejm

1 9 5

s-rt...APJ
George E. Theobald,
Deputy Superintendent
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February 27, 1976

SOME CURRENT PROBLEMS OF

SCHOOL FEEDING PROGRAMS

Cleveland Public Schools

Constance K. Gallo, Food Service Director
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I. AVERAC1NC CONCEPT OF REIMBURSEMENT CALCULATIONS

In the last three years a new word has been introduced in the area of

calculating reimbursements to be awarded to school disrricts for school

lunches and breakfasts. This term was designed to help the state offices

to find a fair. middle of the road formula for reimbursement payment. The

term referred to Is "average".

This "averaging" concept is Far from being a fair way to calculate

reimbursement. What happens is that, as with any group of figures which

has a disproportionately'heavy number either at the bottom or at the top.

the average figure is weighted towan; the area in which the largest number'

of units falls. Even with a weighted average being used as a basis for

calculation, there are 17,000 school districts offering school lunch, and

only 84 -- or /ess than 1/2 of l% (.00494%) -- are classified as 'major'

cities school districts (50.000 or more enrolled).

This affects school Lunch and hreakfast reimbursements. School lunch

reimbursements are calculated not only on the basis of the number of meals

served. but on the basis of the cost of producing and delivering those meals.

School districts like the Cleveland Public Schools, in metropolitan areas,

att naturally 'serving the largest number of meals because of the concentration

of the population. But also the major city school districts are finding

that the costh, of production and del&very are much highe'e than those cosrs

are to small rural and suburban school districts.

These costs are higher for our school district as a major city school

district than for the smaller, outlying districts in Ohio They are as

follows:

I '8
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A. LABOR COSTS

Union pressures'are unbelievable in urban areas. At Our Central Kitchen

alone,, we must deal with nine separate unions-demanding higher wages,

and more fringe benefits and shorter hours. Metropolitan purveyors a,re

under comparable union pressures. Naturally the high labor cost to

the purveyor is passed on to the customer school lunch and breakfast

program in the form of higher food costs.

In rural areas, school lunch workers are most aten not unionited, their

pay being set by the local school boards, and standardized only by

federal minimums.

R. MORS OF THE ACTUAL COSTS OF TKODUCTION ANli DELIVERY ARE CHARGED TO THE

MAJOR CITY FOOD SERVICE BUDGET *THAN THOSE OF SMALLER DISTRICTS.

Because full cost accounting is mandated by the state agency and also

because of the sheer magnitude of our 'business', many operating costs

are billed to the Cleveland School Food Service Division that are

absorbed by the general fund of smaller systems and not included in the

itemezed costs of operating the food service of these systems. These

include:

1. Maintenance lu small systems the general maintenance man is in

the building on call for emergencies, and a small

par.t of his regular job responsibillties include

floor care and other minor Items in the kitchen

and cafeteria. His salary is paid by the board

of education.

199
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In th Cleveland system, a portion of the.daily

salary for the custodian. the assistant custodian,

and the laborer in eVery school in the system is

.charged to the Food Service Division.

2. Utilities --- In small systems the energy costs for production,

serving, and eating areas are metered and paid

for togeanr with those costs for all uther areas

of the school, and are paid for by the general

fund.

In the Cleveland system, the production unit for the

135 elementary schools is a separate entity. All

lights, heat air conditioning, and the electricity

for production and storage is easily metered sep-

arately, and paid for through our Food Service Division.
. _

Also a proportion of the energy cost for each school

building is chnrged to the Food Service for the

operation of its facilities in each building.

3. Security In small systems, this item may be a matter of a

nightly routine check by an all-night maintenance

man being paid by the board of education.

In the Cleveland system, this item looms as a

large and an'important cost. We have 24 hour

Donitrol control at our Central Kitchen and in

our schools. Our part of this cost is charged

against the Food Service Division.

200
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4. Transportation -- This is a cost often not even required by the small

systems that maintain self-contained kitchens. At

most, small systems may make deliveries of supplies

of food to several buildings, using a school board

vehicle purchased for other needs, and not charged

in auy way to the Food Service.

In a large system like the Cleveland system, the

services of trucking firm are used to transport

thu meals from the Central Kitchen to the 135

elementary schools. In comparing costs, it was

'determined that maintenance, repairs, and operating

costs of a fleet of trucks were greater than the

cost of the contract service.

5. Stringent enforcement of state and local health regulations needed

in mass feeding programs

In small systems the health safety problems

encountered by the system of preparation and delivery

are not as complex and therefore do not require as

much of an.expenditure in administering the solutions.

The enforcement of health safety regulations and

precautions in mass feeding systems are necessarily

stringent. The extensive refrigeration and freezer

storage and the care in maintaining proper storage

facilities and proper temperature of transportation

equipment are essential expenses in major city Food-

Service Systems.
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So the 'average' figures for costs of production and delivery do not

reflect an average df actual costs because all of the costs are not charged

to all Food Services, and because legitimate costs are exceptionally higher

in such a small percentage of the total number of units.

The original average cost figures used to calculate reimbursements. were

taken from 1973 information, and are adjusted annually by another 'average'

statistic. The "cost of food away from home" part of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics tonsumer Price Index is used to calculate semi-annual allowable

increa'ses in food costs for reimbursement. The national increase in this

cost index for 1975 through September was 8.2. The increase in this cost

tn the Cleveland area was 12.17 based on actual costs in the Cleveland City

School District.

In many instances, the Cleveland dilemma of being on the short end of

the Averaging conept in several ways is a reflection of the dilemma of most

of the major city Food Services. The problems of the large school food systems

are more similar to each other than they are like the problems of smaller

systems.

A complete re-evaluation of the bases for calculation of reimbursement

should be mandated. The states should be required by law to evaluate each

individual system on its own costing nee0s. This would help to eliminate

the common situation in which the food systems whose costs are below the

aver'age benefit by the averaging, and the food systems whose costs 'are

neceRsarily above the average are penalized continually.

2o2
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II. REIMBURSEMENT - TIMINC OF PAYMENTS

Another area which demonstrates the urgent need for reorganization from

the federal level right
through the state levels, is the timing of federal

and matching state reimbursement payments. We will discuss three real

problems in timing that cause
continual difficulties in delayed payment of

accounts.
Realizing the cost of capita] to our

purveyors, we must fnce the

fact that delay in paying our accounts to them results in higher interest

on their investment, and resulting higher
food costs as those increased costs

are passed on to us, the consumers. Thus reimbursement monies that could

be purchasing more food are paid out in increased cost, due to delayed

receipt of those monies by school districts. The current practice is clearly

oar business.

A. ADVANCE PAYMENT OF REIMBURSEMENT

We had hoped to achieve greater
efficiency in the flow of money

when the U.S.D.A. finally established the
advance payment procedure

of reimbursements.
This has not been accomplished in actual

practice.

1. Food to be served to students
in September Is purchased .

In July and August.

2. The earliest 'advance' payment
for a September reimbursement

we have ever received
has been in early October of the same

year. The 1975 'advance' payment for the breakfast program

for September was received
on.October 30, 1975. (See attached

chart...)
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3. Since dvance paymentn are calculated on past performance,

not on actual delivery, why cannot that calculation be made

tn deliver the payment in late August, and other advance

paymentn in corresponding months? This could actually make

money we now pay to protect the purveyor In increased food

Cost, available an greater purchasing power, or to compensate

for inflation.

B. LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN THE SUBMISSION OF REIMBURSEMENT CLAIM AND

RECEIPT OF PAYMENT OF THAT CLAIM

(See Charts A and B 'in the Appendix)

I. Use of computer-based accounting was instituted in the Ohio

School Food Service Divinion, with approval of the U.S.D.A.

in September 1974, with the hope that this problem could

be resolved. Introduction of federalry mandated accountability

using computer print-outs was supposed to guarantee payment

of claimn in 10 days to 2 weeks. This was never accomplished.

Actually the new accountability has been very expensive -

making it necessary for our Food Service to hire eleven

additional employees to process the daily print-out report

forms - with no consequent improvement in the time required

to process claims through the state office. Revision of the

original unworkable computer system by the newly appointed

airector of the state office has been required by the Ohio

State Auditor. At pres...nt, the revised process is not

delivering the claim checks to alleviate the cash flow problems

described.

11 1
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2. Observation of the spread between the submission of

reimbursement claims and payment of those claims to the

Cleveland Board of Education can be made on Charts A and B

in the Appendix. The length of time ranges from 6 weeks

to 28 weeks with the most usual spread being between 7 to

8 weeks. Cash flow problems crested by this disparity

between claim and payment must be eliminated by initiation

of better claim processing methods.

3. The most grievous point of this kind of delay is at the end

of the fiscal year, which is
December 31st for our Board of

Education. The accounting system of the Board if not kept

on an accrual basis and
therefore all monies due at the end

of the fiscal year are classified as deficit. As of

December 31, 1975, the delayed reimbursement claimed but

not yet paid came to $2,372,000, showing the Food Service

Division with that deficit.

4. More prompt payment of submitted claims, two weeks at most,

would alleviate many problems. This could only be accomplished

hy a drastic reorganization of claim processing procedures.

C. ANNrAL REIMBURSEKENT FOR FREE MEALS FROM STATE MATCHING FUNDS

1. State matching funds for reimbursement for free meals are .

disbursed once a year, after all claims for the whole state

for the previous year are processed. If previous years'

patterns are typical, the state
matching funds for free meals

served during the 1975-1976 school year may not be received

until October 1976.
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2. These funds are provided. JO_!;.ubsidize the feeding programs,

but are so delayed that the Board of Education must at times

borrow money to pay accounts and then pay interest until the

reimbursement.payments are received. What a wasteful way

to have to use taxpayers' money.

Re-evaulation and reorganizatidn of Me basic law and of the rules and

regulations should be undertaken with great care immediately, to promote

Improvement in the above areas and many others. The patchwork legislation

under which many fine child feeding programs are struggling to operate is

grossly out-dated, and encourages the ineffic lenodes already discussed, as

well as many others.

2 0 6
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III. COMMODITIES

The law has set up a part of the support of the child feeding programs

to be received in the form of "usable" commodities. The commodity program is

currently being studied by the General Accounting Office. We hope that the

findings of this study be given serious consideration.

We are asking that use of federal monies for commodity purchases provide

truly usable commodities, in useful forms, or cash assistance, to each school

district, considering regional and ethnic preferences, and in total to equal

the amount set each year, regardless of which items are selected or refused

by a school district.

SUFPORT FOR THE BREAKFAST PROGRAM

The federal government has acknowledged the serious need of our

children for better nutrition. In fact, PL #94-105 states that:

"the school breakfast program be made available in all

schools where it is needed to provide adequate nutrition

for all children in attendance."

This is a commendable goal, but the actual application of the law

is made most difficult by the lack of practical support of this expendable

undertaking.

A. The cash reimbursement provided for breakfast is extremely low -

as is the cash cost the student can pay.

B. There must be an adequate budgeted amount of usable commodity

or cash assistance made available for the breakfast program.

Local school districts cannot absorb the financial burden of

this federally mandated program.

207
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IV. FREE SECOND HALF-PINT OP MILK

The intent of the Congress in passing the law which provided for the

second half-pint of free milk to children eligible foVF.r'ee lunches was

well meant. In practical application there are three problems we face:

A. In effect the consumption of t'wo half-pints of milk may act as a

nutritional detriment. In many cases the child drinks both half-

pints and does not consume the complete Type A Lunch - promoting

excessive plate waste and keeping the child from receiving the full

nutritional value of the Type A Lunch.

B. The second half-pint of milk provided to children receiving free

lunch is in practice tenuous to administer because in effect the

receipt oV the free milk identifies the child as a free lunch

recipient.

'C.' In the summer program there is no provision for the second half-

pint of milk to be given free. Yet these children'are the same

ones who are eligible for the extra milk during the school year.

They do not understand why or how they may take the extra milk

during the school year, and may not take extra milc...dlaing the

aummer program. The personnel administering the samme% program

are faced with the terrible dilemma of keeping these children from

taking extra milk and trying to explain the law.

2 8
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V. LEGISLATION

In consideration of the information and probleins presented, and in view

of the thirty years of ammending and revising and patching up the original

law to add programa and up-date the Child Nutrtton Act of 1946, completely

new legislation is essential.

The Congress should initiate a thorough analysis of the operation of

all, the child feeding programs - schaol breakfast, snhool lunch, special

milk, summer feeding, and child care centers! Thts study sheuld be structured

to include all aspects of each of the varic.un types of child feeding systems

currently in operation, and take into consideration future needs of such

programs. Special emphasis should be placed on obtaining information and

projections from persOns, directly involved in producing and delivering

nutritional benefits to our nation's children; and not on lobbying groups.

The results of this analysis should be effectively used to produce a

comprehensive, knowledgeable, and above all a practical legislative program

which will ensure equitable nutritional benefits to all eligible children.

We believe that this new legislation.should be designed to provide for more

effective administration of funits.currently being provided.

209
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CHART - STATISTICS ON
CLEVELAND PUBLIC SCHOOL
won SERVICE 103-1975

Average Daily Atttndance

Elementary

Secondary ,

Average Daily Participatlon

Paid

Free

Reduced Price

Charge to Child

Elementary

Secondary

Reduced Price

Attendance Units in Your District

No. of Schools

Schools in NGLP

(Lunches als
A la carte Schools served in t

schools)
Schools serving Breakfast

Dollars Recei,ed

Federal Funds

Paid Lunches

Free Lunches

R.P. Lunches

Milk

State Funds

General Funds

Children's Payments

Market Value of Commodities Received

203

District CLEVELAND,

County CUYAHOGA

State OHIO

1973 I 74
----

66,285 62,891 60,546

58,780 55,771 53,691

11,553 16,155 16.552

36.505 42.928 49,079

NONE NONE 2.565

25c 30c 35c

45c 50c 55c

NONE NONE 20c

187 187 184

117 147 178

45
eve

45 45

57 57 57

13.903.191 04.737.782 17,128.654

166,363 298.060 336.080

3.534.146 4.333.565 5,996.628

- 0 - - 0 - 254.563

202.682 106.157 541.383

199.692 442,369 578,919

1,650.000 2.100,000 3.000,000

2.339,051 2,557,786 7,812,217

88.781.831 812.376.112 815.670.767
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH

PROGRAM

THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1976

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SurscomiurrrEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE COMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Washington,D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice at 9 a.m. an room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, -Miller, Mottl, Quie,
Buchanan, and Pressler.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; Charles Rad-
cliffe minority counsel; and Bob Andringa, minority staff director.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
Today, the subcommittee is continuing its oversight hearings on

child, feeding programs, and related programs, iirincipally authorized
by the National School Lunch Act, and the Child Nutrition Act.

We began these hearings in Ashland, Ky., on February 20. We will
conduct 3 weeks of hearings here in Washington.

Then, we will move to Dade County, Fla. That will be at the end
of July. After that, we plan additional hearings both in Washington,
and in other locations around the country.

It is the purpose of these hearings to measure the accomplishments
of the child feeding programs, and discuss the difficulties which have
presented themselves in the program.

I would like to take a moment at the outset to mention the .prog-
ress that has been made in the development and expansion of these
child nutrition prooTams within the past 10 years.

I believe that trus growth has been truly extraordinary. In 1966
the, funding level for all of the-programs, as authorized under the
National School Lunch Act, was $400 million. In fiscal 1976 we have
now increased these expenditures to $2.7 billion.

In 1966 there were 18 million children participating in the school
lunch program, a million of whom were receiving free and reduced
price.meals. Presently there are 26.6 million children participating
.with 11.5 million receiving free and reduced price meals compared
with the million back in 1966.

So in the schol lunch program, the resnits, I think, speak for them-
selves..

The school breakfast program did not. exist 10 years ago. Now not
only is it a. permanent program, but it serves 2.4 million children.

I wish that the people who write stories in connection with the
school lunch program could go through the Appalacian area in

(205)
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. the wintertime and in the early spring; when. those Children are bused'
before daylight to the consolidation schools which are moStlY at the .

county seat. Some of those children are bUsed over mountains 30 to
.40 miles.- They are bused because it was necessary to consolidate the
school systems in order for the children to obtain a better education.

. it is amazing what a great program thitireakfast program has
tamed out tO be in the Appalachian area, which I am thoroughly
and completely acquainted with.

I will be driving along, and I will stop at these schools just to
observe the true situation.

In 1966 there was no summer food program. Last sUmmer 4.4 mil-
lion children were participating in the program, all receiting free
Meals. n.

I visit these children in these summer feeding programs. I have
never Personally found anything wrong with the summer feeding
Program.

I am not here to defend anything that is going on. The purpose of
these hearings, the sole purpose, is to strengthen the programs, and
Pick out the weaknesses in the programs, and see if we cannot do
so iinpg aboutit.

ast 10 years clearly reflect the progress that these programs
eiTuitels1

e
'have made. As recently as March of kat year, Congress passed Public
La* 94-105, the National School Lunch Act and Child Nutrition Act
A.mendments of 1975. This act further expands and improves these
ch i ld n utrit ion programs. .

I know that there are a myriad of issues that will arise during these
hearings, but in order to provide some focus for our discussions, I
would like to pose the following four questions as our major issues:

1; We now hae the Department Of Agriculture and the States im-
Plementing the chancres mandated by our amendments of last year. In
Particular, how hasthe reduced price provision been implemented,
and bow have the changes in the sununer and child care programs been
implemented ?

2. To what extent is plate waste a problem in the program? Has the
shift of many communities to prepackaged mass-produced meals led
to a decline in the quality of the food being offered? How have chil
d ren's taste for food changed with onr school lunch personnel chang-
ing the type of food being offered in the program? Have the commod-
ities which are bal.," Provided 'measured up in qnality to. the nutri-
tional standards set by the Department?.

3. Hare the prices charged to the children increased in the pro-
graM throughout the country, and has this resulted in a decline in the
number of paying students; or have increased prices meant that more
students have gone into the free and reduced price lunch parts of, the
Program ?

4. Lastly, what. effects would the administration's consolidation of
15 separate programs into a block grant., have on the program locally,
and in Particular what would be the effects of cutting back by $1 bil-
lion in. Federal spending as proposed by the administratiori's block
grant proposal?

These are the four major issues, as I see them, in these hearings.
of course, do not mean to preclude any member of the committee, or,

7,', any witness from discussing other issues, but I do believe that it would

2
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be helpful to focus on these four. I hope .that the end result of these
hearings will be improvements in the way the Department is admin-
istering the program, and possibly an improvement in the legislation
itself.

The first witness this morning is Mr. Joseph M. Stewart, Director of
Food Services in the District of Columbia Public Schools.

I am delighted to welcome you here, Mr. Stewart. I have met you
before. I know something about your program. I was in the District
of Columbia several years ago, and held oversight hearings. I visited
your school lunchrooms a few years ago.

I am delighted to welcome you here again Mr. 'Stewart. We have
with you this morning, Ms. Dorothy Van igmond, director of the
Food Service Division of .Fairfax County Schools ; Ms. Joanna Styer,
director of the Food Services for Montgomery County Schools; and
Ms. Doris Fuller, State amency supervisor for child care programs.

We will hear from all .of you as a panel. I want to welcome you here
and we will start with you, Mr. Stewart.

You may proceed in any manner you prefer. Without objection, all
prepared statements will be inserted in the record. We do want to hear

from you.
[Prepared statement of Joseph M. Stewart follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. STEWART, D/RECTOR OF FOOD SERV/C.1:S,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Pumac SCHOOLS

Mr. Chairman, I .am Joseph M. Stewart, Director of Food Services for D.C.

Public Schools. My colleagues, seated here, and I wish to thank you for the oppor-

tunity to appear before this distinguished committee, to offer testimony on Child

Nutrition Programs.
We will speak to you from our personal experiences with these programs. Many

of us will speak, not only as program adnlinistrators, or managers, but as in-
direct recipients, in that our children attend schools that participate in these

programs.
In testifying before this committee, we wish to provide a complete oversight.

We wish to provide you with testimony-that will give both the bitter and the
sweet aspects of child feeding. To accomplish this goal, may I introduce my

colleagues.
1. Ms. Dorothy Van Edgmond, Director of Food Services, Fairfax County, Vir-

ginia, will speak on school feeding programs.
2. Ms. JoAnne Styer, Director of Food Services, Montgomery County, Maryland,

will also speak on school feeding programs.
3. Ms. Doris Fuller, State Agency Supervisor. of Child Care Food Programs,

D.C. Public Schools, wiltspeak on Child Care Food Programs.
'4. Ms. Louise Baker, State Agency Supervisor and Commodity Distribution

Coordinator, D.C. Public Schools, will speak on commodities.
5. Ms. Mary Murray, Principal of Lovejoy Elelnentary School, D.C. Public

Schools; will speak on the importance of these programs in elementary schools.

O. Mr. Gary Geiger, Principal of Francis Junior High School, D.C. Public
Schools, will speak on the importance of these programs in high school.

7. Ms. Mildred Brooks, Executive Secretary, Mayor's Commission on Food,

Nutrition. and Health, will speak on the importance of Child Feeding Programs

to the community.
Mr. Chairman, as the lead witness, I begin my testimony by pointing out some

of the problems and weaknesses of Child Nutrition Programs.
First of all, the nation, as a whole, does not understand thc importance of these

programs. We, as a people, have not recognized that feeding 1» our schools is as

important to the education of our children as textbooks. Most Americans and

public educators have not learned the inseparable relationship between nutrition,

health, and learning. Therefore, too many local school administrators lack the
needed eolnmitment to school feeding progralns. Reasons for this lack of commit-

ment may often range from the administrative burden, to outright apathy..
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Secondly, there is the administrative burden, at the local level, which often
results from both necessary and unnecessary regulatory requirements. A goodexample is the income eligibility criteria for identifying free and reduced price
program recipients. Through this requirement, local administrators must identify
children, and then we nmst act to lirotect their identity. This. Mr. Chairman, isoften a big joke. It forces us to spend thousands and thousands of dollars toprint applications ; hundreds of hours processing these applications; thousandsof dollars on tickets for claims ucconntability, (rad thousands of dollars forArmored Car Service. Through this process, we protect the identity of children
from everybody, but these children aud their peers. The Joke is that neither they
nor their peers seem to care. This is a problem school administrators never ex-perience when books, pencils, or other materials are given free, to the same chil-
dren. These things are given free to all children, regardless of income, and until
we do the same thing with our lunch program, we will continue to vainlesslyIncur costs, with no resulting benefit to these children.

Mr. Chairman, the problem which has the potential for being thost detrimentalIS the federal administration of these programs. Too often, there appear to be
administrative actions and requirements which are thametrically opposed to the
congressional intent of child feeding legislation. Too often, federal reqnirementshandicap the delivery of program benefits by the imposition of unrealistic
regulations. These regulations seem to place more importance on methods ofproving a child has been fed, rather than encouraging that we feed children.A good example of this federal attitude is the new audit requirement for a two
year cycle on each program. The end result, of such a requirement, is that local
managers and administrators will be required to spend as much time 'on audits
as they do on planning, directing, organizing, and controlling. A second example
of emphasis on proving, rather than encouraging feeding, is the USDA Uni-
form Acconnting Handbook. This hook, Mr. Chairman, requires more acconnting
knowledge than we routinely find at the local and district food service manage-
ment levels. Where this knowledge does exist, there will be a need for more
resources to .adequately respond to avoid audit exceptions. The additiohal
resources, when added, will increase indirect cost to these programs. This will
case us to use more of our reimbursement for administration, and less for
upgrading the direct cost aspects, such as food and labor.

In concluding my statement on problems, I share with you the belief that the
best solution to child feeding in this country, for Congress, for federal, state,
and local administrators, and most importantly of all, our school children, is
a universal free feeding program that is incorporated into the total educational
program of our schools. A feeding program that will be provided to school
children as freely as we provide then with textbooks.

Now, Mr. Chairman, allow me- to speak of the good in Child Feeding Pro-
grams. When we say Child Feeding Programs, we generally think of the direct
benefits to children; we talk of providing at least one well-balanced meal to
children who are malnourished, because of economics. We talk of helping chil-
dren learn by removing obstacles to learning: such as listlessnes, slowness in
comprehension, and behavior problems. We talk about feeding children during
summer months. who may he forced to steal to eat, if these programs did not
exist. As we talk of these direct benefits, we seldom think of the indirect
benefits our country receives in return for feeding its children.

We don't think of the iMportance of these programs to the economic stability
of this country. Without child feeding, I snspect that unemployment could never
be brought under 10 percent. Without Child Nutrition Programs, thousands and
thousands of food service employees, basically mothers, would be forced on wel-
fare. These families would not only be troubled that their children wonld not
receive a lunch at school, but they would be wondering how to give them one

.

at home. As a taxpayer, . I personally prefer that my taxes go into a feeding
program, .that not only guarantees a child a balanced meal, but, also provides
employment for adults. Child Nutrition Programs will always be my choice over
having more people on welfare who will not be contributing to the GNP. nod
who will have no guarantee that their children are being properly fed. Child Nu-
trition Programs not only provide employment opportunities for those who are
directly involved in these programs. but .economic benefits are derived by all
regions of this country. Benefits are derived by the apple growers of Washington
State : the fruit and vegetable growers of California : the beef, mPk, and grain
farmers of the Mid-West ; the orange growers of Florida ; the peach growers of
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South Carolina ; the peanut growers of GeOrgia ; the potato growers of Idaho;
the turkey growers of the Shenandoah Valley, and the fishermen Of .our coastal
waters.

These programs not only represent an important market for land and water
products, but the movement of these products create jobs in the food processing
industry, the tradsportation industry, the naper industry, and many others.
Again, I say without the indirect benefits of child feeding, this country could
never get below 10 percent unemployment.

.Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, I say to you, from experience,
that these programs are working. The congressional intent, to safeguard the
health: and well-being of our nation's children, is being carried out. Evidence :
of the tremendous success of these programs can be seen any school day, in

..any school, right here in the .nation's capital. The D.C. Public School System
IS known throughout this country, and in other countries, for its success in
school feeding programs. We are particularly known for the success of our
breakfast program. We serye a higher percent of breakfast per student enroll-
ment than any school system in this country. The D.C. Publie School System
has long recognized the importance of feeding our children at least one balanced
meal per day. Our commitment to these children reaches far beyond the school
year. Because of the Special Summer Program, for the past six years, we have
supported the Mayor's office in using school facilities to provide meals to the
needy children involved in organized summer activities. This program not only
gainfully employs hundreds of youths, during their summer vacation, but we
feel that It goes a long way toward providing an alternative to an idle summer,
which promotes petty street crimes and accidents.

Members of this committee, in recent weeks, we have read much negative
news about waste in Child Feeding Programs. Much of this news reflects irre-
sponsible journalism ; journalism that combined personal opinions with incon-
clusive information, and drew nonprofessional conclusions from inexperienced
nutritionist activists.

As an examPle, Mr. Chairman, I will take two statements from the May 16,
1976 issue of the Star. I quote, ". . Today school breakfast often consists of a
gooey, sugary piece of confection called a fortified breakfast cake instead of a
plate of eggs and bacon, a meal thafsticks to the teeth rather than the ribs . . ."
end quote. The fact, Mr. Chairman, is that few established breakfast programs
have resorted to fortified cakes. Where this has happened, it has been a re-
sult of the desire to have a breakfast program where the resources did not exist
for eggs and bacon. If we all served eggs and bacon for breakfast, this article in
the Star on May 10, 1976, would have possibly been headed, "School Breakfast
Program Cause Antherosclerosis Because of High Cholesterol Content". As a
matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, I repeat that the D. C. Public School System has
one of the largest breakfast programs in the U.S. I ask that a copy
of our breakfast menus be entered into the records to reflect its all-
American composition.

A second statement in the Star says, I quote, ". . . The cost in energy, paper,
cardboard, plastic, and aluminum that goes into pre-plated lunches is staggering.
The waste in food could be considered criminal . . ." end quote. Mr. Chairman,
as a result of this statement, I asked two nutritionists from my staff to randomly
select two schools in Washington, D. C. satellite pre-plated schools serving the
chilled pre-paeked meals and two schools representing schools in the city. I wish
to share with you the results from one pre-plated school: Here, Mr. Chairman
I have three milk cartons. In the first, I have two meatballs, weighing a total
of two Minces; the second carton is half filled with crushed pineapple, and the
third carton is one-third filled with applesauce. These three cartons represent the
total waste from two hundred pre-plated meals at Amidon School. I offer you
these samples as tangible facts, not as my opinion. These samples do not neces-
sarily prove that waste does not exist. An experienced person recognizes that
food waste exists wherever food is served; beginning in any American home,
and ending at the dining table in the White House. The point I wish to make is
that pre-plated feeding cannot be convicted as a waste criminal. The waste
crinthml in this country is that we are the land of the plenty, that we, as a
country, do not appreciate the value of food, and that we do not teach our
children good nutrition, and good eating habits. Added to this already bad
condition, we get irre.sponsible journalism that misleads, misinforms. and mis-
guides the public through one-sided reporting, which should be considered crimi-

217
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nal. I offer this committee the other printed side of the pre-plated story. I offer, for
the records, nn article that appeared in the Ilingliampton, N. Y. Evening Press,
on June 7, 1976. This article took the time to quote children who actually eat
pre-plated meals. It did not quote a consumer group ; a public health nutritionist ;
a school luneh director with an uncontrolled tongue, or a writer looking for
sensatiOnalism. I, again, request that this article be placed in the records.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I have attempted to say to this committee
that in spite of irresponsible press and the sometimes undermining administra-
tion of these programs, they are indeed working. The present philosophy of feed-
ing children can only be improved by a universal free meal program. I ask this
committee, on behalf of the future success of our elementary and secondary
education system throughout this country and on behalf of the health and well-
being of the youth of this country to protect the health of our children, to protect
the future success of public education, and to protect the stability of our econ-
omy from Instant destruction. Many of us, on the day-to-day battlefield of serv-
ice, see the administration as the greatest threat to the future of child feeding.

We see the block-grant as their major weapOn ; we see balancing the federal
budget as their disguise ; we call their tactic administrative nibbling, through
unrealisth regulatory requirements. We ask you and your committee, Mr.
Chairman, to stand steadfast against any block grant attempt: We believe that
to balanve n budget, by taking food from our school children, will have a
severely iwgntive impact on the health and education of children.

We ask you to stand steadfast, for these programs, in spite of being criticized
for your support. We, the so-called "nutribiddies" take pride in our conviction
that feeding school children does safeguard their 1;ealth and well-being. We take
pride in the fact that-we sUpport programs that reach out to all children in
America. If' we can be -Called "nutribiddies" for supporting a pzograrn that's
compared to motherhood and apple pie, then we affectionately accept this nick-
name. We believe it is better to be a "nutribiddie", marching to Congress, armed
with our conviction to feed children, rather than to be marching for Increased
military spending and arms to foreign countries, that will put weapons in the
hands of these children as they graduate from our high schools.

Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, I am deeply appreciative for
the opportunity to speak before you.

Thank you!
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mdrch 19/6

1.1.1.4,

hat's Cookin
iONbr TUESDAY

3/1

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

Milk

312

Applesauce

Open Face Bologna

Sandwich

Milk 604

Toda
WEDNESDAY

3/3

Diced Peaches

Biscuit

Sausage Link

Milk 627

THURSDAY

'3/4

Orange Juice

French Toast

Sausage Link

Milk 639

FRIDAY

3/5

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

Milk

3/8

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

Milk

3/9

Applesauce

Open Face Cheese

Sandwich

Milk 613

3/10

Dray Juice

Waffle

Sausage Link

Milk 624

3/11

Diced Peaches

Biscuit

Sausage Link

Milk 627

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

'Milk

3/12

3/15

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

Milk

3/16

Orange Juice

French Toast

Sausage Link

Milk 639

3/17

Applesauce

Open Face Bologna

Sandwich

Milk . 604

3/22

Orange Juice

Ory Cereal

Milk

3/23

Applesauce

Open Face Cheese

Sandwich

Milk 613

3/24

Orange Juice

Pancake

Sausage Link

Milk 618

SUNPISE SPECIAL

with

Applesauce

3/25

3/19

Orange Juice

Dry Cereal

Milk

SUNPISE SPECIAL

vith

Applesauce

601

3/26

Orange Juice

Ory Cereal

Milk



gNll DATES 93NDAY TUESDAY

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

FOOD SERVICES BRANCH

ELEHEMARY SCHOOLS BREAKFAST PINU

SEPTEHBE5 1975. jUNE 1976

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY FRIDAY MENU NOTES

SEPT. 4.5

sErr. 29.

OCT. 3

OCT, 27.31

NOV. 24.24

DEC, 22.26

JAN, 19.23

FEB. 16.20

MARCH 15.19

APRIL 12.16

MAY 10.14

JUNE 7.11

ORANGE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

TOAST

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

CHILLED FRUIT

SCUM EGG

SAUSAGE LINK.1

BISCUIT

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

SEPT, 8.12

ocr. 6.10

NOV, 3.7

DEC, 1.5

DEC, 29-

JAN, 2

JAN, 26.30

FEB, 22.27

MARCH 22.26

APRIL .419.23

HAY 17.21

JUNE 1445

ORASGE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

BREAKFAST PATTY

TOAST

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

BLENDED JUICE.

OVEN FRIED FRENCH

TOAST

BROILED SPICED HAM

BUTTER

SYRUP

MILK

BLENDED JUICE

HASH BROWN POTATOES

BREAKFAST PATTY

PASTRY (SCHOOL MADE)

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

FRIED APPLES

CAW OATMEAL

HARD COOKED EGG

ORAZE JUICE

PANCAKE

BROILED SPICS HAM

syRup

BUTTER

MILK

ORANGE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

CINNAMON TOAST

ourrER

JELLY

MILK

HOILDAYS

1, THURSDAY, NOV, 27

FRIDAY, NOV, 28

2, MONDAY, FEB, 16

ORANGE JUICE

SCNIBLED EGG

limcso BOLOGNA

BISCUIT

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

ONCE JUICE

DAY CEREAL

HASH BROWN POTATOES

TOAST

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

1, WEDNESDAY;sDEC, 24 TURD

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 31

2, TIMRSDAY, JAN, 1 AND

FRIDAY, JAN. 2

3, LIDNESDAY, NAY 19

UENUS ARE SUBJECT TO CNANCE mar NOTICE



MENU OATES MONDAY TUESDAY

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

FOOD SERVICES BRANCH

SECONDARY SCHOOLS BREAKFAST MENU

SEPTEMBER, 1915 - JUNE, 1916

WEDNESDAY ' THURSDAY

wirsmatrimprear irlftworilsoloknormramomaamormirmorP

SEPT. 4-5 ORANGE JUICE
CHILLED FRUIT

SEPT. 29-0C1.3, DRY CEREAL
SCRAMBLED ECG

OCT. 27-31 BROILED MINNA
SAUSACE LINK - 1

NOV. 24-28

DEC. 22-26

JAN. 19-2)

FEB. 16-20

MARCH 15-19

APRIL 12-16

MAY 10-14

JUNE 1 -11 TOAST BISCUIT

BUTTER
BUTTER

JELLY
JELLY

MILK MILK

SEPT: 8-12

OCT. 6-10

NOV. 3-7

DEC, 1-5

DEC, 29-JAN, 2

JAN, 26-30

FEB. 22-21

MARCH 22-26

APRIL 19-23

MAY 1/-21

JUNE 14-15

BLENDED JUICE

HASH BROWN POTATOES

BREAKFAST PATT,"

PASTRY (SCHOOL MADE)

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK

ORANGE JUICE

PANCAKES

BROILED SPICED HAM

SYRUP

BUTTER

MILK

FRIDAY

ORANCE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

HARD COOKED a

CINNAMON TOAST

BUTTER

JELLY,

MILK

OUNCE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

BREAKFAST PATTY

ILLNDED JUICE

OVEN FRIED FRENC1

TOAST

BROILED SPICED HAM

TOAST
BUTTER

BUTTER
SYRUP

JELLY

MILK MILK

FRIED APPLES

OATMEAL

HARD COOKED ECC

HANCE JUICE

SCRAMBLED ECG wi

MINCED BOLI)CNA

BISCUIT

BUTTER

JELLY

MILK MILK

MENUS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE .

HANCE JUICE

DRY CEREAL

HASH BROWN POTATOES

TOAST

BUTTDI

IFILY

MILK

HOLIDAYS

1. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER, 28

2, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16

1. lalINESDAY, DEC. 24

THr

WEDNESDAY, DEC, 31

2. THURSDAY, JANUARY 1

AND

FRIDAY, JANUARY 2

3.
WFPNESDAY, MAY 19



School Meals Not That Bad, Say Students
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH. M. STEWART, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICES,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

,11r. STEwAwr. Thank you very much, Chairman Perkins.
I wish to express my appreciation and that of us who are testifying

,here this morning for having been invited to appear before this com-
mittee in an effort to provide you with an oversight on the child nutri-
tion programs.

We have attempted to bring individuals in for this hearing who
will give you some oversight from the different angles, from the county
school system, from the urban school system in Washington, D.C.,
from the local school administrators, and also from the program
supervision viewpoint.

To begin my testimony, Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out
some of the weaknesses in the child nutrition programs.

First of all, the Nation as a whole, I believe, does not understand
the importance of these programs. We, as a people, have not recog-
nized that. feeding in our schools is as important to the education of

Our chiidren as the textbooks we have in our classrooms.
Most- Americans and public educators have not. learned the insepa-

rable relationship between nutrition, health, and learning. Therefore,
too many local school administrators lack the needed commitment to

school feeding prooTams. Reasons for this lack of commitment may
often range from Se adthinistrative burden, to outright apathy on the

part of the local jurisdictions.
Secondly, there would be some of the administrative burdens in the '-

program at the local level.
Chairman PERKINS. I want to comment right at that point..
It is really hurtful to ine, as many years as we have had this school

lunch program in existence that so many of the administrators and
classroom teachers do not recognize the importance of the school lunch

pmorarn.
fo my way of thinkinp.. I agree wholeheartedly with you. It is just

as important as any other subject matter that may be iaught within
the particular school system. So ninny of our teachers and principals,
and administrators in different sections of the country, have not shown

the interest in this program that they should have.
They just have not realized the results that have been obtained from

the program, and that. it is just as important as other subject matters.

I share that feeling and that. concern that you have expressed. I did

not just want to interrupt you.
Mr. STEWART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I .0.6 back to the old cliche. "The best way to a man's heart is through

his stomach." Yet we have not learned that the best way to a child's
mind is through his stomach as well.

A good example of the administrative burdens that we might talk in

terms of. that mIcrlit have a negative impact on the program, would

be the. income elhribility criteria. We don't think that it is necessary.
We know which children should be receiving a free meal, but. at

the same time the requirement is that we identify these children. Then

we have to go throuffh all sorts of pyrations in order to protect iden-

tity. Quite often it turns ont to he a big joke. The children for whoM

we are puttiii g. forth such an effort to protect. their identity. don't seem

to care in the first place. Both they and their peers, recognize who is

4 71
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and who is not on t he program, and they seem to have no reaction
to that at all.

This process forces us to spend thousands and thousands of dollars
to print a free lunch application, and hundreds of hours to process
these applications.

Chairman PERKINS. You are complaining about the regulations put
out by the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. STEWART. Yes. We spend thousands of hours to process those
applications. We spend lots of funds to process the tickets, to provide
for claim accountability. The net end result is that we have not really
protected the identity of those children from those children who are
seated next to one another in class on a daily basis.

My intent was to point to some of the minor problems in the pro-
gram. I think that a potential problem that would be most detrimental
to the program would be the Federal administration of these programs.
Too often. I believe, administrative actions and_reouirements are dia-
metrically opposed to the congressional intent of child feeding
programs.

the regulations sometime tend to handicap the delivery of service
and place more emphasis on proving that a child l'as been served rather
than encouraging that children be served. The end result of thiS is that
local administrators and managers are required to spend an excessive
amount of time in the program, to respond to the administrative re-
quirements, when they could be emphasizing the importance of these
programs to children.

A:second example of impeding rather than encouraging is the USDA
uniform accounting handbook. We in school 'lunch recognize that it
is important that we have accountability in these programs, and that.
we know what the programs cost, so that we can weigh the benefits of
the programs against the cost of the programs.

At the same time, many of the requirements levy knowledge and
expertise on the local administrators that do not necessarily exist at
that level. -Where it does exist, it is not there in adequate amount to
respond.

Quite often, in order to get the additional resources and to respond,
we incur additional administrative costs. As we incur additional ad-
ministrative costs, these costs are quite often taken out of the reim-
bursement that could be going into the direct cost elements of the pro-
gram, to increase the quality of the food and service to our children.

In concluding my statement on problems, I wish to share with you,
however, the belief that the best solution to child feeding in this coun-
try, for the Federal. State and local administrators, and most impor-
tantly of all for our children, is a universal free food program, a pro-
()Tam that is provided freely to the children just as we provide them
with the textbooks and pencils that are an important part of our edu-
cational programs.

Mr. Chairman, allow me to speak to the goOd of the child feeding
programs. When we speak of the good in child feeding programs, we
think of the direct benefits to children. lVe talk of providing at least
one good balanced meal per day to children who may be deprived of a
well balanced meal for economic reasons.

We seldom talk about the indirect benefits of these programs: We
don't think of the importance of these programs to the economic stabil-

2 2 4
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ity of this country. Without child feeding, I suspect that unemploy-
ment in the United States could never get below 10 percent. Without
child nutrition programs, thousands and thousands of food service em-
ployees, basically modest, would be forced to the welfare lines.

These families would not only be troubled that their children would
not be receivhig a lunch at school, but they would be Wondering how to
give them one at home. Personally, as a taxpayer, I would rather see
my money go into child' nutrition that will guarantee that a child is
0.etting a well-balanced meal, rather than °Dino. e, into welfare where
people- will be maldnr%no contribution to the ,oross national product
of this country. At the' same time, they would have no guarantee that
their children will receiVeli well-balanced meal.

Child feeding programs' not only provide employment opportuni-
ties for those who are directly involved in these programs, but eco-
nornic benefits are derived by all regions of this country.

Benefits are derived by the apple growers of Washington State, the
fruit and vegetable growers of California, the beef, milk, and grain
farmers of the Midwest, the orange growers of Florida, the peaCh
°rowers of South Carolina, and the peanut ':'arowers of Georgia, the
potato nrowers of Idaho, the turkey growers ofthe Shenandoah iralley,
and the':fishermen of our coastal waters.

These programs not only represent an important market for land
and sea products, but the movement of these products creates jobs in
the food processing industry, the paper industry, and many others.
Again, I say that because of these reasons, without the indirect benefits
of these pronrams, it Would never allow this county to reach an
unemploymegt situation below 10 percent.

In recent weeks, Mr. Chairman, we have had much negative news in
the newspapers locally and in New York about the waste in child feed-
ing programs. Much of this news, in my opinion, reflects irresponsible
journaliSm, journalism that combines personal opinion with inconclu-
sive information, and drew nonprofessional conclusions from inexperi-
enced activists.

As an example, Mr. Chairman I will share with you two statements
from the May 16, 1976, issue of the Star, and I quote :

Today school breakfast often consists of a gooey, sugary piece of confection
called a fortified breakfast cake instead of a plate of eggs and bacon, a meal
that sticks to the teeth rather than the ribs.

The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that few established breakfast proorams
have resorted to fortified cakes. Where this has happened, it he' been
a result of the 'desire to have a breakfast program where the resources
did not exist for eggs and bacon.

If we all served-eg,gs and bacon for breakfast, this article in the Star
of May 16, 1976, would have possibly been headed :

School breakfast program causes arteriosclerosis becaUse of high cholesterol
content.

As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, I repeat that the D.C. Public
School System has one of the largest breakfast pronrants in the United
States, and I ask at this time that a copy of ou;breakfast menu be
entered into the record to reflect its all-A.merican composition.

Chairimm PERKINS. If you will distribute those menus lor the bene-
fit of the members of the committee at this time.

Mr. STEWART. Monday, March 1 : Orange juice, dry cereal, and milk.
80-005-76--15
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Tuesday, March 2 : Applesauce, open face bologna sandwich and
milk.

Wednesday. March 3 : Diced peaches. biscuit. sausage link, and milk.
Thursday, lfarch 4: Orange juice, French Toast, sausage link and

milk.
Friday, March 5 : Orangre juice, dry cereal and milk.
Our sequence is, Mr. Chairman, that on Mondays and Fridays, we

serve a balanced cold breakfast, and on Tuesday, Wednesday. and
Thursday, our breakfast is a hot breakfast. That is true, Mr. Chair-
man, botli in our cafeteria schools and our satellite schools. We. have
a hot breakfast program in our satellite schools.

A second statement in the Star says, and I quote :
The cost in energy, pnper, cardboard, plastic, and alnminum that goes into

preplated lunches is staggering. The waste in food could be considered criminal.
Mr: Chairman as a result of this statement. I asked two nutritionists

from my staff to randomly select two schools, two schools serving the
chilled-packed lunches, and two schools presenting the cafeteria
preparation.

I wish to share with you the results from the preplated schools.
From Amidon School in Southwest Washington, from 200 meals on
two consecutive days, we collected three milk cartons. In those milk
cartons we had two meatballs, weighing a total of two ounces each.
One milk carton was one-half filled with crushed pineapple. The third
milk carton was one-third filled with applesauce.

I am not intending to Fay, in giving you these examples, that waste
does not exist, but I am intending to say that the preplated ineal can-
not be convicted as a waste criminal. The waste criminal in this coun-
try is America. itself, in that we are the land of plenty, and we have
not taught our children good nutrition and good eating habits.

We cannot cite any facet of a school lunch program as being the
greatest criminal in this instance. Those of us who have eaten around,
recognize that we waste in the American home, and this can extend all
the w4 up to the dining table in the White House.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I have attempted to say to this com-
mittee that in spite of irresponsible press and the sometimes under-
mining administration of these programs, they are indeed working.

The present philosophy of feeding children can only be improved
by a universal free meal program.

I ask this committee, on behalf of the future success of our elemen-
tary and secondary education systems throughout this country, and on
behalf of the health and well-being of the youth of this country, to
protect the health of our children, to protect the future success of
public education and to protect the stability of our economy from
instant destruction, to stan4:1 steadfast against any block grant attempt
on the child nutrition prorrrams.

Stand fast against any Zdministrative tactics to nibble away at these
programs through unrealistic regulatory requirements that point di-
rectly to a block grant concept. We ask vou to stand steadfast for
these programs, in spite of being criticized for your support.

We, the so-called nutribiddies, take pride in our conviction that
feeding schoolchildren does safeguard their health and well-being.
We take pride in the fact that we support programs that reach out to
all children in America. We, the so-called nutribiddies, take pride in



programa that can be compared to motherhood and apple pie. For that
reason we affectionately accept that nickname, because we believe that
it is better to be a nutribiddy marching to Congress with our convic-
tian to feeding children, rather than to be marching to Congress asking
for increased military spending and arms for foreion countries that
will put weapons in the hands of these children as teey graduate froin
our high schools.

Mr. Chairman, I wduld like' to thank you and the committee for
the opportunity to speak before you.

Our neit witness will be Ms. Joanne Styers, director of food serv-
. ices .for Montgomery County schools.

Chairman PnamiNs. Let me speak for a moment. I would like to ask
Congressman Quie if it is agreeable with him, before we interrogate
Mr. Stewart, to go ahead with the panel in order to conserve time.

Mr. QUM. It is agreeable with me, and will save time.
Chairman' Pratimcs... All right, go ahead, Ms. Styers.

EGMOND. I am DorothY Van Egmond, and I think that I
am the next speaker on the agenda.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mrs. Van Egmond.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY VAN EGMOND, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICE
DIVISION, FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

MS. VAN EGMOND. It is with much pleasure that I take this oppor-
tunity to tell, you about some of the accomplishments of Fairfax
County's 1,125 food serviCe emplavees this year in providing an aver-
age of 63,000 students nutritious lunches daily, providing parts of a
lunch to. 43,000 other students, preparing and serving two title VII
senior nutrition programs catering to 19. nonprofit day Care centers.

iWe are a part of our education program, entering nto nutrition
education and vocational education with 60 to 70 students from voca-
tional programs and local college programs using our facilities and
management as k4rning experieni:es.

We have actively entered into the Bicentennial celebration, serving
in bonnets and long dresses the foods known to our forefathers and
mothers.

Problemsyes, We have some. The gTeatest problem I see is caused
by the negative press we have received. I regret that our newspapers
prefer to front parre a negative story on school lunch when there are so
many stories to be told of how the school lunch program has done
more toward eliminating malnutrition in this country than any .other
program.

Teachers have no memory of how it is to try to teach a hungry child
in schools where the school hmch program is inexistent. Diseases of
30 years ago due to nutritional deficiencies are almost unheard of today.

This does not make a story for the front page, nor dees th o. childwho
is happy with his lunch of a school-made pizza, a garden green salad,
a chilled fruit cup, a ginger cookie and milk.

The second problem is that of plate waste. However, too much
emphasis has been placed on school lunch Plate waste. We have little
plate waste among our high school and intermediate school students.
'The plate waste among Our elementary children is not unlike that in
our homes in the evening.

2 2 7
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Any of us with elementary age, children will probably agree the
appetites and likes are often un predictable, easily distracted with a
h int of "let's go and play."

The plate waste, in part, is a result of our times. Our children have
not known what poverty is in most parts.

Most mothers today consider their dinner a success with elementary
age children if 75 percent is eaten, and that coi'responds with many
of the school lunch programs surveyed by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture recently.

The school lunch prooTam has been made to look like the greatest
program of waste in existience. I do hope that this was not Mr. Good-
)Mg's Mtention when this was mentioned.

Food service people across the country have responded, as we have,
to try to decrease the waste. We are offering two menus a day in ele-
mentary schools, and we are offering a minimum of three menus from
which children can choose in our intermediate and high schools.

The third problem for us is one of commodities. Our food. needs, for
a system of our size, need to be projected 6 weeks ahead. This is difficult
for us to work with when we have so little notice that the commodities
have a rri ved.

Sometimes we are surprised, when we do receive commodities at the
time that we receive them. When you get 38,000 pounds of ground
beef, you have to do something with it mighty fast, because yon have
24 hours in which to get it off the train.

Surely these purchases coilld be planned and better planned than
they are today, and better delivered. We will receive $1.3 million worth
of commodities this school year, with nearly 45 percent Of that received
after March 1.

Just last Friday, we received 51,645 pounds of ground beef, and our
last serving day was yesterday. Sure, we will ma-ke good use of -that
meat, but it is going to take some tended freezer space over the summer
to get it ready for next September.

It is almost as if someone is trying to sabotage the commodity pro-
gram, which I see as a good stabilizer to this country's economy.

As long as nature cannot be completely controlled by man, we are
croing to have abundances. It is for certain that our proaram offers a
readi way to free the country of some abundance Sat otherwise'
probably would not sell well on our world market.

The problems that I have listed.' think, are correctable.
1. A concerted effort to improve the image of school lunch, and

promote the good of the programs. There is no other program where
5 cents does so much. The taxpayers' 5 cents is doing a lot for the
children in our program.

2.. Establishing nutrition education as a part of every student's
curriculum starting early to teach good nutrition. This will help
el i minate piate waste.

3. Establish better purchasing and delivery practices:for the com-
modities.

Last of all, I wish to beg you, do not let them pull: the rug from
under us with the block grant. It would destroy our program in Fairfax
County, since only 8.5 percent, of our meals are free and reduced.

-It would result in 500. to 600 people losing their jobs. Our lunches
cost 87.5 cents to preptire and serVe. We are known as a rich county,
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:hoWeVer Our recent price increase indicated that parents are not ready
. and/or able to pay 90 cents for lunch.

When we raised the price of the lunch in February from 40 cents
.to 50 cents in elementary schools and 50 cents to 60 cents in inter-
mediate. and high.schools, we lost 8?700 students froni the proaram.

.If We are able tO maintain that price nest year, which we thiElt we
can,' we will overcome that loss, I am sure, hut it is going to take a
concerted effort on our part.

Thank you, sir, for this opportunity to attempt to project a good
image of school inch, and to give you some problems that I see as
being very correctable ones.

Chairman PERRINS; Thank you very much, Ms. Van Egmond.
The next witness is Ms. Joanne Styer, direCtor of food services for

Montgomery County.
[Prepared statement of Joanne Styer follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MRS. JOANNE L. STYER, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICE,
MONTGOMERY COUNTY Pim= ScHooLs, ROCKVILLE, Mr%

L INFORMATION AND BACKGROUND

Montgomery County School Food Service operates food service programs in
each of the county's 205 elementary, secondary, and special education schools,
an outdoor environmental education center, and an educational services center
for administrative personnel. An average of 45,000 Type A student lunches, of
which approximately 7,300 are free or reduced prices, are served each day. Break-
fast programs are offered in 62 schools with an average 2,300 students par-
ticipating daily.

In spite of a declining student enrollment, the growth of the school feeding
. programs has been significant over the past several years with an increase in

lunch participation of 12%-15% annually. The program s operating budget for
this year was in excess of 10.3 million dollars. Food and supply purchases alone
totaled 5.2 million dollars and salary costs amounted to 4.4 million dollars. Since
the county's school food service program must be operated on a "self-supporting"
basis, it is necessary to generate approximately $50,000 a day in revenue to cover
program expenses.

The Montgomery County Public School system with a student enrollment of
119,500 ranks 17th in size nationally and covers an area of 500 square miles.
Due to the size and vast territory involved, the county's food service program is
subject to transportation problems. Local distributors, reacting to the energy
crisis, have severely limited the number of deliveries that will be made to in-
dividual schools. Other demands include increasingly greater "lag" periods be-
tween the times orders are placed and when, deliveries are made and the initia-
tion of minimum order requirements regardless of the size of the school.

Vendor demands in turn cause serious storage problems when commodity
shipments are received. These difficulties are further enhanced since most items
are purchased through a competitive bid system as a result of County and
State laws. Because of the uncertainty of economic conditions. suppliers are
reluctant to enter any contract except short term bids. All of these considera-
tions, of course, have a significant effect on the expenditures incurred by the
food service program.

IL GOALS AND METHODS OF ATTAINMENT

The overall goal of the MCPS feeding program is to provide nutritionally
adequate, educationally and financially sound food service that is. effectively

. and efficiently administeredto paraphrase, quality food service. In order to
achieve this goal. Montgomery County School Food Service staff hns designed
its program around these specific priority areasfood quality and nutritional
value, price to students, nutrition education support programs, student input
and feedback mechanisms, and the integration of school food service with other
community services.
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o insure food quality and maximum nutritional value, all food specifications
re carefully reviewed and rewritten as necessary. All specifications meet ENS
approval and only the highest quality for the intended uses are specified. All pur-

chased products are tested in the food service test kitchen and if acceptable are
subsequently tested by students in selected school cafeterias before being ap-
proved for use. In addition, the Montgomery County testing program includes
recipe development and similar testing procedures for school-prepared items.

Employee training in food preparation is also an important component in
maintnining food quality and nutritional value. Special workshops developed
by a staff training officer and nutritionist have allowed_employees to upgrade
their technical skills. Personnel also have an opportunity to become certified
or receive an A.A. degree through the Montgomery College Food Service Program.

In addition, one course of this program (either a Basic or Advanced Food
Preparation course) is required for employees' eligibility for promotional oppor-
tunities. The employees are able to attend the courses tuition-free and they re-
ceive college credit upon completion. Furthermore, each operation IS regularly
inspected not only by the food service supervisory staff but also by the
Montgomery County Environmental Protection Agency. The overall excellence
in ratings of the health inspectors' reports attests to the effectiveness of
Montgomery County's self-monitoring program.

Because the nutrient consumption levels of school students is an area of in-
creasing concern. Montgomery Count-3' has eniphasized TkPe'..A-.lunches in ele-
!limitary and junior high schools by limiting a la carte sales"and eliminating
the sale of "non-nutritious" snack-type items in conjunction with the food serv-
ice program. To augument this move, choices of Type A lunches are presently
being offered in most secondary schools and somewhat more limited in elementary
schools where labor permits. The County hopes to expand this concept but dif-
ficulties involving labor costs and production estimates must be overcome. In
senior high schools, nutritious a la carte foods as well as Type A lunches are
emphasized: Soft drinks have not been available for some time as part of the
school feeding program.

All of these activities and efforts are made possible only through the leader-
ship of a professionally trained staff of experts in the fields of foods and nutri-
tion and institutional management. Montgomery County's food service
administrative and supervisory staff consists of 9 persons qualified as registered
dietitians, nutrionists, or home economists.

The second arca of priority concern is that of providing a quality and no. -Mous
meal at the lowest possible price to the student. In 1972 and 1973. Montgomery
County School Food Service in conjunction with the MCPS Departm,.nt of Re-
search conducted a study to determine the effect of meal price on student par-
ticipation in the school feedhir, program. The study was initiated by a recom-
mendation of the MontgomeryCounty 'Board of Educntion Advisory Committee
on school Food Service to provide a local subsidy to enable a lowering of the price
of the school lunch to 35 cents. Results of the study showed a 17% increase 'in
participation among students charged the lower price. Related USDA studies
have also indicated that children of moderate income families are either being
priced out of school feeding programs or being forced to limit the number of times
they can participate. The significance of this .trend is overwhelming when one
considers 'the role of adequate nutrition, with school lunch playing an important
part. in overall mental and physical development combined with the fact that any
child regardless of economic background is prey to inadequate nutrition.

All of these factors verify the need to provide school lunches at the lowest pos-
sible price to the student.

Even though the 1972-73 study provided conclusive evidence as toimportance
of the price structure in Montgomery County, local funds have never been made
available to subsidize the county's school feeding program. In addition. the "self-
supporting" aspects of Montgomery County's program add to the difficulties in
maintaining an affordable price structure.

Seventy-five percent of all revenue generated within the schdol lunch program
is from customer sales ; federal and state reimbursement account for 23% and 2%
respectively. Eighty-four percent of all lunches served are paid; 16% are free and
reducel price meals. Since local guidelines reqnire that the program not operate
at a deficit. income must inntch expenses. Not only do Operation expenditures In-
clude the obvious food. supply, and salary costs but also items such as fringe
benefits. i.e. leave. holidays, training. employer share of social security, work-
mates compensation, retirement, maintenance costs, equipment replacement, stor-
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age costs for commodity foods, and traVeI expensesagain, most of which must
be covered by customer sales. Therefore, the price of the lunch must be structured
to generate adequate income tO cover these costs. Price structuring itself is not
an easy process. The lack of economic stability makes 'it difficult to establish a
price structure that will guarantee a "break-even" financial operation. Short term
blds, 'mentioned before, and escalator clauses 'provided in bids: result in price
changes on almost a monthly basis. Cost projections are also hampered by the
uncertainty involved 'with commodity distribution. For example, delays in dls-
tr I b u ti on , commodities received at the end of a school year, or receipt of items
that ure not components of the Type A pattern (such as rice) all tend, to affect
cost projections compared to actual cost incurred. .

In spite of the complexities of the pricing issue; measures can and have been
taken to counter these factors. Ow solution is to hold the line on costs by in-
creasing productivity, i.e. utilizing.less labor yet aohieve greater levels of produc-
tion. This is being achieved through employee training workshops,- the use of care-
fully selected convenience food items (Le frozen, canned), and the development

,Of an alternative, preplated food delivery system which will be discussed in more
detail later.

These labor savings measures' are augmented with efforts it/ increase student
participation, thus generating additional income. Over the past few years, ef-
forts in this area have resulted in a 12%45% participation increase each year.
This increase is largely a result 0 menu modifications and the continual expan-
sion of Type A choices offered in eaCh school on a daily basis. As a result of
periodic:. student surveys and observations menus are now planned to 'repeat the
most poPular food items and frequently promote- new and ethnie foods on a
special occasion basis. This approach was originally tested in a total of 32 schools
and proved effective. Both of these conceptspopularity and choicehave shown
an added benefit in helping to reduce plate waste.

Realizing that any efforts to increase student participation and improve stu7
dent nutrient consumption levels must be supplemented with basic nutrition edu-
cation.' a third priority area in Montgomery County school lunch operations is
that of developingsupportive nutrition education programs. School Food Services
staff has been actively involved in the county's K-12 nutrition curriculum. A .

-summer course for teachers, "Teaching Nutrition in the Elementary Classroom",
is taught by school food service's nutrition education specialist. Menus for Head
Start groups have been deevloped to provide learning experiences when eating,
nud a special nutrition unit is under development for the county's outdoor en-
vironmental education center. In addition to these specific activities, all school
lunch administrative and supervisory staff are qualified and available as resource
personnel to assist cafeteria managers, classroom teachers, PTA and community
groups in developing nutrition components for special lessons, programs, or stu-
dent orientation sessions.

The introduction of ethnic and cultural foods is another avenue used to provide
nutrition information. Working with the school system's Department of Human
Relations, activity projects, lesson plans, and background information are. de-
veloped and sent to each school in conjunction with ethnic holiday observances.

Special menus are planned to coincide with -the observance and. appropriate
food items are featured when possible. Community groups are consulted and their
involvement encouraged. This past year, for example, special menus and recipes
were developed for American Indian Week with the help of the Montgomery
County American Indian Council and for Hanukkah with the local Jewish
Council. Inspired by the nation's bicentennial celebration, school' food service
initiated the first school-wide observance of General Richard. Montgomery's
BirthdaY, Montgomery County's namesake. Other observances have 'included
Cinio de Mayo, Black History Week, Chinese New Year and various Bicentennial
themesall accompanied by some nutritional and historical Information for
classroom use.

No' school food service operation can be successful without open lines of com-
munication to its customersthe students. It is for this reason that a fourth
priority area in Montgomery County is to cultivate student input and feedback
mechanisms. Analysis of participation statistics and field supervisor contacts with
students as well as managers, principals, and parents are routine. Manager-
student food committees and food surveys are encouraged. Every school has a
trained school food service employee present during serving times to answer.
any questions, deal with any problems that might arise. In addition to these
mechanisms, a Board of Education Advisory Committee consisting. of 5 com-
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=fifty members, 5 students, and 5 school system staff periodically review school
food serVIce programs, visit schools, and make recommendations.

One final priority area is that of integrating school food service with other
areas of community concern. Montgomery County citizens are starting to realize
that schools can play an important role in community affairs. Schools are no
longer a limited-use structure for children only. Increasingly, elderly and pre-
school programs utilize schools. Their participants need food service, so conse-
quently school food service is 'called upon more and more to provide this service.

Far example, senior citizens are permitted to buy lunches for 85 cents 'at
school cafeterias. Additionally, local, state, and federal agencies sponsor. a variety
of programs such as Title VII and RSVP. The programs operate in a variety
of ways. In all, approximately 400 senior citizens are provided with lunches
daily from school cafeterias on a year-round basis. The Montgomery County
school feeding program is ideally suited to provide these supplemental feeding
services for the community since they have the facility, the technical knowledge,
and trained staff. As a result, the county benefits by avoiding duplication of
administrative costs for the nutritional aspects of their programs. These savings
can then-be turned back into the various programs, enabling more persons to
participate.

Summer feeding is another area of school food service involvement in tbe
community. Significant advances have been made by the Maryland State Legisla-
ture in providing food programs for low income children during those months
when schools traditionally are not in session. Working with a wide range of local
agencies and community groups, Montgomery County now has 41 certified summer
feeding sites and school food service personnel prepare and deliver these meals:-
Also, for the first time this year, the lunch program will be extended to 12 senior
high schools and 2 junior high schools offering regular summer school programs.

III. I MP LE BIEN TATION

Montgomery County School Food Services operates its school and supplemen-
tary feeding programs utilizing a combination of on-site and preplated food
delivery systems.

During the post-war baby boom of the 50's, the Montgomery County school
system experienced a rapid increase in student enrollment. To meet this need
new schools were built, as many as 24 in a 3-year period. The priority was to
provide classroom space for every child and as a result, support services such
as the kitchen facilities were of minimum size and sparsely equipped if provided
at all.

Now in the 70's the Montgomery County Public School system is experiencing
a reversal of this trend with student enrollments dropping. Even though the
enrollment has been declining over the past several years it has only been
recently that fiscal crisis has provided the impetus needed to lead to the success
of the elected Board of Education in closing 8 underutilized schools in the
southern part of the county. Currently another 14 schools are under study for
closure for the following year.

The county's school food service program is a centralized system and is directed
hy a professionally trained staff of experts in the field of foods and nutrition
and institutional management. Operating as a team, they plan and coordinate
the activities of 205 feeding sites. Of 205 schools, 143 have on-site preparation
and 62 are satellites. The task of the food service staff to provide a nutritionally
adequate, educationally, and financially sound food service program has proven a
most formidable task since coincidentally with the declining enrollment, the
food service has experienced the effects of rapidly spiralling food, supplies, and
labor costs.

Previously, the self-supporting food service program had experienced an opera-
tional deficit. Several efforts to get additional local subsidy for the-program were
unsuccessful. Past experience had demonstrated that increasing the price of the
lunch to students has a direct adverse impact on the rate of student participation
in the feeding program and tended to further "drive out" moderate income chil-
dren. It became obvious that since the only real cost factors that could be affected
was through payroll savings and since increased productivity at on-site opera-
tions was limited, the only real solution was to explore satellite feeding
programs.

Bulk satellite and the preplated satellite systems were evaluated simultane-
ously for their relative merits. After two years it was determined that the say-
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lugs in labor and food costs through effective controls were far greater in a
preplated system. Further, the longer the length of time the food had to be held

- at 145*--1500 In the bulk system the greater the loss of nutrients and quality.
Monitoring the holding of food at safe temperature during stages of prepara-
tion, transporting, and serving in the bulk system was difficult. Another consid-
eration was the additional expense required to purchase adequate transport
equipment.

Having made the decision to develop a preplated system, continuous efforts
have since been made to make this program as comparable In quality and
variety as possible to the food service provided in the on-site cafeterias. Pur-
chased products for the preplated syscem are carefully selected and tested
through a non-bid system and supplement the cold portion of the lunch which
has always been entirely prepared in on-alte kitchens. As the preplated system
has been expanded over the pee several years, Montgomery County has been
developing its own hot pack production centers within the school system to
further insure comparability and cost advantages. Presently, approximately
9:i70 of the foods used in Montgomery County's preplated system are prepared
within the system. Furthermore, with the opening of our new production center
by midyear all of the food for the preplated system will be prepared In our
production centers.

The desirability of this system will be enhanced through extensive recipe
testing and the development of innovative production procedures such as the
rapid-chill system. This system which will supplement present procedures Is cur-
rently being tested for nutritional and bacteriological quality as well as overall
acceptability.

The preplated system is carefully monitored with student feedback and plate
waste observations playing important roles in determining the menus offered and
products approved.

The initiation of the preplated system approximately four years ago combined
with increased productivity achieved at on-site operations has resulted in a
reduction of 146 full time equivalent cafeteria positions over this period of time.
This translated in cost savings for salary alone (excluding probable cost advan-
tages in delivery consolidation, etc.) amounts to over $1,500,000. Of this, approx-
imately $769,500 can be attributed to savings derived through the preplated
system but not at the expense of employee lay-offs or forced terminations. The
system's expansion has been gradual and accomplished entirely through attri-
tion. These savings have allowed the price of lunch to students to remain rela-
tively stable over the past several years and yet the accumulated operating
deficit for the school food services has been absorbed and the program is now
financially sound.

In spite of these achievements Montgomery County's School Food Service
must keep In constant touch and adapt with the changing needs of the county's
students. Regardless of the type delivery system used, every effort Is made to be
flexible. responding to the needs of individual schools as much as possible.

STATEMENT OF JOANNE STYER, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICE,
MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Ms. STTER. I am Joanne Styer. and I am the director of Food Serv-
ice for Montgomery County Public Schools. The Montgomery County
public school system ranks 17th in size nationally. It has 205 schools
serving an average of 45.000 type A lunches daily, of which approxi-
mately 4,300 are free or reduced price. Breakfast programs are offered
in 62 schools, serving an average of 2.300 students.

The system covers an average of 500 square miles, which results in
some problems relating to transportation and the delivery of foods
and supplies. Reacting to the energy crisis, distributors have limited
the number and quantity of deliveries and the time they win be made.

Since food and supphes are purchased through competitive bidding
system as required by the State and county law, suppliers are re-
luctant to enter into any contracts except short-term bids.
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These demands, in turn, cause serious storage problems when com-
modities shipments are received.

The overall goal of the Montgomery County feeding program is to
provide nutritionally adequate, educationally and financially sound
food service that is effectively and efficiently administered. To para-
phrase, a quality food service.

In order to achieve this goal, Montgomery County school food serv-
ice staff has designed its program around these specific priority areas:
food quality and nutritional value; price to students; nutrition educa-
tion support programs, student input and feedback mechanisms, and
the integration of school food service with other community services.

To insure food quality and maximum nutritional value, all food
specifications are carefully reviewed and rewritten as necessary. All
specifications meet FNS approval and only the highest quality for the
intended uses are specified.

Recipes and food products are tested in the food service test kitchen
and with selected student groups before being approved for use.

Employee training in food preparation is conducted through spe-
cial workshops and courses provided in conjunction with Montgomery
Coll ege.

Regular inspections of all operations by food service staff and Envi-
ronmental Agency staff are made.

Type A lunches are emphasized in all schools. The a la carte pro-
gram has been eliminated, or completely, abandoned in all of the ele-
mentary and junior high schools. ltirutritions a la carte selections are
available in senior high schools.

_ in. addition, Montgomery County is erradually expanding the con-
cept of offering choices of type A lunch'es, which are now available in
many of our schools.

In spite of declining student enrollment, lunch participation has
increased 12 to 15 percent for the past 2 years respectively.

The price of the lunch to the student is of concern to Montgomery
County, so that some moderate-income families will not be priced out
of the school feeding programs. The sig,nificance of the national trend
is overwhelming, considering the role of adequate nutrition and men-
tal and physical development, and the fact that any child, regardless
of economic background, is prey to inadequate nutrition.

Because Montgomery County food service is self-supporting, estab-
lishing an affordable price structure is not easy. Seventy-five percent of
the food service revenue is generated from customer sales, and 25 per-
cent through Federal and State subsidies. Eighty-four percent of an
lunches served in Montgomery County are paid.

Local guidelines require that income must match expenses. This
year's operating budget was in excess of $10.3 million, of which $5.2
million was food and supply purchases, and $4.4 million was salaries.

One solution is to hold the line in cost by increas,d productivity,
using less labor to achieve:greater production levels. This approach has
been augmented by our increased student participation, which has
been accomplished for the most part by offering choices, and planning
menus around the most popular food items. Both of these concepts,
popularity and choice. hare shown added benefit in helping to reduce
plate waste.
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Fo cid service supported programs include staff participation in the
K through 12 nutrition curriculum ; conducting summer nutrition
courses for elementary teachers; developing learning experiences for
Head Start; and education in planning menus with coordinated lesson
plans providing historical and nutritional information.

Numerous student feedback mechanisms are encouraged by managers.
of food service, students, PTA programs, and a board of education
advisory committee of community students and school stair members.

Montgomery County school feeding program is ideally suited to be
integrated with community services by providing facilities and trained
staff for service to older citizens, preschool, and summer recreation
programs for lower income children, through a combination of onsite
and preplated food delivery systems directed by the professionally
trained stair of experts in the field of nutrition and institutional man-
affement--143 schools have onsite preparation, and 62 are satellites.
e'Continuous efforts are made to make the preplated system as com-

parable in quality and variety, as possible, to that of onsite cafeterias.
Products aro carefully selected and tested.

Presently 95 percent of the foods used are prepared in our own pro-
duction centers, and by midyear 100 percent will be, -with the opening
of a production center, and a rapid chill system is also being tested for
nutritional and bacteriological quality and overall acceptability for
development for supplemental use in the preplated system.

The initiation of the preplated system approximately 4 years ago
combined with increased productivity achieved at onsite operations
has resulted in cost savings for salaries alone in excess of $1.5 million,
but not.at the expense of employee. layoffs or. forced terminations.

The system's expansion has been very gradual and accomplished
entirely through attrition. These savings have allowed the price of
lunch to students to remain relatively stable over the past several
years. Yet the accumulated operating deficit for the school food serv-
ices has been absorbed, and the program is now financially sound.

Regardless of the type of system used, every effort is made to be
flexible, responding to the nee& of the individual schools as much as
possible.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that as president of
the Maryland School Food Services Association and director of
Montgomery Public School Food Service, do eve;rthing you can to
block the block grant. If it came into reality, it would literally wipe
out Maryland's sahool feeding program as it is.

Chairman Praunics. I am in agreement with that, and I believe that
Mr. Quie is also.

Mr. Qum. I am less in accord as I listen to test.imony like that.
Chairman PERKINS. Our next witness is Ms. Doris Fuller, super-

visor for the child care food program of the District of Coluiribia.
Go ahead, Ms. Fuller.

STATEMENT OF DORIS FULLER, SUPERVISOR, CHILD CARE FOOD

PROGRAM, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Ms. Fra.nr.n. Mr. Chairman. I am Doris Fuller, State agency super-
visor for the child care food program in the District of Columbia.
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The District's child care food program is currently serving ov,21.7
3.300 children in 76 child care centers and 12 family day care homes.
An average of 8,300 nutritious meals are served daily to these children
in a variety of meal combinations.

The most general combination is breakfast, lunch, and two snacks.
Since the implementation of t.he child care food program, in January
of 1976, we have experiencecra net program growth of 14 percent. This
growth, however, has not taken place without problems. Just like a
cnild developing into a teenager, we are esperiencinggrowing pains.

Within the past. 5 months, ye have taken in 8 institutions, and 12
family day care homes under the program's new open policy. During
the same period, we had to drop eight previously approved after-school
programs, and one program for handicapped children.

None of these programs were covered by District licensing regula-
tions, and they could not meet the stringent Federal interagency day
care requirements which are geared to conventional day care centers.

More than 50 District sponsored half-day child care programs, which
are not required by District law to be. licensed, have failed to follow
through with the application procedure. Their administrators know
that they cannot meet the interagency requirenients. Thus, we must
deny meals to approximately 1,000 children.

We have been confronted with many new adnistrative problems,
since the inclusion of family day care homes. From month to month,
enrollment, in any given home, may change beeanso many family day
care homes are utilized for placement of children whose parents are
enrolled in jobtraining programs.

As a parent coMpletes his or her training, the child isremoyed from .
the-day care hoine. This could Occur at any time during the month,
and any number of parentssould complete training at the same time.

'When new placeinents are made, different homes which are more
suitable to the needs of the incoming trainee may be selected. What
effect does tbis have on the child care food program?

First, each new home used by a sponsoring organization has th be
approved. Currently, we are working with a sponsor to approve 800
homes, even though only an average of 300 are used on a monthly
basis. more than 1,600 pages have to be prepared and processed
just, to approve this program.

Processing the reimbursement claim for this program will require
the handling of more than 300 pages each .month. Since each month
this data may come from different homes for different children, claim-
ing percentages have to be established on a monthly basis.

Although the situations ctied are characteristics of many smaller
family day care programs, the problems become magnified when deal-
inrr with larger prom-rims.

We would literally force the sponsoring organization of such a large
fluctuating program into noncompliance with program regulations,
if we had to reimburse on meals served times-rates instead of cost less
ineome.

The former method would require sponsors to disburse reimburse-
ments to each family dav care mother according to claiming percent-
ages. Aside from requiring days of sponsoring organizafion staff time
to compute payments. the vaiiation in amounts paid for free meals
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as opposed to other meals would tend to cause discontent among the
daoheare mothers.

e short tinie frame in which the child care food program had to
be, implemented did not provide ample time for planning and develop-
ment procedures. Additional personnel to handle the added burden-
-of the expanding program could not be hired-because of insuffiCient
SEA. tunas.

Already the program has grown beyond our present three-member
staff's ability to adequately monitor and process claims on a timely
basis, and submit timely reports.

Needless to say, the staff's capacity to provide outreach has been
severely restricted. Because of the nutritional benefits to our children,
the recipients Of these programs, everyone is working diligently to
fully implement all provisions of the child care food program, in spite
of staffing handicaps.

Under the special food service program, many institutions who
lacked sufficient storage space or used food management companies,
could not take advantage of the commodity pro vision of the program.

About 20 percent of our program fell into this category. NOw, since
we have elected to receive cash-in-lieu of commodities, 100 percent of
our programs benefit from the commodtiy provision of the child care
food program.

Mr. Chairman, before concluding, I wish to briefly discuss some
advantages and disadvantages of the summer food service program for
children.

Public Law 94-105 provides that all meals provided to children in
siteshe served free. Havever, because of the 33.3.percent.area

nee% criterion, it. is possible that a program in which 90 percent of the
children are eligible for free meals or reduced price meals may not
qualify as a feeding site.

This seems contrary to the intent of the program and is a, form of
discrimination based solely on where a child lives.

While performance funding ultimately enables more children to
be reached by the program, other necessary provisions such as advance
funding and administrative cost funds have made this worthwhile
program a target for groups who are seeking to obtain these moneys as
a prime objective and fee,Ichildren as a byproduct.

Due to the nature of this proaram, it becomes increasingly more dif-
ficult for limited State staffs ro insure the interrrity of the program.
Mindful of the defmite need of the summer feeiling program, I cite
these areas solely in the interest of seeking ways to improve the pro-
gram,. and eliminate situations which may jeopardize the future of
this progrram and the very worthwhile benefits it provides to many
needy children.

I wish to thank the subcommtitee for the opportuntiv to testify on
these programs, which I believe to be esSential to the well-being of our
children.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank the entire panel. I have several

questions, and I will start with Mr. Stewart first.
What is the average price of lunches in the District of Columbia ?

I am going to address this question to each of you for your own school
systems, and if you have had any increase in price recently.
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If you have had an increase in prices recently, has t1K.re been a de-
cline in the number of paying students?

I would like to hear from you first, Mr. Stewart, and then go across
t he board.

Mr. STEwART. The average selling price in the District of Columbia
is 35 cents for an elementary meal and 45 cents for the secondary meal.
We have not had a price increase in the last 3 years, and we did not
experience a drop at that time primarily because more than SO percent
of the children in the District qualify for meals free. So you have a
very small percentage that is payin in the District program.

Chairnum PERKINS. That answerlthe question.
'f'he lady from Fairfax County ?
MS. VAN EGMOND. Ninety-two percent -of our students are paying

students, so wlen we increased theprite
Cha irman PERKINS. That is the iniddlincome student, the regular

lunch program.
Ms. V. Eomoxn. That is 92 percent. and we have S percent free.

When we raised the price in elementary from 40 to 50 Cents which was
a 10-cent increase. rather than and we were very frightened by it,
we did lose but we did not lose as many as we thought we would.

In the secondary, we raised the price from 50 cents to GO cents. We
lost. 8,700 students.

(Ma irman PERM xs. You gave us the enrollnamt in the school lunch
irograni. Would you repeat it at, this time ?

Ms. VAN EtimoNo. We serve 03,000 stip lents a complete lunch a day.
Chairman PERKIN& You figure that this increase in price will knock

_oft how, many ?
Ms. VAN EGMOND. Before we started our price increase in Jaimary,

we were serving 07,000 lunches a day. When we not the price increase
in February, we dropped immediately down. W73 have come back up
some, but we have not yet recovered.

Chairman PEnKtNs. Since February, has it appeared to be on the
increase again?

Ms. VAN EGMOND. Yes, but not as fast as we had projected. We are
serving an averacre of 51 percent of our students presently, during the
month of May. In the month of February it was down to 48 percent
of the students, and before we had the price increase it was 57 percent
of the students. So you can see that we did lose percentagewise.

Chairman PERKINS. I have other cpmestions in a few moments, but I
would like to hoar from the lady from Montgomery County.

Ms. STYER. Fortunately, we have been able to hold the price of our
lunch steady for the past several years. Prior to that. time, however,
we did do some studies on what would happen, or what did happen
when we had the increase in the price of the lunch. e had similar
experience as Fairfax County.

For every 5-cent iacrease, we experienced a 5-percent drop. The diffi-
culty is. as they 11.1C! experiencing, you recover some of it, but you never
get it all back.

Chairman PERKINS. What are your charges ?

Ms. STYER. We are charging 55 cents in-the elementary and 60 cents
at the secondary level.

Chairman PERKINS. You have not experienced any drop during this
past year at all, then.
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STYER. Th iu year we have experienced an increr,se of 50 percent
in participation.

Chairman PERKINS. What is your present enrollment ?

Ms. SrrEn. We are serving an average of 45,000 students aday.
Chairman PERKINS. Out3f a total enrollment of what?
Ms. STYER. The enrollment in the public schools right now is 119,000.
Chairman PERKINS, The breakfast pmgram ?
MS. STYER. This year wi. have 62 breakfast programs with an average

of 2,300 students participating.
Chairman 'PERKINS. How many do you have participating in

Fairfax?
Ms. VAN EGMOND. We have 42 programs, and 2,200 students, but

irmny of those are paying.
Chairman PERKINS. ean you comment on that, :Nis. Fuller ?
MS. FULLER. Mr. Chairman, I am from Mr. Stewart's staff, so my

information would be the same as b is.
Chairman PERKINS. My next question : if the press-reports are accu-

rate, the study of plate waste being conducted bv the Department of
Agriculture, has found that 20 percent of the foo'd in the school lunch
program is wasted.

Is this figure accurate in your school district, and what do- you
estimate waste to be ?

is it due t.o the growing use of prepackaged frozen meals, or is it due .
t o children rejecting the types of food you are offering ?

will let you start, Mr. Stewart.
Mr. Slim-Aar. In reference to the survey by USDA and the 20 per-

cent waste far -,r that was indicated there, it is my understanding that
_ --at.-the-preser. 'me- justra-preliminary-report-and-they-recog-------

laze. that there are many other factors related to that study that would
reflect upon this figure that were not given out by the press.

Simply the raw figures were given, and some of the things that in-
fluences those figures, that may . qualify those figures, were not dealt
with.

I would say, however, even though I have not concluded this, an
overall survey in the. District of all schools, mid the waste factor in
those sc2mols, I would think that this might be a reasonable figure.

I would not, however, in any way relate that figure to the preplated
meal concept because that End of waste could take place in a cafeteria
school depending on the quality of production in that school.

I would not relate it to the preplated meal because in the District
our experience has been real good with the preplated meal,.and tbe
children have been responsive to it. As I indicated in my testimony
earlier, it may be a school by school situation as to the percentage of
waste thai" might occur.

At Amidon High School that waste factor would not fro more than
2 percent, when you compare the amount of 'food we conlected after
'200 kids had consumed their lunch during those 2 days.

So, I could not relate that to the preplated meal, nor to the con-
venience food. Convenience foods, I think, are an erroneous factor
against the preplated system because for a long time we have been
using convenience foods and preplated is not the only kind of con-
venience foods that we use.
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A can.of green beans is a convenience food. A frozen vegetable, is a
.convenience food. Many of the things that we get from the grocery
store these days and take to our home are convenience foods.

I think that the attack. on the preplated system has to do with the
way it is formed into that system to provide the service to those chil-
dren in those schools who would not have cafeterias if it were not for
this system.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, Ms. Van Egmond, you go ahead.
Ms. VAN EG3fOND. We do not use preplated lunches so I a talking
m

.

fro a preparation of kitchen situation, or satellitewhmere we satellite
in bulk.

Chairman PERKINS. You do not use the preplated lunch at all ?
MS. VAN &MOND. NO Sir.
We do have some wasle in our elementary schools from our observa-

tion. In our intermediate and higb.schoolsthe waste is very, very low,
it would be 2 to 3 percent.

Chairmifil-PERKINs. What percentage would you say ?
Ms. VAN EGNIOND. Two to three percent in our intermediate and

high schools. In our elementary schools, 20 percent may be a respect-
. able figure. With the elementary children, the. first three grades, you
have much difficulty keeping their attention long enough on food, if
they have recess that, they are going to next, or if their friends ask
them something, they forget that they are eating, practically. That is
one of the biggest problems. They will not try some foods, and if they
would try them, they might like them.

I think that nutrition education should be emphasized as we em-
ph asized_physicaL education-in-ou schools.-I-have -always-hoped-that
someone would do for nutrition education what John F. Kennedy did
for physical education in our schools. I think that we could change
this with that.

I have elementary children at home, and I Cook for them. I still have
plate waste. So I do not believe that ive can ever eliminate all plate
waste, even with choices, but we can certainly do a lot toward it. I don't .

.believe that we will ever eliminate all of it.
Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Styer, you go ahead.
Ms. STYER. I think, perhaps, if you are comparing the plate waste be-

tween different types of systems, we can speak very well to that point.
since we have 148 elementary schools, and 62 of those are satellites and
use the preplated system, which the others have onsite preparation.

We have looked at the comparable waste between the two programs,
and find that there is no difference. The facts that Ms. Van Egmond
has pointed out concerning the children being distracted at the ele-
mentary level are true, or it takes them longerte eat, yet as soon as
their peer group gets up to leave, they want-to go oo. So there are a
lot of other factors in it.

We have modified our menu. We ran a test in 32 of our schools last
year to see what effect modifying the merlin to provide the most popu-
lar choices would have, the foods that the kids themselveS 'told us:
they wanted to have, both in the entrees, the vegetables, and everything.

.We did cut dOwn a lot on the plate waste. but we have, not eliminatea
it entirely because one child will eat that orange, and then the next
day they will not. So plate waste is there.
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' At the junior and senior high. schools, and intermediate level, we
have virtually none. It is at the elementary school level that we have
the problem.

I would like to say a word about convenience foods. I don't know
where the food service industry, or mothers, would be today without
items that are prepackaged and ready for use conveniently. Many of
those have been .produced with higher nutritional quality:

We use the same foods'in our preplated program that we use in the
onsite kitchens. The same foods that they would use in Fairfax or any
other school system that was not using preplated. It is simply put
into a different package, a package that can be recycled.

There is another thing going for it, too. Vegetables probably lose
their vitamins and minerals- faster than any other product, because the
vitainins and minerals go out in the water. Of course, if you cook them
in the container in which they are served, they are left there.

Chairman PERKrxs. Go ahead, Mr. Stewart.
Mr. STEWART. I would like to make a couple of additional conunents,

and it is in reference to the preplated meal system basically, becase
in the District of Columbia we have some 88 satellite locations, in old
schools where -we had not constructed for cafeteria facilities and we
needed to feed the children.

In addition, we also have a preplated breakfast program, as I in-
dicated earl ier.

One of the things that concerns me in the negative comments that
have been cited in the press about preplated is that none of them spoke
to children, and asked their reaction, the actual recipients of these

men ls.
The Binghamton, N.Y., Evening Press bothered to do that on

June 7. They talked specifically to children who were consuming pre-
plated meals. If I might offer you some comments from that article.

They spoke to Robert A. Kennedy, a stocky 11-year-old sixth grader
at the Theodore Roosevelt Elementary School, and he. said that the
readyrnade lunches were pretty gOod. Like most of hiS peers, Jeff
Rodgers a 9-year-old fourth grader, said that the pizza was the best
meal paa offered.

During the past half-hour, Rodgers who says he weighs 55 pounds, had eaten
the entire pizza meal plus two bananas, a couple of cookies, and had drank a
carton of milk. According to a conversation with a dozen or so youngsters at
Roosevelt, pizza is their favorite med entree, hot dogs, hamburgers, and chicken
ranked among the favorite dishes among the young people. The fishmeal pack
was named most often as the meal they liked.

My point here is that this editor bothered to-go out and talk to the
children who were consuming the meals, and did not take the opinion
of a group that is not often in the schools, nor an individual who is not
servinir this meal, or someone with just an opinion about the meal. They
talker to the children who are actually eating.: the meal, and this is the
basic reaction that I have received in the Disti:ict.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me say that we will recess for about 6 or 8
minutes. You can relax for that period of thne.

rInformal recess.]
Chairman PERKINs. The committee will resume its sitting.
_Two of the witnesses mentioned problems with the commodities dis-

tributed by the Department of Agriculture,Would you favor cash in
SO-005-76-16
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lieu .of commnodit ies, or what improvements would you recommend in
the administration of the commodity distribution program?

would like to .address that question .to afl of.you, but you go' ahead
first, Mr. Stewart.

Mm. STEWART. With reference to cash in lieu of commodities, Mr.
Clrairman, my personal preference is that we receive.commodities... I
luive that preference because I think commodities are an iinportant
factor to the price stabilization situation with farm products. .

I feel that if cash were given to each State, to exercise their choice as,
to what product they would purchase, then :we would have many excess
farm products left in segments of the country that: could not be moyed
through any other vehicle like the .commodity program. as it 'exists
DOW.

For that reason, I prefer that we have commodities. If excess:pine-
apple were produced in Hawaii. I would sav that I would not be in-.
terested in Washington, D.C., in netting rid of those pineapples, and

. I would put my money elsewhere7 So those (*rowers in Hawaii might
have a very difficult, problem with the labor situation and price stabili-
zation on those products that they have in excess.

Ms. VAN EGMOND. I would stay with commodities also, if I had the
choice. I guess it is being realistic. The proffram was established and
the aim of the program was to see that we fo a service to our country
in helping with the economy.

As I 11-mentioned in my statement, I think that we are always going
to have abundancies. A crop is going to do well one year, and not so
well another. The school lunch program does offer a ready market, a
largeluarket...We.do.getafew items,thatare.not so,easyztozuse,hut
percent of our conunodities are excellent and usable.

Chairman PERKINS. On top of that, is it a saving to the local school
lunch program, the commodities, in your judgment?

Ms. VAN Eomosn. Yes.
Chairman PEnKrxs. When they are purchased by the commodity

credit in great bulk.
Ms. VAN Enmoxo. In our system, we are large enOugh that we have

buying power, and maybe we do not realize it as much as a smaller
system or one further out. We have a great market in this area in which
to go to. We. have competitive bids. We are quite.fortunate, much More
fortunate than some of the school systems that are further out.

The conimnodities do yield us almost dollar for dollar.
Cha i roman PERKINS. his. Stye r.
MS. STYER. Mr. Chairman a few years ago I might have said cash,

but I have changed my Mind. The processing 'agreements that we have
been able to enter into for the commodity program have solved 'many
of the difficulties we had in utilizing some of the commodities.

In faCt in some cases, it. bus been an important part of our program-
So, I tend to feel that improving the commodity distribution program
would be beneficial, and we would remain with it, but perhaps explore
the processing agreement concept in a little more detail on the national

Chairman PERKM. Would you explain a little more about the proc-
essing agreements?

Ms. STFER. For instance, the dry milk which has been inabundance
this year, we have been able- to have it sent to a cheese company in.
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Pennsylvania, and they ha ve converted that 'into mozzarella,.cheese.
Flour has been going to a pizza company, and the cheese goes to our
pizza company, and -we end up with a pizza.

So we have utilized the fiour, and we have utiliZed the processed
cheese. That is one examPle.

Chairman Pmairss. Now one question that I would like for you to
answer in connection with tl te legislation that we passed last year.

.
What is the percentage of students receiving frite and reduced-price

lunches in each of Your school districts? It has been answered gen-
erally, but I would like to liave it answered specifically.

How are you implementing the new requirement mandating a re-
duced-price program in each school district under the new law ?- '

What kind of an increase do you anticipate in that program?
Ms. VAN EGMOND. Weserve almost 8.5 percent free and reduced-

price lunch meals. It is almost 8.5 percent of free and reduced-price
meals in .Fairfax County. It is a very low percentage, probably the
lowest in the country.

Chairman PERKINS. It is because of the income level of these
families.

Ms. VAN EGMOND. Yes.
When the regulations came out regarding the reduced price meals,

which we received in February for implementation on March 1, or
maybe it was in January for implementation on February 1 we went
out with a letter to every parent.

We. have 136,000 students in Fairfax County, and a letter went hoMe
with every student, telling them of the reduced price meal and the
free,mearbein(rayailable. ft-,..gave the income level on the back. If they
were qualifieCor thought they were qualified,They could contact the
school for the application.

We sent this to every home. We did not send the application but
we sent the letter to every home. It was costly, but this way we knew
t hat it went to every child's home or they were supposed to have gotten
home with it.

Chairman Priucrxs. That is a thorough job, in my judgment. But
in spite, of that, your increase in the reduced price program has been
verv low because of the income level in Fairfax County.

St& VAN EGMOND. Yes, it has been very low. We feel that we are
meeting most of the needs. There may be a few that prefer not to have
.their child on a free or reduced price meal that qualify, but I do not
believe it is because they do not know Of the program.

Chairman PERKIxs. To what extent did your reduced price program
increase as a result of this amendment?

Ms. VAN- EcoroNoIt increased 5 percent.
Chairman PrirrEms. GO ahead, Mr. Stewart.

'

Mr. STMART. Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have an average of 80-perceqt
participation in the free and reduced price program. We have not at-
tempted to break the percentarre out on a free and reduced basis.

Ont of the total amount, wjhave about 5,000 average daily in the
reduced price category. We did not have a problem in implementing
this with Public Law 94-105 because we already had a mandated re-
thiced price program by the superintendent of schools 3 years ago,
when the reduced price was not required, but was there and offered.

We went in with our reduced price program at that time. So we
have not experienced any impact as a result of the recent law.
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Mr. Qui.rfr. Cliairmaii would you yield.
Chairman PERmils. Mr. fbie.
Mr. Qum. Why don't you break it doWn between free and reduced ?
Mr. STEwART. I have not dealt with the percentages. We have 80

percent in the free and reduced price program. I know frard my par-
ticipation data that on an average daily participation, 5,000 of those
would be reduced and the rest are free.

I just Said that to>give the chairman a percentage figure. I had not
dealt with that, so I gave him the raw figure.

Mr. Qm.E. What are the raw figures ?
Mr. STEWART. About 5,000 reduced out of an average of 54,000 in

the free and reduced program.
Mr. Qum. OK.
ChairMan PERKINS. Mrs. Styer, do you have anything to say ?
Mrs. STYER. We have 5,300 a day that are free and reduced. Out of

that number, 1,200 are reduced price, which is about 10 percent of the
total.

Chairman PERKiss. You mean a 10-percent increase as a result of
implementing the new legislation on reduced price lunches?

Ms. STTER. Montgomery County has had a reduced price program
ever since it has been available.

Chairman PERiaxs. As a result of the new amendment, what .has
been your increase ?

MS. &ITER. We picked up about 400 a day that are reduced price
over what we had had prior to that time.

Chairman PERE.Drs. Mr. Qui e, go ahead.
.--Mr..Qmm-Following up on.that-one, under the-new- regulatiOns;-for------
a family of four, since you can fro 25 percent above the poverty income
level for free, we are talking tliere of an income of $7,130, and an in-
come of $11,110 for reduced.

Is there that small a percentage of people with incomes between
$11,110 and $7,130 to account dor 5,000 reduced but 50,000 free ?

Mr. STEWART. I would have to say that it is very accurate because
we publish those income eligibilities guidelines in every application
format at the beginning of the year.

We simply record those anil file those according to the data we get
back, and that is the numlier that is qualified based on the income that
they cited on the application. So I would say that it is very accurate
based on the information that We get back from the parents through
the application process.

Mr. Qm:E. What is it about the District of Columbia that there is
such a low percentage of people between $7,000 and $11,000 as comL
pared with the rest of the Nation ?

Mr. STEWART. I could not answer what specifically it is, except that
the economic condition and inCome level, for some reason milmown
to me, more of the children would qualify in the free category than
they do in the reduced price category. I don't know the.specific answer
as to why..

iMr. QtirE. Do you have any information on ncomes of .people in
the. District of Columbia that you have compared this against?

Mr. STEWART. No, I have not.compared it, sir. We have information,
but I have not made a comparison to attempt to determine that small
range between free and reduced.
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.:-.Mr. QtYiE. There is a difference. of $4,000 in income level, and that
is ,a.'small range. I realize that this occurs that we have a very Small

ercentage of students at 'reduCed cost, but the percentage of people
tWeen those income levels is much higher than that. .

This has happened in the other schools. They have just not."
traded the red.uced coSt students. They have been more prone net to
collie in and say that they should receive reduced coSt than those who
are receiving free lunChes. I am surprised by those figures.

Let me go back to something else. As the chairman said2:we both
,acrreed thatwe should not go to the block grant. I refused to introduce
die block grant, and I think there are reasons why we should not go
to a block grant. Ent let me say that your testimony, to the, is utter
nonsense. I want to say this to you because I want you to coMe back
to me and tell me why. I am wrong..

As I listen to you, it seems the program woUld fail. It would go'down
the tube. People would be losing their jobS. if vie went to a hlOck
grant instead of this program controlled by USDA telling you what
to do. It just does not make sense at all.

You mention in your. testimony, Mr. Sthwart, that since we give
Tree books and other free materials, we should give free food as well.
The distribution of free books and other materials in all the School
districts across the. countrY is a decision made by the local school sys-
tems from the total block grant of money that they receive froin the
State and from their local taxpayers rather than the Federal Gov-
ernment giving them some specific money for books. Title II of ESEA.
has always been a Very small amount Of money for books across the
country.

So it ju`st does not make sense to me why the prograin would fail
through a lack of direction. Is there such little interest in the local
schools for the school lunch program that you have to have this con-
trolled by USDA rather than make those decision yourselves?

Mr. STEWART. It is not a lack of loCal interest in those prop-rams.
The failure would be the replacement of the Federal money thatt'would
be lost at the local level.

The local municipality, in order to continue the program for all
students to participate at the price they are participating now, the
milnicipalities would have to replace that Federal reimbursementlhat
is coming in for paying students now, which will be taken away by
the block grant.

In addition to that, von are turning the.lchool feeding program into
a welfare program, wfien yeti specifically identify free Children as the
only recipients of these programs with Federal subsidy coining in to
support it. That is where I think the failure would be.

Ms. Van Egmond indicated that 500 to 600 employees would be lost.
They would be lost because students could not pay a dollar for a meal
:Wines out of 10. She lost 8,700 students when they increased the price.
That figure, with the block grant and no subsidy, would go up 80
percent.

As a result of not needing the production to produce meals to feed
the students, she would no longer need the employment The employ-
ment in that situation happens most of the time to be mothers who
have children in school, and who have chosen to work in these pro-
grams rather than go on to welfare.
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Mr. QurE. You have a program where you can miss-feed'and you
reeeive- many of your commodities at loWer coSt from the Department
of Agriculture under the commodity prograrri, and yon can buy in large
amounts that beats anybody else.

Although some students run up to the hamburger shop, or wherever
they go, those hamburger shops don't have any of those advantages..
They have to pay taxes even, and yet they seem to be able to compete
all riolt.

You have 6 program that is operating most efficiently, the least cost
and everythincr, and still you have to hive a 23-cent subsidy on every-
body. FairfaxCounty and Montgomery County are two of the richest
counties in the country, and those people are not too poor to buy their,
food. That is nonsense.

Mr. STEWART. I agree withyou, Mr. Quie, that the commercial seg7
ment of the foodindustry is, in fact, survivina and they are surviving
on a profit Motive. Our students are going iiito them to eat. But you
haYe td keep in Mind that what the children get does tot always thrn
out to be a balanced meal.

In school, what we are talking about is giving the children a bal-
anced and nutritious meal; and at the- same time trying to educate
them to good nutrition and good eating habits.

Those- commercial establishments do not make any effort to ,oive a
balanced meal. Even there the price that they pay for a hamburger
and a malt runs into the 90-cent category. What we are talking about
is giving a balanced meal, oftentimes, with fiv6 components, more

irecently n the secondary situation with three componentS that cost
niiich less than the Wdetit-tliat. they -are paying:for-an- inconiplete
meal. .

Mr. QurE. When you look at the hamburger. and the malt, this:is
pretty, good nutrition. What are you adding in your meal that.makes
it better ?

Mr. STEWART. From the'meal component standpoint, often we add
butter, iregetables, and oftentime fruit.

Mr. Qum. And a lot of starch. .

Mr. STEWART. Not necessarily, sii,.not necessarily starch.
iMr. QUIE. They do pretty well n Montiomery County on starch.

Chairman PERKINS'. Let the others comment too. .

Ms. VAN Eo-moNn. Mr. Quie, as I understand the block grant; and
perhaps I am misunderstanding in some way, it would be money for
the free' child or for the poverty level child. I think that you can see
'our problem.

Perhaps you think that we do not need the school lunch program in
a. rich county, like Fairfax County

Mr. Qum. I am not saying that you don't need the program. I am
saving that the folks can afford to pay the price for lunches.

Mrs. VAN EGMOND. If you look in those subdivisions, and frequently
we live a little bit higher than we Can afford to live. Often we say :
wish I could afford to live, the way I live " and this applies .to the
parents in Fairfax County.

When it gets time to send Johnny off to sehool, arid it takes a dollar,
I arn not so sure that all of these parents are willing to hand out a
dollar for five children, if that be the case, or for two or three chil-
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dren. It adds up when father has to have his lunch money, and mother
her lunch money. They expect us to Imp it low.

Maybe you cannot justify it, but it is expected as indicated by our
experience when we raised the price by 10 cents to 50 cents. You !mow
that they cannot pack a lunch for 50 cents, yet some did resist our
going to 50 cents.

As far as the block grant is concerned, as I see it, we would lose, for
all of those paying stu ents, the 23 cents.

Mr. QUIE. How are those children faring now that they are out of
school ?

Ms. VAN EGMOND. They are verT hungly in September. They have
gotten along, during the summer, just like our children, with a lot of
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Most of them are happy when
school starts back. We do tend to get a few back in our program in
September.

I think that it would be hard for most families in this area to just
go to a dollar for lunch, and I think that this is what we would have
to charge because we are certain to lose some. When we lose some, we
lose our productivity.

In a small school, serving 250 or less, I can count on my labor cost-
ing me 45 to 50 cents a lunch, if I am not careful. Whereas, if I have a
lam school like Braddock, where they are serving 2,200 lunches, I can
geeproductiyity and serve that lunch with my labor costing me 30
cents.

I know that it would result in my price going up, the cost going up
more than it is now.

Mr. Qum. Let me ask you this : Assume we had a block grant, and
you were able to receive at least as much money as you h-ad before,
with no restrictions on who we subsidized ; how woull you like that
kind of proaram ?

Ms NAN &MOND. I guess that we would have to start in Richmond
instead of sitting here.

Mr. QurE. And in your district.
Mrs. VAN EGMOND. If it got to our school district, I guess that it

would be OK.
I think the thing that I fear is that if it gets down to our local areas,

some of our States do not have people that are active in legislation
or stay up with it.

Mr. QUIE. I am not talking about the rest of the States. I am talk-
ing about Fairfax County.

Ms. VAN Emroxu. If you would give me that money. but I have
a hard time believing that you are going to. It is like the commodi-
ties ; if I really thought that you were going to give me 11 cents, and
we would not have a. problem with abundances, I would say : "I. want
11 cents." But I am realistic.

Mr. QUIE. If we could get the block grant money to you, you would
not have any objection to it ?

Mr. STEWART. I would have no problein with it, Mr. Quie, if the block
grant .related to all children. If you_would give me money to feed all
children, then I would graciously accept your block grant.because von
would have given me a universal feeding program.

Mr. QUM: You are talking about a free lunch from the Federal
Government for every child, and even for those 20 percent.
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7-----1-Esr----rmAlrr. Tile block grant, if you woidd give us the same amount
of money that we are getting now.

. Mr. QIIIE. As long as we.did not put any restrictions so you .could
use the money forevrry child, that would be acceptable to you?

Mr. S'rEwArr. If that block grant, sir, would include the same amount ,

of money I am receiving now with the same law protection of an
escalation clause related to it so that that amount would continue to
increase with my costs, and I could continue to provide all children
with a .meal, as I am providing now, then I would not oppose the
block grant..

The opposition is its relation to economically deprived children.-
Mr. QurE. I recognize that. This is one device, We are just talking

about tbe block grant now as against the kind of controls you have
with the program now.

Mr. STEWART. I would hope, Mr. Chairman. that the block 0-rant,
in addition to an escalation clause to protect the continuation offund-
ing that we could relate to all children, that it would also protect
where that money would be goingfor all children, and not be siphoned
off as it arriVes at the locallever for other programs at the discretion
of local frovermnents.

Mr.- Q,'?criE. You could not use it for education as such.
Let me ask Montgomery County how they feel about the block grant.
Ms. STy-Ea. That brings up a program that I wanted to mention.

The type A pattern itself ,is cumbersome and it does sometimes tend
to force us to put more starch into the menu than we would like.

iPastas, for nstance. which are made. with enriched flour- it can-
not be counted toward the lunch pattern. If we serve spaghetti, we
still lrnvp iq serve the bread. This will give you an idea of why in
some cases there s ,a little bit more starch in there than we would
intend. But to foll&av the Federal regulations, we do have to get all
the componenta into kthe meal.

You aro talking about block grant in relationship to the State of
Maryland, Having hail an opportunity to dO a little work at the
Stafe levd in trying to!ffet some of our own school hmch.legislation
passed. I can guarantee that a block grant would 'not get. past
Annapolis.

The priorities ure too great. There have been too many problems
irctrying to have the tax dollars stretched to cover all of the prior-
ities that have been established in the State cf Maryland, with the
mandate to provide an equal education for every child regardless
of their ability.

bityp a disproportionate amount of money going into the special
education for children. So I just loiow where the priority would be,
and I have every bit of reason to believe that we would end up with
programs in feeding children that would be far inferior to ',7hat we
offer now.

Mr. QUM. You are talking about a block grant to the State of Mary-
land, and I am talking about a block grant of money to Montgomery
County schools in the amount that you have presently.

Ms. STYER. I gness the difficulty there would be the uncertainty.
iMaybe this year t would be a block grant, but what wOuld happen

the next year? I plan my budgets 3 years in advance.
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I am not terribly opposed to the Federal controls. I did not bring
up a lot of problems beforethis grroup today because I think that we
are really well within the guidelinesthat have been set down for us.

'The Federal controls thp.i, haVe beeirimposed, for the most part,
are being regulated through our State coordinators with a great

. deal of latitude. So, rain comfortable with that.
I would just like to add one thing. When you are talking about

increasing the price of the lunch because you would not be supporting
that child whose parents are paying for his lunch. It grieves me that all
children are not treated the same in thiS kind of program, and they
should be.

The intent of Congress, back in 1946, was to provide for all chil-
dren regardless of the economic status of the child. If we took a look
at the bagged lunches that are brought from home at all levels of
income, in the different schools throughout our county, and believe
me they are not all riCh kids, the nutrition that is packed in those
lunches is very, very poor.

To think that we would be increasing, the number of bagged lunches
is extremely disturbing to me. I might also say that in the studies
we have done in plate waste in Montgomery County, and we have
done a lot of them, the amount of food thrown out in the lunch pro--
gram is no more, and in fact in most cases less, than that thrown
away which was brought from home, which mother lovingly packed
for them.

Mr. Qure. Except that the parents have a responsibility there, and
it seems to me that the nutrition of a child is primarily that parent's
decision. One of the things they know .is what their child well. eat.
Some of them may put in the ba,g, something that the child will not
eat, and he Will throw it away. When yon say that they throw an
awful lot of it away, I don't agree with that.

Ms. STEER. If I may interject something. I have worked in hosPitals
for years and have listened to wives telling the dieticians what their
husbands liked to eat, because they were patients. Mother thinks she
knows what that child likes to eat because she thinks that this is what
the child should eat.

Mr. Qui:E. School nutritionists think that they know what ch'..:cdren
will eat, but I remember the experience, and I have raised it many. .
times, and I know how it works with sauerkraut, at least in one of
your schools out there in Montgomery County.

Ms. &rm. We don't do that very often.
You have to remember, too, that we are reaching not just a family

unit. We are talking about a ,great number of children from a wide
range of different backgrounds and, of course, we do not bat 100.
percent with what the children like to eat.

But we do listen to what the children like to eat, and there is a
definite pattern of the most popular foods. They can be selective. One
school of ours that is doing their own menu planning, planned a week
of menus. We let it go through even thought it was kind of sad. It was
corn three times that week, and I will not even mention the other
things. But that was, the children planning for themselves.

Mr. QUIE. I think that this is a good expeiience for them.
It seems to me, at least, that if we went the block grant route, the

problems that you raise would not exist, .Mrs. Fuller, provided that
you got the money for the program.
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It seems to NM tha this was good testimony for why we ought to
go with the block, as good as anything I could imagine.

Let me ask you about the high schools in your three areas. Now that
we

e'oive
the students an opportunity to make a choice, where they do

nothave to take all of the foods that are given to them, they will
leave it back there in the kitchen, rather than putting it in the gar-
bage can. How is that working?

Ms. VAN EGMOND.We are going to try, to keep our standards still
the same, mid we hope they are gong to take all five parts of the
lunch. I latow that milk is perhaps the least popular of the five
components. They will leave it, if they don't want it under this new
giiideline. We will encourage them to take it.

We do give our students three menus each day from which to choose
so there is not much waste in the high schools, or intermediate schools.
They have the fast food lines. They have a chef salad type of menu,
and then onr regular hot lunch type of menu. So they have all three,
wlikh onalify as a complete lunch, a type A lunch.

Arr. QDTE. When did you begin to give them the choice, so that
hey would not have to have the five components put on their tray?

A.rs. VAN EG3roxo. We have not given them that choice yet, because.
as I understand it, it did not go mto the Federal regulations until
last Friday.

Chairman Pmmoxs. That is correct.
Mrs. VAN EGM0ND. We did not have the guidelines, but we knew

they were coining.
Chairman PEREixs. Yon dkl not get a headstart on the guidelines?
MS. VAN' EGMUND. No.
Mr. Qum. Have any of the other schools had any experience with

giving choice, or is this goi n7 to be all new? What about Montgomery
County ?

MS STYF.R. It is going to be part of the change that we are imple-
menting at the junior and senior high school level. We publish three
di fferent menu choices to the students, but some schools have as many
as five different type A hmches provided to them.

T wmild like fo reiterate again that the plate waste in junior and
senior high schools is very, very minimal. That is not the problem.
At least, it is not an observable problem.

Mr. Qum. I will give yon something to look at.
Chairman PERKINS. It may be a good idea to accept his suggestions

and el leek into the waste in the schools in Montgomery County.
Ms. Fur.Lun. Mr. Chairman. may I respond to Mr. Quie's comment

about the block grant for the child care program.
T wonld like to say that I am not in favor of the block grant for the

child ea re propTam because the child care programs wonld probably
not receive any money whatsoever if block grants were put in, be-
cause. the school lunch program is so much larger. and demands more
money for the program than the child care.

Mr. Om. Yon could not convince the people locally to nse some
money for the. child co re feeding program ? Why are they so hard-
lwirfNl ?

Ms. Fur.t.m. The public sehools as opposed to, in a great many eases,
the private day care programs, you don't have a body, or a lobby,
or anything that is going to protect the clay care programs.
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That money, if it is turned" over for feeding the children in the
schools and the day care ccnters altogether, the day care centers are
going to be out of it.

mr. QurE. You think that the only people who are interested in
the day care centers are the Federal Government..

Ms. FuLLER. No. It is a matter of priorities, as to where the funds
are going to go.

.. STEWART. Mr. Quie, with reference to the statement about the
people not accepting the child care programs locally, or would. they

.
not care about them. I think the reaction there, if you leave the Federal.
Government directly concerned with those programs, you would have
the same impact that we have, when USDA.. no longer controls the
competitive foods.

If you will recall what happened to us when they left the control
of competitive foods to the local school level, then we had an influx
of soda pop, and what have you, into the programs. I think that this
is the same thing which will happen at the local level, unless you have
that intent written into law that.it is controlled at this level, thenyou

mhave a proble recrardless of how conscientious those who administer
the program migla be.

There is a concern for the program not being controlled at the
Federal level, and that concern is sitting here today, andthat is what
we are trying to express, that concern.

Mr. QurE. You mean that you have no control over that.
Mr. STEWART. No.
Chairman PERKINS. Let us recess for 5 mhmtes.
Mr. STEWART. You cannot make decisions when you have court

actions staring you in the face, saying that there is no requirement
in the Federal law that we cannot have soda pop in the schools.

When there is no requirement in the law that you cannot have them
in the schools, then we cannot establish that lawlocally. That is the
problem.

Mr. Qum You go to the school board, and say that you do not want
soda pop in the schools.

Mr. S'TEWART. We have a resolution that has been passed by the
school board, and many of the States are taking- that action, but that
has been long coming. USDA. no longer controls competitive foods
since 3 yearS ago. We are just getting aroimd to that.

I am saying that I use that as an example to tell you the kind of
.reaction that takes place at the local level, when you don't have the
Federal intent out in the law.

Mr. Qui-E. But you would take money away from the day care pro-
oTams and put it in the schools. What I was intending was the same
amount of money going to the local area, and I don't see why we
would have to make the distribution decision for you. I would think
that you could make that decision yourselves:It seems to me that the
mix problems could be resolved locally. I just have not seen that
wisdom either here or at USDA.

Mr. STEWART, You mean to control it locally?
M. QUM That is right.
Mrs. VAN- Dm:WM Maybe it is easier having watchdogs over you

than having watchdogs all over the program, all over the country.
Mr. Qum. The Federal Government should not play wetnurse to
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everybody. I think that loCal people should make some decisions them--
selves.

Ms. VAN EGMOND. They are simple guidelines. They are simple
guidelines to work with. Those that are, there are enou.gh of us that
they -will get changed. We have to help make those guidelines, and I
have helped to make those guidelines.

I think that there are enough new people coining into the program
that need those guidelines. I don't need them, personally, today. I
think that I could run a program for Fairfax County without them.

Mr. QuEs. Mr. Chairman, I also want to raise the question about
the concern that you have shown for the farmers around the country
in getting their commodities. That, I think, is excess concern for how
to make the program run.

.

I know how the- firnierS work. I come from a dairy farm operation.
We talk about the milk program, and how wonderful it is for the kids,
and. all.. I lmow the main reason is to get milk sold.

When you turn around and say that in addition to your concern
for the Eds, you are concerned about the farmers. I think that it works
about the same way as the farmers' concern for the kids.

Chairman PERKINS. We will use them as an example.
Mr. STEWART. I will use the milk as an eXample. I think that in

the milk there is a lot Of realism, both for the .nutritional advantage
to the child, and also the political aspect of it, Mr. Quie.

The child nutrition program using a lot of milk, and milk is one of
the most complete foods, nutritionally, that a child can have.

On the other side, the political side, certainly our use of school
milk represents some -political concerns for those people who . have
constituents that provide that milk. It would also be true for those
people in the farm areas, where you have grain and the flour coining
in. .

Those are political motives that provide support for the program.-
-We don't deny that.. I still say that the country would be facing a.
heck .of a situation' employmentwise if the school hinch program
did not use the milk that it does. Employment would be critical in
your area because some of those dairies, and some of those farms that
are producing milk .might no longer be a plaCe to work.

Mr. QUIE. Those are my arguments. .

Chairman PERKINS. Let us recess for 5 minutes.
(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)
.Chairmar.PERKINS The hearing will come to order.
I want it farly understood that this is not a one-sided hearing. I

want my friend from Minnesota, who has contributed so much to
every aspect of -education and the school lunch program in the past,
to select the witnesses that he wants, and we will get them in here.
All you have, to do is to send the names to the clerk of the committee.

I realize that there are other witnesses standing behind, ready to be
called to the stand.

I have always klt that my district is very much likethe DiFtrict of
Columbia in that in some of the counties, under the new regulations.
80 percent of the youngsters, both in' elementary and secondary, will
receive free and reduced price lunches.

However, in Ofiter to have a strong program, the studies 'show that
we must have a strong regular school lunch progratn. Even though this
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started as a, relief program back in the forties, we have always had
. a- program for the middle-du:3s children.. The studies .from the De-
partment of Agriculture have disclosed' that fact.

I think the point that was raised about productivity, or cost per
: unit is very, very important. Are you saying that there must be a
.subsidy for a middle-class student in order to keep them in the school
lunch _program, and if tliere is no such subsidy, those paying students
will leave the. program,, with the result being that the cost per student
:goes up for the entire program ?

In other words, there must be iniddle,clasz participation in the
program, or the whole program, including free meals, is put
in 'jeopardy.

I want all of you, commencing with Mr. Stewart, to comment upon
that. question.

Mr.. STEWART. I wholeheartedly agree with that,Mr. Perkins. What
would happen here is that when yonhave the paying student drop off,
the volume production value takes a turn. You find yourself incurring
more labor costs to produce a fewer number of meals.

You could think in terms of reducing staff, but certain operational
aspects will only allow you to reduce staff to a certain extent and con-
tinue to produce a unit.

Now, if yon drop off all of the paying students, and the cost for
producing meals for the free students goes up, eventually what hap-
pens is that, whether it is a block grant amount, or a guaranteed reim-
bursement, the cost of producingthat meal eventually goes beyond
the amount of the reimbursement even in the all-free program.

There is no way that the Consumer Price Index, which guaranteeS
an escalation of the funds based on the cost of serving, can maintain
a pace with the cost in production brought about by the loss of our
volume.

Chairman PERKTNE. Ms. Van Egmond?
Ms.. VX1.7 EGMOND. If we hati 611 of our free lunches in one area,

it would not be quite the problem that I could foresee, but we have
them distributed throughout the country. Many schools are only serv-
ing three to five free awl .reduced price lunches. How in the world
would I ever feed five children in the schools ?

I don't. know how we would get the hmch there. I would have to pre-
pare it somewhere, else. Yon can see the cost that would .be.involved
for three to five lunehetz. None of our schools serve as much as 30
percent of their student body, so we talking about a free and
reduced lunch ..5.,,,ttered throughout. the area.

I am sure that this is true throughout most of the country, they are
scattet.A. Your costs would be at least triple what we are experiencing
for our, labor for a lunch.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Styer:.
Ms. STrER: Maybel can approach it from a little different point of

view. Our satelliting has, perhaps, become a way of life in most of
the school lunch programs of any size. Certainly, when you talk about
schools systems the size of Fairfax and Montgomery COunties, you
are into big business.

When we recognized that we were not going to be successful getting
the local subsidy, and since at the time we became concerned about our
financial situation, and we were averaging only about, 7 percent free
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and reduced price, we did, then have to look to our own resources
and decide how we were going t,c; solve our problemn.

We did increase productivity in_a: period of 4 years, and we have eli-
minated 146 full-time equivalent positions. Now, in the interim, me
have picked up participation on the average of 12 to 15 percent annu-
ally. We have added 9 senior citizen feeding sites, including meals on
wheels and day care programs to senior citizens, we have added 62
breakfast programs. We have picked up 6 day care centers plus we
are feeding 41 sites during the summertime for low-income children,
all on the same amount of labor, and with 146 less employees:

Now, translated in dollar figures, we have saved appro*imately
$1.5 million in labor costs alone, the salary cost, that does not take into
consideration anything else.

So you see, then, volume does become important because the
same amount of people can produce for that. But if we had to be con-
cerned with feeding only 16 percent of our student population it
would cost us a significant amount of money to produce 3ust for thOse
in relationship to what we are producing now in mass quantities.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MI:um. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On that point, you mentioned that you have schools where yon may

have. only 'three to five free lunches, yet, you have a program. If you
were to cnt out the paid, you could not, support, the three to five.

Are you really saying that you could 'not support the three to five
students ? Perhaps you ought.to give me a better description, because
maybe I am missing something here.

Ms. VAN EGMUND. I was interpreting the question to be, if We just
had the free and reduced price lunch subsidy, and we had no support
for the regular program, I don't think that we would lose all of our
paying, if we were to increase the price to 90 cents or $1, but we would
lose a considerable number which would lower the number we are
serving, in turn. the cost would increase considerably.

Mr. Mtrxest. Why could you not hire an unemployed woman in the
neighborhood to make open face cheese sandwiches and applesauce for
the kids every day.

Ms. VAN EGMOND. I could, but, I would be paying her at least the
minimum wage.

Mr. MTLIZIt. Under the regulations, could you ?
Ms. VAN EGMOND. I would not meet the requirements with just

what yon have described for a nutritious lunch.
Mr. MILER. I realize you have to pay her the minimum wage.
At a time when the program is in a crunch, the question is, Does_

theeiesign we have make sense?
Don't tell me that you can feed a school that does not have the same

mitritional problems. I don't believe the nutritional probleins of weal-
thy kids are much different than the ones of low-income children, they
way we eat today. But I am not sure that this justifies the e±penditure.

I am just thinking out loud, because, I was struck by the sugges-
tion that. would have to support a whole kitchen, a, crew, and every-
thing el.445 because of the price that we would really pay for these fonr
to five meals. I believe that somebody in the neighborhood can make
an open face bologna sandWich. I am net very creative in the kitchen,
:tncl I can do that. 254
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'Ms.- STYER. What we. am saying.is the cost factor would -probably
be the Same in reimbursement to provide for those five child.ren -as if
you had the other paying children and the subsidy there.

We still have to-have a minimal amount of labor and resources in
orderto produce for those five.

Mr. MILLER. That is based upon the assumption that is written into
the law that we have an obliffation to feed kids whose families can
afford a dollar for a lunch at saool, or GO cents a day, as an obligation
on the part of the.State.

This is open to question, and this is the purpose of these oversight
hearings. I thinkthat this is one that has got to be there. I think you
.havo to start looking at what. the population is.

Ms.'Fnu.r..En. If you aro going to operate a program, and continue
to meet the requirements of protecting the identity of the five children
that you want to serve, you are going to have to have a program which
wilibe available to all students.

We..would still have to maintain a level of staff that could serve any
child Who would wish to participate in the program. Therefore, I
don't see how your hiring that unemployed mother would help yon
solve that problem. Suppose the other students did wish to take ad-
vantage of the program, how is she going to prepare the open face
sandwiches. She is only one person.

You still have to be prepared.
Mr. MILLER. I am not saving that it would solve the problem. I am

asking whether it is possiMe that a school district do that, if they are
pushed up against budget costs? What other alternatives have Federal
regulations ami the. law left available to do for jurisdictions to meet
this problem. That is all my concern represents.

I am not suggesting that this is the answer...My question really asks
what kind of flexibility you have to start looking for changes in the
system to meet some of these concerns?

Mr. STEWART. Mr. Miller, it might be possible that regulations
would permit an individual, a single individual in a community to
produce a certain small number of meals. That, too, would present
certain problems.

There is more to the production than coming out with that sandwich.
'There has to be monitoring, which 'would involve some expense, from
the standpoint of the sanitation of the household where the meals are
coming from and the protection of the health of the, children who
would I3e. receiving that meal. These may not be important factors, but
they are.

Those standards would have to be met. There would be a concern
at that level. Let ine take this to a certain area. Let me take this to
the city of Washington. If you would drop off the payina participa-
tion in the city of Washington, which now would average atbout 14,000
a day.
, Let us assume that we would drop off all of those. The satellite situ-

ation, where I have..trucks trying.to get through the streets of .Wash7...
in.gton on a daily basis with a load for a school, then the cost of run-.
lung .that truck will not change when 13,000 meals are taken 'off of
that truck, because they still have to go to that school, and it is still
the same amount of gas that would be required to make that run, and
the same number of people to handle the loacL
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The point is that you can t hink in terms of making those ,adjust-
meats, but ultimately they nmy not be a benefit to the program.

Mr. Mri_LER. I ain not sugmesting that this would be the case. I know
that every school district is taifferent, and I- was just wondering if the
flexibility were there. I don't want to speculate that if you took 13,000
meals away in the District of Columbia it would not make a hell of
difference in savings, or that it may actually cost _you more in the
long run. It was just a question that was brought .up by the statement..

fet me ask you something. There is concern with nutrition, there is
concern with food additives, end concern with preservatives, with
sugar and with pasteurized milk versus raw milk, all of these.

I would be -very interested in lmowing What kind of flexibility is
available in our sacred type A meal.". I notice here that you have
open face. bologna. With coklcuts, there is the question of nitrate
Bacon has come under a great deal of controversy for the same reason.

I don't buy the line that milk is the most nutritious food that we'
can have, because pasteurized Milk is also the subject of a great deal .

of controversy concerning how long you should be drinking it, or
whether children should be drinking it. There are all those controver-
sies.

To- what extent are you locked into white bread, by cost or by .regu-
la tion, to bleached bread, to pasteurized milk, to sausages and these
kinds of things, when alternatives are starting to appear?

I would like to laiow what sort of flexibility you have to address
some of these concerns about which many nutritionists, many doctors,
and others who have some knowledge of nutrition are beginning to be
concerned?

I think that this has to be 'a very lecr''itimate concern, and I wonder
how we allow yon to address yourselvesto that ?

Ms. VAN EGMOND. The students, the customers determine a lot what:
offer. On white bread versus whole wheat bread, it is the accepta-

bility of the product. If we had more nutrition education, perhaps, in
the home. If the parents used. the *hole wheat breacL or the whole
0.min bread, we would not have the difficulty we do in the schools.

I am not locked in by any law that I cannot offer whole wheat bread:
We do offer whole wheat, but the acceptability of it is very low. To
put something on the menu does not get- it into the stomach, and that
is what we are eXtremely cautious of.

'On the iiitrites and the nitrates, and the additives and so forth,
which you mentioned. I would like to tell you just a few of the things, .
that we have tried to ao this year. Naturally, we are regulated by what
onr industry produces and that is where it starts. It does not start with.

I can put pressure on Kellogg's, but I cannot do much else. I have
done some of that. We have written letterS to companies, and have
aSked them if they would try to take out some of the additives that
a re in there. I have a pile of letters back as a result.

However. I am,going to keep on doing that, because we have alarge --

system, and I think that I owe that to the' public, because we can pnt
a little. pressure on them. We,are a big busincm, and we are buying a .
lot of food. 'can only try. and this.is just s small part.

Some of the things tliat we have done is to take out all artificial
cloring off our bids. That does not mean that some of the foods we
cret do not have artificial coloring.
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We have taken oil many o f the additive type of spices that we were
.

using. Our hotdogs do not have nitrates in them. They have nitrites.
I am not sure that, I want to experiment with some of the foods that
use some of the nitriteS for their control.

However, I have contacted the three top companies in the country,
and have talked with their research persons .on that level, and have
asked them if they would ever come up with a product without nitrites
and would want a group of students to test them, if they could assure
me that there was no possibility of botulism, we would be happy to en-
ter into that test program.

I did that almost a year ago, and I have not had a contact from
either of those industries telling me that they have made any headway.
with taking that additive out of hotdogs, for example. That is the
only food that we use.

Mr. MILLER. Under current law, they can sell in supermarkets; more
hotdogs and luncheon meats without additives. Are you saying tqaat
that is not a sufficient guarantee for you with the schoolchildren?

Mrs. VAN DIMOND. They are available in supermarkets without
those additives. So I assume that the Food and Drug Administration
allows that. However, I believe that most of the hotdogs haVe nitrites.

Mr. MILLER. I am not talking about A. & P., or Giant. Where I live,
you can go down to a large supermarket which has natural food things,
and there is a whole selection of natural foods, all prepackaged in
plastic and everything. I assume that the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration allows that.

So, I am saying that the Food and Drug Administration has made
some determination about botulism with regard to people who walk
into that store, and they have said that this product is OK to sell.

I am just raising points, and I do not expect you to be definitive in
your answers. I am going to continue to raise these questions through
these oversight hearings because after visiting a number of programs,
mainly on the west coast where groups of doctors, nutritionists, and
psychologists are dealing with children who have behavioral prob-
lems in schools, I find they are making some incredible findings about
children, my own included, their diets and about the impact on their
behavior of what they eat.

I am not saying that you are going to take a bad kid and make
him a good kid overnight because you take away white bread, but
there is something there. I think that this is something that the lunch

ilobby, and that s everybody who is involved ought to be concerned
about.

I want to lmow if we impede your progress. Do we impede your
ability to buy raw milk ? My kids had never heard of raw milk until
3 weeks ago. My kids were sugar junkies, but they don't use it any
more and they don't care any more.

This is .not to say that what is ;pod for my kids is good for the
country. But I don't think that it is only a question of food in their
stomachs, if the food is screwing them up. I am saying that this is not
good enough. It is not aood enough to spend the kinds of millions that
we are talking about o'-f Federal dollars, when you turn around and
you are dealing with the problems that you could be causing.

I am not laying down an indictment of the program, because I think
that My record speaks for itself. I am concerned about initiative. I am
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concerned about. flue in it iat ive of the lulaqu lobby to break away from
the :Federal tiovernment and tell I hem what is up. To break away from
the food industries.

When I was in high school, we had fresh apples and oranges. :Ind
every day that vending machine was empty. Nobody was really think
ing about candy. Today you have candy and the machine is empty.

I am posing these questions, and they are. not new to you. hut they
are new to me because I am a new Meniber of the Congress. I am just
deeply concerned about the innovativeness of dealing with what are
beeonun!, ala iiiiimir iiiitiit iona I facts.

Ms. V. EumoNO. WO tin 11:111' to be leaders. .1 do anTee with what
you are saying. There is so much research that. needs to be done and we
need some answers on additives. We need them desperately.

There are the findine-s that one person makes on the one hand, then
they are disproved on ihe other. Where do you go? There really needs
to be a lot, of money put into research. Yon suddenly find that some-
thing you have been usin!, all your life. yout should not have.

Mr. MILLI:a. What. is your alUlity to take advantage of those changes
as they come abOat ?

Ms. VAs I.:um/usu. We have a lot of flexibility. You do not. hamper
us with the Federal reemlations.

Mr. STEwAler. T don't think that it is the Federal re!rulations that
take away any flexibility 'from our taking aCtion. takim red d ve out
of our program. or whole wheat bread on oily programs.

In many other respects. Mr. Miller. we are limited by the consump-
tion preferences of the Children we serve. Many parents are not stop-
ping their kids from being swrar junkies. or puffin!, them on raw milk.

We are tryine- to respond to what the children will eat. We get.
ourselves cau!,1A. between the vice. because we talk in terms of being
an educational program alon!, with a feedin!, program. If we Pursue
that and put, whole wheat bread on the Menn. then the next criticism
we get, is that our programs.are wasteful. heranse the children am not .
going to eat that type of bread.

We do not get definitive information from the Food and Dre,*'
Administration. I called them when the prohlem of' nitrates came
out as it. relates to l won. At that time. there was nothing definite aboat
this.

Now there is 0 question about it. If you do not cook your baron at
some temperature that thev Ye me.. then vou have no problem. You
can get the, cold cuts with the nitrates. lmt von (1111 also get them with
the nitrates.

What direction do we want to take? There is the chance of botulism
by not servin!, that with the nit rates.

Mr. Mui,inn. T don't know the answer. and you don't either. I don't
expert you to.

Mr. STEWART. T was tryin!, to illustrate the problem.
Mr. MTT.T.ER. My concern in the augmentation of the budget to the

.Sta tes. for this program. re we .fooling ourselves .tha t. we prc, really
doing somethin,, for !nutrition when Ave 410 not provide nutritional
education haekup and funds for that ?

T think tlIat the kids are amenable to it. Tn the articles T have read.
many said bad thin!,s were said about the program. But, they also
talked about, some schools that were talldng about going to the
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natural foods, " rad- roods. or whatever. where yon could ffet all these
kinds of breads. or whatever it is that you want, to do. 1. think that

'this really can happen.
Are we really shortchanging the pnblie and everybody elSe when

we keep talking about. nutrit IOU ed ucation ? Don't. forget that you have
these kids now. many of them, for two out of three meals. They are
your constituents.

It, does not. do any good to repeat the old adage. "You know that, we
cannot, correct it in the home. So we cannot do it here in school." You
have them for two out of three umals. It may in' that we might to feed
them once at, 10 o'clock in the morninp. and a decent meal. If the kids
are hungry enough. they will eat it.

I don't. know what, the answer is. but T think the purpose of these,
hearings is to see where, we ought to plug in money. I am not sure
that we should continue to expand the caseload. T have heard enough

" that. it. is good for jobs and the industries, and I appreciittethat.
I have spoken a lot more than you. I hope that the people who will

testily later wilt address themselves to these concerns.
It. seems to Tim that. your various associations. based upon some sci-

entific evidence. and the content. of whatever regulations you have to
deal with. can come up with a, concensus. For example, we are talking
about milk. Raw milk is better Hum pasteurized milk in terms of vita-
mins a ml minerals. If that is the consensus. and I am not prepared to
say it is, it seems to me that. the pressure has !rot to coma to find those
dairies, to find tlmso coops that will produce it.

can luty it in huge quantities in the supermarket in California.
Obviously, smnebmly said that there is a demand out there for it, and
they are prepared to produc.e. it.

We all know the political aspects of the WIC program, or anything
else. T suggest that the same. political reason can be used to buy political
goods that make sense. T think that you have to eoncerned with that
because if we are going to fund a lothargie group that just goes on
putt ing things on flue plate those kinds of leadership roles. connt me

Thank you for listening to me.
Ms. STYlin. T would like to respond because I happen to share some

of yonr concerns. I also want to say that we. have tried to do something.
We initiated the use of low fat milk and skim milk in our schools, and
my phom, rang ofr the hook for at least 1 months. I think that T had
every parent in Mont...ornery County. who bad a, skinny child, call me
and ask me what T was doing.

Where was the. support front the community at a time when we were
trying to follow the recommendations of the Advisory Committee nn
School Lunch. which recommended Hut t we lower the 'fat, content.

The next effort we had was to try to lower the content of the sugar.
So we took desserts MT. Then we brouplit ou specifications for canned
-fruit with lip-ht syrup or with juice, pack. I had a terrible time. In
fact. it took me '2 years before T could convinee the manufacturers.that ...
they could produce it in the quantity and in the sin containers that
were necessary for our program.

Now. finally. they are doing it. butt. it took a long time. T don't see
any widespread effort mit there to try to get the change into the home
and into the markets. and into the diStribntors.
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117e lire busy t rying to rim progn1111:-% We are not trying to shirk our
responsibilit At the same One. I think the support, needs to he
(renerated on t..te outside, so that the market is there and we can move
into it.

Now, we arc going to be. testinp- a nitrate-free hot dog from a com-pany. don't know whether Dottie is a Ware of it. or not. We have been
doing some work with them. We have also 'been testing a chicken hot

-dog. We do test constantly. all of us do, and we look at things that ore
coming in now.

Ifowever, e have to look at the practical ash-wets. I vannot spend
in that. amount. it it will not sell. I have got to break even. So e have
to look at a hot or Nctors there.

Mr. Mtu.v.n. I don't wont you to think that. I am inscsnsitive to all
hose problems. because I am very much :man, of t he reactions orthe

industry. parents_ and lwople who are not aware or the problems.
I would hope. when you went to low fat iiuihk.ihuat You did send home

a notice advising why t his took phtee. 1 hope you did the same whe»
you decided to cult out dessert. because of the specuhlthms about sugarand abont what the average consumption of smar is by children.

Apparently. t here is an enemy :in the home that prevents us from
making these changes. 'ou have to have econoinie muscle. because you
have t-o be one of the largest consumers of food products in this
country.

Ms. Sin-tin. No. sir. Mr, Miller. What T think it. is. the general
population out there is not ready for that kind of elionre vet, and

.unti I we chan(re their thinking. we are not g..oinlo be succe:;.F;ful.
. Mr. MILLEIL 11 I thoinda that 1 had to wait for the general popu-.

T don't think that I would be in Comrress. That is the reason
that, T 11111 talkimr like that here.

Mr. STEw.urr. T a!rree wit hi the general population. and I would
hope that perhaps we mipht not need to wait for it to change. But. the
position we are ill. ll rvillir to ehan.(re it, is that we wilT have to take
011 the world to brin!r about this change.

.Certainly, we have been here many times talkinp. about the need for
nutrition education in the schools. Soniehow or other we need to talk
about, the need for nutrition education ill the home because without. it,
no matter what we want to do about reshmnding to additives and what-
have-you. we will not be able to do so.

Apliin. r must say that we ore in the middle of it all. bemuse that
niitribiddv is trvin7 to hen everybody what they should be eating. and
nobody else is listenimr to it because the person in the home Ims- not
been told about it in order to tell their children..

Then. the next week. when the nut ribidd v puts on the menu what, is
thought to be sound without any additires..it is thrown in the prbrute
ran and the newspaper articles say: "There is a million dollars worth
of waste in the school lunch program." SO we are in that vise.

I !mess in response to your question. the Concrress can lielD in find-
ing these thinirs out, and not leavinrr a question mark on both sides of
the"fence. Then it-n-111de it into tlie law, so that we. will have the sup-
port.t ho t we. need to insist on it in the schools.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF MARY C. MURRAY, PRINCIPAL, LOVEJOY

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Certainly the sehool breakfast and hineh program iu the, pub1i .
sehools is one feder,lly funded program whirb effects .immediate.
results. For those members o the sehool population who route front
low economic eiremnstamys and a rp. SerVt'd free of cost, the impact is
on, whivt, i ifortis from lom!,1.1. *III many itiStitliCOS

SO. I hat cmicetli rot ion on lea Print!, is possible. For the students who can

afford to It:1y for their breakfast nd lunch the effe t is the same,
for many of these st tolents' parents are lmth employed and preparino'
breakfast daily is a task from which they can be relieved. -In botri
instances parents can he assured that their children are not hungry
and are receiving nut rit smind menus.

A second value of the pro.o.ram to Iht, community is that in many
e11:zeS, as in onrs. the lunch hostesses are wsidents of the eommunity.
Two objectives are served by t his hiring. First, jobs are created for

mot liers who can supplement their income with .1 hours of work and
si ill be home to ,..upervise their children whe» school is dismissed at
t Ito end of the day. Secondly, the carryover aml feedback from the
hincb hostes.,es to parents in tlw conimmlity whom tIwy !,:now and
with whom they live helps to improve lunchroom behavior and
attitudes.

. third advantage of the prooTam is that it affords the school an
opportunity to tearli etiquette, a lifetime learning. The hreakfast-
lunchroom, in effeef, beetnnes a .classroom of a kind. A learning yith-
out texts. \vhich everyone needs in order to survive soeially In life.
Arany studvnts also acquire a ta,,to s'or different ki»ds of food, over a
period of .1 inw. which are 'not served in their homes.

As an admini,:0 or. I :qn the lu:!:tlroont every day. In this way,
my knowletie're of thy: is personal!. Each 11101111 lills 'been sampled

.0.\* Inc time to I ion., and I ha Vt no hesitation in voicing my .re-
marks to pl'ii('PsSI)I utiul director aswell. ln fact. al one time the di-
tvotor for t,'w publir schoWs and, 1 lisc:isst'd a package type lunch for
adults to lw tried for a I wriod desHmted sitos. To tate this has not
materialized. The advantage here. is that many s,'hools are at a
distanee from eat mo- t.,..hildishinents and outsid.;- ditty in-Thclemont
weather may bc..bindrarwo Ii leavirt::( the boildirw. A satisfying noon
meal in a sabllite school for ;Oohs would he a Idle, fartor.

Frf,_»; time to hvir IT minor problems. lmt nore which cannot
be resolved on Cie spot throm,h con ferencing. chrilicat ion and
adjust ((tents.

I n summors,. the projram meets a need it; that all children are fed.
flimgry vbilar.r, cannot pay attention to leavnirg: mulernourished
rhildrPn 4.annot grow p--o;wriy. The resnks of the school-feeding pro-
grant art, often dramatic in t:te Chail4rl'f4 which occur in flit' liVOS of onr

futon, workers and ro:tdr-N. Iwe can feed ehildren abroad, most con-
- tninly.-we ca n p:.ovide for imr own.

Thank. yon. Chairman.
f Prepared statement. of 7.11"rs. Mildred .T. I ',rooks, exeonti seeret :try.

.1":1yrw's Commission on Fowl, IC .1 rition and 'Health

2 6 :3.
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PIIEPAII,En STATEMENT or Mits NIttnamt Moons, EXECITTIVX SECICETAIIY.
D.C. AlAYoles COM MISSION ON FOOD, NclverioN AND .

Good morning. Mr. Cha lentan. It is a pkasnre 'to be iv:A you aml your com-
mittee to. discusf, our lon's School Lunch Mrs. Mildred J.
Brooks. R.D.. the Exect;" Secretary of the D.C. -Mayor's CMInnission on Food.
Nutriticu and Health, having served. in this. ea p.9.dty since 1970. My remarks
do not necessarily reflect the of my ago:wy. but are gleamed front experi-
ences as a Hospital Chief Dietitian. a Sehool nmod and Neel-btu Tearher.-
a Community Nutritionist with &Lilted foods. and a Cow-101:1:+ llonw
mist to Sncial Workers. The most hnportant ingredient in .my services relate to
the people of the connnunity. who have taught me more t ban the strrictured world
of academia..

The Congress of the United States and the U.S. Department of Agricottnre are
ta be etomnended for supporting the School Lunch Program for tlw past 30 years.
(Hopefully, it will continue!) Expanding the Program that imitates Special Milk,
Breakfast. Day Care. Summer Programs, is a building biock in thv prevention
of hunger and malnutrition in this country. In recent years. however. It has been
brought to our attention through national studies and doeumentaries that the
population in the United States is deficient in many vital nutrients. Therefore, it
P appropriate to recall parts of legislatbm, that speeify ww, commitment and
pueposes of the School Lunch Act of 19-16lew . we fterget! "It is hereby (IV-
elar 11 to be the pith*. oo Ccingress. as it MOP sure of national security. to safe-
guarli the health atol wett.being of the nation's Otildrca . . . continning with the
thrust fa the Child Nutritimm Act twenty years later : "In recognition of the
demonstrated relationship boween fotst and good n;itrition and the capacity of
children to develop and learn . . . that these efforts shall he extended. expanded
and .strengftened under the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture. etc.". There-
Tore. continnal efforts. aceording to Congressional mandate, must be made to im-
prove I:le nutritional. status of all children in this country.

In the Distriet of Cttliiinhia, we are very proud of our School Lunelt Program
under the able direction of Z'Ic. Joseph Stewart. Having observed this program
in D.C. for many years. it is very evident that many positive changes have been
made in elements studi as greater student satisfaetiont increase in the !mintier
of primp:mins: increasetl staff t raining. notrale and effectiveness in starr operations.

sulosequent comments relate to universal proldems affecting mo, t. programs
and some possildo recommendations for improvetuent.

'1!, Re fi prepirationthe frozen pre-plated lunches are not favored by
many students, especially 'When the heating process is not complete or ice
.part ides rem,: n on sand w ieht es,

Reeronmcndation.On-site food preparation or "home cooking" Is preferred.
Siace this nmy not be feasible in all locations. techology is needed to improve
the frozen meal. especially for palatability.

2. Re food sedeetionrelated to the new type A regulation regarding the choice
of three foods out of five in the type A pattern for the High School stadents:

lirrommendelion.e.This appears too restrictive to high school students who
need experience in exercising judgment. However, snelt decisions could improve
with effeetive nnt ri tion (glum t ion.

3. Re the lunch periodin nmst schools is too short. This could contribute to
pla te-waste.

Rrrommendation.Lengthening lunch periods 10-15 minutes and correcting
related problems that cause long waits in line, ete.

.1. Re limited nutrition education for students, leachers, parents and food
service workers and. let us not omit principals.

Rerommredation.There is a need to militate nutrition education from
kindergarten on. Innovative methods of teaching are sorely needed. Subject
matter should be tanght in all related disciplines.Junk flutds should be eliminated
in vending machines and school diet. A leaflet describing the nutritional qualities
of the lunch being served shouhl be on lunch table. It is essential that monies for

ion..,eduen t ion h rough,,.sclutoljunelLshould..be._ restored..by_USDA _to .the,
1917 budget.

Re tinting] food servive training for employees and interested stndents.
Rerommrmlation..This Opportunity should be expanded to improve effective-

ness- of employees and provide job-oriented training for students.
6. Re plate wastea problem: Palatable.. tasty..food..goes a long in preventing

waste. It is expensive and all efforts should be made to-eliminatelhis problem..
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Reeoininendolion.I tile suggested plan is to have students write-out Or fill-out
a comment sheet on nu-als. This activity sloothl he supervised by a food serVice
employee at the iroint of tray dismuial at the dishwashing unit. If the meal
has not been ctonsumed adequatelyabout 90%student should be asked to
document reasons.

7. Re bud: of interest by some teachers in lunchroom activities, and, in some
schools. teachers. tnit "different or better fotal in a location away from
t he cafeteria.Recornmendation.All foods should he well-prepared and teachers should
eat .sa me loneh as consumed by students. Teaelters and aids should sit with
students in lunehroom to provide inftirmal* educational experiences.

8. Re unattractive bluetit-limnsthis can have a psythologkal effect. on the
negative side. Sanitation is most imp( prta nt. also.

Recornmemlations.Bright, cheerful, attractive lunchrooms should be pro-.
vided. It is possible, students can participate in a project, particularly in art
students. "Pretty colors" can create positive climates in rooms.

9. Re lack of consumer education involving government operations related to
food privrants.

Recommendations. On appropriate levels, consumer education related to this
subject should be inchutled in course of study. Cost elements need to be explained.
A -mock" hearing cam be staged. by students on the School Lunch Program with
background study.

10. Re lack c-f parent involvement in school lunch program.
Recommookation.Vollinteer service corps, nutrition and consumers educa-

tion classes, special projects.
1 L Re advisory committees.
Bccommendution.National (7hild Nutrition Advisory Committee lacks repre-

se)) tation by'a bov-income parent. A Board of Education should have parents and
$tlidents. especially on I I I tee projects. activities, etc.

12. Re limited compliance with Equal OpportunityCivil Rights Compliance
nuintlat4.-s for minority employees in upper levels of food program management
(Over (IS-42 1.

fewomolcadation.It is suggested that, with all tit-liberate speed. the staff
study as romfired by Public Law 9-1-107 he implemented. Overt steps are needed
to correct this sit nation.

13. Re USDA programs moving to HEW?
Recommendolifm.Put this Tumor to rest by establishing Cabinet position

for a Food Administration (and (dike). It is further suggested that Congress
change the status of the Senate Select Ctuninit tee on Nutrition and Human Needs
to a permanent cOngressional status to deal legislatively with all aspects of food,
nutrition and health.

In conclusion. may I eali your attention to the Nutrition 7:3IZ of Rights of the
American Dietetic Association to commemorate the Year : The
right to good nutrition. the right to food choices, and tte jlit to nutrition
information.

Cha i Minn PEIIK I Ns. Yon go ahead, Ms. Baker.

STATEMENT OF LOUISE W. BAKER, FOOD SUBSIDIES COORDINATOR,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Ms. BAxru. Mr. Chairman. and members of the subcommittee,
am Louise "IV. Baker. food subsidies coordinator, Food Serviecs
Branch. District of Columbia Public Schools May T express my sin-
cere appreciation for the opportunity to speak before this sithcom.-
nlittee toda v.

am lwre today as a strong supporter of the food distribution pro,
.7,rati1."-Tn-ltrilA)111)1 ie aw1 59,-..!--42d Con gress,-authorized-t h(-BoArd---
of Education. of the I ).;z1 nif I of Columliia, to enter into a contract
with the I.S. Department of Agriculture. for the distribution of sur-
plus foods, to eligible rec:pients in schools operating nonprofit food
service programs; summer vamps for children; nonprofit service insti-
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tntions for children t charit able institut ions, and State correctional in-
stitutions for minors. .

The main objective. of the commodity program, i.s to find cOnStrnc-
tive use for any pait of (mu food.production that cannot nim-e through
commercial channels at prs fon'to farmers. With the purchase of
tlwsc foods,nia rket s ore strengthened. and food, which otherwiSe might
not he imten, are used to Ithprove the diets and !Walth of schoolchildren
and needy personA. The iirogram hos now been extended to the summer
feeding program.i and I it le VII piigrani.

Would'like to briefly point out several improvements in the. com-
modity program.

First, a wider variety of foods is being purchased todny. Several
years ago, only basic commodities were available for distHbution, such
as butter. dry milk, rice. clweserolled oats, and flour.-

The program now provides canned and frozen meats, frOzen orange
juice,, canned fruits and vegetal des, and 'oils and shortening as well as
the so-called basic foods. With the purchase of a wider variety of foods,
eligihle, recipients can now use limited funds to parchase and serve
items never before. offered.

Second. efforts are living made by the Department of Agriculture, to
spend MI moneys made. a vailable (Thrillg each fiscal year, for the pur-
chase of donated commodities. This effort has been most obvious since
the cosh-in-lien-of commodities amendment to the program.

Third. the use of donated foods in educotional progn ins has helped
students in vorions phases o f schoolwork. The use of these foods can
be the beginnhig of a good diet. Teaclwrs, nutritionists. and cafeteria
workers are, banding together to show how donated foods ran be used
and what other foods are needed to complement them.

-Although the program has progressed in many ways there are still
several problem areas. Mulch Is left to be done in teaching people to
make better use 'of donated 'foods. An ex:unple is that many outlets do
not make wide use of nonfat dry milk. Therefore, they refuse toaccept.
it, when it is offered to them.

Although commodities are being pnrchased in a more bountiful
supply. notification of foods being purchased is not. given in advance.
If this conki be done, it would prove to be very helpftd, hat- there is
always the fear of late deliveries.

In many instances, the school year is nearly over before commodities
are received. In some caSes. commodities offered ore never received.
This makes it, almost hnpossible to include these foods in advance
menu planning. It. also leads to large inventories in overcrowded ware-
houses With the possibility of infestation and spoilage.

Food allocated to a State. but not accepted by the State, is charged
arrainst the State's allocation. This causes some States to accept
food items that are slow movers, as well as quantities that cannot be
used hi a reasonable amount of time.

When foods are offered to a State. which cannot be. used. the State
orrency should be allewed to reqiiest other itemsoviththese.fniids.lhat_.
can be used.

. We feel that the jiii-rellase of donated foods by the. Department of
Agricnitilre will be more beneficial to our grilmns than the eash-in-
lien-of commodities. We do not feel that we can receive the same H
overall value for the dollar On the open market purchases.
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Tim following shows the breakout or the dollar value for the various
commodities programs administered by (he I )ist riet of Columbt public
schools during the 1976 tiseal yenr.
For the not itmal school lunch program it wag $1,2117,400
The school breakfast prtazram 121,-1:14

4,43:3. Transitional period which is July through 5...414e/ober
Institutions. and these are the residential institutions as we knew

them before Public Law 94-105
The transithmal period. July through September

79,558
25.252

For the title VII pri)gram, the elderly feeding 77,124

Making a total of 1,578,297

Donated foods are distributed in the District of Columbia to 193
public schools, 13 private schools. 2S residential institutions, and 5,
project sites under t it le V II.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the invitation to testify before this
committee.

Chairman Pfanci NS. Ms. Baker, yott are the coordinator of cpm-
modity distribution here in the District or Colutubia, and with all
the problems 1 t you have mentionNl with coininodities, assuming that
you had yottr choice from the standpoint of purchasing commodities
with cash. or proceeding muter the curent method. of commodity dis-
tribut ion. what would be your election ?

f.s. liAnKu. Mr. Chairman. 1 think that. we would still prefer the
donated fonds. The only thing that 1Vt` are asking is that we have a
little more coordination on the purchasing and the time frame in
which we reeeive the commodities.

Chairman. l'Ennrss. I low do you feel we can go about that? .

Ms. BAnnt.. I think that the first thing would have to be. as State
agencies. we woidd have to have some input on the purchasing of the
commodities. When they p.o out for purchase. we should be, notified
immediately that these items are going out for purchase, and not after
the fact. lati. before.

Chairman Pam:i INS. T agree with you t hat. it should be before and not
after the. fact. But eonld we do that by way of legislation by setting
up an advisory committ eve or some fype to consult with ihe com-
modities people.so that it would he done Ito fore the fact?

Ms. BA tcrat. T think that 'we would be most appreciative. Mr. Chair-
man. Er I am not out of order. I would like to ask for Mr. Jack Nelson
from West .Virginia. who is also in the commodities program, and can
talk to you on a hmader s:cope. if it Avtmld be permissible for him to
come out.

Chairman Pairtzt.,.% Is he I.Pre?
Ms. BANtat. Yes: he
Chairman Piano 'LM1110 right around and go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JACK NELSON, COORDINATOR, COMMODITIES
DISTRIBUTION. STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

. .

Mr. Nri.sos. T am 'lack Nelson from the West V.h.ginia Department
of Agrieulture. witch is the cooperative agtnicy that handles all of the
commodities for schools. inst it tit ions. and day care centers.

Ms.. Baker Surprised me a lit t le hit when she asked if T would come
up here and I am afraid tint t I have sort of lost the gist of the question
that you just asked.
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Chairman PmmiNs. T low can we:improve the distribution of coin-
modities..

. Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, last weekend in-Louisville, Ky., a joint
USDA State Workshop was held coneerning the proldems of the d(-)
tutted foods program. Our association of State agencies involYed in
this had asked for such .a meeting. and 'USDA !wanted this:

We. feel that maybe some progress was Made at this tinw tdWard this.
I will say that the No. 1 proldem. T believe, tlmt was brought. up at
that I ime was this matter of not. knowing wliat was to be nurchased
and when it. was to be purchased.

It is my understhuding that USDA. and we assinne that. we can take
what. they say at face .yalue or we hope that. we. can. ihey int.end to
pnrsue this matter of possibly going to the point of putting out. tici-
vance notice of items I hat they intend to pun-II:Ise.

They will try to work with us a little more closely as to how these
foods are scheduled. We wonld also like to see input from the schools,
because they are the largest, receivers of commodities,, but from .the
other agencies also, on the products tlmt will be purchased.

So. we do know that there are problems that, arise from time to time,
such as Ms. Van Egmond mentioned this morning, shipments that are
delayed in being ..Thipped. The. beef that, she referred to. which she re-
ceived last week, was purehosed for shipment during the month of
March. ft, was not shipped (luring the, purchase time.

I am not. quite su're NS to what can be done on this. unless it, would
be larger penalties assessed ap.a inst. the. vendors when they are late in
shipping. or a short -time removal of these particular vemlors from the
bidding list. Although I understand that there are problems with this
also.

Chairman P:mcr.cs. Is there any disposition on the part of the De-
partment of Agriculture. especiall- the. Commodity Division. to permit
the commodity coordinators. either at the. local level. or at the State
level, to have their input in a better and a more satisfactory
distribution ?

Mr...NELSON. When you say, distribution, sir, each year they do send
out. questionnaires.

Chairman PErnows. In the receipt of commodities.
Mr. NELSON. Not as such. We are operating at t he. present, time tinder

this system that Ms. Baker referred to. It. is of tered to the States, and
the States. for various reasons. find it necessarY to refuse tlw. foods.
The foods still count as a Part oF that Stat e!'s 11-cent allotment. per
meal for that year.

.Chairman PERKINS. What is your suggestion on how we can go
aboutimprovi mi. it?

Mr. NI:Lsox. One way that. I believe this could be improved spe-
cifically under a surplus removal. or price support. such as the nonfat
dry milk tbat, was mentioned. Thera are times when some States can
use some of these foods to a greater degree than others can.

of-thesemetliods is-thromrh.the-processing contracts:TH7SDA---"--
would permit the authority. at least In the case of the 116 and the
section :12 surplus rcmoval foods, of a kinds exchange. or choosing
one of these foods in lien of another one..

. For. instance. West. Virrinin could use additional dry milk beyond
the amount that was. allocated to it. and perhaps they cannot use as
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- INly feelings come from the community in which T get .whia way.
t he 'wind' is blowing.I am very, very close to the community. .

Iu my-teStimony. I explain the feeling in t he District of Colnmbia.
Even though wehave many problems with the school lunch program, H

haveone of the better programs in the Nation. 'We would still like
you. to know that. But there are certain sensitivities that come out deal-.

--lug with a lot of people and a lot of rerulations.
I agree-with the principal in saying that in order to qualify for cer-

thin kinds of services. like a free lunch. von have to give. an arm and
a leg'oriliformation in order to do so.Yet. I am in sympathy t hat.we
wa ntto make sure that t he people wlm need school lunches, get them..

Also, T feel. that the day for havimr a universal lunch period, or a"
universal lunch p/ is somewhat in the distant future, because
economically at this time it is not feasible. TJoUhiukUn,oxrec,rtaio
sensitivities that ineolve the school lunchroom activities that parents
need to be more a part of.

Even children who give t heir opinion about how they feel con-
(Truing some of these thimrs. One of the ,smrrestions that I made was

-to have more involvement on advisory conunittees by parents and by
students.

I have a lot more in my written statement, if you would like me to
go into it.

Chairman PERK I NS. Charlie. do von have any questions?
Mr. riAnct.wri.:. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Yon said that you' had an enrollment of 750 students. and yon serve

only 450 type A lunches daily.
Mr. GEua:n. That is right.
Mr. RAncteru. What is it that accounts for the 300? I assume that

most of the. remainim.r 300 would be-eligible for free Or reduCed Priee-
lunebeg.

Gmoqii., The difference is the students who brinp. their own
lunch, and we do have some. a la en rte items. such as sandwiches and
milk or juice. So they will not avail themselves of the type A lunch.

Mr. liAncrAFFE. Do 3.ou have any idea how many of those, are eligible-.
for the free or-redliCed price lunches?

Mr. GEmEn T would venture to say. very few. Most of the stndents .'
who are eligible for free and reduced price lunch do take advantage
of it.

Mr. RADCETUTE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEMUSS. Let me thank the entire panel. Yon have been

very helpful to us. and we thank you for your appearance here today.
At this time, the committee will adjourn, subject to the call of the

Chair.
(Whereupon. at 1:45 p.m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.)
[Material submitted 'for inclusion in the record follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT. OF TIIE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
,.. .

The National Ed urn t imoi Associa t hal. representing 1.S million teachers, appre-
ciates this opportunity hi comment on the school lunch program and commends
the House Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary and Vocational Education
for conducting oversight hearings on the child nutrition programs, especially
those centered around the elementary and secondary schools.
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For the Past thirty years, Congress lias demonstrated its concern for the nutri-
.-tional needs of our nation's children I hrmigh- the establishment: and expansion of
tiitt sehool lunch prognlm, The gravity of the probbom facing the. school lunch
program Is- demonstrated by the fact that the 9-11), Congress had to override a
presidential veto in order to extend the child nut rithm programs.

Tho soloo touch progrnm and the other existing child nutrition programs
...are fundamental to the health and edueation of to 'children. The NEA has long

: been a .supporter of sehool feeding programs. As teachers, our members are well
aware tlmt it is no idle clihe to point Out that a hungry child cannot learn.
Teachers kniow that school food programs are working. Every day they see the

;. direct resultslower absenteeism, fewer discipline problems, reduced health care
problems. and increased academic achievement.

In short, the sellood humh pro ogram is lrO viding an excellent investment for the
future. It: is nor this reason the NEA wishes to express its deep concerns over
the Administration's proposed block grant child nutrition program and the effect
enactment of siieh ii ( ropi,sal wwild have on the twogress this nation has made
in child nutrition ditring the past three decades.

I t- is ou belief that, although under the disguise o)f a block- grant. program, the
President's proposal -would actually eliminate important programs such as the
special milk program and the Women. Infants and Chihlren prOgram and would
work to dt.troy the school inneh pogam as we know it today.

17mlor the Administration's proposal, federal assistance for the paying child in
the school lunch program would he eliminated, with Only the neediest of the
needy being helloed. The N i;. is conwerned tlmt. the low and middle income child
would, in tmn. lw priced out of the school lunchroom. In a 1973 report, the Sen-
n te.ticlect Committee on Nutrition antl Human Needs estimated tlmt each increase
of Onto emit in I he cost, of the meal 1.0 the loayllig child results in a one percent
deerease in participation. With this decreased participation, production costs
would increase. meal prices would lw forced even higher, and more and More fam-
ilies would tind they cottld no longer afford the sellool lunch price tag every day.

Tlw NEA urges this Subcommittee and this Congress to work towards expan-
sion of the school hutch program $o that we mighi assure that all children have
an opportiolity to participate reganlless of their economic status.

The NEA shares the concerns of the-Suloconunittee on the issue of plate waste in
-the scluool lunch program. and we look forward to hearing the recolnawndations
of the USDA and local school food service personnel on this saildeet. Although
elimination of the waste problem cannot be aehieved overnight, it is our belief
that such titan' waste can lw redueett to a minimum by the conscious efforts of
sehool administrators. food service personnel. teachers, and parents.

In addition, nutrition eduottion must lawome a part of our regular school
program. Thorough understanding of the principles of good nutrition is lacking
among teachers. pui (ils. and their parents. The school lunch program serves as a
rahniblt tool for teaching good nutrition as a part of day-to-day living experience,
translating learned concepts into actual use.

.

Again. woo amoreciato the Subcommittee's concerns over the future. of federal
child nutrition programs and are hopeful that these hearings will again focus
national attention on the importanee of these programs to the full development of
(»v. ehildren.

Hon. r.uut, ft Pramiss,
Chairman. Mons(' Education and Labor Committee, Nubcononittee on Elenicatory,

Secondary. and rocationat Education, Ti'ashington.
DF.mc Ma. CTIAIRNEAN-:-'Mr:4. Ruth Hose, legislative chairman of the Florida

School Food Service ASswintion. Dm., recently sent to am a set of resolutions
potteerning_seloopl .mttrition ,progrants._The resolutions were approved by, the
Assowhiiion 'without a di-St:militia 'Vtite at

understand that your Salwommil tee has scheduled heatings on school nu-
trition programs for June 1 7. I am enclosing copies of the, resolutions adopted
by the Florida School Food Service Association. and I woold deeply appreciate
your including these resolutions in the official record of the hearing.

With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely.

CCM:RE:SS OF 'ma Fxrran STATas,
fIou'sv, oc REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, DX...Tune 14, 1976.

CHARLES E. BESNETT.
Enclosures.
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loixetinA eltoob Poop AssocrATrox,
11,ty Id, 1976.

Hon. CHARLES E. BENNErr.
Representative from Florida,
Trashington. D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE BENNETT : 011 March 23, 1976 as a follow-up on onr
legislative ifonferetive in Woshington. DC.. March 1-3. it position paper in the
name or the Florida School Food Servire Association was sent to Senator Stone.
A copy was shared with you.

The Florida SOlool Pothf Servive Association held its annual convention in
West Palm Beneh. April 29-May 2 and the enclosed resolutions were int roamedin the House of I h.legates and passed without a dissenting vole. This, then, is
the .otlicial stand token by our orgonization ond Ave trust. it will assist' you in
understanding our eotteerns and establishing some school feeding budget pri-
orities.

Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Mmar.TNNE MEncENnous,

President.
(Mrs.) Burnt M. HOSE,

Legislative Chairman.

RESOLUTION

Whereas, it is the right of every child to have the best possible nutrition so
that his opportunity for learning and living a healthful. useful and productive
life is not imp:tired. and

Whereas. all ehildren need one or more nutritionolly adequate meals at school
dail. ond

Whereas. ('ault Congress for the past thirty years has had concern for the
health of the tuition's eltildren by passing It1;islation which hos supported sdiool
feeding programs, 111111

'Whereas. Board of Dineation and school Administrators hove through the
years painstakingly initinted and anrtured sdlool feeding progroms. and

Whereas, The 17nited States 1)epartment Of Agrictilture. in o eomprehensive
study of clahl Nutrition Programs in July 1974. IIIIS stated -variatimis in par-
ticipation deiwnd significantly upon the relationship ulf prke to participation".
Studies indicate that participation by the paying student decreases five percent
wit h.ench live vent sale price increase. and

Whereas. school meals must he !irked so that the majority of children are able
partieipote, and

Whereas, the President's proposal would increase the sale price of lunches
by at least twenty-five vents. double the price of special milk. ond would eliminate
the School Breakfast Program, Commodity Prograin, and the Special Food
Service Program for IThildren.

Whereas, the poverty child would be identified as the only pupil eating at
sehool at publie expense and his identifieat ion made evident by his singular
po rt iei potion : Now be it therefore

krsolyrd. That the Florida School Food Service Assorintion House of Dele-
gates, meeting in West Patin 33eneh April 30. 1976, is totally and completely
opposed to the Presidential budget proposol to make a bloc grunt to states and
to eliminate federal reimbursement for lunches served to paying children and
other ehild feeding programs.

Besot util on I nIssoql : April :30. 1976.

REsot.tmoN

Whereas. enrrent regulations would allow senior high school RN-
dents to select any combination of three of the four eomponents of the Type A

Where:ts. this wiould permit students to consistently exchnle fruits. and vege-
tables from their luneh. and

Whereas. it would disrourage the mil:lagers from attempting to offer choices
and quality foods !hat stndents will choose in order to lower food vosts. and .

Whereas, snco a program promotes a la ea rho sales in lieu of. the nutritionally
adequau of the Type A lunch and. therefore. would not safeguard the health
and well being of Florida's children. and

2 7 2
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Whereas. such a /Program would he impossible to adininister: Now he it
therefore

Ite.No(i.cd. That the Florida Selo's)! Food Serviel'i Issochition flimsy of Dele-
gates, meeting in West Palm lit'ach April :it). 197(3, strongl op)oses the adoption
Of this ptiliey as a IlWatis or reducing plate waste.

Resolution passed: April 30. 191U.

REsot,trrtox

Whereas. by law the St.erelaty or Agricniture (Null year must, prescribe an
income )ruideline which sets forth the income levels hy family size. and

Whereas. the llOol a:: tioos rquire that this
ineonte scale he included in tlie Free and Reduced Prive Aleal and Free Alin:
App/leation. and

Whereas. placing the income scale on the applieation too often results in the
ineonte being relairted just a few dollars below the maximum allowance, and :
Now be it therefirre

lie8o1 red hy the Florida .1ichool Ftsal SI!rvice Association House of Delegates.
oleeting_in West Palm Beach April 30, .1970. that the inctane rella wed
fro lathe Free and Reduced Price 31Ntl and Free 3111k Application forms and the
place of employment and sevial security number lie added.

Resolution passed: April 30, 1970.

REsoLunos

Whereas, PL-30-Irif) requires that .children who qualify for a free lintelt must
also be served au additional one-half pint of milk free. and

Whereas, this program is diseriminittory 11111111Si.. it immediately identifies ow
ro.I. student, and

Whereas. it. is the consensus and opinion that the free milk could be elimi-
nated at an estimated rust saving of $900.000 in Florida. and

Whereas. there is some question as to the necessity for an additional one-half
pint of milk when one-Imlf pint meets the requirements of the Type A luneh.

Whereas, orten Iwo half-pints of milli are too .atteli for the student which re-
sults in drinking milk in lieu of rating lite ollwr counsalents of the lunch %Odell
is Inn ritiOnally unsound and creates waste. and

Wlicreils, it is questionable whether the time and effort spent in accounting
for mid administeriut g. the program justifies any benefits :001 cost : Now. be it
therefore

11csolred, That the Florida tiebool Plm(1 SOrrief! Assollalit)1l 1 1011st. (If Dele-
:411. ill NVV,I. litbarli April 30. 1970. vehemently opposes the free
milk requirements or ow Special Milk Program for Children and requests that
ir rescinded beginning wit It the 1970-77 sehool year.

Resolution passed : April 30, 1970.

TACONI Pcnrc SCTIOOI.S,
Tocoine, Wash., June 15,1076.

I Ion. Ft.cmi Mc Rs.
IfolfSC fif 11cpresenlotires.
Washington. D.C.

DEAtt 11.1.3,nEsEz.r.vrIvx flicKs : The Board of Directors of Tacoma School Dis-
triet No. 10 encourages you to Oppose IIR .13208 "The Child Nutrition Reform
Aet. of 197G" as written. As we understand the legislation. the title is a misnomer.

This Bill would not "reform" ebild funding programs. bat would eliminate pro-
grams we ha 1'1. worked 30 years to perfert and make meaningful to our Tacoma
boys and girls. As t he .Bill is written. only very neNly families would be assisted.
The paying student would he denied the reimblirsements for his meals as well as
the rood commodities alloctited for his meals. This boost.the price of :1
itte:il:irli;:i-4.-31V f i;r-t if WO mi"t'" f tit ily7We-feebt lie-progranrwould'then-----
lii' -poverty !migrant" lady. The breakfast. program for students in all categories
Would be eliminated.

'Mk year we served 3.15:2.293 total hutches to children in 11(.1 schools. Of these.
43% were free and 8% were reduced price lunches. Breakfasts served this year in
37 schools totaled 711.883.
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Should the legislation remain as written, there would, no doubt, be a decrease
In participation, and would be reflected Iii Job losses for current Food Service
employees. Industry suln4ing school Food Service programs would also ,be
affected by the decreased participation.

Most seriously, our children would miss the well balanced. tasty daily lunches
anti breakfasts that. are. now supplying n large part of their nutritional needs.
Please urge revision of this Bill to continue a reimbursement for the paying
:student.
' Thank you for your past interest and support of child feeding legislation.

Sincerely.
TACOMA SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 10,

TONEY SHELTON.
Business Manager and _Deputy Secretary, Board of DirectOrs.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OE' ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS,
Arlington, Va., July 26,1976.

Mr. Jolty F. JENNINGS.
Majorit y Staff Counsel. Committee on Education. and Labor, U.S'. House of.

Representative& Washington. n.c.
.TAcK: I have received some niaterials from one of our members in Mis-

souri relative to the fond waste proldems in school hutch programs. These are
.reports from a study he did in 1074 and again in 197(i. Ilk Itoint seems to be
that if the children can make the choice of whether or not they want to eat the
food priOr to having it put on the tray. significant savings should result. Ile is
not opposed to school lunch programs but he is opposed to waste in school lunch
programs.

I have also run across all article 'dealing with the food %caste issue in tbe
July/August edition of. The School Food Service Journal. .enelosing a Xerox
copy of that article for yttur information. also.

As these are the only materials we have received on this issue, we did not feel
it appropriate to seek an opportunity to testify before the Committee in person
hat would hope that this in ntrination may find its way intothe hearings record.

We hope that Mr. 14erkins. yOu. and the Committee will find this informatten:
,of additional assistance in your current endeavors.

. 'Cordially,
EDWARD P. KELLER,

Deputy arecutlye Director.



April 6, 1976

Hamburger on Bun
Tator Dollars
Lettuce Salad
Chocolate Pudding

April 7, 1976

Barbecue Beef on Bun
* Buttered Green Beans
Peach Half
Raisin Clusters
Milk

April 8, 1976

Spaghetti wAFeat Sauce
Dinner Rolls
Crisp Cole Slaw
Homemade Cake
Milk

Apra 9, 1976

Fish Sandwich
Tartar Sauce
French Fries
Homemade Cookie
Fruit Cocktail
Milk
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School Distrlo of t'-e City of Leduc
Reed School Cafeteria
Lunch '::aste Experiment

April 6, 7, 6 and 9, 1976

Date Milk Served Milk ';:a'ste

In Pounds In Pounds
Apr
%

AprIl
6, 1975 1'2 .21.5 20

April
7, 175 107.; la 18

April
8, 1976 104.37 16 15

April
9, 1976 96.25 .18.25 19

Date Solid Food Solid Food Aoproxi-ate
Sereved !rt tbs. asted_in Lbs.

April
6, 1976 67.5 17 25

April
7, 1976 41.22 20.5 50

April
8, 1975 8C 35 4o

April.
9. 1976 54.75 17.25 32
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School Districi of the City of Ladue

lea School Cafeteria

Lunch Waste Experiment

Nove:ber 4, 5, 1 and 8, 1974

Date Milk Served

in Pounds

Milk Waste

in Founds

Approximate

Muted

Solid Food Served

in Pounds

Solid Food Wasted

in Pound3

November

4, 1974 78 303/4 38 102 1/2 27 3/4 :

November

5, 1974

Noveler

7. 1974

1

86

86

37 1/2

32 37

November

8, 1974

83 371/2 45

76

76 1/2

28

263/4

84 317/8



Family-Style Dining:

Only Way to Eat

, ...;..,

p.-....;,-2.-----:...1......-1.___,-;_,.........,..ji

:i't.r.:,....,- .,.:_ti
L., .....,,,i ............-...: .:::-.....-,...

Family.style dining means more
Man Just eating communal meals
Here, this Garden Place Eiernentary
School student shows one of the
areas of responsiodiry by serving
her Classmates.

Denver. COTwo elementary
schools hereDel Pueblo and
Garden Placeare located mites
apart geographically. But when it
comes 'to the problem ot toed
waste, each scnool found a* com-
mon means to ger, the throw-
out ratefamily-style

Although these twO schools pro-
grams sharec oblectives and re.
ceived favorable rescOnses from
the kids, the programs did vary to
suit each school's particular needs.

To begin witn, Del Pueblo is no

ordinary elementary school. It has
no designated grades as such, but
groups the st.:dents according to
age in live "family" units. Family
names like Mayans. Tollecs. and
Aztecs reflect tne StudentS' predorn.
inantly Chicano background-85
percent. Tne school is more of a
group, with all that implies, rather
than an individually competitive
educational system. Even the
brightly colored walls and- class-
rooms as well as handicrafts seen
in the hallways and classrooms
exhibit an unorthodox appeal. So.
beginning a family-style eating ex-
periment seemed tr r in natira.,ty

. with the school's Sprit.
But the program probabiy

wouldn't have come about if 13

hadn't been tor teacher Bandar:.
Rinkenbacn who was more than lust
displeased with the amount of plate
waste sne observed. Rather than
take her complaint to school ad-
ministrators. Ms. Rinkentracn first
resorted to a group of ;J.:tope whO
would,terefa. mOst horn a new
program scnoolchildren. She
asked her 11- and 12-yeahold Wu.
dents' how they felt -about the ex-
cess of wasted fOod. Not surpris-
ingly, !hey were very concerned and
proceeded to establish a Survey that
measured the amount of food
thrown away during the normal
lunch hOur.

The survey, having proved td:
Rinkenbach's point statisticalli,
prompted her to devise the farm.;
style eating program. She ap-
proached Principal Victor Rome--
who wholeheartedly endorsed tri.
proposal. He said. "I am a firm Ce-
liever that schools have to be
much more human place for cni,
dren." In other words. the prograrr
would fit in well with the scheme c
things.

Next. Ms. Rinkenbach acquire-
the necessary support from tr:
foodservice staff. particular!,
cafeteria manager Barbara Wyccr
The lady in %%ride remarked.
Oren like anything that's new arr.
different and anything that will ir
crease their thinking about food ar
help eliminate plate waste."

With full support behind her. Ma
Rinkenbach set up the program
the help of the foodserviCe depart-
merit. During the winter months. nr
25iistudent class became involve:
in six irregularly scheduled tam!,
style mealsThe, menus, whist-
were the same as those served is
the rest of the school, ranged Ire
submarine sandwiches 'to turkey
la king. The foodservice staff ar
sembled all of the neCessar,
equipment and food and wheeied
into their classroom.

At each of the tables, which vier:-
(continued on page 2.9:

FoodWaste Study

Not only did students whO participated in the family-style eating program display tabte manners. petiteness, arid a
sense of responsibility, but they also proved to be more conscious about wasting their food. This chart represents :re
percentage of food waste for both the regular cafeteria students and these involved witrythe special program at

Garden lblace School.

Far-lily-style Group (57 served) Rest of SChool (233 served)

Total
Weight

Item Served

Total
Weight
Waste

Percent
Waste

Total
Weight
Served

Total
Weight
Waste

Percent
Waste

Barbecued Beef on Bun 11 lb.. 4 oz. 5 oz. 2.7 67 lb., :i oz. 7 lb., 2 oz.- 10.6

Green Beans 7 lb., 4 oz. 7 oz. 5.9 28 hi., 13 oz. 3 lb., 9 oz. 12.5

Cible Slaw 4 lb., 8 oz. 7 oz. 9.7 14 lb., 8 oz. 3 lb., 7 oz. 24.0

Peanut Butter Cookie 3 lb., 0 oz. 0 oz 0 10 lb., 14 oz. 13 oz. 7.7

Bread and Butler 5 lb., 6 oz. 3 oz. 3.4

Milk . . . 116 lb., 8 oz. 2 lb., 4 oz. LB

fatal Weinht 31 lb . 4 oz. 1 lb 4 oz. 4.0 238 lb.. 3 oz. 17 lb.. 2 oz. 7.2

24
School fondsenlre



erraired hexagonally wen six per
tablera student eoulo set the table.
handle the see.ing chafes, and
clear. Stucen's Ikea to ey everithing
on their Weise; r5p werent foicea to
eat everything if the, oan t want to.
fallowing eacn st,dents Cc.
terminea e.ii amount apiate Y.a.7,42
and kept a running tally for toe dura
con of the proerarn.

After the pranaoy or..ctive of ro-
ducing food wiltste was achieved.
the objectives changed ,Com.
merged the young teacher with a
touch Of pride in her voice. "It be.
.4une important to use proper man-
ners. politeness, and to learn re-
sponsibility? The luds responded as
hoped.

Students'- attitudes were just as
enthusiastic as their teacher's. They
made their own Bicentennial
placemats, which were then lame
nated.:Nis gave the pupils a teeling
of active involvement.

The program didet just focus on
lunchroOm behavior, however. Prior
to each meal, classroom activities
bakblved around nutrition education,
With information supplied ay me
lunchroom staff, students learned
about Type A Meal components and
why Certain fooas dre necessary to
maintain good heaih. Ms. Rinken.
bach did some aigging at her own
for nutrition information too. One
project consisted of displaying pc.
tures of various loons and having
the kids identity and discuss each
tood.

De;pite the program's success.
Ms. Rinkenbach reflected. "I would
have preferred to have done it on a
bigger scale, more orten. and to
have it include all of me cnifdren.
We should try to get this family.style
eating program in the lunchroom
always. t think it can loe Cone, and
there isn't a reason riot to nave it
done." All of wnich means she
would like to do it again neat year if
possible.

Perhaps the greatest compliment
to the vigor and dedication met Ms.
Rinkenbach exhibited came from
Mrs. Wycoff. She said, "Sne's a
teacher who is very interested rn
her children. She s a tap grade
teacher."

Romero. a believer in the pro-
9rarn from the beginning, onerel an
incisive comment tnat put me pro
gram into a larger perspective. Said
the principal thougntfuliy. "Anytnag
we can d4 at scnool to make a a
more enjoyacle place, like a is Out
ihere. Outside the school walls, is
something that will help The pro.
gram is one ming that he-tos. I think
school .snould be an crtension of
their lile, not something dieerent."

On the other sitie al town at
Sarden Place school, the idea for
a familystyle eating program
Originated from a ccmpetely
ent soisrceEngland In Me sum-
mer of 1975. two elementary
teachersDr. Janice Havn and
tarol Platka-- traveled across the

Atlantic tor two weeks as Dart at a
seminar to study England's school
curriculum arc tc:,:wry,ce. There,
they noticed that the family-style
eating program was inn./ success.
ltd. Even belnre returning to trie
States, they toSsed out the Idea to
Principal Viola )(rut. Amidst the
hustle and bushe in the airport, Mrs.
Kruz immediately agreed.

When asked wfly the teachers
thought a typically English toodser-
wee program could work in their
Denver elementary sCh001. DI.
Hagen forthrightly replied, "Why

2

not? It just didn't occur to me that it
couldn't work."

Wen their enthusiasm now
brought homeside, the pair ap-
proacned cafeteria manager Mary
Lesser about trio 'nes arid received
a -favorable respolise. See in turn
checked it out wen het supervisor,
and the game plan waS laid out.

One day a week for approxi-
mately eight months, the two
teachers' classes of about 27 each
plus a special education class,
marched to the cafeteria before the

(continued on page 3C



rest of the school for their 45 minute
(when all Went smoothly) family-
style lunch. Ten tables for about ten
kids each were set-up for the pro-
gram.

Initially, one server per table
served all of the food at that table.
Atter each student had a turn at this
responsibility,, the teachers adopted
a new meMod of passing bowls and
having the students help them-
selves.

Like their counterpart school
Del PuebloGarden Place kept a
running chart on plate waste (see
sidebar). A noticeable decrease re-
sulted, as did a number of other
positive achievements. The kids en-
joyed a leisurely meal in a relaxed
atmosphere. one that provided a
communal feeling. Manners, polite-
ness, and other table respon-
sibilities were developed and be-
came part of the students' de-
meanor.

Meanwhile, back in the lunch-
room, the program added a heavier
workload for the foodservice em-
ployees. ;.41, extra employee was
hired for the Special day in order to
assist with the special arrange-
ments, lunch payments, and table
numbering according to that day's
attendance records.

Also adding to the workload were
occasional guests; but the foodser-
vice start never complained. In fact.
they got a kick out of seeing parents
and school board members indulg-
ing in the meal with students.

Before each week's family-dining
day.- Mrs:-.Lesser-supplied -the
teachers with a copy of her School
Foodservice Journal to serve as
material for nutrition .education les-
sons in the classroom.So, when the
kids came down to the cafeteria to
eat, they Knew more about foods
and could appreciate the experi-
ence to a greater degree.

Everyone Involved with the pro-
gram at Garden Place school com-
mented that they would like to do it
again next year. But as the school
,4ill undergo a restructuring of
grades net year, that possUlity
remains to be seen.

Withot.-1 the active involvement of
all the teachers, principals, and
foodservice staffs, the family eating
program would have remained just
a nice ido and never would have
been made a reality. And for the
other factionthe studentsthe
words from catteria rrianager Mary
Lesser will SUniCe: "The kids loved.
it." They V'ned, too.

SChop! fra.:af.;.!rl;co
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
pRoGRAM

THURSDAY. JUNE 24, 1976

ifiwsE Iw REPRESENTATIVES,
Snv`onnrrEc ox ELE31ENTAlly.

AND VtICATI: INAI. EDUCATION TIIE
ON 31. EDECATIHN AND LABOR.

irtish;nylon,D.O.
I he subcommittee met, pursuant to notice. at 8:15 a.m.. in room 2175.

ftlyiturn House ()Hive Building. Hn. Carl 1). Perkins (chairman of
the stilwominimp) presidinp..

Ienthers present Representatives Perkins. Lehman. Mottl. and
Goodling.

Stntr John F. Jennings, majority counsel : Beatrice Clay,
secretary: Patrkk Murphy. Cleric assistant: and Charles Radcliffe,
minority counsel.

Chairman PEukt Ns, The -:111)C11111111itilq' Will (0 Order.
I A't IN. so IVC C:III Wt. have a quorum present.
.kgain. today. the subcommittee is continuing its oversight hear-

ingN on t (*hilt] feeding program and related programs. principally
nut horizNl by the National School Lunch Aat aml the Child Nutrition
Aet.

117e-began- these hearingsin .kshland: Kv.. on February-the 24hr-----
and we viU COIldl let WcekS of hearinp.s here in Washington. Then,
'we will move to Dade County. Ha.. and other inner cities through-
cut the country as well as some rural areas.

After that. we plan additional hearin,,,s here in Washington, and
in otlwr lova lities.

1 t the purpose of t hese hettrinrs to 111Catillre he aceomplislunents
.the 'i'vedinr pro:mutts. awl discuss the difficult ies which have'

-vin,adve'-', in hv ProgT:ini
would-I:ke to take a moment at the I't to mention the progress

that has been in the development and expansion or ther:e child
nut tit i(111 1111):rniff.4 within the past -10 years. I hclayy that this growth
has I ien't ex( irdina ry.

111. rOr xU (If dr prOgr:HIIS. as authorized
under the National School Litnch .kct. was :',4-11111 rn fiscal
19711. we hove now increased these expenditures to S2.7 billion.

hi 19(4i. there were Is million ehildren 1)ml ing in the school
protrente. and 2 million of whom weri receiving free and redneed

price meals. Present I V. here are '26.0 million children part kiinintin(r.
with '11.5 million eliildrell receiving free and rNluced price inejs
its compared with the million bac4 in I96(i.

(273)
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So, in the school lunch program t he results. I think. speak for
themselves.

The sclmol breakfast program did not exist fit years :pro. Now.
not only is it a pernument pro,,t.am. but it is ser.vimv :LI million
cli hT11.

Iii 1966. there was no summer food service pro.,ram. Last summer.
4. million childwn were part Icipat in the program, and all receiv-
ing free meals.

These past to 11.5 clea tlV rolivel IIiI I hat t host.

ha NI'. made. .ks recently :04 March of last year. 'omrress passed Pubile
Law 94-105. the National Svhool Lunch .krt, and the Child Nut rit lOFt

Act. Atnendments of 1975. This act further expands and improves these
ehild nutrition proara

I know that hiene are a ityriad of -issues whieh will arise durimr
these lubarings but in order to provide some focus for our discussion.
I would like to pose the rullowiwr four quest ions. ns our major issues.

1. Row have tlie Department of 1,icultnre and the States im-
plemented I Ito changes ma lidatet by our amendments of last Year? In
part icular. how has the reduced price provision been nutdemented : and
how have t he ehanges in t summer and child care feediln, programs
been implemnted ?

'2. To what extent is plate waste a prohlem in the propTam? Has
the shift. in a minthor or colmottitttit.s. to TH'("P:Ick;1.4.1..d. mass produced
meals led to a decline in t he qua lit of the food boin!roffered?

'limy have ehildtvit's taste for rouil ch;,,,!,vd Willi our school inneh
perS0111101 chamring tho type a hlull 1)1111." offered ill the program?

I lave t he commodit los which arc beitpr provi(Ied. measured ill) ill
quality to t he nut ritional sta t .)y t at .iu.arLsse. _ 1)epat intent ?

3 I favo th prices charged to the children increased in the program
throw:Thom- t lie country, and has t his resnIted in a decline in the number
of payin., stndents: or lup,oe increased prices meant that more students
have-,one into the free and rednced price hunch pa rts'of theTrogram

4. Lastly. what effects would the administration's massive consoli-
(Int ion of 15 separate prorrams into a block grant have on t he program
locally. and in part icular what won ld be the effects of cutting Imek h.v"
$1 billion in Federal finuling as proposed 1)- the tOhninistration's
block grant proposal ?

Those are foil! lor issues as 1 see them in these lu,a rings. T. of
celirse. do not 1110011 to preclude any member of the conunittee from
callin.u. any Wit llesses I hat ihleV 111:1v prefer" or any witness from dis-
cussinn- anv other issues. But T do believe that it would be helpful to
focus on these fonr.

I. hope that the end results of these hearings will lie improvements
in the wax- the Department is administering the proi....ram. and possibly
an improvement in 1110 legislation itself.

In vonnection with the Proposal to consolidate. lot me saY t hat we
are presently spetnint, '4:1 billion. The 1 'resident proposal would cut
his back by 1i billion. in his so-called Idock-grant proposal..

This is the same old game or "Pia nkv-Pla nky Nuke" t hat has been ,
around here a 1011" I hoe. The Iemueuul s ilh :111 :worm. I o one IN'trty. and
nothing to the other. nothiniv o the recipients.

say that because this WTC program which has been in a lawsuit.
$250 million dollars was appropriated. T believe. and the coorts have.
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held that Hutt money must be spent. The adminisit.at ion proposal
discret ionary wit h the States. whtIter t hey wanted

to spend wls looney for I hv WI( pt.( igram. It woulo' he left emit itvly

to the State legislatures. and some States may say. yes, and the majority
of them may say. no.

Also. Homy programs; under the child .feeding program would he
entirely discret lona ry wit hill I he States. T feel. hat the administration's
proposal has not !Well 111114111h; t hought through from 118 standpoint
of 1 he, wel fare or the children im tIti vomit r.

As we go 3 long here. and we develop I he record. I he record will so

ditiVIO:^e.
Then h:IS /NM :-MI10 (0int) in int a bola t he motlit y or the meals. T.

as chairman of the committee. wept into 11cm nutritious quality or the.

wep -:.evern sen rs n!ro. III length. to ma kc sure that we were serving
a Typo .1. Innch. a nut nit ions meal, vyll Indanced rr,An the s.:tandpoint ot

the. various nutrients that are required in order to lopp a 'child on a
healthy diet.

T ain glad to Iv/deo/lie the .1dministrat ion this morning. We ill
first hea ft.ont Mr. fliehard L. Felt ne r. Assistant Seeretary for Food

nod Nutrition Serviexs.'Depart !tient of Arriuit
Then. ve will hear from Dr. John Perryman. executive director of

the American School 1..(md Service .tssneiiition: Ms. Gertrude Apple-
baum. director or rood :-:erviees for corpus Christi public schools: Ars.
.hinet, swum', 11.11.1Tbm. of foOd services for thc"Nfianti public schools.and

linallv from Ms. Carol I la wk. who i ; Nvith till. food program adminis-

t ration for the State of New Jersey.
alwad. Secretary Felt tier. and identi fy yonrsel f. and t hen proceed.

.-,ATEMENT OF RICHARD L FELTNER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,

MARKETING AND CONSUMER SERVICES. DEPARTMENT OF

_AGR T.CULTURE

Secretary FELTNI:11. Nfr. Cho irman and members of the committee : T

lull IZichard L. Felt ner. .1ssist ant Secretary for Ma rketin!Y and Con-

sumer Services.
11-e velcona, t his opportunity to meet with yon today to review the

Federal-State child nutrition pro:trains. My statement will cover a
untidier of items of int ere:4 and yOurcrn to 11:-: mill. hurlItiling-HIV roum .

que,1 ion:: which you ni.1:41,11 juA n moment ago.
They will include onr progress in implementing Public Law 9 1-1n5.

lit
lircipospd "Child Nut mit ion -Reform Act of 1976.- and the use of

donated commoditie:, in Oe child nut 1..11 i(m pro!rrams.

Ilut first, Chairman. -I would to recall the ()vasion of my
last appear:me, lfore t his ,ommit tee. mut was :Wont 1:i fflooths ago.

roll of 197:.. when, t he committee was l'evh,wing mc numher of

legislat iVc l0000;115 oort:;i11111,, to the prOgrntiV4, licarings ulti-

mately led to the clutet mem 4)1'1111)1h. LaW 9-1-1X1.
Ili his 1076 hod.q.t., Htlouitt,d I Congress the otvcedina. January.

t he ['resident had propoed lumipli fying t he t hen already complicated

and oyerlappiter child nut rit ion programs by consolidating all ehild
mark ion funding into sited., block ,,rant..

This vonld have provided Slat/. ,rovernments more flexibility in the
design and oponat o 1 child nut nit ion pro!erams in their St.ates. The
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.ldnek- grant proposal offered a ftpsh new approach to th longstand-
ing Federal commitment to provide needy childivn access In good
meals at school ati;,I.elsewhere.

Tn addition to the mhninistrat ion's pNnmsal. the vommit tee had
under considerat ion T :736. a committee hill which proposed a sim-
ple ixhrnsim, t he summer program. brought the child care program
under the national school lunch pro!rram. t..xtended the special sup-
plemental food prog.ram for volnen. iii f:nits and children prognnn.
and it increased eliHhility for n-duocd Price Inturhes to Inn percent
above the national income proverlY guidelines. It also 1111111dt'd a WW1-
lier Of needed technical 0111v1idllIt'ql1S.

Other legislative proposnkk. then under consideration hy this corn-
initi p. tool; an oputosite tack. Rather than mincing the number of
Programs. they were oroposed to he increased. No reduction in the
excessive comidexit V a t programs was ofri.md.

Instead. these other proposals threatened to introduce even more
detail awl 1.141i0110 1111() rhIld WO 1111011 art 1V11.10S. O1)1-101N poten-
tial for overlapping. and duplicating of the benefits Of Other programs
vo.... not (xa Mine) I.

Tn short. these other legislative proposals, in seekinp- an increaseill Federal itayments and expansion of.oli(eibility. would resnit'in
even moc conwlexit v and mom cost to I he taxpayers.

wo all know. these points of view prevailed and were emhodied
in Public Law 91 -10:i. which enacted over the President's veto
last Oct ()her.

Bnek in March T ht.lievc it was the -oneral intention of this
commit tee to int roduce le.rislat ion that- would have provided a modest
incre;ve i:ederal assistance and would hove corrected certain de-ficiencies and anachnotisms iii the National School Lunch and Child
Nut rit inn .kets,

T doubt that any of Hs present at last vear's hearing foresaw that
the committee woold report mut .such expansionary and costly-legisla-
tion 01 0 111111. Whell the vill nf the President. the sense of the Con-
gress. and the mond a ow public called for a careful] I-v-
ex:ultimo:0o alic, form nf Federal involvement.

Briefly. Public Eau- 9 l--10: expanded Federal subsidies tn the ricm-
pont- by:

(1) Greatly expanding eove ma ire of redueed price Meals. by
!nand:Oho.. their service in all schools and increasing eligibility
ft) 9.5 porovIll 1111 income poverty :ruidelines. or SI 1.1 10 for
a family of remr.

(2 Expanding the munher nf institutions that may participate
hy redefinin,, the term "school- to include residential child care
hist hit ions slich hospita k. juvenile detention centers. hal fway

orplinmples. :pot homes f.,ir the mentally retarded.
(3) Establi:hine. :1 separate smuttier food service program with

much more libera sta nda yds and incent ives to sponsors
than its prodoc,,, u ,-iud providing that all children receive free
meals lt?rtilIIlu__ it !!conic if. at least-. one third of the ohildren
re eligible for 1,,, r,,Incvti price meals.

chifl care food proyrram which supports
food st'n.10e Iii children in child core settilt,rs other than in schonk.
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Th1:4 ex tendS Vedern I invoftement in nhild nut rit ion to every
stage in childlmod and I o nhoffl overy was-From-11MM SitlInt ion.

(5) The school breakfast program was made permanent and
will be expanded as USDA. in cooperat ion with State (ducat ional
agencies. develops outreach phuls to make the program available
to a I I :4(1)0015.

(6) The WOMell. in fa IttS. and childrenknown as the WTC
program was extended, and nut horizut ion was more than doubled
to$2.50

A. number or other provisions (yr considerable merit were included.
A key change eliminated the requirement that hi!rh school students
accept offebvd foods they do not intend to consume. This'will help
rednee rood waste in t he lunchroom.

A unifier needed rev ision was to rennwe free and reduced price
meals from t he bulimia used to ctilculate the :1-to-1 matching require-
ment. 'Finally. the income 'poverty -guidelines were revised to utilize
more eurrent statisties.

The many revisions and tight deadlines for their implementation
posed a remendous challenge to our department staff and their
rooperat ors in State. governments. I am more than satisfied with their
response in meeti»g this challenge.

To he sure. we were unable to make some of those deadlines, but
overall. everybody ittvol veil did t lie best possible job under very trying
eiretunstan,es.

Later in our diseussion. T will be pleased to answer any questions
ynn may bare nn onr progress in implementing Public Law 94-105.

But to clearly demonst rate the jubilant. the. child nutrition program
budget has continued to rise. Total spendini f6Faild nutrition pro-
grams including spechd milk was $2.1 billion in fiscal rear 1975, and
in fiscal year 1976 it is projerted to be over $2.7 billion, and the esti-
mate for 1977 exceeds $3.1 billion.

rn 'fiscal Year-1977. approximat el v.$ne...1 million -will be for children
from families with incomes over 16:-", intrcent or the poverty level, and
keep in mind that tlds is :q1.11nfor.a hunily of four.

A total or nearly :4.4S:10 million will-be. provided to subsidize children
over the poverty level, while nearly 190.nnn needy ehildren do not
now part lei pate in the existin, programs at all.

Now. J wonld like to say a few words :Wont the block grant itself.
One of the hills referred to the commit tee this year is TT.R. 132.0S. This
is t he second salanission or tlw idork grant, but in a somewhat altered

to accommodate the Heiv insights into the (moral ion of snrh
that We were able to !rain throudi a year or vary ful review of

he opt ions available to ns.
As I ha vest a ted. the-:nlministmt ion or the ehild nut rit ion programs

under the Nat ionaf Selmol Ltinch and Child Nnt rition Acts is a com-
plicated provess These acts authorize some 15 progro Ins which are
often overlapping and duplicat ing as well as very costly.

As an alternat iye to this situation. the President has proposed the
Chibl Nutritionizeform Art of 1976. This bill would consolidate Fed-
eral financial assistance to States for child Illut nit ion into a compre-
hensive block grant program.

As the President voted in his IllesstVre to Concrress. transmitting the
Child Nutrition Reform Act of 1 976. the present child nutrition pro-
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grams provide subsidie,, ror meals served to all children. regardless of
income Or nutritional need. 'Hu, etrevt of Publie Law 91.--105 will he
even more money spent on nonneedv children.

'1'lle 'President heliev s that the Pederal (1w:eminent has n responsi-
bility to provide mit ritiotraSistance to those most in need. At t he
same time. that l:t PNiStilIif Federal taxpayer subsidies for tlw meals
or rhildren.from families able I o feed t hemsel \Ts extends t hat Federal
responsibility beyond the appropriate point.

For these reaSons, the President has prepared this most important
piece of \rmild :

\ Provide finanvial assistance to States based on cost Of feed-

(2) Consolidate complex categorical and overlapping pro-
I:cams into a sin!de block ...rant to Shttes. inereasing their flexi-
bdity in administering t hese programs and at t lie same t ilia' soy('
thy taxpayers nearly $(.100 million in Own I year. 1977 hy reducing
assistance o nonneedy cid Idren.

(3) -Remove unnecessary restrictions and EN-hope ..1..overning the
way meals are pmvided to needy children.

) Give concerned ore.anizations and individualsin vaeli State
an opportunity to lw involved in the planning of child lording
programs.

Let me explain hrieflv how it would work. T-nder the Work grant.
States would no lomrer he reimbursed for meals served. hnt would
he provided a hoop-som amount hosed on Ow number of .needy chil-
dren that the States intend to reacli with food serviee.

Ve helieve this method of allocation will encOltrogo States to
design food service pr(l,rrains tc) reach all need childn,n in order to
masintize lw onmunt receive)! hv t he St ate.

States will he entitled to ...-rnint which will he sidlicient to fund
100 22.-1 days. one-third ()I' tlw n(4)1111111,1111(41 dietary allowance for

-every-twedy-elfild auvol (n) 1 hrowdi 1T'residino. in that rrho
colculnivil cost of on(-third id th,k IzT). will he adjusted annually
based on changes in the consumer price index rm. ft)oil nwny from

Thec clnime,-. the States to keep pace with an
inflat ionary t rends in t he economy.

The determinat ion of eli.,ibiht v will be hosed upon poverty guide-
lines prpiwribod hy the I Mice' of .Nlano!rement and l'fflikret which for
fiscal year 1977 set the family incf mto . level for a .family of font. :II

The cost of one-third PD. for fiscal your 1917 for children wred
ero through four is estimated at 50 cents twr (Inv and .for ehildren
r) through 17 91 cents per day: F.a(.11 State will mreive eash or
commod ies equa 1 to its ent it lenient. wit It no fluids provided for I hose
noedv children excluded front Stat food service plans. The valne
of ('ommodities tc) h1. pmvid(ol voilld be limited to IC) percent of.
Hoe ,,rant.

The State will ilevelop ;I plan of operat ion to he approved hy the
Governor tinder a sin.)11itw provision reutliritpv a publie hearin .e. and
comment process in the State to insure that the plan is responsive to
IOCa I needs and desireiz.

The plan will provide in format ion recrardiu.r). 1..e State's propvim
rind objeotiyOS for providin.e. wok 10 children wit hin the State. It

2 '8
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iii
1.1.1111:111 t ht. of 110edy

ii_i.juI*111.111111.11 111(' Stnh, Who))) iiiVnIS tuncle";;;Iitlill include

:IItIIIj and 71 ate pl.e.;erihed Hut rit ion standtirds and meal pat teyn
, .1"1"iro ents.

I no z.4olt es May 1180 he funds in menrd %yid 11 the State plan to
heed'. "s nonneed.v ohildren. Stato. svin also be

,""v0,1 10 11,-4. *75.0ott or 1 1101VV11/ :WO .11"171V hIIIII 101 State
(*NI/0118os.

silIII111111v. is VIositiviii.- pl'OpCIS1111. It is a simple,
forwni'd W of meeting: the nni rit 1011111 needs of noedy (7.161-

r1"11"'11;2: tlic compleXilv vost of current programs.

prompt :111(1 favorableilport ttot1101),' "'"t. tint, this rolttinittee viii the merits of .

proposal and Vt.! it
1.°11S11101.11 jOn.

1111)6
111:1 hIl

'1.111111 It". 1110111111Vd St 111111tti. ;Wit \\*IIVre WV WV on theni..

sil"Nifv administ ration. It t :11;e only 11 few
I.hIlt

-1 uunther of studies to improve prograll,

in give .eon ;1 *brier 51 :It 115 report on 1110111.

8(11(1. mandated !iv Public 9-1-1 05 is well 071
W:lv to C01111'111i011, t he study involves a thorowrii rvv."'w of

;,;11". 1'311'i:us it required extensive visits to states :ma related

.11('-elminu":"ivit les.
Pr°V.".( :iludvsis of t he impart of reeent ie.gishitive

111' H11111inist e11.,es ott the '.;t:itit :t!rettries administering hese
11'11(111 will readv for I ranswit I:11 to Cfingress early

1111 no fol.,

LaV 91-11":" ilk() 114-11111141 st tidy Of t he 1lilditional personnel
"--- ining net'" stoles to !fleet n.(iiiintliionts to implement a
.::-.vsletti ill full el'ist tieeollnt IllS SI to Iv. wider vont rant, is expected
to 14.. voliodeted ihIfl 1.,.ported o t'on,ri.ess 1).v net ober 7. .1 976,

11'11 her studY lualitlated hv 1111)lie Lav 9-1-105 concerns plate
. ,,,.

1:110 conoprilcd aliont of meals served
nut rit ion pro.rnints. We ure cIirrently vonducting

1 essess vurion, food delivecv systems.
.1.110 !Titers invoAigat t snlety.

1,1111:1Hit
ne,ept:111(.1. (if 1.00d5 proparpil t he various

..4estews. ;Ire intere:-h41 in dt terttlinin.. if they(' arc
hrt \vccil Imo:11,11m, ,11.1.:

1 1 l)reptIred olliji.rved in tile .4eliools:
Ptv1)1111"1 ill 11 rent I school kitchen 01111 t ransported to the

,e11001. or s:11t,1Ijte 1.(10(1 and
( ),.0.1 red

.01..1111, lultIlut 10115 ineilide pntl.I.tiolled delivered Illeuls and
II"t:11 (.,,101),,notils sport 4.41 in hull; 1'mm.

tif rood :11141 I lie level ((f nut eiellk serCed :MCI con-

"cl-111;,111d
in I lie nal ion:11 ''('Itool pru)gront

i;eitIr n by I IR' DepUrt-
ilit'IWN 1,'114111 jon

4 ly ni,proxi400I1,1. Inn schook and will also invQst

PO, tic. t:" pot tern men 1 t:equireinents are !wing interpreted
0.* mem \ye are Inokin.ir 111 tIle quantity

il ;11141 whet hcr or hot 1 Ile nitild pmvided seine_
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tion of foods and similar questions. The results %vill be presented in a
report to I he ('one Tess his fa II.

Addit ion:illy. the l)epartment-is curmitly rondurtimr
review of the typo A pattern. Ire are reassessing the requilvil meal
components and quantity of foods required in relation to the revised
recommended dietary allowance of the Notional Research Council.

We Ore investigating HIP possibility or requiring smaller portion
size:, for elementary St Hi:lents and the appropriateness or .additional
form:is toward uillfilliilu i he requirements of the lantern.

:_11 changes being considelvd are consistent wit h maintaining the
nutritional gxad of providing each child with appmximately one-third
of t he recommended dietary allowance.

Within the next several months, we expect to contract for a stndy
to investigate alternative meal pattern requirements for high school
Qtudents. Requirements for each of the a It ernat ive pat terns to be tested
will be less stringent than those hoposed by the t ype A pattern.

The factors to be compared include the nutrient contribution of the
lunch as selected and consumed. student satisfaction. and food and
labor costs of prodneing I he meals.

The other side of the plate waste issue is the national standard and
the 'need for it. Nati/vv.:1i standards are the key to assnr'ng parents and
local citizens as the Comrress what they.can and shonld expec1 .
from expendit iv blic funds on sehool hutches for their eh ihlren.
Changing such becomes a complex public issue that must be
based on facts.

Fltimately, l v. f standards nationally is not the total answer
to the l)lati C e. oi,,st ion. because the real causes of food waste are
bound up in the complexit Of chihlren's wants and needs. fOod
preparation ;rod servirT teehniques. knowled(re. management skills,
and attitudes. These cannot be solely attributed to the existenee of a
notional stal111.., for lunches.
-The broad scrq,:, of. activities T 'ha Ye mentioned demonstrates the.

Departnie4 concern about the quality of food beimr served through
our pro.(rram. We will continue to assist all State agencies to provide
nutritious frod of high quality throngh all child nutrition programs.

T would like to snmmariZe where we stand with regard to program
performance.

'his year more children participated in the National School Lunch
Prop:ram than any year in its 3n-vear history. Preliminary reports for
April indieate that 2fi.S million childwn participated of whom 1 1.1
million received a free or redneed price meal. The program is now
available to SO.4 percent of national en mllment.

Moro importantly. the pro..ram reached 91 percent of all children
ehi!rible for free and reduced price meals. We project continued in-
creases in part ici pat ion as more of the residential child vary institn-
.tions entsr the pro..-ram as provided by Public Law 94-105.

Participation in the breakfast prorram has grown in all oroerty .
fashion. with a record number of 2.3 million partieipating in April..
On. tlwse 84.:i percent received their breakfast. at free or at reduced
price.

The other child nutrition pronTams experienced modest growth in
the past rear. Tn some instances this can be attributed to outside foe-

288
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tors. For example. the redefinition of Federal day care standards has
affected the number or clii lii rare food applicants.

Also, our review of the special milk program indicates that the in-
troduction of free milk has disconraged participation by sonic schools.
The additimml paperwork involved in determining eliribility and the
diffictilty of pyoviding five milk without violatiuiz the prohibition
against overt discrimination are t he most coMmon complaints. We have
evidence that as many as 4,000 outlets dropped the program rather
than implement this requirement.

Now, on our food distribution procedures. I t hink it is appropriate
and 'useful to take this opportunity to review food distribution pro-
cedums as they pertnin o the child nut tit ion prorTams.

In supplying commodities. the Department gives priority to com-
modities in surplus supply which can be accepted by schools and other
categories without waste.

Additionally. in response to the mandate in-Pilblie Law 91-165. the
Department has provided schools with cereal. in the form of four dif-
ferent. specificat ions of Hour. baker's hard wheat. baker's soft wheat.
all purpose. and durum: refined peanut oil. and vegetable shortening
made from peanut oil.

Actual acquisition Or purchase of these items is a funet ion of ASCS
or A %E. both of which an ageneips of the T-SDA. It is an FNS re-
sponsibility to insue that commodities are distributed to recipient
agencies only in quantities and at times that will best insure against
waste.

Specificationi-; for USDA thinated Commodities are written by ARS
and A AIS wit II support from ASCS. Adherence to specifications and
p.eneral quality control is assured through the participation of the ap-
propriate ASCS or AMS inspeetion and grading service at all con-
tracting plants.

Specifications an subject to change and. on initiatives from FNS.
are from time to time reviewed and revised.

While A CS and A IS acquire items for donation. FNS exercises
vont rol t lirom.rh the development of an oYerall dist ribut ion plan. The
plan sets limits on categories of foods. quantities and broad shipping
schedules to harmonize with varying capabilities in the States for the
receipt and storage of barged. eanned. and frozen foods.

Transportation cont noel imr is the responsibility of the ASCS
Prairie Village Commodity Office. Commodities are shipped. in ac-
cordance with the State distrilmtion agency instruetions. to primary
points of storage within the States or to carside delivery locations. In
the case of commodities scheduled for further 1)mq:14:Sing. they are also
delivered direct ly to food pr(wessing plants:

In such eases. t he rommodit y is generally bulk packed and delivered
under conditions equal to standanl commercial practice. Delivery can
In ninde di wct to the processing plants located ontside the recipient
State in earload quantities. with return transportation costs paid
from non-Federal sources.

Large quantities of donated beef. chicken. flour, oil. milk. and
cheese are now !win... e(01 veiled through processing agmements into
varied tabl('-ready forms.

Title to the ITSI)A donated (-moult-Olt ies ehanres on arrival at points
designated by the State distributing iprency. whether within the State.
or at a processing plant. outside of t lie State.

130-005 0 - 77 - 289
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respect. for t he many thousands or Americans who seek to accomplish
the laudable Object of feel I ing needy chi id n'll.

ru convlusion. I again ton! the committee to give its prompt atten-
tion to the administration's proposed Child Nut rition Reform Act of
1976. ILR. 1320S.

We will be pleased to answer any questions that pm may have.
(ltairman PERKINS. Let. me say to you. Dr. Feltner, t hat I appreciate

your teStinitiny. NaTurally, I have been acquainted with, perhaps, 50
studies that the Department has made over a period of years.

About 3 years ago. you made a study st at in!, that the reason for the
dropout in the regular school ltunIt program throughout the. rountry
was due to the increase in price. Do your most recent studies bear that
fact out ?

Secretary FELTNER. May I ask Mr. Boling to answer this question.
Mr. BoLtNo. Mr. Chairman. the economics of the school lunch pro-

gram remnin the same. As prices go up, the part ivipation !roes clown.
I lowever, I think that this is often only a temporary effect, as the pice
i pact becomes more typival.

Chairman PERK! NS. In the study that. I have reference to, you
pointed out that in order to have a stronr free and reduced program.
you must have a strom regular program. In other wotds. if you did
not li:u vt'a st rong regular program, t he whole thing might. go to pieces.

1 io1.1 NG. Basically speaking. we expect. to have a strong program
based on participation by all members of the student body.

Chairman PEttnixs. You have found that t his produces a most. satis-
factory all-around school lunch program wit hitt t he school system?

'Arr. BoLtNn. l'es.sir.
Chairman PEIIK I NS. With rerard to nutritious meals. when I first,

rattle you were putting Out bulletins concerning the type A lunches.
Of course, you have continued the st tidies to improve your type A-
Itinches. but don't von think. by and larre.. that your Department is
well qualified. witit the most accurate data. to recommend the best
type .A hmch possible fm- the schoolchildren or this country?

Alt% Botallo. Certainly. we have a limited staff worldng on this.
I lowever. there are a lot of- community factors that need to be con-
sidered. It is not just a simple matter or today. we are going to have

'hundmrp.ers in Ameriea. Yon need to set a nat iona 1 standard or basic
understandim of what the t ypo A pattern is.

C'hairman PENN I NS. You had a nat iontd standard set 25 years ago
by t he I kpart ment.

-Arr. Btu.' No. Yvs., sir.
Chairnmn PEinci Ns. Yon had economists writ inn- bnllet ins and mak-

ing stiggestions aml making studies in this area 25 years ago.
Mr. BoLINI:,. Yes. sir.
Chairman PERI: I Ns. I would like to ak this morning a couple of

questions. I certainly would like to commend the Department of Agri-
culture for' the fine work von have done in implement ing the. regu-
lations. I looked at the regulations yesterday implementing the pro-
gram. and elioThility now goes up to $11.000 for a family of four.

Secreta Ty FKLTNEn. It is S11.100.
_Chairnian PERK INS. 'ft is $11:100 for a rednced-price lunch. and

$5.700 for a free lunch. All the States are taking advantage of.tite---
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25-pereent leeway, which hrings the free lunch np to $7.130. Ts that
correct ?

Secretary FELTNER. Yes.
Chairmrm PERKINS. I want. to compliment you. r think that you

have carried out the intent of the law as we intended it. MY otlice has
received very few complaints about these regulations.

In my review of them. I think that they comply with the law. At
the same time. I would like to knaw if yon, as Secrerary, have in-
structed all your stall in the Department to carry out the law as it
was written.

I am distressed that the Department has to be taken into eourt everv
few months to be told to carry oat the law. The. latest WIC decision
on -Monday is the most. recenf example. of this. When are you going
to fulfill your responsilhlities and release money -on programs like
WIC, and carry ont the law as it is written. and make the a ppropria-
tions available as provided lw Hie Congress?

Why is it necessary to file these lawsuits: can yon answer that
question ?

Secret ii ry FnurNEn. Yes. sir. I can.
We did not instruct. the employees of the Department of Agriculture

to.carry Out the law because this is what we expect that they will do
without being inst flirted to do that. That is our intention.

We mentionet I the kw here this morning. and the laws are very
,eomplex. There is always room for differences of opinion as to how
best to carry out the. law. I can assure you that Bo one in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, at any Hine, during the 214 years that. I have
been there at least, has ever done something which they felt was a
violation of the law. That is not the way we operate.

Chairihan Why was the money withheld?
Secretary FEB-I-NEI% On the WIC program ?
Chairman PERE INS. Yes.
Secretary FEr:rxrai. One of the things that concerns ine very much

alma the various nutrition-related piograms that we have is that they
be carried out in an orderly and well-managed fashion.

. 1 do not have. direct responsibility for the food stamp program. but
let me make an analogy. The food stamp program went from $250
million in 1969. which by the Way is the some size as the. WIC program
at the present time. and its current level is ahout S6 billion.

The food stamp 111'00111111 has allomplished many things. We are
very proud of many of the accomplishments of that program. but any
person in this country has to agree that it has some problems in it.

I am sure that many of the problems we see in the food stamp pro-
,rram arose as a result of too rapid growth in that progra in. and efforts,
al sonic points alonu the line. to simpl y. go out and spend as much as
possible withoht adequate time and without adequate resources to
determine exactly how it was going to be done.

I think that it would be a grave mistake if we got into that same
situat ion with regard to the WM program. The WIC programit
would have to lc determined how large that program is going to grow.
But think. that. it would he a grave mistake if we get into a game of
simply trvim to see how much money we can spend in the next. few
months.

It has to grow in an orderly fashion. and that. is one of the concerns
that we have.
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Beyond that. it was our interpretatiOn. if you want to refer spe-
cifically to amounts or looney in the WIC prorrarn that ue are not
spending in 1976. it was ou interpretation of the law that this money
should he. or was intended to be, used thrmigh the transition quarter.

Congress has appropriated money sufficient to run the WIC pro-
gram at an annual rate of 259 million a year. If we. for short periods
Of time, expend amounts of money at rates far exceeding that which
could be sustained on $250 million a year, it would not be good
program . ma nagemen t.

This committee would have to be mhlressing itsel r to many of the.
same kinds of questions that we have !rotten involved in the food
stamp program.

Chairman PEnKi ss. Mr. Feltner. I notice in your prepared state-
ment that, von have given us Ilo findinrs from-your plate waste study.
You said flint at this point you have not rompleted your stody, Yet.
I notice in the recen rt Sta articles that Mr. Boling of the amrtment
is quoted as gi vim some conclusions. We in Con!rress. of course, have
received none of you findings up to now.

Why did you choose to release you findinffs to the press before yon
submitted them to Conrress. especially since yon ore condncting
this study for Congress pursuant to Public TAW 94-105 ?

Mr. Boms. Mr. Secretary. may I answer that please ?
Mr. Chairman, the article and the way it was strnetnred were un-

fortunate. The basic clatclusions that were attributed. to me were the
sante cmwlusions submitted by the Department to the Congress 2
years ago in vonnection with the minprehensive study. sir.

It was that the plate waste in some. very limited studies
Chairman PEizioxs. You were m isquoted. then, in the Star.
Mr. BorAxo. The direct quote attributed to me was correct. and

that wits that I had vey strop!, reservations regarding the plate waste
studic,

Clatir.ilan PERKINS Untler Public Law 94-105, that was a mis-
statenwnt ?

Mr. Bor., xo. We have shared some very prelhninary data with the
National Advisory Council. which we do attempt to work very closelv
with. The plate waste is very much of a convent to the National Ad-
vistqwy Council. which is a public body.

This was very preliminary information. and we re.e-rer that it was
used in this war. sir.

Chairman PEau-ixs. I would think that the Congress should have
some input: If you are bTrred down. that is something else, hut by
the'way you are handlinp- the situation. it would appear that yon are
against flue program. and attemptin<r to tear it down through the
prms.

This is what disturbs the Members who wrote the law, and want to
see the law function.

Now, if you have any in-formation this morning that yon can sub-
mit. to us coneentim your plate waste. study. we. need to have it now.
We want to ('orrect tliose situations. We don't want to let a situation
continue that. is not the intent of the la w. We certainly want, to correct
it. and that is why we are holding these hearings. .

We feel that we have to have your cooperation and not slip around
like a thief in the nhrht and undercut us. That is the, point thakdis-
turbs me about. this whole situation.
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.211% BOLING. Mr. ( I. assure you that T. am not slipphig
around like a thief in the night in this matter. am working with the
technical .people. They are trying to determitw what the nutritional
implications of this very limited study 'are.

Right, HOW, at present. they have completed the nutrient classifiea-
tion of 2:1 syhouts. It is just unfortunate that this data was used in this
way. I alue my relations with the press. just as T am sum you do,
and I do try to discuss where we stand. The reporter. in this instance.
fully understood the reservations with rerard to this information.

Mr. ITEKMAN. 1 am responsible. under the direction of Secretary
Feltner. for the preparation of the airentia .for the National-Advisory
Council. 1Ve work very einsely with those people. It is an open meet-
hig Nt this meeting. there were members of the press there. an(l
memhes of varhms orwanizat ions. some of 'whom are here today.

T thought it was ill *he interest of good proorram administration to
help keep the Natimial Aflvisory Connell informed. This Council is
set up by this committee. by lepislation. Tt has been very helpful to
this Department.

I thonght t hat it would he very helpful if we shared with them sonic
tureliminory in fornutt ion regatdinir nlate waste because of their very
intense interest in this subject. Tf I- have erred by placinff this matter
and this information before the Council, before die National Advis-
tow C'nuncil. then 1 am vevsor.

"Chairman l'Eukixs. All right.
Secretary Feltner. may T ask you one question. One of the major ar-

guments yon made for your hlock proposal is tlw amount of
paperwork needed to administer the present pro...rams. T wholeheart-
edly agree that we have entirely too nutch paperwork and that this is
a real problem.

Ae you aware of What the State of Arizona is doing with paper-
workq They hove cut hack C)0 percent on paperwork for Federal edu-
ration. programs. These programs include all the school lunch pro-
grams. The of Arizona luis the approval of the Department of
Agriculture and the ()Ihice of Education in these efforts.

ITave you encourared other States to rnt back on excessive paper-
work like A rizona already has cut back ?

Secretary Frurxrn. 1 don't know that we hay(' made specific en-
cour:nrement or tho state5 to rid hack On paperwork. T think that you
ci re awn rc hnt Wt. dOin,r (Ind Within DeParnnent. IVe :11'e doing
evervtitiii!r can to cm hack. We encountore-everv State to do that.
which ran.

T don't- know that we have ...one to them and said: "We encourage.
you to out (limn on yotir paperwork.'

Chairtnan PruK [NS. 1-1..Goodliotr.
Ar. oeu,uoi.17co. 'Flinn]: you. Mr. Chairman.
First of all. T want to soy. M.r. Feltner., that We have given yon an

awful lot or work to do in a short time. and T think t hat. your -Depart-
ment is to) lie common,1,1 for the lob that you did do.

As T remember the Mont f...omery Comity si tidy. it indicated that par-
t lei pat ion .went down for a I itt le while. and t hen sta rted elimbing back
tip wraith T can just hear the tenagers saving. "I- atIl not going to pay
that kind of money for that kind or junk."
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don't- say that diswspect fully. I aul saying it only in terms of how
teenagers I hink from I inw 11111% t hat it. is not I hat
bad, and they get back hi t he. program.

I have some. concerns about the best type. A prop.ram We get, so
carried away with the idea of variety and what we think youngsters
should eat, et cetera. That happens all tlw time in school districts.

...1.'hey go :»Yay to some conference Of some kind, and they COMe back
with some ideas that really do not apply to the locality in which they

For instanee, Why not serve a submarine. or a hongie. OP whatever
you want to call it. three times a week. What is there more nutritiOus
than that. The. nut rit io» is not back in the pot. where it is. 0 times out.
of 10. with cooked spinach, and the rest. of the things. as long as they
are not a sandwich.

What. is wrong with ti hamburger, lettuce and tomato, which you
know they will eat ?

T think that this is part of our plate 'waste problem. I think that, the
emphasis: when it comes, as to what is nutritional and what is not,
slmuld come from the nutrition education program and not as they are
goinp. through the line in the cafeteria. and try to teach them marition
as they walk through that particular line.

This bri»gs nw to a question. Mint. are we (loin!, with that. 1 per-
cent set asule II. I remember the law eorrectly. we said tlw 1 percent
could be used for many things. including a program of nutrition edu-
cation. What are we doinfr. or what are we oneolmiging the school dis-
tricts to do iii t hat area ?

Secretary Frirrxx». I will ask Mr. Bolin.cr to answer that.
Mr. Bolas». I Would like to submit sonw smnmaries, for the record,

on the kind of studies that are beinp. undertaken. As I said, those are
developmental projects. We are tryinc, to encon:mge .the schools to
eoine up with innovative ways to move the childre.» faster through the
line. and to design the kitchen facilities that will meet their needs.

Mr. GOODLINo. If I -remember corm-Hy. it was not only ,for super-
visor. but for actual development of nut rition education .programs to
be taught to yomTsters from kindergarten or even before,

Mr. Bomso. There. is an annual appropriation of money of about
S250.000 to lw used for grants to States for nutrition education. Again.
if T. may, I would like to give von some ideas in the record of some very
interesting projeets.

One. in Pennsylvania. for example: was educating the aides in the -

school. system. aides that are helping in the hutch rooin, helping to
supervise the buiehromn. wlm had an impact on the attit»des of .the
yomip-st yrs in the lunchroom. This is a very interesting project under-
taken under that kind of thing.

Goomixo. I would hope that we would move forward in that
area because T think it holds a lot of keys to answering the problem of
nut ritiona 1 i n forma Hon.

T think 1 read in yoiir testimony that there are 700,000 needy young- .

sters who are not part icipat in!r. Could you give me some of the reasons
why 700.000 youngsters are not participating.

Secretary FELTNIM, These 700.000 trv.dy youngsters are children in
schools who are not. pa rticipatinp. i» the school lunch pronTam. There
is no program there to serve them.,
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Arr. fimold No. The law provides that the ehildren in low-income
families will reeeive free or I educed-price meals. I could certainly agree
that the regular lunch program is gOing lo decrease even more sillee
We have a poverty IVVel nOW or $11.1on ror a family or .rou'r for f rtp and.
reduced. II makes commonsense that it will change wraith

nor saying that the level is too high. that $1 I .1 00 iS too high.
r don't think that It is as nuteli too high as the $5.700 is too low, I
wolfld hate to think or a family or rout' $,:i.700 a year trying to eat.
unless they live on a in rill.

'The law provides that the local authority must make a determina-
tion in relationship to free and reduced-price lunches 1..y question is
this:

(1) Do yon find that they are (loin!, that. in fact. or are they just
accept ing the application and sa that this is apparently I rue ?

.(2) If they are doing it. and they find that there is cheat ing. what
can flity do about it lerrally?

Those are basically the t wo qtiestions.
secret a ry FELTNER. Tit s is an a rea where T. worild like to make a

comment. or. two. and then. perhaps. Mr. Holing conk] comment also.
f wonhl say that T have been very concerned personally about this

particular mat ter. Om.. of the thirors t in, 1-_ we have (lone. cery recently.
we have published yet a noi her re:sulation which we initiated on our
Own initiative. which basically \yin require t hat on the forms used in
I he school system, to make applient ion for free or reduceditrice
theV will carry essentially a warning.

It is it'liont the best thing diat f man think of. The families in
receipt of Federal funds ON' expeeted in 111(11Vale the net Ind figures
instead of sotnething t hat is in:wcurate, it is expected tn be as accurate
as possible.

While this, hi itself. will not solve all the problems of falsifying
these kinds a application. we think that it vill lielp. At least. tre
applicant is put on notice dint this is a serious matter, There is a line
above which he is not goim, to lie eligible for the program, T am hopeful
that this will help.

'Aft% (lool)r.1No. I MU; (min!, to ask i there was a nyt hing on t he form
to indicate 10 the applicants that they are in trouble it' they do falsi fv.

Se( -etary Fm:rxt:t:. We have not had onvt hing like that up Io this
point. .:4tarting with the school year. start ing this fall, we will liave
that.

On the onestion of whether or not this does occur. T think that we
all know that there is sonic. problem here. T think that all of us 'here
have heard stories al.ont the school system wherc they don't- really give.
as careful ai tent ion to this as they might.

Tn terms or (want ifyitpr that. I ':ttuuunt do that. T van't tell how many
sellools iii which this ncellrs, or how many applieal ions nation:illy may
have hod a problem on them,

Mr. TTI:k1rAy. 11-( have lind a proldem also ill some school districts
that are not keeping adelmate records of applications. T am snro that
you are aware a that. in one large city. we (-..ollected as much as
$n0.001) through an Alla on this issne.

:Nfr. Goontixo. In the amendments last Tear we triN1 to make sure.
that the local producers could become involved in selling to cafeterias.
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and so forth. They fell. in I he past. t hat it was pretty diflieult for them
to become involved.

Are there specific re.onlations. and so forth. that have been set in
relationship to this? What have we done to try to inake sure that
local 'mutineers do hove an opportunity to .pa rtieipate in the school
hunch pmgram. I think that this is a touchy question.

ITEKMAN. When I joind the Department. Mr. Goodling. there
was a prohibition forainst vommercial firms partieipating in the man-
agement. iiinle.r the. line mana!rement aslwct of the pt'OLrram.

-We made a study. and very short I v Nor that removed that restric-
tion. Presently. the conunercial firms pa rtiripate in all .forms. from
providing entrees to complete meals. and preplated meals. Some firms
manage the program in the school.

Of course. there is the sale throu!rh vtndin machines of a varioty of
things in various ways in schools.

Mr. Goonuxo. had quiite a bit of testimony last. year ahoutsmall
producers. small firms in communit ies in which the food was being
processed. and they were just. not able to get involved in selling their
w a res.

BoLtNo. Goodlitto.. T nun aware of this provision. Tt is not
appropriate to have that under regulation. It is a matter that has
been of roncern and under diseussion with .1SCS. and the other writers
-or specifications, so I hat they do not injure the potential bidder..

Goom.tx. I would b very interested in receivimr any informa-
tion from you as to just %vhere have. gone in this area. because. we
have another school season soon to start. I would hate to think that
we would get .the same testimony a!tain this year from the local
producers.

Seeretary FEI:rxxn. 'We have some information that we can provide.
and T can give you Solite Oxamples of it.. some examples of the changes
that we have made since last. year as a result or the .complaints that
camo in.

The nueat purchases nuist meet the specifications set forth in flue
contract. They net nally have a man in the plant who certifies to these
specifications. Plants that do not have a grader, we have to send a
grader from some other location just to help fulfill that contract.,That
is a. very expensive item for the processor hecanse we have made them.
in the. past. pay the (list or III, grouter movin.g from one place to an-
other to do that.

We now pay the tost of t hat grader's transportation to go inspect
that contract. This puts the small processor in a somewhat better com-
petitive, position than he has been in the past. Tie does not incur as
great a vost in pa l'IlVipUtill.(r in the contract.

Mr. GoontAxo. One other area. Mr. Chairman. on which you did
make one or two columents.'t need to ask a couple or questions from
tho other ext row.

T think that it is a great program if we can prevent. brain damap.e
and things of that nature. 1 think that it may be the best thiwr that we
are, doing in I he.. whole food and !nutrition program.

T do have concern, We have an awful lot of' letters. after one of the
local newspapers printed the followimr:
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Will is nol a program for the poor even thongh ninny 'of the Women and chil-
dren involved in it lire in. poverty level, Wit pinys games instead nr nroviding
good nutritional food regardless

rril0 a.rt tel e went On to Say :

This program ls actively seeking 700 noire pregnant women. as the program
needs to sere 2.1100 women :Ind' mothers by (Nirly Nlay. to qualify for nthill tonal
Federal tionling in its next oppliention liii Mc funds.

Thnt kind (ir frightening to me. Of course..as r said. I got all sorts
ofletters from Huns(' 11d IO WV11. going to paving for the prooTa in.

OM all .for the propTant to serve the people who are in need-. but is
there enconrmrement your 'Doping went telling the looal directors
to advertise ill such a manner. that we ne('d's() many more to partiei-
pate so that we eau cret more Federal funds the next year?

Secretary FEursEn. This is of .0.reat concern to me also, obviously,
and it. is this kind a thing that I was referring to earlier in my re-
sponse to Chairman Pvrkins' question.

'Arr. GhonuNn. what are the Department's instructions to these .
i rectors ?
Seeret a ry Fxt:rxrn. T would like to ask lfr. I Tek flifi ii tO answer that.

TImotAN. T think the problem comes. 'Arr. Goodling, from the
far:, that we !rot through the Puldie Health Service a plan. and hosed
on that, they tosk for a certain nund)er of partieipants in the program.
This is theip ysiimate of how man people are going to participate.

T would like to sulanit to t he committee. to show what we have given
to the States for participation. the caseload figures. It is actually
higher than what is actually on the 1,ro,grani now.

I think .what you are linding in that vommunitv is that the particu-
lar project is not at the level that was allowahle hy I he grant that
we.made thrott.gh the ::;tate ollice. lie have tried to correct that some-
time hack. lie allowed the States to Indance het ween projects. Some
State projects needed more than another one, and we t ried to level
things out.

Some of that hos 1).oen corrected now. T think pm a PV it Wil II! the
filet f hat t her(' a 50100' Mitre:1111 prOVisinilti i hat t he St at es a re doing
on 1VIC.

1M-r. Goonr,Iyo. I did Avnnt to make sure that-. We did not writo legis-
lation. or yon did- not write re,ulations to encourage this kind of
adcertisino..

11-1:1MAN. I ran aSSure you. Mr. Goodhue... t Intl did nothing
like. that.

In% Gomm! v. Thank yon. T have no other quest ions.
Chairman Pnill INS.. In comnertion with plate waste. Mr. Feltner,

have yon issued :Inv regulat ions to the various States or local school'
districts. or to the State depart monis to .,ret down to the local school
districts?

Secretary FEI:rxrn. On plate waste. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Prinoxs. Ves.
Mr. B ii x(:. lie have issued the regolat ions required On the offered

1Prs11:4 SVI*11.d.. 11.11 a ill fall 01's 'fl frvvi in!r second meals and meal
T will lip glad to provide t hose.

Arr. r;onni.INo. ronown, on that, 'Mr. Chairman. ean you tell me
very quickly \vital- regulations you did issue in relationship to plate
waste?
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Bo iitiiiii the regulations to provide that. a child
neNl not Inkt. sonwIlOng 111:0 dovs not intt.nd to consiono.

GOODIaNG. nwoher or items tho he must take?
Arr. riol.Iso. )-es. There is a minimum stantlard or thrvv items out

of the five as far as the arcountahility standard, which still emplui-
,sizes the basic menu planning. This is the hasie nreountability stand-
lira, so that the child would not just seleet one item and then be
elaimed hiS n, total lunch.

Chairman PERK I 111 are t1illiu1Lr 11h011t SelliO1' high schools?
Mr. 1 3or.ixq. Yes.
Chairman Pr.imiss. Getting hark to your type A, lunettes, these

meals are applicahle to all except the senior high school students.
Am I correct in that ?

BOLI NG. YeS.
Chairman l'xinoxs. You roquirn '2 ounces or 1(9111 meat, such as

poultry, fish. and so forth: that is your protein component. .Ani I
correct ?

Mr. BOLING. Yes.
Chairman l'Etn:ixs. You are still living up to that.
Mr. lior,ixo. Yes, sir.
Chairman PERKINS, A three-fourth cup serving of vegetables. or

two fruit, Or ono or eneli. That is one or the compdnents and yon
still do that. Is that correct ?

Mr. BOLI Nu. Yes.
Chairman PEakiNs. One slice or whole meal bread. or enriched

bread. and then one-half pint-of milk. 'Ts. that correct ?
Chairman lint butter has been eliminated as one of the

requirements under the new remlations. Am T Correct?
Mr. Ilor,iso. Yes, sir.
Chairman Pul:Kix-s. Why did you eliminate. the. hutter: did you feel

that you had adequate protein withouf the butter?
Mr. Ilomxo, Yes. primarily. We talk about vitamin A. which has

been one Or the issues. We did. in connection with that. a general
review of the type A pattern and the need to implement the three
out or five.

This change was proposed heconse in some meals. Mr. Chairman.
the butter is not a particularly appropriate item. T am referring to
a cold samlwich. We. in Our review with the Agricultural 'Research
Service. determined t hat I his part icular hinter requirement, every day
and in every nwnl served. would lint impair the nutritional integrity
of the. school hunch regardinir the one-third objective.

Chairman Prutoxs. When did that latest re...illation come out about
the eliminalioui of butter?'

BMA NG, .T11 Ile the -MI of this vrar.
Chairman PERK I NS. It has always heell ill effect until that time?
Mr. Boht Tt was prolmsed on that date.
Chairman PERE I NS. Now for the senior Ii ili schools. Hwy are of-

Jered the samc type luncli with the exmAion that they have the
1.ight to choose three or the items. and leave the other two.

Secretary Fr.urNkii. Yes: sir.
Chairman PERKTNS. That is the way you are presently carrying out

t he.:program.
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Mr. Hum NI 1. 'IiiiiI is l IR. current rogidat ion. sir, Tt will probably ho
implonientod neNt and part or ho training or the rood sorvivo
Workers t 11 is summor,

Chairman lltamiNs. That is all. Thank gent vory much.
You littvo boon very holprid. Thank you, gentlomon, rot. sow. apponr-
anco

Wo next hear from 11 patiol headod liv 1)r..tobil Porrynian, eNeeu-
tive director or I he .kniorican School Food Sorviros .kssovial ion. Don-
vet., Colo. Ilease coml. around, Or. Perryman, Airs. Clort midi. Apple-
baum, director or rood srrvitys ror.th, corplis Christ Public Svhools;
Mrs. .rniut Shinn, director or thy rood st.rvitys rot. tho

and lfs. Carol 'Hawk, assistant rood program administrator.
'Fronton. N..1,

T understand that Ms. Hawk is t Ito niveo or Congrossnum Thomp-
son. Wo aro doliolitod to havo all of you hero this morning. "IVe ivill
start, \\*kit DC. Porrynian, and we 'will withhold our quostions until
we got t Itrongli tho panel.

T)r. Perryman, you havo heard somo of tlio critieisins about this
poorrniti. and I hope that you van address some or your roniarks to
a few or I hosg. (Tit irisins.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PERRYMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AMERI-
CAN SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES ASSOCIATION, DENVER, COLO,

pruuy:irAs. Tioulk Th.. cluiirmun.

I am .Tolni Perryman. exectitivo director or the Amorican Sehool
Food Sorvices Assoriat

Mr. Chairman. !vanillin:, the block grant. I havo brought ii pre-
pared statement which I would rogues! bo placed in thy record.

C'hairinan 11EnNUNS. Without objeetion. it is agreed to.
Irrei,;11.0,1 statemont or John follows:1

PrtgrAgEn STATEMENT or :Eons PEItteVil,NS, ExEct*TIvE Dtarcron, AMERICAN
Sefton!, FOOD SIfIn'tet: ASSOcIATTOS. DSN'Elt, Coop.

T am John Perryman, Executive Director of American School Food Service
Association. T till ben. today on iiehnir or nu, millions of ehildren participating
in .school ritIon programs and the 02.000 members of Ameriean School Food
Serviee Association.

MI% Chairman. I wish to oxpresS lily liliiri'Piflhi(tll to you ror till. opportunity
to testify before 1 his committee,

president Ford lin.; proposed n total departure from our Present flppronell In
chool nutrition programs. a reversal of those polieies which have proved highly

for the past 30 ytnli'S. Therefore, it is Weil to examine the three hoses
on which school nutrition programs now stand.

PO/NT 1

School nutrition programs are desigm.il to meet the needs of all eldhlreu. Sneh
programs have known and have wa rra Med 1mi:1d-based politieal appeal since
the passage of the Na tinfoil School Lunch Act 30 years ago. political support
has heel! lifisod Minn a program do.jg,wd tO inept filo nut Hi jifilal and health needs
4..if all vhlhirou, Iii jitst poverty children. school roodservice has liven mulct: to
eome to the help of the economic:illy-needy lair Ints gone far beyond the confines
of welfare activity to lie of service to the nut ritional-needyall ehildren hi (air
nation. In this way, school nutrition progi'anis hove hffil tremendonsly effective
jut contrilinting to the health. the learning and the edneation of our urn .

tion's youth. 'films vcry concept of nalcern for all children rather than a seleet
group is under strong attack iy the present administration.
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POINT 2

School nntrition programs make sense, not alone in terms of health and ednca-
tion,Imt also. in terins of money. In 1975, our natbmaceording to the Depart-

. ment of Health. Edneathm and Welfarespent $11 0 Within ott health care. Of
this ammint, $30 Idllion was at tribal:tide to.dfseases to which notritimtal factors
either idayed the mime role or wee highly contrilmtfwy. Furthermore, the

----McGovern Committee relKwts ii tragic loss in worker productivity as a result of
malnutrition. School nutrition programs should Is. a key component of a tuitional
health program. Inasintwh as the nutrition and nutrition edneation hupact of
school foodserviee einnes at an early age. the lion; run tlwrapeutic value to the
nation's health can be enormous,

POINT 3

.There is an historic relationship hetween school foodservice and the agrictiltnral
economy of Our nation. School foodserviee lots been a catalyst whieh has taken
the agrienitnr;irabundance Of our nation and translated it into improved health,
improved learning ability. decreased diseipline problem:4 and increased average
daily attendanre for titihl I ms of our children every selowl day. It has provhled
a balanee wheel for farm prices, a hedge against eeonoutic disaster for the Amer-
ican farmer.

It. is virtually beyond belief. Incredible, that after 30 years of successful opera-
tion and tlw serving of something over 75 billion hutches to the youth of our
natimi these programs wonld be in danger of demise and yet. such is the case.

It is desperately important for all Anwricans to understand the potential
impact of H.R. 1320S. The basic provisions are these :

1. For the first. time of 1940 and probably S billion lunches later, someone has
introdneed legislation in the United $ tates Congress to terminate svliool pro-
grants, sehool breakfast. stweial milk, summer feeding programs, the commodity
program. reduced price !ovals. nonfood assistance, and every other detail of
school nutrition prfigrams except for the poverty child.

2. All federal assistancecash and eommoditiesfor the paying child would
lie eliminated. The administration appears to reef ignize only two economic
classes in tlw nationthose below the poverty level anti the affluentand speaks
with high glee of eliminating tlw child of the affluent family from participating.
Only nine percent of the fainilh.s in the United States have an income of more
than $25.000 per year. For the most part the children who would be shut off front
any federal assistance orate from working. middle class families who are trying to
make their own way. pay their own bills. and pay the taxes to feed free of charge
the children from families Isdow the $5.000 a year figure for a family of four.

3. Partieipation will be decimated. By USDA's estimate. seven million chil-
dren will droll out of the prilgram. and this figure is probably far too conservative.
As partielpation falls. per meal costs will rise. meal prices will have to rise
again, more children will drop out, and the vicious cycle is under way.

nearly we are facing a situation that will rapidly deteriorate into one
reverse discrimination. Only the pOverty children will be able to "afford" to
eat in the school lunebroom. and the rentainder of the children will be priced
ont of the lunchroom. Aml don't forget the poverty youngsters are likely to be
receiving assistanee from at least a eouple of other federal programs already...

4. Stripped away would be the protective layers of legislation that Were pains-
takingly put together over a period of 30 yeras. As one examnle. look at the
years of work and testimony and letter writing it took to achieve performance
funding. Do you rememlwr Ow days when Congressional appropriation was a set
amount of money. and reimbursement rates were determined by dividing the
munber of meals served into the predetermined total? Those states doing the
best job of achieving high partleitmtion were penalized the most. Now we have
a sensible working arrangement with the federal government. For each meal that
meets nutritimml requirements we are guaranteed stipulated =mints of both
cash and conumslities. Under the bloc grant there would be no more guarantees,
either nutritional or financial. Each state would develop its own plan for feeding
igiverty eltildren witiond federal direction or review.

S. From political standpoint. sehool nutrition programs would face a whole
new ball game. Since die passage of the Original act in 1940, we have enjoyed
a wide base of political supportfarm, urban. lower, and middle and upper
elassesbecause school nutrition programs provided a little something for
just about everyone. If these programs become one more welfare project, they
will lose broad support very quickly. Furthermore, as welfare project% many
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communities will flod II logistivally difficult if not impossible to operate them.
With today's lousing. poverty children are scattered all over town. No distriet
can afford to either prepare or deliver only a handful of meals to each of its
schools. No doubt many districts will similly close down their setnool nntrition
projects allogetIter.

-It is bitterly ironic that those who have been paying the -taxes to support
school nutrition programs them? years are the very ones who would now
be deprived of any and all henellts.

There is an analogy just now in international relations. Our enemies in World
War II.Oermany and Japanare now among the most prosperous and com-
petitive industrial nations in the world. One of the primary reasons is that the
United States rebuilt their productive capacity after lino war. giving them
modern and effieient plants and factories: England on the other hand. our friend
and !lily. was given no sueli assistance. Her eoonoony is now faltering dangerously
bemuse her productive capacity is old and ineffieient. Why do we seem to have
a tendeney too do the least foot. °nose who have done the most.

Criticism or Mond tint rition programs is not uneommon of latetoo much
plate waste, too little variety, too ninny pre-plated meals. Certainly the program
is not perfect and wa tra tits our continued efforts to strive for even higher stand-.
ards. Nevertheless, let is Hilt III 111W out the baloy with the loath water. Sehool
notrition programs represent the most extensive and continuous controlled
experiment in Inunan mitrition in history. Whatever their imperfections may be
they have improved the health, increased the learning ability. decreased dis-
eipline prololems and improved the average daily attendance in our schools for
Ihree decades. Probably no program funded by the Federal government has
ever had mu wider outreach or a greater acceptance.

Winston Churehill, upon returning to power in the postwar British govern-
ment. made the observation that lt was not his tash as Prime Minkter to pre-
side over the deterioration of the British emi 'ire. i!nfortunately. that is just
what happened. I feel sore it is not the intention of the present Congress to
preside over Om oleterioration of soimol nutrition programs. However, in my
judgment, if the Blooeh °rant atooroach is am-oroved that is exactly what will
happen.

:Nil.. PEnnym.vx. T reetnT that there is an error in it. which T request
be. corrected. 011 Int.we 3. the firiire wldch reads 5 billion lunches should
rea (1 75.

:NTr. Chairman. with us this morning are the following witnesses:
Mrs. Gertrude Applebaum. director of school food services for Corpus.
Christ i. Tex.. v.-ho will testify on (plant v of meals and delivery sys-
tems: Ms. Carol MI wk. representing Mr. Walter Colender. State
Depart nwnt of Education for the State of New ersey. who will dis-
cuss the implementation 0 f the reduced price mandatory program and
the decline in part ici pa t ion of the paying child : and Mrs. Janet Shinn.
director of School Food ServiceS for Dade County. Fla.. who will dis-
cuss the distribution of commodities and participation of the paying
child.

T am also arrompanied by Ms. Louise Froelich. our legislative spe-
cialist for the An wrienn School Food Service Associat ion. and Mr.
Sant Va Immo n. the Washin:rton representative of the American Food
Services Associ t i011.

will fi rst call on 'Airs. Applebaum.

STATEMENT OF MS. GERTRUDE APPLEBAUM, DIRECTOR, FOOD

SERVICES, CCRPUS CHRISTI PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Ms. Arrtx.n.wm. Good morning. Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. T am just delighted to have t his ext raordinary opportunity
to diseth,s flue subject that has been assigned to me.
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I Sort. of define quality as a.composite of all the characteristics of a
product, whether it is color. flavor. or portion. If that be the case, then
I think you have to establish a control. You have to establish a stand-
ard, a specification so.that you can begin to evaluate what you estab-
lished, as t he operator, what quality really is.

With these preliminaries in mind, let me move on and describe the
systems.

The first system that I want to talk alma is the onsite kitchen.
known .by a lot of names. It is known as the self-containN1 kitchen.
What it means, in a sense. is t hat it is really sel f-containNl. Raw food
comes in and it is manufactured on location and served directly from
that part had a r location.

When T came to work for the system lawk in 19-19. that was the only
thing that we knew. Onr kitchens were all self-contained and onsite
kitchens. T think that we have -to look at t he world around us. We have.
to see the changes in lifestyles and in education. There has been a meal
pat tern stretchont.

Tn the year 1970 when the free lunch program was funded and
there were increased numbers Hun came to eat with us. I think it be-
hooved ns. those in the management level. that we had to find the most-
pffieient. the most productive system.

While the onsite kitchen is certainly the oldest. and the most widely
used. I think that you would really have to evaluate the quality out
of this kitchen. Ts it the most efileient ? Is it the most productive?

really think the reason yon don't hear too mneh about the onsite
or sel f-.mnta i tied kitehen is because those kitchens are decentralized. If
you hear criticism in one location, it does not spread to the whole
system. When yon have a centralized system. t hen it all comes together
and that is when yon begin to hear widespread criticism.

T would say that the onsite system 'is :rood system. Tt is the most
efficient. T think that there are more.pn-ient ways to 'operate, more
economiral ways, and with the end prothift just as good.

For the onsite kitchen. Yon van bny convenience foods. ar von can
make them from scratch. T really believe this kind of system depends
Pretty much upon the local person in charge. Tt is no better and no
WO.P.,:e than that manager. or the employees that she has working for
her. or the kind of training that tlwy have received.

So this, in essence, is the onsite or self-contained kitchen. Now. T
N'aiit to move into another area of the central kitchen. What is the.
central kitchen ?

A central kitchen. annin. is known by a lot of different names, the
processing kitchen, the twoduction kitchen. We herran to pioneer the,
system way ha ek iii 1959. For me. a central kitchen is a centrally lo-
cated kitchen. Tt can he within a sehool. or it can he. a preparation
hitchen by itself.

Tn Corrals Christi today, we are nrodncinn- 1S.000 meals every day
in addition to our hake slwm. which we do distribute by two dif-
ferent systems. We distribute a ml we produce within that kitchen. but
we dist tate by two systems.

distrilmte hy what is known :Is hulk pack system about which T
will go into details in just a moment. and also the preplated system.
I happen to think that a central kitchen operation eliminates repeti-
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tions businesses. It. means that i 1. it is going to be good, it is going to be

totally (rood. it will not depend upon an individual operator.
I thilt-ik that it is a place where you can effect savings. You can pre-

...cost and you can postcOst..I think. wally, from a bookkeeping stand-
.

point; there are: just many reasons. You have those in the paper and
I will not. repeat all of the t hings.

Now, out of the central kitchen, and we opted to do it, we started
out just distributing by whia is k»own as bulk-pack, T purposely
wanted to experiment with the preplated meal because I felt. that per-
haps this was a way to deliver food to students rapidly, and certainly
not at any sacrifice to the students.

Now this is a system that apparently is being criticized right now.
I would have to say this to yon. I think that it all goes back to what
kind of quality do you expect: What kind of standards have yon
established?. ifow do you propoSe to monitor that particular kind of
system ?

The preplated meal has some pros to it. and I have not heard any
of the pros with regard to the preplated meal. Ithas many things that
we still have. to do with it. It is probably the one system that needs

more experimentation and investigation than any of the systems that
T. know.

In terms of what is good about it. I think that it is a very sanitary
system. If operators would be taught. to use a thermometer, the food
should always be hot.

Let ine first tell you what is a preplated meal. Actually, it contains
two packages. It contains what. is called a hot package, and a cold
parkage. In the hot package, there is generally the entree and.the .

vegetable.. In the cold package, probably the salad, the bread, and
the other component parts.

Then, the hot pack. after it is transported out to the school, and
after. it reaches there, it. goes into a specialized oven, a conventional
oven for heating. Now the preparation of that meal can be, again, in
two ways. It can either be within one's own kitchen, or the foods can
be. purchased from companies.

We have checked ont both. We do prepare the preplated meals in
our ldtchen. It is the identical food that we serve in bulk pack or in
the self-contained schools. We also are careful not to freeze the meal
because you do have some chemical chanfres with regard. to it.

There is another way to do it. You can bily them preplated. I think
- it has to do-4 just keep stressing and going back to this thingcalled

"management." because if yon establish what yon mean by quality,
and you have sonie way to measure it. Probably the way that is best
is through the children that we. serve, because after all that is our
commitment.

Tf you have a way to monitor it. then I think this, too, can be a
system.that..serves needs in certain situations. There are some inherent
problems. T would not sit here and tell yon that it is a perfect system.
Indeed, not. No system is perfect. There are some problems with it,
which we have not talked about to any great. extent.

I have been testing six ovens from six different manufacturers,
because the meal that comes out is dependent upon that oven. I read
one of the articles which said that the food was burned. Within that

80-005 0 - 77 - 20
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,same, oven, it, is possible that you will get all degrees of doneness of
food. depending upon t Ia. loeation of that. meal and -that oven.

I have been working with oven manufacturers to see if there is
any way to improve that.

There are, other th.ings that, yon have to know about the preplated
meals. What you say to the food that you put into those, packs is: "I
want you all to get, done at the same time," 'Mat, brinos up another
point. You have to experiment, with what kind of foods yon put
into those packs.

. Are they good combinat ions? Will they all reheat at the, same time?
- in the article, it stated that one of the items was not done. It meant

that. the other.components were cooked.
T could spend the whole day talking about it. There are some basic

probkms with the system. It has to do with further knowledge and-experimentation on the kinds of foods you Imt into that. plate, and
with the equipment, that ou use to reconstitute it.

I will move on and talk about the bulk pack system. It is the
same.'166d. but it is

l-(ming
into a different packagy. That, is all it means..When you think alHint systems. you have. to think about what kind

of package to deliver it in, and what kind of temperature. This pretty
well dethies it.

What is the bulk pack? Again. it 'is prepared in the central kitchen,
or ou can buy it already prepared. If your standard of quality meets
what, you are buying. then to you it is good.

Our standard. says that, we do a better job, and a, more economical
job preparing it from our own recipes in our own kitchen. Once it
is prepared. then we, put it into the bulk containers, and instead of
having it preportioned in tla, central kitchen like a preplated meal,
it is preportioned at the school. This is basically the difference.

Then. there are pros and eons in all of this. hut because of the time
will go to the other two systems. One has to do with the cold pack-

age lunch system. and the clipped or canned system. I do have. the in-
formation here in my dociiment.

Chairman Pmuoys. Without objection. yom. information will be
inserted in the record.

[Prepared statement of Gert rude Applelmnm follows:1

PREPARED STATF.NIF.NT OF MRS. erF.RTRUDE APPLEP.AL:M. DIRECTOR OF FOOD SF.RYIGES.
CORPUS CHRISTI INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT. CORPUS CHRISTI. TEX.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

.The terms and expressions used throughout this presentation are defined
below :
Term and definitfrm:

1. "Type-A lunch" Autll mean a hot lunch which comm dies with minimum stand-
ards for nutrition as established by the Federal Government :

Milk_IL iiint cif unflavored or flavored whole milk or low-fat milk or cul-
tured lontermilk as a beverage.

Meat or meat snbstituteLean meat. fish. or poultry (edible portion as
served 1-2 onnees: Cheese---2 ounees : EggMlo whole egg or its equivalent in
whole dried eggs: pried beans or 1 tens-1..!.. eul+---e0411:ed measure: Peanut
butterI taldesporms or v, : or an equivalent quantity of any combina-
tion of the above foods). To be vomited in meeting this requirement. these foods
must be served in a main dish or in a min dish and one other menu item.

Vegetables and/or fruit--:y, enpThis rermirement should be met by two
or more servings of vegetables or fruits, or both. Fruits and vegetables in sala&
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and 'desserts contribute toward this requirement.. Full-strength vegetable or

fruit juice may be minted to meet not more than one-fourth of this requirement.
BreadOne slice of whole-graln or enrkhed bread or a serving .of corn-

bread, biscuits, rolls, muffins. crackers, tortillas, etc.. made ,of whole-grain or
enriched meat or flour.

.

2. "On-site kitchen" shall mean a facility with total capabilities to prepare
and serve food within the same area.

3. "Central kitchen" shall mean a food processing facility which preparea
food for distrilmtion to many paints for servive.

4. "Pre-plated lunch" shall mean a lunch made up of two components, the

hot pack and the cold pack. Maul is prepared In Il central kitchen. tnickaged into

ready-to-serve cmitainers, and distrilmted to sehools in wire baskets set on

dollies via trucks.
5. "Bulk pack lunch" shall mean food prepared ill a Central Kitchen., pack-

aged in bulk, and distributed to schools in carts via trucks. Food is portioned

III the satellite kitchen.
C. "Satellite kitchen" simil mean a facility with only limited eapablity to

reheat prom red food from a central kitclwn and the capability to serve that

food.
7. "A la carte lunch" shall mean single or multiple food items offered for

selection by students which are not governed by Federal Guidelines. or regula-
tions and therefore not funded by the Federal Government.

S. "OHO serviee managg,ment company" shall moan private businesi., enter-

prise that is profit oriented. Snell companies sometimes are known as caterers

or contractors. They furnish food and service and are allowed the same bene-

fits from the Federal Government as school managed food services.
Every day in the United States of America. at noon time. 25.700.000 students

come to eat a "Type A" lunch. The Type A lunch is a meal that meets approxi-

mately one-third of the mlidinimi daily mitrithmal requirements. What kinds of

food systems are used to feed this gigautie number?
Today. there are new systems of feeding our youth la America that are

ehallenging the traditional systems. I believe before we eau know and under-

stand the impetus that guin rise to them. we need to examine the changes that

have taken place in the world we live in, as well n s changes in the National
School Lunch Prograin sine(' it came into existence -jiist three short deendes ago.

The National School Lunch llmgram was born in 19411 oat of a need to help

the farmer with his crops as well as to safeguard the health of children. The'
progratn is 30 years old and since any age over 21 Connotes maturity. In almost

three deeades of growth- it has matored from nothing to 4.5 billion meals per

year with food service progthms in 90,000 kitehens in 15.000 school districts. We

have seen school dining rooms move front basement afterthoughts nestled next

to the furnace to attrartive quarters on the ground level. We have seen frightened.

bewildered amateurs in house dresses change to the confident professionals Of

today. We have seen an upgrading of an hange resalting in a public awareness

of the school lunch program. Tliere has been an acceptance of new opera ti»g

methods. modern technokary. and a grasp of new techniques by school lunch people..

We have become important food and emiipment buyers, a market for farm
prothiets. and one or the hirgest nonprofit food operations in the world.

The year 1970 for school food service was not just the beginning of another

decade. but Ille most signifirant year to date. in the year 1970. we were told to

get ready to feed all poor ehildren who qualified for the free lunch program and

the program would receive Federal funding. We were told hunger and malnutri-

tion exist and to do somethi»g about it and that schools .withont food service

programs needed to develop systems to feed students.
The year 1971 dawned and the numbers fed swelled. It began to look like

everyone came to lunch. It was that year the big push for finding ways ta feed

large numbers gave the impetus for the present systems.
3feanwhile, what was happening to the socio-economic world in which we

live that would affeet the sehool hineh program?
The past three decades has been -a period of change in almost all areas of

activity and thought. There have been startling changes in income. edneation.

and living styles. All have had a significatit hnpaet on food patterns in preparing

and in serving. Considering that school lunch is an extension of the home, it is

hnuortant to know and understatul the cha»ges.
There has been an inerease in working mothers, There has been a stretch-out

in food. Foreign foods are more readily accepted. Frozen foods have expanded .
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greatly. notably frozen baked desserts, entrees. and vegetables. There is moresnacking and less traditional mcals--especially breakfast..
.Intlation.has had its impact: qui changing systems in school feeding. Inflation

has Caused high fooa costs. Increased latior costs, and spiraling equipment costs,not to mention energy-costs.
...School food service in th...f. United States is caught up in a squeeze or highcosts in food, labor, mid equipment. School districts want food service depart-

ments to beself-supporting and they hesitate to mak up deficits. Parents withImying childreti are reluctant to pay increased schtud lunch priers.
All this adds up to a need for the most productive and etlicient systems Possibletci feed the school students in the United Stntes. Old einicelits and methods must

be abandoned and new and better wnys must be fomal.
Systems. systems, Sy8tV111.4,7-6111 and newfor school food service in. the U.S.A.

In reviewing food systems, there is almost an endless Va t i on of conildna-
thms !hut exist. but currently live basic food service systems are used in schoolfeeding:

I. The otesite system.
2. The central kiteliellpre-plated hutch (list rilnition system.
3. The central kitchenbulk !nick lunch distriblithm system.
4. Cold-packaged lunch systetn.
5. Cup-can system.

The on-site system
The On.Site kitchen is the oldest and still the most widely used of all thesystems. This conventional_ system has a kitchen with production, service, and

dean-np personnel. Food of all tylfes is received: raw food. convenience food.
canned food. frozen food. The food is prepared or processed on the premises and
served. The service may either lie permanent ware, in which ease a dishwasher
is needed. or it may be disposables.

This kind of system has to have the Nullities built into the school. The cost
to equip an On-Site kitehen is expensive: in addition, the space cost that is
required is enormous. The 011-Site kitchen is mit only eX.)iensive to ettnip and.build. but is tlu, most expensive to operate. Labor costs are greater. as are
maintenance costs. The quality, of thy food is dependent mum the standards set
by the staff in that Scliool and the training of the personnel.

On-Site kitchens may be managed by school distriets or food management
companies. The services of a (mid management company inn 3' be needed when:

I. A trained sehool foodserviee supervisor is not available.
2. The eurrent management has failed.
3. The district or i:chool is too small to afford the salary of a trained school

foodservice supervisor.
4. Student demands require changes that cannot be lirought about by the present

opera tion..

The central kitchen
The Central Kitchen is known by many names. such as processing kitchen.

and production kitchen. Since this system was pioneered by the Corpus Christi
schools and is used extensively. I will describe it in detail.

What is :1 .Central Kitchen? It is defined. as any centrally located kitchen
where preparation of food -is done for serving other loeations. A school that
serves other schools can he defined as a Central Kitchen. Or. it can hea kiteheu
designed for the primary purpose of producing food to he served elsewhere. In
Corpus.Christi. the system I direct. the Central Kitchen prepares 1 5.000 Type-A
meals daily.

The Central Kitchen is one of the most exeiting plaees to watch in operation.
It is a einnpletely mobile. flexible kitellen. and the appearanee and mood of the
kitchen. changes depending upon two things: the shift and the prodnet or prod-
nets being prodored. The employees work "arrnual the eltudr in three shifts..

As shift follows shift. the work flow is simplified and jobs move to completion
without interruption. This speeds up prmluetion mid helps materially. in the
control of labor eosts. All food entt.ring the kitehen is deliyered from the ware-
house or meat plant. It is cheeked for quality and quantity and shunted to the
proper department f(Ir processing.

the proeessed fiwa is shippea to the sehools by one of two methods:
1. The Pre-Plated Lunch Distribution System.
2. The Milk Pack Lunch Distribution System.
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Before I olismoss t hese Wso ribut.lon systems, I would like ro acqnaint you with
the pros and eons of the 1.'ent ral Kitchen.
Pros

1. Eliminates small. repetitious businesss within one Iwganization and there'
is het ter control in one unit as (lingo:trod with a number of units.

2. The cooking prewedures are concentrated ha mle Piave.
1. Savings .ore achieved in labor eost due to the serving of more meals per

'man hour.
.1. Labor saved throngh the use of labor saving equipmont not feasible to

install in mysite kitehens.
:I. Provides maximum supervish In with minimum supervisors.

Organizing and training one. staff for th central kitchen is easier than
training several staffs for individual cafeterias.

7. Combines funetions and proeedures.
S. Through the use (o. 'tested recipes food will he uniform in quality and ap-

: pear:Ince it' rontmlled and supervised as compared with on-site kitchens where
tht . end prooluot is only as good as t he top manager or cook in eaeh location.

9.Ir' flexible. eon adjust more easily to change and new ideas.
10. Research in mow disheg and technological advantages in equipment are

more feasible.
1 1. Simplified ordering and bookkeeping.
12. There a ry fewer lyft-overs and waste. resniti ng itt lower.food cost.
13. Requires snootier inventories and more frequent and larger quantity

IHiverivs to one lo wo I ion.
1.1. A frolnl on-site ftiod cost control which reflects in lower food costs :

Beet pos --Prevost ed.
11.1ins--Precosted.

Savings are effeeted in space and equipment when the central kitelfen
is properly planned.

Less equipumut stuols idle during summer.
1 7. Wit It fewer pieees f equipment. loss ma intenanee.
18. '1'114. Corpus Christi system mint hones to he self-supporting heeanse of Cen-

tral 1:11chen system. Lunch prices to t he paying student have not been increased
shove 1 90(1, and the program continues to operate in the black.
ConN

1. Not suitable for locations with variety type menu.
2. Not suitaide for large mwrat ions 1:100 or over.
3. Cost of 'out ral Eitehen more than the total stuff of individual kitchens.
.1. t he program to t he community.

PRE-PLATD LUNCH DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

From one ventral ldtehen. hot and cold packs are prepared. The hot packs
yhtree vogetahlos--oory packaged in foil or paper ovenware yontainers and
mowed with aluminum foil or polymni. The cold packssalad. frnit, dessert,
buttered bread, napkin and Monsilsa re paekaged in (dear plastic I rays or mold
tmek trays and owerwrapped wit It Hear film. All containers and utensils are com-
pletely disposable.

Tim system consists of six basic operations :
1. Preparation.

Paekaging.
3. Distrilmtion.
.1. 1 lea ring.

Serving.
It. Disposing.
Prepuru lion of fond NM take piney in a central kitclien. The prepared food is

then refrigerated and stored in bulk 4.ontainers until lime for paykaging.
rurkaging of both hot and cold portions follows. Food is portioned into con-

tainers. and each yontainer is 'ovnr'uh and played in a haslwt.
DiNfribution.Ench basket. holding 10 hot or eold lunch paeks, is played on a

dolly. The loaded dollies can then he held under refrigeration until time for ship-
ment. eon he frozen. or can he covered with hisnlatod Ida nkets and placed on
trucks for immediate distribution to satellite schools. A driver delivers the
lunches to each school.

3
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Heating.At end) sideline School the baskets containing hot packs are placed
in a convection oven for heating. One load of hot packs ( 140-300 lunches) will
heat In 12 to 18 minutes. After heating, the Imskets are replaced on the dollies
and wheeled to the serving area.

Serving.At the serving.nren, both hot and cold packs ore given to each child
as he pussesthrough tbe line.

.Disposing.When finished with lunch. the students dispose of containers. Pre-
plated meals may be purchased eonunereinlly. in which case a system must be
.established to evaluate the quality and quantity of the meals. Tlah preparation
.of pre-plated 'meals, whether by seloml personnel. under the direetion of a ftiod
management company, or purcluised commercially, must meet the Federal
Regulations 'for a Type A lunch.
Pros

1. Fewer trained or experienced employees can carry out the job.
2. Less equipment and space is needed.
3. Temperature carefully controlled.
4. Sanitation may he more controlled.
5. Conservation of nutrients wily be better tImn if untrained empIttyces with

poor preparation techniques have been preparing the meals.
6. Quantity is controlled with more uniform servings.

Cons
1. Lack of pride on the part of the employees in their work because of the

feeling that nnyln-oly could do this.
2. Lack of the personal preference of seasonings.
3. Limited variety.
4. Quality is dependent upon oven and heating time. (This is the, greatest

disadvantage). Quality of meals often less than good after heating.
5. Cost of disposablesmaking this all expensive system.
6. Supplies bulky to store.
7. Trash.
8. Ecology.
9. Acceptance of meals by students.
Before this system proves itself. 11111011 more work is needed in programming

the food before it goes into the oven as well as improving the ovens used hi
heating. (See attachment)

BULK PACK. I.UNCII DISTRIBUTION SYSTF:M

The bulk pack lunch system is predicated on food being produced in a ventral
kitchen and shipped to ::chools in bulk. The portioning of the food is done on'the
serving line in the receiving school. The food inay be sent either hot or cold. If
it is sent Cold the NW way be preiwired in ndynnei, and shipped nt %rintli-vCr
schedule is desired. not so with hot fliod. In the receiving sehool the equipment
requirements are a refrigerator. oven and serving Vollotor. The shipping equip-
ment needed for the bulk system inelmles vacumn vans to transport liquids.
upright closed carts for bread and pasteries, and hot and cold food for other
foods. (See attachment.)
Pros

I. It maintains the personal atmosphere in the serving of food characteristic
of on-site preporat ion and serving.

2. Portions can be adjosted to the size of the student.
3. Quality and nutritive value of the food will be affected 'very little by this

method if extreme care is taken ill limiting holding. thne and temperatures.
4. Disposables nlity hp used in the serving' of the food, or re-nsubie disheS and

silverware used when dishwashing facilities are available.
Cons

1. Transporting of the food may present problems. The food containers may be
heavy and require lifting. A loading dock at the feeder kitchen and the satellite
sehool needs to he, level with the transporting vehicle. A 'truck, bus, or large
station wagon is needed.

2. The serving time at the satellite school may require more labor hours than
is economically practical.
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Cold-packaged luarli system
.

'The cold-pack hutch system may be known as the Brown Bag Lunch, Vit-A-

Lunch. Vita l'ak. Astro-Pak.- and other names. When the cold paekaged method

. is used' institutionally to provide lunclws for students. the sanitatimi
will limit what can go into the lunch, how long it can he held, and at what tem-
peratnre.itinust be held. The lunch consists of a sandwich, raw vegetables, fruit, .

and milk.
Pros

1. 1. It is an interim solution. It is a way of getting a nutritious lunch to
children where there are no faciiities.

2. It is possible to serve the lunch in the classroom, or at any other location

without any equipment.
Cons

1: Limited variety in menus.
2. Lack of hot. food.
3. The factory approachRemoving the atmosphere of the social aspect of

ea ting.
-1. Timing is a huge factor and speed is essential.
a The food cost may run higher than for on-site preparation of the hot lunch.

but the labor will be consideraldy less.
It. USDA commodities do not lend themselves ;... much utilization in this

method.
Cup-can system .

'The Cup-Can or Econo-Lunch system is a hot lunch program where individual.
service-size entitled food is used. The Acmlemy of Food Ma rlwting at St. Joseph'sj

College in Philadelphia and the Campbell Soup Company came up with the idea

as a Means of solving tite immediate need for ontritions food in schools where
facilities were limited.

. Pros
1. Low cost-per meal.
2. Easy operation with minimum of labor.
3. Requires little space to prepare.
-1. Children can eat at their desk, if need be.
a Part of the lunch is hot.

Con A
I. Menus are limited.
A milk cooler will be needed for storing milk. and storage space will be needed .

for the canlmd food. It is desirable to supplement the Cup-Can with bread,
butter, fruit or vegetable:M.4134 pint of milk.
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Ms. APPLEBAI,:sr. In efificlusion, T would love to have an opportunity
to speak tn plate waste because we are very much involved in it. and
maybe you will give, me. thafchance a little later nn. I think that our
moderator wants us tn move on.

In conclusion. T would just like to savthat really and truly the sue-
cess of a system has to do with management, the competency .nf man-
agement, the qiial it v that they establish, the controls that, they estab-
lish. I believe that. a system is as gond as the people who are operating
it, and managing it, provided all things are equal.

Chairman PERKiNg. Thank yon. We will now hear from our next
witness. Mrs. Janet Shinn.

Dr. PERRYMAN. With your permission. we will gn with Ms. Carol
Hawk. who will discuss fnr Us iMplementation of the. reduced price
mandatory Program, and declirki.rig liarticipatioil of the paying Child.

STATEMENT OF CAROL BAWL ASSISTANT FOOD PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATOR, STATE -OF NEW JERSEY

Ms. ITAwK. Mr. Clutirman and members nf the committee: My name
is Carol Hawk. and T am representing the New Jersey Department of
Edncation. Bureau of Child N»trition Programs.

Walter Colender, the director of nur bureau, was originally sched-
uled tn speak today. hut heca use nf the, imminent, closing nf all New
Jersey public schools. and the departMent of education. which is sched-
nled tn take place on July I. be was unable to attend this meeting and
I was asked to speak in his place.

For this reason, 1 dn nnt have a prepared statement for you to, in-
clude in the record.

Before beginning. I wordd like 1-n express our general satisfactinn
and appreciation with the. 195 percent familv-size income scale. I thilik,
generally, we have gotten gond response fi.orn this. We are sure that
there aro large numbers of children who are receiving meals now, who
were not receivina them prior to the institution of that scale.

In analyzing the effects of the reduced price mandate, there are a
number nf factors which need tn be considered because there are so
many variables involved. The first. one is the effectiveness 'of the im-
plementation was nndermined by the lateness of the delivery of tire
regulations to the. State agencies.

We had tn get all of these materials.out to the schools in the, month
of .Jannary and .February. -after schools have been. operating for a
period of 4. or ft months under the existing program. This made the..
implementation very, very difficult.

Second. T think that all of ynn are pretty well aware that we have
not. had the same program to work with for more than a G-month
period. It would help us greatly, in analyzing information. or analyz-
ing the programs, if we had the same program to work with fnr a .
minimum nf a year. maybe two would be wonderful. A year would be
fine.

Another problem was that some States had a reduced price mandate
prior to the Federal mandate. This also a ffected our data. One other
factor is that we surveyed all tile States. or we sent surveys to all nf the
States in the conntry. but we received replies frnm only 24. Pretty nhyi-
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ouslv. our data does not. reflect what happens nationwide. But we feel
that-the sample. we have gotten is a very good one.

We have broken the data down into two categories, essentially, and-
two charts have been passed out which will show you what is con-.
ta hied in those two categories.

The first chart deals with the reduced price meals mandated, or
where States mandated it prior to-the Federal mandate. This, I feel,
indicates more of the effect of the 195 percent scale than the effect
of the reduced mandate.

On that chart.. we compared meals served during March of 1975,
and March 1976. In March of 1975. approximately 820.000 reduced
price lunches were served, and in Afarch 1976 this increased to 1.2
million. which is approximately a 70-percent increase.

The second chart shows thai in the States. where the reduced price
meals were not mandated prior to the Federal mandate. While the
factors relating to the chart ar e. twofold. the mandated price and the
195-percent scale, it shows even a larger increase than what we had in
the previous group.

March 1975 shows 3.2 million reduced price hmches served, and in
:March of 1976, approximately 5.6 million which is an 80-percent in-
. crease over the previous year.

The second point which I would like to speak to is the decline in
th e. participation of the paying child. Again, we have the same kind
of problems. There are so many variables involved that it is diffinult
to analyze tbis kind of information.

What we did was to choose five school districts in the State of New
Jersey, which did have a school .1unch program, and also did have re-
duced price meals prior to the 1976 school year.

In this chart, we show a radical decrease. I feel, in the number of
paid lunches. I don't think that this can be attributed to the effect of
the reduced mandate.

I think that probably. from school administrators that were spoken
to, and also from the responses of State agencies in the survey that we
comhicted. the consensus appears to be that the reason for this is be-
cause of increased prices for the paying child, wbo is becoming less
able to pay for meals. .

. In New Jersey, we have found that every time prices go up to the
paying child, there is a percentage of decrease in participation. This
has been consistent throughout.

There is one point that I wanted to speak to. ;which was spoken to
earlier today. There were, so many things brought up in the course of
the testimony, and I find myself wanting to jump on each one. This
one concerns me greatly, aria I would like to read. for tbe record. the
regulation, or quote the regulation which Mr. Boling, or Mr. Feltner
referred to in their earlier testimony.

This is the regulation which places a warning on the application for
free and reduced price. meals. The reason that I would like, to have this
included is because T feel the warning is.a little stronger than, I think,
they did indicate it was.

This application is being made in connection with the receipt of Federal funds.
School officials may, for cause, verify information on the application. Deliberate
misrepresentation of information may subject the applicant to prosecution under
applicable State and Federal criminal statutes,
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They lia.ve a(Ivised as that this paragraph must be inserted at the
bottom of tlie yerv appli(.at ion for free and reduced price meals, mid I
wanted to bring that to Your attention.

One major factor in Clic implementation of the new law on the child
care food program and the breakfast program, and also the reduced
mandate. has been tire lack Of nillninist rat i Ye expense funds. I felt that
this laid to be mentioned.

In New .Ie rse v. we have done an Mere( lible job by iinplementing the
Pr°grams- but it is very. very difficult to do when you are working with
the same stuff that yon had a year ago, or 2 years ago. In our case,
this is very much what has happened.

f think that this completes my testimony, and I thank you very
much.

[Charts referred to follow :]
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Chairman PERK] Ns. Dr. Perryman ?
Dr. PERRYMAN. I would like to introduce, at this point, Mrs. Janet

Shinn_, director of the food.service program for Dade County, Florida.
Ws. Shinn will discuss distribution of commodities, their quality, and
the decline iri_participation.

Chairman PERKINS. We have agentlemen, on this committee, from
Dade County, Mr. Lehman. I think that Mr. Lehman may want. to
make a statement at this time. .

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I am not just from Dade County. I am from the Dade County School

System. Mrs. Shinn and I worked together for a number of years
when I was a member of the school board before I came to Congress,
and we now still work together on the school lunch program.

So, if you are ready with your statement, we can get it on the record.

STATEMENT OF JANET SHINN, DIRECTOR,'FOOD SERVICES, MIAMI
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mrs. SHINN. Mr. Chairman and Committee members: My name is
Janet Shinn, and I am the director of 'food service for Dade County
public schools. I am pleased to be here and report to you.

The'Dade Cminty school district operates a food service prograM,
serving 140,000 meals per day. We have a lunch program in all schools
and a breakfast program in 73 schools. We anticipate opening 10 new
schools this next school year, and eliminating some of the double ses-
sion problems that we have. .

Mr. LEHMAN. That means more lunch program?
Mrs. SHINN. We are going to be increasing the number of meals

by 100,000 next year.
Mr. LEHMAN. HoW much are we chargina them now?

..Mrs.'SHINN. Fifty-five cents and 6.1 centl
First of all, we would like to take this opportunity to thank this

committee for the help provided schools and school districts by a per
meal reinthursement of commodity foods with the escalator clause
and thus eliminating the previous feast or famine concept in the pro-
vision of donated commodity foods to schools.

This type of reimbursement has provided the opportunity for bet-
ter budgetary forecasting and the ability to recommend to our respec-
tive school boards the lowest possible student meal price.

This is an important source of revenue to us. It represents about $2
million for our school system.

We 'would also like to take this opportunity to mention that we ap-
preciate the detailed specifications that are developed by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in the provision of commodity foods, and, of
course. tho accompanying marketing safeguards that they give us
with these commodity foods.

We would also like you to know that every effort is made to safe-
guard the storage and to control the use of these foods. They are not
allocated as free foods but they are stored, delivered and used. and
accounted for as if they had been purchased by the local school board.

In Dade County, food service managers order these foods in ac-
cordance with planned menus. and in accordance with the amounts
specified. I particularly wanted to bring this point out.
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. We do have a tneans, and this is part of the record, whereby these
foods can be Checked in each unit. We do have an accountability sys-

. tem in our central office, and we do take periodic inventories at the
place of storage.

We feel that the comniodity program assists not only our agricul-
tural economY and providing nutritious foods for children, and
guaranteeincr, in a positive way, that funds appropriated .for ioods
actually reacch the students. We feel that cash could be more easily
diverted.

We also recognize the need for continued improvement in the acqui-
sition, allocation, and delivery of these foods. 'WOalso are aware of
your desire to make the-,commodity program more receptive to our
.needs.

.We would like to make these-recommendations : We would like to see
a process where-the market form in which these commodity foods are
purchased,. reevaluated. As you know, we aro moving into more con-
yenient type foods, and we would like to seemore of the. commodities__

, pa rcliasddin the convenient form.
. We N'vore plea8Cd to participate in one of the evalmions of new prod-

nets this year, in Dade County, which was a frozen and diced turkey
roll. We tested this product, and we would like to see it come out of this.
program and he given to the schools.

We ask for consideration .of timin_g of commodity purchases, since
new crop estimates are available in September and October. It is felt
that these purchases could be timed to arrive so that they could be used
in the last 90 days of school.

We need more advance notification that the foods are available, so
: that' they ean be better utilized in our menu planning..

We also ask for consideration in the type of commodity foods pur-
chased. For example, items such as meat, cheese, poultry, fruits and
vegetables can help reduce the dollar amount spent for foodpurchases.

We would like to suggest that the normal use of a comModity food
item in the school system be studied before excessive amounts of a spe-
cific commodity food be purchased. We would particularly like to have
you look at this.

This year we got an excessive amount of commodityoil, and we are
.having trouble ming that oil. We also received more dried prunes than
we can use this school year.

Then. I do also want to mention that we do use processing contracts
in our school sYstem. We have used them-for bread products, mayon-
naise, pasta andpoul try products. I have the figures.

I want to hriner out these points. We do use processing contracts
where we have a standard of identity for that food. For instance, we
use mayonnaise because we have a standard of identity for that food.

If we do not have a standard of identity for, that food, we Carefully
specify exactly the product. that .we desire, and we ask for.acceptance.
service just as the ITSD.A. does in the purchase of the commodity foods.

So there is .a control at the processing plant that we get, and do, in
fact, net back a product equivalent to that which was pnrchasedhy the
IISD11..

_Our processing contracts are supervised by the department of health
and rehabilitative services in Florida. Our counties and school dis-
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Api\

tricts enter into that contract as a third party. So HIV vle\ Ailsurveillance of those processing contracts. htiliek \Our processin 0. Contracts are supervised by the I).,1A.1.4 etk\ f0elimination of the open-ended allocation of oil and crraiiv IA \
we have seen a decline in the use of processing contract .t,,f3/4& 6 \ -.

4, ,..,0.

In closing, I would just like to say that perhaps w Vpit v i
small advisory committee, consistino. of a State admini. el kii,lq011

commodity foods to be purchased and their acceptabiliqvr, if
level director and a food service maaffer, to oive input illPp,'IS,. ofb 7 b

aservice program, both to students and as an economic re.s. AI "/V .1,0\)(40food Costs..
Dr. 'Perryman would like me to speak to the declinp hkodit,

. .._ . .

1

tion by the paying student. This has been a concern ol AY 6,:i 3 ,d0
County for a number of years. I have -included as part JA A A\W ..that in 1971-72 65.7 percent of the 'lunches served to
served to Children who paid the full price'; 31.4'percent \ vkiti2.7 percent reduced.

cr

: V '4c f.In 1974-75 that-ratio had chaned to 51.4 percent p 15. A \e,
kk' vek .30reduced, and 4 percent free.

f)14 )ik,1Of course, we have had a change in economic conditio),
that time we Irid tWo price increases, which affected tl 'f PA'Ci \11.

Thank you,. lis IC
[Prepared statement of Mrs. Janet Shinn follows :]

e\\''
PREPAraz STATEMENT OF MRS: JANET SHINN, DIRECTOR, Scirook,

DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS l ff

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members. My-name is Janet Shi..",Il 4-1/e \ t ;
11 t.

Food Service, Dade County Public Schools. This school district '1016,\\ Q9,1
service program serving 140,000 meals per day. We have a kindlry/0(V,% iy,
schools and a breakfast program in seventy. three schools. We ikrnikiir Vkli'
ing ten new schools this next school year, making a total of 244, tki leli 0
district

1 ft, -0,We would like to take this oPportunity to thank this committ/ fAl,.,1 I.
provided schools and school districts by a "per meal" reimbuxy..,"VfK.44,,f11;
modity foods with the escalator clause and thus eliminating thel/pf /t-
or famine" concept in the proVision of donated commodity foods
type of reimbursement bas provided the opportunity for better Vw ,-eftV
casting and the ability to recommend to our respective school bo fk\;, ,01\ V;
possible student meal sale prices. In Dade County, commodiq qtr/iiir ,s1
important revenue source of approximately $2.000,000. There wil,t /10,40\1
guarantee that the shool system. would in fact, have availabiy ;, c`;' 0 l\
revenue. A :guarantw of a per niml value of commodity foods hui re

l

'Iythe very survival of the school food program in times of rising11,1 Ik ,, .,
costs, giving food service operators the ability to keep sale prices ht'l rt iivt., 11:v;
at an even greater rate.

We would-also like to take this opportunity to tell you that wilt P ,ViP \ \ .

detailed specifications that are nsed in the purchase of commii rA,,, / ..;.\ -1Pif

the nmrketing regulatory safeguards, that, as a part of these specttifY -4 ri,-.,. i
comulia nee and delivery of the products specified.

11 1,(,,/pt',,We would also like ymt to know that every effort is made tiA r ,,-(1 A
storage aml to control . tbe use of these foods. They are not ail
foods. but are stored. delivered, used and accounted for, as if.'tliff\ gni' \\\\
purclmsed by the local school board. In Dade County, food seii,kptiliil \
order tbese foods in accordance with planned menus, and in accovinlfl fif;ir;
amonnts specified. These orders are ehmked against inventories orMi(kIt

%
\1,::-; ,..

menus by our supervisory staff. A dolly storeroom issue record iNlyoVv:i
eaeh of the one hundred and seventy production .centers. A run\ i 1 ,kr. 111,,..
summary is made showing the total amount of food used .by cateotr ,,

and' commodity. with an average per meal cost by category ('i), rk 4'. A q.
commodity). .

1 /11\ itlf\e'".AccOuntability as to how well comtnodity fonds are used in ik
checked against a planning schedule. Any excessive deviation frol l' , \It'e

. .
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is available for checking. A perpetual type iuventory of each commodity food is
maintained in the ceutral office and physical inventories at the central freezer
and at the school district warehouse are made periodically. Monthly inventories
are made at each production center.

It is felt that the commodity program assists our agricultural economy, pro-
viding nutritious foods for children and guaranteeing in the most positive way

. that funds appropriated for food actually reach the student. Cash can more
easily be diverted.

We recognize the need for continued improvement in the acquisition, alloca-
tion and delivery of commodity foods and your desire to make the commodity
program more receptive to the oPerational needs of the food service syetems used
by the various school districts throughout the United States. To achieve this
goal, we would like to submit the following recommendations :

Regularly reevaluate the market form in which various commodity foods are
purchased. Recent advancements in the technology of food products show a trend
toward more partially prepared food items. Partially prepared food items are
gaining in popularity as processing techniques improve and these foods with
"built in" services can reduce the food production time in a schOol kitchen. Some
of the items we receive as commodity foods are no longer purchased by food
service programs. For example,. why are commodity dried beans distributed
when most school districts use canned dried beans? A. constant researching of
new market forms and a constant reevaluation of Products by the United States
Department of Agriculture should be a first priority to make the commodity pro-
gram responsive to school district needs.

We were pleased in Dade County to participate in the recent evaluation of
. frown diced turkey, a product we purchase aud one to be considered for distri-
bution as a commodity food. The use of more freeze dried products is another
example of a new market form that might be tested to save energy and provide
economical and safe storage.

We ask for consideration in the timing of commodity purchases. Since new
crop estimates are available in September and October, it is felt that these cnm-
modity purchases could be timed to arrive so they can be utilized in the last
ninety days of school. Otherwise, there is expensive storage over summer months
and a general deterioration of products when they must be carried over into the
next school Year. We would prefer more advance notification so that commodity
foods can be better utilized in menu 'planning.

We ask for- consideration in the type of comrnodity foods purchased. For
example, commodity food items of meat, cheese, poultry, fruits and vegetables
can help reduce the dollar amount spent for food purchases. We would like to
auksest *that the normal use Of a commodity food item in a school 'system be
studied before excessive amounts of a specific commodity food is purchased.
It is very difficult to abeorb into a food service system excessive amounts of any
one food Item and have that item used to good advantage without waste. .

We would also like to mention that we have made use of the processing con-
tracts in utilizing commodity foods. We have contracts for bread products.
mayonnaise, Pasta and poultry products. It.is estimated that the use of these
processing contracts have eaved in 1p74-75 an estimated $159,259.00 and *in
1975-76 an e8thrulted $11,812.00. In the entire state'of Florida, $861,600.00 was
saved in fiscal. year ending '75 and M7,213.00 for fiscal year '76 to date. As yon
can see there has been a decline in the use of contracts because of the elimination
of. the open-ended allocation of oil and grain products. Of these producte, only

nt quantities to warrant a processingpeanut oil has been available in sufficie
contract.

Tn closing. we would like to suggest the use of a small advisory committee
consisting of :1 state administrator, local level system director and alood service
manager to give input into the type of commodity.tioes to be purchased and their
aeceptabiHtY into the food service program, both to students and as an economic
resource to reduce food cosei.

1971-72
Per-
cent 1972-73

Per-
cent 1973 -74

Per-
cent 1974-75

.

Per-
cent

1975-76
(Apr. 3n.

1976)
Per-
cer.t

Tot.31 lunches
__Paid lunches,

Reduced prke
lunches

Free lunches .....

.. 26,
13.

6,

893,
740,

579,
573,

248
112

85
291

.. ...
63, 7

2. 7
31. 4

22,
13,

7,

797,
738,

561.
246,

886
291

252
366

._ __ _ _ 21,
60. 2 13,

2. 4
31. 7 7,

839,
221,

955,
662,

167
437

234
496

60. 5

4. 3
35.0

21,
11.

1.
8.

588,
111.

517,
958,

087
797

553
727

51. 4

7. 0
41. 4

IR. 390.
8, 030,

1, 539,
8.820,

130
198

232
700

43.6

8. 3
47.9
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Dr. 'PEIUMMAN. Mr. Chairman, that concludes the prepared state7
meta§ for our

Chairman PERKINS. These are all the prepared statements you have ?
Dr. PERRYMAN. Yes.
Chairman PERKINS. I will recoonize Mr. Lehman first, since he has

his own Dade County school luncCdirector here.
Go ahead.

LunarAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be as brief as
I can.

Ms. Shinn, I think that where we are in this school lunch prograM
is almost where you .and I predicted it would be about this time, when
we started to work together about 10 years ago.

.

I look at these figures, and they are almost on the same curve that
we anticipated.

We speak in terms of Dade Comity, and for the last 10 years we
have had a stable enrollmentnf 240.000 to 250,000 students. It has not .
changed too much since that time. Icow we have 140,000 of those stu-
dents on lunch programs, free or paid. This means that there are
100,000 students that do not even participate in the Sthool hmch pro--
gram for one reason or another. Ten years ago, it was nmch less than
that, wasn't it ?

Mrs. SHINN. Mr. Lehman, we have just about maintained the same
level. Because of those double session schools we have, 33 schools with
double sessions. As we move those off, I believe we will maintain the
stable participation. We will serve the 140,000 meals.

Mr. LEHMAN. Ten years ago, you had
Mrs. Sruss. We had 125,000, so we have increased slightly. I antici-.

pato a
P'(Treater

increase this next .year With .the new Schools-opening.
Mr. TAEITMAN. What concerns M3 is the nutrition that the 100,000

schoolchildren are not getting in Dade County. This is a balanced diet
that 40 percent of the Students in Dade 'County are not receiving at
least once a day, and possibly not receiving it at all. They Possibly
tire receiving .it at home, but we don't know-that for sure.-

The other thing -that I noticed, for the first time in Dade County
this year, that we are now doing more free school lunches than regular
Paid school lunches. It seems that around 60,000 of the 140,000. school-.
children are.paying for their lunches at this time.

That is, about one out of four kids that go to school pay for their .

lnnch in Dade County, which is not a hardcore poverty area. It is a hig
county with all kinds of income levels.

So, what I think we are gradually seeing is, as the price of the paid
lunch continnes to escalate, we have come down from 10 years an-o. As
I reinember, it was about three-fourths of the children in Dade eohnty
who paid for their lunches.

Mrs. Surss. That is right.
Mr. LEHMAN. It has been a big drop.
What I am particularly interested in, and we hope to be down to see

you in Dade County, is with regard to the summer school lunch pro-
gram which is not run exactly by the Dade County Public School
BOard. Is it run under your direction, or is it run under another
organization ?

.Mrs. Surss. I did not include it in this report, Mr-Lehman. We do
contract with other agencies for the service of meals such aS Head

3 2 4
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Start, Feeding the Elderly, Migrant Children, but this is notincluded
in this report.

Mr. LE11MA. You are responsible for the school lunch program in
your department ?

Mrs. SnINN. Yes. We are cooperating with metropolitan Dade
County in the service of lunches to the children in parks. We are also
cooperating with our own community schools where we have recrea-
tional programs, and we are providing lunches to those children in our
own community schools. Then there is- our own quinplester..

Mr. 'AMMAN. In the quinmester program, what portion of the chil-
dren in Dade County are attending the summer quinmester?

Mrs. Siiucy. Those figures just came in.
Mr. LEE :WAN. About 60 percent, or not quite that high ?
Mrs. SHINN% No. We anticipated serving 45,000 meals per day, and

we .will not serve that inany It is considerably belOw what we had
anticipated. It will be close to 25,000 a day, plus these other park and
recreation. So we will be serving between 30,000 and 40,000 lunches a
day this summer.

Mr. L1131.1N. About half of this will be the quinmester and the other
half tlw periplw rill programs in the schools and so forth.

Mrs. Sins x.
Mr. LUMAN. So you arc still doing a pretty good size summer

.feeding program.
:Ifni. SHINN. Yes, one way or the other.
Mr. LnimAN. Let me ask you. Does the food get paid for on your

summer lunch program about the same way as it gets paid for in your
re,7ular school lunch program : Commodities, Federal assistance, and
&tate assistance?

Mrs. SHINN. No.
Mr. LEIIEAN. Where does the money come from?
Mrs. SIIINN. The summer feeding program Mr. Lehman, that is

almost 100 percent. federally fimded. The regular lunch program, of
course, we have matching requirements and we have county support.
We. also have some State support.

Mr. TA:MIA N. Do von have any problems ?
Mrs. SHINN'. Widi the completely Federal funding?
Mr. LEIDIAN. With the service to the children who want lunch,

or the physical handling of the summer school lunch?
Mrs. SnINN. I don't know, we have just gotten started.
Mr. LEH3fAN". I want to talk to you further about that, but I am not

croi n (r to take the time of the committee.
have one other question. I have listened to a lot of things about

the p report limed pack. People arguing for or against. What percentage
of Your lunches is prepackaged?

Mrs. S !JINN. We do not use the portion pack at all. We use the bulk
satellite system. We have self-contained schools Mostly at the second-
ary level and at the elementary level we have bulk kitchens and satel-
lite kitchens.

-Mr. T41,IIMAN. I cannot help but ask one other quick question.
We have a polvcultural student body. We have the Jewish kids,

and the Latin kids, and the black and 'the Anglo kids. How do you
have a uniform school lunch program ? IIow do you make it work,
when you publish a school hinch menu every week?
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Mrs. SHINN. That goes hack 'to the-construction of the menu, Mr.
Lehman. In the schools, they may selecniri-ilternate item in 'order to
eliminate plate waste.

We talk about plate waste, and we talk about plate consumption
in our program, which is a much more positive vieW. By the way, we do
not serve minimum amounts in our secondary schools. We serve 3
9unces of Meat or alternate, and we serve more vegetables, and the
students have some freedom of choice within that framework.

.We did stutfies, when you were on the Board of Education in 1968
and 1969, and our consumption in our secondary schools was 98 Or 97
percent, and I think that the lowest was 75 percent.

Mr. LEHMAN. You weigh in and weigh out. It is a positive way of
looking at things.

I do not want to take any more of the committee's time right now.
Perhaps .we could meet later today, and I would like to be able to sit
and chat with you.

. Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodlin cr.
Mr. GOODLING. I sit here and I liave half a headache and my hands

are cold because I get so wound up over the business of whether it is
free, reduced, or they are paying for it.

Ms. Hawk has given us a chart, and every State has increased par-
ticipation in the school lunch program, every State on that chart. It is

. just unbelievable. Yet, you have a la carte; which you did.not have
several years afro, and those people are not even listed on these things.

The statemea has been made that it is just a shift to free and reduced
price, and this is what I have been telling this comtnittee over and over
again. We have a declinincr student population, a. 4 there are very
few places that can say theyt-do not have it.

The largest class is going to go into the senior :rade. We have had
a tremendous decrease on the elementary level, which is normally
where your best participation is in the school lunch program.

I just cannot understand why we hash this out over and over acrain..
T don't care whether the lunches' are free, reduced price, or whaher
they are purchased, as long as they are getting the food. I will bet that
a lot of people who normally pay for food in a type A lunch, a lot of
those people are using an a-la carte program, unless they can go off
campus and buy food:This may not. be true in certain school distriets.

I need to know, for instance, on this chart., what the decline of the
student population is. It does not tell me anything unless I know. I
need to know if vou serve a la carte.

Mrs. SHINN. We dont serve, a la carte.
Mr. Goonraxo. No a la carte?
Mrs. Strtxx. Maybe I don't know what your definition is of the term

"a la carte."
Mr. GOODUNG. Where you can buy something else in the cafeteria

th:m the.type A lunch.
Mrs. SHINN. It depends on what level. In elementary there areltddi-

tional things that they can purchase, and they can also buy addi-
tional milk and orange juice. There are things there for :them to
purchase.

Mr. Goontalvo. They don't have to purchase the typo A meal. So they
could be in that lunchroom, and buying certain things.

3 2 6



mrs.sIIINN. Yes, but we deal mostly with the participation of the
children eating a hinch at school. Tliat is what we measure. .

Mr. GOODL1No. All of this information here,. I think, should put to
Test once and for all this business of getting so excited about a declin-

. ing participation in the school lunch progiam.
The way the regulations wore Written at one time, we made more

money if we served free lunches than we did if we made our own. If
they were paying, we did not make as much money in the.program as
we did if they were free and reduced price. I think: that this has been
changed somewhat, and you cannot get away with that as you once
could.

I think that Mrs: Applebaum hit it on the head. She did not have to
tell MO that she has had a lot of experience in this business. I can tell
.just by listening to her. She talked about management, and she talked
,about quality. There are no two things that are going to sell your pro-
gram any more than those two patricular things.

It takes a little bit of effmt ,to schedule the meals so that they don't
...spend the entire lunch period standing in the line.

In our district we did not have centralized processing, or preparing.,
so our administrators had to eat the school lunch if they ever wanted
to get a recommendation from me for a raise. They had to eat in the
cafeteria, but I had-to-assign them on special days because I knew
which one of the two buildings they were going to go tp.

Who is behind that line
'
who is managing, awl the quality of the

preparation is so important.
I don't have any particular questions. I appreciate your testimony

:very much. As I said, I would hope that this kind of chart would put
to rest some of this terrible concern about the.participation in the reg-
ular school lunch program.

Our concern should be, why aren't some of those other youngsters
eating. I bet that if you would do a survey, you would firnd some of
the people who 'are not participating, or more of the people who are
not participating in the school lunch program are youngsters who get
a good nutritional meal at home. .

Charles and I were just talking up here. My two children hardly
ever eat in the cafeteria, and they are the healthiest two mortals. His
eat the school lunch once a week. Those are not my concern..My con-
cern is for those who may not be getting anything at home. Those Who
..are not getting proper nutrition at

I think that we probably need a study to zero in on who it is that is
not participating, and why are they not participating. In parti I think
that it will be just the age that they are going through. I thmk that
we are .going through some of that at the present time, at least I do
.at my. home.

I appreciate your testimony because you people who are on the firing
line you are. not reading out of some books somewhere. You are not
.sitting in some ivory tower some place. You are there, seeing what is
going on every day. It is very obvious that you are very enthusiastic
about what you are doing. I am sure that this is the reason your pro-
grams are successful.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
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Mr. LuumAN. We have a quorum call. I am waiting for Chairman
Perkins to come back, because I know that he has a couple of ques-
tions that he wants to ask.

If money were no problem, how would you run a school limeh
program ?

Dr. PimnymAx. Are you addressing that question to anyone in
particular?

Mr. Luir3rAN. No.
Dr. Pta imvArAN. I would think n terms of the two practitioners that

are on the district level, Mrs. Applebaum and Mrs. Shinn.
Mr. DUMAN. Would you serve a breakfast to every kid when ho

comes to school ?
Mrs. Arra:BAIT:W. I was very interested in an article that I just re-

cently read. Somebody in the article said that school huich is really not
a place where you come. to get deluxe food. I sort of.take exception to
that sort of thing.

I really think that whatever you prepare really can be extraordinary.
If money were no problem, what would I do? I think probably

higher wages, but I am not sure that I would .do it a whole lot different
because we are not lacking.for money, interestingly enough. We pretty
well have enough to operate with. If you have a high percentage of
kids, apparently they are going to eat well.

Mr. LEHMAN. Let me interrupt and tcll you a little story I heard.
I was talking to a high school teacher in one of the Very low-inceme
schools. in Washington. She asked the kids to project 10 years ahead,
and to describe a typical day in their life, andto write a paper.

They wrote a paraaraph on it. A typical day in their life 10 years
from now, they woulebe sitting around their backyard swimming pool,
enjoying life planning a trip to Europe on a 747 jet, and then think-
in cr about thal evening-they were (reing to cro to McDonald's for dinner
with the whole family.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Lehman, before I leave, may I make one last
remark.

Mrs. Shinn, the last paragraph in your statement is a very good
suggestion with regard to an advisory group. I think that every one
understands that the shift in what kind of foods you get, and cf you
get any, of course, has changed primarily because now we have found'.
how to fully produce on the farms, and sell in the international market,
which is probably the only thing that saved us during the oil.embarrro.

I remember that sometimes we used to fret cheese until it came our of
our ears, but that happened to be the snr;lus. I think that it is a good
recommendation that you have.

LmotAx. When I made that remark about McDonald's, I did
not know that there was a school district in Oregon that had turned its
operation over to McDonald's.

The point I was trying to make is that to the junior high school
level, the most luxurious meal that you can imagine is a blank check to

TcDon al d's.
T think that I will meet Mr. Perkins in the corridor. Meantime, the

subcommittee will be in temporary recess.
(Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed temporarily.)
Chairman PERKINS. The committee will reSume its sitting.
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In your statement, you asert that USDA. estiniates that 7 million
children will drop .out of the school lunch program if the block grant
proposal is adopted. I don't want to be presumptions, but I don't think
that it has any chance of being adopted.

If it is adopted, however, you state that 7 million children will be
loat to the program. Could you explain that estimate, and also please
explain your statement that costs rise as regular participation falls.

What effect will this have on the needy children receiving free
lunches?

Dr. PERRYMAN. On varying experience of various school food serv-
ice operators around the country, participation does drop with an in-
crease in prices. Perhaps some of it goes back, but certainly not all of
it.

As we have indicated, the Department of Agriculture's own estimate
is that if all Federal financial assistance for the paying child were to
be terminanted, there would be this drop of 7 million in participation.

We believe very strong that this would begin a vicious circle. If 7
million children d.ropped out of the program

'
our production process

works basically the same as anyone else's, the higher the production,
the. lower the por unit cost. If the 1:production drops, the unit cost is
ir oing to go up, forcing an additional inerease in theprice to the paying

i,which is going to cause a further decrease n participation to
the point where wo are going to approach the situation where only
the poverty child can afford to eat in the lunchroom.

This, then, brings up many more mechanical problems. The busing,
:uul the poverty child scattered all over a town, a few in ono schooland
a few in another, the mechanics of providing a food service only for

ttrty chi ld; -and-basically-only -for. the-poverty child,- will be-so
horrendous and so expensive that we believe many school districts
will simply close down their program.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you, Mrs. Hawk, to comment on the
same question.

Ms. ILiwic. I think the feeling in New Jersey, we have gone on
record, our commissioner has gone on record to state that the block
....rant would radically decrease participation in the program.

One of mv major concerns is that the block grant is said to provide
enough funds needed to provide meals to the nonneedy child. How-
ever, wo are certain that there is not money available for that to hap-
pen, number one. Number two, I am concerned about the child care food
program and the summer food program. I feel that these are very re-
cent additions to what has. in the past, been called the school lunch
program, and what is now being called the child nutrition programa

I-feel that the child nutrition programs are very important, and I
don't think that these should any longer be stepchildren of the school
lunch program. Since they are such a recent addition to the child
nutrition family, I would expect that many States would tend to de-
emphasize these particular programs, and most of the money avail-
able would go into the schools.

Chairman PERKINS. Mrs. Shinn, do you want to comment on the
question.

Mrs. Srrrxx. We have two concerns. We know that we would not re-
ceive reimbursement for the child who pays for his lunch. We would
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have to increase our price. The cost toproduce that lunch is right now
pretty close to 85 or 90 cents.

Each time we have raised the selling price of the lunch, we hnvelost 5 to 10percent of our children, and that is for just a nickel. If
iWe have to ncrease 25 cents, we could almost be assured that we will

lose those children from this program.
Chairman PERIUNS. Let us assume. under the block grant approach,

that you have eliminated your regular program altogether for the
kids abovereduced price and free categories. 'What would happen to
those categories?

.

Mrs. Snixx. The cost of production would increase and this would
cost the Federal Government mere to proVide lunches for those chil-
dmi..It would require more funds to feed them because we wculd lose
our volume. In essence, it would be self-defeating to take that rehn-
bursement away from tho so-called nonneedy children, because, really,
all children need their lunch at school. All children are needy hs far
as nutrition is concerned.

Chairman Pumass. Do you agree, Mrs. Applebaum ?
Mrs. Arei.nnAtmr. Indeed.
Chairman PEtutrxs. Do you want to comment briefly ?
Mrs. Arrr.r.nAtr3r. There iS another comment which I would like to

make, and I am not sere whether Dr. Perryman did make it. I think
that it would really be sort of a violation, I think that you would be
able to identify the needy child because of his participation in the
lunch program. I think that you would have a tremendous decreasa in
the paying child.

Chairman PEntaxs. Now, Mrs. Applebaumyou put a heavy. em-'phasis the'pfoltit6d meal's in your school System, but you also have
other methods of serving food, you stated, such as bulk pack and the
regular school kitchen.

Have you noticed any difference in the amount of plate waste re-
sulting from the use of the different systems?

Mrs. APPLEBAIME. First let me 'say this. Actually, the preplated svs-
tem is by far the smallest of all our system. We are doing it stricily
because we are continuing to experiment with that system in order
to bring it up to where it should be, because there are some inherent
problems in it.

I think, really, when you talk about plate waste, and I made a few
notes here, has anybody really identified whatwe mean by plate waste ?

Have we decided what percentage of waste it means? Does it mean
the whole meal; a portion of the meal ? I sort of begin to wrestle with
this whole thing of plate waste myself, so that I have to really know
that.

We have four systems, and we do not. find a. whole lot of difference.
I send my sUpervisors out in the field. We take a great deal of care,
when it comes to the preplated meal. If the preplated meal sits for any
length of time, from the time it is taken from the oven until tbe
student receives it, things happen to the food underneath that foil
wra p.

We have a very close time in line, and We even ask our managers
to record it. We will not allow a meal to stand more than 10 minutes,
so that you do not have deterioration of product. Under those condi-
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tions, if the product is comparable when it comes from the oven, then
the plate waste is similar.

If. there is not care taken, and it has to do with the handlinfr of the
merchandise, students will not eat burnt food, they will not eta soggy
food. They will not eat those kinds of things.

If the meals are fairly equal, the plate waste is also fairly equal.
Plate waste is subject to area. It is really a complex subject which I
think has about six or seven parts, when we start talking about plate
waste.

Chairman PERKINS. Do you want to comment on it, Ms. Hawk?
Ms:HAWK. In New Jersey, we recently participated in the Federal

plate waste study. I believe that a total of approximately six schools
were involved in the study. One grade, I believe that it was the sixth
grade

'
was studied in those schools.

First of all, I do not think that this gives us a very good indication
of what is going on in New Jersey in term of plate waste. It is a small
percentage of the total number of schools we serve.

Secondly, Mr. Co lender has indicated that from the preliminary
contacts with the people conducting the study, what they were able to
find was minimal.

We have proposed a 1-percent proposal, which would be a section 10
proposal which would study plate waste in full in New Jersey. We have
met -with the Department of Agriculture's regional office on this sub-
ject, and they aro very encouraging in terms of our using this money
in this way.

I guess it sounds like a copout to say that we want to study it, but
we do. We feel that it needs to be studied and we are working on a

----study which would help us.
Chairman PEnirtgs. /frs. Shinn, let me ask Tort to comment as to

whether the problem of plate waste is as extensive as it appears to be
from the releases from the Department of Agriculture.

.Mrs. SHINN. I have not seen any releases from the Department of
Agriculture. Let me comment on that. I have heard a little bit on them.

Chairman PERKINS. I was referring to some articles in the local
newspaper.

,
Mrs. Smxs.. I have not seen whole lunches thrown away in our sys-

tem, let me say that.
Chairman Isnnxixs. In your system, to what extent do you feel you

have plate waste?
Mrs. SHINN. We have some. We try to control it by varying the por-

tions for the smaller children. This is in the training
iof-

our em-'
ployees. They are responsive to the different ages of chldren.

Also, we took part in the computer-assisted menu planning study a
Year ago. and we studied plate waste in 20 of our elementary schools.
We took item by item, and food by food, and studied the consumption
from those computer-assisted menus, plus the control schools.

We did learn from those that there are certain foods that children
do not accept as readily as other foods, and we are tailoring our menus
to eliminate thosenot to eliminate, but to decrease the number of
times they appear on a menu, and to provide for the children those
:things which they accept and Iike.

We have always tried to do this.
We have also introduced into our system new menu items through

an evaluation by the students themselves. We used 25 schools as test
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sites, and when we tried something, we go to t1'.e students and get
their reaction tts to whether or not they would like to get this menu
item for their lunches. By that method, we get some student input.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Perryman, would you like to comment?
Dr. PERRYMAN. YCS, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if this rash of newspaper publicity does not reflect a turn

in the road of child nutrition programs, and perhaps a refir,ement of
them.

There was a time when we went through a period of enormous pres-
sure with a great thrust to extend the outreach of these programs, to
bring them within physical and financial reach of every child in the
Nation.

I remember at one seminar, where a director of a major midwestern
city said: "We do not have programs in some 100 of our schools be-
cause we do not have facilities. We cannot do it."

The minority leader stood up very calmly and objectively and said:
"When we bring legal action against you, you will find a way." That
school system did firid a way in a very iew months.

Many of our school districts have been operating under this pres-
sure, and they have gone to those means available to put food in
front of children where food preParation facilities are not available.

I think that now we are Doing to get into refinements and a deter-
mination to improve qualitti. Perhaps the consideration of the Press
in this matter is not all bad, because it is going to give a lot of im-
petus to continually evaluating our programs and make a constant
effort to improve the-m...

Chairman PEuxix-s. Before we complete these hearings, we will
. .hear from the food service people again.

I want to take this' oppiirtunity to thank all of you for your al)._
pearance. You have given us information that has been most bene-
ficial to us on this committee. I know that you are all dedicated to
the school lunch program.

It has been insinuated time and time again that we do not have
adequate dedication in many of the school systems throughout the
country for a good school lunch proffram. That is something that we
have to counteract. If it happens to be true, then we have to take
stens to correct those situations.

T am most thankful to all of you today for your appearance here.
The committee will now stand adjourned, subject to call of the

Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11:15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject

to (mil of the Chairl
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HELEN WARD, ATTORNEr, PRO.TECT F.E.A.D.: FOOD
EMERGENCY ACTION DEVELJPMENT, FAIRFIELD COUNTY LEGAL SERVICES, INC.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

My nnme Felen Ward. I nm th,1 attorney for Food Emergency Action
Development Project. a state-wide program created jointly by Legal Services
and the rommnnity Action Agencies to increase awareness and of partidpatIon
in federal fond programs throughout the state of Connecticut.

I would like to commeml this Committee for bolding hearings on the Snmmer
Feeding Program. As the attorney for Project F.E.A.D., I have assisted the
14 Community Action Agencies in applying for certification of the:r summer
feeding programs for reimbursement under the National School Lunch Act. The
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program is a vital one for maintaining adequate nutritional levels in participat-
ing children during the months when they are not in school. In areas where there
is .no -school lunch program, the months during which the summer feeding pro-
gram is'in..operation are the only months during the year in which needy
dren can be assured of at least one nutritious meal per day. Project F.E.A.D.-is
a strong supporter of the program and has worked hard to increase participation

It is therefore of speCial concern to us that a provision in the new regulations
for the program has had 'the effect of decreasing participation here in Con-
necticut. This provision, 7 C.F.H. § 225.2 (x), allows a residential camp to
certify its summer feeding sites as eligbie for the program by submitting
individual financial information on each child but does not allow this option
for nonresidenutiai institutions Instead, these institutions must certify their
sites by showing that an the children who are to be fed at the site come front
areas in which "poor economic conditions" exist, meaning areas in which 33%
percent of the children who reside there are eligible for free or reduced price
lunches under the National School Lunch Program.

This provision, aside from causing a great deal of administrative work
for program applicants in submitting the requisite data, operates to exclude
needy children in certain areas where either the neighborhood as a whole is not
poor er where the data needed to document the site simply does not exist.

The provision has caused the following problems:
1. Sites which draw their attendance from a wide variety of neighborhoods

from which children are bused to the sites have as much difficulty as residen-
tial camps in gathering data from each area in order to show that an their
children are from areas in which poor economic conditions exist. Yet the new
regulations allow individual financial information to be used to certify only
residential camp sites.

2. If a site has even one child who resides in an area in which poor economic
conditions do not exist, then the entire site is rendered ineligible even though
all children at the site, IncludIng that one child, are needy.

3. Even where all the children fed at the sites are shown to be from areas in
which poor economic conditions exist, often young people from poor families
who help supervise the program under the Work Experience Program, cannot

eat- at the 'site-themselves -unless- the towns in which -they- reside -are- also docu
mented.

4. Poor rural areas are at a distinct disadvantage because of this provision.
The kind of data which is readily available in urban areas (e.g. federal housing
grants, Model Cities grants, etc.) often are not available in rural areas. In addi-
tion, it is often not possible to document a rural site by showing that 3336% of
the children in a rural school district are eligible for free or reduced price meals
because most rural areas do not have a school lunch program and therefore do
not have the income data on the children attending the schools. Even where a
milk program is in operation, due to lack of outreach, the participation rates are .

not high enough to show that 33%% of all the children attending school are
eligible. Punhermore, the guidelines under the milk program are only the free
standard, a much more restrictive standard than the standard .for reduced price
meals. Thus the only data available in many rural areas is census tract data
which is outdated and which only shows the percentage of persons below the
poverty line, a far lower standard than the eligiblity standard for reduced price
lunches. .

5. Many Headstart programs have had difficulty certifying their sites this
- summer 'because of this provision. Last-year, all children, by virtue of their

acceptance into the Headstart Program* were automatically eligible for the
Summer Feeding Program because' docuthentation on an individual basis was
.permissable. Now, under the new regulations, Headstart centers must document
that each child lives in an area where poor economic conditions exist. In addition
to the administrative burden this creates, many Headstart Centers, because
eligibility for their program is based on the individual child, take needy children
who do not reside in poor aims. Under the new regulations, these children,
however needy, can render the whole Center ineligible for the Summer Feeding
Program.

In summary, then, the provision operates to the disadvantage of those needy
children who are unfortunate enough -to live in rural areas or in so-called
poverty pockets of relatively wealthy areas and who are thereby excluded from
the Summer Feeding Program solely because of the location of their homes. This
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"area" approach to documentation encourages income segregation by refusing
summer feeding funds to 'neighborhoods of fair economic integration. This cau't
have been the intent of Congress when it enacted the Child Nutrition Act.

I strongly recommend that this Committee bring pressure to bear on the United
gtates Department of Agriculture to change the regulations to allow individual
documentation on a case-by-case basis for all non-residential summer feeding sites
as well as for residential camps. Otherwise thousands of needy .children will
continue to go hungry during the slimmer months solely because of their place
of residence.

3 3



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1976
HOUSE or RErRESENTATIVES,

S1BCO3ntrrrEE oN ELEMENTARy, SEcONDARY AND
VocATIONAL EDUCATION or TM: COMMITTEE

ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
TVa8hington,D.C.

The subconnnittee met at 9 :15 a.m., pursuant to notice,, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Membeis pmsent : _Representatives Perkins, Mottl, Hall, Quie,
Pressler, and Goodling.

Stall' present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; and Charles Rad-
i tie, minority counsel.
Chairman PERKINs. 'Die meeting will conic to order.
I arn delighted to welcome before the committee Mr. William

-trtenstein,. president, Pennsylvania School Food Service Associa-
Dr, Shirley Hansen, special legislative asssitant, American As-

---sociation of-Sehool.Administrators, and Dr, Paul Lachance; professor,
Nutrition Physiology and Food Service, Rutgers University.

Come around, we will hear from all of you this morning because .

tlte HouSe goes in at 10.
. Among the distinguished members of this committee is Congress-

man Good] inL)- of Pennsylvania.
Goonrallo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

We are OeaSed to welcome William Hartenstein, president of the
Pennsylvania School Food Service Association, who is a young inno-
vative food service individual. We are interested in what he has-to say.

He has with him Ron Grabryszak, Pennsyl vania Foods Association
legislative chairman. We. are liappy to have him with us.this morning
to testify. ,

Choi rman PlinKtxs. Do you 'care .to make a statement, Mr. Hall ?
Mr. HALL. :*N-o, other than to welcome them.
Chairman PmErc.ms. Mr. MOM ?
.1(r. MOTTL No. thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ch a i rma n prim All right. Our gist witness this morning is

Mr. Willion Tiartenstein. Go ahead. Mr. Hartenstein.
rPrepared statement of William Hartenstein follows:]

Pam. npin STATENigsT OF WILLIAM TIARTF,NSTRIN. COORDINATOR OF Foon SERVICES.
Noltra PENN senont, Dmsratcr ; PRRJODENT, PENNSYLVANIA SellOOL- FOOD
sr:m.10E Asset,,,T,0,

Mr. ChairmilL and members of the Committee: Mv. name is William Harten-
steht and I am employed as the Coordinator of Food Services for the North Penn
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k) poySchool Dlstrkt. which Is located in Lansdale, Pennsylvania. I am t /,1ki ge

.-of the Pennsylvania School Food Service Association,,,a13,000 m0/1 4 e,(\ ,v.
of the American School Food Service Association.

I appear here today at the request of the .sub-counnittee, havInk 11V 1 / A,
mended by. Congressman Good ling of Pennsylvania. .

y \to, fti"Y\
. It Is my understanding that the purpose of this oversight hearirk,,
input regarding implementation of legislation. passed affecting
sehool lunch program and associated concerns.

Itpi Lti ft/

I ActMs. Beatie Clay of our staff indicated:to me that iny comments.ti
on the following: ..

A. Plate waste and its contributing ftictors.
B. Ramifications or "otter vs, served" in high school lunch progrt (2,14\
C. Effect of price increases of type A lunches on participation WI,
D. Block grants. Ill
E. Competitive food services.
F. Commodity delivery systems.

PLATE WASTE

In February 1075 during sub-committee hearings regarding child ,lvf\letIei

grams, Congressman Goodling voiced concern over the sidiject of iorlik /0,\
lunch programs. This subject soon became one of the key elementyr !ofuJ\v
of bltislation then limier discussion, While I fully sympathized NI,O,Atlie, V\
gressinau'i; concern ; I as many of my colleagues. could not offer a s%M%,,..
could be applied uniform asly. 1 dhl not feel then, now, that it 1,t p4\417 N

legbdate winit someone will or will not eat. There are far too mall/in mvoll. I t,
Think for a moment, if you will, of the many restaurants andl,kifr 0/k\

which you have VIllen. Did you eat everything that was served to,,Vrtlk tilkA
Now think of scluxd children, who for the most part are expectelqtrIp.,\

the full contents of a tylie A lum:h in 10 to 15 minutes, an almot Nkl fpNI

Considering the time it takes to get. to the eafeterbt, wait in line,
li,1 atask when you consider that in most schools luneit does not exceedi ( =.1 ,A

to sit, converse .with friends and finally eat. there is little possill AIAA'00
,

. elements. of.the. lunch -will-be ea ten.-This is doubly- compoundedifl,%1A7 ,.

seven years old and in the second grade. Those of us with young chi
that the appetite of a :Small child does not meet the challenge of tq i ti
pattern,

OFTElt VS. SERVED liel

As to children at the high school leVel. it 11; my opinion that a t)
properly prepared and appetizingly menquindised. will be fully
not inhaled. with the student returning for the second lunch.

I do not view the offer vs. served concept as any threat what-so-e \
Penn because I do not regularly include on the menus those items wlr',)
calls have carried negative connotations. (Example: creamed splIpA G iq
floWer. casserole itemsi. Why? Because students are not looking

fi)

carbohydrate-filled meal at lunch time. Furthermore, such items do ,971V A'
well on a steam table for any period of time. Yet, many school lunlik
persist in plachig sucli items on their menus on a day -to" day bo,qA,, / f

they feel good nutrition warrants it. If the offer vs. served &incept
outdated convictions into oblivion, then o he t.

It should be noted that offer vs. served has yet to be officially iml) AlAlbt le
s i

Pennsylvania. I was informed by the state office of Food and Nutritl
that USDA has yet to send the regulations for implementation. v A I I

Finally on this subject, it bothers me that congress has taken ylyV iv
precedent-setting piece of legislation in that. Child Nutrition is the oil
funded program I know of that specifically legislates waste contro)
numerous multi-billion dollar programs that have constantly geqV us
overruns yet were not penalized for want of a better word. l!'

PRICE INCREASES "\
OAN INIt is an economically proven fact that as prices increase, purchasitil,' , tVION

and so it is with school lunches, oil or any commodity for that.naltTVA
may argue that each increase in the guidelines for free and reW
lunches tends to plck up the families who are annually priced out ok,
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lunch market. Dowever, this needs to be measured against an aggressive economic
soeiety that annually tends to financially upgrade Its menthers keeplug middle
class .Americans little more than even with Inflation.

Each year, more and More school districts are seeing the value of a sound
!
nutrition program for their children and are opening lunh facilities. Since
1947, nationwide participation in the type A prograni has risen from 6,596.633 to
25.4 million meals Per day, an increase of from 24.8% of available participants to
49.8%. I keep wondering If this ever increasing figure is not in vaiu.

stock Gum'
As a Middle-class taxpayer, it bothers me that the national school lunch

program, with each increase in eligibility guidelines, sinks farther and further
into a Purely_ Welfare function. If the program were to become a purely welfare
orientated Wort, fis'it would under the Block Grant concept, the taxpayer who
ainivally finds himself only one or two steps beyond the poverty level would
probably revolt as a result of forced,jacreases in lunch ,pricei to his child.
School districts would have no alternative but to abandon lunch programs which
I believe have provca educationally sound. We have all heard the saying "You

-can't-tenth a hungry child."
If each of us feels that nutrition programs In public Schools are important

to the welfare of our country, then we need to Make, a firm and lasting commit-
ment to their financial well-being. To this end, the Pennsylvania School Food
Service Association has adopted the following position :

A dynamic nutrition education program that begins in early childhood and
continue:5 through the elementary and secondary schools can help young children
to acquire positive attitudes toward food. such a program can help older children
assume responsibility for their own food selection and prepare them for adult
and parental responsibility. As citizens la a democracy, it is imperative that
children develop good nutrition practices along with a sense.Of social conscious-
ness to enable them to participate intelligently in our society. .

It is, therefore, the opinion of the PennsYlvania School Food Service Associa7.
tion that nutritionally sound meals and associated nutrition education programs
should be co-partners in the educational system of our State.

:were.-Block Gra nts - to -be-inapiernented-with-funds..being..channeled:._
through the Pennsylvania Department of Education, it is :my opinion that
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, the state's largest poverty areas, would receive by
far the majority of funds leaving little for small districts such as mine whieh
has only GOO studenth out of 10,590 Participating in free. and reduced price.
programs.

. COMPETITIVE row SERVICES

Never in the history of Child .Nutrition Programs have, participating school
districts and their respective lunch directors been challenged, to justify everY
aspect of their food operation as, they have since Profit oriented contract food
companies won the right to bid on administering a district's lunch program;

In this age of taxpayer associations and their almoat Militant demands for
accountability, It becomes less and less possible to financially Support lunch
Programs. There are, of emirs% as many incompetent school! lunch 'directors as
there are Incompetent doctors, lawyers, etc. Bat realistically, there are also many
lunch directors who know that they are administering money losing operations,
who are forced to do so by their school boards.

Political patronage has become a way of modern life. However, a school beard
that is guilty of this practice can easily cut budgets, when forced todo so, bY
hiring an outside, unrelated company to do the dirty work for them. In most,
cases, the contractor becomes the employer who then, pares staff to realistic levels
while abolishing all of the benefits a Iong term district employee may have accu-
mulated. Can this be fairly termed competitive food systems? Legislate 'that
contractors retain benefits acquired bY employees and I guarantee you would
see few competitive food serrices operating in public schools.

This is not to say that there isn't a need for profit oriented competitive food
services. My Point is that a well managed, non-Profit, district controlled program
can far better provide for the needs of its children.

COMMODITY roctavEar srsTEMs
. .

The commodity program as administered byMDA -in nty bpinion has grown
into the most unresponsive and falsely justified program ever conceived. Born

So--0055---715--22 .
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at a time when food was rotting because of over abundance, the progrant may
have been Justifiable, Today, to rationalize its existence is a mockery to the

. world's starving.
I am realistic enough to admit that my own program could ill afford to pur-

chase the $125,000.00 plus commodities it received during the 197540 school
year: But I would, as a firm believer in free enterprise. be far better oft purchas
ing the commodities I need,.not prunes and peanuts, with $125,000.00 cash In lieu
of coMmoditiee plus the additional monies which would be available if USDA's
commodity purchasing bureaucracy were abandoned.

In conclusion, may I say that I appreciate this opportunity to share with the
sub-committee the views of many Pennsylvanians involved in child nutrition
programs in addition to some personal convictions.

WILLIAM HARTENSTEIN, PRESIDENT; PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL
FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION

.

M. MaTExgrEux. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Bill Hartenstein and I am 'employed as the coordinator

of' food services for the North Penn School.'District which is lo-
cated in-Lansdale' PtL North Penn is a moderate-sized school district
in Pennsylvania, Lying about 10,500 students, feeding about.TO per-.
cent of those on a. type A basis each day. I am also president of the
PennsylvaniaSchool Food Service Association, a 3,000-member affil-
into of the American School Food ServiCe Association.

Today I was asked to focus my attention on six basic .areas : Plate
waste, file "offer versus served" coneept, price increases, bloc grants,
competitive food servides, and tlie commodity delivery systems.

You recall back 'in February.,1975 Congressman iloodling voiced
concern over the subject of plate waste. While I sympathized V6th the
Congressman at that time. I didn't agree with him totally. While I and
my-colleagues-did--not-offer-a-viable-alternatiye-to- what-he-was-sug,--
gesting, I didn't feel it Was possibk to legislate what Someone will or
win not eat, and I still don't.

However have found that the offshoot of this "offer versus served"
has presented no probleM whatsoever. I found, after checking into. '

this, that this was something that North Penn School District had.been
doing unofficially, if you will, for years.

I don't at North Penn see the offer versus served" as any problem
whatsoever. At North Penn we offer to the children exactly what they
Will eat. We merchandise it. And rather than consuming it they
.virtnally inhale it. .

:In the elementary schools as far as "offer versus served" is con-.
cerned when it comes to.a i-year-old child in the second grade there

, is absolutely no way that he or she can consume a fun complement of
a type A lunch. We do not force this nor have we for many -years
forced the entire complernent on them. If they want more, we give it .

to them. If they don't choose to take the soup that day, we don't force
it Upon them.

I would like -to make it plain that at this stage the "Offer versus
served" concept has not been implemented in Pennsylvania.

I spoke with our director in the State Office of Food Nutrition.
He informed me that, USDA has yet to send the regulations croVern-
ing the ithplementation of this concept. He hesitates to procee% withit at this point.

On the subject of price increases. I think it hag been economically
proven that as price increases,parchases decrease. So it is with school.
lunches, oil -or any other commodity. Some may argue that each
increase the guidelines for free and reduced 'price -lunches tends.
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to.pich .up the -families who are minually, priced out of the school
.hinch.market. However this iweds to be measured against an aererres-
siveeconomic society that annually tends tO financially upgrare its

..members keeping middle class Americans little mom than..even with

-I am firmly 'convinced, that should the block errant concept as the
PreSident has.proposed go into effect we turn the school lunch pro-
irrani. into Virtually a welfare-oriented program. I don't -buy this
as an individual, let 'alone a food service director. I don't think it is
purely a Welfare-oriented program. I think over the last .30 years the .
rationale for its existence has changed. We no longer have huge com-
moditiesrotting.in warehouses. We no longer have serious nutritional
problems throughout the country 'in the sense' that people are dying
right and left. So I think the tune has come to reestablish the pur-
pose of the national child nutrition program. .

I think one of the most important, reasons, rationale, for it is based
on economics. The conunittee has for Many years been Supplied with
bow Many pounds of this we buy on a national level and how many .

quarts' of. that. There is. a lot of money spent in the Nation's school
lunch. program. I think if for no other reasons than economic ones
it iS a justifiable program.

But also many times I have heard that school lunch should be an
integral part of the educational program in our schools. It is not. It
has not been. I do imot see it, becoming an integral part simply.because
education :will not allow that to happen. We function as restaurants.
We function as a 'service-oriented facility, From time to time we do
make inroads and have the opportunity to present programs.to stu-'

I think until the day conies when we make ikan integral part we
-have to legislate to make it an integral part of the educational
program.

On the subject of competitive .food services., never before in the
-history of the child nutrition programs have food .service directors
been as uptight as they hme been in the last couple of years..

We have many competent school food -service .directors, as-we do
.doctors, lawyers. as anything else. But I think for the most part
nationally school lunch is run by capable people....

However,- one of the most difficult things to go before' a school board
and .-juStify at the time for budget are the constant year-by-year
bnilt-in,costs, the retirenwnt contributions theBlue Cross, et. cetera.

If the school board has to continually bildget these,.we, not being
an integral part. of the educational program,. are.the first to go. One .
'of the easiestthings for a school districtto do is to call in a cot/yeti-
-tive food service, a contracted company, -if .you will, and turn the;
food service operation to them., wherein they become the erriployer
and the school dismict relinquishes all of its responsibilities. They
don't have to nay the Blue Cross.and Blue Shield and thousands of

. dollars are being saved. .

Carl we term these -competitive food services?. I don't think so
because. we are not, weighing fipples and apples. I think-it is grosslY
unfair that the school district. has the opportunity to relinquish its
responsibilities to its employees in such a manner.

QOIm
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. It is my feeling that were it not for this particular avenue of getting
out of paying these expenses that you would have very few competi-
tive food services in public schools.

On the subject of the commodity delivery system, as I have noted.
in my Statement here, the commodity program as administered by
USDA. in mv ()Pinion has grown into the most unresponsive and
falsely justified program ever conceived. Born at a time when food
was rottinff because of overabundance, the program may haVe been
justillable.e.TOday, to rationalize its existence is a mockery to the
world's starving.

Last year North Penn School District received approximately
$125,000 worth of Government commodity foods. I must be realistic
enough to say that if I had to purchase that amount of food out of
Operating capital, I would have been in the red. There is no doubt
about. that.

So econmnically speaking we need that food. But my feeling is
this : Get the USDA out of the purchasing businesar and turn Ehat
bureaucracy that has grown over the years that purChases all theSe
foods into a dollar value and release to school districts cash in lieu:
of commodities plus file additional moneys that could be realized.
through the abandonment of the bureaucracy.

.Mr. Chairman, members.of the committee, I appreciate the oppor,
tunity to appear today. I will gladly answer any questions you might
have.

Chairman PE7LINS. We will go ahead with-Dr. Hansen and receive,
your testimony.

1Prepared statement of Dr...Shirley...J..11ansen,..follows:}.......

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. SHIRLEY" S. HANSEN, SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT,.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS .

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: My name is Shirley J. tfausen
and I am a Spedal Legislative Assistant for the American Association of'
School Administrators. It is a pleasure to appear before You this morning on
behalf of the American Association of School Administrators (AASA). This
national professional association, designed to serve school superintendentsOms
approximately 20,000 members representing school districts of every size and
geographical location.

AASA's standing committee on Federal Policy and Legislation as part of their
federal policy recommendations for 1970, framed and submitted the following
statement to the Executive Committee of AASA :

In spite of recent advances, many deserving American children go hungry
each day. We continue to urge full funding of the federal share in the Amended
National School Lundi Program, especially in provision of free and !educed-
priced lunches. Continuation and expansion of the school breakfast program Is
a desirable effort.

This Committee supports the concept of the universal availability of the free
lunch program.

The Executive Committee, the association's governing board elected by the
entire AASA membership, adopted above statement on November 24, 1975.

On behaltof the AASA. I wish to officially note and commend you, Mr. Chair-
man, and the members of the Subcommittee for the leadership you have exer-
cised toward our mutual goal of seeing no child goes without these vitally
needed nutritional benefits. As a superintendent in New York State commented.
"Research Las established a relationship between a child's nutritional level and
his ability to learn. If we can put free lmoks, free pencils, and free paper in
their hands, how can we deny them a 'good hot lunch?"

AASA has supported and will continue to support the Subcommittee's efforts-
to attain this goal.
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However, the .National School Lunch Program as implemented under Public
LaW 04-105, is not without its administrative problems. We 'thank you for

.. holding 'these over-sight hearings to provide a forum to more clearly identify
,sonle .of these problems.

.
'I would like to preface the following comments relatiVe to these issues and

,PrObleiifs- by' 'stating that the observations presented here 'are reflective of in-
. formal comments coming into our AASA Office of Governmental Relations.and

the results of selected calls made to ourmembers across the country In prepara-
tion for today's hearing. I talked with superintendents from the'north and south
and from the west to east coast, from big'cities to small rural communities as
well as districts that serve prepackaged lunches, ala carte lunches, and 'a dis-

.trict with a contracted food service program.. The following commentSare not
intended:to, nor do they, represent the. thinking of our entire membership.,

. The, comments should also be considered in the context that 'they' primarily
originate from the chief school officers who must be concerned with the total
school program and see lunch programs as part of this entire operation. The

, superintendent is not .intlmately involved with food serVice functions; but per-
:haps:their observations can bring before the Subcommittee a perspective'unique
'to the superintendent's position.

The overriding concern stated' by these contacts was the almost continuing
need to increase paid lunch prices. A few reported they were stabilized this past
'year, but others reported as many as three price increases in the last two years.
They' all cited increased food and labor costs as the primary reasons for the
needed increases. Two superintendents from small districts felt the cash in lieu
of. decreased commodities gave them the.flexibility needed to stabilize the lunch
prices this past year; however, an assistant superintendent for business in a
larger district directly attributed "cash In lieu Of commodities" provision as the
'main reason prices were increased. Ile stated he could not buy commoditieS in
sufficient quantities to match the government's quoted prices.

Every person contacted stated emphatically that increased prices for lunches
resulted in decreased participation. One fairly large district that increased prices
in the fall of 1974, again mid-year, and again in the fall of 1975, said each time
PartiOpation "dropped liken rock" Tor about one and a half months and then .

would but fief& toltS-PreVieus'level:--- -- 7 ---

Many of the superintendents also expressed, considerable concern regarding
the amount of record keeping needed to be in compliance. One'superintendent.in:
South 'Dakota said he had-spent $1500 for auditors alone plus tyini up two
school people half time for three months to revise their bookkeeping and'.brifig
it into compliance. To add to this superintendent's frustrations, he was informed
that to comply he should also get cash registersa $35,000, expense=which he
termed "absurd."

School administrators across the country also report that the mechanisme for
establishing eligibility for free and reduced-price.lunches has. become .increas-
ingly burdensome.

The regulations and paper work related to the school lunch program is clearly
an administrative burden here as it is In so many educational programs. AASA. .
'strongly urges the Subcommittee to consider this'problemand see if some Pro-
cedure could be identified that would assure the effective operation of the school
lunch program with less administrativia. .

.
Indeed, one of the appeals of the trend to contract school lunch programs to

pnvate companies is the provision that they assume the bookkeeping headaches.
Regarding plate waste, one district that has pre-packaged lunches for the.ele-

mentary students and ala carte for the secondary students reported greater plate
,waste with the prepackaged lunch, but cautioned this could be a function of age
not manner of serving.. Right to refuse servings is reportedly helping the plate
waste problem, particularly where an effort has been made to inform the stu-
dents of this option. No evidence could.be found that a corollation exists between
increased nutritidnal education and reduced plate waste.

I would be remiss if I did not emphasize that .the Subcommittee's efforts has
clearly kept many n school lunch program available td.'ull students, including
the specially needy. Rut I also must inform you that.if that-Support is reduced,
there are districts that will close'down their lunch programs. Mr. Wiliam Offutt
of the Salem, Oregon-schools reported the school, board has stated that rather
than increase their prices again they will go out of the food service business. In
Salem, where school lunch prices are 50¢ for elementary students and 90 ¢ for
secondary students, the school district lost $150,000 on their focid service program
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this .Past.year. Mr. Offutt reported a growing resentment that financially hare
nresSed distriets are being placed in a welfare role.

-It should be stressed that no one wishes to deny the school children al nutri- '

tional mid-day meal; however, many school districts are operating their School:
lunch programs in the red. In a climate Of limited revenues and mounting:nublie.
Pressures to produce educational results, it becomes exceedingly difficult to divert: '

educational dollars to the food service program.
Again, we thank you for the support you have given school administrators in

_their efforts to Meet this special need of children. AASA. strongly urges your
continued sUpportof this important program.

The American Association of School Administrators has appreciated the onpmi-
thnity to submit these comments for your consideration and would be pleased to
respond to any questions you may have.

Thank you.

DR. SHIRLEY HANSEN, SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Ms. I-LtxsES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to appear this morning on behalf of the American

Association of School Administrators. I have given testimony for the
record. I would just like to summarize the high p- oints.

I would like to begin by mentioning a statement drafted by our
Federal Policy and Legislation Committee as part of their 'Federal
policy recoMinendations for 1970, which were subseciuently submitted
to our executive committee, which is a governing board 'and elected
by all the membership.

The statement reads :
In spite of recent advances, many deserving American children go hungry each

day. We continue to urge full funding of the Federal slmre in the amended Na-
-tioual 'School-Lunch Program; -especially in-provision-Orfree-and-redtieed:Piteed-7
lunches. Continuation and expansion of the school breakfast program is a desir7able effort.

This Committee supports the concept of the universal availability of the freelunch program.
Resting on this statement, I wish on behalf of AASA to officially

note and- commend you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Com-
mittee, for the leadership which yon have exercised toward this
mutual goal of seeing that,no child goes without these vitally needed:
nutritional benefits.

As a superintendent in New York State commented:
Research has established a relationship between a child's nutritional level

and his abilitY to learn. If we can put free books, free pencils and free paper in
their hands, how can we deny them a good hot lunch?

However, the National School Lunch Program as implemented
under Public Law 94-105 is not Without its adininistrative problems.

With reference to informal comments that have come into AASA's
Office of Governmental Relations and selected phone calls I have made-
in preparation for today's testimony, I would like to make a few com-
ments based on those observations.

I talked with superintendents from the North and South and from
the West to East coast, from the big school districts to the small school
districts, from districts that serve prepackaged lunches and a la carte
lunches and a district with a contracted food service program. So I
offer these comments only from the people I have talked with. It is.
not representative of the thinking of the entire membership.

These are school superintendents and chief ..school officers. They. are
concerned with the total school program and see lunch program§ as
part of this entire operation. Therefore their observations can bring-
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before this committee a perspective unique to the superintendents'
position.

The overridi a concern that these people raised that I talked with
was the increasea price of paid lunches. A. couple of them found that
they had stabilized this past year. But more often I found that prices
had to be increased.

Two superintendents from small districts felt the cash in lieu of
decreased commodities gave them the flexibility needed to stabilize
the lunch prices this past year; however, an assistant superintendent
for business in a larger district directly attributed "cash in lieu of
commodities" provision as the main reason prices were increased. He
found that buying commodities in sufficient quantities for their food
service program did not match the Government's price quoted on those
cormnodities. He simply did not buy it in sufficient quantity.

EVery person contacted stated emphatically that increased prices
for lunches resulted in decreased participation. One large district in
the West said that every time they raised the prices the participation
dropped "like a rock." It would gradually come up again, but never to
the previous level.

Many of the superintendents also expressed considerable concern
regarding the amount of recordkeeping needed to be in compliance,
and also with the amount of time required to establish eligibility for
free and reduced-price lunches.

They are very sensitive to tbe need for consideration, courtesy and
confidentiality in establishing eligibility. This all takes time.

The regulations and paperwork related to the school lunch program
is clearly an administrative burden here as it is in so many educational
programs. AASA strongly urges the subdommittee to consider this
problem and see if some procedure could be identified that would
assure the effective operation of the school lunch program with less-
administrativia.

In fact the administrative burden has caused one administrator that
I talked with to ao to the contracted school lunch prooram because
the contract peoplC have assumed the bookkeeping headaches. .

Regarding plate waste, one district found that there was greater'
plate waste with the prepackaged lunch than with a la carte. But
they did say that the prepackaged was for elementary and the a la
carte was for secondary fmd it could be a function of the age of the
children.

I found several who said that the right to refuse servina or "offer
versus served" had helped considerably. especially if the srudent rec-
ognized they have that option. They said they could find no correla-
tion between increased nutritional education and reduced plate waste.

We believe that the subcommittee's efforts have kept many a school
lunch program available to all students, includingevecially the needy.

But I also must inform you that if that support is reduced there are
districts that. will close down their school lunch proorams.

Mr. (Mutt of Salem, Oreg., has reported thar their school bOard
has made a decision after three price increases in the past 2 years that
they will not increase their Prices again. They will go Out of the food
service business. At the present time they are du .'ging 50 cents for
elementary students and GO cents for secondary students and last year-

343
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lost $150,000. They expect a growing resentment if financially hard-
Dressed districts are increasingly placed ina -welfare role.

It should be stressed that no school administrators7ivish .to deny
children a nutritional midday meal. However, many school distriets
are opetating in the red. In a climate of limited revenues and mount-
ing public pressures to produce educational results, it becomes exceed--
ingly difficult to divert educational dollars to the food service pro-
gra111. ,

Again, thank you on behalf of the school administrators who are
trying to meet this special need.

We offer3.ou our continued support.
I appreciate the opportunity to make these comments, this morning,

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Princiss. Thank you very much, Dr. Hansen.
Go.right ahead. Identify yourself.
[Prepared statement and related material of Dr. Paul Lachance

follows :]

PREXARED STATEMENT AND RELATED MAMMAL Or DE. rim A. LACILANEE

I ant Dr. Paul A. Lachance, Professor of Nutrition and Food Science at
RutgersThe State University of New Jersey. Whereas, my background training
was in nutrition (Ph.D., University of Ottawa, Canada) my career has involved
seven years in government service. including being the first NASA Flight Food
and Nutrition Coordinator for the U.S. Maimed Space Flight Program. Between
1970 and 1972 I was Director of the Rutgers School Food Service Effectiveness
Research Project (jointly funded by OEO and USDA). This project involved
identifying limiting factors in school food service (Appendix A). We advised
over 100 fOod companies interested in school food service and cooperated with
several New Jersey school districts.

I. And it ironic that the problems of food preference and food quality as it
ntreet,$ food acceptance and plate waste has gained notoriety because it has
gained ihe attention of the press (May 1976 Congressional Record page E2774-
27711 and 76411-7642). These issues are not new, one only has to recall the prefer-
OIM,o for Auld quality of Ii-rations in 'World War II mid the associated waste.
Today the gong range patrol ration (evolved concomittantly with the space food
developrnentwrograrn) has received plaudits for its acceptance. As Telly Savalas
would say "'Iou've come a long way baby." At the moment, school food service
is at the crossroads and it is easier to be critical than to be objective. School
food servicelhas evolved too. In fact it has accelerated dramatically since the
White House -Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health in December 1969. I
can remember Dr. Jean Mayer making analogies to airline feeding in order to
meet child nutrition needs. Subsequently legislation permitted contract feeding
and the ias.of vendor prepared foods in school food service which in turn per-
mitted a dramatic increase in feeding the less fortunate children of America.
The alternative to this approach was to build thousands of new school buildings
with their own kitchens.

The eost/benefit choice we now have was made. It was a wise choice and in
basiness economics it is noteworthy that commercial food Service operations
made the same decisions, as evidenced by airline feeding, the Marriott type
hotel food service system, and the newer hospital convenience foods systems.
I am convinced that the issue is not the food service syst,ai used. There are some
sad meals being prepared in on-site kitchens too! Further, the issue is not nutri-
tive value. Everything we know about nutrient retention hy means of freezing
and chilling indicates it is the system of choice (see 2nd Edition, Nutritional
Evaluation of Food Processing, Ed. by RS. Harris and E. Farms, AVI Pub-
lishing Company. Inc., Westport, Conn. 1975, 670 pp). Our experience with the
nutritive value of tbe pre plated frozen foods shows that they providewhat one
would expect from the TYpe A pattern. In other words, these meals are not in-
ferior in nutritive value (Appendix 13)-

Specifically concerning plate waste, limited evidence exist for food waste in
garbage (by weight of input food) in typical American.households of 8-10.5 per-

3 4 4



cent for vegetables, 0 percent for fruits, 6-1' percvnt for cereals, and up to 12 per-
cent for protein foods. That does not include garbage disposal losses (Dr.
William Rathje, DirectorThe Garbage Project, Department of Anthropology,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721). Plate waste in school lunch was
studied in Ohio in 1957 (Journal of the American Dietetic Association, 84:615,
1958). The average waste of vegetables was 10-15 percent (and as high as 24
percent). The average waste of protein foods was 7-16 percent (and as high as 21
percent). The average wastage of fruits was 9-10 percent (and as high as 15
percent). It was higher in lower grades 1-3 and, as expected, least for desserts
and highest for vegetables. The.Aey USDA results, which I have not seen in
complete detail, are more extensive but in tile same direction. Our experience, at
Rutgers, with plate waste was directed to measuring relative preference when .

a food also had been rated acceptable by children in an elementary school en-
vironment (grades 1-5). Highly preferred items such as pizza had a plate waste
of at least 7.0 percent but as high as 18 percent. Dessert items such as chocolate
cake had 6.5-15 percent plate waste. Even gingerbread cookies had a plate waste
ranging from 7.0-21 percent on different days. Chocolate pudding is in this same
category (21.5 percent). Frankfurters had a 7.0-13 percent plate waste. Ham-
burgers had a 2-20 percent plate waste. Casserole dishes such as chicken stew
or beef stew had up to 25 percent plate waste. Milk waste varied 7-20 percent
with the flavor of the milk and the other foods involved being variables.

Problems include: (1) portion size for younger children. The Type A pat-
tern, until recently has been a fixed standard. The use of Nutrient Defined Menu
Planning (as an alternate) could permit portion size adjustment, but depend-
ing on the application, the cost/benefit of such a procedure must be scrutinized.
Further, there is an experience curve involved. I believe with nutritional labeling
data, the method could be simplified. School food service has simply eVolved
faster than newer management tools have. We are dealing at the emotional level
if we fail to recognize where we were and where we are going. (2) Familiarity
with the food. For example, cole slaw is not a child food and in our experience
rarely eaten in the home. We are dealing with a low-cost approach to Type A
menu planning compliance ; also the need to consider cultural differences and
the lack of food education. (3) The time of day the lunch break occurs and its
duration. In many schools 3 lunch periods are involved and eating within three
hours of a prior meal may be involved. In other instafices, it is a "rush" experi-
ence. This is a scheduling problem which varies with the adequacy of the school's
facilities and the general attitude toward the food service program. (4) The
lunch room environment is a consideration with which very few have concerned
themselves. A relatively quiet, congenial atmosphere is practically impossible
in a converted gym with the odor of sweat. We observed better acceptance and
lower plate waste in a classroom or a small dining setting. We live in a throw-
away culture which supposedly is suppose to disappear when it reads "School
Lunch." Such logic does not excuse the situation bat it does justify sensible
remedial approaches.

In my judgment, the needed remedial approaches are: (1) food quality specifi-
cation approaches which screen ont low cost bidders which capitalize on lower
cost food quality approaches ; (2) food quality specifications which meet nutritive
and child size needs ; (3) food preference testing with children to minimize waste
and with which to guide food education efforts in the classrooui and the lunch-
room ; (4) quality assurance testing, including child acceptance testing to as-
sure item and menu standards ; (5) food and nutrition education for teachers
and school nurses in cooperation with school food service directors (HR 8584/
S 1945) ; (6) improved and innovative lunchroom environments ; and ultimately
(7) the establishment of the school district as the health delivery center of each
community (Appendix C).

School food service is the single most important community health activity
in the USA. The reason we don't appreciate it is because it impacts generally
healthy indlvidualsthey are not helpless infants and they are not compromised
by aging. Our children are the human resource of America, who will make the
next generation possible, both in mental health and physical health and whose
health status will determine whether cost for medical care will rise, stabilize,
or decline in the future. The investment is so critical that it cannot have con-
straining social and economic guidelines.

Thank you.
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BECOMMENCATIONS ANC IMPLICATIONS
Cencral

Food service research is a new field and the identifiable problems are many.
*The approach utilized 1)y Rutgers wus directed towards identifying and Isolating
the limiting factor (s) constraining significant improvements in effectiveness.

Three parameters were given emphasis: acceptance, nutrition and cost. These
three parameters apply to all school feeding decision making, ranging from, the_
school districts election to participate in federal child feeding programs to deiel-
opulent and marketing of individual foods and Ingredients. These terms, however,
have different definitions depending upon the situation.

When a school district considers child feeding and considerations are aceept-
nnce in a socio-political sense and not only an organoleptic sense; nutrition is
considered in the broad technical sense (including the food service system to be
selected) rather than nutritive value or biochemical resultant of food; and over-
all cost is considered in terms of the school board budget and local taxes irre-
spective HP federal/state subsidy.

New Jersey has had a unkme opportunity to delimit the priorities of these
parameters in school district decision making. An 0E0 Grant permitted the State
of New Jersey to defray in some school districts most of the cost of child feeding
(I.e. proVide the matching funds were lacking in the urban cities). Experience
indicates that this alone was not sufficient, and is not-most-limiting. The Rutgers
effort permitted selected school districts to optimize the technical choices and
effectiveness of school food service systems. This alone was not sufficient to
prompt a school district to enter the NSI2 or similar program. In fact, the com-
bination of the two, at least in the case of two sizeable school districts was not
sufficient to prompt acceptance of a child feeding program:We therefore believe
that political acceptance, including the lack of concrete data on the educational
value of child feedin- programs on performance is the most limiting factor con-
straining school dist7icts from participating in school feeding programs, even
when the need appears self-evident We feel this fact has been too little empha-
sized In Congressional as well as other political and educational arenas. It is
not a matter of nutrition education but of social attitudes, educational naivety
and political power struggles within school district administrations.

The second most limiting need is the necessary management tool for school
district decision makers to show in selecting the most appropriate food service
-system (s) compatible with their particular existing and planned facilities.

The third most limiting consideration is cost. A school district which Is one
million dollars in the red simply cannot consider a program which requires match-
ing funds. It is embarrassing to recognize that many federal/state educational
programs, in ermtrast to school feeding, do not require matching funds. This is
awkward in view of tbe fact that human performance is dependent upon the
proper functioning of an individnal's biochemistry which -in turn requires as a
fundamental prerequisite the input of fiutrient chemicals In socially acceptable
food forms.
/In Mica t inna .

There is substantial need for technological improvements in school food serv-
ice. but Rutgers believes there is no technological reason preventing the feeding
Of at least one meal (particularly with the availability of a Nutrient Standard) to
every child in every school in this country.

. (1) A need exists for the conduct of systematic studies of the effect of child
feeding on performance, including the extension of existing studies and a review
and docnmentation of all nutritional literature pertaining to educational per-

-formoniv -including child behavior as affected by feeding programs in.developed
countries.

(339)
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(2) A decision making kit needs tArbe evolved for use at the school district
school board level for the intelligent review and systematic appraisal of alter-
nate favorable feeding systenis.

(3) A need exists for the establishment within the USDA Extension Service
of a full time child feeding program specialist in each State University.

(4) A need exists for a grass root educational program at the State level lead:'
Ing to certification of school food service personnel. This should have priority over '
Regional Workshops because it will impact a greater need.

(5) Consideration of a program to increase the knowledge of teachers &in-.,
cernthg tile benefits of school feeding. Given that school districts administrative
personnel accept school feeding, the next most limited resistance is from teachers
who resent the supervision demands of school feeding and either do not under-
stand or are unwilling to consider the educational benefits of feeding vis-avis
the cost in time and nuisance factor of a feeding program: Note that this impli-
cation has no bearing on curriculum matters.

ACCEPTANCE AS A PARAMETER

Within a food service system the parameters of acceptance, nutrition and
cost have different definitions.

. cceptance represents those organoleptic characteristics which Make the food
acceptable to the social individual, in this case the child. However, it is important
to recognize that child acceptance has very often been prejudged by menu plan-
ners, pxrents, aud teachers. Ou the other hand, child participation is very
dependent on his acceptance nf the food. In fact, a critical appraisal of those
school districts .which drop out of the NSLP indicates that often it is because
the system has increasingly lost money because the children would not buy (i.c.
accept) the food. One of the first, if not the first, areas in which a child can
express his independence is in food choices. Therefore the child's acceptance
of food is more constraining than that of the parent, teacher or menu planner.
If the product Is not acceptable, the child does not eat it, even when the food.
Item is free.

In all studies f acceptance, particularly of new foods,. Rutgers has first
screened for child acceptance before considering cost alai nutritional contribu-
tion (which an individual cannot see or feel). 'Nutrients at low cost which are
not acceptable are not only wasted to the individual but increase cost in terms
of waste management.

Effective participation requires highly acceptable food. The five faces ac-
ceptance technique utilized at Rutgers is considered a very good tool for pre-
dicting acceptance. It is so simple that any school food service manager could
pre-screen with the assistance of the district's school children all foods being
considered for purchase and/or conduct acceptance studies of various menu
compouents. This objective data could be used to isolate aud substantiate reasous
for variations in participation.
. The guidellues concerning food combinations, e.g. Type A pattern, and cost
of food are invariably constraining student acceptance. Since the Type A is
intended to promote food combinatt,ims for balanced nutrition, an alternate nutri-
tional guideline is needed and is discussed later in this section as a nutrition
parameter. What many individuals do not realize is that many food combinations
are made not because they comply with the Type A pattern but because they are
lower cost combinations. Two particular food sources contribute to this situation
which very often lowers child acceptance: (1) the use (often misuse, of donated
foods), and (2) the lack of choice presented by the package deal of caterers and
contracted pre-plated pre-frozen meals. The first situation is related to lack of
extensive and 'consistent experience in the maximal utilization of commodii-y
foods. The second situation is related to unit pricing of meals to meet the avail-
able fun& by means of shifting the individual profit/loss meals throngh menu
planning (usually four weeks) toward the profit meals. The irony of this situa-
tion is that the Type A pattern represents a good excuse particularly if varied
menus are insisted upon in spite of the Children's obvious preference for more
frequent exposure to certain meals. There is much more pride or profit in menu
planning than there is concern /or child participation and .foOd in the belly.
This does not question the integrity a those school food service personnel who,
try their best and are interested. It is the same-individuals who 'belie the lack
of competent help, or who have satellite systems wherein service is of necessity
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distant, but most of all who Invariably must cope with serving hundreds of
students in a matter of minutes. Good intentions simply (to not remove these
facts, particularly when the demand is for feeding more children.
I in plica I ions

1) Food acceptance (to children) shouhl be a prime criteria In assessing
participation problems.

21 The five faces, hedonically rated, acceptance form as used at Rutgers
represents a tool which could be used at local district levels to aid food manage-
ment tlecistons. The aceeptmice criteria is an essential and primary requisite in
the experimental evaluation of new. engineeml, nutritied, processed or prepared
foo.ls. Many other methods are available but the shnplestmethod is to be favored
sinee it eau he uniformly used ti(un grades K through 12 and above without
difficulty. The acceptance testing of experimental foods shouldfollow a sequenee
in which the ultimate test is data from children. Adults frequently prejudge a
food when they should only consider it conceptually. Children K to 3 or 4 can
only rate a food acceptable or nonacceptable and cannot be depended upon to
determine the -gray" areas or reasons why a food is good or bnd.

t3) Actively exposing children to a new food can be a learning experience.
However, one iS as likely to adversely uffect as to concretely-affect food aware-
ness vlieu the exposure is passive as it is in a mass feeding operation. A corollary
of this that classroom feeding is more amenuble to positively affecting food aware-

beeanse the exposure is more apt to be active. In testing new foods, teachers
principles and the food marketing offerings of the school food service facilities.
Kindergarten to fourth grade children are very apt to mimic the adult response
in order to gain favor irrespective of their own real likes or dislikes. There must
be a fostering of cooperation between the teaching of new foods and nutrition
principles and the food marketing offerings of the school food service facilities.

NUTRITION AS A PARA NI KTKR

.
Withop.t a doubt. the nutritional value of food is the most important criteria

in child feeding programs, hut it cannot awl does not displace food acceptance.
The eason nutrition is important is because the quality of an individual's bio-
chemistry is directly dependent upon the quality and quantity of the chemical
nuttients required by the biochemistry of the recipient.

The Rutgers effort was essentially the first to explore .the nutrient standard
for mean planning in lieu of a food pattern (e.g. Type A)..We have conclusively
demonstrated the feasibility of the concept. We have also demonstrated that the
industry is willing and able to respond to nutrient guidelines which are tech-
nologically compatible with the nature of given products..In contrast to a food
pat tern and associated food exchanges. nutrient standard menu planning requires
simple food combination. guidelines. In coOtrast to CAMP wherein the menu com-
ponents are "engineered" to meet a predetermined nutrient goal. the Rutgers
method simply states the minimum number of menu items and their class, which
in eombination mustmeet a selected natrient goal. The nutrient defined breakfast
pattern simply states that a minimum of two foods, a beverage and a solid should
provide sA of the mean RIM for 10-12 yr. old buys aml girls (K-6). This balanced

c.:1 I can invariably be provided if one item is nutrilied and ealories are not con-
stmthing. The untrient defined lunch pattern simply states On a niinimum of
three foods, a beVerage, entree and snack or dessert slwohi provide lA of the
menu RDA foe 10-12 yr. old boys and girls (K-(J).

Before undue concern is given for calories, it is important to point out that
(11 the "Basic Four" (ARS 02-4) does Lot asstire full RDA calories; (2) the
existing l'SDA patterns do not assure f till RDA calories; and (3) two out oi' five
children in the USA are considered obese.

It is intemsting to note that the RI/A pattern for 10-12 yr. old boys and nirla
very elosely approximates the average R1/A for afamily of four (Senti.
('ereal Chemistry Meeting) and has application not only in school feeding but in
nutritional labethnr. The obvious nutrition edueation advantnge of an "idealized"
.RDA for child feeding programs is for the child, as the eventual adult consumer
concerned with nutritional Wieling and its relationship to health, and should
prannt furtherance of the concept.

The single most outstanding benefit of a nutrient standard in child feeding
programs is the direct conceen a food manufacturer must have for the nutritional
value of his products. Whereas food has been pur-eyed on tile basis of acceptance
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and/or cost, th e. hurtle!' and responsibility for nutrition has been on food com-binations as made by the menu planner/user.. A nutrient . standard demands .nutrient compOsition information, justifiable 'nitrification thr process losses oruse (storage, preparation) reasons and shifts a substnntial share of the burden
on the food manufacturer. It does not remove the need or acteptance and reason-able cost.

The most limiting obstacles to the use of a nutrient standard are; (1) Agree-
ment on a standard, since there are discrepancies in the various.federal proposals.to which the industry must -respond. School-food service criteria have no reason
to be uniquely different for the 180 days a child is in sch,sol; (2). suitable nutrientinformation of foods and intormutku on the-effect of preparation on nutrient.
levelS (3) demonstrated suitability.

There is no question that the RDA is an acceptable standard (Advisory Com-mittee. to. the USDA, White House Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health,.
AMA Council on Food &Ind Nutrition). With protein quality considerations con-sidered 'the RDA's assure 24 nutrients of the recognized 52 nutrients generally
accepted as required by man. The-1973 RDA will very likely include 'au addi-tional 3 to 5 .nutrients. Therefore, the probability of nutrient quality assurance-
will continueto increase.

The nutrient-information on foods has been limited to that found in the USDA
HandbookS and a few other selected handbooks such as Bowes aud Church. This

-.information has considerable limitation in terms of accuracy- but not In terms or
use as a gliideline. The error on complex foods can be as mach as 100 percent but
on the average is probably 20 percent. The error on food ingredients such as oils,.flours, ete. is low.

Invariably the handbook values are relatively accurate for micronutrients (pro-tein, fat). but more variable for labile vitamins such as ascorbie caid, pyridoxine-
and pantothenic add: The Mt talbooks represent the best compilation of informa-tion currently available and as such are suitable interim guidelines for prodtmt
development and menu planning. The USDA (ARS) is revising Handbook No.
and the Grocery Manutheturers of America Asseciation is to compile an industry--
wide.nutrititmal rnlue hand-book wldch will add considerably...to the eata bankand therefore the extent, preciseness and reliability of handbook nutrien tinformation..

.

The most limiting nutrient information is (1) on the RDA nutrients not listed'
in Handbook No: S. and (2) on micronntrient changes attributable topreparation.partieularly of convenience foods requiring heating before serving. The Rutgers.:
effort hen considered beth,these limiting situations. but the' prOblemS -are of such
scope and inagnitwie that die extent of the Rutgers effort -has been that of'-problem recognition 'and investigations for identifying the moSt limiting parata-
eters within -the overall problem area. It must be recognized that the nutrient
standard approach. impmses a need ou cooperating companies to calcUlate.and/or-
analyze-fur the RDA nutrients in their produCtS. Tit; nutritional and nutrition;education-impact -of such a requirement efor,schoor feeding menu plannifig could,be unprecedented.

The use o'f.a nutrient .standara for menu planning in lieu of or as an optionto the Breakfast or, Type A pattern is considered feasible. The nutrient stand:111F
appronch is cnrrently being t--."-nd on a national scale. In any event theftr-!tlf will ben cimple method such menu planning.

(1Y The cOnsideration of nutritional food value in ;:chool food service is ca-pable of fostering an unprecedented nutritional action on the part of the food:
industry which the USDA has the opportunity-to spearhead.

(2) The nutritional standard .approach is compatible with new and meaningful
approach,!s in nutrition education andconsumer nutritional labeling..

(3) A major .effort renmins In the areas of nutrient methodologies and the-effect of food preparation on nutrients to obtain data "as served (eaten)", includ-ing the tabulation Of such information. There iS room for a coordinated effort on.the part of several institutions.
.(4) Then) need for accept-once n yalid,ratienale. fornutrification,. Pat-tigularly 'ilkeloPMent. TAchance has argmea 'for

presence' of protein calOries (J. of Ag,,aml Food Chem. June 1972)whereas others-have adopted a simple calorie basis without dOcomenting it rationale. Only con-:tinned experience, snch as with VSDA engineered foods, Will provide the practi--
cal experience necessary to determine the best rationale:
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COST. AS A PARAMETER

7 The most limiting cost parameter considerntion constraining increased effec
,-.tiveness in school feeding programs are : (1) the lack of consistency in the cost-

iug of school food service such that no two school districts cost school food serv-.
icein a like manner. This is an obvious hindrance to improved management. Rut-
gera 'initiated and completed a costing method cr.palde of identifying all costs,
including hidden costs, so that the true cost of school feeding conid conceivably.
Pe-obtained.. (2) Within the framework of food serviee costS, the largest single
vnriable:fnetor. contributing to food cost is distribtition. ln order to isolate and
increase the effectiveness of school food serviee prlikrants by lowering distribution
costs, a'. computer model was 'designed to study 'the diStribution of commodity
food in New Jersey; Le. donated .food distribution to school districts in New
Jersey was used as a model to demonstrate how the effectiveneSs of food delivery
could be enhanced by computer routing of truck deliveries including a trade-ofrof
truck options-to accomplish such a task with maximinun effectiveness. Whereas,
-the Modelhas no direct 'immediate bearing on existing practices in the distribu-
tion.of donated foods to school districts, its principles once demonstrated are up-
pileable to (a) the optimization of the commodity program ; (b) the maximal-

-, zation .of routing systems in a USDA Region or large school districts; (c) the
determination of -ideal. locations .for abate or regional .manufacturing "kitchens;
and ((I). the determination of ideal warehouse locations for the USDA or 'school
food service vendors/manufacturers etc. Coupled with coMputerized inventory
methods:the potential of enhanced distribution is comidered self-evident and in .

line with the predicted needs which -will certainly present themselves with the
adoption of universal school feeding.

Aersxmx B

(From Food Technology, Vol. 28, No. 2, Pages : 52-561

NurnmentIox OF FROZEN PREPARED SCHOOL LUNCHES IS NEEDED

(Dorothy MIskimin, Jame.s BowerS, and Paul A. Lachance)

The ten-State nutrition survey (HEW, 1972b) and other studies (Babcock,
1972) consistently reveal dietary nutrient insufficiencies. Our laboratory has Pre-..
vionsly reported (Lachance et al., 1972). that meals prepared in school food
service departments for use in the National School Lunch Program of the USDA
csanply with the Type A requirements (which are based On commodity SPecifica-
tion) but' do not assure one4hird the Recommended Dietary -Allowance for
children 10712 years of age.

. . .

The purpose of this paper is to show that frozen preplated Type A meals sup-
Plied for the sehool lunch program by outside suppliers also do not provide % the
RDA--and that to comply with a suitable nutrient standard for such meals on
the RDA, nutrification of such meats is needed.

NUTRIENT CONTENT CALCULATED

Menu cycles of frozen preplated meals from three nationally known companies
were coded and their nutritive value tallied in a computer progra mu which onn-
pared the nutritional data of the meals to one-third of the NAS/NRC RDA for
boys and girls 10-12 years of age. We have previously shown that the 1A RDA
values closely approximate those for a family of four, and in many cases, the
U.S. RDA ( Lachance. 1972c).

In addition to energy (calories). the nutrients coded Were protein, calcium,
plwSphorns. iron, vitamin A, thiamine. riboflavin. niacin equivalents. and vita-
min C. In addition, data for vitamin Be werc obtained for 80 meals Praia- one
Cothpany.

Company A provided nutritional data for the two -sections (1mt 'and cold
racks) of its meals. 'Companies B and C provided informatien on the amounts
-14 the components of each of their meals. and we (tileulated the nutritional data..
utIlizing-,-Agricffiture Handbook No. 8 (Watt. an(l Merri11.1963). Thedata Irma
Company A represented 80 meals in a 16-week menu cycle. and data Were cal-
cniated.on 51 meals in n 10-Week menii cycle from Company B and on 25- meals-
in ii 5-week menn cycle from Cmnpany C.

We have previously reported (Lachance et al..,1673) that calculsted data
rived from. Handbook No. 8 invariably overestimate vaines actuallY -found jIY
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analysis, at. least In the ensO Or vitamin C and thiamine. We believe that the
calculated results presented In this paper are indicative of the maximal values
one might expect to find if analytical results were being reported.

SOME NUTRIENTS BELOW .GOAL

Our calculations of the nutritive value of 156 frozen preplated Type A meals
reveal that the amount of energy provided and several nutrients are consistently
below the

''"oal
of VI RDA. Ta b le I shows the fretmeitcy (in percent) tim t meals

aliter or filed to reach the goal. All nfea Is always provided % RDA for protein,
niacin equivalents, and riboflavin, but, in inereasing order of frequency, vitamin
C. phosphorus, vitamin A, calcium, thiamine, calories, and iron were found
lacking.

Table 2 shows' the average percentage that these nutrients were fonnd to he
above Or below the .% RDA goat In other words. Table 2 describes the degree
to which, if all the manponents of the meals were ingested. the resultant nutri-
tive value would be positive or negative in terms of the % RDA goaL The meals
as a composite were adequate in terms of vitamin C, protein, niacin equivalents,
riboflavin. vitamin A, and phosphorus. ht contrast. and in increasing order, cal-
titan. calories. thiamine. and ikon would definitely not assure the expected 1,41
RDA levels. On the basis of Company A data, we would also have to add vitamin
13,, to this list.

Table 3 compares the products of the three companies in terms of the fre-
qtwney of the meals below the 1,ft RDA goal. The results are fairly consistent, as
:41onhl be expected since all were planned in accordance with the Type A guide-
line. Company A has the practice of utilizing vitamin C-fortified dessert products,
and therefore the frequency of meals below the % RDA goal is low.

Table 4 conmares the products of the three companies in terms of the aver-
age itereentage of nutrients above or below the 1,41 RDA goal: Again, the results
between companies are fairly consistent. Note that Company A melds contain
eonsiderable vitamin C. This value .is magnified Itecause an attempt was made
by the company to assure the total RDA for vitamin C (-10 mg) rather than %
RDA (13 mg). Although there is no harm in the full RDA being present in the
case of vitamin C, It is in our opinion wiser to balance the meals to assure 1A RDA
for u// nutrients. Company A has since attempted such a practice and has found
it to be feasible and .snitahle. The resultant. meal not only complies with the
Type A definition; in terms of variety of foods, but also assures % RDA for all of
the RDA nutrients.
Table 1Frequency with which 156 Type A meals were below % RDA. for

children 10-12 years of age for specific nutrients :

Nutrient :
Frequency
(percent)

Calories 94. 2
Calcium 81. 2
Phosphorus °4. 3
Iron 99. 3
Vitamin A 58.7

mine 87. 3
C 01. 8

THE RESULTS TN DETAIL

Analyzing the results by the individual nutrients yields the following:
[rimTrim is recognized as a nutrient difficult to obtain in sufficient quantities

in normal diets (NAS/NRC, 19(18). A few meals provided by Company B ap-
proximated I17, percent of the 1/8 RDA goal for iron (6 mg). However, for this to
occur, each !neat bad to include, in addition to a slice of enriched bread or fin
equivalent roll, the combination of at least three servings of the following foods:
beef, raisins, red kidney beans, peas. lima beans, or enriched pasta products. Very
Signifieant is the role of enriched pasta products, since they are served as entrees
having an acceptance greater than that for legumes.

Thiarnine.The lack of thiamine is more surprising because it was not ex-
pected. Both enriched cereal products afid protein foods are invariably included
in Type A meals. A critical appraisal of "Basic Four" meals reveals that the
fruit/vegetahle components of the meal aresignificant sources, not only of vita-
Min A and/or vitamin C but also of thiamine (Hansen, 1971). In other words,
compromises in quantity served or eaten of foods categorized as seurces of vita-
mins A and C also tend to compromise thiamine.
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In actual practice, this situation is aggravated because the consumption of
yegetable component Is oft en the poorest of 1111 the Type A food components
..(Miskimin et al., 1973). Of the meals we scrotinized that did meet the % RDA
for thiamine, six contained a combination of an enriched pasta product and le-
games.

Vitamin 134.Vitamin 13, is gaining increasing attention, but nutritive data
for the vitamin in frozen foods are not extensive (FDA, 1973). Since vitamin 13, is
intimately associated with protein metabolism, and its requirement is known
to be Increased in the case of certain drugs (Lithby et al., 1.971; Goodman and
(iilman, 1970), there is a need for this vitamin to he more closely titrated to the
RDA, if not the protein level of the diet. It is conceivable that the consistently -

elevated protein intake exceeding the RDAas in Type A meals and in the
American dietary in general (Laehanee, 1972b)probably increases the, re-
mdrement for vitamin Bn (Baker et al., 1961). This Is even more important in
view of the work of Schroeder (1971) demonstrating that frozen foods often
provide less than half the expected vitamin Bo values.

Energy.The fact that Type A meals do not assure % RDA for energy should
.not be alarming. Children, except possibly those from very low income families,
invariably have many food contacts per day. Most of these contacts involve
foods which provide energy hnt may -not provide concomitant micronntrients.
Table 2Average percentage by which 156 Type A meals were above or below

% RDA for children 10-12 years of age for specific nutrients
Average.

Nutrient : percentage
Calories 19.0
Calcium 4.0
Phosphorus +12.0
Iron 42.7
Vitamin A +37.3
Thiamine 01.7
Vitamin C +158.7
Protein +72.3
Niacin equivalents +67.7
Riboflavin +52.3

TABLE 3.FREQUENCY (BY COMPANY) WITH WHICH 156 TYPE A MEALS WERE BELOW ONE-THIRD RDA
FOR SPECIFIC NUTRIENTS

Frequency (percent)

Company A Company B Company C
Nutrient (N= 80) (N=51) (N=25)

Calories 82 100 100
Calcium 85 90 76
Phosphorus 38 28 8
I ron 100 93 100
Vitamin A 51 65 60
Thiamine 83 86 88
Vitamin C 10 24 32
Vitamin Be 68 (*) CI

Not available.

TABLE 4.AVERAGE PERCENTAGE (BY COMPANY) BY WHICH 156 TYPE A MEALS WERE ABOVE OR BELOW
1/3 RDA FOR SPECIFIC NUTRIENTS

Average percentage

Nutrient
Company A

(N = 80)
Company B

(N=51)
Company C

(N=25)

Calories 9 29 19
Calcium 7 8 +3
Phosphorus +9 +8 +20
Iron 49 39 40
Vitamin A +11 +86 +15
Thiamine 21 23 21
Vitamin C ...... ..... ..... ........ ......... .... +342 +72 +62
Vitamin Be 15 r) (.)
Notein +78 +65 71
Niacin equivalents +74 +64 +65
Riboflavin +53 +51 +53

Not available.
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One could argue that providing increased food quantities to meet tke energy
goal might also rectify some of the:micronntrient deficiencies. This would,, of
course, depend upon the source of these calories. If they were to be derived from

all the Type A food components, it might be significtuit. De-emphasis on, dietary
fat, particularly saturated fat, may have led to some of the observed deficit. In the
final analysis, with ono in five children in the U.S. being overweight (Deutsch,
1971), there appears to be little need for emphasis on calories.

Calcium and Phosphorus.Although the average percentage of calcium helow
the IA RDA goal was found to be small (-4 percent), the frequency of meals
below the 3 RDA goal was high. This occurs in spite of the mandated inclusion
of a half-pint of milk in the Type A menu pattern requirement. This could be
easily remedied with increased calcium fortification of standardized bread prodr
nets, for which it isan optional enrichment practice.

More important is the invaxiably high phosphorus to calcium ratio. A substanr
tial part of this Imbalance, which should be reversed, is the result of the higher
intakes of meat, poultry, and fish. To make matters worse, it is very likely
that the other meals and snacks consumed daily also provide more phosphorus
than calcium, further aggravating the phosphorus to calcium ratio.

Vitamins A and C.The frequency of meals failing i.o provide' Mi. RDA for
vitamins A afld C should also be of concern, even though on the average the
levels appeared to be adeqtuite. Vitamin C has a short biological half life (Hodges
et al., 1971), -and since many Children do not have breakfast or have an inade-
quate breakfast (Bauman, 1971). the daily sources of vitamin C are often com-
promised. Furthermore, the vegetables providing some vitamin C are often re-
jected by chiidren.

Only 10 percent of the meals.of Company A were below 34 RDA for vitamin C.
All of these meals contained an-unfortified commodity fruit product=applesauce.
The other meals included a fortified gelatin or pudding product. One additional
meal contained applesauce, but the mashed potatoes had been fortified with vita-
min C (56.2 mg of ascorbic-acid per 100 g).

Although vitamin A is known to he dynamically stored in the liver, the average
American intake (and therefore body stores) is considered marginal (Raica et
al., 1972). As with vitamin C, we are faced with the vegetable component of the
diet being a significant source of the vitamin (Hansen, 1971). It woUld appear
wiser to have all Type A meals assure a minimum quantity of the vitamin.

NUTRIENT STANDAIU) MEALS

One solution to the problem is to adopt a nutrient standard for meals based
on the RDA, as advocated by the White House Conference on Food, Nutrition
and Health. Such guideline has been adopted by HEW. for its elderly feeding
programs (IIEW, 1972a). The need for a nutrient standard definition can best
be demonstrated by specific example meals :

Table 5 provides a nutrient profile for the following menu :
Macaroni and cheese,
Peas.
Peaches in gelatin,
Enriched roll,
Butter or margarine, and
Whole milk.

This meal does not meet the Type A requirement for protein, but exceeds RDA
for protein by 50 percent. It also meets the 34 RDA. for calcium and vitamin A
but is low in iron. Substitution of the whole milk with an instant breakfast-type
preparation; higher fortification of the bread and macaroni with iron ; inclusion
of iron in the dessert component ; and/or substitution of a nutrified dessert such
as a cream-filled cake would resolve the iron problem.
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1ABLE 5.NUIR,ENT PROFILE FOR MACARONI, CHEESE MEAL

Percentage by
which meal is

above or below
Nutrient 1/3 RDA Meal 1/3 RDA

Calories
Protein
Calcium
Phosphorus

835 kcal
17 g
400 mg

do

642.4 kcal
25.5 g
594.0 mg
510.6 mg

23
+50
+49
+28

Iron 6 mg 2.4 mg 60
Vitamin A 1,500 IU 1,762 IU +17
Thiamine 0.45 mg 0.4 mg 5
Riboflavin do 0.8 mg +73
Niacin equivalents 6 mg 6.8 mg +14
Vitamin C 13 mg 14.6 mg +13

Table provhles the nutrient profile for the following menu :
Frankfurter,
Cooked beans,
Apple.
Enriched bread,
Butter or margarine, and
Whole milk.

This meal Is lacking In vitamin A and iron. A realistic vehicle for enhancing
the vitamin A would he to use a tomato sauce in the coOked beans rather than a
sugar-based sauce. This could also be accomplished by a change in choice of
dessert.

It should be evident that a nutrient definition does not assure acceptable or-
ganoleptie characteristics, just as the specification of particular commodities.
does not assure a balanced nutritive value. With the combination of both nu-
tritive and broad menu planning specifications, however, it becomes possible to
assure nutritive value and enhance organoleptic acceptance, i.e., snatch the

'preferences of the market better.

TABLE G.NUTRIENT PROFILE FOR FRANKFURTER, BEANS MEAL

Nutrient

Percentage by
which meal is

above or below
1/3 RDA Meal t /3 RDA

-

Calories 836 kcal 697.7 kcal 16
Protein 17 g 24.9 g +47
Calcium 400 mg . 367.4 mg a
Phosphorus do 473.9 mg +18
Iron 6 mg . 4.3 mg 28
Vitamin A 1,500 IU 585.9 IU 61
Thiamine I 0.45 mg 0.4 mg 7
Riboflavin do 0 7 mg +49
Niacin equivalents 6 mg 8.1 mg +34
Vitamin C 13 mg .. 17.2 mg ... .............. +32

FDA GUIDELINES NOT SATISFACTORY

On lgarch,.14, 1973, the Foo& and Drag Administration promulgated regula-
tions called nutritional quality 'guidelines for frozen "heat and serve" dinners
(FDA, 1973). The manufacturer is in compliance if a minimum level of certain
nutrients (shown in Table 7) is provided from specified servings of protein and
vegetables (a total of three), specifically excluding the nutrient contribution
of appetizer, bread or roll, dessert, soup, etc.
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A specific example which negates the feasibility of these gnidelines can be
Made for niacin. In our study, the average value of niacin per se for all 150
meals was 5.2 lac% However, when niacin was calculated In mg equivalents,
accounting for trie conversion of tryptophan from the more than adequate
amounts of protein in these meals, the average percentage was above the 3/4
RDA goal by (10 percent. In fact, none of the 150 meals tallied was below the

IIDA of (1.0 nig equivalents of niacin.
The FDA regulation requires that the total of the three principle components

(meat, vegetable, a ml potato or rice) add up to a minimum of 3.4 mg of niacin.
Itowever, the niacin value would not meet this minimum even when the following
menu combi nal ions are made :

3lauttroal and cheese and peas (1.0 mg),
Frankfurters, corn, and potatoes (3.0 mg).
Owned heef, potatoes, and celery (1.3 mg).
I Limburger, red beans, and tomatoes (2.3 mg).
Frankfurter, heaps, and carrots (2.1 mg).
Becf,ileas, I(tt I nes, and camds stew (2.1) mg).
We are at a loss to understand how the FDA arrived at the minimum guideline

values.
In the sante regulation, the FDA argues that the addition of vitamin C. and

conc&Nably other RDA nutrients to such meals, would he "counterproductive
front the standpoint of nutrition education." We do not believe that such a
prnet iue is counterproductive because the consumer looks for vitamin C fortifica-
tion. It is probably one of the most successful aspects of nutrition education
because the. consumer knows he needs vitamin C.

We believe that in view of the American dietary needs for particular limiting
nutrients, their addition to these meals would lead the consumer to correctly
"conclude that such fortification increased the dietary value of the product."
It is ironic that we are allowed to sell the consumer balanced pet foods but are
given guidelines for "dimmers" which do not permit a balanced product for
humans. ...

nEcomtEsn .7strrrancATI0N

We are evidently faced with a faulty rationale; to wit, .that nutrient defi-
ciencies in the Type A schigd hinch can be made up in other meals fed to the
child at home. Many parents depend upon school lunch, knowing that their
children are receiving at least one balanced meal a day. Even knowledgeable
parents who are attempting to supply their children with balanced meals-assmue
that the school servei. a balanced meal and would not try to make up any de-
ficiencies. We believe a similar rationale Ims been applied to the frozen "heat
and serve" dinners, in spite of the consumers' nutrition awareness to the
contrary.
TABLE 7.MINIMUM LEVELS OF NUTRIENTS SPECIFIED IN FDA'S GUIDELINES FOR FROZEN "HEAT AND

SERVE" DINNERS

Nutrient

Amount per
100 kcal of

principal
components'

Amount per
total principal
components'

-P-iotein (grams) 4.60 16.0
Vitamin A (IU) 150.00 520.0
Thiamin (milligrams) 0.05 0.2
Riboflavin (milligrams) 0.06 0.2
Niacin (milligrams) 0.99 3.4
Pantothenic acid (milligrams) 0.32 1.1
Vitamin Bn (milligrams) 0.15 0.5
Vitamin Ble (meg) 0.33 1.1
I ron (milligrams) 0.62 2.2

Meat, vegetable, and potato or rice.

The nutritive imbalance of frozen preplated Type A meals we have reported
confirms the ohserval ions of others (Ostenso. 1972). It would appear logical to
promote the. nntrification of such meals, particularly since evidence existA for
nollroutimal intakes of a number of the RDA nutrients. and since mean planning
alternates are often not feasible from the viewpoint of acceptance and/or eco-
nomies. The concept of nntrification is the practice of assuring balanced nutritive
value for RDA nutrients on the basis of utilizable protein content in individual
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products or product situations wherein the protein source is Invariably com-
plemented by the product being nutrilled (Lachance, 1972a).

Industry and government should be aware that tutrification of meals is
feasible and suitable. Bread and rolls tire suitable vehicles for calcium, iron, and
other 1Witrients.- Vegetable and entree sauces are suitable vehicles for vitamins

., :A and E, thiamine, vitamins Be and But, and niacin, pantothenic acid, and biotin.-
' Desserts are suitable vehicles fOr vitamin C. An alternate approach is to serve a

:menu component which is Inherently nutrified (e.g., crealn-filled cake, peanut
butter pastry, pudding) to round out the nutritive value of the meal (Lachance
et AL 1972). ;

The untoward fear Of oversupplementation and marketing horsepower races la
due to lack of experience. The simplest regulatory solution is to not permit nutri-
fication above utilizable protein level or 50 percent of the U.S. RDA, whichever
occura first:-
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APPENDIX C

'SCHOOL FOODSERVICE AT THE CROSSROADS

Last year Paul Lachance, professor of nutrition :physiology at Rutgers -Uni-:
versity In Now Jersey, addressed a conference-of the national newspaper food -

edltors.-He asked whether school foodservice, not at a crossroads in its history...".
would be fraught with continued frustrations or would. it be the significant
factor in assuring Americans' health. . .

. School foodserviee is a victim of circumstances and is caught up in a hattle
- of prioritiessome real, some fictitious and none truly incisive.

I dare to suggest that it is a serious and doubtful 'question whether the po-
:. tential health effectiveness of, souud nutritionwhich. by 'necessity has to come.
from food.-ean be realized for all Americans without school foodservlce. Few
Americans recognize that school foodservice is capable of providing not only
improved health effectiveness for children but for the community at large.

MISUNDERSTANDINGS

What are the misunderstandings? The dichotomy begins at home. Some par,
eats, particularly the less diluent, want school foodservice because they know
that they will not be at home to prepare a meal for their children. They also
realize, but rarely admit, that school foodservice makes limited fundsparticu-
larly in a tight eeonomygo farther.lmcause it saves on food expenditures.

Intertwined in these practical considerations is the belief that the nutritional
quality of school meals is excellent. In fact, I wouldn't be surprised if some
people envy the quality of such meals for such a low cost. The children, how-
ever. don't always feel the food is great, and the problem becomes traumatic at
the high schonl level. These students want choice and they have money. The
solution lies in food education in the elementary grades, student participation
in decision making at the secorilery level and more flexible menu planning.

Other parents, more often t'.4!/. not in suburban well-to-do communities, resist
school foodservice because they "can care for their own" and can't understand
why others cannot do the same. Fnrther, these parents resist the creeping federal
control that school foodservice represents in a situation that evidently is not
life threatening. On the other hand, they do not hesitate to expect the govern-
ment to provide seeurity against the economic ravages of major illnesses that
have "cleaned out" many hard-working. middle-class Americans.

PREVENTION AGAINST MAJOR ILLNESSES

'What is not evident to many is the cost effectiveness of thwarting major ill-
ness with preventive health measures. Many figure that if you eat right; exer-
else and take your vitamins, all will be well. But they don't eat right, don't exer-
cise and do take vitamins. It's an illusion, and it cannot be changed by preaching
alone. It must be experienced and this only common (universal) milieu for this is
the school district of each community.

SCHOOL DISTRICT, STATE HANG-UPS

School districts currently face yet annther dichotomy. The greater their need
for school foodservice, the less they can afford to adopt a school foodservIce
program that requires matching monies and substantial initial outlays to get ,
the program going. A business manager of a large, intercity school district
once said to me, "We are $1 million in the red. How can you ask me to incur
a greater debt to begin school foodservice in the elementary schools?"

He needed help that didn't cost money. His school buildings were already in
marginal condition, there were security problems, etc., but the children needed
school foodservice! We fed one school free breakfast-for a year and our plate
waste was absolutely nil.

At the state level, not only do the aforementioned emotions and financial
aspects resound, but the argument is made that as more needy children are fed,

Stste would_be minimized because the federal share of the ex.
penditures is greater. -ft is difficult to fathiiin how
formance of children with a musical chairs-type partitioning of the tax dollar
every individual must pay no matter how it is redistributed.

Compromises made at the federal and state levels require complex legislation
that in turn require bigger and more diverse bureaucracies that use up tax
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monies In management, with Programs pertaining to school foodserrice, educe-

tion and health being about the worst. There are at feast two dozen separate
acts and sections relating to child nutrition in the United States. (1) The more

. astute and affluent the school district, tbe simpler it is to tap this hodge-podge
'of good intentions.

MOVING IADDERI3

The dichotomy at the congressional level is the commitment of the wording

of the legislation to provide "meals" to needy children, but the intent is to
minimize the . cost by .ecOnOmic eligibility ladders that are always in motion.
How does one climb a moving ladder and how much energy is dissipated in
moving the ladder? Each time a change is made in the regulation for reimburse-
ments, practically the entire state department .staff hns to drop the important
issues of nutrition edUcatiOrn and getting new programs started to implement
the new changes. May CHILD Is NEVIIi:

What does all this mean? What is the most significant misunderstanding?
It's the fact we have all failed , to comprehend that every child is needy. The
healthy child and adult in this country are the exceptions. A few individuals
are starving, and a few More ate clinically malnourished, but the majority are
"unfit". There is no other explanation for the richest country in the world with
atom power and the capacity to place men on the moon to have in infant mor-
tality rate higher than a dozen other countries and shorter life expectancy than
in a fifth of all countries, rich or poor !

Further, we fall to recognize that even though tbe school child is not the indi-
vidual at the most critical stage of physiological need, he is at the most critical
stage in cognitivt development and in the development of critical life-style
principles. We all speak nutrition today, but our priorities are confused. We
speak of the urgency of nutrition education for physicians who spend 04 percent
of their time with delivery of care after our health is clinically impaired. Ob-
viously, what we really need is the delivery of healthsoundness of body and
mindso that impaired health can be minimized. (2)

Orr ralNerrAt.s, EACUE5 (kir BOARD

At a recent international meeting on the relationship of food to performance,
with emphasis on the role of school foodservice, (3) the participants feom
several European countries as well as the U.S. and Canada agreed that the most
critical need was for Principals and teachers te understand the importance of
food and nutrition and the role of school foodservicemot as a second-class,
aPPendage-type operation or convenient filling station located in schools, but as a
fundamental prerequisite to all learning and health.

If there is to be food and nutrition education, it must be directed to principals
and teachers first. The difference in childkood education between educating the
mind and physical being, other than for school officials' football or basketball
aspirations, must be recognized and amalgamated. To emphasize team sports
to the detriment of personal fitness is a sin o, pride with life-long ramifications.
As for nutrition edueation. we are wasting time and money trying to educate
every citizen while the principal solution lies in our salmis. (4)

WITERE ARE WE GOING?

Where are We on the road of school foodservice? In 1973, almost two million so-
'. called "economleally needy" children did not receive luneha step backwards

front 1972. when 1.2 million needy children did not receive lunch. These flgnres
cover only the eligible children in public and lirivate schools tlmt were partici-
pating in a National School Lunch Program. TeCre are about five million children
attending 17.000 or so schools that have no foodservice. Supposedly, about 15
pereent of these are needy in economic terms. (5)

It would he a lot wiser to say that in spite of the fact that SO pereent of
neeess to school -lunch on a national average. 50 percent particiPS

i.e. get inueli. This means that these 15 millioa children plus the five millien Whe
don't hare neeess to a lunch program are in definite nutritional jeopardy.

It is had enough that school foodservice, except for special programs, is a 1S0-
to 1S5-day operation. Currently, the only school fpodservice program of signift-
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canal is the National School Louth Program which attempts to provide up to
IA of the Itecormadakd Dietary Allowance (RDA) of nutrients for 180
whiclt annually translates Into the equivalent of two months of nutrition on a --
potluck basis. No way is that going to thwart disease. Do we otherwise educate

.

or care about our children the equivalent of only two iminths of the year?

TOUGH ROAD

The current existing road is really a nonpaved trail with straight uphill climb-
ing and switchbacks on the level ground. The most stringent constraint of those
school.foodscrvic e. systems in opernthm is economics. The American School Food
Service Assodation recently condncted n survey of some 82 major city directors
to shed light on today's d:onomie problems.- From September l073 to Mny 1074,whole milk prices hicreased 11 percent. During the same iserlod, egg prices in-
creased 30 percent, margarine per pound was up 34 percent; a pound of sugar
increased 70 percent in cost, and bread was up 13 percent. Staples, paper goods,
cleaning suppli s and plastic tableware showed heavy increases. Equipment prod-ucts also ho wed dramatic increases ranging from 0 to 41 percent.Presence of inflation such as this and during the fieseetthle future presents
minter strong argument for a universal school foodservice program. The mall-,zation of such a program keyed to escalator clauses reflecting rising eost acrossthe board might finally put an end to equivocation. (0) The economics is the
straight uphill climbing problem. The .switchback trails on level ground are the
problems of eligibility determimitions and all the paperwork that requires atleast each school district to send three sheets of paper to every parent for everychild to advise them of their eligibility and their right to request reduced priceof free meals.

OTHER PROBLEMS, NEEDS

Then there is the issue of donated foods or cash in lieu of donated foods. The:reIS the issue of alternate foods and whether or not to use extenders for 'herf,
chicken and other such protein sources. There is the ssue of cert:fication for
schiad foralserviee supervisors and personnel. There is the ne0 for nutrientstandards in menu planning in order to really assure that an RDA i,rotile 'isprovided to the child rather tlmn a haphazard catell-us-cato.h-can rtifiiing ofnutrients based over n week or ri month. One can go on enumeratinç such proh-'ems and needs for solalons. But there are minor concerns compared .to the over-all issue that we are discussing.

BITILD A HIGHWAY'

We .:14ist leave the trails and build a highway! We are truly at the crossednis.
The only sensible road ahead would be to recopmize the public.itealth significance
of a comprehensive school foodservice. Sthmil foodserVin Must include break-
fast and other alternates to aisure.stte-hal! to two-thirds of the RDA to eachchild each working day at least 240 days er year. This is essential because, borexample. up to 50 percent of the children have no breakfast or an inadequatebreakfast. (7)

The rationale and the cost must be censidered sa integral component of educrt-
th'.!1 and total human resource ilm'elopment.rther, scbool foodservIce facilities
must be a corn;rstone activity in premative health delivery in each community.

EDUCATION, NEALTII DI:LIVERY 111.113

The sedt,.sli district must bocome tile 1mb of a synchronized educational andpractice', emnemnity health delirery s;stein. If such a thing were to 'happen;
other food programs such as food stemps could be phased out and r.epineed with
negative income tax because neither donated foods, nor food stamrs have clearly.;mprovet! ± ithtritional quality of recipients' diet. (8) Stamyos have sparM
Income and thtis pessibly prerented hunger in extreme cases, but that is notmeeting the.needqtat we are spealdng to.

TsFre Jtnple. We cannot i!ontinue to.O.efino the rcle d. ocLooLs in child's
in terms orhislievelopment; wit 1) one of anl

htind" health, if Ise do not concurrently utilize the F.:711r,ei foodserslee laboratory,-'
and the experience of that laltoratory to inculcate and to develop n life' Est.:de
releraut to food. 'If we do thlr sadngs in health expenditures alone would be
least twice and probably up to live times the cost of fmc h a coherent education ithd
health endeavor in zach school disciict in the country. Such a realistic under-
taking will not be realiAed if we depPnd on spontaneous legislation.

0 5 9
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1Ve, mint relate footbervfte to life bccause food is the input to nutrition. Its
most significant output is health. .
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DR. PAUL LACHANCE, PROPMSOR, NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY AND
FOOD SERVICE, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY'

Mr. LActiAxcs. I am Dr. Paul A. Lachance, professor of nutrition
and food science at Rutgers, the State university of New Jersey.
Whereas My background was in nutrition my career has involved 7
years in Govermrent service, including being the first flight food and
nutrition coordinator for the manned space 'flight program.

Between 1970 and 1972 I was director of the Rutgers school food
service :ffectiveness research pmject, which was jointly ftmded by
OM and USDA. This project involved identifying limiting factors

in school food. service. This is included as appendix- A. We advised
over 100 food companies interested in school service and cooperated
w:th several New Jersey school districts, as users of.the types of foods
and systems.

I find it ironic that the problems of food preference and food quality
as it affects food acceptance and plate waste has gained notoriety

. because it has gained the attention of the press. These issues are really
not new. I think von can K-rations. You took out the roll of

'toilet paper and i he chocolate bar and threw awav the re.st.
Today the long range patrol .ration,'which evo.lved with the space

-food development program, actually receives plaudits. Servicemen
actually wrote letters, telling them how !rreat this food was. That is
an analogy where Telly Savalas might say. "You've come a lOng way,
baby."

We are at the crossroads in school lunch. I think it, is a lot easier to
be critical t han to be olijecti ve. We have accelerated dramatically
since the White. House Conference on Food Nutrition and Health in
19(19, 1 can remember Dr. Jean Mayer making analogies to airline
feeding_in order to meet child nutril ion needs.

Subsequently legislation perniifted contract feedin!, and the. use o
vendor-prepared foods in school food service.which in turn permitted
a dramatic increase in feedin,* the less fortunate children of America.
The alternative to this approach was to build thousands of new school
buildings with their own kitchens. The cost/benefit choice we now have
'was made at that time. It was a wise choice and in business economics

3.6
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it: is noteworthy that commercial food service operations made the-
same type of decisions, as evidenced by airlineleedino. and the Mar. .

riott-type hotel 'food service system. You know, most people don't
realize. When they go into a Marriott hotel that they. are getting foods
that could have been preparedin Maryland or Chicago or some other
city. And this is true of a lot of new hospital convenience systems.

i
...

I am convinced therefore that the issue s not the foodservice system
used, per se. Further, the issueis not nutritive value. Everything we
know about nutrient retention by means of freezing and chilling indi- .

cates that it is the, system of choice. In referencethis recent edition of
the book, "Nutritional Evaluation of Food Processing," called the
bible in its- field. Our experience with the nutritive yahie Of the pre=
plated frozen foods shows that they- provide what one would expect
from the type A. pattern. That paper I have appended says that it
isn't perfect, it doesn't ,ineet the actual RDA's. But my point is that
it meets the type A pattern profile. We wouldn't have done any.better
if womade it in your own kitchen. And we tested it that way.

Spf,:ifically concerning plate waste, liMited evidence exist for food
waste in 0.arbage in typical American households of 8 to 10 percent
for vegetaliles, 6 percent for fruits, 6 to 7 percent for 'cereals, and up
to 12 percent for protein foods. That doesn't include what goes down .
the garbage disposal, which we have no way of getting ahold of.

Plate waste in school lunch was 'studied in Ohio in 1957. The aver-
age waste.of vegetables was 10 to 15 and as high as 24 percent. The
average waste of protein foods was 7 to 16 percent, and as high as 21. .

The average waste of fruits was 9 to 10 and as high as 15 percent. And
as indicated earlier, they were higher in the earlier grades.The chil-
dren just can't consumethat volume of food. Asexpected; it was least ,

for things like desserts. We all have a sweet tooth. It was higbest for
things like vegetables, which they are unfamiliar with.- .

.
The new USDA results,: which I have not seen in coMPlete detail,

are more extensive. But I tbink they are in the same direction. We are
talking about the same kind'of thing.

Our experience at Rutgers was sopmwhat different with plate waste.
It was directed toAneasuring relativ,4 py-eference when a food'had. been
rated acceptable by children. We had alPiidy asked them if there were
some items they preferred. Highly preferred items such as pizza had
plate waste of at least 7 percent but as high aS pritt. DeSsert-
items such as chocolate cake had 6.5- to 15-percent plate waste. Even'
gingerbroad cooldes had a plate waste ranging frcm 7 to 21 percent
on different days. Chocolate pudding fell ini-o this category. But it' was
a healthy serving of chocolate pudding. Frankfurtem hia a to 13- .
percent plate waste. Hamburgers had a 2- to 20-percent plate waste.
Cassrole dishes such as chicken stew or beef stew had up to 25-percent
plate waste. They were large servings. Milk waste.varied from 7 to 2C
Percent with the flavor of the milk and the other foOs you happen to .

be serving with it.
The problems as T see it includ e. a. number of things. 'Nunilitr.,r cqte,'

recently Ilas been a fixed standard. The use of nutrient defined menu
planning a. an alternate could permit portion size adjustment. but
depending op the a oplkation. the eostibenefit of sueh a proeeepre
must be serutinized. In other words there is a lot of work fr be'dolie. to..
work this. ont.
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But it is theN,- and it is possible. Further thore is an- experience
curve involved. I believe with, nutritional- lalieling data, the method

.. could he simplifie4. School food:service has simply evolve-d faster than.
newer -management tools- have. We- are dealing at the emotional level if
we fail:to recognize where we were and where we are going. - '.

A seecind preolem area is familiarity with the. fool For example,
cOlo'slairis'nUt a chikl food and in our experience rarely eaten in the
home. They might have it:.on picnics..We are dealing with a lo*-co§t
approach to type A. menu phuming compliance; also the need to. con-
sidercultural differences and the:lack of food education. This happens .

.mot7e. With the vendor type than with the school kitchen.
Third, the time of day the lunch break occurS and its chiration.' In

Many sehools three lunch: period§ are' involved and -eating withhi 3
hciurs: of a prior meal may be involved. If you are partially full al-
ready, what are you going to do with another meal ?

In other instances, it is a "rush" experience. They sit on their coats
and they are 'on their way to the schoolYard. This is n scheduling
problem. which .varies with the adequacy of the school's facilities and
the general a ttihide toward the food service program, as we have heard

.. already this morning, on the part of the school administration.
'Four, the lunch room environment is a consideration that Yery few

have paid any attention to. A relatively quiet, congenial atmosphere
is practically imposSible in a :converted gym with the odor Of sweat.
We observea better acceptance and lower plate waste in a classroom
or a small dining setting. We live in a throWaway culture which sup-
posedly is supposed tO disappear wben it. reads "school lunch.'' Such
logic does:not excuse the situation but it does justify sensible remedial
approaches...

In my jUdgment, the needed remedial approaches. are: First.. food
quality specification approaches which. screen Mit low-cost bidders
.which capitalize on lower-coSt food quality approaches. This is a tough
one but it can be done. It is a problem when the school board says,
"You must find the lowest bidder." You get what you pay for.

.The nekt area would be food quantity specifications which meet nu-
tritive and-child size needs. I am talking about the size of the kid now.

Three. food preference testing with children to minimize waste and
with which to guide 'food education efforts in the classroom and the
lunchroom. I will be publishing an artick on this in the Journal of
Sehool Food Service, the SePtember issue.

, Four, quality assurance testing, once you have got the thing going,
including child acceptance testing to assure item and menu standards.

After a while. monotony,.may set in. Yon have to keep involved
and sCe what. is happening to the thing,.

FiVe, food and nutrition education for teachers and school nurses
in 'cooperation with school food serricu directors.H.R. 8584 is hope-
fully the kind of thing that. could do something about this problem.

.C:3)I could go on and on about this one.
Another area. six. improved and innovative lunchroom environ-

ments Th Ye-done-UMW inthi S-area-tliiiii-anYiiiie2.Tlni
have actual family settings and i few other things.. Beautiful.

Another thing is seven, the establishment of the. school district as
the health delivery center of each comnmnity. This is an 'expanded
concept, going beyond what most people have thought of. I have an.

362'
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appendix.where I explain the concept and: I think a 'lot:more should
happen, at the community level, at the school district level, than has.
ever happened. before. I am talking about the elderly? immunizations,..
Where:everything- comeS together in terms.of preventive health in the.

community. There are comimmities that don't evenhave doctors..This
iS where it all .falls into one place.

Finally, school food service is the single most important coMmu-
nity health activity, in the U.S.A.. The reason we don't appreciate it
is because it impacts generally .active healthyat least healthy ,. by
definitionindividuals. They are not helpless infants and Alley are
not compromised by aging. Our children are-the human. resource .of
AmeriCa, who will make the next generation possible, both in mental
health and physical health and whose, health status will .determine-
whether cost ior medical care win rise, stabilize or decline in the
future. The investment is so critical that it cannot have constrainip,g
social, and eeonontic guidelines.

Thank you very much.
Chairman Princn;s. Mr. Goodling?

Mr: GOODLING. Yes. I would like to start first.with Mr. Hartenstein.
Can you tell me what it is that you do in your district to prevent plate
waste? If you would expand upon exactly hoW you prevent plate
waste?

Mr.HARTENsTmx. As I say in my statement, Congressman, there
is no way. I have a daughter. She is 7 years old and in the seCond
grade-When she is home her attention is divided between what her
girlfriend is doing out in the back yard while she is waiting for her
while she is eating dinner.

There is a .whole gamut of different things that happen to:a child
in a'30-minute lunch p eriod. Going to the locker, waitinq-in.line, wait-
ing .for the food, finding a place to eat,. finding a. giend that' she
hasn't seen all day and -conversing.

There is too much food on the regular type A pattern for a small
child .to conSume.

Mr. GOODLING. Because of recrulationsf
Mr. HAnz.x.,-;:..,=1.-. Because of regulations. I would rather see ..the

reaulations read as far as the type A patternwhich I think is good
and has a great, deal of merit-LI think it should:read "maximum re-
quirements." Right now it states specifically that all of this should
be. given.

We hoi>c, all heard the examPle that, the superviSor caine in and
thci district ;was short a pad of butter. I have been down that road.
Tbeilt-,- is nothing more ridiculous than answering that type of criti-
cisn, I 'Imre ot too much to do in my districeto stand there and
bear somelg.Idy tell me I am short a pad of butter.

nliat.we have done in the elementary schools, we have offered three .

type A meals a day. The typical district one, we have a soup-sandwich.
type A. which is .zapplemented with carrots and celery sticks. We have
a hot. dog-soup type A. Then at the secondary level. we have seven

--type lu- nclies.. There is-theregular one that is distributed..through-
out the district. We have a sonp-sandwich, a soup-salad, a hamburger-.
soup, a hamburger-salad, a hot dog:soup; and a hot dog-salad...It
sounds like a lot of food. But there is nothing simpler than throw-.
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ing a_pound of hot dogs in a pot of :boiling water. That is simplify-
.. ing it. .

But- we have, I think, gotten to the
. point where if they don't like

the- pizZa-burger that I h-ave got on the Menu that day they -can:go
te.a, hamburpr or a hot .dog or soup, sandwich, et cetera...We have

..cnt down in that respect. And as I refer to in my testimony, dO not
.force . a child. We had a strike in September last year...We just
finished up last Friday. ,The last several days of school were. partic-
ularly warm. On the menn was the souP, the hot dog, et cetera. Legal
or not, I could not in all good consicence force the child to, take.S

. ounces of soup in order to satisfy the.type A requirement. When the
Child said, "I don't want it," I didn't force it on him because I knew
where it was goin a to end. up: TheSe are the steps that. we have taken.

Mr Goonrxxo.So basically you are saying by providing. more

IlimrrtssTorN. I think it somes down to one word, "merchandiz-
ing." I think very few of my colleagues have gotten to that point..They
don't know how to merchandize.

Mr. Goonraml. Did I understand you to Say that PennSylvania
haSnotinstituted the "offer versus served" and I think you also said the
reason they haven't is. because, USDA. hasn'tprOvided the regulations
to tlf. State? Is that Correct

Mr. IturruNsms. That i Scorrect.
'Mr: GOODLI27G. You Make a statement on block grants which. I am

not sure jives with a later statement on $125,000 .quantity which
you make at the end. Why do you. say that block grants on the' one
hand would bring about a welfare food program and on the other hand
you say you are realistic' enough to realize that you couldn't afford not
to have the $125,000-plus commodities ?

. In other words if you got the block grant, couldn't you purchase
what you wanted to purchase ?

Mr; Man:sm.:ix. Yes. But taking that one step further; I think
what I ant referring to here is the fact that if, as I understand the Presi-
dent's proposal, yon would essentially -be funding only the free and
reduced-price child, the child who is currently paying for the lunch
would be,' as many have referred to it, be "priced out."

With our economy as it is constantly moving ahead each year, there
are huge numbers of families that are just one or twosteps ahead of the
guidelines. I think th:it will continue to be true. I cannot see a schooldistrict in my particular with 10,500 .stndents enrolled, only
600 participate in the free- and reduced-price program. I cannot see
the North Penn School District approving a school lunch at SO or
90 cents for thepaying child and then using Federalfunds for a free-
and reduced-price child. We simply are not that intricately involved.
in the educational process. They would drop it flat.

Mr. ,GOODLING. .Under competitive food service. I don't quite wider-
stand your argument. To the beSt of my knowledge there hasn't been
any change in the law.

I can't be specific,
I can't quote you the actual law, several years ago it became legal for
a profit-oriented company to come in and administer and use Federal
funds in the operation of a school lunch program.
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Mr. GOODLINE. I t hat] to be nonprofit..
.

Mr. HAETENSTE1N. As it stands now if I understand correctly the
nonprofit district maintains its status as the sponsoring . agency. But

it goes out and it contracts for the management of its own service with .

a managementcompany.
Mr. GOODLING. Is that any different than it bas always been ?. Or

is it just being used more ?
Mr. HARTENSTE1N. It is just being used_more.
Mr. Goonuxo. That is the point I was trying to make. I don't believe

there was a law which changed this.
Mr. HAETENSTEIN. That is right.
Mr. Goomixo. Thank you.
Dr. Hansen, your statementthe AASA's statement, in fact .

states that "in spite of recent advances many deserving children go
hungry each day." Tbis statement was made last week in. testimony. I
will ask you the same cpiestion I asked then. Why? With all that was .

done before I arrived here with free and reduced commodities and So

forth, why is that true ?
Ms. HANSEN. I wish I knew, Mr. Goodling..I don't doubt that it is the

committee's feeling that drafted this that it does happen. Certainly

with the laws that are on the books, it shouldn't happen.
Mr. Goom.ixo. It was mentioned last week that there are many

parents that do not participate in the lunch program. Is that the
reason, basically just because school districts aro not participating
in the school hmeh piagraM?

Ms. HANSEN. I think that certainly contributes to it.
Mr. Goontaxo. On page 3, each time we talk about yoUnirsters being .

prieed out of the lunch. I go back to the .free and reduced, which has

been increased constantly so that 'many more youngsters can take-ia,-.--
vantage of it. .

Secondly, in the area I rePresent, in 20 years the price has gone up. 25 1

..cents, ta 55 cents or something of that nature. At the same time.. just

taking teachers, for instance, the starting salaries have:gone "from
$2,400 to $8,000 or $8,500. So the lunch price has doubled but the wage

has almost quadrupled, which makes it a little difficult for me to unde-r-

stand how we are overpricing them. What I am tryincr to say is I am
not so sure it isn't just a priority situation. It is good a have 014 boat
at the shore and that second and. third car, but these seem mornimpor-
taut than giving that extra quarter or so for lunch, when actually
the man's income, and the woman's income, has quadrupled and the-

school lunch has doubled. That becomes a problem for me to under:-

stand.
Last week for instance a young ladyit wasn't her fault because

she was s.,'-i.tuting for whomever it was to have made the report--

was trv' -inake a point that they.4e being priced out. SlIc ouve

uS a ch.' : 10 States which disproved that they are being

priced '4% at When you total the free,' reduced, and the regular limch
42iograi.P. There were more lunches served in 1975 than. there *ere

in 19i4 in a1lof thOse-10-States:-Andshe.was-trying,to provajust.the
opposite.. So I just have a problem in trying tlo accept that I think
it is priorities mainly at home,

HANSEN. I certainly do believe, Mr. Goodling
'
that the parents'

priorities in terms of paying for the lunches when the price goes up
is undoubtedly partof the picture.
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The one point I am trying to make here is that when the price does
,go up, the participation does go down. Granted, in relation to the costs
of school lunches some time ago or even costs in other countries, I.
believe it -is a reasonable price that is being charged., But the parents
aren't paying itwhen the price does go up.

,Mr. GoomiNc. On page 4, I Would merely say "amen" to your paper-
work concern. I am sure I speak for the' entire committee when Isay,
that

DrLachance, could you relate the significance ,of a nutrition edu-
Cation program to plate waste?

'Mr.-LAcirAxce. Yes. I will have to modify the statement if I could.
. First of all I distinguish between food education and nutrition. edu-

cation This is, why we have a Food. Nutrition Board,. a White-House.
Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health. Nutrition is what happens
to food afteryou put it past youy teeth.. That is basically what weare

'talking about.
I feel that if you have a food education program then you have a

situation where you _can begin to turn on children, to try the kinds of
foods they may not have experienced before. ,

If you look at the New Orleans system, for example, that has been
brought up before you or Tom Farley or anyone, else,: you will find
that they bring in. chefs from outside and they make a big deal about
introducing new foods. They turn kids on, to foods, that they never
had before.

, But you must synchronize the classroom with the lunchroom. As
long, as the lunchroom people remain secoml-class citizens, we are
goingto have a tough row to hoe.,And that is, part of the probleni;

Mr. GOODLING. On page 4, same question I. asked, Mt. Rartenstein,
you refer Sto "food quantity .seecifications which, meet nutritive and
child size needs." You are referring to regulations ? .

Mr. LACHANCE. Yes, I am. I am not married to the type A. I never
have been. In fact, in testing we did, we were looking at alternat es. to
the type A. We were the first to look at the concept of using a nutri-,
tive definition combined with a very simple food guideline., The food
guideline only said that for breakfast you had.to have a beVerage and
a salad. That at noon you had to 'have at least' three items, one Of
which was a beverage. I didn't care how they gotthere. It met a cer
tain percentage of the RDA. It was successful with us.

It doesn't. mean you couldn't come up with a system where you say
you must provide an entree and then give a vegetable array, for ex-
ample. You could choose from but not necessarily take. This is one
of the biggest losses, the vegetable area. I would rather spend a little
more and have a real delicacy, whether it is stir-fried Chinese food or
whatever it happens to be and. let them discover it rather than just
have it go down the tube because you overcooked, it, and everything
else.

This has a cost parameter to it From the low bid point of view, if
you could get away from the type A regulation you could then make

you,,will,,,introducingthenewer foods. You_
save because you don't buy so much you have to end up putting down
the garbage.

Goomixo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hall?
Mr. HALL. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr.Ifartenstein, you indicated that one of the big problems is that.-..
children don't have enough time to eat their linich, I guess because of
the schednle. How would you suggest eliminating that? Is thera some.
poSsibility of finding 10'more minutes a-day in the school day?

:kfr. HAirrENsTEux. I think the probleni is this : Educationis as tradi-'
tionbound.as is sehool lunch, as is on and on and On. It is traditional...,
that school lunch be the 30 minutes between 11. and 11 :30. It has te be
approached on almost an individual basis. It is like the donkey. You
have got to grab a baseball bat' and sMack sOme sense in him, much as
you have got to get an innovative principal who is going to gO along
with you.

But nationwide, education has become tradition bound as anything.
Once you do something More than once, they say it is tradition. And
you don't break with tradition.'

One of the points I was trying to make earlier, Mr. Goodling.has
some concern about the price increases. This is the stumbling block.

crEducation for a long time has been one of the biggest barains in this
country that has come down the pike. It no longer is a b3rrrain.' You
have taxpayeis' iassociations up n arms about,pencils. Thall was in-; H.

conceivable 5 years ago that a taxpayers' assoCiation would be worry7.
inwabout buying pencils. All we haVe to do is come up with an increase
iethe price of lunch and it is blOwn completely Out of proportion, a

i
.

5-cent ncrease in the price of lunch.
Again, I think the thing we are battling is tradition as far as educa-

tion is concerned. Thereare so many different wayS of doing this. You
can have a wide-open lunch period for. 2 hours with a structure-which
is that the child and his class cango to lunch anytimain those- 2hours:
This is being done in pilot projects anditis working. .

We have-got to realize that we are going down the:tube, that we are ....
not getting any better. '.To begin pushing the educators who run. Oie.
program,I .guess iS!the Simpliest way to answer it.

HArl. Thank you.'Maybe there are eating habits which are tradi2
tion.boundl too.

I was -going to ask Dr. Hansen the next question.
Dr. Hansen, on page 4, somewhat in line.' with what Congressman

Goodling was pursuing, you state that when the price increases, people
just autematically -drop out. Do you .haVe any figures which suggest
who it is that drops out? Is it. low income, .middla income? Or is it
across-the-beard? Is it the poor child who is dropping out ?

Ms. HANSEN. I do not-have figures or statistics. Impressions that I
have indicate it is the paid lunch child: I would be happy to go back
and check with my sources, ifyou-twould like?

Mr. HALL. Thank you:
Mr. Chairman, I have no more questions.
Thank you for very good testimony:
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Quie?

Qum. I have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Hartenstein, do I .understand your testi

correctly-that-yon-are.opposed-.to,making-the
gram solely a program providing .free lunches for poorer..children ?
In other words you believe that it is important to keep thaprogram on
a sound footing so that middle-class students will pay reasonable prices
for their lunches?
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Do Ialso understaral you correctly that yoti believe' the adininistration's block grant proposal leads, to turning the lunch. prograin into aprograra limited 'to poor children?
.

, Mr..-ILurimxsTnIx: That-is correct; Congressman: There is a great
.

'' deal of. publicity inmany..areas aboutincreasing the nutritional well-,being of Afriericans. We are perhaps the most 'affluent country on-theface of the -Earth and we aro the poorest fed:. Our children are. going- to be the leaders of tomorrOW.I have. to agree with Dr. Lachance, which. is that' unless childrenG,have a' good ,sound nutritional basis, od 'forbid, 20 yearS froth nowwhen th-ose brain cells have deteriorated to the point of no return andthey are in:positions 'of authority and they are not capable .of han7.dling it..
So my feeling is that block grant does address itself just to feedingthOneedy and I don't think Americans will buy that, purely as a wel-fare program.
I d.on't ..see school lunch as a welfare program. I don't think anymembers of the cdmmittee does...
Chairman PERKINS. Isit your belief that.we cannot have a healthyschool lunch program unless the middle classunless you have a goodprogram all the way around?

. Mr. HAIITENSTEIN..That is right One -albs things that my, distin-guished colleagues here have not touched upon.Chairman Ptuittics.-Unless'your regular program is strong yOU donot have a strong program.

. Mr. HARTENSTEIN. ThRt iS right
.

Chairrium PERKINS. At thebottom of page 4 of your testimony youstate that the' cominodity program as administere'd by the USDA inyour opinion has grown into the most unresponSive and falsely justifiedprograms ever. conceived. Could you please e:Olairi this statement?Mr. IlAnrENsrmx. Yes, unresponsive in the sense that reeentlY I was-offered. 22,000 pounds of peanuts. Lain sorry, Congressman, I find itvery difficult to work that into my menu.
.

The State of Pennsylvania last year received two carloads of 55-gallen drums of orange juice. Sorry, my school district is not largeenough toutilize 55-gallon drums oforange juice. We have enough primes in the storeroom now to keep the Lands7dale School District free-flowing fOr many a year.I do not sco this as .beino- responsive to the need. These aro itemsthat I am forced to work ato my lunch pattern or they arc going to..rot in storerooms. Frozen ground beef, I will take 'all that I can get ;beef patties turkey. But when I send letter after letter after. letter toUSDA, prOtesting the prunes and the dry milknot dry milk; dry..milk certainly can be usedthere iS no response. I understand why it'is being bought. But I don't agree with it.
.Chairman ,PEniaxs. Have rou found in the school districts ofPennsylvania that there has .been an overall increase in the price oflunches to students ? If so, has

theyobeen.ft..,decline-in-participation-7---amongpayingstudents?*
Mr. HARTENSTEIN. I think Pennsylvania presently, has a ceiling ofBO cents for a type A lunch: I don't find that as being unrealistic.. Per-haps in the district where it has gone up a nickel or a dime there hasSO-005-76-24
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been a mon tentu ry (Imp ni participation. But eventually it climbs

back up. ..
Chairman PERKINS. Have you made efforts to encourage the schools

to publicize the increase in the eliffibility's guidelines?
Mr. HARTENSTEIN. Absolutely:" iThat s an essential part of the con-

tract that. I Sign with the State.
Chairman PERKINS. Have you found plate waste to be an expensive

problem in Pennsylvania ? If so, is it more prevalent in the elenientary

or high school level ?
How Many of your schools implement the breakfast programs?
Mr. HAirrnxsrnis. I am not familiar with the breakfast programs:

Pennsylvania, does not experience many districts where children ride

great distances to school and it woula be very difficult to justify a
statewide breakfast program.

As far as plate waste.1 don't think Pennsylvania has any More plate

waste than any other State.
1 think YOU will find that the majority of the plate waste falls in

elemenin ry school. When you have got a strapping 16 year old on

the football team and you give him what he wants, he inhales it. He

doesn't cat it.
Chairman PERKIN'S. Do von think that one system of food prepara-

t ion is more conducive to tood waste thaii another, Dr. Lachance?
Mr. LAcrmser. Yes and no; I think in broad terms if you have bad

to preplate a meal and then freeze it. which we use with no-facility

schools and other facilities also, you have no way to recoup on that

once it gets to the child and it a a waste.
Whereas if you have your own lunchroom or if you use hulk sys-

tem or something like that, there is some possibility that there are

some foods that can be reutilized in other ways another day. .
This doesn't mean that you couldn't minimize, even with preplated

programs, which I think are very important.
'We don't have in New Jersey a system such as Georgia's where most

of the schools were built after 1942 and they all have their own
kitchens, 95 percent.

Chairman PERKINS. Dnyou feel that plate waste is more prominent

at a certain age level of students?
Mr. LACHANCE. Yes. You will always find greater waste in the ele-

nnintary schools. With the Ohio study, third grade was the cutoff. In-

our experience it was fourth, fifth grade.
Chairman Pmnoxs. Do you find an improved upon required typo A

meal to be more effective nutritionally ?
Mr. LACIMNCE. Yes; as a matter Of fact one of my enclosures points

in that direction. I would like to give you a specific example. Bread is

a formula food that comes from the Egyptians. In 1942 enrichment of

bread was provided for in this country, World War Food Order No. 1.

This decreased from 100,000 or 200.,000 cases of'pellegra. Now in this

country von cannot find outright cases except in alcoholic wards.
....,___TheNational,Aeadeiny_of'Sciences in 1974 suggested that bread

should be fortified wilb notifiSt-tlifeevitaminandnne'mineral-but-
basically everything that we have to lose. So now they are saying, let

us plit,in six vitamins and four minerals. That alone as a component
of thetype A lunch would have a tremendous impact on nutritive

q nal ity.
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PilUttlit4. Do you feel that competitive. food.'services in
SehoOls;COntributes to.plate waste? .;

Mr. LACIT.A.NCENot:fieCessatily. I don't want to piCk on any specifie
:company.' But 'I .think some companies in....this businesk have clone: a
beautiful, job.,One cOMPany: uses a system 'called the yaimbow systein.
There.they have a systeni'of.ColorS and the child; is only .asked to. pick.
.onefood,from each color category. Itis their innovation. It shoWS that
;. a competitive food 'Company .can do the kind .of, job that needs to be: .

, . .

-Chairman-PERKINS. Let me, say to you.4,rentlemen and young lady .

-.that.We really aPpreciate your testimony. loll have been most helpful
tO the coMmittee.
'...Aft..Goodlihg 'and Mr, Pressler . both have questions. When they

Are CoMpleted, we will recess.
.
Mr. GOODLING. I haveone question, Mr. Chairman, in relation to the

conVersation you were having with Mr. Hartenstein. I have trouble .

.understanding this welfare bit. Last year we, talked about a free
lunch .for everybOdy. What-is the differenCe? If it is a freelunah for .
everybody...who participates or if we talk abOut a 2'5-cent lunch for

:, everybody or a 35-centlunch for everybody, _what is so magic 'about
.who participates in theprogram? I don't quite understand- why we
must worryif the numbeis are .up and we keep .raising the base in order..
to get the free and reduced. You don't; lose any money..What is; sehp-.
portant about whether it ;Is a welfare system or what is so magie about

'peOple partiCipating by payino- Money?' Is there something wrong
with that philosophy ? When'wq7talk about a free lunch for. everybody,

'then I guess that is a welfare systein. Why is it that if it.goes up above
s 25 or.35 cents it-is a welfare system and there is something.Wrong?

...Mr. HAirrENSTEric. If I could make 'one quick comment on that,
I. don't believe in universal free ,lfinah.. I 'don't .believe in the '25. Cent
or 30 cent. I willgo on record'. With that .from the very beginning.

But the point is, to offer a program to the. exclusiOn Of one group
esSentially, if I understand it, the block.grant addresses itself strictly
to .thechila who qualifies 'for free and., redueed4lrice lunches.. In my
district it is 600 out of 10,500 students.

GooDuso. I can understand that. My problem is trying to un-
derStand-'for instance, last year we were talking about zero, 25, 35
and I don't see howI didn't understand which .youngsters you:
were dealing with.

Mr. HARTENSTEIN. I have the same problem that you do, Congress-
man. I don't agree with all that folderol.
... Mr. PRFSSLER. I would like to ask a question about plate waste. It is
thy understanding that elementary school students havea half hour
for lunch; maybe 15 minutes. Is this a factor in plate waste?.

Mr. LACHANCE. I did point that-out in .iny testimony, that I think;
the duration Of the lunch period is'.a very important consideration.,
It Was also pointed out by Mr. Hartenstein.

.

It is also.ininortant how you get the administration of the school to
---iinderstandThey.arekhidotbonnd by trallition. I don't think tradi-

tion is that magic.
Mr. PnEsstun. What chancres would you recommend?
Mr. LACITANCE. I would like to see the lunchroom environment

changed considerably. One thing that was effective in NeW Jersey....
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on the junior high and high school level was an open mfeteria-type
arrangement where the 'children were perMitted when they felt him-
gry to leave and go eat. It worked. I don't know how other people
would do with that. But it happens in college and it (rives them free-
dom. Some teachers might not like that. But we shOuld try 'to get
away from the old rules and try,some new ones.

What we need is an opportunity to try these,.
Mr. PRESSLER. Thank you.
At this point we are going to recess until the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 10:21 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

--

THURSDAY, JULY ',I. 'I 9747

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Suricommrrm ON ELEKENTAIZY, SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION .OF TIlE
COILMITPEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The sulkommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room

.2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Chisholm, Lehman,
Mottl, Hall, and Buchanan.

Staff present: Jolm F. Jennings, majority counsel; Charles Rad-
-cliffe, minority counsel; and Marian Wyman, special assistant to the
.chairman. .

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order. A quorum
is present..

Today the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational
Education is continuing its oversight hearings on the child nutrition
programs by focusing its attention on the summer food service pro-
oTa.m for children.

Tliis..program-was created by-Congress.to,proyifkfree.nr*Aur.7,.
ing ihe needy' Clu- Wren whO wThuld Otherwise be
-deprived of the nutritional fIssistance they receive during the school
year under the school lunchand breakfast programs.

. We are honored to have among our witnesses two distinrvished col-
leagues from New York, Congresswoman. Elizabeth Holtzman and
Congressman Fred Richmond. We will also hear from Mr. John Dam-
ga rd who will testify on behal f of the Department of Agriculture, and
Mr. Robert Iviy who will be representing the Mayor's Office of Human
Resources for the City of Baltimore.

On Saturday, we will be moving down to Dade County, Fla., to hear
further testirrony on this program from the local sponsors in this
immediate area.

It is our hope that the testimony today and on Saturday will help us
in determining what avenues we should take to improve the effective-
ness of this program. It is with this purpose in mind that I draw out
two issues that I feel should be addressed during these hearings.

First. let me give you some background. In.the summer of 1973 the
suimuer feeding program reached 2 million of the 10 million chilhren
that. were receiving free and reduced price meals during the school

( 365)
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year. It is estimated, for this summer, that only an estimated 3.9 Ma-
hon children will participate in the summer food service :progr
while there are 11.5 nillion children receiVing free and r educed pile°
meals dnrhig the school year.

.In.October, Public Law 94-105 was enacted th, expanding

ain?

e sumrner
food service proaram to enable children, who were unable to partici"
imto in the past, ro benefit from the program.

SO the. first issue we should addre:ss is this. 'What impact will this
kgislation have on the particular participation level and will the out-
teach of the prograin increase. as envisioned by Congress, er are there .
administrative obstacles impeding the progress.

Second, as in the past, there have been many problems in adminis-..
teri to,' those programs due to problems at the State and 1 a1 level. Al
thong% administrative changes have been made and thei

°c-
n ?

r effect pos.
been restrictive, they have been expensive thus far.

Our first witness is one of our ontst colleagues i the Hot15andintr,
of Representatives, the Honorable Elizabeth Holtzman,
of .New York.

16th Distric'

.If you will come up, Ms. Holtzman. Without objection
pleto statement will be iu m:Alted in the record, and you ay proceed
any manner your prefer.

, -your coni,;

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN,' A REPRESENtam
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORZ

"MS: Her:Tzxt:Sr. That2'. yuvezymuch, Mr: Chai rman-and members
of the subcommittee. I would like very much to bring to your attention?
'Mr. Chairman; problems that I have encountered personally with 're-.
sped to the summer feeding program in New York City.

These-are serious problents, and I think, since your coilunittee is en-
gaged now in its .oversight function, that these problems ought proP- .-
erlv to bebronght toyonr attention:-

Let rue say that .feedin.g. needy-children is a laudable andiMP-o-rinn.t7
and serious concern, but lam here to tell yon that in New York city,
least. this landable goal is not being achieved. Instead, have fonn
-massive waste. 1arge-sea3c, violations of Federal law and replationS,

u

inedibl e. food being served, and, in sum, the 'worst bureaucratic toss
I have ever encountered. .

Lt;lt, Friday, I made a surprise inspection of two fecAnfr sites in
BroOklyn. in mv own congressional district; accompanied' by offi-

'eiAls of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and . the General AC-
imting Office. At the two sites that I visited. I found childrt carrY-

mg.:a way shopping bags full of food which is required by
consnmed onsite : I found boxes of food discarded and abandoned: 1
fourr.: cartons of milk being thrown at passersby; and found oo
recordkeeping on the site by program sponsors.

law to 1).?.

Nutritional standards ware violated at each of these sites as well'
At one site, no sandwich wasserved at lunch. At the other site, the
sandwiches were frozen and inedible.

Since last Friday, my oflice in Brooklyn has been delun'ed with calls
showing that these problems of waste and poor quality food are wide-
spread throughout the. city. I will give you a selection of the kinds of
complaints we. received :
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*A. food vendor in Brooklyn dumped GO to 70 cases of milk .on the
;street, saying: "The State is paving for it."

*At a site in Brooklyn, adults carry off shopping carts filled with
food and children say they are selling the extra milk 'and juice they .
receive. The law, by -the. Way, requires that only children receive the,
food, and that itbe consumed onsite.

*Children at another site in Brooklyn carry away boxes full of food
andthrow food at local residents.

*A site in upper Manhattan serVes chiefly adult alcoholics and drug
atidicts who receive several lunches apiece.

tit a site operated in the 25th Police Precinct in Manhattan, police
officers take home sandwiches to feed their pets.

*At another Brooklyn site, hundreds of sandwiches are discarded

*At a lower Manhattan Site, an addict distributed the food and a
drug dealer resold milk and sandwiches.:

* A. BrGoklY11 day care centerwith 30 children was told by the spon-
sor to order 150 lunches since a ."miniminn order of 150 meals" was
required. The meals that were actually delivered were reportedly of
very poor quality.

In simplest terms, there has been a bureaucratic breakdown. The
program is simply not being.administered. No one has it under control.
.: Administrative failures; m fact, plague every aspect of the pro-
gram, and assure that, in New York City, at least, it cannot achieve--
its laudable goals.

The first major breakdown is in the virtual absence of site rscords
on the number of meals delivered and the number of -children frL
Without such records, no one knows,whether the 300 meals, for er.am-.
ple; a render claims to have delivered actually arrived in edible condi-
tion, and no one knows whether they were actually eaten 'by th
children.
.....It.isin..thexendor's interest:to deliver as.many meals as possible,
i f no one is checking;to-claim that he has delivered a large number of
Meals. It is in the sponsor's interest to confirm that the vendor delivered
a large number of . meals, whether or not they were delivered; and
whether or not they were eaten. If no accurate record is kept of the
meals actually served, the program gets out of control at its most
basic le the feeding stage.

The :econd chief problem I found is in site applications that we?:e
apparently falsely filled out. Statutory or regulatory requirements
do no good if false descriptions are given of the actual locations.

I have brought with me a copy of a site application for a location
within my congressional district at which more than 1.000 breakfasts,
lunehes. and diiine.rs were being .serYed daily. This is a cite that
law:qui:illy visited. The applieation describes the site as a school. It is
not a school. It is a housing project. The application states that "in.
door space is available for feeding." In fact, there is no availai.:re
spaee indoor for feedhig. The application claims that refrigerators
exist for food storage. In fact, there are no such refrigerators. The
apnlication claims that the feeding is part of a regular recreational
activity. including tennis. There is no tennis court within miles.

this site was approved to se..ve. more than 1,000 breakfast,
lunchcF. and dinners to children each th V.
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The third failure is the lack of training received by site personnel.The regulations require sponsors to certify that site operators are
trained.I have little or no evidence that this is clone.

These site operators do not know what records to keep. They do
not know who. ;to call if the food arrives spoiled or frozen. They do
not know that if extra meals arrive, they should be stored and served
the next day. They do not know bow to order a smaller number of
meals for the nexCday, in order to keep the food from be:aig wasted.
They do not know that children must be fed on the site and that
adults are not entitled to receive food.

People who are without training simply should not run an im-:portant program.
The fourth failing actually helps to assure that none of the firstthree will . be discovered; that is, the apparently false declarations

of State inspectors. The State hasprimary responsibility to administer
the program and enforce its requirements. Yet, we have found several
instances where apparently false reports were submitted by State
investigators and at least one instance where no report was submittedat all.

For example, the site which I have just described to you in my
district, for which an apparently false appliCation .was filed, was
supposedly visited by State inspectors. The State inspectors Should
have filed a report, indicating whether the application was accurate.
Yet the inspection form was .4)lank.

I have here another form in which an apparently false site appli-
cation was subsequently baci:ed up by an apparently false vertifica-
tion by a State inspector. Thiy., again, concerns a site that I personally
visited.

I have heard reports of State investigators being recommended by
sponsors, or even being related to sponsors. If the State's own investi-
gators are hired on the basis of recommendations by sponsors,: then it
seems to me .difficult, indeed, .to.. insure..:that the State-will-inspect-and --
monitor the program with objectivity and dispassion.

The, fifth problem that exists is in the relationships .of vendors and
sponsors. We must rewP,mber that there is no incentive for a randor
to serve as a check on unreasonably high orders by the sponsor and
there is no incentive for a sponsor to control the ven'. .excesscs,
since each gets paid on a per meal basis. The program 'profitable
business for both parties.

Thus. I have heard reportsand these hare been phoned to my,'
officeof .vendors who kick back a part of their profits to sponsors
in order to obtain the sponsors' contracts. I have also heard that in
New York City, 90 to 95 percent of -vendor contracts came in at the
iimaxinuini allowable cost of S0.75 cent:3 per meala remarkable coinci-
dence given the r:wptirement. of competitive bidding.

In order to let. the committee understand how complete the. admin-
istrative breakdown is in New York, I ,must tell you that the New
York State Education Department which runs the program in New
York City, doesn't know, or at least will not tell me, how many
"hildren are being fed daily, or more accurately, how many meals
are being served dailv in New York City. The committee should note,

:however, that with more than 4,700 sites in New York City, if each
siteserva. 250 meals dailyand this is probably a conservative esti-
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mate-7,there are nearly 1.2 million meals being served every day.
There .are only 1.1 million public schoolchildren in New York. So
-something, at least on the fact of things, seems..seriously wrong.

In -an effort to remedy this incredible situation, I met with U.S.
Department of Agriculture officials 2 days ago. Lconfess that I was
terribly disappointed with their response. The Department officials
seemed to want to scrap the program, and appeared to believe that they
could do little to sec that it was running properly.-

I cannot accept that kind of position. I have prepared ,a list of
recommendations, which I submitted to these officials, for action which
USDA. can take right now to reduce waste 'and assure that needy
children will be fed properly.

I would ask permission to summarize some of these recommenda-
tions, and to enter the full list at this point in the record.

[Recommendations follow :]

RECOMMENDATIONS Br REP. ELIZABETH HOLTZMAN' FOR ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY
STATE AT REQUEST OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

1. Compile a complete list of sponsors (including principals) and sites in City,
together with estimated number of lunches to be served at each site. List is to
be retrievable by site, prineipal, sponsor, and area in which located.

2. State to instruct sponsors as to the.following at Thursday's meeting:
(a) Sponsor to designate in writing to the vendor the name of responsible

person at each site to receive food. (Copy of document to State.) No reim-
bursement to vendor without daily receipt signed by that person. If person
not at site, vendor not to deliver food and to notify State.

( Records kcpt .by taeh site (according to a State-developed form) by
person designated by sponsor In writing to State:

(i) number of meals received per day.
(ii) number of children .served per day.
(iii) number of meals stored for next day.
(iv) number of nwals ordered for next day.
(v) certification that all food was consumed on premises.
(vi) condition In which food received.
( vii) names and addresses of children served.

(e) Reeordkeeping .forinS distributed by sponsorS to eaeh site:
(d) Spcmsors to recertify under oath to State, by date certain, as condition

for continuing as sponsor:
(i) training given to site personnel as to program requirements in-

cluding requirements as to recordkeeping and service of one meal per

(ii) number of children each site is capable of feeding.
(iii) average number cd children served daily at each site.

-,(Iv) that distribution of recordkeeping forms took place.
v) that consumption of food at each site is taking place on-site.

(c) :ach site supervisor responsible for making daily adjustmenth in
basic number of meals ordered based on amount left over from previous day,
and for making weekly adjustments in basic order (number of children
expected to be .40 Irved) based on previous week's attendance.

3. Monitors
(a) State to reinstruct monitors in presence of USDA officials and develop

reinstruetion nwterial.
(i5) Discharge all monRors wlio have -mbmitted false reports and, if per-

mitted by State law, discharge all monitors who are i..onnected to or recom-
mended by sponsors

(c) Hire new monitors through New York 1,tate Employment Service.
-t. Accountants ortify (in cases where slionsors are rerpdred to obtain

independent atalits) that appropriate records aro being kept before sponsor
receives August 1 advance.

5. Moratorium on new site approvals until August 1, except as replacement
under new sponsorship, for terminated sites,
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0. Subject multiple site III small geographic area to stepped-up investigations.
7. State to undertake on-site inspections of sites of sponsors who had difficulty

last year.
S. State to instruct vendors not to deliver food to site where responsible person

Is not present and to notify State of any such site.
9. State to review competitive bidding procedure followed and may require

reopening of bids.
10. State to provide additional personnel to make on-site inspections.
MS. liourZ. MAN. These recommendations include, for example :
-1. Require sponsors to train site operators to

(a) Feed only children, and not adults;
(b) Permit feeding on the site only ;
(a) Give out only one meal to each child; and
(d) Report to vendor and sponsor changes in the number of

children attending each site so the number 6f meals served would
match tlie number of children.

2. Require sponsors to recertify under oath that they have conducted
such training.

3. Require sponsors to certify under oath the average number of
children served per day and the adequacy of the site to serve that
number of children.

4. Require the New York State Education Department to discharge
inspectors it hired at. the request of sponsors and inspectors who filed
false reports.

5. Require the State education department to provide more onsite
lispectorS.

I ha ve also asked the U.S. Department of Agriculture to form a
special task force to correct the administration of the program in New
York. This would be a task force similar to the one that was formed to
deal witli charges of fraud in the food stamp program.

I would stress that I do not want to see the program terminated in
New York City. I want to see needy children fed, but I want to
see this done in a lawful manner with good food and without the in-
credible waste that brings such a stain on the name of the Federal
Govern ment.a nd this program.

I have confined my efTorts, so far, to what must be, done right now
to stop the abuses that I have foimd. When a program spends $1.5
million a day, as I am told it does in New York City, remedial action
!Mist be taken immediately.

1 wouhl like, however, to address as well concerns With regard to
the future of the program.

First, the Department of Airriculture has failed. it seems to me to
promulgate adequate regulations with respect to this program.

Perlin ps most. significantly. it. has failed to provide a procedure
for screening mit incompetent, or plainly dishonest sponsors. I 'lave
been advised. for example, that. the U.S. attorney for the eastern dis-
trict. 01' New York has I md ii tarp! number of sponsors under in ve:-..t iga -
tion for possible criminal violations in the past years. Yet, many of
t hese sponsors mily still be I mrticipating in the program this year,
making even more money.

Other failures in the regulations inelnde
No outreach to in form needy children ;
No system for deferminino- what sanct inns should be iinposed

for various violations or defioienciesin other words, when a slap
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on the hand is to be applied, or when a vendor or sponsor should
be decertified completely;

No procedure for withholding payment or obtaining recoup-
ment when there has been waste on the part of the sponsor; and

No procedure for developing substitute sponsors, when a spon-sor fins been decertified.
My second observation is addresskd to the program structure itself.It is simply . in no one's interest to run the program efficiently andeconomically.
Vendors get paid whether meals are eaten or not, indeed whetherthey fire edible or not. The more meals they deliver, the more moneythey 7.nake.
Sponsors make 6.5 cents per meal. They don't lutve to care whetherthe meals are actually eaten by hungry children.
The State, which has totally failed in its responsibility to.run theprogram, in my judgnwnt, gets 2 percent of what the program costs.'rims, the more money and the more' food that the vendors. and spon-sors waste. the more money the Stategets.
Tliis system is un open invitation to throwaway food and waste tax-.payers. money.
Mr. Chairman, I think that, in large part, the Department of Agri-

culture can make or break this program. It can either sit by and ignorethe abuses, sayizig that the prograincannot be rim, as it has said in thepast, .or it can try to make the program run properly. I have tried toget the Department to make the program work properly, .and I amconfident that your committee will do tk. same.
Tkpresent program, at least as it is run in the city of New York,disgraces the Federal Government and degrades Or ignores the chil-dren it was intended to serve.
Let me add one final point. Sonie say that we have, to tolerate waste

and iitismanagement in order to feed some hungry kids. I do not belieyethis is true.
Poor kids who need a free food program are entitled to be treatedwith respect, and yet this is not happening. In New York City's sum-mer food program, no one is required to provide tables and Chairs sothat the children can cat as civilized human beings.
It is arrogant and condescending to provide poo children with food

but no place. to sit and eat it.. Iti8 arrogant 'and condeseendinct to toler-ate the enormous waste. that gives rise to litter and stench of rottingfood in poor neighborhoods.
Only if we are deterinineil to treat America's hungry children hu-manely and with a sense of their dignity. can we make this programwork I believe that we can,.and we must a. so.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Cha i la 11 PERK I Ns. Let Inc my to you. Ms. Holtzman, thank yon foreullinp- a serious situation in your am to the subconunittee's attention.

.This committee. cannot permit situations of that type to continue toexist. in the. school hunch program.
I think after Mr. Richmond makes a brief statement. this mornina-.

we will let von both stand aside for a few moments, and listen to what te Departnwnt lms to say in response to these accuntions.
It may be. neces.ary. somewhere along the line, to call some local

people fom the city 6f New York directly in charge of administering
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eSted in the delivery of good meals and which were looking to merely
rip off the program.

The Department Of Agriculture compounded this problem by not
assisting the 'State in weeiling out unscrupulous vendors and sponsors.

even in the beginning, never closely scrutinized the
Spotili he teri-venSdtearrelationship. I have been inforthed that State monitors

were not present when sealed bids for vendors were opmed by spon-sors, and that the State'which was taking over the operation of an
estimated $50 million federally funded program did not deem it neces-
sary to: conlmit 8 funtime borougliAy-borough staff to this program
'until 1 month prior to its opening.

.111 short,tho State of New -York, was operating a $50 million
Federal summer feeding program out ofa shoebox.

'My 'office, recently interviewed and surveyed 75. of the -141 .. New
Yorfc City sponsors representing more than 3,500 sites, serving close to

.1 million meals daily. Time after time, sponsors complained of a lack
of fruidance and disseminafion of information from the, State; thattheState's filng, system was Byzantine; that one sponsor ,who had
135 sites found. more than 240 Me folders at the BrooklYn officO for...

i

those ..saMe 'sites; that phone contact with the Brooklyn office was'
impossible ;. that notification of acceptance or rejection of sites was
not accomplished by a. typewritten letter -but by handwfitten pencil
notes, .or by Avord-ot.ino;AL

Computer lists of s which the sponsors Were told to rely on in
we never delivered. In fact, many sponsors in New York areAnvil re

waiting for their site approval, 3 weeks after the program Las
begun.

'Looking'
more than 6,

deeper into the State's coinmitment, we find only 120_
monitors ).!or 000 New York City sites. linked, in Brook-.,
lyn, where we have more than 3,000 sites there are only 40 State moni-
tors who now travel in teams of two, meaning only 20 monitoring
.teams for those sites. Each team is, therefore, responsible for 150 sites.

Sinee-the pmgraan is operating for only 44 days and a team Can
be expected to viSit at most fivE, sites daily, Brooklyn summer meal pro-
gram personnel need only worry about onsite inspections by State
monitors at the most once tmonth.

Sponsors complain the State is disorganized, it is very distant, con-
fuSed and most of all inexperienced. A sophisticated program designed
to feed more than 1 million youngsters is being rim in a kindergarten
fashion.

Tho solntions to these problems do not come Pam A commitment
must. be made by the State of New York awl the USDA to run the
summer feeding- progran, efficiently and to deliver the meals to those
Young-sters in need.

In li (*lit of tbe fact that the overwhelming majority of sponsors arc
ope.ratin o. within the. law and in the best interest of the children. we
must force, the. Stnte of New York and the Federal Governmentto in-stitute a series of reforms:

(1) The State of -New York should immediately increase its monitor-
ing- sin IT to insure. tinit each site is visited at least three times a month.

(.'" The State should immediately allocate fluids to the New York
City Department of Health to enable, certified health inspectors to re-
view nnd monitor the 51 smmner meal vendors insuring the quality of
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the food. t the same time the State should immediately 1.eview all
vendor-sponsorei I eon t rilyt s.

(3) The State should guarantee that sites are not punished for the
negligence of the sponsors or vendors so that community groups can
continue to serve food to the children.

(4) The Fedend Government through the Department of Agricul-
ture should'inimed lately send a spc.eUtl monitoring and nianagement
1.011.111 to New York City to assist and give guidance to the State and
help them iii>grade the simuner feeding program.

(5) Finally. the Justice Department should be instructed, to ex-
pedite its invest igation and inform both the. State and USDA which
sponsoN and vendors are still under question and. which -have been

v ind leafed.
When properly operated, the summer feeding program is preven-

tive medicine, saving millions of children from malnourislunent and
preventing massive Government expenses in medical and education
costs.

Children eating well-balanced meals which their families cannot
afford to provide, should be a prinie function Of a responsible Depart-
ment of :2-ricillture and State health department.. But. when bureau-
cratic redtape and incompetence strike the program only a select few
(rain while the children suffer.

uru.e the subcommittee to take these steps, to insure the proper
operation of this vital program. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERK !Ns. These accusations are very strong, and it would
appear to me that. we have to have:more responsible sponsors for these
summer .feedingprograms.

Right now. i f you will step aside, Mr. Richmond., I am going to let
Mr. Da mgard come around .and call on Mr. Hall to introduce him, since

. he iS from Illinois. Ile is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Market-.
ing and Consumer Services. Departmentof Agriculture.
....MI...HALL Thank yon, Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-
committee.

:N . Thungard is from a. family that. lives in my conoTessional dis-
trict. so he is a native of my congressional district. I Fiave bad some
acquaintance with the Damgard name way before I came.to Congress.
and I want to take this opportunity to extend to John a personal
weleonie.

Chairman PEIIK I NS. You 'go ahead, now, Mr. Damgard. You have
heard t he aceusations here. this niorning as to the way the summer feed-
ing program is. being operated in New York City.. We would like ter-

hear what the Department has done in the way o.f any supervision or
control over a situation of this type, and what type of sponsors. and
what youir requirements in connection with sponsors; and what regula-
tions you have to prevent misuse of the summer feeding program to
the extent that it is just money going down the drain.

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. DAMGARD II, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-

RETARY FOR MARKETING AND CONSUMER SERVICES, DEPART-

MENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. DA MCARD. Mr. Chairman. I have with, me William G. Boling,
on mv left, who is director of the, child nutrition pmgram; and Wal-
lace P. Warren, regional director, mid-Atlantic region, Food and
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Nutrition Service, who will be happy to discuss the problems that
exist in New York City.

Last year, President Ford wisely vetoed legislation which in part.
expanded the summer feeding program in such a way as to make it .
impossible to administer prudently-. In spite of the selfish interests
of those who would seek financial gain at the expense of both the tax-
payer and the needy childven, Congress passed the legislation over
the President's veto.

As you have heard earlier, what we have as a result of congression-
al action- is the potential for scandal, waste, and inefficiency. .There
are in some placcs, some people who are, unfortunately, more in-
terested in helping themselves than in helping these children. We
have been struggling since the Start of this program to 'cope with
the situation.

.S6 this morning we are to ask you to take another look at the law,
which you have written to see if you don't agree with us that it needs
to be given some teeth. So that the summer feeding program can
achieve the laudable objectives that both you and we want it to
achieve.

A summer food program for children has been in operation since
1969 as part of the special food service program for children. Last
summer the program served nearly 21/2 million 'children across the
Country.

In October 1975, Pubfic Law 0 : 405 authorized the summer food
service program for children as a separate program. The program
mandates provision of free meal service to needy and other children
during the school summer vacation period.

iIt s sponsored locally by city government agencies or by nonprofit
private. community .groups and herein lies the. problem.. Meals .are
usually served at open, unstruCtUred SiteS such as parks;playgrounds,
and blocked off streets. The meals are usually cold bag lunches pur-
chased by the sponsors from commercial food service companies.

-The summer program has suffered from many operational and ad-
ministrative problems. The problems arise from the short-term na-
ture of the program, the feeding sites with the sole purpose of simply,
handing out lunches, the difficulty of estimating the number of Meals
needed at a. given site on a given clay, the lack of food storage facili-
ties at the sites, and the involvement of private sponsors who have no
financial backing and little training or experience.

In addition, the existing summer program does not work i; all
areas. In rural areas, for example, it is seldom implemented. We be-
lieve that State and local governments should be allowed to design
programs to meet their own situations and needs.

Under a block grant approach as proposed in H.R. 13208 States
would have the opportunity to design programs which would best meet
their individual needs. Under H.R. 13208 States would be eligible
to receive a grant which would be sufficient to fund for 225 days one-
third of the recommended daily allowance for every needy clii3d
aged 0 to 17 residing in that State. This formula includes funds for
the school .lunch program for 180 days as well as the summer.proaram
for 45 days.

The General Accounting Office in its 1975 report on the summer .pro7
gram recommended that Congress clarify how areas in which poor
economic conditions exist should be determined with respect to the
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size of an arca, its locr.tioo iii an urban or rural environment, and
the proportion of need,: chi lilmn residing there.

The General Accounting Office report also recommended clarifica-
tion of the eligibility of nonneedy children residing in needy areas to
partici pa te in the prognun.

Although Public Law 94-105 defines an eligible area as one in
which one-third of the children are eligible for free or reduced price
sehool meals, it fails to provide definitive criteria on selectiog target
areas or on the eligibility of nonneedy children to participare in the
program. This makes it impossible to.establish realistic program goals
or fully evaluate program accomplishments.

Public Law 94-105 does not give the States enough flexibility to
design summer-feeding programs to meet local needs and utilize
existing local resources. Both the. Department and the General Ac-
counting Office recommended tighter, administrative controls on the
summer program, especially in the areas of monitoring and applica-
tion review.

Instead, Public Law 94-105 expanded the program that was already
in existence and removed some of the administrative controls which
USDA had instituted since 1969 to deal with the problems which
exist in this program.

For exaople. Public Law 94-105 mandates that all eligible sponsors
who applied shall automatically be approved to participate in the
program. An eligible sponsor is defined in the law as a public or nor-17
profit private institution which provides meal service to children from
needy a yeas. -

While we Imre developed niinimum sponsor and site criteria, it is
very difficult for a State to deny program participation to a sponsor
even wheo the sponsor's past performance has indicated, its inability
to properly administer the program.

In addition, the State must now provide advanced funding to that
sponsor. Potentially, a sponsor could reeive advanced funding, and
fie Vet. Operate 4 pmgram.

Both the General Acconnting Office and the Department recom-
mended that advance funding be provided to sponsors with provisions
for adequate safeguards to insure that sponsors have the ability to
administer a successful program and that amounts advanced are
commensurate with the volume of food services the sponsors are
ex) wcted t o provide.

Public Law 94-105 mandates automatic advances to all sponsors.
States shonld be riven the opportunity to determine, when advance
funds a re justified.

'While advance funding may be needed by. some sponsors in order
for them to have the cash resources to operate, not all.sponsors have
need of advance funds to operate. Advance funding should be re-
stricted to those sponsors who would be imable to operate without
and whose fa ilure to operate would result in children being denied
prograin benefits. In addition, the States should be given more dis-
cretion in the approval of advance funding.

Public Law 94-105 alsO authorizes up to five meal services per day.
Food waste has been a problem in the program. For
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example, a study done in 1974 showetl that the number of children
eating all of the protein component of the lunch ranged from a low
of 40 percent to a high of 100 percent.

The problem of waste was aggravated by the practice of many
sponsors of serving several meals at once ;-for example, a lunch and
breakfast in the same bag:- In many cases the logistics problems of
niultiineal deliveries forces sponsors to have both meals delivered at
the saine time; lack of storage facilities caused additional problems
and the only solution was for site personnel to serve both meals
sitnultaneously.

This type of meal service-led-to great quantities of wasted food,.
aS the children were unable to consume the amount of food given to
them. In response to this practice, and recognizing the difficulty of
adMinistering more than one meal service at the kinds of food service
sites used in the summer program, USDA limited most sponsors to
one meal service per day.

Sites which had ongoing full day programs for attending children
could be api..roved for maximum of three meals a day, including one
snack. Pubdr 94-105 removed this restriction and authorized up
to five rroN44.iF! t dity including two snacks.

It is sit;. possible for most summer programs to properly
adminisiet. than one meal per day. The children are not in at-
tendanwe riti long enough, and the sites do not have the facilities
to store LIt nntil time of service.

In tt,ddition, sponscirs simply do not have the administrative capa-
bility to Inanal;.e a multiple meal program.

Pthimsrs. Who is going to address themselves to those
charges? 'The testimony is not helping us one bit this morning. There
is supposed to be some supervision somewhere, and if the State is not
doing t, you should be doing something about it from your end.

DAMOARD. As ..you know, this is the first year that New York
has gone back into running the program. It is my feeling that it was
the -percent administrative funds that lured the State back into the
program.

The program is not being run well by the State. The State was very
late in gettingorganized to run the program this summer. We ran the
prograin out of our Princeton Office last year, and we encountered
many of the difficulties the State is encountering. Yet, under the law
the controls and the sanctions that we have in approving sponsors
simply is inadequate.

What we are asking Mr. Chairman, is that you take another look,
and.work with us to determine

Chairinan PERKINS. It is a question of whether the State can select
good sponsors, whether the school§ can be good sponsors, whether
some private organizations, or just who is committing all that waste
and fraud that is the situation in New York City.

Mr. DAMGARD. Our testimony is addressed to the entire summer
feeding program, and not simply New York.

Chap rman PERKINS. In some places it is working wonderfully well.
Mr. DAMGARD. That is correct.
Chairman PEmoNs. What kind of supervision do you have over the

sponsors?
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Mr. DAMGARD. In I he. city of Chicago it becomes an arm of the
numicipal government. The parks and the Department of Hinnan
Resources in Chicago run the program.

Chairman PrInuxs. The way it is supposed to be administered is
your responsibil it y.

Mr. DAmoAno. Yes; under the law we caimot restrict the number of
sponsors.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan.
M. BuclIANAx. One point.. At this point. Mr. Chairman, I want to

say, after our colleague from New York had finished her testimony. I
think that she is doinff a very significant service by bringing this to
our attention and to true attention of State officials, and attempting to
correct those very shocking situations.

I would hope that the Department would take it quite seriously. I
don't know how much they knew in advance.

Mr. Chairman. as I understand this hearing, the Department of
Agriculture's testimony was prepared for an oversight hearing on the
summer feeding program, and this was not-set up in advance as some-
thing where. so far as I knew, that our colleagues were coming in to
testify on this very shocking and distnrbing situation. and one where
the liepartment came necessarily prepared to answer those criticisms.

Mr. DA:NIGARD. May I say, Mr. Congressman, that we., in fact, did
want to highlight the probiems in New York. Ms. Holtzman's interest
in this has been in the last week. We have been cognizant of the prob-
lems in New York for some time.

For that reason. we had made plans to bring Mr. Warren up from
Princeton, who has more intimate knowledge Of the problems in New
York than anybody else in the Department. I thought that this ought
not to be the sole subject of my testimony.

With your permission, I would like to go on and finish my testimOny
as it relates to the program.

M. BucHANAX. I support the Chair, and I hope that you will be
prepared to answer the specific questions pertaining to the problems
in New York at some point this morning.

Mr. DAMGARD. We will try to answer those questions.
frs. CHISHOLM. The gentlema.n has indicated that he wants to go

on. What I wanted to really do was to bring back Ms. Holtzman and ,
Mr. Richmond, aml I wanted to kind of establish a panel debate here
for a moment became the questions that I. wanted to ask Ms. Holtzman
and Mr. Richmond with respect to their testimony, I wanted to then
ask you to answer those questions. I think that we have to be very,
very specific, and I think that this is what we have to do.

The Chairman has indicated that he will be able to go on. Both rep-
resentatives have indicated that they will be able to stay. Then, we will
be able to do that, if it is all right, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Damourd.
Mr. DAMGARD. If the committee has nefurther interest in my testi-

mony, perhaps we oucrht to go ithead and talk about New York.:
Mr. BUCHANAN. I ihink that you ought to finish your statement.
Mr. DAMGARIL The authorization of multiple meal service invites

food waste, spoilage of food, and recordkeeping problems.
Public Law 94-105 for the first time made resiolential summer camps

eligible to participate in the program. While program eligibility is
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basTd on the need. of the geographic area served by a site, we recognize
that most residential camps do not serve a specific geographic area.

.Therefore, program regulations allow residenthil camps to base their
eligibility on either the need of the geographic area they serve, or the
need of the children enrolled. This results in residential camps being
able to be reimbursed for the meals served to all campers when only
one-third of those children are needy.

The Department has long believed that the summer program would
hest serve the needs of the children if it were administered in conjunc-
tion with school facilities. The use of school's in the summer program
would insure adequacy of feedino sites, improve meal quality, and
make use of idle school food service'facilities.

In order to increase the use of schools as program sites or suppliers
of meals, USDA has encouraged sponsors to use schools, or to docu-
ment why such uso was not possible. Unfortunately, we have not been
successful in persuading school systems to allow their facilities to be
used.

Closing schools in the summer months is an ingrained practice and
this, coupled with the pressures on local budgets, has made schools
reluctant to become involved in the program. In 1974, Congress re-
quested the General Acounting Office to study the summer program.
The report of this study points out that school districts do not par-
ticipate because of the ad.ministrative costs involved in opening the
schools, the fact that regular school staff is often involved in profes-
sional trainino during the Summer and, therefore, not available for
Supervisory dirty, kitchen facilities are often repaired during the
summer, and school officials fear vandalism in school buildings held
open during the summer.

School or other local governmental agencies should be the local spon-
sors of the summer prograin. Many of the.problems experienced in the
summer program have come about because rather than being inte-
°Toted into ongoino community programs and activities, such es
summer recreation programs, the summer program is authorized
merely aS a food delivery system.

Sponsors can operate only to provide a food service, with sites to
which children come only to receive a meal. Such a situation is in-
efficient since it is more expensive to develop a food service that
stands on its own than a food service that provides meals to children
gathered for an existing supervised activity.

In addition, Ft. food service that is not integrated inte other programs
for children minimizes the benefits that can be made available to some
Of our neediest children. Schools .and 'other local . agencies such as
recreation departments have existing ties and responsibilities to their
communities. .

They hive stinctures into which a food service program can be inte-
grated. In addition, schools have existing food servrco facilities that
are often idle during the summer. The use of schools for the summer
program wouldmaximize the use of these facilities and minimize many
of the operational problems experienced in this program.

The Department of .Agriculture proposed regulations for the sum-
mer program by Jannary and final guidelines, regnlationa, applica-
tions, and handbooks by March. In addition, the Department has met
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and worked with State personnel to insure an understanding of t.he
new provisions of Public Law 94-105.

USDA and. State personnel have held meetings and training sessions
for sponsors across the country to asist them in planning for the
program.

The administrative funds provided to the States have been of assist-
once in enabling them to meet their responsibilities for the adminis-
tration of the program. However, the Congress did not adopt the
Geenral Accounting Office's recommendation -that funds for State ad-
ministration should be matched by the State.

The Department believes that as indicated in the.GAO report, these
furlis were intended to be supplemented by the State and that a State
niateli of administrative funds is necessary to insure State involvement
in and commitment to the proper administration of the program.

In addition, we believe that the State adMinistrative funds for all
child nutrition programs that are provided for under section 7 of the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966 make a specific provision for adminis-
trod ve funds lot- the snnuner program unnecessary. Such funds could
be provided under the Child Nutrition Act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence, and my colleagues
and I will be happy to answer any questions.

Chairman PERKINS. Yes : we have questions.
ft would,a ppear t o me, Mr. Thungard, that under Public Law 94-105,

the summer food service program for children you have the sentence:
"To ,the maximum extent feasible." That is 42 U.S.C. 1771.1. "To the
maximuM -extent feasible, consistent with this section. special summer
feeding programs shall utilize the existing food service facilities of
public and.nonprofit private schools."

Now von are telling us that you are unable to do that in New York
City. Ain I correct?

Mr. DAMGARD. We are unable to do it. We are unable to persuade the
.schnols to be involved.

Chairman PERKiNs. The next sentence: "Any eligible service insti-
tution shall receive the Summer food service program upon its re-
quest." You are the ones who make the determination of who is eli-
gible. and not eligible. You have heard Ms. Holtzman talk about the
bookkeeping.

I want to call your attention to the statute, which states: "State
education agencies and service institutions participating in programs
tinder this section should keep such accounts and records as may be
necessary to enable the Secretary, to determine whether there has been
compliance with this section and the regulation hereunder. Such ac-
counts and records shall at all times be available for inspection and
audit by representatives of the Secretary and shall be preserved for
such period of time, not in excess of 5 years, as the Secretary deter-
mines is necessary."

.Has this situation ever been called to your attention. under this
section?

Mr. DA3WARD. I would like to let Mr. Boling answer that question.
Chairman PERKINS. All right, I want to ask you why your check

of records have not disclosed the misuse of funds, as required here.
Go ahead, Mr. Boling.

Cl
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Mr. BOLING. Generally speaking, sir, the USDA, I will state flatly,
does not pay in the absence of records. In certain instances in the past,
where recordkeeping was not available, and there was a very human
kind of situation, after the fact we have gone to the General Account-
ing Office and sought a proper solution to fills.

The USDA does not pay for these meals. The USDA does not pay
for meals that are in excess of the attendance of the children at the
site. USDA. does not pay for multiple meals served at the same time
to the same children. We monitor these things.

One of the ongoing problems is that wethe program is a 44-day
program on the average. It is very difficult during that period of time
to get proof positive proof that will stand the test that we normally

jaccept in our system Of urisprudence.
In the absence of that, sir, it is very difficult to find a sponsor

ineligible.
Chairman PERKINS. I know that it is an easy matter for me to go

through my district, my congressional district, and separate the wheat
from the chaff and make a -determination in a situation like that of
whether you aro fooling with a fly-by-night outfit, or whether you are
fooling with someone who is eligible within the meaning of this law.

Evidently, you forgot about the word eligible, and )ust approved
anything that comes along.

I am going to recess the committee for 5 mimites, and we will come
right back.

Mrs. Cmsnopr. I am going to stay.
Chairman PERKINS. Go- ahead, Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. Cursuotot. I have one clarifying question:
One of the eligible categories was service institutions, and that is

described as those who will conduct a regularly scheduled program for
children from areas in which poor economic conditions exisf for any
period during the month of May through September, where site lo-
cations have organized recreational activities or food services are pro-
vided for children in attendance.

It is your feeling that your testimony today, that this provides such
a broad group of eligible sponsors that it iS difficult tO find.

Mr. Bourro. This came out of a concern a number of years ago when
the Department made certain efforts to try to restrict it to sites that
had activities, recreation activities and th.e term "food service" was
added to .assure that where there were no food services, where there
were no reaction activities, where there was a very definite need to
feed needy children, that the site could operate.

But what happens with Federal law, it would seem, is that it goes
to the minimum. very quickly.

Mrs. Cnisnorm. Mr. Damgard, I would like to ask you a few ques-
tions and then if Ms. Holtzman would return to the table.

Mr. Damgard, in your statement, you indicated that there is not
sufficient criteria to evaluate these sponsors. Yet, the U.S. Department
of Ag,riculture has promulgated 13 points Upon which a sponsor should
be judged before approval. This is section 225 of the regulation.

Isn't the problem then one of failure to enforce these criteria in ap-
proving the sponsors, rather than a lack of criteria. There are definite
regulations that should be applicable to all sponsors of this program
before they are acceptable.
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Mr. DAmonim I think the pioblem is as Mr. Boling just stated it.
While we would have preferred that recreational facilities be part of
the total package, so that, the feeding is another event in the day for
the children, there were instances Nyhere recreational activities were
not available by broadening this definition, spOnsors who did nothing
but organize to serve meals to the children were approved on that basis.

It is very difficult, as gr. Boling mentioned, over a 44-day period,
at least, to know in adVance which sponsors ought to be approved, and
which ones ought not to be approved.

In writing our regulations for the States, incidentally, we tried to
be, perhaps, more general than we should be, but that 13 because in
various parts of the country the definition for a workablesponsor, in
New York for instance, would be a lot different than a workable
sponsor in Chicago, Alabama, or wherever.

Mrs'. Cnisnorzt. Ms. Holtzman, you indicated that upon visiting the
sites, you had noted that the children were carting away some of the
hinch, carting away the milk, carting away the sandwiches, and there
was a general air of,confusion with -respect to the entire program.

To your knowledge, do you know whether or not up to thte
the program has been in operation approxiMately 3 Weeks, do yen '
',mow whether or not anyone from the -Department had viSited that
partieular program, or visited Other progranis to find out the status
under which these programs were operating?

Ms. HorirznAN When I visited two sites in my district, I asked the
Department of Agriculture to send an inspector with me. I. Visited
those sites with an inspector from the Department of Agriculture. At
that time, the inspector from tlm Department of Agriculture advised
me that the Department hadtin fact, been inspeeting various sites:He
advised me that the rate of violations at the sites previously impeded
ran at about a 60 percent figure. I believe that, in.fact, Mr. Boling Who
is sitting here has himself visited sites in New 'York City SubSequent
to the time that I visited, the sites last. Friday, and he has told me that
he has seen the same things I reported here. .

The General Accounting Office, I might add; in 1975 issued a report
specifying the problems with this program : no reCOrd keePing, wasted
food, spoiled food, failure to distribute only one meal per Child, dis-
tribution of food to adults and the like.

I would Say, however; and I think that this is an impOrtant point
to keep in mind, that right now in the city of New York, 1.5 million
dollars are being spent every day. It is one thing to talk abaft legis
lative deficiencies and the like, but those are problems to be dealt with,
it seems to me, at a later stage. I3y talking about legislative problem' s,
the Department of Agricaure is avoiding it's primary responsibility
right now, this hour, this date, this minute, which is to preVent the
wholesale waste of tax dollars and to assure that the children of New
York City are getting decent meals.

This, it seems to me at least, is the primary obligation of the De-
partment of Agriculture. The Department has sufficient latitude, under
the statute and the regidations, to ensure and require that these pro-
crrams be run in an honorable, decent and efficient way so that the
Clildren are fed properly and von don't have a scandalous situation
such as exists right now in NOV York City.
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Mrs. Cinsuor.u. Coining back to Mr. Damgard, the summer food
program, of course, has been expanded by Public Law 94-105. These
organizations have developed all kinds of special summer feeding
Programs for those children who would otherwise be deprived of nutri-
tional meals during the day for these months.

Does your Department msist, or have in the regulationsI don't
:recall, so enlighten me on this--4he fact that these lunches must or
should be eaten on the premises, or do you leave that up to the person
who is sponsoring the program ?

Mr. DA-mom-tn. We require that the lunches be consumed on the
premises.

Let me reiterate what Mr. Boling said earlier. We don't pay for
lunches that are consumed off-site. We reimburse on the basis of the
claim of the sponsor. We have our auditors, and we have our monitors,
and the State has monitors. We have our office of investigation
in vol ved.

On those claims that are deemed to be the situation that Ms. Holtz-
man has pointed out, we simply do not reimburse. That creates another
problem. In the case where a sponsor is lax, and he might have entered
into a contract with a perfectly legitimate vendor, who has done his
duty in terms of delivering the mealsthey aren't all bad, I .am sure
there aro some very, very good vendors in the. city of New York and in
Other places supplying meals to sponsorsif that vendor lives up to
his responsibility and delivers the meals to the sponsor, and the spon-
sor abrogates his responsibility by giving them to adults Or putting
them in a car and taking them off someplace to sell, or throwing them
a way, and we learn of it, then we .simplydo not pay the sponsor.

When the sponsor does not get paid, he has to say to the vendor :
am sorry, .the Government did not pay ine for those lunches that yon
served me." In those cases, they 'are not 'financially responsible. .

Mrs. CnisnotAt. Ms. Holtzman did indicate in her testimony, unless
T misunderstood. that the sponsors are getting paid for all of these
lunches that are being carted away. et cetera, is that the result ?

Mr. 'Thatontin. As it result of 94-105, there is advanced funding. so
there istnOney out. AS far as we are concerned, we want'accountability
of that money.

Ms. Hoirrzivimsr. Let me say a nnmber of thinas in response.
First of all, advance payments were made eo the sponsors for the

'month of July. I have requested that no advance.payments be made to
the sponsors .for the month of August, unless they .are willing to re-
'certify that 'in fact they have conducted the kind Of training that is
rieeeSstirYfor"the Site supertisors to run a decent program,.and to make-
that recertification under oath.

I have made that sugaestion tO the Department of Agriculture:
The only remedy of raich I am aware. which has been used by the

Department of AgHculture, is withholding the final payment .pend-
ing an audit. I. would just suggest to the Chairman that, considering
the number of vendors and sponsors willing to participate in the pro-
gram, despite the possibility that the last payment may be withheld,
gives us a good indication that there is probably enough profit-to be
made during the first portion of the program. that the withholding
of the last payment is insufficient disincentive 'for the kind .of waste-
fulness and inefficiency we have seen.
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This is why it. is no answer to say : "We audit the books at the end
of the summer. We withhold the htst payment." This, Madam Chair-
man, does not seem to work ; at least it has not worked in the past,.

Mrs. CILISDOL.M. The gentlemen front the, Department have i
cated, at least one of them did, that perlutps the best place to carry
ou the school lunch, if you can get around the bureaucratic snarls and
the redtape and the reasons Why public schools have to not open in
the summer, would be to conduct, these programs in the public schools
because they have the kitchen facilities, they have the seating arrange-
ments, they have everytlming that is necessary.

What, is your reaction to that?
Ms. Ilourz3rAx. I would say that this is an excellent suggestion, if it

were possible at this time to get the citY of New York to agree to open
its schools for the purposes of running, these programs and to be. renn-
bursed adequately. I think that this ms the best way of insuring that
the children will'be fed nutritious meals in a dignified manner.

Mrs. Cinsitotzt. Not prohibiting communities to participate in the
program, but to make sure that the taxpayers' tax, money rebound to
the benefit of the children participating in the summer food program.

Ms. HorzrzmAx. Yes. Also, I think the children ought to be able to
eat their lunches, breakfasts, or dimmers sitting down at a table in a
decent manner.

think that it is a.disgrace to sugerest that because you are poor, ym
aro going to have to stand up and ea this meal, that, there is not even
going to be a place to sit down.

Mrs. Cmsnorzr. Could you describe for us what steps the Depart-
ment, has taken, if any, to minimize the participating in the summer
feeding program, of sponsors who are potential abusers of the pro-
oram.

We 'realize that there is a report that has not yet come out in terms
of the Justice Department. We are concerned about the fact that there
are. sponsors in the Program who, perhaps, should not be in this pro-
ng.= because of inVestinations that are (*moon

What steps have you taken to really do something about the prob-
lems in this program? This is not an overnight problem. This is some-
thing that, has been going on for quite some time.

Mr. Bouxo. This matter has been under a very large investigation
since the latter part of the year, last year. o.Durin this period of time
an amount of funds in excess of $6 -million hastsbeen withheld from
last year's program.

In many cases, this has hurt legitimate sponsors. But because of the
need of audit. and widespread investigation, these funds have not been
pa id. mmtil the audits and investigations are completedthe audits and
investigations are not fully completed yet.

Tn addition to that, the State together with the Department of Agri-
culture, has conducted preSite selections. Tt is true that we consider all
eligible sponsors, but time ultimate control is on basic site investigation.
Now. as of May 1, the State had no investigators. The Department
provided 43 investigators to allow the site inspection process to
proceed.

Dario, this period of time, 200 .sites were rejected. Now the State
officials indieated to me on Monday that there are approximately 400
sites that sponsors purportedly had inspected, and were pre,ided to
the State as good sites.
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In addition to that, when the sites get into operation, then we come
into a very human drama, and Mr. Warren can tell you about sonic very
human dramas, and that is the confrontation that does exist when
children are being fed and where we find ourselves with only one
solution, which is the termination of that site.

Mrs. CuIsnovm. Let me ask you. You have indicated that the States
have the rmonsibility for actually monitoring the programs, once
the approval 'has been given by the Department of Agriculture.

If the State does not-do this, the blame cannot be placed at the De-
partment of Agriculture's door. Is that correct ; is that what you are
saying?

Mr. BOLING. I suppose that there are always" more things that we
can do. Today, at 10 o'clock, in the World Trade Building there is a
meeting with all sponsors being conducted by the State. They are going
to review the requirements, ag,ain, for the regulations.

M. Holtzman has sugrrested today that the sponsors 'recertify some-
thing that they had alretidy certified to in their initial applications for
these sites.

At this meeting today, the Chief Auditor of the Department of
Agriculture will be meeting with the auditors that have been required
for the summer feeding program this year. Again these auditors come
'under the n.eneral 'licensing, of the State of New YOrk.

These ailditors are reqmred for every sponsor that intends to chain
a program-larger than $30,000. Our chief auditor is up there today,
explaming the expectations. We have a very detailed andit guide avail-
able to them. This was produced and ont to them in the middle of
May. It covers the.basic recordkeeping requirements.

In addition to that, State 'and Fedefal officials will be coverina the
Iltallre of the abuSe that has been found tO date, the very serious nanie
of this abnse, and suggesting certainactions that must be taken.

In addition to that, on Monday, when I did talk to the State of-
ficials, they were hiring an additional 45 monitors. In addition 'to that,
and cc-insistent with .an agreement that this Department has With the
State, they were tiitiriing Mánitors to go into the'Vendor operations,
in the third week of the program.

Those monitors of the vendor 'operations should have been there dur-
ing.the first weeknf the prograM. But at any rate,'thiS is being done.

Mrs. exttsnoLit..GnelaSt point. . .

I Understand aft Of the things-that you are discussing with:reapect
. to clearing up many of the abuses in the program...But one.Point still
.stands out quite clearly, and that is, what is being. &Me With reSpeet
to those vendors, or those perSoris Who have 'been operating in this
program solely on a profit motive.

How are we going to be able to clean the program up, unleSs we are
cognizant of those individuals who year after year, somehow,'-get se-
leeted to be in the food business for the 'summer feeding program.

If the Department of Agriculture does not come out with a report,
and if this report.. has been going 'on for quite Some time, how can
we be able to do What is necessary to make sure that we 'clear .up the
abuses of the program, so that there is no further .detriment to the
cliildren, and those persons involVed in the program.

What are yOu going to do about that in terms of your meetings. Are
you going to put pressure on the Department of justice to release re-
ports in view of the situation that We face here ?
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There are some questions, ver,y deep questions connected with the
vendors in this program.

Mr. DAMGARD. We are anxious for the Department of Justice to
wind up their investigation.

Mrs. Cinsnoum. Have you told them that?
Mt. DA-momm. Yes we have.
Mrs. Cnisnorm. Vrhat do they say?
Mr. DAMGMW. It is an ongoino. investigation.
Mrs. Cufsnotzt. Ongoing for how
Mr. DAMGAIM. I have no idea.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to you gentlemen, with the book-

keeping required, and with this word "eligible." I presume that the
schools are doing a better job administering the summer food service
program, which-to my way of thinking is one of the ,o.reatest programs.

The sununer food service program, in order to fill the gap, simply
has to continue. It is going to continue as long as I am Chairman of
this committee because of the great need for it.

There aro so many millions of children that really do not get a
decent meal a day, and depend upon this, especially after they have'
been in the regular school lunch program.

It seems very odd to me that since you have had a lonir time, and
the General Accounting Office enumerated, in a report ated Feku-
ary 14, 1975, their appraisal of the special summer food service pro-
°Tam for children and their appraisal was based upon a 1973 pro-
gram operation, wIly hasn't it been possible in 3 years to effect solu-
tions to those problems which have been so clearly identifierZ, such
as children takino..meals from the site, accounting problems, lack of
training of work7ers, etc.

Don't you feel that you have been derelict, inasmuch as this GAO
report pointed this out so clearly in 1973, which was made available
early tins year, to begin correcting these situations ?

You come in here this mornino. suggesting that we change the law.
It is not going to solve the pr''oblem by any means, in my way of
thinking. Do you want to comment on my question?

Mr. BOLING. Yes, sir, I do.
Chairman PERKINS. !All right, go ahead.
Mr. BOLING. For many reasons, as the chairman recalls, because of

the timing of the legislation, it was felt necessary to provide the De-
partment of Agriculture with an extension of last summer's program.
which included in there the provision that we were not to Change
the regulations.

In addition .to that, we. have been working to implement., this year,
regulations and I believe that. in the long pull the State administra-
tive expense fund will be of assistance in this way.

Ultimately, however, it conies to finding eligible sponsors, and spon-
sors at the local level. You know that the Federal Government, under
the statute, is providing 6.5 cents for every meal to the local sponsor.

Now, Ms. Holtzman attacked that provision this morning. That
pmvision allows.for the sponsors also to hire monitors. If they areas
committed to the welfare of the children as they represent, they will
use these administrative resources to see that the vendor provides
adequate meals, and tO se e. that the program is administered not in
such a way as to endanger its very existenCe.
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Now, we are probably going to have to take sonic more serious
action and that action will be of exactly the nature that Ms. Holtzman
recommended this morning, no aclytince payments for August, until
they can certify. The certification will take time. By the time the
Certifications aro provided, the advance payment date will be over.
There must be a determination .based on the certification.

So in effect, when we say "no advance, payment in August," it
will he no advance payment period for all sponsors.

Maybe wo have found, .and based on my own reView, I was just,
able to visit two or three sites. By the way, Mr. Chairman, I did see
ono very good site in my very brief period, but we have found whole-
sale violations of the statute and regulations with regard to the
service of breakfast and lunch in the same bag for the same child.

The statute envisions the service of breakfast for children coming to
the site, and the service of lunch. Now the Federal Government, I
would imagine can only take some massive restrictions to cut back the
availability of those meals. It is the administrative officer who can
make decisions with regard to sponsors.

Chairman PERKINS. Ono further question.
Urbar areas of this country cannot oveflook people who are free

and equal everywhere. I never, on any occasion, fail to support lecris-
lation for the urban . areas. But I represent a large rural disti'rict
in Appalachia, some of the poorest people in the -world.

I have one community where we have some of the poorest blacks
in the country,: Lethher County, KY. I am just wondering what
you are doing to try to cret some of these summer feeding 'programs
into the rural areas of thel'Nation.

Everywhere I go, down there, they ask me why, why, why, I spoke
about it so much, and there is no performance. Why is that?

Mr. BOLING. Basically, at the minimum, we must have someone
willing to sponsor the pmgram. For example, in South Carolina we
have worked for several years with the South Carolina WorkerS'
Association, and it has not been without problems over the years, but
they are serving the :multiple counties around Charleston.

We are serving rural areas, but to a very limited extent, largely
because the facilities, the sponsors, the schools are not available.

ehairman,Pnumcs. Thank you very much.
Mr. Buchanan ?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.'
Mr. Damgard, you have indicated some knowledge, and your colr

league has indicated some knowlddge :of the'YeYoi'k..prôbleths.It
appears-to-be a very shocking and disturbing situation.

Do you have knowledge or belief that this may be the case elsewhere
with this program, beyond the city of New York?

Mr. DA3IGARD. Certainly not to the extent that it exists in New York.
I have no personal lmowledge of problems like this existing in other
places.

. It has come to my attention mostly within the last year, from vendors
more often than not, referrE:d through their eongressional represent-
ative to my office, wondering why they are not able to' beloaid:It has
had a lot to do with this ongoing investigation, which held up the
:operation.
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I have heard of no such problem in the other cities. It is clearto me,
however, Mr. Congressman, that when the city and the State make a
commitment to run the program, the program rmis well.

In the case of New York-, when New York State walked away from
it 2 or 3 years ago, it was simply because they did not want to run it.

Until the States and the cities, perhaps on the basis of matching
funds, make a commitment to see that the program is run well, we aro
relatively powerless to make sure that they do just that.

Mr. BucirANAN. What mechanism would you have?
As the chitirnmn said, the Congwss is going to continue tbe pro-

gram and a broader program than the administration is recommend-
ing. You can count on this permanently. -

Our concern is in meeting the needs, the nutritional needs of as many
disadvantaged children as is possible through this program, and as
adepiately as possible. That will continue, whoever ends up in the
White House and the Department is going to have to accept that this is
the way it is, and it will be the law.

Now, since that is the way the law is, can -we delineate from your
testimony those thing,s pertaining to the program being too big, too
broad, and all that, because that is not going tO change.

In what way, and by whom can we obtain the kind of administra-
tion that will eliminate this kind of abuse, notwithstanding the fact
that it is going to be a direct program and hard to administer 6,000
sites in New' York, for example? -It does not have to be 6,000 sites,
hut you are goino. to have a big program in New York.

Mr. Dimomm!'Incidentally, we disapprove a, lot more sites than we
ifitimately approve. Wre have something like 10,000 applications for
sites, and we rejected over 5,000 of those sites. Still, there are 4,500
sites left.

My own belief is, Mr. Congressman, that nnless the schools getin-
volved, and yon need the commitment of the cities to get the schools'
involved, we are going to end up with continning problems of the
kind that we have right now.

Mr. BIIMANAN. .Do the cities have responsibil ity for the program
as presently structured?

Mr. DAMGARD. None whatsoever.
Mr. RICHMOND. First, I don't believe it would be economically Wise

to get the schools directly involved, because under our school system,
it would mean that tbe schools would have to be open, costing enor-
mous amounts of money. It would be an added expense for the board
of education, which it .can ill afford it.

I believe that it is the State's obligation to monitor this program
better, and to see that those lunches are handled by proper sponsors
and proper vendors. In my district, I have numerous organizations
that-do a splendid job. I personally visited some sites where we found
that the sponsors were doing their job, and the vendors were doing
their job.

On the other hand, we do have programs that are badly sponsored,
badly monitored, and it is all due to the basic fact that the problem
is with the USDA in not running the program in the first place:

That is tbe same problem that we had with food Stamps. Tbe De-
partment juSt does not want to administer these programs. Therefore,
they fake very, very little time in regulating. I believe tbe State can
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handle this job perfectly efficiently, if somebody would get on top
of them and make them do it.

Ms. ITourzmAN. First of all, I would like to confirm what I said
previously. I think, basically, unless the schools operate these pro.
grams, we will continue to have problems such as we have had before.

I think the schools, on the whole
,

with adequate administrative
reimbursement, can provide an opportunity for the children to get a
nutritional meal and be provided with a place where they can eat
sitting down. which is not happening now.

Secondly, Mr. Buchanan, I was interested that the Assistant Secre-
tary. said : 'We rejected site applications," and then put the blame with
respect to the operation of the program on the State of New York.
Either it is a "we" when. bad thingshappen, or it is not a "we" at all.

In other words, the Assistant Secretary cannot take the credit for
having rejected bad site applications, and then refuse to take the re-
sponsibility for bad operation of the program.

The Federal Government is required under the. statute, I believe,
to receive, and did, in fact, receive a written agreement from the State
'of New York us to how it, was going to operiite this program.

The Department of Agriculture cannot walk away from a program
in which its officers have personally observed wide-scale abuse, wide-
scale impropriety, and wide-scale violations of the law.

I . don't think that the Department of Agriculture can take the
position that probably, maybe, perhaps, in the future, they are going
to do something about, it. I think that they ought to be in there right
noW. There are only 51 vendors in the eity of New York, and if USDA'.
has to wait .for the State to train inspectors to visit these vendors.
then it should ,take the responsibility itself. USDA personnel should
bo out there. right now inspecting the sanitary conditions under which
these meals are prepared. There are only 57 vendors, and USDA can
inspect them. It has the personnel, and it ought not to wait so long.

This ought to be done this week, in fact, to make sure that the chil-
dren are receiving-decent meals because we have received complaints
that hamburgers were not made of meat, and I. have personally seen
inedible frozenfoodbeing delivered. We have bad complaints of rotten
food,from other people:.Those steps have to be taken,'

think there no question that the .Department . of Agriculture'
should,seriously consider setting up a departMental task forceto deal'
with this problem., as it does not have any concrete suggestions as to'
what they do right now. They ought to set up a departmentaltask force
which isgoing te come up with those suggestions...

would sayovith all reSpect- for the Department' of Agriculture,
that, if they-cannot, sittinglere right now, tell Us what they intend to
do, after ,being advised about the problems with: this prograrn
I think that we have a very serious problem. I think that-USDA ought
to be able ; to come .up with' solutions to these problems...

It te.true. the State does have responsibilities' for administering
tho :program. .But the Federal Government cannot walk,away when
children are:not being fed .nutritious meals.whon we- find. wideiScale',
waste ofFederat dollars.

Mr. BucrurrAx. I will ask Mr. Damgard to respond to the 'task
force suggestion of the gentlewoman.
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Mr. DAwimm. I spoke last, night to my superior, Assistant Secretary
Feltner. The response was that this would be taken into consideration.
I personally think that it is a. very ,4rood idea.

Mr. -Bum IANAs. I certainly would endorse the idea: .

Mr. DAMMItn. r think that the task force itself is essentially oper,
ating up there right now with our office of audit, and our Office of in-
vestigation, both deeply involved in the situation in New York, and
with whatever personicel the regional office has been able to provide.

When I said we rejected," I said "we" in conjunction with the
State of New York rejected some 5,000 sites only because we were
fortunate to put 43 monitors on the job, because New York was not
getting the job dime.

The task force, makes a lot of sense.
Mr. Bl:clIANAN. I know that my time has passed, but I want to

make this one observation.
In the first place, I would concur with our colleague from New

York. You imist have rasponsibility. You must assmne responsibility
in this area. I imist say, that where we are dealing with a federally
financed program, meeting a need that Congress has mandated be met
to the extent possible on a nationwide basis,1 don't think that you can
escape very heavy responsibility, and must do everything in your
po we r to eorrect this.

just think that it is mandatory, and I don't think that it will ever
adequately work unless ,you fulfill your part of that responsibility.

The second thing that I would like to observe, Madam Chairperson,
the tiling that. disturbs me most, at this point in American history, is
the number of people who have found a variety of ways to rip oft the
Federal Govermnent against their country and themselves. It is a
deeply disturbing fact of life in our country at this point, and it
readies up to the. very high business and professional people as well as
some of the persons described this morning by our colleague.

I hope that we as a nation, will reform ourselves before it is too
late in that. regard.

Mrs. CHM mum. Thank you, Mr. Buchanan.
Ms. Holtzman, I might raise another point here. I noted that you

and Congressman Richmond have slightly different approaches in
terms of the program. You feel that the public schools would be the
best places and Mr. Richmond continues to feel that community agen-
cies and community groups might be the best. place, so long as we weed
out the abuses.

The question that. I-want to ask is this: "Do you really believe that
if We did use the public schools, once we. ,got through the administra-
tive redtape, that many of the problenis that are now apparent in this
program would bo eliminated because you would more or less cen-
tralize it under stricter control V'

You .would have the premises for the children to eat their lunch.
You Would have people who have already been trained in ternis of
the regular school lunch program during the rear. You would also
eliminate, once you have this kind of control, this question of vendor
kickbacks which we really need to go into, but we don't have the time
to go into this morning.

Do you think that once we did this kind of thing, many of the
problems that we are now faced with, will be eliminated. I would like
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to hear your views, and then I would like to hear the views from the
Department. .

Ms. MIAMIAN. I would basically feel that many of the problems,
certainly not every-problem, but many of the:problemswould be
minim iized, and the ncentive for the fraud would no longer be there.
in quite the way that it is now.

The only reason that I am hesitatino. about this is that it is too late
t his summer to turn the program in NP'ew York City over to the public
schools, which I regret, because if there were time, this is something
which I would like to see done.

It seems to me, as I point out in my testimony, you have a program
in which people are paid on the number of meals served. The quality
of the meals does not enter into it. The vendor only gets paid on the
number of meals that he delivers, whether the kids eat them or not.
I re has no interest in quality or economy.

The sponsor has an interest in expanding the program, whether or
inot he can properly manage it. The profit s based solely on the size

and liot the quality of the program. If you take public institutions
adininistering the program, then they have some interest in seeing
that the children eat the meals. They have some interest in seeing that
the meals are actually properly nutritious. Thq have an interest in
correcting the number of meals ordered and delivered, because they
are not going to get any money from having to throw out vast quanti-
ties of milk or sandwiches, and so forth. -

That is why I thinkand you also have mentioned thistrained
personnel are needed. I am not saying that there may not be room
in such a program for community sponsors who have demonstrated
the experience and ability to administer such a program.

I would say that primarily the responsibility ought to be placed, if
we can, in the public schools, to run such a prograin. We would
eliminate many, many of the problems that we have found here.

I believe the Department of Agriculture could probably tell you
the experience in other cities and other States where the schools have
been used. They could document that many of the problems that I
pointed out today do not exist where the public schools are operating
the programs.

Mr. DAMOARD. Yes, you would probably like to hear from Mr.
Warren who has just come from New York, and is most familiar with
the situation in New York.

Mr. WARREN. I would like to point out that over the last years
we have tried very hard to get th.e city school system inVolved in the
program. We have been to the Governor's office, to the city, and also
to the school board. We have unfortunately been unsuccessful up tO
HOW.

I am very definitely in agreement with the Congresswoman that
the school system is by far the best system for New York City. I
think that it provides some side benefits, too, because now we have a
lot of the vendors who are located outside of the city of New York,
and the State of New York.

By getting the program involved in the school system, the employ-
ment m the city would be increased, and it would not be out of the
State as it is now, where some of these vendors are hiring a. great
number of people to prepare these lunches.
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.1 think also in a school environment, you isolate the children in
an area and in a situation. Where they can sit down and have a good
lunch, prepared. by trained people, and' I think at a lower cost-and
greatly eliminate the matter of consumption and the waste of food.

Sol 'am verYdefinitely in agreement that the school system involve-
ment is very much needea in New York particularly.

Mr.- DAMOARD. Mr. Boling, do you want tO say anything further on
that point?

Mr. BoLpro. In our discussion of schools, I don't think we should
forget another very excellent arrangement. In many communities,
Memphis, Tenn., for example, the school acts as a vendor to the
parks and recreation department, and these programs are conducted
.for children in the parks and recreation programs. The meals are
provided to them from the school kitchens. This is also a very excel-
lent arrangement.

Mr. DAMOARD. I have nothing further to say, except to agree with
Mrs. Holtzman that there is an awful lot more profit in this as far
a:; attracting so many sponsors and vendors.

It is also curious to me that all of these come in at 80.75 cents.
In my judgment, it is unfortunate that it is mandated in the law
that the ceiling be 80.75 cents because everyone is going to bid at the
maximum. People who know much more 'about it than I do, said that
the Innelws have a value of 20 cents less than that delivered.

.This is one of the reasons that we have a proliferation of vendors
and. sponsors.

Ms. HOLTZMAN. This is an area in which the Department of Agri-
culture could, through its refrulations have dealt with the problem.
There are no standards prescribed for Ale competitive biddingprocess.

I am advised that in New York, for example all somebody has to
do is advertise in the local paper, which does noeneed to have a circu-
lation of any scale. There may be no opportunity to give more than
one bid.

I think that the competitive bidding .process itself must be thor-
oughly reconsidered. I think the suggestion that Mr. Boling.; made of
having, a public institution do the vending, may be one solution. If
you . are going to have a competitive bidding situation, then there
ought to be regulations to insure that, in fact, you do have wide-scale
publicity of the bids, and you, in fact, get coMpetitive bids, which
I don't believe is the case now.

It is7vvy interesting that nearly all of the bids have come in at the
maximum amount.

Mrs. Cnisnotar: Mr. Hall.
.Mr. HALL. Other than to thank my colleagues for bringing this,to

light, and I too think that the task force approach does have merit,
and we can get on with it.

I,have nothing else.
Mrs. Cmsnoizr. Any further question, Mr. Buchanan?,
Mr. BUCHANAN. No; thank, you.
Mrs. Cuisimun.. We thank all of you for appearing here this

morning.
NoW we, will hear 'from our, last, witness, Mr. Jay Harrison, who

will.be substituting for Mr. Robert Ivry, coordinator of, youth serv-
ices, Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, City, of Baltimore.
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Mr. Harrison, I would appreciate it if you would.give us a sununary
of your testimony, and then, in light of what has happened jua be-
fore, respond to some of the criticisms and suggestions. I think that
we will do much better that way.

Mr. HAnntsoN. That was exactly my intention, Madam Chairperson.
Mrs. Cnisliorzr. The full statement will be made part of the record,

without objection.
[Prepared statement of Robert Ivry follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP ROBF:RT IVRY', COORDINATOR OP YOUTH SERVICES, Mayoa's
OFFICE OP MANPoNVER RESOURCES, RALTItisaitE,

Mr. Chairman, members of the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary
& Vocational Education, I am Robert Ivry from Baltimore, Maryland. I am
here today to testify before you about the Baltimore Summer Lunch Program,
funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture through the Maryland State
Department of Education, and administered locally in Baltimore through the
Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources. In particular, I would like to focus on the
impact the current federal regulations have on the administration of this im-
portant program In a large urban community.

By way of introduction, I would like to summarize the growth and accom-
plishments of our effort in Baltimore. The Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources
has administered the Summer Lunch Program since 1972. From that time to
the present, the program has grown significantly from 150 lunchsites and 22,000
daily lunches to a 1076 total of 260 lunchsites and 32,000 daily lunches. The
increase in the number of sites is a direct xeflection of heightened participation
on the part of community organizations. Four sub-sPonsoring agencies assist
us in the planning and administration of the program by identifying lunchsItes,
developing a balanced and attractive menu, and generating and sustaining com- .

munity support.
This year, the U.S..Department of Agriculture modified existing regulations

for the Special Summer Food Service Program. These revised regulations go
a long way toward improving the administrative efficiency of the program, and
the area of lunchsite eligibility is a good example.

In past years, lunchsites qualified for participation in the program if they were
located in a defined geographic area inhabited by at leaSt 50% Watiting mothers.
Due to the limited data available, it became difficult to 4;:?'Irefe,ent lunclisite
eligibility. This year, Regulation 225.4 (7) states that "luttesSites are eligible
if food service serves an area.in which poor economic conditiovs east, or, if ap-
plicable, documents that at least one-third of the children enrolhal in each session
of its operation are eligible for free or reduced meals." As a result of this change,
the entire City of Baltimore became eligible for participation since one-third of
the students in each Regional Planning District qualified for free or reduced
meals.

The, revised regulations have also greatly improved the System. of cash flow.
In past years, the cash flow was strictly on a reimbursement basis. Sponsors
had to advance money. and be reimbursed on the basis of a cOmplicated.three-
option formula. This year's provisions allow sponsors to apply for start-up funds
and advance paYmenta. for each :month' of operation; providing. a 'base' for 'a
properly, planned_ and. administered program. In 'addition, the Simpler method
adopted for calculating reimbursement by either number of lunches served or
total operating costs eliminated the cumbersome calculations for non-reimburs-
able services.that hampered site supervisors in preceding years.

While these examples indicate that administrative efficiency has improved
under the revised regulations, the City of. Baltimore still finds that .certain por-
tions of the regulations remain overlyxestrictIve.

Again, allow me to give examples.
, This. year the maximum eligible. age was reduced from 21- to 18. This un-

neceisarychange, particularly in- times of chronic Youth unemployment rates.
excluded:thousands of youth who received lunches in prior years. We strongly
urge,thaf the mariumm age beraised back up to 21: .

Some,-ftuancial.regulations have also placed-constraints On the program ad-
minhitrator. According to Regalation 225.9(d) "Each service institution whose
total Claims for Reimbursement under any Program agreement will exceed
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$30,000 shall be resporsible for providing that an audit be conducted of its Pro-
gram Claims and the supporting documentations of timse Claims by an inde-
pendent Certified Public Accountant or State licensed. Public Accountant. The
Claims for reimbursement for the last month of operntion under the agreement
will not be eligible until the audit ha3 been completed and the results have been
reviewed by the State agency." The resulting delay inherent in this regulatiofi
Will create a serious cash flow problem for spor.sors. One possible alternative
would be a provision that allows partiat p:tyrnent of the last reimbursement at
an earlier date prior to the completion of the audit.

A third area of concern relates to the Food Service Management Company.
According to Regulation 225.11(a) "Any service institution whose total reim-
bursement under a Program agreenient will exceed $10,000 shall use a com-
petitive bid procedure in the selection of a food service management company.
Any public service institution shall follow applicable State or local laws govern-
ing bid procedures." The only public agencies excluded from the competitive bid
process are local public schools. According to Regulation 225.4(d) "The State
agency shall work closely with the service institution in developing its food
service to assure that school food serVice facilities are utilized as fully as feasible
in the preparation, service, and delivery of meals served as part of the Program."
This unnecessary restriction prohibits public agencies, other than the local
public school system from being exempt from the competitive bid process. Thus,
the Community College of Baltimore, a City agency, that has a nationally recog-
nized and certified program in Food Administration and was capable of prepar-
ing and delivering 32,000 lunches per day, was subject to the same competitive
bid process as-private vendors. There is a definite lack of consistency in exempt-
ing public school syStems from the bid process, but not other public agencies
particularly public community colleges. If this restriction was eliminated, spon-
sors could negotiate with public agencies for the most attractive menu possible
at the maximum reimbursement rate. Additionally, public agencies, like Com-
tnunity College of Baltimore, would have an opportunity to use the program
to provide further academic training for students enrolled in their Food Ad-
ministration program. We strongly encourage broadening the definition of public
schools to include such institutions as community colleges that have adequate
food service capabilities.

The fourth and perhaps most critical area of concern to the lunch program
administrator is the role of the State agency. We are particularly disturbed with
Regulation 225.4(8) (b), which provides the authority for the State Department
of Education to approve lunchsites. This provision permits the State agency to
impose additional constraints not specified in the Federal regulations. In past
years, this allowance for additional regulatory authority on the part of the
Department has not been in keeping with the original intent of the federal
program: to feed hungry children. Let me cite two examples of Federal regula-
tions that in the past have been piggybacked by additional State reatrictions.

Regulation 225.4(a) (3) states that "Lunchsites must provide a regularly
scheduled organized activity or food service for the children attencling the site."
In past years, the State has further restricted site eligibility to only those organi-
zations that conduct an ongoing organized, educational, recreational or cultural
activity. Organizations that provide only a food service and not such an organized
activity are eligible under the Federal regulations, but ineligible under State
regulations.

We agree in principle with this additional State requirement since it has be-
come an incentive for community organizations to develop beneficial activities in
order to qualify for free lunches. However, there are legitimate situations in
which lunchsites simply do not have the staff, space or resources to meet the
State imposed regulations, and to deprive these sites from participation seems
arbitrary.

Another example of dual regulation is Regulation 225.7(3) (c). This Regulation
states that "the quantities of food specified in paragraphs (b) (1) and (2) of
this section are approximate amounts of food to serve 10 to 12 year old boys and
girls. Greater or lesser amounts of the food may be served if participating chil-
dren are older or younger." The State has imposed an additional restriction that
meals in excess of 10% of the children in attendance will not be served as sec-
onds. In the past, we have made it a practice to order lunches for the number
of children in attendance. On a given date, if a site had an unexpected number
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of absenem they would have excess lunchas for that day. The site had 48 hours

to supply corrected attendance records to reduce excess lunches to below 10%.

As an alternative to establishing an arbitrary limit of 10% excess lunches; it is

our opinion that older children capable of eating a second lunch should be per-
mitted to do so. This would be more consistent with the intent of the Federal
regulations. It is highly presumptuous to aasume that children of such a wide age

range would consume the same amount of food.
If new legislation or regulations are adopted, we strongly recommend adding n

provision prohibiting the State from adding further restrictions to the Federal

regulations.
In conclusion, the revised regulations have come a long way toward improving

the administrative efficiency of the program. I am confident that attempts will
continue to be made to further refine its administration and management. The

elimination of the unnecessary and unworkable regulations I have cited, would

represent a heightened sensitivity to the spirit and presminent purpose of this

progrum: to feed hungrY children.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT IVRY, COORDINATOR OF YOUTH SERVICES,

MAYOR'S OFFICE OF MANPOWER RESOURCES, BALTIMORE, rap. ;

PRESENTED BY JAY HARRISON

Mr. ITAanisox, Madam Chairperson, and members of the House Sub-

commit tee on Elmentary, Secondary, and Vocational Education: My
name is Jay Harrison. We are from the city of Baltimore, a working

eitv.
I apologize for the fact that Mr. Ivry is unable to be here, but a

birth in the family is a joyous occasion for a first time father.
We are here to testify about the Baltimore summer lunch program,

funded by the Department of Agriculture through the Maryland State
Department of Education, and administered in the Mayor's Office of

Manpower Resources:
My focus will be on the impact of the regulations on the summer

lunch program in a larger urban community like Baltimore.
I must say before going any further that the Baltimore experience

with the summer lunch program, unlike New York City's, has been one
of tremendous success and- I will try to get a little more into that
in a few minntes.

By way of introduction, this particular chart indicates the growth
of the Baltimore summer lunch program since 1972, and you canno.te
that in 1972 the number of lunches served is 25,000, and the, number
of lunch sites is 150.

'This year, 1976, we are looking at 32,000 total lunches served, and
260 locallunch sites. That increase in lunch sites is directly correlated
to the increased participation on the part of community participation,
on the part of &immunity orcranizations in the city Of Baltimore.

'This year, .as everyone kaws, we are operathig for the first time
under revised regulations. Summer lunch program administrators
around the country, as far as Baltimore is concerned; they represent
some positive steps forward in program administration and manage-
ment.

Two areas in particular that were of concern to Baltimore were:
(1) We feel that the revised regulations have unquestionably ex-

panded the eligibility criteria to increase lunch site participation. The
revised regulations state that geographic areasate eligible to partici-
pate if one-third of -the students qualify for reduced or free lundh
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during the 'school year. In Baltimore,..this means that the entire city
.could be

(2) The second:revised regulation that- we feel very positive about"
is the fact that the revised regulations ,o.enerate startup funds and
advance payments to provide a financial hase for program plamiing
and adnnnistration.
:While. are pleased with these constructiVe changes, the Balti-

more experience also indicates that some regulations remain .overly
restrictive. Therefore we 'have developed some . proposed revisions-
'which we feel would further refine- hmch prograM administration-and
Management.

Out first proposed revision would. be to raise the maximum age of
'eligible use back to age 21. It is currently 18, and we feel that the
impact of unemployment, the higli impact of unemployment On the
19-, 20-, and 21-year-olds makes this a very difficult regulation to live
With.

Second, allow at least partial payment of final reimburseMent prior
to thecompletion of the audit. It would reduce the financial bind that
schoel lunch program administrators or somc lunch prol;ram adMinis-
trators must face, since it would allow them to pay their

Third, broaden the definition of public schools to include conmnmity
eelleges, thereby exempting them from the competitive bid process. The
best example is in Baltimore: We have the community college of Balti-
more and the nationally recognized food service component is-part of
their program. Yet, they are exempted from the compeOtive bid
process.

Fourth, prohibit the piggybacking of State regulations on top of
Federal guidelines, and please don't misunderstand this proposal.
'Baltimore City has a very fine working relationship with the Mary-
land State Department of Education. The issue .here .is consistency.
Therefore, when Federal regulations call lunch sites to have a regu.
larly scheduled, organized activity, as was done as the regilation
currently reads, or food service, there is no need for the State to
further restrict eligibility to sites which operate cultural or educa-
tional activities.. This is no longer the case, but it was in the 'past.

.Likewise, the Federal regulation permit children over .12 to receive .
greater quantities of food. The State need not establish an arbitrary
10-percent excess limit.

In closingI:said I. would be hrief---I must repeat that. Baltimore
Cit, finds the revised regulations are commendable to the degree to.-
wh ich they, have increased program, administration- andmanagement--

We remain confident that continuing attempts will be made to-.
refine and improve these regulations. The elimination or revision of the
regulations I have cited today would represent a heightened sensitivity
to the spirit.and the preeminent purpose of the lunch program, which
is to feed hnngry children.

Madam Chatrperson and members of the committee, this concludes
my remarks. I thank you .for giving us the opportunity to be here
today.

However, since the issue of accountability has been raised so prom-.
I wil1 ' ask for permission. to have Ms. Carol. Mercogliano

addreSs that subject from the-Baltimore perspective:
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STATEMENT OF CAROL MERCOGLIANO,
ADMINISTRATOR, SUMMERFOOD SERVICE

PROGRAM, BALTIMORE, MD.
Ms. MERCOGLIANO. Madam Chairpevson, I appreciate thecomMittee'sconcern with accountability

and controls. Let me say that in Balti-more. from the tiMe of organization, supplying of lunch sites, andthe actual feeding stage, numerous systems of accountability are inplace and at work.
First of all, all sites are inspected by the sponsor and the healthdepartment prior to application approval. All applications are sentto the Maryland State Department of Education for final approval.\\...,..yraining workshops are conducted for all administrative staff aswell as all site supervisors.

Every day lunch tallies are taken to insure that excesses or short-ages of lunches are adjusted immediately. This information also is(riven to the food service vendoron a daily basis.Communication with each and every lunch site occurs each andevery day: All site supervisors must complete accountability forms onit weekly basis. These forms include attendance forms, number ofmeals ordered, number of meals served, and number of meals trans-ferred. They also must send in delivery tickets.We have a ratio of 1 monitor to every 25 sites. Each site is visitedat least once a wek. The Maryland State Department of Educationhas two monitors, and they visit the sites, three to five sites daily.A. hotline directly to the food vendors makes it possible to discussany and all problems,
or discrepancies in all phases of the vendors' re-sponsibilities at the site level. Also I must point out that in Baltimore,a competitive bid process, the accepted bid was 0.73 cents, while themaxinmm allowance is 0.8075 cents.(Thai rman PERKINS. Mr. Buchanan.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I must say that your statement would have looked(rood in any context.
Mr. ITARmsox. We wanted to provide some balance.Mr. BUCHANAN. It is a vezy commendable balance, I would say. Icongratulate the city of Baltimore for what appears to be a very ex,cellent program.
May I ask, is the city government taking an active interest in thisprogram? I know that under -the law, there is State responsibility.But you seem very thoroughly familiar with eyerything that is goingon. Has the city been involved?Mr. HARRISON. Very .much so. The program is administered locallyby the mayor'soffice of manpower resources.Again, we want to compliment the Maryland State Department ofEducation for time fine working relationship we have with them.Unquestionably, we could not operate the kind of program we dowithout their assistance.

Mr.. BUCTIAXAN. But you do actively administer the program. Youmention a whole series of things that are required, and practiceswhich would seem to be good adminstration, and the city of Balti-more does assume that responsibility. Ts that correct?Ms. MEncocrwco. Yes; we are the sponsors of the lunch program.We also have .four subsponsors. We divide our sites into four sub-
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sponsors, and they assume certain responsibilities
also. They are re-

sponsible to us, and in turn we are responsible to the State.

Mr. BUCHANAN..Did Mr. Ivry have a boy or a girl, or do you know

as yet ?
Mr. HARRISON.

Elizabeth J. Ivry.

Mr. I3ociTANA-s.
Please give them our sincere congratulations, the

Ivry family.
Madam Chairperson, it would appear to me that this might serve

as a model, to some extent, to be followed. I don't know how many

places in tbe country where this would be the case. But this certainly

sounds like an excellent package. I would like to commend you for it.

Mrs. Cuisiror.m.
Thank you very much,-Mr. Buchanan.

I feel somewhat in a semibeleaguered
position since I come from

New York, and what we have had brought to our attention pertaining

to the New York lunch program.
Is the Baltimore school system involved in any Way in tbis program?

MS. MERCOGLIANO.
We Use public schools RS sites. Some of our sites

are located in public schools and that is the only participation. This

is under the bureau of recrealion, and the bureau of recreation locates

sites in the schools.
Mrs. Cinsuorzst. It would seem to me that you have followed the

stipulation and the criteria as laid down by the Department of Ag-

riculture to a "T," on the basis ofwhat you have said.

Ms. MERCOOLIANO. Yes.
Mrs. Cmsnorzt. Would you say that any lunch program through-

out this country that has a commitment to making sure that the funds

rebound to the benefit of the children for whom such funds are in-

tended, if that commitment is really there and they follow the guide-

lines as presently stipulated, there should be no difficulty.

MS. MEMCOGLIANO. Exactly.
Mrs. CursuoL3r. How do you feel about the discussion on the part of

others who testified here this morningthat,perhaps, the public schools

i
should take over the program. I am nterested in your reaction.

Ms. MEROOGLIANO.
I feel that if the program is administered prop-

erly, no Matter where a lunch 'site is located, it should not cause any

problems in serving lunches, the problerns that were mentioned, such

as the wasting of food.
If you select h lunch site that has adequate facilities, adequate stor-

age facilities. Some of our lunch sites, which are ,coMmunityorganiza-

tion do not have refrigerators, but the vendors supply containers with

ice to stand the milk and juice in. So we feel that if this is done, a site

that has no refrigeration, but has adequate feeding space, sit down

space, is fine. It does not haVe to be in a school.

Mrs, Crrtstrowt. All right.. What you are really saying, we are going

to have to do some revision of this procrram. What you are also saying

is that the school site is not necessaryrbut if the community agencies.

the civic groups, the community groups or what have you aro inVolved

ih the sponsorship of this program, we must assume the responsibility

that they meet the criteria with respect to seating space, and the re-

frigeration facilities before we hand out the contract. Is that what you

are saying?
It does not have to he necessarily the public schools.

Ms. MERCOGLIANO.
Right.
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Mr. HAnnisox. 1 wanted to add that the system accountability and
controls reign supreme.

-Mrs. Cutsuotzt. Mr. Buchanan, did you want to say something?
Mr. BUCHANAN. You mentioned just nmoment a6o the avoidance of

wake. Do Yell feel that you have managed to avoiethis problem? .

Ms. MEncouLtAse. We have a system, as I said.. We have communi-
cation with our sites. They are told to call in on a daily basis, if their
'attendance is not the number that they ordered. They increase or de-
crease on ti daily basiS, and this can be done.

Therefore, one day there would be an excess, but it would be cor-
rectal within 48 hours. So. we feel that we are not wasting .food.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Have you had any af the problems that were men-
tioned in the case of New York, and how you have dealt with them ?

.
Ms. 'MERCOGLIANO. We have had smile problems with the quality.of

the food. We meet with the vendors constantly to try to improve any
problems that we do have, because we work with them every day. We
talk to them constantly. We did have some problems.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mrs. Cnisnow. We want to thank you very much for appearing

before our committee this morning.
We will be recessing until Saturday, when we will be in Miami, Fla.,

to take up this question in that part of the cOuntry.
Thank you very much. The meetincr stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the sribcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene Saturday, July 24, 1976.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

SATURDAY, Jinx 24, 1976

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SuncomurrrEE ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Ilealt, Fla.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m. in the Council

Chamber, Hialeah City Hall, 501 Palm Avenue, Hialeah, Fla., Hon.
Carl D. Perkins (chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Members present : RepresentatiVea Perkin§ and Lehman.
Staff present : John F. Jenninas, majority counsel ; Charles W. Rad-

cliffe minority counsel ; Mrs. Mail'xine Dargans; and MrS. Wyman.
Chairman PEmcms. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Edu-

cation is continuing today its oversight hearings on all Federal child
nutrition programs. It is important for the committee to learn during
these hearings of the accomplishments of these programs, but it is more
important for us to learn of the problems which are being encountered
in operating these programs. Only through the establishment of a
hearing record showing us the major problems will we be able to take
remedial action to achieve the best possible use of our resources.

The focus of today's hearing is on the summer food service pro-
gram for children. That program was designed by Congress to provide
free meals to needy children who would otherwise be deprived of the
nutritious assistance that they received during the school year through
the school lunch and breakfast programs.

As recently as last year2 Congress expanded this program so that
it could better reach all eligible-children. The new legislation, Public
Law 94-105, expanded eligibility to any sponsor who is providing
services to children in areas in which one-third of the children are
eligible to receive free and reduced priced meals. It also expanded
eligibility to include nonresidential summer camps, provided that they
are in an eligible area or one-third of their enrollment is eligible to
receive free or reduced price meals. Lastly, the legislation provided
guaranteed funding for this program.

Two days ago, in Washington, D.C. we heard very controversial
testimony from witnesses from New York City who contended that
gross mismanagement existed in the summer feeding prorrram within
that city. They asserted that meals were being provided di noneligible
adults, that children were walking off with bags loaded with pre-
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packaged meals, and that many sponsors did not keep adequate record§
to justify their opmittion of the program.

At the same hearing, we also heard testimony from witnesses .from
Baltimore who showed that the program in that city was being
operated in a very efficient and in a very effective manner. That city's
program seems to be virtually free of accusations of fraud or waste. .

We are here in Dade Cmmty to learn of your problems and of your
accomplishments in the summer feedinc, procrram. We would like to
know whether you. have experienced tre protllems which have been
alleged- to exist in New, York City or whether the operation of your
program is more similar to Baltimore's.

We would also like to kmow what attempts are being made in Dade
County and in the surrounding counties to bring more .eligible an,
dren into the program. As you probably know, in the summer of 1973
the program reached 2 million of the 10 million children who were
receiving free and reduced priced meals during the regular school year.
In 1976 it seem§ that the program has grown so that it is now reaching
3.9 million children, but the eligible population has also grown to a
level of 11.5 million children. Have yon expanded yotir programs in
this area to reaCh these children?

Last, we would like to kmow what administrative problems you are
encountering On the local, State, and Federal levels. Do you feel that
any particular reaulations er 'adMinistrative practices are creatinc,
pmblems for you r If so, what changes would you recommend? And,
to state the other side of the issue, what changes have been made recent-
ly which have led to an improvement in the program?

We look forward with a great deal of interest to your testimony here
today. We are here to learn so that we can improve these programs.

And I do want to state that CongreSsman Lehnian Is responsible
for the subcominittee bein cr here today. He is on the full Committee on
Education and Labor aneone of . the mo5t productive Members in the
Congress in this area, but not only in this area. In all educational
programs. He's one of our Most outstanding Members in effectiveness
insofar as obtaining results in getting legislation enaCted into laiv.

I'm delighted to call this morning as our first panel the witnesses
and they are panel No. 1. I think before we have questions call. on.
the entire panel to come around and make your statements this morn-
ing.

Mr. George Hockenbery, administrator of food and mitrition man-
agement, Florida Department of Education.

Mr. 0. L. Searing, director of the school food service, Broward
County, Fla.

. Mr. Samuel 'Jackson, area school food coordinator, Dada County
School Board.'

Mrs. Betty Lou Barbieri, assistant director of the Dade County
Community Action Agency.

All of you come around and we'll call on Mr. Hockenbery, the ad-
ministrator, food and nutrition management, Florida Department of
Education, who will be the leadoff witness on this panel, and you can
call on the others as you see fit. We're delighted to welcome you here
and you can give us your views, what's wrong -with the program, how
we can improve the program. Proceed, Mr. Hockenbery.
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Withont objection, all your prepared statements will be inserted in
the record at t his puha.

IPrepared statement of George Hockenbery follows :]

PREPA1IEU S TATEM a ST OF GEORGE HOC:KENDE=

There will be a great deal said concerning problems in the summer feeding
program. However, if we confine ourselves to the meeting of the. needs of disad-
vantaged ehildrent he program Is a great one.

Your Committee, as well as the Conference Committee, are to be commended for
the changes that PI, 94-105 made within the Summer Feeding Program. Most

inaewort by aml advanlagmis of these changes were :
1. The open-end fundiag provision.
2. The advance funding provisions.
3, Tim inist rat ive funding provision.
4. Tiej provision that only one meal eau be served and delivered at a time, or

one meal served at a time, while storing other meals at a site in refrigeration.
In detail, I should like to discuss each of these changes; the advantages they

have pnalneed ; and smile of the problems they have presented. As we see it,

nn)st of the problems ean he eliminated mixt year, with proper planning.
The thing that open-ended funding did most is to reach more children in more

sites. For 'example, iu Flori(la in 1971, we reached 43,195 children in 271 sites,
t hrough 27 sponsors. Last year, we reached 73,712 children in 6S2 sites, through
61) sponsors. This year. we are reaching 140,000 children daily in Florida. in 1.076

sites. through 70 sponsors. Congressman Lehman will lie interested to know that
in the 13th District alone, we estimate that we are reaching aproximately 8,000

daily in 77 sites. Last year. I doubt that we reached 2,500 childrezi in the.13th
Congressional I)istriet.

Interesting is how our State performance in the summer feeding compares
with our regular school year free and reduced price lunch performance. We are
averaging 350,000 free and reduced price lunches per day inregular school ses-
sions in Florida, with approximately 250,000 per day in metropolitan areas.
Approxhilately 69,000 per day during the summer months are reached outside
the suunner feeding program, in quinmester year round schools in these same
metropolitan areas: This would Indicate that we're doing at least fair, and are
raching a high percentage of the economically needy children in the metropolitan
areas.

In our more rural agricultural North Florida panhandle areas, we have very
few summer feeding programs. We are told by community leaders there that the
need is not there, since these rural folks grow much of their own food. We are not
so sure this is always tile case, and we hope that through early out-reach in these
areas next year we can reach moreeconomically needy children. .

Sponsors in the past were given a maximum level of spending for meals, which
resulted not only in no additional outreach, but usually a curtailment of the pro-
gram before the summer program was scheduled to end. The State on the other
hami, due to late reporting of sponsors, invariably had to warn sponsors mid-
summer that 'the availability of additional funds was limited. That, in turn,
sea red some sponsors into program termination, since they had no other avail-

.

able source of funds to pay for meals served.
The advance funding provision has given many positive results. The main one,

however, has been thatsponsors have been able tocommand better bids from food
service contractors, who had experienced in the past having to wait for months
for their money.

In spite of the many problems the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Wash-
ington has had this ear in dealing with the advance funds situation and the
Transitional Quarter, we (the State) have money flowing to all summer sponsors
that did not have problems with their appropriations or site eligibility deter-
minations. The money in turn, is flowing to the food service caterers, so that
they don't have to eat up their anticipated profit by borrowing money for operating
capital. as they did in the past. We had realized a problem just this week with
some sponsors who overestimated their participation and have been given more
advance funds than their actual participation will earn during that period.

The start up fund provision, when computed, amounted to such a small amount
of dollars (10%) that only two sponsors in Florida elected to take advantage of
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this provision. In my opinion, a spimsor who has demonstrated good faith as a
previous sponsor should be allowed more than 10% for start up purposes. .

The third improvement PL 94-105 made in support of the Summer Feeding
Program was in the area of the administrative funds it provided the State. Mastof the pluses these funds will offer the program are yet to be realized. For six
years now, just about every problem we have bad in the summer feeding pro-gram can 'be traced to poor planning.

We now have the funds to hire the personnel to begin planning for our 1077
Summer Feeding Program this fall, and we intend to do so.

Just 'as soon as our 1976 program ends, we plan to bring everyone who waS
involved in summer feeding togetherto discuss all problems and lay the ground-work for their solution in 1977.

We experimented this year with a statewide cycle menu, except where regular
hot school lunches were served. The results were an elimination of many problemsfrom past years, such as poor quality of lunches ; sponsor's inability to write
good food specifications; poor packaging; and some contractors bidding so low
that, they couldn't afford to serve quality food, and the kids ended up with lessthan the required protein, culls for fresh fruit,sour juice, warm milk, etc. Withthe State Administrative lunds, we'll improve our menus and our specifications
next year, and insure that all the kids will receive a safe and good meal.

These funds have also given us the ability to properly monitor these programs,to see that ineligible adults aren't eating as they have in the past; to' see that sitesupervisors are taking proper and honest counts and keeping records; that they:
are ordering the proper number of meals; and finally to really assist sponsors inbetter meeting theneedeof the children involved...

A problem that probably no one thought of beforehand, was that when non-school board Sponsors tried to secure information from schools as to the num-bers of free and reduced meals that were being served and in which areas the
children reside, the principals were often non-cooperative.

It is the intent of PL 94-105 to provide lunches to children during the sum-
mer who received free and reduced price school lunches during the school year.The provision that requires three hours between meal services has eliminated the
problem we have had every year. That is, sponsors would serve both a lunch anda supplement, and food was wasted.

Before the next summer feeding program begins in Dade County, the resPon-
sible organizations that work with children must get together to plan for an
over-all program that meets the needs of the children, and one that reaches allof the children.

The provision of tbe summer feeding program that has been a real heartache toall of us has been the commodity situation. Our State Commodity Distribution
Office in Jacksonville informed us back in April that they had two car loads of
raisins that the schools couldn't use. We built our menus around these raisins.
Then they added that we could get some shelled roasted peanuts, so we plannedfor-the peanuts. Then we were told that we would get cheese. The sum total ofthe situation was, however, that sponsors were offered canned chicken, when it
was too late to use it. What do you do with canned chicken in a summer lunch
program, where the health departments have saidno mayonnaise!

In spite of problems we had here in Florida in getting our programs started-=.
and especially here in Dade County, we have a good program, and we have iden-
tified only one place in the State where groups of disadvantaged children aren't

. receiving meals. - .

We are planning for 1977 in a way ivhere we can hopefully say to you this next
year that every child in Florida that needed good nutrition and couldn't affordit, has been reached.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE HOCKENBERY, ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD
AND NUTRITION MANAGEMENT, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

Mr. FrocicENnErty. Thank you.
I wOuld like to thank your committee, Mr. Chairman, Cong.ressman,

and of course the conference committee for Public Law 94-105 which
brought about the changes in the summer feeding program. And I'd
like to mention what I consider the most advantageous of the changes:
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First and foremost was the open ended funding provision. In pre-
vious years the sponsors were ,criven an amount, a maximum ainount,
that they could spend. And due to late reporting, very often they
weféñ'tbltötiñue the piiigtarti through-their-planned termina-
tion date at the end of the summer. Also, it curtailed any outreach
effort on their part because the funds weren't available.

The second thing that I'd like to comment on is the advance fund-
ing provision which has allowed sponsors to get better bids and the
food contractors for example, knowing that the money is going to come
in a week or two, are able to give lower prices. And of course the pro-
°Tam in total is assisted.

When we first started here in Florida, the first year I thinkno the
second yearit was 1971, we only reached about 43,000 children in
the summer program. Last year we were reaching around 71,000 and
'this year we re up to close to 140,000 or 150,000. So it really has
expanded.

Congressman, I think I'm going to defer to Mr. Searing here to talk
about the 'Broward County program and then to lUs. Barbieri to talk
about -typically one of the Dade County programs so that you can
get a better fix on the local program here.

Mr. Searing /
[Prepared statement of 0. L. Searing follows

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 0. L. SEARING, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE
DEPARTMENT, SCHOOL BOARO o BROWARD COUNTY, FLA.

/rixsoorionox

Mr. Chairman, members of the Sub-Committee, my name is Lee Searing.
I am Director of School Food Service for the School Board of Broward County,
Florida where we have 150 schools serving 85,000 meals daily during the regular
school year.

It is always a privilege to appear before you to discuss the values and needs
of the nutrition programs with which we work.

I know that I speak for my colleagues across the country, Mr. Chairman, when
I say that we are most grateful for the tremendous leadership which you
personally and your committee have given to Child Nutrition Programs. We are
most confident that in the time ahead this fine leadership will continue in the
best interest of boys and girls.

THE SUMMIDI FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN IN BROWARD cons=

The Summer Food Service Program for Children is a new program, arid it
is our first experience in Broward County this year. However, with about six
weeks of experience we can readily see the difference that food makes in the
lives of boys and girls. We are now serving about 17,000 lunches a day at 77 sites.

The School Board's participation in the Summer Program was the result
of a group of representatives from agencies and organizations which met in
early bring-to pull together broad community participation in an effort to
coordinate planning for employment, nutrition, and recreation services for
children and youth this summer. The groups involved were the Bcoward Man-
power Council, The School Board of Broward County, Florida, Broward County
Government, the Department of Education, the Economic Opportunity Coordi-
nating Group, and the Community Service Council.

As a result, it was the unanimous recommendation of this Committee on
Summer Opportunities for Children and Youth, April, 1978, that: (1) The
Economic Opportunity Coordinating Group should be the sponsor for the State
Department of Education Nutrition Program, and (2) that the School Board of
Broward County, Florida should be the vendor to provide the fOod.
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPING TIIE PROGRAM

Initiating. developing and implementing a large summer program is not an
'easy task.All agenCieS-involved must'WOrk closely With-the State Departnient and
the sponsor to plan and bring into being all of the logistical detail necessary
for a successful operation.

Do's and Don'ts, reimbursement rates, salaries, etc.. must he known and agreed
upon before the program starts. An orientation program for site monitors and

-site supervisors 'is essential to be sure that everybody knows the rules and tbe
.

role each person is going to play, their responsibilities and relationship to other
personnel. At the same time, if schools are going to be used the principal must he
involved as early as possible. All of this should be done early in the spring.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS

It would appear that the present program regulations are adequate guide-
lines within which to work and that we can live with them. We perhaps need
hum* experience. It is important, however, that adequate, qualified monitors
and site supervisors be employed to insure proper administration of the pro-
gram and to prevent any program abuse. This is where school food service
nmnagers who know food service and program regulations have the "where
with all" to insure a good program.

BENEFITS OF TLIE PROGRAM

There are so many benefits to this program. Certainly it should be continued.
It Is well known that if children are not being provided nutritionally adequate
meals and supplements in an organized summer program that they would either
skip lunch, eat a partial lunch, or consume far too many empty calorie "junk"
food in lieu of the nutrients they so desperately need for normal growth and
development.

Interestingly enough, the nutritional needs of the child do not change with
the advent of summer so we can not afford to suddenly shirk our nutritional
responsibility to kids when school is out.

The Summer Food Service Program for Children meets the needs Of working
parents much in the same manner as the Day Care Program which insures
proper supervision and nutrition while parents are working and provides an op-
portunity to introduce the concept of "universality" by providing free meals for
all the school age population who qualify. Eligibility criteria need to be clearly
spelled out so that there can be no problem later with tho method of eligibility
determination. For example, in Broward County we serve 54% of our lunches
free and at a reduced-price during the school year. Then during,the Summer
Program why not serve all children without cost?

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is my firm conviction that the school boards across the country should pro-
vide their trained personnel, expertise and facilities to make the program avail-
able to as many children as possible. In so far as practicable, school facilities
should be used to provide the same fine variety of Iffit Type "A" lunches on-site
as during the reguiar school year. In fact, next year in Broward County we are
going to take a list of schools in the county to the recreation people and suggest
that they hold their recreation programs on the school site in order that the
child may be fed in the school just as he is during the school year. The efficiencies
developed during the regular school year can be continued during the summer
to keep costs at a minimum while maximizing the quantity and quality of food.

The school on-site food preparation and service immediately eliminates many
of the inherent problems and costs of satelliting and provide the kind of food
service with which the child is already familiar. After all who knows better about
feeding children than the school food service managers who feed them 180 days
during the school year. Realistically, all of the summer food service cannot be
on school sites since many are out away from any school. If a school is within
walking distance the on-site feeding is much superior and should be used. If not,
school boards would still be in a position to do considerable satelliting. We
found a significant deerease in the amount of food waste when hot meals are
prepared and served on-site as compared to transported box runches: In addi-
tion, research shows that there is a significant nutrient loss when meals are
transported.
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All things being equal, schools can do the job more economically since they
do not need to make a profit. More food will go on the plate and the child will
be.better_served_ because the., school only needs to break even financially. How-
ever, if adequate funds are not available to financrethe- program-as it should
be, commercial companies will develop food factory pre-plated, frozen, small TV
meals at a very minimum price to allow for the logistical costs of getting the
meal to the child and a profit. Such win drive the schools out of the Summer
Program, which in turn will not be in the best interests of the child nutritionally.
The higher these costs the less money there is for food.

Let's not lower our standards and go back to the old "cold bag" or Type "B"
lunch. We have made far too much progress in the last thirty years for bort
and girls to regress now. Children have the same nutritional needs in the sum-
mer as any other time of the year. Let's not short-change them nutritionally
just because of the calendar. Schools can do a better job at a lower cost and witk
more benefits to the child because they are already in the business of kids full
time. In fact, schools exist because of kids.

STATEMENT OF 0. L. SEARING, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE,

BROWARD COUNTY, FIA.

Mr. SEMtING. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, it's al-
ways a real privilege to appear before you and discuss our child feed-
ing programs, and I personally want to thank you for your tremendous
leadership in these child nutrition programs.

The summer food service program for children is a new program
to us in Broward County. Last year we were serving about 2,000 a
day in a very small program under title 1, this kind of thing, and so
this is our first attempt. We're serving now about 17,000 a day. I
think it's a tremendous program and I think we more equate with
Baltimore than we do with New York City if I may say. I think it
gives the children the kind of food they need and it gives a lot of
people jobs in the summer that they wouldn't otherwise have. We

were employing about 200 school food service personnel and these kids
would be out there eating junk foods or they'd skip lunch, or partial
lunches or whvt have you.

Personal visits to the sites have been very, very gratifying. When
you tangle with this business of tickets and means tests and roster
systems with our regular winter program and yon see children coming
down the line and getting good nutritious food without all of this
logistical mess why it's very gratifying.

As far as recommendations are concerned. I think we need to plan
these programs wry early in the year so that we're not at the last
moment struggling out there trying to get the program underway. I
think there needs to be veryclose coordination with the State Depart-
ment and with the sponsoring ao.ency. I think there needs to be an
orientation program so that everyt-body who is involved learns exactly
what they are to do, what their role is, and what their responsibility
is. And I don't think you can do this in a matter of a few weeks or a

few days. So my recommendation is that we start very early with
this kind of thing in the planning.

I think, second, that it is most important that- ;ve have adequate
monitors, site monitors, and site supervisors. Of course we take it for
granted that a good administration will have good food, but I think
some of the things we're reading in the newspapers and hearing about
where there are program violations I think these can be dime away

with if we have adequate qualified sitt supervision.
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We would like to see the program expanded and I think as time
goes on we will.

Another recommendation, I think that it iiery important where it, 4
is possible, to have the feeding done in the scilOol onsite. Because here
we can do a much better job than transporting food out to some park
or what have you, a playground out across town someplace because we
just continue our regular winter program, our regular school program.
We feed kids, about 85,000 a day in Broward County during the reg-'
ular season and we have 1,000 personnel who can just carry on that,
same program during the summer if we can get these onsite. And what
we plan to do next year is to ,go to the recreation people andSay look,
we have schools in these locations. Why not have your people, come on-
site where the schools are and let's run them down the line "and let's
give them a good variety of hot lunches and a good type of school
lunch that we serve during the regular school year. I think you avert,
prevent many, many problems if -you can go to the school .and if the
kids come down the line in the regular fashion rather than having to
transport out and so forth. .

I would also recommend that school boards take over this respon-
sibility in as niany cases as possible because I think school boards can
do a better job than can commercial companies or anybody else because
that's our business. We're in the school feeding business and as I say,
we feed kids 180 days a year. 'Why not feed them 50 more days during
the summer program.

So, we very much appreciate this opportunity. We'd be happy to
answer any questions that you have, and again, very nice to see you,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINs. Go ahead, Mr. Hockenbery with ;the panel.
That's wonderful testimony.

Mr. HOCKENBERY. Ms. Barbieri is with the Community Action_
Agency of Dade County.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF MS. BETTY LOU BARBIERI, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
DADE COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY

Ms. Bitiumra. Thank you, George.
I also am pleased to be here and I would like to first perhaps fill you

in a bit on the way the Community Action Agency might fit inth this
picture.

The Dade County Community Action Agenby is a deparement of
metropolitan Dade County government, so that makes us somewhat
different than some of the Corrununity Action Agencies throughout the
rest of-the United States. We act us one of the many sponsorS in Dade
County. So I think to get a picture of the totality of the prograin here,
you will be hearincr from some of the other Spensors.

I would sirnplyt'like to address my cornments today, tO a few rec-
ommendations I have and because Mr. Searing so well speke about the
need for coi,rdination, I would just simply reiterate that coordinatiOn
is of extreme importance in a county of the size of Dade. I think you
know we're about a million and a half people. I think yon know, We re
65 miles long. We're a complex community and it's most 1"inpoitant
that coordination occur and that it not start sometime in May a, nd end
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sometime inSeptember, but it. be a coordinative process year-round
H some 'manner. .1f this wouhl mean some funding in order to accom-

Plish it, then I would certainly be in favor of the expenditure of those
--funds. .

would like to comment if I might on the definition of eligibility;
225.2 in definitions, and I believe it's d. defines the eligibility as one-
third of the children in that area eligible for free or reduced lunches.

Chairman PEIMIxs. During the regular school year ?
Ms. BAnmEnt. Yes.
Now, in the summer this, of course, c tereas a problem. The con-

fidentiality of records of the school ssytem are not available to other
sponsors and they shouldn't be. We do not argue with that. However,
in a county such as Dade, we. have 1S designated low-income poverty
areas recognized by the Conummity Service Administration and/or
the Coimnunitv development bloc grant pro(rram. It would appear
to me that chilaren living in these areas could Ire designated as eligible
without getting involved in the free or reduced lunch during the year.
Those records are not available to other sponsors. It also would ap-
pear to ine-it.Would cut out oil a great.. deal of just plain administra-
tive work.

'Another point, that. I would like to make in terms of the total pro-
gram is that them be some systematic approach to this coordination
that. Mr. Searing2alked about earlier. The reSources are not that
greatly available in an agency such as ours, the Community Action
Agency, where each day we.re. tatempting to pull together to Mobilize
as many resources as possible to-be brought. to bear on the problems
of the poor and the near poor. We're wanting to make certain that as
many of those resources get to our people. Tnis is most. important to
us and it can't happen if there is fragmentation, duplication, and
whatever all of those words are.

So I would most. appreciate it if this committee would look at that
aspect of the act itself, in t he administration of the act.

And then my last. point. there is no structure in this act for citizen
participation. I believe that. all of us in this room believe in the
consent, of the governed and I believe that does extend to the persons,
to the people who are recipients of programs. So I would strongly
urge that you look into some method Of making certain that the per-
sons most affected by this program could be involved in the program.
Now, I'm not suggest [lint von proliferate and set up another whole
Series of councils and boards and one t hing or another. There are many
boards. There is a comunywide board in operation in Dade County
at the present time. Each of the target areas that I mentioned to you
have neighborhood advisory councils. have community development
councils of one kind or another. So there are people who are parents
of the children. who would lw recipients of the propyam that could
provide, a ci'i-izen participation mechanism for this program. And I
think that's something that's sadly lacking and needs to be addressed.

Cho Inman PERK 1 Ns. flo hem I. kr. Hockeribery.
Mr. flocKExiwitv. Yes, sir.
So you've heard somewhat of a description of' the. Broward County

program. which was all tnie propTam, versus Ms. Barbieri who
represents 1 of 11 sponsors in Dade County who are getting the food
froth, some of it, from the school board, the school food service pro
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grant of Dade Count y and nmost of it, or at least half of it., is coming
from private cont ractors. And w&ve had mmomv pmblems t his summer
in Dade County in sponsors overlapping. In Tact, yesterday when we
were.out-with-CongressmanZelunanit_was.evident. that within a two-
block area there was one park being serviced by one sponsor whose
food was brought by one contractor and another park bv another
sponsor with a different contractor and in between a school with
another sponsor having the food brought in that same school both
from the Dade County'School Food Service and from an outside con-
tractor. We feel that this overlapping sure.ly is inefficient. And in
another year we hope t hat. pla mung will eliminate this, and as Ms.
Barbieri said, the county government needs to get into this and do
something about. it.. We. can't do anything from Tallahassee and I
don't. believe yon can do anything from WaSh ington. I believe we have
enough law. it's just local participation and leadership.

Sam Jackson here represents t he Dade Comity School Board School
Food Service and works in an area. as the coordinator. Sam ?

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL JACKSON, AREA SCHOOL FOOD
COORDINATOR, 'DADE COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD

Mr..TAcksox. Thank you.
M.. Chairman, members of the committee. I'm pleased to be on

this committee to speak to yon about our program in the South and
abeut some of the problems that we have had this summer with our
sinnmee feeding program.

The south area operates a food service program serving over 6,000
meals per day this summer in 19 schools. In addition to oar regular
type A lunch program, our breakfast program, we are feeding the
STEP program, comnmnity school program, and the park program.
Ms. Barbieri told me that this progmm ms called the summer feeding
prograin. but the managers-and coordinators of the area, we have been
calling this program the park and recreation program. It's basically
the same thing.

To give yo a numerical breakdown of the number of additional
lunches thai we're feeding besides our regular type program. the STEP
program we're feeding about 36 kids: the community schools we're
feeding about 350; and our park and recreation program we're feeding
over 6,000. And for the south area we have the largest number of
kids in the park and recreation programa.'

Basically these programs are operating smoothly but there is a
concern about the park- pmgrain. This is our first time serving the
parks since 1971. This summer we are catering.

Let me give you the components of the park lunch. We have a sand-
wich, we have a cookie, fruit, and milk, Breakfast includes cereal, juice,
and milk. These meals are prepared in the school kitchen in the morn-
ing. stored. at. proper temperature until pickups are made which is
abOut 10 a.m. in the morning.

There exists poor food handling and transporting of food which-
causes unsanitary and unsafe delivery of food. However, this happens
after the food leaves the kitchen and is out of our control.

Butt we do recommend that the site managers be trained for food"
handling and the CAA should utilize their professional food service
personnel to do so.
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As of this 'date no one from I he community action program. the
State deportntnt or ,,dorni ion. or t lie 1!S1 )A. has visited any of the
sites. But we urge that they do so so t hat we would have the oppor-

-tunityto -go-with-them-and-see-some of the-problems-thatilave-fiteed
us. We are in those prodnetiOn centers daily. We see those meals pro-
duced. We see those meals picked Up and I'm sure that some of their
findings would be the same as ours. We must antly hove to deal with
changes in numbers to he fed. change in pickup sites and so forth.

We recommend that the sites determine t he numher of lunches to
be needed and those site inanarers should notify the food service man-
Alger before 8 a.m. that morning because we constantly have had prob-
kilts with late notification for the amount of lunches that we are pre-
paring. Berause in some s(.1tools we were preparing as many 'as 800
lunches and 500 breakfasts. so you know that is a Int of meals to prepare
for olw morning for t hat a fternoon.

'We feel that the hardship placed on the food service department
in getting food and staff and short notice is unrolled for and expensive.
We feel that it %mild be very diffieult. if not impossible. to secure a
staff under sinii la r circumstances should such a program be requested
next year. We feel t he way the food is handled as it leaves our facilities
can be very damaging to the professional reputation of all of us who are
part of this program even though every effort is I.)eing made to main-
tain gond sate and sanitary produetion. Such unsafe handling and
transport ing is very I langerons a wl subject to produce

Mr. JAck-sox. Finally, we would like to sagfrest: that in order to
control the accountability and to assure safe food handling that next
year the park sites be in close proximity tn schools that are open during
the Suinmer..making it convenient f or the kids to eat a meal prepared
in the. co feteria. Also he will receive a type A lunch with variety. This
is a safe wholesome meal.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me congratulate the entire panel, but we

all hove questions.
First I want to address a question to Mr. IToekenbery. Mr. Hocken-

bery, as the State director. you're well acquainted with this word
eligibility in making that determination: do you feel that you have the
freedom under the present law to make that determination as to the
applicants who are eligible for the summer feeding program?

Mr. florin:sem:v. You're speaking of the sponsors. right?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes, insofar as the sponsors are concerned.
Mr. HocKEN.nEny. Well, it's our responsibility to make that deter-

mination. However. in this area of overlapping of sites. or sponsor's
areas oyerlappin,. T. don't really think from the State government in
Tallahassee that we can prevent that. T think it has tn come from
we could offer some leadershipbut T think the final decisions, as to
who serves the. children in Dade County have to be made by Dade
ColInty people.

Chairman PEttnixs. Who would you suggest make that decision, the
local boa rds. the city government s. or who?

Mr. ITockENBErty. Well. I think they would come together as they
did in Broward,County. Alrofihe people interested in the children's
welfare,. the activity programs fnr children. t he woilc.programs for
children, bring all these people.together within the county commis-
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sion or the cmmty planning conneil, and let them decide who best
should sponsor the program and who best should provide the meals.

Mr. Jackson is just referrincr to the fact tbat be is producing the
summer- meals through- the-scflool.-boa rd- food .-ser vice -program
Ws. Barbieri represents a sponsor. But she's delivering the meals and
that's always a problem when he produces and I deliver. If Prii late
I blame them. If they're late they blame me. And you know it's diffi-
cult to fix the blame When-food is late when it's prepared. And if I'm
responsible for both the production of the. lunches and the dedivery,
I'm not going to let them sit somewhere where they'll get warm. If I'm
only responsible for the production of the lunches, I may let them sit
oat there and the poor fellow that's got to deliver them, he picks them
ap warm. It's not really perhaps bis fault that he's late and they had to
sit there.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you another question then. There's
reimbursement for the summer food service programs of 871/4 cents per
meal. And for food and labor it amounts to SO plus cents, and for ad-
ministration 61,:, cents. And for the breakfast program of course, you've
got for food and labor, 45 cents and for administration. 3% cents.
Naturally a lot of people want to get involved insofar as this admin-
istration reimbursement is rmncerned. How do you manage to make a.
final determinat ion to insure that the best. sponsors possible sponsor
these summer feeding programs? In other words, how do you manage,
to keep out unworthy applicants who in your judgment are sponsoring
the program just to chisel and don't care for the welfare of the
children ?

Mr. HOCKENBERY. That's been a problem In fact it bas been a
nightmare in Dade County this summer. Mrs. Waskey is going to
speak to that sabject in particular because she was here full time and
worked with all these people. .

Chairman PERK INS. Give us yoar opinion, Mr. Hockenbery ? .

Mr. HOCKF.NREay. In my opinion there should be one or two spon-
sors within an area such as the Dade County area. One sponsor for
the whole metropolitan area and then perhaps another out in the
Homestead area, out in some of the wrricultural areas where it's
entirely different. But there most definitny should be one sponsor.

And I believe not only is it more economical.. I believe that all of
the. various State. local. and Federal programs that are operating to
assist these kids will administratively be more efficient.

Chairman PERKINS. Well what we're concerned abo»t iS-the welfare
of the program, the growth of the program in the. future, and we want
to make sure that we do not met fraud and corruption in the program,
as charged by Mrs. ElizabT,.th Holtzman. a Congresswoman -from
New York, to the extent that. it will stifle tbe program. We want to see
this program continue to grow just. like it has been growing in the
past. And that's our real purpose for holding this oversight bearing
today.

You are telling me then that you are denying sponsorship to some
applicants beca»se yo» feel thatalthough you've never put it in
those wordsbut you feel the. applicants do not have the welfare of
the children as their Prima Ty motivation ?

Mr. HocKENTERy. Better stated than I did, yes, sir.
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Chairman PERK 1 N8. Well then the answer to that question would
be that in Dade Comity for instance, you feel that you shoidd have
one sponsor for the leadership and that the planning conmilssions,.

.the,.community, thelocal..goyerpments, the city government and Dade
County officials get together and come uP and suggest-that-one--
sponsor?

Mr. HocKENBERY. Anien.
Chairman PERKINS. From your experience, where has the program

been more efficiently operated, from the school sponsors, or outside
sponsors?

Mr. HocKENnErrr. I think it has to be, either the school board or an
agency such as Ms. Barbieri's CommUnity Action Agency which rep-
resents the whole county. It would have to be some form of the Dade
County government.

Chairman PEnioNs; Presently what criteria do you' use to choose
local 'sponsors ?

Mr, HOCKENBERY. Well, of course, it has to be a nonprofit oro.aniza-
.tion. you know, by law. And that's determined by Internal Revenue
Service. But we know from...past experiences that a feeding program
that also e»conipasses activity programs or enrichment programs.
Yesterday when we went out with Congressman Lehman we saw chil-
dren that!, were just sort of milling around doing nothing in one. pro-
gram vers»s those t hat were well organized and riad good supervision.
And' you could just feel the difference. You could see the difference,
feel the di fference. And I think an overall sponsorit ought to be rare
that the o»ly kind of program is just a feeding program. It should be
other activities for these kids.

Chairman PERKINS. What other particular activities do you have
in mind?

HOCKENBERY. Well. enrichment. I believe, that summer is 'the
time-of year for kids that have !rotten behind in their regular school
work to catch up. This whole community school concept comes into
.play. I believe athletics or just any kind of organized activity, other
than just coming to eat, then going back out to the neighborhood.'.

Chairman PERKINs. You would suggest. that some remedial pro-
()Tams be carried on durinor the summer.?

Mr. I-IncEENBEriy.. Right, correct.
Chairman Pin-miss. Let me ask you another qnestion. One. of our

colleagues from North Carolina, L. H. Fountain. has raised this
question. He has written ine with regard to his opposition to provid-
ing all children in tht. smumer program with free hinches. He. wOuld
like. to limit free meals to the-poor who would have to prove their pov-
erty by filling out income forms. Is that suggestion practical in the
summer progralli in your judgment ?

Mr. HOCK ENBERY. Not unless the. program is limited to the schools.
There's no way you could do that in a pal* where kids conie and go or
where they come one day. one Friday. and then not again until the
next Friday. You'd spend more. on bookkeeping and accounting than
you're going to lose in feedi»g a few affluent Children.

Chairman PERKrxs. T just wanted to get that answer. That was my
viewpoint too.
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Now I have a (111VSi 1011 that I 'uIIl(1 like to address to the gentle-
man from Broward County. Vla., Mr. Searing. You talked about the
program being operated by your school board. Is that the local school

-board ?.--.-
Mr. Smnixo. That is correct.
Chairman PEnlif.ss. And your Broward County School Board is

the. Ord y sponsor?
Mr. SEAntyn. That is correct. "Well, excuse me. EOCG. e00nomic.60-

portunity coordinating group is the sponsor for t he puma-nun in Brow-
a rd County. We provide the fwd. The School Board of Broward Coun-
ty. Fla., provides the food.

Chairman Pr.anixs. You provide the food?
Smauxii. r. .

Chairman Pr.imixs. In other words, you provide the food through
the regular school lunch pro!rram?

Arr. SEARING. That is right. that is correct. Rep-nla r school food
ice personnel prepare the food and .we satellite it out where. we have to
and where we don't have to they come. onsite and go down the line just
as they do in the regular school year.

Chairman PERK.INS. Awl you use your regular school lunchroom for
this purpose?

Mr. SEAtpxo. That is correct.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Albert Qnio. the minority ranking member

of the committee and mvsel feel t hat we have one of the most compe-
tent staffs in the Nation. Those prose»t today include Mrs. Dartrons
Fleminp-. Mrs. Wyman, Mr. Jennin!rs. and Mr. Charles Radcliffe,
representinr the minority. We are here today to see if there isn't some
way that. we can stop those complaints about these f randulent sponsors.
It is 0111' concern that if those abuses are not. stopped, the. Appropri-
ations Committee will use this fraud to cut back on appropriations
and we will not see the p-rowth that we have seen in the past. There-
fore, it. is imperative. to stop any grafting that's taking place at an
early stap.e.

you have any suggestions on that comment, please. give them to
me, Mr. Sea rinp..

Mr. SF...unxo. Mr. Chairman, I think we'd be far better off as I said
before, if we could encourap-e the school hoards to provide this food
service for the summer pro!rram because they're in the business. We
have no ax to grind. We don't want to make money. We want to break
even just as we do with our regular school food service proe'-"Tam. And
so we can put more food on the plate. I think we can do abetter job
because. we don't need money for all the, logistical business and we don't
need money for profit.

Chairman Pr.incrxs. Now insofar as sponSors are concerned, to in-
sure. that we have the best sponsors. what su!Testions do yon have?

Af1'. SENZTNO. T don't know really. If there were some screening
proeess perhaps at the State level, if there is some screening process
that they could uothron!di to determine those that can do the job and
those I ha t are 11151. iumt orested in mn king money.

As far as Broward Cminly is concerned. i I' yon could get a good out-
fit like. EOCG. and they're marvelous to work with. and Mr. Charlie
Dodge and that fine group. you don't have any problems. But maybe
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.1.110Se :Ire tint. ton 1)11.10 iltil, I I hin k t here needs to he sotne way to screen
them out. I tliiiik V011.11, Sll rt. g..oing ,vith ;4,11001 boards.

Chairman Pr.m; INS. It Set.itiS Hie that WOW hack wla,re we were.
--T'acone-o f -111e-old-Memhers. of -Confrress. I don't like I'm-Old, 1

feel like I'm :10, hut we recall the GT bill a ter "World "War TT where
any veteran could et one n111 :111d !r0 1.0 an employer that he wanted to
to take tlii t fe hod his own choice. A mi all the State depart-
ment of luent ion did iwas to approv(' t hat ior:1 I 51)011501* at the film

tho vvivran wunici (rot hiS vilvvkS at Ow end of t ho month. Of
course the. sponsor woilld fill out t he (Tel iticate or t raining. It seems
to me that's where we aro today.

Do you ap-ree wit 11 111(.011 that ?
Ar. Iii No. 1 would ti!,ree. yes. si r.
Chairman PEnt(INs. Auld I'M of the opinion that your 'A(r. IToeken-

bery has done a wonderful job from just whnt observea here. But
the point is, how are we !ming to cold inue to let this program grow
in the rutin, nod make sure that. we eliminate. :my part of it from
!win!, tainted ?

Do you have any flirt her oommentS?
:Mr. SE.% also. No : I think, a (rain. goi»g with the school boards,
think that's t he best answer that we have. And of course what

mentioned in my test ;molly. qualified people and adequate people to
monitor t he sites and to supervise t he Sites, ;111d then coordinate all
or t his wit h administ rat ion :Intl wit school food service.

Chairman PEakixs. I low many sites do yon have within Broward
County ?

.NTr. SHAIZINO. We had 77 sit es as E recall.
Chairman PEntoNs. Seventy-seven sites? What's the populat ion of

Brown rd CountY?
Ar. SEM:ING. Firoward Connty IS !IOW rapidly approaching a toil-

Ilium. Its ab011t 900,000 mid SnIlle.
Chairtnan Pontuxs. Lint you had 77 feed imr sites ?
Air. SEARING. That's correct. "We had schools and the rest. what is

tlmt, -10. -10 sites we satellited to.
Chairman PEnKtss. Forty satellite sites ?
Mr. SEARtNr.. I Th hnh.
Chairman PERMNS. How would yon get food to those satellite sites'?
Mr. SKAIONO, We luul our own little Valls mid t rucks that we used.

We.satellitt, some food during. t he re!rular season. \Vv. very small.
ATost. of it. is onsite because believe iii onsite preparation.

Chairman PEnkt Ns. That's whore We got the best results in this
program.

Let me call on tfie. gentleman on my left who has seen this program
grow front xero to where it is today. and has been one of the chief
Members of the Congress responsible for t his I remendous pro!rress.
; think everybody in the whole country can he proud of the great.
accomplishments or Congressman Lehman. Many of tote social wel fare
programs it) Congress have heen placed on :he situ utes lotcause of
his ni,!! part ;ciootion in all the programs. especially the oduca-
t ion and school hutch programs.

NCI.. Lehman. I'll yield to von al I his t into.
Mr..LEomA N. "ring I do want to thank Chairtnan Carl Perkins for

arranging these hearings here, especially for cotning down in person
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to be a part of these Ilea rings. Chairinan Perkins is a great. man to
work with. This is a great committee to serve on. Chairman Perkins'
committee is probably next to Armed Services in charge of the au-

-thorization of-more faxpayer's -money- than any other contra ill
the Congress. But one of the, things hear over and over from Mr:
llorkins when he's talking about legislation t hat. has a/ways made an
impression on me, is his concern for I hose least. fort nnate. in our society.
And .one of his stock phrases, and I know I hear it. a lot but it indicates
the. quality of the person when he says his concern is for the poorest.
of the. poor. And that to me is the way that we must address ourselves
to many of the problems in this country. And this is part and parcel
of the kind of program that I believe these kinds of food programs are
intended to serve. But unfortunately it doesn't always work that way.

We visited yesterday some. locations that, sonic were doing a great
job. some were not doing tlw job that we thought either adequately
or fairly. And I think that this committee must take the kind of action
that. will straighten out these kinds of programs.

One of the thincrs that bothers meand I'll tell you what bothers
me and then you tell me what your reaction isone of the things that
bothers me is probably the fault of this legislation in that my feeling
is that the. summer lunch programs should he part of a snanner ac-
tivity program for young people, and not be a single service type of
program as the legislation now permits. The bill that our legislation.
that we wrote, as well as I remember, the legishit ion that we provided
from our committee, required that this lunch program would be part
ot: an ongoing sninmer propTam, but the Senate version that we
adopted in Congress. r thinc: under Senate McGovern's concern, is
that the. meals could be provided separate from any other acti : y.

Well I. want to say, and I think it's best to say, from the onsite
hea rings that we held yesterday, is that it is just as import:tin .0 see
that. these .children are involved in meaningful activities .during the
summer months as it is to feed them. And that the two of them must
0.0 together to make the kind of a program that not only will keep the
Kids off the streets and keep them from being hurt or keep them from
getting into trouble, but also to see that they get at least one or two
nourish i ng meals during that period of activity.

I woulif like your reaction as to whether this committee should now
go back and see if we should change that provision in the law so that
the summer lunch program should be part of such a program as we
saw yesterday, the Qmnmester program, the summer' and the parks
programs, the community school programs and even those that we
didn't see, such as YMCA, church programs. Boy Scout programs, and
so forth, all of which if one-third of the children were qualified, could
become part. of the. school lunch program. We saw kids come in and get
their lunch and leave. We saw other places, we saw that lunch was
only a part of the whole program.

The other thing that I think that I do agree with you on is some
kind of uniformity in relation to the way the delivery system of these
lunches and the quality of these lunches. agree that in a metropolitan
area such as Dade. County, we should have a sole sponsor and if this
sole sponsor in certain areas wanted to delegate, perhaps in a county
this big, part of the sponsorship, that would be all right. But some-
body has got to assume die responsibility.

A ;, 7
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As-far as the vendors JIM conrerned, if the sole sponsor should also
want then' to. have one of his agencies, such as the school lunch pro-
gram, be the sol&. vendor, or he could have other vendors where the
school lunch program did not reach into, but I think it would look to
me to be better to have a single vendor as much as possible. There is
nothing in this legislation that requires a single vendor. There is
nothing,in this lepslation requiring a sole sponsor. Bnt somehow or
another the gaidelines should encourage or direct this kind of program
in this.manner so that it will not be, as the chairman says, subject.to.
the ripe of abuses that. can be going on at the present time in various
parts of the country. It's a big program. In tins State we're spending
$51/2 million this summer on this food and it should go hi the right
direction.

One,. of the best sites we went to yesterday and I was really thrilled
at what I saw was (ming on there, where the lunches were supported

.by meaningful, artistic, cultnral, educational, and recreational activi-
ties. And yet, in this same program somehow or another some kids
were, getting a hot lunch, some kids were getting a sandwich and a
carton of milk, and some kids were getting a cookie and a carton Of

milk.
Some kids were getting two meals, some were getting one. It was

such a, variety of meals, and the kids side by side were qualified for
different kinds of food. And it seems-to me that this kind of disuni-
formityI don't know whether we can do it with this program or
notsome of the lunches were, coming from the county, some from
the city maybe. I don't know where they were coming from. Snacks
were coming from different directions,- but something is wrong when
you get three kindsi of food going to three different groups of kids on
the same site. And that's what I want to try to fret straightened out.

The only other thing T'd like to say is that,we'lear a lot of things
that the Department of Agriculturewe legislate in the Department
of Agriculture, commitments supposedlybut we have this feeling
that, the Department of Agriculture had these kinds of programs
thrust, on them against, their will. That includes the food stamps, the
lunch program. the, commodities programs. And yon can lead a horse
to water but vott can't make hint drink all the time, and I think some-
times we're. frying to lead the Agriculture Department horse to the
water and he isn't thirsty enough to do the kind of jobs that we think
should be done in relation to these food programsnot motivated
enough.

The. question is. what can we do? Ts the Agriculture Department
cooperative and .responsive enouoh, and if not, what can we do to
make the Department of Agriculture work better with these kinds
of programs.

Can you answer that y3,s or no?
Mr. SEARING. George works more closely with them than we do

Mr. T.r.umAx. T want you to react not, only to the Agriculture De-
partment. but to the statement .of the single sponsor. to the uniform-
ity of the propTams, the-fact that you can get food without being
involved in the other partS of the summer activities and also the
Afrriculture Department. Those are the kind of things thatbother me.
The Agriculture Department. the food without the activity, the lack..
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of imiformity, and the laek of control by having a variety of sponsors. ,

Thai's a pretty good size package.
Mr. HoCKEmtEny. Yeah, flint's quite a package.
The Agriculture Department, I can't answer to that. We've gotten

together and we've talked about qualifications that their people should
have and qualifications t hat. our people should have. And frankly the
top leadership in the Department of Agriculture feels that the quali-
fications should he whatever it lakes to do the job, Well -you know,
that's like saying nothing. I'm qualified to sit here because I'm sitting
here, And I think you know I strongly believe there should only be-a
minimal number of sponsors and .1 certainly do agree that there
ought to be activities. It ought to be a rare instance where the only
program is a feeding progriun. only possibility I could think of
would be maybe in an agricultural area where the kids were actually
picking a crop or something.

Mr. LEHMAN. Excuse me. The law lets yon do that if you want to
with a particular agency or a nonprofit group who could say we want
this summer food program and t hey could set it up in a YMCA, a
ehurch or park or it coninmnity and say kids, come in at 12 o'clock,
trot your lunch and then go back on tile streets and t'et in trouble,
and there would be no way under this law that you can control that
at the present t ime. Ts that right?

Mr. IfocKnxitiotv. That is true.
Mr. Lni DIAN. SO the law lends itself to this abuse.
Mr. HOCKEN1tEnY. Evidently that's what the Congresswoman in

New York found was this situation. T don't believe we have any in
Florida that we're strictly feeding with absolutely no other activities,
but. T may be wrolur.

Mr. LIMMAN. We saw one yesterday that was awfill close. to it
tliongh.

Mr. I-ToCKE:cmny. They did have playgroundswell.. they weren't
functionina. The sitinttion where We ran into kids getting one meal
and other rcids gettinp. another meal is an imusual one, but it certainly .

was true. And the funding for the rival that was different than the
regidar child initrit ion meals came through title 20. And r think we
need to take sonic leadership here on the State level and work with the
title 20, that's the Social Security Amendment. and work with those
title 20 people to see that there isn't. this kind of duplication. That. is a
ooncern. I agree.

Mr. LEiiMN. T hope that can be done because it creates the ab-
solutely wrong undemocratic kind of ii situation for kids at a very
impressionable age.

Mr. T-TorKE:cruaty. Right.
CIM irninn Pitincixs. What would be your suggestionif the gentle-

man 'from Florida Will yield for iust a momenthow would we co-
ordinate tinder title .20 where mothers and fathers work during -the
day and the children are attending these day Care centers. with the
sumffier feeding propTam ? Tbow could we do better coordinating
t here, Mr. Hockenberv. al the State level that you referred. to?

HOriCENBEI:y. Right. Since our funding for child feeding pro-
grams is open ended, thanks to you gentlemen. T believe all the c.hil-
dren should be fed under our prom.= -and the title'. 20 money that's -

utilized, that they're using to feed some children, should be used for
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,.other child related net i vit ies. But the problem is that the smmner pro-
grain is just thata summer program:'Whereas this title 20 program
goes on all year. And in essence what those kids were

Pn(retting
was a

supper, or, part of a slipper. 'And in Our summer childcare feeding..
'progrmn; we can't include slippers. But as you know in the regular
lunch program it's lunch, breakfast, period..There isn't anything such
as a supper.

And so we're really kind of into a conflict of the National School
Lunch Act. I still think that w41ing with the title 20 people, we
might be able to resolve that with existing laws rather than try to
chan (re the law.

Carman PERKINS. The basic law at present?
.

Mr. HOCKENDERy. I really feel if we work with them through this
proli feral program. the child care feeding program, the summer feed-
mg program. and the regular school breakfast program, surely there's
some way we can resolve or bend the regulations a little bit to get the
job done so that everybody is eating the same thing. Tlmt is ridiculous.

Mr. LmorAx. I think just to pursue that, in one school you can
have a commimity school program that is eating one kind of lunch,
you can have a sunnner park program eating another kind of lunch,
you could have a quinmester eating another kind of lunch. And one of
these programs they have lunch and dinner. One could have breakfast
and lunch. It's a real jumble of the kinds of feeding programs under
the di fferent kinds of sponsors and the different kinds of vendors in the

. sa»m location.
Chairman PERK INS. Are you through, Mr. Lehman ?

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes.
ChairMan-PEmcINs. Mr.' Radcliffe ?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. No; I have no questions.
Chairman PERKINS. You have no questions.
With regard to Congressman Lelmmn's questions on coordination,

let, me ask each of the panel if you have any -further comments on how
we can improve this program ? Let me also ask if any of you have ever
been overruled by the Department of Agriculture when you've turned
down an applicant who you felt was unworthy of administering the
program?

Mr. Hockenbery. would you start it ?
Mr. IToricEximay. OK.
No, the Department of Agriculture has not overruled our decisions

on accepting or rejecting sponsors. They have not done that. .

I would like to mention one last thing too, or also, and that is that
Public Law 94-105. these amendments to the law did allow some State
administ rat i ve money for the first time. We have been able to do a bet-
ter job of monitoring. but we mostly feel that we haven't done half
the job that we'll be able to do next year because we'll have money now
to plan for a program. Every year new people come together at the last
minute to put together these summer programs. Because moSt of the
jobs. most of the positions withi» the. sponsorships are part thne, everv
year there is generally a whole new group of people that have to lie
trained. This administrative money that we're now receiving will al-
low us to get started on this. Tn fact. we phi» to get started on it when
the slimmer is over; get started on planning our program for next year.
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It:should be a good program in 1 KT. I don't believe this committee.
..conkl Come down here next year and have many problems to hear.

ChairMan PEINCI NS. To interrupt just a moment. The final regula--
timis'of the Department-of Agriculture are required to he published
by-March L Is this sufficient leadtime for the establishment of the
Summer program?

. M. HOCKENBERY. No: it. isn't. It really isn't.
Chairman PEIMINS. Do yon feel we should discuss that. with the

Department and musk them if they can get those regulations avail-
able by at least, by January or 1.4.'ebruary 1 ?

Mr. ITOCK ENBERy. BHA'. The I year when we had them in
February we were still late in getting the thing going. I would say
January I.

ChairIllall PERKINS. The, forward funding now has enabled you
to plan aheml, and the open end authorization ?-

'Arr. ITOcKExnEny. night. in years past some of these sponsors were
2 and 3 months late in imying their bills to contractors, and prob-
ably sonwtimes more than that. And, of course. the next year then the
contractors didn't want. weren't interested in theprogram. If you

ur mhave to keep yoon mey tied up 3 onth js. you're ust not interested
in that. kind of business. .

Cha i rma ii PEuntxs. All right. Pass the microphone to whoever wants
to comment.

Mr. S)...tms-c. I would agree 100 percent with Congressman Lehman
on having sonw activity to which yon can tie the food prograM rather
than having kids come in otr the street, get their lunch. and p.o back
to television or whatever. Any trouble that. we've had in B-roward
County with kids harassing others...and .so forth, has- come from ont-;..."
siders just coming in off the street. this kind of thing. And they were
older kids. So T think that point. is well taken.

Of course. from my testimony I would agree. 100 lwrcent on the
sole. sponsor who might delegate some areas if need be. I think this
is very good.

And certainly we should have more uniformity. As a former State.
director of food service in North Carolina. I know Congressman
Fountain. and so forth. I could be eritical of the USDA. but in other
areas I don't think they always follow what Chairman 'Perkins 011d
your House Education and Labor Committee intended in their devel-
opment. of regulations, and so forth. And I could go on and on about
that, but I won't. But as far as free and reduced price lunch mean

. tests that. Congressman Fountain is talking about for the. summer
program. I not only would like to p.et rid of it in the. summer, I would
like to ,ret rid of it in the regular season so that we have free lunches
for all '-ehildren. We want to see the proeTam expand and we're going
to do everything we van .in Broward Colony to see it. I think it's a
good pt-ogram. It took 30 years to develop the natilnal sehool lunch
program..and I think we made great strides. We've only been at this
actually in operation 0 weeks, so I think we have a few growing pains.
but T think we're goimu o. to get over them with marvelous hearings
and give and take baek and forth as you are providing for, Mr.
Cho irman.

.Chaiiman PERK 1 xs. Leaving the sununer feeding pro!rram for just
a moment. how nmny of your ehildren iii Broward County part Hpate
in the regular program and iii the free and redueed priee prorram
(luring the ?
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true beeause I -think in some, especially in Dade County this summer,
87400. children in school. in the. quinmester school program, now
let's say10,000 of those children are eating.regular lunches. And then
the school system would .have superimposed tipon them let's say an-
other somo children. It might be impossible for them to be the single

..,-endor, you see. Am I making my point ? OR.
I would fike to go back to the coordination. I think in order to:have

real and true coordination we lmve to doas George said bere, 3tart in-
September with our evaluation of this program and continuing the.
planning cycle and the modification of the program right into .next
spring with the training so that on June the whatever we're starting
with the kind of program we would be proud to be associated with.' .
And I think that that is a year around cycle.

As far as the catalytic element that. this program, inight need, rm
sure tltat. the metropolitan Thule County manager's office -would be
happy to serve to bring all of the various elements together, the exist-
ing sponsors, the existing vendors, whomever it is, be brought to-
gether into a single meettng to start planning such coordination for
the future. I'm sure that could be done.

Chairman PEakixs. Do you have any final words that yell wanted
to say, Mr. Ifockenbery?

MI% HOCKENBERY. No, from this group I thinkI don't want; to
steal anyone else's thunder. I do know what some of the other people
are goinp- to talk to you have to say. and I don't want to get into their
area a nd'steal their subject from theM.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. Mr. Lehman ?

No more.
Chairman PERRIN'S. Mr. Radcliffe?
Mr. RADCLIFFE. No. thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let. me congratulate the panel, All of you have

been very helpful to this committee. You've (riven us insight into the
programs in this part of Florida which is ntoP"st important to the.com-
mittee. You've beewmost helpful and I want to compliment you people
for your forthrightness hi coming before the conimittee with sug-
gestions, constructive suggestions. It's been very helpful. I thank all
of you.

We'll call areund our second panel at. this time. Mr. Miller Dawkins,
Miami-Dade Connnunity College North; Dr. Louis J. Tasse. consult-
ant, communitv school program. Dade Comtty public schools; and Mr.
Joe Deutsch. co-project director. Broquin Ikalth Care Center.

Chairman PEnalx-s. Mr. Dawkins. as head of the lIiami-Dade Com,
munity College North. you may begin.

Without objection your statements and prior prepared testimonY of
all the entire panel will be inSerted in the record, and you -can stun-
marize it any way you see fit.

[Prepared statement. of Miller Dawkins follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MILLER .T. DAWKINS, MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
NORTH CAMPUS

There is a need for nutritimuilly halancNl meals to he served to children during
summer vacation months. as well as during the regnlar school months, if they
are to maintain proper nutrition for continmd growth and development.

Realizing this to he a servire to the community. Miami Dade Community Col-
lege applies to .U.SDA for funds to sponsor a Summer Feeding Program. These
funds provide lunches for many yotingsters who may or may not go without a
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lunch during the slimmer months. 'Pile majority Of those fed are at the poverty
level with no funds to purehase a lunch. or they are clfildren of working mothers
who are !tot at home 'during lunch time to prepare a lunch.

At twenty-four sites throughout it's service area. Miami Dade Community Col-
lege, North Campus. for forty-tive (45) days. lunches and supplements are served
to' help meet the nutritional needs of moe than six thousand (0,000) youngsters
da ily. (See attachment #1 an(l #2.)

The majority orthe $ites are in dire need of our service because of the deprived
area in which they live. at least 70% of those served in our program will be
fonnd to be on the free lunch program during the regular school year.

,A spin-off benefit is Summer Emidoyment for College youngsters home for the
summer. The piling people are hired specilically to work in the Summer Feeding
Program.. thereby meeting a two-rold need : The monetary rewards they receive
ror working and the experience of public employment which should aid in the
development of good work habits and the responsibility of carrying out assigned
tasks. (See at tachment #3.)

The primary strength of the Miami Dade's Summer Feeding Program lies in
the fact that Ittneets the objectives for which it is designed.

1. To meet part if not all of the noon time nutrithmal needs of the children we
serve by giving them a well balanced noon-time meal

2. Encourage greater participation in the academic and recreational programs
operated at the various sites.

3. Provide further opportunities for children to eat in social settings.
4. Encourage youngsters to observe safety rules during serving of meals (or-

derly lines, and no shouting).
5. Provide smiervision and assistance through monitors at meal times (encour-

agenwnt to eat food not to ones particular liking).
6. Reinforcing the knowledge of the four basic food groups. A. Meae-and

Poultry ; B. Bread and Cereal ; C. Fruit and Vegetable; and D. Milk and Milk
products.

7. Provide employment opportmiities for young people of the community, espe-
cially college students. but employment is not limited to college students only.

Our accomplishments have been discussed. now for the problems:
The prime area- of content-is the-Inwarrival-of apPlicatidif fOrms.- Every-Yea e-

we in the Miami area are promised the forms by Fehrnary or no later than mid-
March. and each year the forms arrive nearer to June than the previous year.
This does nOt permit the necessary lead time required.

a. The college board of Trustees must approve the concept before we can apply,
the board meets once a month; lead time, 1 month.

b. Forms must be completed and sent to Tallahassee, Florida 1 month for
approval.

c. Package must be returned to board for approval : lead time. 2. weeks.
d. Contract, must be advertised and put out for bid : lead time, 1 month.
e. Board approval before bid is.given to successful bidder: lead time, 2 weeks..
f. Sponsor and vendor Leed time to iron out any difficulties: lead time. 3 weeks.
g. Implementation of Program lead time required is a minimum of three (3)

months: lead time,.3 months.
h. Hardship on vendor when there is no time to negotiate prices on his needs.

(Fruits. Paper-goods. etc.)
2. Standardized Menu. This year a standard menu was presented, we were

told this was the only menu to be used, then Construction Catering CoMpany was
given permission to vary from this menu until the fourth (4th) week. Then the
vendor followed the menu but was allowed to vary items. and this permission was
given without consideration of the contract signed between vendor and the
sponsor. (See attachment #4).

a. A .Tewish agency was allowed a change from standard menu, but no con-
sideration was 'given our sites cultural mid ethnic background.

b. Standardized menu may pnt strains on the producers of fruits, meats and
bread. because every site, has the same items everyday, different menus for
different sites would allow for greater distribution of on-hand supplies. (Cookies,
Juice. ete.)

d. Miami Dade submittml a menu and it was turned down in favor of the
standardized menu. (See attachment #5).

3. The bid procedure permits a second rate lunch to be chosen over a first
class lunch because of the low-low price.

a. The government must have sonic idea _of what a lunch shnuld cost. This is
.why it. allows X amount for the lunch. when a vendor bids as low as IV. X amount.
some thing lois to be wrong. Look for inferior services, and inferior fruit and a
lunch that will barely meet miuimtun standards.
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h. The Sunhner Feeding Pregrain is big business, when we consider that with-
out the South Thule area and Om Jewish agencies. we serve betIVIP11 three (3)
sponsors, 208 sites and more than 17.150 lunches a day. Miami Dade received

:Seventeen bids on its program. 'Che five clarsen to consider were:

Supple-
Vendor Lunch went Total Maximum Difference

1 Construction Catering
2 Grandinetti 8 Turnbull .. .. . ..

'3 Marriott InFlight Service. .......... ...
4 Saga Foods
5 Stewart Services ............. ... .......

O. 64
.739
.613
.65
.7777

0.17
.194
.286
.19
.2125

0.81
.93
.999
.840
.9902

$1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02

+0.21
. 087
. 021
.18
. 038

!Ivry the Quality bids were Marriott and StMvart Sandwiches and their menus
refleeted this. ye: the bid a Construetimi Catering was 1110,41.11. and we had prob-
lems front day lam some have been correeled only to blossom out in another
form. There was only marginal uiifhiuiteu iii I he two (2 ) upper bids (-1-.021

+.029s).
c. Administrative laws slmuld lie passed that would prevent a vendor from

being selerted 111 Quantity over ()wilily. in the awarding of bhls. There is such
It large variance of onality in foods: il is 11,11 always wise to accept the lowest
bidder whose intentions might be to use cheaper. inferior grades.

d. One vendor offers a large variety arid his bid prirT refleets this, another
vendor offers very little variety and his bid price releets this. Competitive bid
proeedures almost diorite !hat one must accept the low bid. this is the pro-
cedure followed by the PurchaAng Department a Miami Dade ComMunitS
College. The Chwipost bid offers the lousy lunch to meet the bare minimum 1.78DA
requirements.

e. There was slime talk about having one vendor do the entire Dade County
Sommer Feeding Program. I would say this is an unwise thought. The Dade
County Feeding needs are large: The Chy rot' Miami has 21 sites and feeds 4.150

.,..daily..The Connmmity. Act hum Agency .. has154sites and feeds 7.000 daily, 3141mi--
11:n1e Community lints 24 sites and feeds 0,000 daily.

'rural 208 sites. 17.150 daily.
Historically inaler 31s. Ruth Waskey's supervision if there were any ques-

tions voncerning the contrail. Ms. Waskey squared them away before she ap-
proved the eontraet. Once the contract Ivas approved all difTeronme had to be
settled between the sponsors (contractor) and the vendor (contracteel if these
two could not reach and agreement amicability. then Ms. Waskey held a three
party meeting. if this did not work, she then called Tallahassee for a decision we
all would accept.

This year. Jack Misting came into the picture and distorded the spflusor...
veador relationship developed under Ruth Waskey's administration. If there is
to be a diriTt L'SI)A-Vendor remit iiuiisiuiji. tholl Ilion. is no real need for a sponsor-
ing agt'lley. and abOve null 111P USDA's representative should nut- make decisiong
with vendor that aro in eontlict with cont mental agreement bet Weer' sponsor and
vendor.

RECOMMENDATIONS

. That sitonsor be permitted to draw up own menu as long as menu meets USDA
requirement and cost does not exceed maximum allowed.

'Treat." foods such :is lee Cream. Watermelon. Potato Chips. etc. should be
offered at intervals to make lunettes noire-desirable.

'rhat a nutritional program 111) implemented to 11111 concurrent with Summer
Feeding Program. at each site there should be a one hour nutrition period each
day. where youugster would be introduced to the World of Nutrition. and we
would attempt to change the eating habits of those without. what we consider
to be. good eating habits.

That Cultural and ethnic background of youngsters he taken into eonsidera.
Hon when menus are drawn up, if meals are present that refleet this then there
would be more participaton. we should also introduce eortain foods, but only
ff.lr familiarization purposes.

When contraets are awarded. experience gaini.d from being in the field should
be gotten front program tield administrators before vendor selections is made.
This person's advice should :te considered equal lo, that of those in the offre
awarding the bid.
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CULMER
CULMER SuCcesi in mobilizing resources by
developing a plan of involvement of individuals.

. agencies, and bust within the community
demonstrates Me efficacy of the. CAA goal of
"mobilizing the resources of the total community to
be brought to bear upon the problems ol the poor."
Culmers method Is accurate assessment of the

' problem, identification of appropriate resources:
and adequate, specific communication on how
these resources can be of assistanca. Once es-
(abashed, the extent of involvement, mutual goals.
and priorities are deCrded. Follow through, evatua-
lion , and recognition are the final steps The
program Me Y.M.0 A. is operating in the Cuimer
lean,. is e concrete example of the success of the
Colmar plan

431 COWER. 358-503o
commumir? az/1(.5 CEr4102.470 Si.W It siltiET

CULIMER
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Addle Cobb
Chairman

Evelyn Harris
Vice-Chairman

Yvonne Witherspoon
Secretary

Isadora Rolle
met. Secretary

Bella Hadley
Treasurer

William Hamilton
Parliamentarian

Harry Way
Chaplain

Osmond Allen
Evelyn Cooper
Otis Frazier
Floyd Glass
Viola Martin
Jacqueline Miller
Willie Paterson
Charles Robert, Sr.
Marie Safford
Alonzo &roman
Eartha Walker



LIBERTY CITY
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Rfchwd P. Dunn
Chairman

Roy Scoff

Vice-Chanman .

Martha ulovit
Treasurer

Ernrna Lee Powell
SemeMry

Rev Ceasm Bland
Chaplain

Saehml Payne
Bowd Designee

Ronald Sunned

Florence Browder

Annm Kate Brown
Juanita Horton

Anme I. Love
Or a Lee JMalor

Mane McKmney
Mary Lee Pape

Jmome new
Alberni.] Roundlree
Barry L. Shearnan

Richard E. Smith

LIBERTY CITY
LIBERTY CITY Meeting weekly, the Gala Club
composed of approximately 35 young women
receive instruction in sewing, modern dance,
groCeiling and personal hygiene. This activity is
conducted by a volunteer Council member who is a
nurse and professional model Also organised by .1
volunteer Council member. the Community Club
CornpOsed.ol young men between the ages of 12
and 14 years of age. practice On regular and
improvised instruments The grout, entertains al
neighborhood functions and are invitee to Play at
the OeatCatiOn of the new Maim lee station Anotner
Community Club whose members are males 16
years of age Or Older was involved in an expanded
nutrition program where they learn to prepare food
economically. Recently this grOup presented
Samples ot their cooking al an Advisory Council
meeting

N

"27th
Ave. Teen Center 6940 N.W. 27th Avenue

Poinciana Park 2591 N.W 71st Street

Holy Redeemer School 71st Street & 13th Avenue

Belefonte Tacolcy Center 6191 N.W. 9th Avenue

Liberty City CAA 1260 N.W. 62nd Avenue .

Liberty Square Teen Center 6306 N.W. 14th Avenue

rs
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BROWNSVILLE

bZ. Strert

Brownsville Park 50th Street & 31st. Avenue

Lincoln Gardens 4830 N.W. 24th 'Avenue

Brownsville CAA 2471 N.W. 49th Street

Olinda Park 2105 N.W. 51st Street

Brownsville
Community Service 4240 N.W. 27th Avenue

rim 34 Street-
bRowNlsvILLE- LoAmorsitrY RJit to4TeR.. Z741 NW 40 `.A'REEr 05 -644 7

BROWNSVILLE A unique law and justice project
is being conducted in the Brownsville community.
Serving as a bridge between Ihe police and corn-
minify residents, the stall is attempting to per- .

sonalize the law enforcement process by contacting
parents ol poled youth. working toward visitation
rights, providing transportation, counceling families
and inmates, contacting lawyers, obtaining custody
releases, and procuring services lor inmates. A
"Womanless Wedding" sponsored by the Progres.
sive Officers Association provided entertainment
for community residents and funds tor Brownsville
youth programs. Cooperatively. Brownsville
residents. sten, and police officers are proving
that they are all on the same team in malong
Brownsville a decent, sale place lo live for all of Its
people.

BROWNSVILLE
ADV:SORY COUNCIL

Jake Fisher '-

Chairperson
Rebecca Adams

V. Chairperson
Freddie Adams
Treasurer
Mildred Smith

Secretary
Mae Wood

Chaplain
Robert Gobble

Board Designee
Leroy Brown
Louise Butler
Adell Dillard
Loretha Frye
Nathan Gibson
Willie J. Mason
Marlene Matthews
Henry Morrow
Juanita Munroe
Marie Price



EDISONLITTLE RIVER
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Lou, G O'Hara

Ciaatle Daniels
man ,

Ituloirit Jiron Louis
Sm:relary

:eon,* Stng lelary
treasurer

Fiat,. Boohoo.
fir/ara Designee

daft105
Mira

Rev Janos W Dunn
Einnorn

dirrin,e Harris
MOrillos

I Iella an11,0
Pam Soupier

St Charles
Leona Williams
Nestor Williams

s'.14 LIj Livo R.
;NINII.I.; r

rJTCL.. s.foi h',N; AX.
/,1 -41,( W

Edison Little River 5905 NW 2nd Ave.
CAA

Edison Little River 255 NW 59th St.
Project Youth

Model City Youth Council 151 NW 60th St.

Soar Park Teen Center 128 NW 83rd St.

Larchemont Carden 406 NW 85th Street

Arcola Park 17th Avenue & 87th St.

EDISON-
LITTLE RIVER
EDISON Due to its unique racial and ethnic miA.
the Edison-Little Rwer area provides fertile ground
for agencies and institutions interested in testing
pilot protects lor special populations or Mr racially
and ethnically mined populations. In the past year,
the Center has provided housing Mr such diverse
groups as Haitian Mental Health. Cuban Mental
Health, Veteran's Education and Training Services.
City of Miami Police Aides. Citizen's Information
Service. S A.8 E.R , MOVE. Edison-Little River Self-
Help Community Council and others In addition the
University of Miami medical students, along with
community residents continued to operate the clinic
founded by VISTA volunteers, This und y in diversify
augers well for the pluralistic approach to com-
munity programming



ACCION ADVISORY
COUNCIL

Dr. Arturo Hoyle
Chan person

Willy Gort
1st Vice-Chairperson

Lazaro Albo
2nd Vice-Chairperson

Martha O'Farrill
Secretary

Maria Revd la
Vice-Secretary

Rosa Liber
Treasurer

Manolo Acebo
Alliedo Aguilar
Marcelo Agudo
Aida Duranona
Dr. Rolando Espinosa
Ramon Fernandez
Dr. Arturo Hernandez Tellaeche
Victor Larger
Olga Matamoros
Margarita Miranga
Arcangel Natal
Or Justo Regalado
Alfonso Roque
Melba Rodriguez
Mercedes Sandoval

e:

S'W 27 TI;e.t"

ACC10f4 CoMIANITY seR.vicE (EN:I-ER.1018 v.i.FLACALER sT. G49-2.400

ACCION stall coordinated with the English
Center in presenting two classes in basic English .

and a special course in citizenship for foreign-born
area residents Interested on applying for United
States citizenship. 01 the 35 students who have
been enrolled since classes slatted in mid-year. 10
have attained citizenship status:Mrs. Hilda K. Ross
of Community Mental Health Services, Jackson
Memorial Hospital. and ACCION stall began the
development of an ethnic crags cooperative which
should ultimately be e source of income for area
residents. Craft items. hend-made by Cuban artists.
were selected by a major department store for a
large exposition.



OPA LOCKA
ADVISORY COUNCIL

Albert Tresvant
Chairman

David Pemberton
Vice-Chairman

Rev. John Smith
Treasurer

Jackie Boggs
Secretary

Candy Glardino
Board Designee

Hoke Archie
Rosa Lee Billings lea
Flossie Carolina
Kenneth Davis
Corrine Dunn
Bob Foremen
Beatrice Johnson
011ie Kelly
Edna Mapp
Linda Mitchell
Louise WOodbury

OPA LOCKA Illustrating the new Partnership
between local ir.ryrnment units and the Community
Action agerr:.s. the City of Opa Locke built a facility
for the older citizens ot their community and con-
tracted with the CAA to operate the program in the
Center. Further illustrating the concept of the -new
tederatism. the City used a portion of their general
revenue sharing lungs to pay lor the contracted
services. Each day a variety of activities are offered
to the elderly and this site also serves as the activity
center for the Meals for the Elderly Program. In ad-
dition. the Mobile Health Unit visits on the regidar
basis to aSsist in meeting the health needs ot the
Canter's clientele.

NORTH DADE COUNTY

Marian Center 15701 N.H. 37th Street

'Turnkey Housing Project 3500 N.W. 199th Street

OPA LOCKA

Pal en e Ito Ezerelwi

Sherbondy Park 777 Shamed Blvd.
Ingram Park 2100 Burlington Street 74,

James Street Tot Lot James St. E. Washing-

3.ton
Avt_nue go.

LJOAve. L
91,

X.

K %Weer

&sumac unala
Tr'

41

-4

woe Diver Canal
Dm' 1.c.c..k 625:-&455
(Okat.itAlitY teR.ViLE (iKITERi 1602. WN.1 21 Ati6t4t.lE
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SITE PHONE CONTACT PERSON (S) ADDRESS

27th Avenue Teen Center

Poinciana Park

Holy Redeemer School

Belafonte Tacolcy Center

Liberty City CAA

Liberty Square Teen Center

Olinda Park

638-6690

638-6927

691-1451

751-1295

638-6670

638-6925

633-6032

Mr. Perkins

Mr. Reed & Ms. Hill

Sister Francis Aileen

Mr. Otis Pitts

Dr. George Green

Mrs. Byrd

Mr. Mills

6940 N.W. 27th Avenue

2591 N. W. 71st Street

71st Street & 13th Avenue

6191 N.W. 9th Avenue

1260 N.W. 62nd Street

6306 N.W, 14th Avenue

2105 N.W. 51st Street

Brownsville Park 638-6014 Mr. Williams 50th Street & 31st Avenue

Lincoln Gardens 638-6025 Mr. Williams 4830 N. W. 24th Avenue

Brownsville CAA 638-6035 Mr. Mills & Ms. Taylor 2471 N. W. 49th Street

Brownsville Community Ser. 638-6348 Ms. Myers & Ms. Braxton 4240 N. W. 27th Avenue

Model City youth Council 638-6568 Ms. Ruth Brown 151 N. W. 60th Street

Edison Little River Project Youth 756-0452 Mr. Charles Ward 255 N. W. 59th Street

Edison Little River CAA 754-4606 Alma Carter 5905 N. W. 2nd Avenue

Marian Center 625-8354 Sister Lucia 15701 N. W. 37th Street

Larchemont Gardens Teen Ctr. 638-6910 Mr. Jackson' .

406 N. W. 85th Street Road

Soar Park Teen Center 638-6922 Ray Lopez & Ms. Tynes 120 N. W. 83rd Street

Williams Park 573-0709 Ms. McCall 1701 N. W. 5th Avenue

Accion Community Action Agency 547-4892 Ms. Myriam.Canas &
Gennie Ortega 1150 S. W. 1st Street

Arcola Park 836-0041 Mr. Wynn & Ms. Martin 17th Avenue.& 87th Street

Ingram Park 688-0241 Mr. Harvey 2100 Burlington Street

James Street Tot-Lot 681-3803 MR. Maloy 1820 Washington Street

Sherbondy Park 688-2891 Mr. Lee 777 Sharazd Boulevard

Turnkey Housing Project 643-1150 -3500-N.-W.-194th-Street.

Ext. 370
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ATTACHMENT #3

SUMMER FEEDING PROGRAM 1976

PAYROLL ROSTER 7/23/76

1. ALLEN, JEFFERY 25. JOHNSON, OLIVER 48. PETERSON, WALTER

2. ANDERS, WYNTON 26. JOHNSON, SETH 49. HEVES, JAMES

3. ARNOLD, KATHY. 27. JOHNSON, YVONNE 50. ROLLE, KEITH

4. AYBAR, DOMINGO 28. KELLY, GEORGE 51. SESSION, WILLIAM

5. BAILEY, LILLIAN 29. KELLY, MICHEAL 52. SEYMOUR, LENORA

6. BRANT, WILLETE 30. KING, MARY 53. SIMMONS, JAMES

7. BROOKS, AUDREY 31. LASSITER, ROSALIND 54. STEWART, MICHEAL

8. BRYANT, IVY 32. MAJOR, ALAN 55. SYMONETTE, BARBAA

9. CECIL, BARBARA 33. MAJOR, GERARD 56. THOMAS, MYRA

10. COCHRAN, BERTHA' 34. McGAHNEY, DOROTHY 57. TURNER, RONNIE

11- COLLIER, CYNTHIA 35. McNAIR, BRUCE 58. WHITE, ANGELA

12. DAVIS, SHEILA 36. McTIER, WADE 59. WYNN, DWAYNE

13. DAY, KATHLEEN 17. MILLER, GRACIE 60. MOSS, ANTHONY

EADY; KARL 38. MIRANDA, TOMMY 61. *SHEILA-THOMAS

15. FINNEY, ALPHOSO 39. MITCHELL, ANDRE

16. FOSTER, VERNAL 40. MITCHELL, GERALDINE

17. GILLUM, PATRICIA 41. MITCHELL, HAtEL

18. GORDON, SYLVIA 42. MITCHELL, ROSE
1

19. GROSS, OLIVER 43. MOORE, CLEO

20. HORTON, SERETTA 44. MURRAY, KIMBERLY

21. HOWARD, ARTIE 45. OWENS, MICHEAL

22. HOWARD, HARVIE 46. PARAKORE, SANDRA

23. HUNTER, JEANIE 47. PARKER, LUTHER

24. HUNTER, SANDRA 48. PEARSE, PRINCE
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN - 1976

PROPOSAL

The Special Summer Food Service Program was authorized with the passage of
Public Law 90-302 in 1968, amending the National School Lunch Act. The pro-
gram is designed to provide nutritious meals to needy children during the
summer months when the children would not be receiving free meals in school.

As a sponsor of this essential program in the Dade County communities, Miami-
Dade Community College extends its active participation to the local communi-
ties. Experience has taught us that in the absence of such a program, Dade's
target area youth are deprived of one of life's Pssentials--a nutritionally
well balanced meal daily.

Through this program, we endeavor to provide nutritious, wholesome lunches
and an afternoon supplement which will insure intake of at least one third
(1/3) of the youth's daily nutritional requirements.

In the Dade County communities, a great need exists to develop in our youth
and their parents an ippreciation for and an acceptance of a variety of well
prepared, nutritious, inexpensive and wholesome meals.

To assure this added educational benefit to the Dade County communities, and
to assure quality in the lunches and supplements served during the Summer 1976
Lunch Program, the caterer or vendor whose bid is accepted by Miami-Dade Com-
munity College and approved by the United States Department of Agriculture,
must adhere to the following food (see menus), packaging, and delivery specifi-
cations:

FOOD SPECIFICATIONS

As specified in the Sponsor's Handbook for Catered Programs, United States
Department /of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, Program Aid No. 1143,
the food specifitaticns stated in the menus are also recommended by the spon-
sor. Please note tl;:at each menu meets the minimum nutritional requirements
established by the United States Department of Agriculture.

PACKAGING AND DELIVERY LPECIFICATIONS

The packaging and distribution methods used must allow for the lunches to be
dzlivered and distributed at the sites with minimum effort and time consumed.

To insure proper sanitation and handling of foods served to children, the lunch
must be packed on a tray wrapped with clear film so that the contents are read-
ily visible to the children as they receive their Tirria.

The yendor or caterer must show evidence of his ability to:

1. Pruvide A %ighly nutritious lunch (menus attached).
2. Deliver tuesn lunches in refrigerated vehicles to insure freshness

and sanitatioN.
3. Make deliveries on time, in any kind of weather; according to

approved route schedule showing the time of delivery at each site
as agreed by the vendor or caterer and the sponsor.

A A si



DAY ONE

DAY TWO
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
USDA SPECIAL SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

1976

TEN-DAY LUNCHEON MENU

COMBINATION
Sliced Salami
Sliced Chopped Ham
Sliced American Cheese
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Chilled Orange Juice
Banana (fresh) 150 ct.
Cookie (Lorna Doone)
Milk - HVD (chilled)
Napkin and straw

HAM 'N CHEESE
Sliced Boned-Rolled Ham
Sliced Swiss Cheese
Enriched Bun (4 inch)
Chilled (Pineapple-Orange) Juice
Apple (fresh) #1
Marble Pound Cake (2 ozs.)
Milk - HVD - Chocolate (chilled)
Napkin and straw

DAY THREE

DAY FOUR

FRIED FILLET OF CHICKEN BREAST
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Chilled Juice (Apple-Pineapple)
Orange (fresh) 125 Fla.
CooVe (Oreo Cream)
Milk - HVD -
Napkin and strzm

THE CLUB
Sliced Boned-Rolled Ham
Sliced luncheon Meat
Sliced Turkty
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Plums (60 cnunt)
".00kie (Butter Cookie)
hblk HVD - Chocolate (chilled)
Chilled Juice (Apple) (Enriched)
Napkin and straw

443

PORTION

1 oz.

1/2 oz.
1/2 oz.
2 slices
4 ozs.
1 each
1 pk.

1/2 pt.
1 each

11/2 oz.

1/2 oz.
1 each
4 oz.

1 each
1 each
1,12 pt.

1 each

24 ozs.

1 slice
4 ozs.

1 each
1 pk.

1/2 pt.

1 each

1 oz.

1/2 oz.
1/2 oz.
2 slices
2 each
1 pk.

1/2 pt.
4 oz.

1 each
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLE4 - FEN-DAY LUNCHEON MENU (Continued)

DAY FIVE

CHEESEBURGER 1

Charbroiled Beef Pattie
Sliced American Cbeese
Enriched Roll (4 inch)
Chilled Juice (Orange-Pineapple)
Banana (fresh) 150 ct.
Cookie (Fig Newton)
Milk - HVD
Napkin and straw

DAY SIX

HEARTY WESTERN
Sliced Roast Beef
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Chilled Juice (Pineapple) (Enriched)
Apple (fresh) #1
Cupcake (Vanilla) 2 oz.
Milk - HVD
Napkin and straw

DAY SEVEN

HAM 'N CHEESE
Sliced Boned-Rolled Ham
Sliced American Cheese
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Chilled Juice (Tangerine)
Banana (fresh) 150 ct.
Cookie (Oatmeal)
Milk - HVD
Napkin and strdw

DAY EIGHT

ALL AMERICAN
Sliced Pastrami
Enriched Bread (Pullman)
Chilled Juice (Pineapple-Orange)
Apple (fresh) #1
Cake (pound) 2 ozs.
Milk - HVD - Chocolate (chilled)
Napkin and straw

44j

11/2 ozs.

1/2 oz.
1 each
4 ozs.
1 each
1 pk.

1 pint
1 each

2 ozs.
2 slices
4 ozs.
1 each
1 each
1/2 pt.
1 each

11/2 ozs.

1/2 oz.
2 slices
4 ozs.
1 each
1 each
1 pint
1 each

2 ozs.
2 slices
4 ozs.
1 each
1 slice
1/2 pt.
1 each
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE - TEN-DAy LUNCHEON MENU (Continued)

DAY NINE

UAY TEN

BEEFBURGER
Charbroiled Beef Pattie
Enriched Roll (4 inch)
Chilled Juice (Orange)
Plums (60 count)
DR Grapes (Thompson Seedless, appx. 22 ea.)
Cookies (Swiss Cream)
Milk - HVO - Chocolate (chilled)
Napkin and straw

THE HOAGIE
Sliced Chopped Ham
Sliced Salami
Sliced Bologna (all meat)
Sliced American Cheese
Enriched Hot Dog Roll (4 inch)
Chilled Juice (Apple) Enriched
Peach (fresh) (4 per lb.) 2-21i in. dia.)
Cookies (Lorna Doone)
Milk - HVD - Chocolate (chilled)
Napkin and straw

BICENTENNIAL SPECIAL - JULY 4, 1976

80-00A 0 - 77 - 2!)

2 ozs.
1 each
.4 ozs.

2 each
1/2 cup
1 each
1/2 pt.
1 each

1/2 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/2 oz.
1 roll

4 ozs.
1 each
1 pk.

1/2 pt.
1 each

SOUTHERN-FRIED CHICKEN 4 ozs.

Washington Apple Jelly Sandwich 1 each

(2 slices Enriched Bread, 1 oz. Apple
Jelly, 1 oz. Butter)

Iowa Corn-on-Cob (4 ozs.) 4 ozs.
Georgia Watermelon (Average 28 lbs.-quartered) 1/16 qtr.
Cup Cake (Lemon) 2 oz. 1 each

Milk - HVD 1 pt.

Napkin and straw 1 each

-3-

4 T
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
USDA SPECIAL SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

1976

TEN DAY SUPPLEMENT

DAY ONE Chocolate Milk Swiss Creme Cookies
HVD (chilled)

---
DAY TWO Seedless Raisins Orange Juice (chilled)

(Ind. Pack)

DAY THREE Fresh Banana Oatmeal Cookies

DAY FOUR Juice Blend Potato Sticks (Ind. Pack)
Vit. C Restored

DAY FIVE Apple Juice Malted Milk Cookies
Vit. C Restored

DAY SIX Fresh Grapes Fig Newton Cookies
(Thompson Seedless)

DAY SEVEN Chocolate Milk Lorna Doone Cookies
HVD (chilled)

, , .

DAY EIGHT Fresh Tangerine Swiss CreMe Cookibs

DAY NINE Fresh Grapes Cheda Nut Cookies
(Thompson Seedless)

DAY TEN Fresh Pear Oreo Cream Cookies
(135 count)

BICENTENNIAL SPECIAL - JULY 4, 1976

Fresh Florida Orange Southern Oatmeal Cookies
(125 size)

Vendor and sponsor's agent will agree should a shortage exist with the availability
of fresh fruits as specified and substitute fruit juice or blend (Vitamin C en-
riched) with SPONSOR'S APPROVAL.

-4-

441$
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
USDA SPECIAL SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

1976

TEN DAY SUPPLEMENT

DAY ONE Fresh Peach
Swiss Creme Cookies

DAY TWO Seedless Raisins (Ind. Pack)
Orange Juice (chilled)

DAY THREE Fresh Banana
Oatmeal Cookies

DAY FOUR Fresh Orange
Potato Sticks (Ind. Pack)

DAY FIVE Apple Juice
Malted Milk Cookies

DAY SIX Fresh Grapes (Thompson Seedless)
Fig Newton Cookies

DAY SEVEN Fresh Peach
Lorna Doone Cookies

DAY EIGHT Fresh Tangerine
Swiss Creme Cookies

DAY NINE Fresh Grapes (Thompson Seedless)
Cheda Nut Cookies

DAY TEN Fresh Pear (135 count)
Oreo Cream Cookies

BICENTENNIAL SPECIAL - JULY 4, 1976

Fresh Florida Orange (125 size)
Southern Oatmeal Cookies

Vendor and sponsor's agent will agree should a shortage exist with the availability

of fresh fruits as specified and substitute fruit juice or blend (Vitamin C enrich-

ed) with SPONSOR'S APPROVAL.

44:)



DATE
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Construction Catering, Inc.
27$4 N.H. 24th AVENUE MIAMI. FLOWA 33142

SUMMER PROGRAM

LUNCH SUPPLEMENTS

MOAT 21 CUBAN MOW= ON HOAGIE
BOLOGNA SALAMI AND CHEESE
MUSTARD
NO. 143.- OPASUI CRAMS
BANANA
PINEAPPLE JUICE
MILK
MAKIN AND STRAY

ORANGE JUICE
1534 CHEDA-NUT

TUESDAY 22 LUNCHEON MEAT SAND ON WHITE BLENDED JUICE

WEDNESDAY 23

THURSDAY 24

PEEDAY 25

wAnny wAnilTirizo
ORAJGE
APPLE JUICE
CHOCOLATE MILE
NAPKIN AN) STRAW

HAMBURCUER ON BUN
CAPSUT
PEANUTS
PEACH
BLENDED JUICE
MILK
NAPKIN A3E1 STRAW

SUGAR COOKIE 0 1538

PINEAPPLE JUICE
0143 GRAHAM CRAKERS

HAM TOUT AND CHEESE SAND. BLENDED JMICE

MUSTARD LORNA DOONE 0 1538

KillENTUN CRACKERS I 1519)

ORANGE JUICE
CHOCOLETE

SOLCCNA SANDWICH ON WHITE
MUSTARD
GRAHAM CRAMS 0 143
OWANGE
A1712 JUICE
MILK
NAPKIN AND STRAW

450.

PINEAPPLE JUICE
1534 CHEDA-NUT



hON.

fUES

.4KON.
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Construction Cateriftv, inc.

BREAKFAST

JUICE
MILK
CEREAL

*UICE
m LK

THURS. .-rCE
FILK

FRID.

C.:REAL

2154 N,W, 24th AVENUE MIAMI, rLORIDA 33112

SU/OCER

I:EEIC: PROM. JUNE 28 TRW JUNE 30ch

UN
PAM & CHEESE ON WHITE
',CUSTARD
PEANUTS
BANANA
BLENDED JUICE
ChOCOLATE

ORAI- E JUICE
i151)

HOT DOC ON DUN FI i. 3010E
CAPSITE f.,1538
DONUT
ORANGE

APPLe JUICE
hILK

PDIED CHICKEN
DINNER ROLL
APPLE
ORANGE JUICE
GRAHAM CRACKERS 0143
CHOCOLATE

BOLOGNA AND CNEFSE
MUSTARD

PEANUTS
PEACH
PINEAPPLE JUICE
MILK

TURKEY SAND. 'ON WHITE
MAYONNAISE
EAVANA

elt.)1je APPLE JUICE
COOKIE 0554
CHOCOLATE

C r:IE4

CCI ,4::5373



MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDN

TMSDAY

FRIOAY

0 440

.:onstruction Catering, Inc.
2154 N.H. 24th AVENUE MIAMI, FLORIDA 33142

symmER PROGRAM
MENU

;4'rEK,ETOM JULY 12 THRU JULY 16

LUNCH SUPPLEMENT

!;:i TURKEY SANDWICH UN WHITE

1-".4 BANANA
e.,A"AL APPLE JUICE

CHOCOLATE COOKIE i0154n

MAYTONNAISE
CINCOLATE

HAM E CHEESE ON WHITE
WHOLE ORANGE
BLENDED JUICE
PEANUTS
MUSTARD
MILE

BOLOGNA HAND nv WHITE
WHOLE APPLEM t:A. ORANCE JUICE
CUP CAKE
MUSTARD .

CHOCOLATE

lurE HOT DOC 014 SUN

, 1V WHOLE ORANGE
r:=AL MERLE MICE

DONUT

CAME
t4i1A

RLEN^ED JUICE
CRAHAm CRACKERS

0 143

INFS # 15131

ELEMEHJIICE
LOOA OWE

411518'

-Uwe RAM TURKEY E CHEESE SAND. ORANGE JUICE

`II1A PEACH
akEAL PTNEAPPLE JUICE

PETIT CHERRY SWEET ROLL

MUSTARD
CHOCOLATE

452
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147.1 Et4-0 hack heron. 1114. lmard.61. 1111,1..5 for approval. This is another
2 w,...,eks. The board only meets mire a motif 11. This could he anywhere
from 2 wevIts to a month. rlion \\*I. sit down and send. our whole
paek;ore back. Ont..eTallahassee approves t his. then we have to go back

theloard for final approval. Then we van put this out on bid. U.
has to stay out on bid for a ;nom h. Thmt it has tocome lawk in. Then
you tapd ime to sit ilown wit the vendor to .Wiirk out t he problems.
So January a.ould just alulut be enough leadtime to give you the ;)
mont hs to get those t bings done.

Another problem which everyone here has alluded to. and it's a
prblem. and Barbieri and Mr. Ilockenbery have tried to cite a se.-
lut ion. and dint is how to get some uniformity in what we are doinr..

do not. think the stamlardized menu that we had this year will do it
because on page 1:1 of t he regulations t hey said that. and I quote. "In
prep:tying a luttelt prgr.ant. t he et lode ;old the Plat oral background of
the youngsters that you are preparitair for should he vonsidered." Ilad
this been considered we would not have luul the problem with a Jew-
.ish community that we had had not we had a standardized menu.

As we :di know the summer revilill" ttrogram is bi!.. business. There
was a time \viten it wasn't. Bet \Veen the three sponsors that I'm famil-
linr with. and that's Ms. Barbieri at the CAA and the eity of Miami,
we feel| rd sites between' three of us. And we feed approximately
7.000 youngsters da.51v. .knd that Nunes c,ut to something. iilw :0!out
1 7.01/0 youngsters a week. So lot's. for the sake of discussion. let's
Noind t hat otr 20,0)(1-200.1AH) a week; Inoaton at 20011) a da v. 'Ile
Government allows $1.02. So if you multiply that times 1b0.0i>..
we're talking in terms or :i:100.000 a day. so consequently everybody
is interested in !vett Eri!r Int() aet

No1W Itappy to -.,ee the school hoards hecoming intereste(l. They
shonld itave been i:Itereste.(1 5 years ago. But nobody W.21;-: interested in
this pmgrron when 'tie. -ilia:mom] al:awable money was 1 cents. l'hey
said. ( 111. don't !sr/ h t t".4 not wort it. But now when you're
talkinu. in. terms or vou get vendors and sponsors and all coming
Om of the wmulwork. Like you say. they're comity.. ont now- to rip
the program off. so !raidelines have to be ,,...-iabliAted to prevent this
ripuir. ill:qtre that he moneys that the Congm-s Aiwa tes for these
services. this is What liappons to the money.

Chairman yon a...Tee that t hose truidelities should
be established at the level ill. at the red.%.,.._

I)Awl:.Ns. I would say in order to Parr.... any weight they slrauld
from i ,41eral level bee:Msv it. von them to be establishe|

at a State leve;. you're going. to get part in ies and impart ial ies and
what have pm. 1 WUalf :"ny ::t x roicral

Now to :set back to Ir one sponsor.. 011e ceIldr effileept. Perhaps+
von do mq-1 a one Spini....ors14. WV' oplukti do not see hmv
ihis wotdd work bePA;:-.. von have Amni.. the pity of Miami: you've

the-Dulde County. wh;;11 is an ineorporahol area ; you've got Homo-
;-,tpad yon've ( 'coal iables; yon"..e g.ot Beach. :out oilk

1tMtts...pf
vendor 1,..; Ito much, Hve:01° frying t;-:liciy apples
for a progr:do constant ly and !lumina* avides very day. you re going
If) mn into problems. But if we've 111011. than one vendor they're
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lt:tili!.(:,t3t..)0(ilii.cket: and perhaps get a hette!. Prive for the fonds and what

Now another probl,In t hit We hay? here IS ii:,-"joriealiy. Wider Raa,
-.Waskey's supevisic,!.. If there were any .0,-.-kions ,.!onverniter t he emi-
t roll bet ween the it was irone0, o:;'t Jfr e I he USD.k people
signed t he vontract. Once the contra...1 ..vos appromd. all differences

.
bet %%Ten the sponsor and the vcl'a. imd to be setOeii between the
.vendor and the row ract r, waskvy arijkrrily.d.o..ido
sorneCting, 'Ills year Air. Bust ing. and this is no r,Ileot tot ono. and
liii pretty sue what Ilastinrs is dOlI1.(r IS 1114 ith Itinlit.y, he's
merely trying to get the job dom.. Bet under Mr. .1 vendor
has been tilfle to do 0.,111!rs contrary to the contract she ims, signed with
.Nliami-Dade. I think in the future it slionhl be speled Eithcr
you. ha Ye 0 vendor-slanisor relationship or son vitt out ihe Sp011Sor
alai you've got a vendor-USDA relationship.

So my remminemlat ion is that sponsors should be able to draw up
their own menus as long as it meets the USDA. rotuirenwnts and the
cost does not exceed the maximulwallowed, Aliso t real foods such as
*VP rre'ala. WaleiTaehMI. poraIn Chips. et cetera. should he offered at
intervals to ntake lunches more destruble. That a nutritional program
be implemented tt ! rim concurrent with feeding iwogrants at
cavil site. At each site there should be a 1-hour nutrition period each
day where youngsters Wolthl Ilitrodnred to the world of nutrition
and we .xould attempt to change the eating habits of those without
what we consider to be good eating habits. That cultural and ethnic".
baekground of youngster,.be Inken into consideration when literals
are dra wn up. I meals are present that reflect this. t hen that would be
greater participation. Also when contract's are awarded.. experience
gained from being in the field should be .riven the sante power as

ra tot wbo sit behind the desk.
Thank
CLairman WA:Kiss. Thank von very much. Pass the mike over to

the next gentleman.
Go ahead. 'Identify yo»Nelf and start.
[Preparvd statement of Joseph M. Deutsch follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH' M. DECTSCII, PROJECT DIRECTOR OF TIIE SUMMER
1.1*ScIf PROGRAM., BORINQUEN NEALTII CARE CENTER, INC.

While torpr 70,0110 free and reduced-priced lunches aro served daily during the
regular sdoml year in Dade Comity. Florida. the Slimmer Food Service Program
for Children Is reaeloing at best '63% of this group. It is for this very obvi.onA
reason that t he program can be deemed far from a success in this community, in
setting out to accomplish its woorthy aims as stated in the new amendments.

The roilo where it' one.third of the ehildren are eligible for free or redneed-prieed
lunches :it any site. that risen the other two-thirds of the rhildren are Dia SIIIiket
to any means test. in the Summer Program is an exeellent one. and it would
seem that in excess of 70.0011 meals womld be served in the County.

There are :obviously many reasons why this hasn't taken place and au attempt
will be made to rt. in some I if the more obvious ones Intsed on the outreach
'cork done by MI r particular pmgrain.

The Foial and Nutrition Service of the Department of Edneation of the Sthte
of -Florida:1m ii ttt:i le 'what lippea c PPP. ra ther4o rl sit rut ry interineting.
many of the guidelines whiell have a rather adverse orreet in this eommunity,

hi Plorida, each site as well as the sponsor must have a not r 3 status from
the Internal Revenue Serviee. thereby eliminating a very him. constituency.
namely the Culmn private schools. In the Cuban community a large percentage of
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homes have two wlorkIng parents. thereby nevessitating a type of School where
the ehildrell elin he dropped orr early in the morning and not be picked tip until
very late in the nfternoon. Being that the publicschool $ystem dites not offe that
service. thes hard working people send their children to these privute schools
widelt Operate as extended day eare centers in a manner. A majority ii clii ht ren
attending these schcads would eligible for free anti reduced-priced lunehes if
they were attending piddle selonds, tlwrefore they :411unit] Ian be deprived td this
food service because if t heir school sit nation.

The sefretion oi siamsars has plised a great problem ht this eammaaity. where
any non.protit organization has been let heroine one regardless of perfornmuce
in the past in any sort or sovito serviee oporntion. Thk nod the aotilication
approval of both sponsorship and sites in the mouth of Jilin% days before the sup-
posed implementation of the itrogram has brought havoc to this communitY. in
mit being able to disseminnte information In the etanninulty about the concrete-
ness of where food and programs will be available until the last minute.

With many peoiple in this connminity from totally different ethnic Imekgroutals
with varied taste's. it seems to mate no sense to have it standardized menu where
much iii the food Is totally unappealing to the constitneney that it Is supposed
to be serving and if food more suited to the community's tastes eon he had with
the proper nutritiimul etmtent than this should he allowed.

Regarding the Itscrcr.r-,g of the mnximnin eligibility age to 18. there is essen-
tinily Inithing wrong With this except in one area. which concerns the mentally
riAarfled. Where many other Federal prcugrams allow for this group to be eon,
Mitered as minors, t hls program dites wa make this'niloWance, thereby depriving
many Inembers of this unfortunate group to be detirived of these nutritional
benefits.'

The program Ils V11110.01 I Cellgress is It beantlfoi one with much promise but
unless these rather simple lint bash. 1/MI111.111S are alleviated in the future it will
vontinue tiu rentain grossly niftier-utilized in many areas such as here in Dade
county.
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ROR1NQUEN HEM:Ill CARE CENTER,
INC.. formerly Chnica Borintplen. Inc.. is a
Department a Health. Education. and .

Welfare funded program. created to provide
comprehensive health care services to
'patitots from the Wynwood area of Miami
as oeff as to other eligible pathmts.

The Center opened Os doors on May 20.
1173 o Oh a total staff or less than 10

people. It initially provided services on 3
eplUstic care basis due to a limited staff
and funds. Today. with a total staff
composed of appronimately 43 members. it
is better equipped to meet the needs of the
fancily coot within the oommunity, thus
emphasiring its philosophical aims moards
comprehensis-e health care.

Being responsible to the community, the
Center is directly overseen by a

policymaking Board id Directors composed
of five consumers, five providers, and five
members at large. who guide the constant
evolution of the institution.

SERVICES
PROVIDED

MEDICAL SERVICES

Physical checkups (routine and non-

femme)
All phases of outpatient medical

treatment
Clinical diagnoses
Laboratory analyses
lilciansordiograins
X12 ays

Pediatric. Dermatology and Cardiology
clinic,
liack.up facilities for hospitalization

purposes
Emergency Consultation
Training Center for Manpower
Training Center for EanUly Physicians

DENTAL SERVICES

SOCIAL SERVICES
(dealing ci ith different aspects of family
problems'i:

Family and individual counseling
Welfare problems
HouSing problems Ireferrals)
Legal problems (referrals)
Drug addiction (referrals)
Disability forms
Mental Health (referrals and consultation)
Medicaid and Medicare (referrals and
orientation)

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

To develop the center In such a manner
so as to provide to all members of the
Community eod the County at large the best
and most kiimprehensive services in the most

'efficient and effective way.

To continuously keep abreast with the
advancements made in the health care
delivery field in particular. and

community services in general in order to
constantly improve the quality and range
of our services.

To involve the community in the policy.
making body through education, to insure
that services arc accountable to the
community served.

To insure that secondary and tertiary care
is prosided when needed in an adequate
manner.

To educate the community as to proper
health care practices.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. DEUTSCH. PROJECT DIRECTOR OF THE
SUMMER LUNCH PROGRAM, BORINQUEN HEALTH CARE CENTER,
INC.

r. yes. Ary limp Is ;Joseph Dolosdi. I'm the prOiN't
(rovoor or t hl S1111111111' 111111'11 prOgrala 1)r HIV B01111(111011 110:11t

Ca re Cent VI. A 1111, flu behalf or I lw rylo(l% woloo row If) thank you,
"Mr. Chairman ;11111 Congressman Lehman for bringing the committee
(1011'11 IItR to h)ld he Iwo ritors.

This is fun. first V&'1l iii tIit 1411111111er p1Ogr1111. WV got 11110 t 11V IW0 -
gr:110 iii t hat We SaW :er(nt underntilizat ion of the summer lunch
Progrant iii l)ade Comity. And at t he present time, during the regular
school year. as Anted-IA-40m. there To.noo rivp and ivollet.o priced
lunches that are served in the schools and duing the slimmer lunch
program t here art' 40,11110 10 5.000 lifilehes tiVrved presently.

And getting into 1 lw ida or a sinple sponsor in relation to this, I
hink the overage work by an orronizat ions including onr own,

()hvimisly inndv(Ionte. ThNI wv havvii'l served t he 70.000. When one
talks or thv ,Invjv S1)011:40r. Ii& principal or the idea is fantastic. But
in terms of getting ont to corli of the different communities it hasn't
workt.d.

Now in teryjs I t ht.% progrom 1 Will." further implemented. then,
have been several deei,,ions mode by t he Fhwi(la I )&porf MOO 01 EdlIC:1-
ion food and !nark ion st,rvill, whih wvre nuolt, wit h I ht lh,st of int Nit

lint in our position we don't particularly with. One or them being that
everY site where food is served must have a 501 C 3. a non-profit

NS St III IIS Wtd AS ;I sponSOr. Now one of 0111* large constituencies
in Dade County of children who would be eli,tible for their meals
Otherwise. IS tlw Cuban private srhools. Now Cuban private schools.

ovt,rwho.lnlin. mojority have no. problems with any eivil
rights hiws or violot iMIS or whatever. provide a part iculor need in this
e011111111111ty. Many 1 nqple who ore refugN.s from Cuba hove homes
where both adults ill the rumilv WOrk. 1.1WV (11.01) I 11V kidS at the
.schools 7.or 7:30 in tlw morning and (foul- return to pick the
.kids op ot the schools until movbe 5 or 5:30. i service which is tiot
provided by the Dade Comity sellool Imard. And these children are not
put in private schools because or trying to bv exchisionorv from the
public school system. or bee:Inst. beine rivh o what vvvr..hnt rivtly
bevansib his allows both paren.f.s to work. Yon know. they need the
incomes. Ind the ('Ilbon Ch1O)Oh ha heel) disollowed you know.
to have t prorrams and a ma jorit m tie children would be eligible
in terms or their economic stat quite .errieved by this.

On the Pedend level. in terms of the hbgislal ion many Peden)h pro-
grams or most Federol pro...ruins t real retarded people as minors in
terms of receivin.r benefits front these proerams and in terms of he
slimmer limeh program. the maximum op.(' Of IS. We hove. for
inStonee. os 0110 Of the sites t hot we sponsor. Good Will Indust ico.
We service approximately th.) io'Iioht'oi itho fer S to 10 hours a
day, and lift rit ion could be provided by this progmm. But bee:Hist! of
the I s-vea r age limit there arc no benefits or speeiol status, t hese people
aren't 1 g hi c,* svrved.

Tn terms of what M. Do wkins said. in terms of havimr menus suited
to ethnic foster:. we strongly go olon!, with that. This is a community
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that is a melt ing pot and black kids and Puerto Rican kids and Jewish
kids 'don't twcessarilv have the same tastes. And as long as the menus

would meet a nutritional requirement as established by USDA. and
:woulti fall under the proper eeonomie guidelines not to exceed the
maximum allowable. we are very strongly supportative of tlds.

One of I he I Fling:: HMI NV( ho ye part Hy tried to tulike. a point

of-..--and I was very happy to hear Congvessman Lehman say this
was the idea of not dumping rood on I he sifts. I rtinnally WaS in-
volved. before Horingnen Health Care. Center, with one of the out-
side programs. special pror.ailis for .\ mericans of tlw infamous Rabbi
lienker of New York. and Nviten bids rattle itt under that program.at
the maximum or rolits uillciwiuig rmy no other sevices to be

pruivided such as helping out with our funds for recreation and pro-
gram or site supervision or treordkeeping. it was at that time that
myself anti my associate. wnt to 'Mr. Hastings. M. Hockenbery, and

WaskeY. to tell them we were uP against t II° wall so IO siwak.
.ktul due to Hwir help this was not allowed because they Were jst
dumping food on rhildren which is far from the intent of what the
program was supposed to lw. And that it shouldn't be this way.

And juist in ronclusion. I feel tlmt the main thrust in terms of next
year and the years after. are to feed each and every child who is e-
ceiving the free and reduced priced lunch during the regular school
year. And it's the tinder utilization of the program of whiell we are.
all wsponsible for. something that. is intoleraide and we have to get-
oll the ease told do sounet hing.

rrhauk
[Prepared statement of Louis Tasse follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Loris .1. ASS. coxstLTANT. Commusrry SCHOOL
PIMMIM. DADE, CoUNTY ['Come Scutoot.s

3Ir. Chairman and menthers of the committee: The Dade County Community
School Program or the Dade Comity Schools is pleased to assist the (.'ommittee
in its vork iii ilarticipating in these Hearings. The Dude Comity Sehool System
operates one or 1110 largest peirlie sellool Community Edueation and Community
School Programs in the tnitioli. It was tho first school district in the State to
recognize the need fOr making maximum us of iallitiely ()wiled facilities to im-
prove servires to the pcoluie or Dam. comity, and to provide a procesS for more
effectively meet ing the needs or neolde or an ages on au around-the-ye:tr. round-
11w-clock basis. This school district. the sixth largest ill the nation. has provided
leadership in developiui g. flit; concept or community Edueation ror more than El
years. thrum:di its schoot lioard. administration and staff. and through close
cooperation and voordinat ion or the program with ifs tunny CO-SpOlISM'S arid
nartieipating m.:encies,

During the 1975-70 year. more than 95.0flo different individuals of all ages
(approximately 5:i% chihlren and youth 17 and under. 347 adults and VI%
senior eitixel)st the i'Inde noway Shold's Community School
Program ult 57 community Solite)! centers. It, exeess or 135.000 persons rwr month
parijelhalied In ;1 o'iuli i y or Hinomional, sorial. (minim!, recreational.
enrichment, family aroi ..t..anfounity servire programs. The program has
assisted the schuall syst. Ii. agencies to bring and deliver servitvs closer
to the people. mfortnaf.A-at urn 'the Dade County Community School

,I'r,(.1grant..is proided il' ill. Alt:wiled 111,u:rt. entitled "Dade County
-mat a-for. I mprovemenrand-Expansion",---

sulanitted to the Sehnot Itoard by the lance of the Associate Superintendent
for instruetion. It is precisely 111411115P of the development of the Community
School Program in Dade County over these post 1 years that the school systelu
iiteolemi its coluntimity School I'rogrant :.'s the sponsor .or the 19Tti summer
rood service Program for childreIi . since. a large !mother Of school centers
wore already implemented as yeararound community centers throughout the
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county. This Is the first yen r that the Community Sehool Program has served
as .the sPonsor of 'this project. Although the Community School Program has
officially been involved in the Summer Food Service Program for Chiblren in
Dade County fOr slightly over IWO lilt lit IIS, we till0111(1 like to submit, the follow-
ing recommendations to the Committee for possible inclusion in the'regulations
of this project in future years, or for your consideration in updating Pi. 94-105..
Our suggestions are as follows:

(1) To qualify. present site eligibility standards require IA of the students to
be served meals:must be eligible under the free and/or reduced price lunch stand-
ards. Essentially this means that a site may be eligible to pFtrt icipatein the pro-
gram even if two out of three students do not ordinarily receive free or reduced
meals. This requirement should be changed so that at least :10% of the students
served by a site under this pri)grain would need to he eligilde.

(2) The present law does not appear to recognize differences in the cost of
providing the program. in different parts of the country or even in different parts.
of the stnte. Especially in urban or high vost areas, some cost differehtial should
be used in determining the amount o funds to be received by sponsors of the
program. An urban area like ons simply does not receive sufficient reimburse-
ment through this program to operate the quality program needed In this area.
Food costs, cost of preparation, delivery. salary, and Wilges of employees, site
slipervision, program monitoring, auditing, supplies, etc. nnly not be adequately
funded muter the present plan.

(31 In my opinion, the current regulations permit unnecessary proliferation
of sponsors in an area. therby inereasing the possibility of (a) duplication :
(b) wide range of quality of food and service: (r) excessive monitoring; (d)
excess of records keeping; (c) auditing; (f) delivery; (g) supervisnry: and (1.9
the like.

in my opinion. Dade Comity should have one sponsor of the Sinniner Food
Service Program for Children. If this were the ease, far fewer sites wttuld be
needed. Sime public schools multi serve as primary sites (they already have coin-
petent year-round cafeteria personnel, facilities, equipment. monitoring and ree-
ord keeping systems, etc.). a more !uniform quality of food program and service
would h0 provided. variety in the wenn could be improved, management and ad-
ministration could he improved.

(4) Through our short experience in the program. it is obvious that improved
training programs should be developed a nd cost provided for within the con-
tract. Training programs shonld be provided by the state and the local sponsor,
o thnt. all personnel involved in the Slimmer Food Service Program for Children

could receive adequate informntion and training prior to the initiation of the
progrnm, and to permit advanee 'thinning by the sponsor and all agencies to be
involved in providing the service.

The Summer Food Service Program for Children is definitely a service which
needs to lie provided for eligible children. There eertainly are many problems
in delivering the program to the needy of our community. Improvements in the.
program certainly should he made.

T sincerely feel that those agencies. sponsors, and many persons involved in
Providing this Program for the needy ehildren of Dade County should he com-
mended. The State of Florida Food a nd Nutrition Manogyinent Depnrtment has
assisted us in many ways. There is im.question in my wind that were it not for
these many people concerned with the welfare of Dade County's needy children.
the accomidishments of the program this year could not have been realized. Far
more needs to he done. however, by all of us tn improve the program. and to
provide a higher qnality of service to these younnt eitizens. TInink you for giving
me the opPortunity to present these few ideas. and it is my hope that they will
assist you in sonic small way.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS J. TASSE, CONSULTANT. COMMUNITY SCHOOL
PROGRAM, DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

, --
Mr. TAsSE. Good mornin-r. Weletnne,to Dade County. We thank you

for coining here. I'm Lon Tasse. tlw person in charge of the commu-
nity-school program fiw the Dade Comity school system.

NOW this year for the first time We're servhig as a sponsor of the
summer food service program for children. We've been involved in
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previous years to scone degree and worked with Miller mid the C.A.A.
and other Mrencies wlm were sponsoring the programs attempting to
assist in nuit'eting the need for seving food to needy children during
the summe..

"..Nfost of the main points that I have in my testimony have already
been made bin I want to hit a con* of them wrain if you'll let me in
my oral commentary here.because I think t hey're ve.ry important.

I think it's somewhat of a miracle from our sponsorship's point of
-view that we've been able to come np with nearly 8,000 a day that, arc .
reeeiving meals in the summer food service program for children spon-
sored by us. I think that's attributable directly to the good quality of
help that the Food and Nutrition Departnie»t has given us. Without
their assistance in being able to very quickly organize themselves and
the cafeteria managers to organize those meals and without competent
stair and facilities and eqmpmeut which are already In the public
schools. I t hink we would have been totally unable to Serve this number
of children through the program.

There art. ninny proldems with it because we're rookies in it from the
sponsorship aspect. I think that----T don't know about all the time it
took other agencies to get their programs goinghut we've only been
involveil about 21,z, months and during that, time I've found George
TrOclwnbery's Ace anti ack ITasting especially here in Dade, to have,
lwen extremely tionlitied and helpful people to the development of our
iirogram. And we do appreciate the work that they've done. They
know the food business which we don't. Iint we think we know some-
thing about programs for ehildren. And we feel like we've gotten it
on the road and beginning to tret those t wo things together.

One of the things that worries me so much and one of the reasons I
was so interested in Inicintr the community schools get into this is T.
always worry alanit all the kids that:ire eligible that aren't eating.. And
I I bought, that perhaps. wit h the school system tnking a more important
role with as tunny school sites as there nre in Dade County. that it.
might give us an opportunity to pick lin that slack between those. that
.-)0 percent t hat the Congressman spoke about earlier, who are now
beim-, served during the summer. and T wonder what's happening to
the other 50 percent. T don't Iiplieve they've all anpe on vacation at
the same time. I'm sure thnt there are a lot or eligible children who
are not eat imr iuieals. And 1 worry ahmtt thnt. And T thought about,
the eligibility standards of the law which said that a third of the,
persons served at a site would need to be either on a free or reduced
price meal. nnd in spite or the fact that T'm usually on the other end
at this point. I'm usunlly saying we don't even Inure flint kind of
requirement. this time. in this ease. T think T would have to sliggest,
that maybe yon omdit to seriously consider raising that from :31/2
percent. to iierhaps requirinff 40 nr 50 percent of the students at. n site
to be elifribile under the free or reduced price meals. T think this
could lw dour witliont (qui-lino-hark on the m»»ber of needy children. T
titinkin rnct it would improve the nival service to the needy children in
Dade County.

A nd so T suffirest that ion-lie you take a look at that:
Chairman Pe1:1: TNS 111 course. tliere is a great deal of feeling both

ways on that issue. There are always people against it. Some or tbe
best experts believe that you shonld Nye n universal free feeding pro-
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tant. which is tlu. concept that you do not agree with. and glainly
which the Congress does not agree with. I've always believed dud for
our schoolchildren in that area, we could afford to go all the way. But
the majority of the Comrress favors your viewpoint.

Mr. TAssi.... Well, if' the law were such that it were going to be an
all-the-way feeding pro;rrani I would be very happy with it. But since
it's not that, then I make the suggestion as perhaps a method by which
Ivy might reduce. eliminate one r the problems I feel we have in
Dade. We've just got too many sites serving meals in Dade County.
There's just too many :-.;ites- because too many people in too many
areas and too many spots and facilities can qualify under the present
regulations. And that's precisely why I think that in the visits the
committee made yesterday they l'ound three or four

Chairman PEI:Kiss interposing]. Excuse toe for interrupting. What
would you sugwest. we use schoolbuses to bring children to the con-
solidated sites r

Arr. TASSE. Yes. T would believe that we would be better off if we
could reduce the number of sites and have more consolidated serving in
certain. areas. I f it required some transportation then I think that.
might to be taken into account in the funding of sponsors or areas.
don't. think it would require a great deal. I think that since we're
talking about. and I believe that the meal program should be part of
an ongoing wort ltwl tile program of enrichment or education for chil-
dren. then we might do well to transport some of those children to
places where these kinds of programs are available and where we
can see that they're properly fed if they're eligible.

As T said I've only been involved as a sponsor for several months and
kind of ,slart-tail involved, for several years. So I'm just making my
candid remarks in hopes that one of them might

Chairman PERKINS linterposinol. That's the only way we can write
legislation, to be perfectly candid with each other and do a good job.

Mr. TAssn. T think we would be better off. T can see some problems
with it. but T think we would be better off in Dade if we. had one
sponsor of the proffram in Dade County. Maybe that snonsor woulcl
be the Metro Comi imission. maybe it would be the school board. maybe
it would be the City of Miami Commission, or some large govern-
mental asreney that has the ability to manage and administer a pro-
0rion of this scope.

Chairman Pmium Ns. To 0.et all the groups together?
Mr. TAssx. But T would think that that 5110111(1 not oc('nr without

involvement of all the other ninny fine people and agencies that have
been worldly, for years to try to see that ehildren are properly fed and
provided with 0.00d wholesome nutritiona) meals during the summer.
And T think that that is workable. A.nd I think that kindof supports
a statement that Betty Lon made about the coordination. T think it's
got to be a very definite and required part of the sponsorship. T believe.

A third item T think has been lacking this year. T know it has been
for:us been Ilsc even though we've tried to have several training ses-
SiOilK.:We-itts.t" haven't-done-a-good. job -with-thatHWe'vellad-to put
people. site administrators and supervisors and so forth. into areas

'without beim* able to give Chem enough background and then kind of
work as we go and get beyond the job and try to correct problems as
quickly as we can. T don't think that's the best way to do it. I think

4 ti
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that could he resolved though by much earlier funding of the pro,-
gram a»d perhaps 6. 8 months advance planning so that we can.begin

...and have the State have a workshop in I hide for all the sponsors in
Dade and Brown rd. Work with theni, get our forms standardized. 0111*.,

Illellus agreed on how we're going to handle the logistics. And then
to have the local spmisors begin to meet- and seek o»t .their sta IT that
would be involved in this program and work with them and really plan
forlt so that we Could. as somebody else said, have the whole program
that everybody would lw very proud to have their own child partici-
pate in if thm,7 were eligible.

My one last comment is that, and I'm not sure about this at all and I
kind of suit it in my remarksthere will probably be a lot of peoPle
that disagree with niebut it seems to ine that in the funding of the
prooTain there may be an inequity in that between areas of the State.
or atween sectors of the country. the. cost of living might vary to some
degree and there might be a need for some kind of an index or some..
kind of a differential to be utilized in Order to permit. those districts.
-especially T would see this as true in urban districts and so forth, and
high east areas where it mi.oht cost you a lot more to hire Yonr cafe-
teria help and to prepare your meals with your salaries and wages that
you have to pay than it inight in some other areas. And if there were
a way to take care of that yon wouldn't find yourself using money.
that,' you otherwise would use for program site administrators and
supervisors to cover the cost of the preparation. And so I sug<rest that
cost differential as a possible thing to be explored by your eommittee.

think these are all of the main comments that I wanted to make.
I do feel that more advance phinning. and we've only bee» i» it for
sevemil montlis. so I know we need more ad ,.ance planning. But I think
that one.sponsor. cut down on the lumber of sites and take a real close
look at the eligibility and see if there was sonic way that we. could
get that other 50 percent or 40 percent or whatever that number is that
we're missi»g in our conii»nnity and try to reach them and improve
the program.

And thank you for coining to Dade and I aPpreciate the opportunity .
to speak to yon today.

Clmirnmn Thinictss. Mr. Lehma»?
Mr. LEIIMAN. Mr. Dawkins. on page 4. T think it's jnst a matter Of

semantics. yon i.efer to 20S sites. That's tlw nuMber of sites in Dade'
. County, T giwss.

DAlvnmss. That's the »umber of sites. Mr. Lehman. that Miami.
Dade.CAA, Community Action Ap.ency and the city of )fiami serve.

Mr. LnintAx. That's the number of sites that those three sponsors
serve. And how noiiv of those 208 does Miami-Dade serve?

Mr.DAwkIxs. Twenty-four sites:
Mr. LEit3rAy. You serve 24 sites?
Mr. DAwiuxs. Twenty-four sites. yes. sir.
Mr. LEIIMAN., And yon serve those 24 sites. Yon hire 61 people to

supervise those...That gives you not quite three people per site?
Mr.-T)AwNrcs.-Yes. ,.
Mr. LmotAx. Now we were over at one of.the park sites that yon

serve and we saw people. we saw the supervisor for the park service
and we saw people from manpower. but we didn't see a»y of the people
from your sponsor.
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i'Afr:DAwittss. Wha tsi t e: was tl tat, sir?
...Mr. LglIMAN. Sherlanaly Park.

Mr..DAwicts.'Sherbondy Park. There shoidd have:been two young
people there passinz out the food.

: Mr. I NIA N. Actually we got there after the food had already been
passed out..

DAwktNS. We n only pay them. Mr..Lehman, for the time.they
work .With- the food. So if they were through feeding they were ..not.
there.

Mr. 1.1abIAN-. Yon contract--"I'm trying to get it straight in my
;"Itcadyou contract. out to Construction Catering. Does Construction. .:

_Catering deliver it..or do you deliver it ?
Mr. DAwKiNs. We put- it Out on a competitive bid. Construction..

. Catering were the lowest bidde'rs with the lousiest lunch.
LEI I M.N. Which 1 want to wention in a minute, hut go ahead....

Mr. DAWKINS. We contract With them..She provides the food. period.'.
All we do-is make the cOntract. She delivers the food and we pay.

.11r. LEI IMA N. Who delivers the food ?
Mr. DAWKINs. The vendor. Construction Catering.
Mr. LEHMAN.. Till'n what do you need two people there for when the

Construction Catering is delivering food. What do the two people do,
take it from the person of the vending truck.- and then hand it to the
'child, or how does that work?

Mr. DAmuss. There are two people there for three purposes. No. 1,
to account for the food when it. arrives.and to be-sure what, we.paid
for is what we got. The second thing they do is to monitor the food to .

see that. the youngsters do not throw the food away, to eat it. Try to
encouraffe them to eat it. The third thing that they are there for is to

:. see .that7the USDA guidelines are adhered to. particularly the .one
that no youngsters should leave the grounds with food. But I stress on
them, in .the area where I am. Merely by voice only attempt to stop
someone from leaving with food. Do not bodily attack anyone because. :
you'll ret your head torn off.

-Mr.7LE !MAN.' Well. what does bother me is that_ the supervision of
the lunch program.seems to be in a kind of cocoon, separatefrom the
rest of the program and not related to that. That you have'control
over the behavior and the performance and the activities of the kids
only while they got 'that- lunch in their hands. And before and after

..that.' the prime sponsor of the program has nothing to do with the
activities of these yoinig people..

Mr. DAWKINS. That's correct..
Mr. LEHMAN.. And to me that in a sense doesn't really relate to the ..-

.problem of the young peopk that we're trying to help over the surn
mcr program.

Talking: about the food. I had one of the lunches yesterday and for
tbe first time in my life I bit into a sandwieb aml it looked like.ham
and it tasted like ham. bin it was turkey..And I don't know how de-
ceptiye we can be with the children if it is supposed to be 1mm-flavored..

Jittdheard_of,that ,before. And I,think it'snotthe,
kind .of educational type of process that we want, to subject, our kids
to. Btit the rest of the lunch was pretty good. But I don't believe we
should practice deception on ourehildren, and the next day give them...
turkey-flavored limn. It was just rather amusing.
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with this. I don't think so. but I hey

Of the Iliac-11 program. Rut it ww, a

of youngsters that were there under

t ion there

manpower kids were without supervisi" alilti it. wasn't. 1."`"'Y nart"

A n d I h e o t h e r t h i n g i s. I don't lin(1):!:difli-In!ili' j%:[a

in whieh the sohool lunch pr° g1.8111.. the sununer
rather Lepeessiug kind of .R;1.4.

the inaut)0I'ver ,eryiee.

--ia-

gram was involved. to v'
Chairman PERKINs. I want. to ask .vo" 1Q41, Mrs 3faxIne tie/p-

ing :olvises me that von arrived at t he si)(%),:.ore, the food was seryed.

Airs. FumISG. The P---:', pvoide WV; ri,',...1)11\vidas Itle!oltoiMretboarit

pallieiltate in receiving. eheddog. and ulsullnitint, tlw f

gotten there late.

hand during the time that the food
Hr. DA wiiiss. Thank you.
Aft. Lim.n.ts. 1.111 alad to know t hot Ildn't tellI cot

out into the full Program. I think theY
NI r. LEI! m A N. A I I right. I just wii41 '`e.°01111131.0gII:(11Zaht.7s11.1tIo eixt tr)entctleilt. ieolif.)

because I had

Mr. I'WykINS. Mr. Lehman. don t le( - I vale!, hell everY vear
about this program and I tlon.t Wind it-

by just not only being responsible for the n'teh nod the Perforntanee
of the kids durinp- !uncle:,

Arr. DAWKINS. 'Flinn Write that in the reg8 :Ind well he glad' to do
it. omitt ,

Rut if it pleases the Chair and the e°1 i ice. I do not feel ;.ts every_
ia.ve a lad). wol:kni4 withone feels. and that's my 1)01,mnd ha til..ruPi .

me whom I think. if tins voulinitt en .:0111h.
,fivo hor r, o 10 imflotex. she

l :2; t7, solute things tcould give the committee sonte itisi!rht
hat she

:Wont emnmodity foods ould he tivd i" ' this program to PPoduee

a better prognon.
Mr. Lt:g 1 mAs. 'I' hat will be np to the elimt: an,
Chairman PEatu Ns. One furthergtlest1,01.1....4.

Who determines wharthe-thenn"will i'e for.:rpartieularsite?..._
Mr. DAwk INS. Prior to this Year the utl.eItl-ki wits worked out between :-

Mr. 1 Ineken/ wry's face_ whose represeu a.11.1.0 Was .mrs. Waskey, and

the sponsor. This ye:tr. ZIA you see here' Idard wenn WaS devised

for the State and there again you hare `;'..1`11ny the history to kp,ny

why this was devised. For-years we ha ye.1 I led to the competi;rve

ciathroat bidding- in Miatni. Dade. Tlitti is "Ion I sl Y ".v. the
Office and us.

la ft., kJ:its/11:s t /( iseiii.kt..etuitt(i;)Irist,10111::iseisoinii .:11.1 rt.

prns. it's been happening year after .0,!:.,', we for what

and another vendor 4oini.s in at one-ha' ''' ht, van only produce this

ill order to t ry to stop this front ha 1 oPet",11,,g "t'eause
lunch if he has inferior -;eryiee. inferior. inailerilds, 01' sonTthing. c40

sort of cutthroat competitive biddiug- , IltiA was
that each vendor had to hid on this tuetc,11,1:, thelt that wonto stor)
which is t he lowest qualit v lunches we earl gl;t.

So therefli"- it Was sontrht that if 0 men" ",.a,s deried-

devistql bv the
State. I mean. -I think. ,in Aft% Ihwkenber;!: onk,,, nod sent down

every sponsor to put out for the vendors t°. old t

Chairman PESKIN-s. Any further rpter;tinn. Nti.. Lehman ?

4 0



<1.4 cent s. to tiw Con-
structi°,11 Caterers for hold' #.

how manytlxwroNs Yes.
gr. LEHMAN.: Then von collect. ns a sponsor,tho lunch?

DAwKiss

S for

I'm trYing tip-,; v. out31-r. 1.4EirmAx Yoi-i lost 13 e"t? No,
what does Miami-Dade get out of ite progrio eo.nt ract-
jug now GI- cents a lunch.

3In.D.,,,wraxs we (hail get anything.
A "Vow}... We 0-et SO and three"q",Vers cents for
;11r. Lcum.:.; Yoitr cootract CallS fOr .64 cents pet

DAW1INt4 Yes. other words.. whereMr. LEHMAN. What
fl.(V tl...raY for Owl... ,.(1,1"1110

yt.4. 3 4.0;;;,;,s f adniiillst rat i Ihats

care of that?ir. idrumAN. ., an override that takes
pini' a nonfood ser.J.2,., cost dil("red.

MY' ITi`wica Ns. Yes., sir. you know )..nd ho. lou.L.11 is that
fr. ).\.w.kixs. No. sir. I don't

men:, (1°

e out what mone-

)fr. a...itm AX. It's about cents yot7.:0:.eerride
It I'm just

M.r. . KINs, COrrtWt.
3f.r. 11.timax. I don't oet -

yt'ar .Nf U11131,Mi31111.1-Thle-de ,r,
This is merely a servic8 that ltastil:::p o'01:17(teliCi(!iSt(: ii-pade.just, my s.,r v ice and all 1.10fsi,h171.1: Dn de

V+5 It Se r t-i)hui(s1 we Init. in fon. I thifl k. something like 3
pelTl, t

it NOS put in. and it's still question onw as to whether it lan, lvel
or not.- But 1Nlialni-Dade
proirram.

receives no oionet ary vaW itt all

rst year

Chairman But you rt.eelre s71/.1 cents for

t the di ff(f,

labor Auld administration?
11r. DAwKINS. It's available. yes- s11r.
Cbairnmn REnKs. avaiiable.
)1.r. 11.4:1rmA.N.. whiat. hio trying to say, you

won si and G4? Do von keel-) thti- (lifferellee
t-

DAw-KANs. No:sir.
)1r.11-4EumA.e. .tliite.r;?ot there.Mr. DA svuixR.Ison.

vie) tsie
Lr.ITMAN. Then.. if lowest' hl(lilerkid is Nit itled t o 80-some-oad

eallv the

up:1111\de. III::

vi).!;(havre.\1° give, it to the lowes't
-lev're

entitled to better food ha

"AwKINs Yeah : tinit:" my argnalent. Mr.
yearand Mts. Waskey,s ry

,4oloehody what t hey would cost.
crinnent says, you 5,a t Bat iS1- cOlits sliofIld 1W spent . on lunches.

yal. we argue that if the Gov_

a t\t%I.Iliilte'llt(;,11

.0,05t and

101:: le'stt rio'Irngt ht(;)

best food for 84 cents.
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would give her 5 minutes. she has some points t hat she wonla kf,m 1,wt\*

av it shonhi I,. turned i711141.
Arr. Timm Ns, Yes. Sir. that's the w

Yes. sir. And that's the Same thing that 1 rs. Mon:v. has r,aid;ivp iYott

familiar with.
mioditv foods which 'Icit

the SO cents eould be tied in with eon
,..A mild

Mr. LEIIMAN. I think we've got. the bidding rever-ied. We ,-,", yin,.t1,:.,'

to get the hest apd the. niost food for t he !Matey instead of l'i.iii1-r, t:k)

(ret the eheapest price for the leaS1 amount. of food for the I'l 41111

rei(uirement.
Mr. DAWKINS.I agree. sir. IToel-,,

Chairman PEino NS. I think there's a little tuiNup here, ;NV. %`11-

berv, do you want to make a statement ?
Mr. !Ilk:Kt:NM:in% Mr. Dawkins. yon are elaiming 87 (pot:,
Mr. DAwK1Ns, For lunch?
1 Ir. 1.IoeKt:sayny. Yes. si r, you are.. !lent 1
Mr, DAwloss, Well, ST cents. That must be for the su )rtlej" 'NI

the lunch. 1 plo' t11.1)°111ty
A. Voicr.. Eighty-seven and a quarter, ol and a quarter

and a half fol. the stipplement; gettio. it all. Ti , - .t. eve ). eNt
11.. gi.

Of 't.
,

Mr, nmiciNs. Thn oitly thing that Miami-Dade is crettillilft. pik,

t h e only thing IT wt Miami-Dade gets is what they lia" Fa, 0

is a f.fireet disbursement. ,;bat -e
Chairman pEnioNs, And that could be ST and a quarter.

paid out ? -Id,..
Mr, DAwKiNs. Yes, sir. What we ::' .. id out is ST cents, ?,o-,mil?-...t

know how they can say Miami-Dac.... rereived 87 vents Iyhel-i,t ii".'1i...

how they can sal. 'Aria mi-Dade got ST.
.or an v money, s.4) I dill 'low

Dade has not submitted a requisition r

Chairman Pr.moss A reimbursement thing? ly reb,
Mr. DAw it.i Ns. Yes. sir, it's n reimbursement I hing, They ,- 1,

htur:-:p Miami-Dade forthe actual cost that thev,spent. ,t stx,F,

nr. Chaim:in. there s...,s t he two (Forel .

here Some people a re saying Miami-Dade k now gettie, 80-4oomet:040

cents per lunei) and Miami-Dade says they're not gett S°"i. sh OMtl
cents for lunch. I think ,omewhere aloo'w the line so1eb06;.; 1,0:2111d

establish what is Miami-Dade getting, what are t hey payitir II

lunch. and where does the difference go, T

Chairman Pr.ociNs. T t hink its jnst a no ter of ii iiujxii. t11111

i'verYbndy howst..thit let's let he lady come lip here '1-() tht

figures a nil oilinin1401'S the reituhulSernetit,
f for the !word.

Mrs. -\\*.6Kin"..1)ii Inith Waskey rm the area proollittl (111)eeiai,

ist for this area Th:1" heel) with t proeTain for yea'rs, 5(1

tered it myself t the last few "'Hi's% I know the promram c)111cl

hike to cortawt -fr. wkins. Miami-Dade Communit rii,otts
that they are allowed. They use the money fol hire 1,,,

trat ion. The college does not get it and keep it. They ace it t°t.he

mum. They have gotten \\*nen It lize.; been available. (iv 41',T-heY h8" aiwnvs gottecif:nevply: they use it to purchase foc:(1.

gotten it. Tiwy get Siwy't for the 1."(111. Tlwv have used the Jir
which they got in addition to the (4, Him' have used it to

4
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have. to spend for local people to supervise. it. and yon can't have it both
ways.

krs. WAsH.Ev. Ri!..nt. Now. Congressman Le lunan, there is this too.
For instance. in Broward County \ vlivre we have a single sponsor, many
of the orranizat ions are providing. for instance parks and recreatimi
are providing their own personnel and not getting money front us.
l'hey are providing. nut ler the parks and reere:11 ion. under manpower
and so foil they are. providing the funds in addition because the
school board felt t fiat they had to ha vc t he total 8t)34 cents.

NIr. LEI DIA N. Tht,; t 1;10 only reinforces iny opinion the need to get
the kind of uniformity in the system, and if we don't get it were
trouble.

WAskr.v.
Mr. D.iwK INS. I'd like to comment. on what Mrs. Waskey said. I

hope the record does not reflectI was under the impression it was
being said that Mianti-Dade !rot SO:3,,./1 cents for a lunch. NOW when
she said that Miami-Dade ilizes all that it can utilize, this we do
by hiring ot her people. But I was listening and Lthought I heard her
-say t hat Miami-Dade received SO% cents to pay for a lunch that we
were get tiii,!r for 61 cents.

Chairman 1 I Ns. It was altogether a misunderstanding. There's
no problem about t lett.

Mr. LEIDIAN. I understand the ditfereqee was going for jobs which
biwomes part ly a jobs pmgram which is ,ilso needed as well as the food
prograili. But like t o see the money really ndated to food more thao
Jobs.

:1Ir. DAWKINS. Yon wouldn't like to that any more than me.
There is, no one inhere that can attest to the fact more than anybody
who has fought for a lunch to mile at the maximum amount of
money than me. Nobody.

LmiArAs. I agree with yon. "We're on the .:;aine, side.
.Cluitrman-Prizm NS: Ally further quest ions ?".

r.R.inem PTE. No wieslions..
Cliairinan AIl right. Let me thank all of you. You've been

very' helpful to the eonimit tee.
Our hext panel is No. 3, Mrs. Maude Lee, executive director of

Pahu 'Beach (*oeummitv Art ion Connedtile
An's. ;WASI:Ey (interposing). Mrs. Lee is not here, Congressnr

Perkins. She did not come.
Chairman DOeS She have a representative?
Mrs. WAshKy. No. sir.
(Indianan PEI:Kiss. Mr. Harry Lippert,. dirertor of the Florence

Fuller Child Care COnter: Mr. (liarles Dodge. director of the sum-
4':er fcedin!r pm:rram. Broward County: Mr. Vaughn Mesa. Monroe'
County Public Schools: Mrs. Ruth G. 1Vaskey. program manage-
ment sptwialist. Food and Nutrition Management, Florida Depart-
ment of Education.

jjt.a r 1;.oni Mr. lorry Lippert. director of the. Florence Mil-
lerChihtCaie Center first.

WithOut objection all prepared statements will be inserted in the
record as tivnigh read and then you can comment, on them.

[Prepared statement of I lorry E. Lippert follows:J.

47i
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PREpARED STATrianNT or !Wray E. TAPPERT, 'DIRECTOR, FLORENCE FULLER 4.1funn
1)EVEr.oeNt ENT CENTF.IL BOCA RATON

Mr. Chairman, please let rne introduce myself. My name is Harry Lippert. I amdirector of the Florence Fuller Child Development Center. An organization wboseprimary function is full development of the economically underprivileged child,of Boca Raton age 30 days to 18 years of age.
We appreciate this opportunity to meet with this committee. You have beenmost gracious and timely in allowing me tots oppoxtunity to present our viewson this matter.
I sincerely wish I could be appearing before this committee and document in-formation for you as to t 4.Neellence of the summer food program. Unfortu-

nately I am sorry to say this is not possilde.
Please let me explain the type Overall programs we provide to the economically

disadvantaged children of Boca Raton before I explain our position.
We have 'an infant center (the Dorothy Fleegler Nursery) to provide care for25 infants-30 days to 12 months old. We have a child development program for

125 pre-school children 1 year old to 6 years of age. We provide a full educational
program (developed with cooperation of F.A.U.). a full medieal and dental pro-
gram and an excellent nutrition program implemented by the USDA under con-tract the State of Florida Board of Education.

Our overall program is funded sunder title XX with initial funding by city ofBoca Raton. This Is matched by State of Florida and this is then matched 3 for 1
with an HEW grant. This provides a total of 61% of our total operating costs.
The balance is paid by. United Way. membership drive, contributions and income.front a thrift shop.

Up to February 1, of this ytar we were receiving approximately the total costs
of food only' under our center food program. In 1973. 1974 'and 1975 Our summer
program operated under the 80% plan and this paid for food and some labor costs.

When the new 1976 summer program was announced I was very happy and
worked out a budget accordingly and presented it to my board for approval. I at-
tended the necessary planning tueetings and submitted my application and siteprogram to Tallalmssee, f was told several weeks later that we were not going tobe approved for the summer program but regulations required that we would
merely Imve our year around program expanded to include the number of mealsto be served to those enrolled in the summer program.

Since 1973 .our attendance at the summer program has constantly increasedfront SG to 90 daily attendance to this year when our average. attendance is 180
to 100; 75% to 80% of the total are front eeonmnically disadvantaged.families.

-----Our-program- is-for 'children- Btii-ISYearii 'of age and covers arts and crafts, or-
ganized sports, tutoring., field trips and full nutrition which includes breakfast,
lunch and a supplement before they go home. The program runs for 10 weeks
(June 21st to August 27th) and hours are from 8:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. We have
a staff of 20 counselors made up of paid staff members (8) work study students
front F.A.U. (5i, youth corps (6). This is the S.P.E.D.Y. program and volun-teers (3).

Our summer objectives are for the full development of the child. (See attached
memo to the staff.).

The change in rt. ubursement is making it necessary to curtail some of our
other overall orogra...s as there is no way the amount we now receive pays for
food. costs and labor coSts.

As noted. below we are showing the difference between what we' will receive
in Judy for meals served w'z:11 "blended" reimbursements using high income,
middle income and low income enrollments are established by State regulations
to arrive at these figures. We are zilso indicating ref mhursement we would lauve
received if we could have operated on the summer food program.

Days Estimated meals served Blended reimbursement Summer allowance

21. X180 brea X0. 3236=1, 223 21 0, 4825= % 823. 85
21 X180 lunch X0. 6421=2, 427.14 O. 8725=3, 298.05
21 ------- -------- -- X In supplements X0.1867= 0705.73 0.2275= 0859. 95

Total 4, 356. 08 5, 981. 85

472
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You will note our reimbursement is reduced .

Breakfast - - __________________________________ $600. 64
Ltineh ____________ 870. 91

. SupPietnent __________J 154.22

Total___ ______________________ 1, 625. 77

I am sure Ivithout further documentation you understand aur concern since

In addition to this loss or rvintburse1111.,0 we lost the ability to obtain over

grain operates 49 da.,sour sununer pro we will lose ($77.10 per day) or 83,792.60
for the 10-Iveek program.

$600 worth of cottimoditY f°0(18 whielt was available only to the summer pro-
gram participants.

We are abiding b meal requirements as called for in the summer program
handbook (pogo °Iwious to anyone familiar with food Costs and

change this portinit of the law to permit us to operate tinder the summer food

11). It must
labor costs tlutt the reinthurseimmts we receive per meal is inadequate. Please

program in 1978.
Thanks again for this oPPorlinlity to appear before this committee and to

present intr OPPOSitioD to tlIV Inirt of the law that prtohibits ns from participating
in this fine Program.

MONDAY, JUNE 28, 1075.
To: All staff members of the Hughes Park Summer Program.
From : Harry Lipliert, Director.

You are io he congratnlated on surviving Wheelie first week and doing a great
job. Considering tbt, registration problems, rain. getting use to each other, and
getting acquainted with the kids You did snper.

During the entire Sununer Program you will have more direct contact with
these bays and girls than any
iii whirli 3." 11:"Hihe thylottitreal.li7,1estiiII:eerft1Put:tt

other adult. other than their parents. The manner
their future

Please keeP in mind this be a 'Pevelopmental Program"
. arts and crafts, and tield trips. Developmentalong Ivith the sports, reereation

aeemnplished withot,t interfering with their fun.
These are the future citizens of Bodo Raton and each of yon can play a major

roll in preparing tln.se yont its tO lievOOle laqter equipped to assume their responsi-
bilities as leader: in the Community.

When they enter school next fall they should not only he improved physically
and mentally 1 it. lrIvP better understanding of the need for good behavior,
discipline. cooperating with one another and have greater respect for their
teachers. stn_.and cooperaticinirk going to be a gi-etitThanks again fOr Yolir enthusia
summer!

FLORENCE FULLER CnILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER,
Boca Raton, FM.

DEAR PARENrs: We have a 10 week smnmer program planned (Starting Mon-
day juice 21st at s A.3r.1 with many exeiting activities and learning experi-
ev:.H 1. ir your child. Children will be grouped according to age and will be

bY Experienced Counselors. \ VP would like to ask you: cooperation in
making it m- even better summer. -

Please (111 '' :r'011 r 'ltil(l aPProPriately: shoes or sandals: are required at all
times.

Several times will be swimming at the beach and Meadows
park Pool. Yon reeeivt' a schedule telling you when your childs group goes.
pf,F,ASE label a 11 el (Oth tOWPIA and bathing

wt.ek your child

suits. It is necessary to have on
Me the dal" Of your child's last tetamis shot. Please write this information on
the emergency ea rd 8 till MINI.

lopmental program. (Ends on AugustThis is a continuous. 27, 10711) and
children are expected to attend (laily. If there is an absence of three continuous

r thackness. the child ill aubWmiatieally bedays or more for reasons othe n si
terminated front the program and application for re-entry must be made to the
Director. There olperyised activities after 4:00 and children are expected

Piehed utji at tha t time.
The attached card must be signed and be on file at the

school before your child attends the program.
form and entergette..

3
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The children %%n recelve breakfast, Inach and a :mock In the afternoon. There
is no need to send food or money with yonr child.

If you have at* questions plmse call 391-72.1%I.
Emmy E. LIPPERT, Director.

STATEMENT OF HARRY LIPPERT, DIRECTOR, FLORENCE FULLER
CHILD CARE CENTER

Mr. Lim. EaT. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
I would like first to introduce mysel r. My name is Harry. Uppert.

FM the director or Florence Fuller Child lievelopment Center. a non-
profit organization in Boca Raton wlmse primary function is the full
development of the economically disadvantaged child of Boca Raton,
age 30 days It o 18 years old.

We apprechae this cipportimity to. meet -with this committee. You
hav ben most gracious aml tim('ly to !rive us a chance to talk about
this smniner program. I wish were appearing before you to tell you
how great the program is, but unfortunately T can't do that at the
present time because we Me not operating with the summer Program.
I'd like to xphiin a little further onr overall program and explain
prol.);Wly why we are.iiot in the summer program although we. do serve
over 200 children with a slimmer program, meals.

We have an infant center which is called the Dorothy Fleegler Nur-
sery to provide.ca re for in rants from 30 days to 12 months old. We
have a child development program for 125 preschool children, 1 year

old through 6 years old. We provide a full educational program devel-
oped with the coopration of FAU. We give them a full medical and
full dental progroin and an excellent nutritku program implemented
by the USDA' under rontract with the State of Florida Board of
F,ducation.

Our overall program is funded under title 20 with initial funding by
the city.ef Boca Raton. This is matched by tlm State of Florida and
.this is,then matched 3 for 1 with an HEW grant. This provides
a total or 61 percent or our total Operating expenses. not counting the
food costs. The 1m1:ince is paid by United Way membeiship drive;
contributions. and any income from our thrift shop.

Up to February 1 of this year we. have been mceiving approximately
reimbursement of the' total cost of- food under the food program. As
you know the law changed, so since that., we have been getting more.
We have been operat ing our summer program since 1973. We've oper-
ate:1 increasingly with the number of children that attend. We- started
out fhe first year with approximately 80 children. This year we are
serving an average of 180 to 190 a day in our summer program.

T attended th neces,-mry plannimr meetings and was very happy to
hear abmit this new summer program. The information was sent to us
early last May I believe it was. or April. and we. worked out a budget
accordimrly for the summer program and the food program. I at-
tended all the meetings, submitted our application and was told several
wcTks later tlmt we were not going to be a part of the siumner prognun,-
but we were !ming to have to extend our year-around prognun which
:.r.c.K s 51 weeks out of the year and also inchules. by the way. an after-
scho61 program from 2 to 6 every day when We do give. the children
a supper. What this meant. was. you'll hear later on -fir. v what it
cost us, so it was kind of a shock to find 'out we were merely. getting
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Nvould liLe to see I he law changed so we are included in the
slimmer program and not ilivrely an extension of our preschool,
because there is a cost factor of starting out and getting a stall'
ready, to start up a week or two before, it's a cost factorpl closing up,
and we are not making it with the money we are getting from this
Prograin.

Chairman PERKINS. Under the child care centers, you're getting
your money tunic!. title O.

:qr. LIPPERT. Title 20; corivel.
Chairman PLuiiiss. That's t he Social Security Act.
M. LirrEirr. Right.
Now that completes my presentation. I I. you have any questions,

I'll be glad to answer t hem.
C'hairman PERKINS. We'll have questions in a few moments.
Tie., next witness. according to your list hem is Mr. Dodge. director

of the sninmer feeding pro.wram. Brmvanl.Colinty: Go ahead.
[The prepared' statement of Charles E. Dodge follows

Par.pmgr.a STATEMENT Or CIIARLES E. DODGE. DIRECTOR, SUMMER FEEDING PROGRAM,
BitoNv.\11n CouxTY

Broward County, Florida, for the first time InVemented the Summer Food
Service Program for Children under one sponsor utilizing the Broward County
Board of Educat ion as the vendor.

The planning process for the Striaoer 'Food Service Program for Children
began In Mareh 1970, with represeo!,,;::'ves from County and Federal agencies,
forming an advisory committee fio the id:inning of summer youth activities.
After months of dismissions and cotir,linating efforts between the public agencies,
Broward Comity ropiested that the Ecominde Coordinating Croup. Inc. he
the sponsor for the Slimmer Food Service Program for Children since it was
the Consensus of this same advisory eonunittee that this agency possessed the
knowledge and nhility to implibment and administer this program. 011 May 3. 1976.
the Economic Opportunity Coordinating Croup. loc. sulnnitted the sponsor
application and began the planning process which included twenty.nine

tolitworporated Broward County, and approximately fifty community
Organizations...tieing. in a Inisition for one organizatiiin to 'coordinate the,S0-100
recreation programs with nutrition programs was facilitated by Only bii"C spOnsor
having to approach the Broward County Board of Education with a compre-
hensive plan rather than numerous smaP. sponsors presenting fragmented
approaches to providing a summer food sei vice program for children.

As of this date. the Broward County Summer Food Service Program for
Children Ims had the administrative review from the State Department of
Education and reeeived an excellent review in all areas of program administra-
tion. Broward Cinnity anticipates serving 18,000 hinelles per day for the duration
of the summer program. With approximately 3,000 breakfasts and 4.000 supple-
ments served daily at 93 Sites. Having the opportunity to coordinate a county-
wide project has made it possible to utilize the United States Department of
Agriculture funds in not only providing nutritious meals- lint has also prtivided
temporary employment for a comity which has over an 18% unemployment rate.

Coordinated efforts weri; initiW with the Broward Manpower Council to utilize
Youth :Ind provide for these youths work experienees built around food prepara-
tion, serving. and recreational sntierrkion which might not hnve been avail-
able if the magnitude I if the summer food service priigram for ehihlren had not
been organized under one sponsior's administmition.

Sixty youths employed 'by the Broward Manpower Council were assigned to the
nutrition sites as well as an additit)nal sixty college students employed to provide
primer suii wr vision at the feeding sites. Approximately three-hundred (300)
unemployed people were able ti st.,eure employment in support of the snmnier
fOod serviee torogram for children.

From our exi,erienee as a one sponsor county of the sunnner food program for
ehildren. we urge the State Department of Education, and the United States
Department of Agriculture to review our program so that the "one sponsor con-
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copt" can he evaluat Pt I in comparison to the "multi-s[tonsor concept". We believe
the sucess of co prtatram. which we underatamt, is one of the largest programs
in the Stnte of Florida. was only made possible by ha ving one sponsorship.
Therefore, the Economic Opport unity Coordinating Group. Inc., the Broward
County sponsor for the Summer Ftted Program for Chihlren. submit the follow-
ing recommendations for your consideration for future programing.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 1

Program [thinning awl implementation was hindered by the lateness of select-
ing a sponsor for the Summer Food Program for Children. We recommend that
the sptinsor he selected nod approved no later than Febrimry 1st of each year
prior to that stunnier's program and that the selection of sponsorship would he
pending apon the a vn ilability of USRA. funding.

RECOMMENDATION O. 2

The recommendation for sponsorship come .from community based organiza-
tions mid ngencies. who hav demonstrated the expertise in community program
administration. rather than State food and nutrition management representa-
tives huving to choose from competing organizations for sponsorship.

RECOM MENDATION NO. 3

Each local County Board of Education be strongly -urged to provide the food
for the Summer Food Program for Children.

July

STATEMENT OF CEARLES DODGE, DIRECTOR, SUMMER FEEDING
PROGRAM, BROWARD COUNTY

Mr. DODGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is the first sununer that Broward County has attempted to

run a. program under the one sponsor concept and I'd like to give you
a little background as to how this came about. It really wasn't. planned,
but it caine about back in March when community leaders from
different 'agencies concerned 'with youth activities decided that- the
county since it was so vastit's comprised of 29 municipalities and 18
distinct low-income unincorporated areasBroward -County- needed
to develop a cpmprehensive plan for youth activities.

The three areas they were concerned with were employment, rec-
reation, and nutrition.

Representatives from the local Broward Manpower Council, which
was dealing with the etnploythent issue, a representative from the
State department. of health and rehabilitative services, your county
yout h organizations, and the Community Action Agency, which was
ch -n to be the sponsor for the summer program, the economic op-
portunity coordinating group, began planning back in March. And
the process really involved all 29 municipalities.

Once the sponsor was chosen, you might say by the county itself,
they requested this agency which they felt had the most knowledge
and expertise in comanmity planning. we began contacting all the
other c6mmunities and by doing so, we were coordinating hi itself the
recreation and employment activities. 'We then contacted each- and
every city recreation program to number one, make them aware that
the program was available. to give them the gindelines as to .who IS
eligible for such a program and also met with some 50 local community
organizations, nonprofit agencies who also might be eligible for these .

activities.
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We began in March and still it was not enough time to sufficiently
put tooether program.

My!-first recommendation-which is really based upon the planning
of such a programI've been involved with this program for the
past 6 years, working with it from a very small agency applying to
run a summer feeding program to working in a county that had a
number of sponsors, to this summer working under one sponsorship,
and I really feel thatthis summer we are serving presently 17,000
meals a day. they're all. 'prepared by the school boarcl of Broward
County. We. have 93 sites in -Broward County. and to say that we've
had -ers very few problems in you raight say the administrative man-
agement. of the program frr.im the viewpoint, of all the preplanning
that. went into it.

. .Chairman PEIMINS, Do you attribute this to one sponsor?
Mr. DoDoE. Yes, sir. I do. One other reason. This is the first year

that the school board of Broward County accepted this proomm. Ibelieveand this is my opinionthe reason they accepteeit was
because when this went before the board in the beginning of May as
to whether they wanted to run such a program, they were given quite
an extensive rport. For example, they were given the names from
Mr. Searinir of the schools that would remain open for the feeding
program. They were given a list of the sites. They were instructed as
to how the supervision wonld take place on these sites.. And it was a
muminmus -vote of the Broward County School Board to accept this
program.for the. first thne in the history oi Broward County.

And I really,--feel. because they had a source, or could trace an
accountability scheme as to who was responsible 'for this program. I
feel if yon had a number of sponsors going to the school board pre-
senting. yon might say fragmented approaches to snmmer feeding. I
doubt. seriously they would have accepted yon know, such a plan. And

.

again we. would be in chaos as we were last. summer in dealing with
one vendor only serving 9.,.000 meals and having nothing but problems.

My reeommendation is really in The planning of the program-I-feel'
JanuarY and February 1. would be the time to begin this process.
When I say begin the process. I think you have to go one step further
and select a sponsor at this time. I know the appropriations, or what-
ever the word is for the funding. does not, sometimes does not come
thrmigh until the last Minute, and from my experience working with
summer programs the Government tells you on Friday that on Mon-
day von can run a $1 million program and they come in on Tuesday
and want to know why you're not ,c.,roino.. And you know this has been
a problem in dealing with all Federal programs whether it be your
manpower programs dealing with youth employment or even summer
nutrition. I feel tluit the USDA could gay yes, you may select your
sponsor in .Tanuary or Febniary. whether it be one, two, or several.
But their approval. final approval will not come about. you 'know,
pending When funds are available, but by doing so, you give the
advantage to an agency.

And we ran into this problem in I3roward County this summer
where there were several groups, not, only within our community, but
from Dade Countv, which were. coming in trying to compete for the
feeding program because the amounts of money which were available,
which you're talking about administrative money, is quite enticing.
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Being a Community Action Agency, the money which we would
...'.receive, which is 61/2 cents for administrabon, is used totally for ad-

ministration. 'Whatever is unspent is returned to USDA because we in
ourselves are a Federal Agency. In other words, what we spend for
,adminiStrationis really what we get reimbursed for. There are many
organi7at1ons which would follow under these same you might say
guidelines in Broward County. Your county government itself might
decide to be a sponsor next year in Broward County. There are many
larger sponsorS which I feel have a real touch with all the communi-
ties and all the different areas in accounting whereas a smaller group
you know, might not have.

One gentleman that was up on the panel spoke that well this year
it was in Dade Countyhe felt that the outreach workers of many of
these smaller groups .;:elped bring more children in the program. I
would agree with him This is true.

But Broward County this year met with all these smaller groups
and all of these smaller groups were part. of the plan. However, not
each and e;very one of the smaller groups were a sponsor in itself. They
elected as a group to band together and to select one sponsor to a&
Minister it.. You know during the outreach, finding the children, one
agency could never accomplish this. You reallY need the outreach
services of many agencies and that's why we went to the County Divi-
sion of Youth Services. Wa went to the local municipal recreation pro-
!mums that are dealing with children,- 'We Went to the school board.
We went to many of these agencies for them to identify the children
in the areas that really need-the food for the summer.

So my recommendation is, if soinething could be done to make the-,
approval.of sponsorship ata much earlier date so that the acrency or
group that has to go out to the community can introduce tamselves
as-the sponsor for the county, or the sponsor for an area, so that they
don't have several different people approachincr them and really do
not have any. idea as to which group they shad go with or who is
offering the best program.

My second recommendation is really tying into the notion of a
sponsorship should come I believe from the community _itself. I be-
lieve the State has the privilege and should have the righi to make a
final decision. but I feel the community is the one who should say who
they feel is the best suited. or they feel has the best knowledge and
expertise in administering this program.

ow you go about settins.r that up. is done in many other forms of
funding. Your community trust funds provide that you have a repre-
sentative from every community in accounting, your Broward Man-
power Council has boards and advisory committees representing every
commlinity. Tt would be a very, you know, easy process to simply make
a selection of community leaders to make that selection among them-
selves.

The third and final recommendation, I feel that this prograin would
not, have been possible under one sponsorship if in fact the Broward
County school system did not provlde, or act as the vendor. If you
have one sponsor and if you are, going out for bie:s.s, I don't think there
is any one vendor that could provide 17.000 meals to 93 locations. Last
simmer we had something like 20 locations and only 3,000 meals and
the meals never arrived on time, they were condemned by the Broward

SO-005-76-31
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County Health 1)epart mem D not having the right tempentture, and
this was a major restaurant association that supposedly had the knowl-
edge in food management. The Broward Connty schoOl system this
,itinuner has its own trucks. We satellite to some 40 sites. The meals
l la Ye yet !lotto be on time. They have yet to be not the proper tempera-
ture when arriving-on the site. And I think this is the first summer
I can recall that we have not had one complaint from a youngster that
the food was not good. And we, have not seen any waste at all.

And I would very much welcome yourself and anyone on the coin-
mittee to really come tip and visit Broward County because a lot of
times you rea in the papers the problems with programs and people
wanting to do away with them. I think that being able to observe, I
reel the program tfiat has been very successful this summer, and you
know doing a report on it would he very helpful for funding.

Chairman PERK INS. Do you have any cultural or recreational events
that take place simultaneously with tile. summer feeding prOgram in
Broward County?

Mr. Donor. Yes, sir, In onr planning process I mentioned we were
tying togetlier the etuployinent, the recreation and the nutrition. Every
site that was omit iwtt-d to participate had either a reweational or aca-
demicnot aeadeP. ,f.but an enrichment program at their site. So
every single prog,..r4. rou know, has that activity. However, with the
law stated as it are many children coining just at the. noon
hour to receive However, the majority Of those children-7-.
well, there are 7.; nere there is an activity at them.

Chaininn Go ahead, your next witness. Pass the micro-
phone over to him,

rPreparod ateinent of Vaughn L. Mesa follows i]

STATE.NY OF VAUGHN L. MESA, TEAC HER AND STUDENT ACTIVITIES
.

ritiwyon, GLYNN ASCHER MIDDLE Scitoot,

The summer 'Circe lunch program was beneficial in that it gave every student
the .opportuaii;. to have if balaneed-lunch. In' America there are many types of
people and loony reasons why children go hungry. Here are a few reasons that
Uvu run across while in the teaching profession. The affluent American who
must keep no with the Ameses. both parents work. and many times the children
are left. to fare for themselves and may go hungry the entire day. Many poorer
people in America can't afford to cope with ascending food prices and are forcedto send their children to bed with very little to eat each day. Still there are
other Americans who would rather afford their luxuries (cigarettes, beer enter-
tainment. etc.) at the expense of their children's stomachs. I've never met the
child who asked to be brought into this world. If the only meal a child is going to
receive is in a- summer lunch program then it is surely a worthwhile program end
should be continued. However, it should be the responsibility of each family house-
hold head, to see that the family is properly fed. Only when these family obliga-
tions and responsibilities are not met is it necessary to have a free summer lunch..
program. Since ninny of these family obligations are not. being met it becomes
neeessary and worthwhile to have a feeding program of this nature.

Simile of the ramifications which could cause the ultimate elimination of such
a worthwhile program are: (1) Shortage of adequate supervision for students.
Because of inadequate supervision onr school experienced increased vandalism
and marring of .a public building (especially in the restroom facilities). (2)
There was a shortage of cafeteria workers in food preparation and service .a rens.
This condition resulted bemuse of the nmnerous other programs going on during
the same time period (example Sum and Fun. Summer milord. Senfor citizens..
etr.). (3) No adequate system of checks and balances for this program. Anyone
tinder the present program could come off the streets and eat regardless of age.Who is in .:Intbority to challenge a person who does not qualify for the program?,
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(4) An Added burden on the sehool's janitorial staff in that they are usually taken
away from regular summer duties in order to clean cafeteria. Many instanceS
have been reported where areas that have already been cleaned for the opening-

.. of schoel have been dirtied and these areas have to be redone. (5) Information
concerning program was published too late in the year for adequate notification
of community..Local newspaper only mentioned program once. (0) Community
establihsed a misconcption of who could utilize or benefit from this program.
Most of the community thought the program was only for under-privileged
families. (T) ilk Monroe County, it also became a geographical problem. Monroe
County spreads out for 113 miles. Many people in order to benefit from the -

. program would have to travel great distances. There were few feeding spots hi
Monroe County. (s) Two different. types of lunch programs going on in the same

.
cafeteria at the same time. These programs were the Senior Citizens and summer
lunch programs. In talking with senior citizens many said they didn't enjoy
their lunch because of all the noise and confusion caused by the summer lunch
program.

If a simmer lunch program is going tO succeed,- cafeterias will have to be
chosen that offer no aceess to the regular school building. Adequate help shouhl
be provided and compensated for hi the areas of supervision, cafeteria workers
and janitors. A. system should he devised where studeuts sign-up and are issued
a lunch ticket for summer feeding. Information should more widely be distributed
to emmunnity much earlier in order that they are aware that this program is
for all school age children and not just for the underprivileged. In Monroe
County more feeffing locations should be established in order that children do
not have to come great distances to eat (neighborhood school concept). Lastly.
senior citizens should not be forced to share the same facilities with the summer
feed program. If not separate facilities at least separate time schedules should
be set np. If guidelines are set-up of this nature many of the problems mentioned
above will be alleviated and the worthwhile program will be a success.

Many -community groups utilized the program this summer. For instances,
.Sunt and Fun fed their students every day In this program; so did summer school
and also the worker program for students.

In talking with students this summer, their major complaint concerning the
program was that they didn't receive larger portions of food. Sonie students
compthined about the food quality. Most students were- just happy to eat the
Innches that were prepared for them. Most of the students conveyed to me that
they would like to see a similar program next year.

In closing, with a successful summer free limeh program, it becomes feasible
that the program could be carried over for the entire school year. This Would
.guarantee that every child of school age would receive at least one balanced
meal per day.

STATEMENT OE VAUGHN MESA, MONROE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr. MFSA. Mr. Chairman, I'm Mr. Vaughn Mesa, from Monroe
County, and we have some unique problems in Monroe County which
I will speak about in just a few minutes.

First of all I'd like to say that we also have one sole' sponsor and
one sole. vendor which is the Monroe County School Board, Also the
food was served this year at only three sites. We only have approxi-
mately 11,000 students in the whole system. We did serve the three sites
this summer. This is the first year of the program. There were three
main groups of people that took advantage of our program this
summer.

First we had the summer school students, which activities were pro-
vided for them both in the enrichment area and also in the academic
area.

Also we have a "Sum and Fun" group of kids on the beaches. They.
spOnsor a community group of kids on the beach. They also utilize the
program.

They also had a number of kids that came from the neighborhood
areas. They came into the schools and they also ate this summer.
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Also t he exlwrience it. has given Mir cafeteria workers, and they told
me to express t heir approciat ion to you for having the opportnnity to
work this summer where normally they would be out of jobs and would
not have the opportunity to work.

This year mir program wasn't as large as we would have liked it to
have been. We only served approximately 286 students per day.

Most of the problems we have are, liNt of all, there seemed to lie a
problem of communication. The =Ruin) got to us awful late in the
school year. We wasn't able to communicate with the public. There
%%-ere all kinds of miseonceptions abmit the program itself. And also
we have a unique problem in Monroe County. -We have a geographical
pmblem. We extend roughly 113 miles norfh and south. And this was
a problem in the fact that sonic people had to travel great distances to
realize the feedino. program this simmer. For instance, like the Mid-
dle Keys, which ist-Ma rat lion, and t he Upper Keys, had no program. No
school cafeteria was willing to sponsor a program this sunnner. So the
Keys kids. when I speak of Keys kids. I'm talking from the stand-
point, l'm from Key West which is the largest city, the southernmost
cit y, what I'm talkino. ahout is kids north of ns from Marathon on up,
had no prograin whatsoever this summer. And it was because of the
rel urt a nce of schools to be willing to let us utilize their facilities and
their ca fel eria in order t hat we eould have the said program in those
schools.

Also all our students were bused to sites. Our summer program kids
were bused. We linsed all our kids to sites. Even kids from "Sum and
Full" were bused to t he areas. So all our feeding programs went on
basically at t hose sites.

Now we didand Mr. Lehman referred to this a few minutes ago
:Wont t he. activities. Where we had activities we had no problem of
supervision. We had summer school going on and "Stint and Fun"
wit II their counselors. We had no problem. 'However, we did haVe'some
problems with the students that came off the streets to eat. We did have
smile vandalism in the restrooms especially at the Archer Middle
sclaml where I'm t he activities director. We did have some marred fa-
cilities and vandalized facilities from students that were unsuper-
vised. i--;o T think Mr. Lehman made a good point when he said they
should lw supervised at these sites. I hate to say it, but they do get into
sonw mischief.

Also I he prooTain it sel f I thonolit was quite successful this slimmer.
We serviced a lot of kids that normally would go hungry and that's
Probalth- basically all that nave.

Now 1'11 o.ive it tip to Mrs.Rutli..
[-Prepared statement of Mrs. Ruth G. Waskey follows:1

PI:El'ARED STATEMENT OF MRS. R 11. WAS II EV. PROGRAM MANACEM ENT SPE-
C LIST. FOOD AND NUTRITION MA NAGEM ENT, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EMI-
cATio v. Fowl' LAUD ENDA I.E. FLA.

This year (1976) was our first. and I feel very successful. attempt at working
through ono spoin:or to provide the best possible Summer Feeding Programs
in Broward County.

Since this was the first time a cooperative effort was attempted we have gained
much valuable information and aSsistance for programs in future years. The
fact that the prograni has been so successful is due in large measure to the com-
plete and nnequivocal support given by an agencies of the Broward County
Planning Cimacil (which includes the Public Scliools).
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At several meetings prior to determining who would and/or could sponsor the
Progium each representative of the governmental and qunsi-governmental agen-
cies present explored the total needs of the youth in thc community. They catne
up with projections of the numbers of unemployed, handicapped and needy youth
who would be best served by a single sponsor.

There are obvious advantages to having a single responsible community agency
handle all summer program requirements, such as preparing site applications
after evaluating local site requests, hiring local unemployed youth and adults
and providing meals which are nutritionally sound and well accepted by all
recipients. The food provided by the proward County School Food Services has
been highly praised and there has beetiillthoSt no waste. '-

In order for the schools to provide .the.foOd It would be almost essential that a
single sponsor be approved so that there *Ou ld not be the necessity for dealing
with several sponsors, each of whom might want their own menu choices and
.ditl'erent delivery schedules. The School Food Services would prefer to deal with
only one sponsor.

With one Sponsor there is better coordination of sitesso that there is no
duplicationA single sponsor can also more easily eliminate ineligible sites and
transfer eligible children to another of its sites.

A single sponsor in a community knows the year-round needs of the local
area better than individuals or groups who come into the el-immunity only to
sponsor a Summer Program and "get their hands on all that government money,"
especially 'since this year no in-kind contributions nre required in order to get
the administrative funds. The use of the School Food Services in cooperation
with' the community agencies as the single sponsor provides the program with
the opportunity to use experienced and well qualified School Food Service per-
sonnel who need to and want to work..

The single sponsor (representing the whole community) can provide more
expertise and assistance In fiscal control and management because it already has
the manpower and facilities for proper control and auditing procedures. .

A single organization which sponsors many sites will benefit by getting a
betterpriee for its food because the schools can provide food at lower costs as the
volume increases.

The load (Broward) Health Department has cooperated with the single spon-
sor in approving sites for sanitation and safety procedures and hns dealt with a
single Sponsor's representative and the schools rather thnn several sponsors and
vendora.

A single sponsor has better control of meal and site supervision, especially
ia Broward where the sponsor was able to employ experienced supervisors and
monitors.

Problems with multiple sponsorsThey have not generally been local organi-
zations but have come in from areas other than Florida: They did not know
the community or its facilities and resources for a food program. Some appar-
ently were even planning to be both sponsor and vendor. The organization repre-
sentatives were going around signing up private, profit-making schools, child
care centers and other recreation facilities and promised them "free" food doily
for ns many as five meals, with "no strings attached."

STATEMENT OF MRS. RUTH G. WASKEY, PROGRAM MANAGEMENT.
SPECIALIST, FOOD AND NUTRITION MANAGEMENT, FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mrs. WAsKny. I am .glad and thankful to you, Chairman Perkins
and Congressman Lehmith, and the rest of the committee, for com-
ing here because I think we have the best prOgram in the country, and
I have the largest area so I feel that Fin not 'being prejudice. But We've
had. some very fine programs. We have seen a 'tremendous improve-.
ment from 19'TO when we had one program, when Congressman Leh-
man was on the school board and the school board fed 3,000 kids..
We're now feeding almost 130,000, which is a considerable increase.
And I think our programs have improved every year and of course
we feel, that because we have been able to have more money to spend,
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to have better sui ry ision. that our programs have improved a great
deal.

I woald like to speak t o a couple of 'the concerns which were men-
tioned in other conversation here. One of the thincrs that was men-
tioned of course was the fact that the menu was a sCandard menu and
I think I spoke to that before. Another concern was that we recinired
a 501-C-3, which is a letter of determination provided by the Inter-
Ind Revenue Service. When the gentleman who spoke about the Cuban
schools which provide education, private education for the children in
the Cuban community he. did not mention the fact that many.of these
schools were not eligible for this program becaftse they. Simply were
not private nonprofit. We spent many days, many hours, inveStigat
ing programs which request the use of USDA funds for feeding and
in many cases they just simply don't qualify 'because they're not non-
profit. 'They're profitmaking even if they don't make any prat.
The'y're still considered by IRS as profltmaking uvganizations.

Then another concern. I want to speak to Congressman tehman's
ham-flavored turkey. The children were told that it was ham-flavored.
(turkey and it has been a very popular item. In fact I almost brought
you some turkey wieners this morning. I got them out and forgot to..
bring them, so you could taste those. The Broward County schools are
going to start to use. those. They're made with turkey meat but they're
like wieners and they're very good.

And then I have a couple of,concerns; I was' asked to speak to the
question of a single, sponsor. And as I mentioned before the faettliat
I have been with this program, this is the seventh summer that we
have had this program in my area. There is absolutely no question in
my mind that the only way to go is a single sponsor, br a very' few
sponsors. And I am very concerned because it all happened in this area
that we had fiy-by-night outfits that saW all those dollar signs in the
administrative money. The first year we had to beg on our knees to get
anybody to serve 3,000 children because nobody wanted to do it for
free, and nobody wanted to do it even providing inkind cOntribu-
tions. But you see this year, when they could conceivably get 111/4
cents for breakfast. lunch, and a supplements. in 'administrative
money, those dollar signs look pretty good. And my .concern .is, we-
Imre enough unemployed, particularly in this south Florida area, to.
use our own local people to serve our programs rather than bring peo-
ple in from New York and Washington or Baltimore .or wherever
those outfits caine from. We. have, enough people. There are still pp,o-
plo who are looking for jobs in-the summer programs' and we just
.didn't have enough jobs. But I feel we need to be concerned, with our
local areas. That we need to serve our local children. That we need to
use our school food service personnel.

Chairman PERKINS. Are, you getting any competition from outside?
People bidding from the other States on these?

Mrs. WASKEy. No. They come in, you see. Some of theses outfits
wanted to be both sponsor and vendor, which is a pretty good deal.
And I think they have not because we have not allowed them. to, and
I would say ce.rtainly that, we should not. allow them to be both spoil-
sor and vendor because it's really a conflict of interest. But I would
say that we need to use our own local vendors.
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'Now the Miami-Dade Community College is using Construction
.Caterinw which are a local organization. They hire local students
and local adults to work in the program. And we haven't had very
wood success frankly with the outsiders. The large management com-
panics that have come in have provided, as Mr. Dodge said, a lot
more problems than we have had with the local people. And I must
say that the schools are the best prowrams that we have. I think our
program in Broward County is the best. It is the finest. We have had
very good food and as Charlie said, we've had no complaints about
the food. Our staff have been around every day all day visiting.the

:sites and the kids are very pleased with the food. The recreation
progrmns are very happy.

Chairman PFaucixs. What do you spend for administration and what
do you spend for food out of the 87.75?

Mrs. WAsic.Er. The 80.75 is for food in Broward County.,The school
.board is wetting all of that and then Mr. Dodge's program, the EOCG
is spending the six and a half. So it will be the maximum that we can
spend.

And hero I would like to make a suggestion, Congressman Perkins,
it. has never beenI don't know whether it's ever been addressed or
whether it has been addressedbut the fact that we ought to be able
to transport children to the food. Because in many cases if we had,
we would have had twice as many children fed this sununer. For
instance in Palm Beach County. we have had to cut the program
in half because it was impossible for the schools to provide this food
and transport. it. The health department has been very particular about
transporting the food. And I think we ought to be able to transport
children to the food just as much as we transport the food to them.
And I think we, would have a very successful program if we were able
to bus. For instance in the Glades, in Palm Beach Coimty, they're so
spread out that there is no school within even a mile of niany Many
of the children. They have to walk 3 or 4, or be bused. 3 or 4 miles to
a recreation area. And I feel this iS one concern that we should take
care of in the future in the law. That we should be allowed_ to use
sOme money to bus the children. And I think every kid would have.
been served if we would have had the way to 'bus them to the school.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Lehman?
Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

think first of all we ought to thank the city of Hialeah and the'
mayor and city council for providing us this facility for these hear-
ings today.

I have learned more about the school lunch program. yesterday
and today than in the whole time, the 4 years that Ive been involved
with it in the Congress. It, really -works so well in plaCes and it can
work so unsatisfactory in other places.

So the thing to do, I think, is to do what we can to make it work
right. And to sort of sum up my reaction I think that one is, there,
must, be more uniformity, not to have different kinds of meals nt
different kinds of places to different kids at the same time. And one
of the ways tO accomplish this I believe is to move toward the single
sponsor with perhaps satellite sponsors under their suyervision and
a single vendor with maybe satellite vendors under their supervision.
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But to pin the responsibility and the consistency on these two single
typo sponsorships and vendonhips.

And then I think it was brought out that we imist find. a way that
the food will bethe whole SO cents will be spent for food, and not
less than that for food. Because the kids need the most food that they
can get for the money allowed. And the administrative costs should
come on top of that.

The second thing that I think we ought to deal with is, particu-
larly in Dade County, I don't know how it works otherwhere, but
I'm sure in Monroe, as t hegentleman said, that. we must reach out to
get the 50 percent of the eligible kids that are now being served in the
regular sdiool programs into the summer school programs. We're
possibly depriving half the kids in Dade County of one nutritious.
one or more nutritious meals a day because it. isn't reaching out in the
proper way, or it isn't set up in the proper way to do this. It can be
done. I think it sludnld be done.

And the third I think is the most. iinport ant thing that I've learned,
is that food is great and I don't want to see any kid .go without food
op be hungry. BO. I think to make this iwogram work as it intended
to work, that the food must be a part of a.menningful activity, edu-
cational or recreational. Without, it you're. going to have disruption
and you're going to have confusion and yon're- going to have a program
that lends itself to holh waste and not accomplishing what we're
really trying to do, which is to do sometlnng for the kids in the sum-
mer months.

And those are the three things. frniforinity. to reach out and the
meaningful activity tied to the program itself.

Chai rman PrInuNs. Mr. Rade! i fTe ?
mr. RADCLiFFE. Thank yon. Mr. Chairman. I have no questions.

T think it has been an excellent hearing and I think Mr. Lehman real-
ly has probably put his fiiii-fer on how we can most readily improve
tfie program tlirough legislation.

Chairman PEITHINS. Let me ask Mrs. Waskey one question.
You're receiving for the summer feeding program the same reim-

bursement of money that yon receive for_your regular sclmol lunch
program durino- the- regular school year. To what extent do you
iitiliw conmiodities for :vour summer feeding program in comparison
to the way you utilize commodities for the. reomlar school program?

Airs-.--WAsKrx; Well T would say if the. school board is.noing it. they
use commodities just as they would every day. And as to Mr. Lip-
pert's eolleern. we have been told that we would have raisins, peanuts,
and chicken this summer. but. we. didn't get, it. so he dicbi't miss any-
thing because it. wasn't available. And he is still getting tlw 11 cents
pe lunch on the veer around child care program. So he really didn't
miss :thvtliincr. gut the public schools certainly have been using the
commodities. I'm sun, that Mr. Searing has. and T believe Dade Comi-
tr sobools are usincr their commodities. So actually there is Ito dif-
ferenee. Tt wouldn't make any ii fferenee. However. this- would make
a di fTerence with the vendors because they really don't want to be
1,otliered with the commodities. It means recordkeeping. it means
eheekina% it means .rroincr and oetting things, and many of the smaller
vendors. if they were here in the community. really don't find it worth-
while. A nd of eourse we haven't had them to offer either. We thought
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we had. We did the menus on the basis of having the raisins and the
tints anti the chicken and t lien it. didn't come. SO that was !lithe!. in-
convenient.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me state that this has been a very construc-
tive hearing in my judgment. Naturally the results can be obtained in
improving this program in the future aml no one. will make a greater
contribution in this regard than Congressman Lehman. And I want
to compliment this great State for such a wonderful delegation in the
U.S. Congress. Not only do you have the most outstanding Members of
the Congress, in pitrtieular you have Congressinan Purcell. Congress-
man Pepper. Mr. Lehman. and Congressman Paul Rogers. It's a great
pleasure for me to come to this area, for you are represented by such
wonderful and outstanding progressive Members of 'the U.S. ConoTess.
YotIr :.iliwrestions have been most helpful to me rend the entire COIN-
mittee. I rt ine.say in conclusion that this has been a very worthwhile
day insofar as the taxpayers of the United States are concerned.

A.m1 let me state to all the witnesses that appeared here tkis mont-
ing. you have been most helpful to the committee and we intend to
follow through On your suvestions.

Thank you very much, ald the hearing is now concluded.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the sUbconunittee hearing waS

concluded.]
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OVERSIGHT HEAR:INGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH

PROGRAM

MONDAY,- AUG,UST 2, 1976

Hoesn 1lEPREI1ENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMUTER ON ELEMENTARY,

SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OP THE COMMMEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Washgton,in D.C.
The snbcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :30 a.m; in room 211'5,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Miller, Buchanan, and
Jeffords.

Staff present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; and Chris Cross,
senior education consultant.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to order.
I am delighted to welcome the A:ntnel this morning. Dr. Michael

Jacobson, codirector, Center for Science in Public InteTest; Mary
Goodwin, chief nutritionalist, Montgomery County Health. Depart-
ment; and Ms. Elaine Blyler, director of nutrition, Georgetown Uni-
versity Child Development Center.

Let me fint welcome the witness and state that Congressman Miller
from California is respondent for these witnesses. Congressman Miller
is-one of the most aggressive Members of theHouse of Representatives
and wants to insure that our child nutrition programs get value re-
ceived for the dollars spent.

In other words, Mr. Miller is concerned about this special aspect and
I am aoing to let Mr. Miller, at this time, make a statement.

Mr.'-MILLEn. I really have no opening statement other than to thank
the panel, Mr. Chairman, for coaling and I apologize for being some-
what late but it is a ways from San Francisco to here this morning. I-
final ly got here. So I look forward to your testimony and hopefully we
will nave some time for some kind of dialog after that.

I appreciate it.
Chairman PERKINS. 3fr. Buchanan, do you have a statement ?
Mr. BUCHANAN. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will listen with

interest.
Chairman PERKINS. We will hear fmm Dr. Jacobson first. Please

proceed with your testhnony.

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHAEL JACOBSON, CODIRECTOR, CENTER

FOR SCIENCE IN PUBLIC INTEREST

Thank you very numb, Mr. Chairman. and Mr. Miller. I am Michael
Jacobson, codirector of the Non-Profit Center for Science in the Public

( 433 )
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Interest and I ha vc in vcst igated matters Mated to nutrition and food
sit fety for t; years. I have wril ten books on mitrition and roed additives
and also have petitioned FDA, USDA, and I he Fedend Trade C0111-
1114-S1011 f01 action on food labeling safety and advertising.

Thank 'you for this opportunity to test i fv about the school lunch
program. I t hink it would be useful to start from ground-zero by con-
siderinp- for a moment the objectives of the program. School hmehes,
at a minimum, should be well-balanced and tasty. They should en-
courn!re students to develop the kinds of e.ating patterns. and food
choices that society deems most desirable.

The school lunch sett ing may be used to teach st ndonts basic prin-
ciples of nntrition. Finally, lunches should provide to students what
everyone desires from mealtimes: a pleasurable experience. On, all
these vomits. I believe. the school lunch program falls short of the
goals :mil shortchanges the students.

When r Was in hi,di school T. learned absolutely nothing about nntri-
t ion though I ate school lunches every day. Not. once did Pr.lmschool take
advantage of the stndonts immediate interest in and proximity to food
to I ry to convey a bit of knowledge about, the food. This situation per-
sists. with most Schools making little effort to integrate the lunch
period into tlie students' overall learning experience. The Department.

f Agriculture does little to encourage schools to form students about
food choices and nutrition (luring the lunch period.

Whenif was a substitute teacher in the Bo4on school system, 1 was
appalled, by the school cafeterias. Students were herded through like
livestock: At, some of the schools students had fewer than lti minutes
to wait M line for food, get to a table, eat the food, and put away their
trays. And what with the elattering of trays, the clanking of silver-
ware. and tbe chatterinp- of students, lunchtime wasft nervewracking

periviree.
In this kind of tense, dehumanizing situation nutrition exhication

wonld he a fame: just. as the students were being treate.d like animals,
I he students were likely to consider what, they ate little more than
fodder. The school lunch proarnm has proven.lucrative to manufac-
t urers of convenience foods. TV-dinner type mealscalled preplated
lunches in the school lunch jargon- are being used. in more and more
schools.

Tliey are attractive. to school systems because they eliminate tile need
for cooks and kitchens and therefore save money. From the students'
point of view, the preplated lunches are deficient in taste and soine
times quantity. Mimi Sheraton. in an excellent, pair of articles in the
New York Times about, school lunches. concluded that the quality of
tlie food is directly related to the amount of preparation in the schools.
At least, two school systems, Milwaukee and New Orleans. take the
time to prepare their *lunches from scratch. The students end up with
low-cost. delicious food.

Ms. Shearton pointed out that companies with such names as Na-
tional Portion Control and 'Afass Feeding, more than occasionally had
portion sizes substantially under recommended levels. One meld con-
tained only seven-tenths ounce of meat as compared to the, required 2
ounces. Losses tha t occur du ri no- the initial cooking, a period,of storage,
and reheating may result in inadequate levels of vitamins.
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Food processors see the school lunch program as MI excellent mar-
keting device. For with one contract, himdreds of thousands 'of meals
can be -sold. Because the audience is a captive one, and one trained not
to haYe any great expectations abont the way the food tastes, the school '
cafeteria is au ideal opportunity th'test out ne.w.food products without
having to pay for expensive consumer-oriented marketing.programs.

Over the last few years, USDA Ims authorized the use of protein-
fortified macaroni, blends of textured vegetalA protein and meat,.
and nutrient-fortified cakes in school food programs..Familiarizing
children.with new foods, tasteless foods, and prePlated mealsat Gov-
.erninent.expenseis an ideal way of assuring acceptance if and when
these items are introduced into regular marketing channels.

If, the taste of the food and the cafeteria, environment leave some-
thhuz, to be desired, one would hope that at least the nutritional 'value
of .the food is optimal. Here again, thongh, lack of concern has re-
sulted in suboptimal food. The school food program should impart
nutritional habits that avoid the most important dietary pitfalls: a
diet too high in calories, fat, cholesterol, and sugar, and tOo low in
fiber.

Studies. have found that fat. contributed approximately 40 percent
-of the calories tonn average school lunch (J. Am. Diet. Assoc., 56,504
(1970) ; 63,(20-625 (1973)). This is significantly above the 30.-35 per-
CCM that the American Heart Association, and other reputable organi-
zationsrecommend;

High fat foods eaten in childhood not only may contribute to heart
disease, but also accustom children to the high flit diet which they will
likely continue to eat throughout life. Reduction of fat and cholesterol
intake should be a major nutritional goal of the lunch program. Many
schools. recognizing this, do offer low-fat milk.

Another nutritional consideration is sugar, the main dietary cause
of .tooth decay. Candy. soda pop, fruit drinks, piuldhigs. cake, cookies,
gelatin desserts, .and ice cream are frequently available in schools.
Though many of these foods are not components of the type A lunch,
they are frequently available a la carte, or in vending. machines. The
availability of high sugar foods 'has undoubtedlY increased since Con-
gress repealed the authority USDA had to control the sale of foods
that Compete with the type A lunch. Both the Council of Foods and
Nutrition of the American Medical Association and the Council on
Dental Health of the American Dental Association have opposed the
sale of Confections and soft drinks in school lunchrooms.

Nutritionists generally agree that whole grain foods fire somewhat
more nutritiofis than refined grain products. Whole grains contain
more fiber and more of certain vitamins and minerals. As far as I
know, no effort has been made by USDA or other agencies to promote
the use of whole wheat bread, brown rice, whole wheat spaghetti, and

. similar foods in school food programs.
Certain chemical additives in our food are unsafe or inadequately

tested. Chief among these are sodium nitrite and artificial coloring,
particularly Red No. 40. Nitrite can react with other chemicals to
form cancer-causina nitroasarnines. Red No. 40 has been inademiately
tested, and the testin progress is indicating that the dye may cmise
cancers.
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Nil rites is present in bacon, hot dogs, and bologna, while art.ifleia
eoloring is present in fruit drinks, candy, aml soda pop. The 'quality
nI school lunches in ninny plaees is getting so had that neW legislation
Or regulations are being adopted at the local level. In Bloomington,

. Farmer lobbied for many months, first alone and then with
the help of health professionals, I o get junk food vendbig machbws
oat of the sehook West Virginia's Delmrtment Of Edueation voted to

'
ban soda pop, candy, pun, and popsicks from the State's schools.
Strong opposition P..0111 vending achine operators and foo(l mann-
fart urers will likely negate some of these aetions. hut ir think t hey
will serve as examples for people in every corner of the country.

Tlw school food program should be society's model .for good nutri-
tion. Sehool limelws and breakfasts should coniplement classroom dis-

. enssions of nutrition and enrourage students (not to mention teachers)
ttl choose and eat meals of xrellent nutritional value. Falling far
short of these.lofty goals, school hineh protrrams are being used as
market lest inir gronnds by giant food niancifachirers, we see. nutri-
tional iputlity and food safety sacrifired when the least problem is
encountered, and we frequently see nwals served in inhumane
environments.

Ike:luso a good dit is essential to (rood lwalth, it is important that
the Federal Government use its inflUence and resources to iinprove
school howhes. I would like to make the following recontmendations:

I. Nutritional standards should limit the fat content to 33 percent..
nfl h calories of a type A lunch (average out over a month).

'2. Relatively nonnutritious foods, such as soda pop, candy, and
fruit drinks, should not be available in schools. Section 10 of the 1966
Child Nut rition Act shonld repealed; this section prohibits USDA
from controlling the sale of foods that compete with school lunches.

8. Vitndin,.. sh011111 In' made available to the States to provide man-
datory preservice and inservice training in the area of cooking for
sch00.1 ea leteria workers. so as to eneounige tlm onsite preparation of
nut rit ions meals. OitI $250,000 was spent forthis purpose in fiscal
1976.

Tim lunehti me eating experience should be made more pleasnrable
bv requirine. that, luneh periods he at least 30 minutes long, that
teachers or other adults eat with the students. and that the physical
environment he improved. Federal funds shoukl he made available in
an experimental program to npgiude the luncliroom environment. ..

5. Nutrition education should be a standard component of the reg--
ular School curriculum: school food programs could be used as a
teaching laboratory. USDA shonld produce appropriate posters, films,
si.ots. and other ileitis that focus on the nniin dietary problems.

6. A!rricultnral Research-Service should investigate the nutritional
value and energy requirements of preplated lunches. .

7. USDA should appoint an expert committee of social scientists
to evaluate the role of school food programs in shaping the child's self-
i eat jug ha hits, and role as a consumer.

S. The National Advisory Council on Child Nutrition should be
expanded to include at, least one member represe.nting students' inter-
ests, either a student or a staff member of the National Student As:-
sf Ida imnm or similar groupCongress should investigate the past per-
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it together the way I would like to. But I will nse. it as a basis for niy
.comments.

What I want to talk about is some of the challenges, concerns and._
changes for consideration in the interest of our children. I think some-
times they forget the school lunch is geared for our children. In recent
months school -food service progilmis have aroused much concern and
controversy. Taxpayers are asking whether the 1.7 million Federal
dollars and abont the same State and Ima I dollars funneled into the
program are a bargain or a ripoff.

Some nutritionists asked if the food served nonrished the children
or sets them up for diet-reIated illnesses. Social scientists speculate
about the impact of the program on self-image, personality, learning,
and behavior. Environmentalists see the opportunity for teaching
basics for survival and respect for resources, but often are outraged by
the waste of energy and nonrenewal resources. Community workers are
ingniring into who is in charge of what becomes the physical substance
and maintenance for the bodies of our children; is it the lOcal commu-
nity or the multinational corporations?

Innovative teachem look to the school lunch as a laboratory for nu-
trition education. All too frequently what should be a model may be a
menace. Parents wonder if the hot-lamb filled their children's stom-
ach or the garbage. can. whether the children are put in the foreground
for experimentations for new foods.

Most important. will the children have their appetite whet with
aroma of good quality, home-cooked food, carefully prepared, and at-
tractively served in a relaxing environment or wilt they be hustled
through a 5-F type lunch. The. 5-F's am fabricated, formulated, for-
tified. frivolous, fake food in plastic, foil and cardboard. One of my
friends, talking about the 5-F's, wondered if it wouldn't be better to
call it porn icated food since they have diluted and watered down. That
limy be something to add to our list of 5-F's.

.Poor children hope the lunch will be so good everyone will eat the
lunch, but fear it will lie so bad that attention will be called to their
state of poverty because they are the only ones eating the type A lunch.
Imaginative and creative administrators recognize-the sensorv appeal
of food and use the school lunch as a powerful learning tool. Oihers are
so obsessed with cost that quality of food and indeed the quality of life
are sacrificed. The challenge is to bring the best of all components
to:rether and celebrate with a magnificent lunch. Let's look and see if
we are getting a bargain or ripoff.

About 5 million meals were served to 25 million schoolchildren,
about 51 million children are actually attending schools, so less than
hal f are eating the lunch.

I f a wide variety of good quality, minimally processed, nutritious
aids are prepared on site, served in an appealing manner to students;

the atmosphere is pleasant, the food is eaten and enjoyed and partici-
pation is high, that is indeed a fantastic bargainTry New Orleans!
I f preplated tasteless meals, transported across the county, rejected by
the students, generating enormom waste that is a ripoff. From news-
im per reports you may find a number of these sites.

Nourislunent or diet-related illness? Whole foods or Watergate
foods? Traditionally the model for a nutritious food was one which
provided a significant amount of one or more "leader" nutrients other
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than calories, and WM; not debased by excessive amounts of sugar,
.saturated fat, or potentially harmful foodadditives.

In whole food if leader was present there was also a wide variety of..
essential followers: for example, an orange, the leader nutrient is
vitamin (1, ,along with folic . acid, vitamin B-6, potaSsium and small

.
amount Of other nutrients including essential trace minerals. In other
words a natural food which is a good source of one or more."leader"
nutrients also carried with many other subtle factors involved in
nourishing:the body. If the "leader" nutrient is reduced by processing,
or by diluting the food (he other nutrients are also generally dimin-
ished. For Some, essential nutrients such as certain trace-minerals re-
quirements are unknown, but excessive amounts may be very toxic.

A diet containinp a wide variety of whole foods generally contains
the essential nutrients in an appropriate balance. Today the food
supply is "chanuing." More 'and more foods are being fabricated and
formulated in ractories, the "hit parade" of popular or "leader" nu-
trients are added to these fake foods, making them so-called nutritious.
The tomato in your pizza may be fake or diluted with fake tomatoes,
the cheese may be "imitation." The food masquerade goes on, "peanut
butter spread," cheese food, spreadable fake fruits, fake orange juice, .

fake-milk -now being considered for summer feeding programs, fake
meats this list goes on of . these foods without integrity or "Water-
crate" type foods.

There is cause loc.. great .concern at the alarmingincrease of these
foods leading to excess and imbalances as well as deficiencies of essen-
tial untrients. 'And since you mentioned summer feeding, 70 to 80
percent of the summer food service programsI should sav 70 to 80
percent of the. children in the summer feeding programs are:being fed
by huge corporations, not local coMmunities.

The foods are being watered down they lack in integrity, they are
dilated, and this is why I feel theyshould be called watergate foods

ibecause their political connotation s beingrun by a number of the
icorporations that have been involved also n Watergate. Somebody

pointed out they play dirty tricks on the kids.
Chairman PERKINS. Are you in charge of seeing that type A lunch

is served to the people in Montgomery County ? .

Ms. Goonwrx. No, I am with the health -department, I am not in
charge of the program.

Chairman PERKINS. But you are telling this committee that this is
going on?

Ms. Goonwtx. It is going on nationally.
Chairman PERKINS. In as far as the type A lunch is concerned ?
Ms. GOODWIN. Well, yes, because there are foods approved1 like imi-

tation cheese, textured vegetable protein:, which is very high m sodium
and had been linked to kidney abnormality in laboratory and in males.
Up to 30 percent of this can be used with nreat in the food service
program.

Chairman PERKINS. Have you made tests to make this determination,
to arrive at this conclusion?

3fs Goonwtx. This was reported in "Food Technology." There have
been a number.of studies done on this. The National Academy of Sci-
ence, Food Protection Committee had a discussion of this, and it is
being investigated but all the evidence is not in. But this is where our
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.concern comes in about putting our children in the forefront of experi-
mentation with the now foods.

They are getting them in the fast food lines in school, they are get-
thig them at the fast food restaurant, getting them in the TV dinners.
They could.be getting quite a bit of

Chairman PERKINS. To what extent is this prevalent in your type A
1 unches ?

Ms. Goonwix. It is being used. It is allowed up to 30 percent and
there are some discussions going on about it going up to 50 percent.

Chairman PERKINS. YOU mean up to 30 percent in type A lunches?
Ms. GOODWIN. Of the textured vegetable protein allowed under the

Federal regulations.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.
Ms. GOODWIN. One of the problems with these types of foods, the fab-

ricated formula frivolous fake foods tbey may have a number of lead7
Mg nutrients but they also can creaie excess and imbalances the idea
of fortifying foods to put in foods that are low and to add to foods
that are low in nutrient could create more problems than it may solve.
A nationwide survey by the USDA in the late sixties showed the
lunches did not meet one-third of the RDA for iron or magnesium and
in some cases calories. The lunches were high in fat with about 39 per-
cent of the calories coming from fat. About 30 to 35 percent or less of
the calories coming from fat would be far more desirable. A study
by INfary Head and others at North Carolina State University showed
that all meals were inadequate in calories, and a higher .proportion
were low in iron and ascorbin acid. The average percent of calories
coming from -fat was 43.percent. Some lunches averaged up to 48 per-
cent of the calories come from.fat. Acceptable menu changes and more
skilled food preparation would seem like better alternatives to nutrifi-
cation. Nutrilication is hardly the answer to plate waste.

It seems far wiser to spend time and effort in conserving the nutri-
tive value and integrity of whole food, through the use of more locally
crrown foods, carefill onsite preparation by well-trained personnel in-
sqead of trying to nutrify "wiped out" foods.

In Canada -they have come up with a Thick Kit. Their approach
there is we need up to 2,000 calories on the average day and, therefore,
to burn it off in terms of spending energy rather than starting to for-
tify our food before we know how to cope with it.

Six of the ten leading causes of death in this country are diet related :
Coronary heart- disease, stroke, cancer

'
diabetes, arteriosclerosis, and.

cirrhosis of the liver. The roots of most of these diseases may be laid
down in childhood through diets excessive in saturated fat, sugar, salt,
calories, and potentiallyharmful food additives. On APril 7, 1976,
USDA presented the equivalence system for the type A lunch: Potato
chips would be part of the vegetable component, pastries, cake cookies,
part of the bread component-: Consider the fat, salt, sugar, an4 calorie
content of these foods.

Social and psychological aspects. Bruno Bettelheim, the noted child
psychiatrist., says, "llow one is being fed and how one eats have a
larger impact on personalit3r than other human experiences." From
Stockholm to Arichat, Nova Scotia to a few schools in this area the
personal contact of the cafeteria staff and teachers with the students
seems to have a major influence on the participation in the lunch and
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the enjoyment of food by the children. In all cases the staff took great
ipride n producing a good lunch, during the meals they talked with

the children, encouraged them to eat, and got fed on the meal.
The children were loved, their views counted and they felt (rood

about it. In .Stockholm the city school lunch. director was aske% if
junk foods were served. She was astonished at the question and re-
plied emphatically "No, of course not, they would not be good for
the chi ldren."

:Another program in Canada where 98 of the children participated
in the lunch. It is not free; they must purchase it. The 'staff is very
well trained in the skills of preparing food. This was true in Stock-
holm And the manager comes out and getS feedback on the lunch. Do
the children like it? If they don't he finds out why. They feel their
viewS count. The people care about them and I feel that these are two of
the most important ingredients to a successful lunch.

Chairman PERKINS. Let, me interrupt you one more time.
I ate my dinner last night at the Breckenridge Job Corps- Center. at

Morganfield. Kv., and it was one of the most delicious and nutritious
mealS I have had.

I again state that this is an important hearing and I hate to see us
go backward. We .served a much better lunch many, years ago than we
arc presently serving. Has that been your observation?

Ms. GOODWIN. Yes; I think that our food habits have changed after
.World War IL The amount of cakes, pastries, and this type of food
has increased about 70 percent in the American diet and 'also crisp .

fried-type foods has gone up 85 percent and fruits and vegetables have
,crone down about 23 percent, and dairy product consumption went
down 25, and this, of course, is reflected also in the school feeding.

By 1980, 56. percent of the meals will be eaten outside the home so
our institational feeding has a tremendous impact on shaping eating
patterns as well as in terms of affecting tht, health of our children, and
actually people from the cradle to tbtc gmve, because we are-getting
into it with day care and senior citizen programs and I feel that I'vlien

the lunch program first started it was far more nutritious than it cur-
rently is.

It had better quality foods, they were whole foods. The turkey that
was served originally was real turkey. Now it is a turkey role that may
have 60 percent moisture added to it. Water is being added to foods.
Potatos are, made from dehydrated potatoes. These are a couple of the
examples of the foods that are approved for use in the school food
service program and I feel we need to fret at speCifications so we can
assure good quality and not try to adde'a vitamin to food to make it
seem good.

Chairman PEIMINS. I agree wholeheartedly with you.
Ar. Goonwrx. Well, I think that it is exciting to see good .models.

We should certainly reward them and identify mote of them so people
can see what can be done, what the potential is. I feel it could be one
of the most exciting programs we have in the school system. It is a
living laboratory for learning. This committee is concerned with voca-.
tional education. Our cooks are going to be part of the endangered
species if all the food is going to be prepared in factories. We need to
encourage more vocational training using the schools for teaching
skills. This isn't being .done. Unfortunately, in home economics they .
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.may learn to assemble blneberry tarts from tarts and canned blue-berrics instead of really the nature of food and whatyou can do with it.There is.tremendous potential. A creative teacher can teach. I have.had a niimber of teachers come to .me this stunmer trying to use foodas a way tOteach the nwtric system,if it apepals to the five senses thewhole school food service progmil lends itself to teaching all sortsof components of math from inirdiasing, bookkeeping, and so on.I was on the psychologkal or the cultund aspect of food. I wantedto .tell you about an experience we had. At the Montgomery CountyDetention Center a change was made to high quality freshly preparedfood on site from the fast frozen foods. The entire atmosphere aroundineal timechangedthe barrage of complaints were almost eliminated,no more food hurled against walls. An added bonus, the cost of foodwas less. If positive emotions are aroused, the program is contributingto the emotional well-being of children.
If negative emotions are aroused and the meal is unenjoyable, thelunch program may be detrimental to the child's self-respect. Eatingand being fed are intimately connected with one's deepest feelings.Food offered without due regard for children's self-respect may result,in their disliking school, thereby poisoning their relationship to schooland learning. Children should be encouraged to feel they are im-portant, worthwhile people-Traditionally mealtime is time for social-.izationrelating to others, sharing and caring. Is this possible intoday's schools?-
According to Senate hearings on "Tmuds and Pressures on theAnwrican Familychildren are alienated from society because theyfeel rootless, and they live in an age segregated society. Encouraging

ethnic and regional foods with participation of older .persons in theconummity a rich cultural heritarre could be shared. In WashingtonState senior citizens are assistants to the teachers in one communitycollege, in a program called tbe Bridge.
On food day a 75-year-old man taught the students at Bethesda-

, Chevy Chase high School all about sprouting. The students and theman had a wonderful experience. Food is a fascinating and effectiveway to learn about other cultures. Limiting the variety of food maybe contributing to cultural deprivation. Consider the dehumanizingexperience of being issued daily a plastic, foil, and cardboard packswith a ve7 restricted variety of.foods.
Humanize and enrich the lunch room experience by opening it up tothe community from day care through .senior citizens groups. .

Environmental is9'eum.-7Preplatedlunches are energy intensive. inprocessing, refrigeration, transportation, and freezer storage. As en-ergy costs rise, will the cost of these preplated lunches rise.? Also, inview of the global ener.7 shortage, the energy used in all of the proc-essing, packaging, and transportation nmst be considered. There isalso a phenomenal amount,' of waste generated by these preplatedlunchespaper, plastic, foil, and cardboard.
Is this waste of our nonrenewal resources justified? These ecologicalramifications nmst alSo be:scrutinized.
lliq buRivess or local rontro7.Day care, schools and senior citizens

food services are a new market. for the large corporations. Our food. system is the underpinning of our society and our culture. Good food
is essential.for good health and social well being for the individual and
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the communities. Will communities have decisionmaking poWer over
what their children eat at schoot .

. ,

.Wri1l they be giVen the necessary information to make wise choices?.
How-much food could be produced in the community or loCal.region
M use in the schools? Or will food be shipped long distances at the
expense of nutrition, quality, and taste? Parent§ should be encoui-
aged to take more-responsibility for the program instead of being put
down when they raise questions.

.

Nutrition education.Food is important to know about-in terms of
personal health, self-ralimices, mu] as one of life's pleastiresFood is
also a powerful learning tool because of its broad sensory appeal and
deep emotional connotations. Leaning about the nature Of food, and
wlmt and how to 'use could be greatly enhanced by the assistance of
ca feteria personnel. Coordinating ninth with food purehnSing,;prepa-
ration, and service, horticulture, ethnicity; food history and cafeteria
menus, art and design and enviromnental education with imProving
the atmosphere in the cafeteria. -'

Local and regional celebrations with festivities in the cafeteria.'In
ot lwr words, the school food service becomes a laboratory for innoya-
t ive teachers who want to give. their students real life experienees. For
this well trained teacher and food service personnel who 'Can 'work
cooperatively in the best interests of the children, nutrition edneation
instruct ion should be. done at the academie level to .prevent the pro-
gram from becoming a tool to pmmote inferior food and poor con-.
sumer practices.

Pawn/8 and child ren.About 55 percent of the mothers with school
npv, children (6 to 17 years) are in the work force. A good school
lunch is very important to these children and for the 'roughly 9n-fillion
el i ldren receiving free and reduced priced lunches. Busy lifestyle§ and
tlw snack culture increases the significances of the program' for all
children.

Making the school lunch work will take nuteh teamworlt Parents
should let administrators know they feel the program is important.
Administration should realize a good program will cost money. Food
haS 'increased at a much more rapid rate than other itenis in the
consumer price index. A 'proportionately higher budget allotment
should be made.,

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

1972 June 1976

All items 125.3 170.1
Food 123.5 180.9

"Recommendations:
1. Nutritional 'standards and food quality should be based on whole

foods rather than on the fabricated, formulated; fortified, frivolous
fa ka foods.

2. Nonnutritious foods should not compete with the type Alunch.
3. The status of the school lunch should be upgraded by :making

the lunch a learninn- laboratory for the reomlar school curriculum.
4. Foods shoulebe carefully prepareirand attractively served by

skillful student-oriented staff.
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5. The lunchmoin environment should be pleasant, relaxed and with
:adequate time for eating.

6. Middle level cafeteria staff should be well trained as food workers
and teachingassistants. Federal funds should be. available from work-.
ing with universities to set up training programs. Domination by
vested profitmaking interests seem inappropriate in the educational
setting.

7.. Community involvement should be encouraged with emphasis on
cross generational, ethnic, regional and local activities.'

S. Research is needed on a new model for total nourishment prefer-
ably beginning with a biological one, to complement the chemical or
nutrient approach currently used.

O. Social scientist should study the cultural, emotional and psycho-
logical impact and potential of, the school lunch.

10. Careful coSt analysis should be made to compare different food
systems. Consideration shoUld be given to capital and 'labor coSts,
energy use, full enjoyment in the community and maximize use of
facilities. Food quality and nutrition as the main focus.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views.
M. MILLER [presiding]. Thank you. We will go ahead and bear

from the third member of the panel and then we will . have some
questions.

STATEMENT OP ELAINE BLYLER, N.S.R.D., DIRECTOR OP NUTRI-
TION, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

My name is Elaine Blyler and I am a registered dietitian. I have
a masters degree in nutrition and at the present time I am director of
nutrition at Georgetown University Child Development Center and
I am an instructor in pediatrics, and I am a member of the Society for.
Nntrition Education and my previous position was recipient of one
of the USDA grants that Dr. Jacobson mentioned, one of the ones
for totally $250,000.

Thank you very much for having ine today and I am going to be
speaking more about the use of food additives in the school lunch
program and will be. speaking more not Only about the school lunch
program but about our foods in general, because we have mentioned
that the school lunch has deteriorated in the last 20 years, as that is

. really true of Americans' eating habits.
A food additive is defined by the Federal Food and Cosmetic Act as

"any substance, the intended use of which results or may responsibly
be expected to result, directly or indirectly in its becoming a component
or otherwise affecting- the characteristics of any food mcludinff .any
substance intended for use in producing, manufacturing, paaing,
processing, preparing, treating, packaging, transporting or holding
food and including any source of radiation intended for any such use.".

This definition includes additives that are intentionally added to
foods as well as those that may unintentionally result ina food product..
Most of the concern exists with the additives that are directly added to
foods far specific purposes such as coloring materials, flayormg agents,
antioxidantS,- acids and bases, artificial sweeteners, gelling agents,
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stabilizers and emulsifier, preservatives, taste enhancers, and nutri-
ents. Many of these substances are naturally occurring products, howL

ever, others are artifical.
Much of the concern exists about those additives on the GRAS list

generally recognized as safe. Additives were put on this list in 1958.

Our scientific methods to determine the effect of ingestion of these
additives have now become much moreprecise.

In addition, since that time, larger quantities of these additives are
being ingested and scientific methods for testing the effects of ingestion

of these additives has become more precise. In addition,. scientists can
more precisely determine the lowest amount of an additive needed to

produce the desired result.
An example is the amount of nitrite used in cured meat, such as'

hams, bacon, lunahmeat, frankfurters, and smoked sansage products.
Nitrites are added to these products to prevent the growth of Clostri-
dium botulinum, the toxin of which can cause death. However, the
nitrites used react with amines which are present in these, protein

foods to form nitrosamines, a substance that has been found. to be car-
cinogenic. Thus, while it is necessary to use these additives the amount
of nitrite that remains in the meat after processing should be set by
FDA and enforced by USDA as currently some cured meat products
contain nitrate residues in the amount shown to produce tumors in

animals.
As is frequently the case '

a generalized statement that food additives
are good or bad would be foolish to make. The use of many of these
substances has resulted in the availability of lower cost foods, more

nutritious foods, and a decrease in food borne illnesses. But as the num-

ber of food additives used in our food supply increases, monitorino.

safety becomes more complex and the consumer's job Of selecting foodhs

more difficult.
The Food and Drug Administration is the Government agency

designated by Congress to monitor the Nation's food supply. Presently
this agency has contracted out the job. of reviewing all the. scientific
literature concerning each item on the GRAS list. This review has
already' taken several years and is expected to take several more.

When the literature review indicates that an additive may not be

safe then the effects o these substances are tested on laboratory ani-

mals an eXpensive and lengthy proCess. The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration needs increased funding. for the re-View and testing of GRAS
listed additives and for other research in support of its regulatory
functions. Such research is worthwhile and adds to the body of knowl-
edge available for making food and nutrition policy decisions. I stated
that with the use of focid additives, the consumer's job of selecting
foods is more difficUlt. . -

For example, some potato chip manufacturers used BHA or BHT
as an antioxidant; that is to maintain freShness. Since the public be-
came concerned over the use of these additives in foods, some manufac-
turers have removed the name of the antioxidant used and merely list
oil preservative added. This is just one example why full identification
of spices, flavorings, coloring agents, and other food ingredients must
be required.

FDA. to my knowledge, has the authority to require.this but has not
acted. S. 641, the Consumer Food Act which has passed the Senate
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twice would require FDA. to inspect each of the Nation's food process-
ing plants'yearly and, mere importantly would open up industry rec-
ords to ':FDA.inspectors. This bill would help FDA to enforce its
regulations. A ednpanion bill has neVer been introduced in the' House,
but S. 641 is in the Honse Interstate and Foreign Commerce Cominit-
tee where it will pro.bublidie.

I would like to alSo:iiMress Some remarks to the hypothesis 'that Dr.
Feingokt advanced.iconcerning the development of hyperkinesis
or hyperactivaysiii-Clifftlren when they ingest certain food additis es.

This hopothcsis.waradvanced without xery much scientific 'testing
and.there have been somoguidelinesdrawn up since that time to test
this hypethesis and currently at the UniverSity of Wisconsin in Madi-
son, four psychologists are testing this hypothesis, and I think thiS is
important because we need to know the results in terms of, the kindS of
food we should be havino. in 6ur school lunchprogram.

In this study, objeCtive Psychological, psychophysical,' classroom
observational data and parent and teacher ratings of behavioral
changes are being collected on 46 hyperactive boys over an 8- to 10-
week-period. During this period, a control and experimental diet is
being fed to the children. The parents, teachers, clinieatinvestigators,
classroom and:laboratory investigators are all unaware during the
data collection whether a child is on the Feingold diet or on a diet con-
taining artificial colors and flavors.

Half of the children received the control diet first and then switched
to the experimental diet; the other half received the experimental diet
first. The project is still incomplete, but preliminary findings were
made available in January 1976. The behaviors of the older irroup of
hyperactive boys, 6 to 12 years old, does not appear tO.be dieT related
as indged by parent. and teacher ratings, observational laboratory data.

Parent. ratings of the younger boys, 3 to 5 years, shoWed that be-
havior did improve although the more objective laboratory data did .

ilot show' corresponding improvement. Thus with the pOssible exeep-
tion of the 'younger aged boys, the preliminary analysis .eoinpleted, to
date do pot appear to confirm Feingold's hypothesis, that hyperaCtivity
in children can be .caused by the ingestion of artifical food, flavors,
and colors.

At the university affiliated program for child development at
Georgetown UniVersity Hospital, Dr. Judith Rapoport, asso-
ciate profesSor Of pediatrics and psychiatry, Georgetown .University
and research seientist,!NIMIT and Dr. Patricia Quinn, M.11, instruc-
tor:hi pediatrics. Georgetown University, have been looking atcauseS
of hyperactivity in children since 1973.

They have found a significant correllation between hyperactiyitY in
children and the number of minor physical anomalies, or. stigmata.
Examples of a stigmata would be a deeply covered epicanthal,folds or
a high arched palate. In addition, Rapoport and Quinn found a sig-
nificant. relationship between the number of the anomalies and obstet-
rical complications.

They speculate that the same insult that produced the: stigmata
may have caused central nervous system abnormalities which reveal
themselves in behavioral symptoms.

Ms. Sashma Palmer, M.S.. R.D., formerly directOr of nutrition at
the child development center and assistant professor of pediatrics,
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evaluated .the food habits of a random sample of the subjects under
Anvestigation. In addition, the food habits of a eontrol group were also .-.

... evaluated.. Evaluation was by ditcary questionnaire administered to
Ahe parents. The questionnaire was administered and 'scored without
.laiowledge of whether the 'child was a member of the hYperactive or
'control. group. No significant differences- were found in the amount
of.food additives consmned by the control or experiMental group.
'H-Althoiigh it MaY be 'POSsible that within the group of chiklren chug-

nosed as hyperaetive, there may be a subgroup of children whose al-
lergies to'food additives may be manifested by behavioral symptoins,
neither research at Georgetown nor Dr. Harley's preliminary data
seem to SuppOrt this hypothesis.

If I were responsible for developing inemis for a school lunch or
breakfast program, there are foods which contain food additives that .

would not serve. ExaMples of some of these. foods are cured -meat.
products, frit drinks and nondairy creathers or toppings. and for-.
mulated grain products. These foods are not the best food choices' for
children' because: cured meat products, which contain sodium nitrate,
contain less protein per 100 calories than do other protein foods snch
!Is ground beef. tuna, chicken, or eggs; fruit drinks, which usually .

are artificially flavored and colored, contain less vitamin C and vitamin
A per 100 calories than do fruit juices; nondairy -creamers or topping,
which are totally additives. contain less calcium per 100 calories than
do the milk-based products they replace ; the formulated grain prod-.
nets contain added sugar and fat but. less trace minerals and certain
vitamins as a result of processing. Thus when foods are selected for
use in a. Federal food program, many aspects of that food should be':
considered. Due to rapid changes in our food supply. perSons maldng .

. these selections need access to research findings and adequate train-
ing in nutrition.

.The foods eaten are subsequent nutrients, additives, and other com-
ponents of .foods that. Americans obtain are affected by the decisions,
policies, and activities of various departments and agencies of the Fed-
era] .GOVernment. So .that nutrition policy can be coordinated and
directed within the Federal Govermnent. bill S. 2867 has been intro-
duced by Senator McGovern and Senator Humphrey.

This bill will rename the Department of Agriculture and would set
up an Office of Food and Nutrition..As of yet a comPanion bill has not
been .introduced in the House. I would recommend that House Mem-
bers consider the problems that exist as a result of not having coordina-

. tion and direction in tlie nutrition policy of our Nation.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Buchanan, do you have some queStions ?
Mr. BriottAxAx. Please go ahead. . .

Mr. MTLLER. if I might. Dr. Jacobson. in your testimony you talked
about .one simple. aspect. and that was the question of whole grains in
ivlationship to nutrition. vitamins, minerals, and also fiben and yet
made mention of the fact. the USDA does little or nothing t6 promote
the use of whole grains. To what extent does that extend across the
hoard to other alternatives of foods of more food value; better
nutrition?

Mr. JAconsox. T think we have seen a laissez-faire attitude coining
out of USDA and tbe most outrageous thing.USDA has approached
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is the vitamin, m hwra I protein cupcake tor the school breakfast. That .

was approved over the object ion of USDA mmiitrmt ion ists. "USDA seems
le be listeniii g. more to ITT which helped develop the Astro FOod
fortified cupcake and the preplated school hutches.

Mr. MuJa:n. What is the burden of proof fol. introduction .and ac-
ceptance of 'a food like that in the breakfast program or lunch pro-
gram what do you ha ye to show ?

.1Aconsox. It has to meet certain nutrient standards, certain
amounts of so many vitamins and minerals atu'l protein. If a company
meets those st a ndards I heti it can introduce it.

)fr. ft u.r,n.. Rega rd less or how they meet them ?
lry..TA0ntsox. As far as Isee they do with Astro Food.
-Arr. fita.}:n.. Astro Food is like a 14-day trip, going backpacking, you

take a lot of things backpacking you:don't eat every day.
Mr. JAconsos. Astro Food is 'Mrs name for its nntrient fortified

cupcakes, and it. is fortified, it is essentially a, cupcake fortified with
certain yibunins. minerals. and proteins. It's got to have a certain
number 5).f calories which !Tot. the large sup-a ra vitamin pill is stuck
into it, so I o spen lc. T suppose, the stawlards could be met with a.protein-
vont sugar cube with the vitamin. mineml separate.

'Mr. Mu.t.rc. Like M and M?
Ms. IlLyta:n. I guess it was several years ago they had in theFederal

Register I hat. if yon wonld reply to the probable use of this product
in t he sclmol lunch program. and after they made the decision' that. it.
could be included T was just, amazed. and so T asked USDAif I could
read the various letters they had gotten in about this product. and
a nor you read the letters you would really wonder how they could
have nuido that decision because there. were many well-written letters
ag.ainst the use of this prodnct.

But on' the one side there were some well-written letters by the com-
panies that would be producing these products, really pointing out the
advantages, the, monetary advantages to using these productS.

Mr. MmuEn. That is what I am trying to get to..I was involved with
this issue in California. It appears if I listen to the discussion on pre-
plated food, fortified .drinks, or fortified foods, that burden of proof
involves two things: one is acceptability and the other is cost. Some-
how if we get low-mcome children to walk by in the morning and grab
this cupcake and drink the most fortified drink, whatever it is, we
assume it is OK. But what you are saying is the nutritional burdens, if
T can keep taking these legal analogies, has not been met, and the ques-
tion o tack] itiyes or hew you reach that nutritional goal, how you reach
caloric level

Ms. GOODWIN. One. of the problems with the nutrient way of meas-
uring the quality of food, you say you should get a third of your
recommended dietary allowance from the food. It is measured in terms
of nutrients that could be added, not naturally occurring nutrients, so
von could essentially put a vitamin pill. and give it to trte childin the
'form of, well, there is Astro Cake. Devils Cake. Crum Cake, Morning
Break. and Tasty -Cake, these are the products, and .Donnt;, Super
Donut.

There are five or six of these products that are approved add since
they are served in conjunction with the glass of milk, they are suppose
to substitute for orange juice or the fruit and cereal component.
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Nntritionist objections are, first of all, tlmt they aresweet 'and one Of
our strongest tastes is for sweets: This is develoPing, further develop-.
ing this in the child and setting him .up for poor nutritional education

:7-practiceandpoor eating habits and also we feel there are manY: trace.
minerals'and otherunkilown.nutrients we haVen't even specified..

We don't know how much we-need of certain trace minerals and yet
the 'origins' of food technology do assuime they can-produCe the food

...- that simulate'nature, which nutritionists don't feel you' can do this.'
Neither manor rat can live on a synthetic diet. What.is happeningig'.
that food like milk is natural food but there is a moYernenti toward
haVing the formulated fabricated milk-based prOduuct Used.in' summer
feeding. .

Mr. MILLER. Why ? Why is that ?
' Ms. GOODWIN. Why, it 'is. cheaper. The idea would be the,..shelf life

would be shorter and it would be longer you wouldn't haYe, to' store it,
you-Wouldn't.have to worry about refrigeration;But we don't have a
_shortage of milk and it woiildbe like a milkshake for yonr breakfast or
snack food, or whatever, we don't need that kind of sweet.,

Children should drink milk; not this; and in the long run it Might be
cheaper- because fewer companies are', controlling, what we' eat, and

- . when they are very diversified they can take a. loss m the beginniniT and
the. costs go up and the formula companies are pushingthe'prauct.

It is more for profit on the part -of the formula conipanieS, not
because the children need it.. . .

Mr. MILLER. Can you tell ine in your 'studies or experiences 'how the
case is made? We had Material on it when we had the seheol lunch and.
milk issues before us..One of you, I think Ms. Goodwin,'said.% New
OrlealuS. that they could serve their hincheS *there that 'yon.clairil are
made from scratch for about lie same cost.

Ms. GOODWIN. I don't knoW what the costs 'are in New:Orleans. I
know they have a very successful program. The director is very proud
of it. ITe says Cley never switch to anything.- .

Mr. MILLER. Are all the directors as proud of their prograrni
Ms. Goonwrx. He is.. particularly, and it is a. very good program.

Pa rtieipation is very high and they give students a choice; He did not
go into cost. I don't know. They don't charge the students very Much. I
think it is 35cents: But I am not-sure what the actual 'cost' tO them is.

We found at the detention centertbat by preparing food Onsite it
.111 S cheaper and then a day care center that had lunches brought in the

_preplatediunches found when they started eating luncheS'prepared
onsite they were saving $10 to $15 a day on the lunch, and this was a
-small prograrnof 40 people.

Mr. MILLFM. You 'mentioned also in your testimony the fact that 'a
certain percentage of the preplated lunches. in fact. dkl not-Meet type
A standards. I think it was a food technology study you referred to.

Ars. GOODWIN. Yes.
Mr..MILLEn. They did not, in .fact, meet the standards that we the

Government had set for type A lunches. Am I giving that a ,correct
interpretation ? .

Ms. GOODWIN.' Yes: they are low in calcium, iron, vitamin C, arid
Arr. MILLER.. How do tliey continue to get to serve these lnriches ?
Ms. GOODWIN. There is very little monitoring. ThiS is bne of the

things that needs to be done is, on the quality. For instance,.parents
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told me :when they first startei( preplated lunches in one Particular
area tliey were getting like legs of chicken. Soon -it was switched to'
wings and the servings beCame very sniall.

: They started with-good products. No one is monitoring this, no one
goes around and checks. When the lunch is prepared onsite some of
these were deficient, the preplated ones with so much processing, the
freezing and then the cooking twice, the reheating and the holding,
there is opportunities for much more nutrient loss with these, and I
feel we should be teaching conservation of nutrients, how to conserve
them rather than to prepare.

This is just not a very efficient way of doing it. We are throwing
nutrients, oxidizing them in the air and pouring them down the drain
with this type of lunch.

Mr. RucHANAN. I will just take a moment, Mr. Chairmitn.
First of_ all, I want to thank the panel for your testimony this morn-

inn.. Now, let ine see, Ms. Blyler, I understand you are a nutrionist in
GeOrgetown and Ms. Goodwin, you are chief nutritionalist for the
Montgomery County Health Department.

Dr. Jacobson, is your degree in nutrition ?
Mr. JACOBSON. It is a Ph. D. in microbiokgy, which has a lot of bio-

chemistry in it. It is kind of a basis for studyina nutrition.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Would you tell us about the'Center for Science in

Public Interest of which you are codirector.
Mr. JACOBSON'. Well, we are a citizen action group, funded by dona-

tions and foundation grants, nonprofit tax exempt. We try to advise
consumers on environmental problems. I direct our food program. We
have. petitioned Food and Drug Administration to outlaw certain
things from the food supply. We have asked for better labeling. We
have criticized advertisment and lately, the last, we have been in
existence 6 years. For the consumer movement it has been a very
difficult period in Washington:

"We have tended to switch our focus to working with citizens groups
around the country. Some, of the things we have been involved in are
trying to provide citizens groups With information on how to get
better foods into the school program or getting junk food out of
vending machines.

We tied together a lot of these citizens action activities by sponsor-
ingan annual food day where citizens groups on a certain day all do
various things around the country.,

Mr. BUCHANAN. Do you research yourself or is your activity based
upon that of others?

Mr. JACOBSON. We do an occasional study. occasional experiment.
More it is desk type research. What we found is that there is a tremen-
dous amount of research out there and the problem is getting it imple-
.mented, so the Institute for Dental Research has done a study.showmg
relationship between certain foods and tooth decay.

We don't see our branch of Government such as the Department of
Agriculture using that research to improve eating habits and reducing
tooth decay. Very often we see what research has done but not
utilized.

Mr. BucHANAN. Thank you. I want to nail down a couple of points.
It intrigues me in your testimony, Dr. Jacobson you say candy, soda
pop, fruit drinks, puddings, cake, cookies, gelalin desserts, and iee
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Ms. think it, is hest to have low-fat milk available in the
school lunch program. Either skini milk or 2 percent milk, yes. Most
people do feel that it is desirable to reduce our intake of fat, but
whole inil k has 4 percent, skiM milk

Mr. BUCHANAN. That is regardless of the age of the child?.
Ms. BLYLIM. Except for under 1 year old. then they should not be

using skim milk.
Mr. BucitAxAx. Thank you.
I understand the problem with prepackaged foods and with what

might be clearly delineate.d as junk foods. I wonder how far you can
go in the elimination of things like some kind of dessert that appeals
to children in a successful lunch program, it appears to me to be one
of the problems, at least in my household and others I have observed,
that it is hard to get the children not to want to take a sack lunch
to school.

Do you have any coniments on what you do about the sack lunch?
Ms. GOODWIN. I think the saek liinch could be. a very good lunch

and I think the dessert could be fruits, peanuts will be a good food in
the lunch. One of the problems is when there are a lot of pastries and
cakes available, as I have seen in a number of lunches, you start out
with the dessert line t hat is the first. component.

In some of the cafeterias as set up, if you get tired waiting you can
desserts and take them and go with your milk. It is a ques-

tion of balance and in providing better alternatives, but many stn-
(kilts do fill up. they eat the a la carte and have a big saucer of
cookies, and I have. watched them in the junior highs going with a
couple of these and something to drink, -.and that was their lunch.

Sometimes there wouldn't even be milk with it. So, I feel it is
portant to ,rive people information on how to improve their bag
lunches. I tITink they can be very good. But rnany children who are.
low-income. which couhl be up to 1S or 19 million children eligible
for free and reduced lunches, they may end np being the only one
buYing lunch in school. If every one goes with a bag lunch, I 'think
we. have to be concerned about this and working mothers frequently
don't have the time or energy to prepare sack lunches, so it would be
good if we had a model program, it has many. many benefits, I am .

all for a very good school luneh program, but I think we are short-
changing our children with the type we see in many school systems
.t Oda v.

But. I think it could be improved primarily with the commitment
on the part of the adniinistration, involvement of teachers. parents,
and the administrative part of the school, and a very good pro7rani
in training the stall to be really good cooks, to prepare food tEat is
appealing to children.

One, of the schools in my area, the cafeteria manager is verv inter-
ested in providing quality food and she prepares just enough Tor like,
50 children at a time, so there-is always fresh food, it isn't sitting
there for hours during the lunch period. I think that with this kind
of-commitment, she goes out. and talks to the children, if they are
not eating it.

We need more of that, more encouragement of that type. Admin..
istrators are trying to reduce cost. they don't have. the cafeteria worker
for a long enough lunch period. This is one of the reasons I feel the
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lnnch period is short because they don't want to pay the staff more
money. It is partly 'an economic thing. I feel if it was a real good
program, parents would Support it and pay more for it.

There is little sympathy for a poor program aml they get disgusted
when they ask questions and feel put down and it means it has to
come really from the community. I feel at. this point, with encourage-
ment from the school adminisiration, and at this point it is hard
t o get the two together..

Mr. BUCHANAN. Did you have further comments?
Ms. BLYLM. I would like to make a comment about some money that

was available in the USDA. budget to have programs which would
encourage the kinds of thinos that Ms. Goodwin is speaking about.

In fiscal year 1975,.USDAesclid spend $250,000 to instigate programs .
.like this, but-. in 1976 the Office of Management and Budget, or OMB,
took out this $250,000 and that. wasn't eVen available.

. Mr. JACOBSON. Congressman Miller before was :,retting into sonic
of the reasons for some of the changes in the. schooll food programs.
One of you were asking about our center's activity. One of the things
we do is keep open the revolving door between industry and Govern-
ment.

One of the people who has crone through the revolvng door is Mr. Ed-
ward Heckman of the U.S.7 Department of Agriculture who is the.
StiperviSor ofthe school food programs. He was -president for.8 years
of the. Keebler .Biscuit Co., which makes one of those vitamin mineral,
protein cupcakes for the school breakfast pregram, and fie. wasn't
a nutritionist from the. University of Illinois or anything like that.
so therewas a definite conflict of interest-that creeps in and it. is. this
kind of inherent conflict of interest of people who are trained in
industry and theu come and make decisions in Government. It is
rampant in both Food and Drug Administration and the Department
of Agriculture, and I think that they set the tone for these preplated
lunches where a kid gets one lousy little chicken wing to eat and it
may be cold because. it hasn't been completely heated- up.

The Food and Drug Administration, has shown little concern about
the overall nutrition, and higher-ups at USDA. likewise have shown
no-real concern; it just hasn't been a consideration.

Mr. BrcuAxAx. May I ask, do you feel that. the kind of lunch you
here advocate is achievable, that it can be pregared in a way to appeal
to' children where children will have choices as to the lundi program
as to what is economically feasible for a school system?

Mr. JACOBSON. I think if you look around the country, you will find
a few examples of where this has been done. Milwaukee is one exam-
ple where the lunches are costing 30 to 35 cents to the kid, there is
no extra subsidy from the city. The school food survey director really
cares, he maks an effort to get all the staff involved in every aspect
of the food service.; they really understand the program. The kids
there don't have a choice, they eat what is put in front of them.

I have been told in New York City that wouldn't work, the kids
1Vould demand a choice. I think we haYe to have goals toward which
we will strive. We are not going to have these kinds of program's
'overnight. The kids aren't going to be eating bean sprout sandwiches
on whole wheat bread across the country. .
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In New York City some parents concerned about the school food
programs went. into the schools and talked to the kids in the 'morn-
ing about new kinds of food. They got intrigued and they had the
foods and I am told they ate them with a lot of seasoning and the
initiative now is coming from small, basically unfinanced Citizen
groups with no assistance at all from the Government officials.

But we have got to have some goals and hopefully there will be
some changes in Govermnent policies that will make this much easier
for citizen groups.

Mr. BLICITAXAN. Ms. Goodwin.
Ms. Goonwm At a school not too far from here tbe parents became

very interested in the lunch program and wouldlike to take it over. .

I don't know if this can be arranged. And they are coming from a
community-based store where the people have an interest in the store,
it is sort of a cross-generation type of thinn., where high school students .
eome and volunteer and, ideally, it woulcche good if they conld teach
the younger children and introduce the food. They are very turned. on
to eating wholesonie foods and would like to gradUally get this type of
program into the school system. .

think a model like this has a lot of potential and should be encour-
aged. It would probably need some seed money, but the parents are .

negotiating now with the schools. The PTA would be largely'respor
sible for doing it, but they would work through this paritcular captive
store to make it happen where they could get food at .reasonable cost.

Another problem too is the bid system. We found with the detention
center, for instance, cornmeal was much under their bid and they could
buy it. from the particular wholesaler, but the bidders are afraid they
Aro going to lose, so they bid high and they have to take the product.

Well, they probably didn't apparently get any lower bids than the
cornmeal but they were paying twice as much for it as it was available
at. a market at the time. So then bids are put in a year ahead and it is a
hassle for most school lunch,people to deal with this, and I don't know
what can be done about it. And then another cost is the horrendous
bookkeeping they are put through by USDA. -

Some of tbis could be reduced ana it would cut costs immediately, to
provide more time to prepare better food and more interaction with
the children.

Ms. Brxixii. I think what we are saying then is that we do need to
mend food, our food habits, and the way that this can best be done is .

having more nutrition education in our school systems. That is.Nhere
we need, to have more funding for those kinds Of problems.

BucirAxmc. Thank you, very much.
Mr. Mirxmi. I would like to pnrsne a couple of points. From a prior

day of tesitmony it was my understanding that school food personnel
would like to serve different foods, but that they weren't available.
You couldn't get them, and, therefore, were, sort of,: captives of the
industry. They bad to go ahead and serve hotclogs with number of
preservatives. Again, the question of milk, certain types of milk were
available, other types of milk weren't available in the volume they
needed.

I noticed in a note I have here that Yending machine sales alone in
1974 were $51/2 billion, and.that this is just a little part of the daily
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. food intake of children hi scboefs. $5 billion involves more than a. mom
and pop industry.

Mr. JAconsoN. That is not. just schools, that is the entire
Mr. MILLEn. Excuse me, I stand c!orrected. But it is my contention

they don't have to be captives of the industry, that the school lunch
program in this country represents a significant portion of the market
and that if they determhie they want raw milk I don't know if that is
good, bad, or otherwiseit would seem to me that the marketplace
could be adjusted to meet that demand.

Now. I don't know if the center has done that kind of looking into it
or not. But to continue to say we would love to change, we know we are
frying our kids' brains if we keep serving them these hotdogs, we can't
do it. so we are going to keep doincr it.

I know in California, at least, tilt sonic of the major dairies now are .

turning put what you would call natural butters and milk products and
yogurts and all kinds of things, and it must have been to their economic
interest to do so thev didn't do it benuse they like people who go_to
Ilto naturarfood store, they do it because there was a profit there. Have
you looked at that ?

Mr. JACOBSON. No we haven't looked at this point in particular but
it. has always seemeh that way to me, that the school food service is
Such a hinch market, that is one reason big business has gone into it

... and if the New York City school says we-want a. cookie that has only
m percent sugar in it and has no artificial color or flavor, the coin-
panics will comply.

'There is a small group of women in suburban New York who have
formed a school food committee that. has gotten the authority to have
final control over what gets into the schools and they tell the com-
pally, they asked the company for an .increase of their products. If
the companies wouldn't give it to fhem, they say we five not going
to havc your-products in the school, and that caused one company.
Drake, to begin making food snacks that are lower in additives, and
Nabisco is be,rinning to talk to them because they threw their cookies
out of the scliool system. This is just the beginning of some changes.

Mr. MILLEN. If we can go, again you can comment, if you assume
that is so, then really where do we go to make the impact? Is it Fed-
eral nutritional standards still that we are talking about? Or is it .

requiring States to come up with these standards? Where are we
really going to make the impact if we assume the food is available ?
Von 'can't upgrade the diets and you can do it within some limits of
cost, maybe one of those three things is not so. Where do we enter
the system to make these. adjustments to try to recapture same of the
nutritional value and throw out some of the chemicals?

Mr. JAconsox. I think the most. efficient way of doing it is through .

Federal legislation. Many of these companies I think, because at the
Fede.ral level you have a greater degree of sophistication. you have
much greater resources to evaluate their products. At the local level,
I think these big companies like ITT Continental, which makes
Wonder bread and Morton's pies, and so on, can walk right over those
people that these big companies can conie in with their scientists and
:in lawyers and rewrite the school food regulation and have the scien-

' tists say how great the astrofood is gning to lie, for the kids and that,
is it. It. is very hard to Mount resistance at a local levol.

so-oo5-7c----aa
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would be st rongly in fa vor of Federal guidelines.
Ms. Goomvix. I would agree. This past. summer. ITT sent out let-

ters to all the possible summer feeding programs in Connecticut and
asked if they could run their program for them. The teenagers told
ine that on Friday night Mortons was advertising that they really
had saved the school lunch program on TV, while we are doing for
ytiur community, and the more we give the control to the big business
companies the parents feel their e-fforts don't count, and often are
put down by school systems.

Then they raise questions. So, unless we. have guidelines from the
top. and often people at. the local level may not have the knowledge
or the information that is needed to demand quality food, I feel some
,ir them don't know what specifications to ask for with these com-
panies, and if we do have it on a national level, it would be easier to
mann facture a larger variety of products rather than limiting it to
a local community, although I would like to see much more locally-
used foods.

think if we got back to whole foods-we wouldn't need so much
intervention on the part of big companies, like, for instance, Pennsyl-
vania should be able to, with it all ffrown 'there, practically supply all
t he produce and probably meat, cliicken and so on, the school could
use.

.It. is the fourth biggest food business in the country and it would
save energy. We wotdd have fresher foods. be more nutritious if we
could use more locally-grown foods. But this is not. happening, it. is
mostly processed food that finds its way into the school service
progra ms.

So the incentive for doing this from the Federal level would be
use ful.

Ms. BLYLER. Well, I think ideally we should have better qualified
people in the local areas making decisions about these things. I am
somewhat hesitant about having-Federal food standards just because

have seen some of the regulations that have come out and then how
they are finally implemented at the local level. So, I would think
here would be perhaps other ways that could be done.
They may not get the results quite as quickly but. I wonder if. in

the long run, it would be better to use more local personnel in making
the decisions.

Mr. MILLER. Finally, one question. If you have any experieiwe
with it, is there any evidence. I guess it is mainly in high schools, al-
t hough it may he in conjunction with some grammar schools and
high school pro,rrams that have the pronTam where the students learn
kitchen skills and various cooking skid's, cateringare the operation
of the food programs in those schools any better, any different ?

Ms. BINLER. I don't know.
Ms. (Immix. I know one ease they were. running a. program offer-

ing lunch at, the same time as the type A lunch and the school food
service personnel asked them to stop because they had to close it down,
it was much more successful than the school food propram. It was,
of course, in restaurant management.

Ms. BLYLER. Was it nutritious?
Ms. Goonwix. It was a good lunch but it was more popular. bet-

ter prepared, and so they have had to run it offhours from the. lunch
hdur.
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Mr. Mthi.,mir. Do you think it would make sense to expand .soide of
these programs? I thMk in the school district in my area, they are
kind of limited to sort of do the brunch kind of things where they
make cakes.

All the students run an incredible catering outfit that puts on din-
ners for civic clubs and everything else and they apparently do a very
good job.

I wondered if that is one of the avenues to the cost problem.
Ms. GOODWIN. I think it should be integrated into it because you

have the laboratory right there for doing it and they do get money
for vocational education. Combining the two would seem much mare
efficient.. And this is what, I mean by expanding the school facilities
to serve the community more. If your Kiwanis Club wants a dinner,
why not support. the local school, if they have a good product? Righi,
now, many of the schools would be last place anyone would go to
have a banquet. I think this could change around.

Ifere is where I think we could involve training, and in training
people in how to prepare food, get some real people running the train-
ing prognims, using the local university to get qualified people with
a background in nutrition where food is mitritious. IVe do need the
skills and I could see that the schools could be running a kind of almost
restaurant service for day care, senior citizens, for clubs in the com-.
munity, and so on.

Mr. Buci IASAN. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Mr. Mul,En. I want to thank you very much for taking your time

this morning.
Our next witness will be James Mack, who is president and general

counsel of the Nationa 1 Confectioners Association. .

Welcome to the committee, Mr. Mack. Your testimony, which I
believe members of the committee have, will be printed in the record
in full and you are free to summarize it or to read from it.

STATEMENT OF JAMES E. MACK, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUN-
SEL, NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS ASSOCIATION

Mr.. MACK. It is very brief, sir, if I could recite it and then speak
from it?

Mr.:MUM:. Go ahead.
MAcic. It is very, very concise, sir.

Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. MACK. For the record. I am James E. Mack, president and gen-

eral counsel of the National Confect ioners Association, which is the
national trade association of U.S: confectionary mamifactarers and
industry suppliers. This appearance is entered in behalf of that asso-
ciation and also the National Candy Wholesalers Association, which
is the national trade association representing the confectionery whole-
salers throilphout the -United States.

These comments pertain to the subject of confectionery sales in
schools. As you know. current Federal policy, which has been in effect
for many years, leaves to the States and local jurisdictions the ques-
tion of sale of so-called competitive food items, including confections.
In our opinion, this is exactly where such authority belongs; 'and I
have requested to appear here today because representatives of the
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More than a year ago, Dallas school trustee Nancy Judy, turned her guns on
the vending machines in the interest of student .nutrition. Following her lead the
school board voted in January 1975 to pull all sugar-based drinks and foods from
school vending machines. The decision was popular neither with students nor
school principals. Principals this week indicated that students have not stopped
eating sweets in sehool but are bringing them to school from home, purchasing
them at filling stations or convenience stores near school or even purchasing
candy from other students.

[The document referred to follows
[From the Dallas, Tex., Times.Ilerald, Apr. 23, 19701

CANDY MENVENDORS AND STORES PROFIT FROM SCHOOLS' BAN ON SALES

By Eric Miller, Stair Writer
.At T :30 a.m. each day a block away from D. A. links Middle School a small

truck puns up filled with contraband long lines of students are waiting to pur-
Chase:

At Skyline High School each day, candy suckers are sold inconspicieusly in
the hallways and at the bus stops by enterprising young students seeking profits.

At secomiary schools all over the city', students get oft (fuses each morning
already- carrying the candy .bars and soft drinks they normally would have pur-
chased in machines at school.

These are comnmn examples of how a year-old sehool board policy prohibiting
the sale of sugar-based foods and drinks in the city's 170 schools apparently is
failing in its'attempt to reduce youngsters' consumption of junk foods.

And as expected, tqthool principals report that income from the on-campus
vending machines, which are now filled with sugar-free soft drinks, peanuts,

.i:rackers and fruit, has been cut in half.
More than a year ago. Dallas school trustee Naney--"Jinly turned her gnus on

the vending machifieTin the interest of student nutrition.
Following her lead, the school board voted in January 1975 to pull all sugar

. based drinks and foods from school vending machines.
The decision was popular neither with- students nor school principals.--

.
Principals this week indicated that students have not stopped eating the sweets

in school, but are bringing them to school from home, purchasing them at filling
stations or convenience stores near school or even purchasing candy from other
students.

In addition, total school income from ;the machines will drop -from $1115,099
last year to just over $48,000 this year. According to recently released results of
the first survey at secondary schools.

That money is placed in esti school activity fund to buy such items as books or
drapes for the schools or typewriters for school secretaries.

"The real question is, "is the policy .doing away with what it is intended tor!
said Joel Pittman, principal of Hulcy '',f,ddle School.

Pittman said during the past few weeks a person driving a truck has been
pulling up 300 yards from the school before classes and selling soft drinks and
-camly bars to stfulenfs. He is powerless to do anything. .

"We had the same problem with the same individual." said Carter High School
principal Burton Rollings :fr. "The vending machine policy has just helped the
business around us. It hnrts one and helps somebody else."

Stthsequently, Ronings said Carter's activitY fund is "the lowest irs been since
I've been here.

"They're (students) selling candy at. the bus stops," said Skyline High Schools
principal Frank Guzick. "What's happening is other people are now getting the
profits Instead of the schools.

"There's more candy floating around here now than before we took it out of
the vending machines. But a student came up to me this morning and said to
me "I can vote, "fight for my country and sign my own promissory notes, hut
I'm not smart, enough to decide if I want to choose whether I want a sugar or diet
soft drink."

"The filling station right across the street is making a fortune off us," said
Marsh Junior High School principal Charles Maples.

Mrs. Judk, however, said she is standing firm on her belief that the machines
should not be filled with the sugar drinks.

."I think the board made a very wise decision," she sahl Tuesday. "We took
the best interests of the students into mind when we made the decision."
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MAcit. Another article which appeared in the Philadelphia
Bulletin of April 18 was about Eastern candies at Eastertime, and
here again we will be glad to tile this for the record.

But, in part, it says:
A chocolate har with milk in it is not necessarily n n bad thing for your ehihl

to Aink his sweet tooth into. The milk mids protein, calcium, phosphorus, iron,
and even some vitamins and minerals. Emmgh, in fact, for Dr. Walter Obold, re-
tired head of Drxel University's Dmmrtment of Biological sciences, to make the
comment that "A ehocolate bar can be more nutritious than a lot of other snacks,
evn some with good reputations."

Consider the apple as an example. Do you kn6w what it is? "Nothing." says,
Dr. Obohl. Them is not a darn thing in the apple except sugar and pectin, not
that the apple isn't good for you, lie is beginning to point out The pectin makes
it extremely good bulk food, but in terms of vitamins and all that jazz, well, just .

compare two ounces of plain milk chocolate contain about 4.7 grams of protein ;
an apple of comparable weight contains 0.11. The chocolate has 112 milligrams
of cnIchnn. the apple-0.399 (and no, (hat decimal point isn't a typographical
error). The-chocolate also eontains 214 milligrams of lmtassium ; the apple only
62.7. In fact, the only two aras the apple scores higher in arc fiber content
(0.57 grams compared to none in the chocolate and vitamin C (2.28 units com-
pared with 0.9).

Or take that super healthy snack food, the raisin. Except for a high potassium
eontent (434.9 milligrams in two ounces worth, compared with 214 for the milk
ehocolate). the chocolate contains about three times as much calcium, over twice
-as much phosphorous, seven times as much rihotlavin and eight times as much
vitamin A.

Put the raisins and the milk chocolate togetheror add nuts or rice other
nutrition boostersand you end up with more of a powerhouse than you might
think.

"A ehocolate bar with peanut butter is actually one of the best food items you
can eat as far as !nutritional content is concerned." says Dr. Obold. "In fact, it's
probably much more nutritious than what a lot of people cat for lunch."

[The document referred to follows:]
[From the Philaaelphia Bulletin, Apr. 18, 1976]

DON.T BUG THE BIEN NYHeS A PALTHAT CANDY HE CARRIES MAY Do
CHILDIMN SOME GOOD

By Sarah Casey)

(Bulletin Food Editor)
It's a good thing the Easter Bunny is well-supplied with ralgase feet because

he can probably use some extra luck. There are a few people out there wh. are
convinoed this friendly little fnzzy is really ft fraud, that delivering candy eggs to
kids: on Easter morning is a most dastardly deed. and that things.would he much
better if this big had bunny would just take his baskets of jelly beans and go
back whence he came. (Technically that would be Germany, although we snspect
most members of the Ban the Bunny movement would like Herr Hare to remove
himself a bit farther away than that.)

Granted. an overdose of buttercream eggs could indeed be hazardous to one's
health. but can smnething that put a smile on a child's face be all bad? The peo-
'pie at Children's Hospital don't think so. Nor do those at the Shriners' Hospital
for Crippled Children. Or at Children's Heart Hospital. Or St. Christopher's Hos-
pital for Children. In fact when the Easter Bunny showed up at these places last
weel . he received royal welcomes.

The "bunny" in question was really Milton Reingold, who coordinated a mam-
moth candy donation project for the Philadelphia Section of the American Asso-
ciation of Candy Technologists. Althongh the confection manufacturers have
been contrilmting candy individually to hospitals and orphanages for many years,
this is the first time they've made it a joint effort. The result was not only more
than 200 pounds of chocolate bunnies and eggs for hospitalized children, but a
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gigantic display of the goodies which Was wheeled through the wards like a giant
Easter basket.

It was up to the hospital dietitians to:do the actual distributing, since some
children are on restricted diets that don't allow candy (and some are still too
young to have learned it's not:nice to fool the Easter Bunny). But where most
children are concerned, the general feeling according to a spokesperson at St.
Christopher's, is that "a little candy. never hurt. And if it boosts their morale
which it generally doesthen you could even say it helps."

Quantity is of course a major factor when it comes to the question of how bad
candy is. And one of the big mistakes many mothers make is using candy too
often to boost morales that don't need boosting, cure pains that don't hurt and
shnt mouths that make-too:much noise.

Another mistake is assaming that all candy is equally bad. The truth is, sonic
kinds are much worse than others. Some, like lollipops and taffy, have little more
to offer than sugar, which is as low on the nutritional scale as you can go. Obvi-
onsly, the Easter Bunny who puts nothing but jelly beans'in his basket deserves
to have his paws slapped.

THE CHOCOLAIE STORY

Chocolate, on the other hand, is a totally different story. Although there are all
kinds of "chocolate," most candy bars (and Easter eggs) are made of "milk
chocolate." And a chocolate bar with milk in it is not necessarily a bad thing for
yoni child lo.sink.his sweet tooth into. "s""

The .n1-ilk adds protein, calcium, phosphorus, iron arid even some vitamins
and mineralsenough, in fact, for Dr. Walter Obold, retired head of Drekel
University's Department of Biological Sciences, to make the comment that "a
chocolate candy bar can be more nutritious than a lot of other snack foodseven
some with good reputations."

Consider the apple as an example. Do you know what's In it? "Nothing," says
Dr. Obold. "There's not a darn thing in an apple except- sugar and Pectin:7 Not
that the apple still isn't good for you, he's quick to point out. The pectin makes
it an extremely good "bulk" food. But in terms of vitamins and all that jazz, well,
inst compare:

Two ounces of plain milk chocolate contain about 4.7 grams of protein ; an
apple of comparable weight contains .11. The chocolate has 112 milligrams of
calcium ; the apple .399 (and no, that decimal point isn't a typographical error).
The chocolate also contains 214 milligrams of potassium ; the apply only 62.7. In
fact, the only two areas the-opple*scores.higher In are fiber content (.57 grams
compared to none in the chocolate) and vitamin 0 (2.28 units compared with .9).

Or take that super healthy snack food, the raisin. Except for a high potassium
content (434.9 milligrams in two ounces worth, compared with 214 for the milk
chocolate), the chocolate contains about three times as much calcium, over twice
as much phosphorous, seven times as much riboflavin and eight times as much
vitamin A.

Put the raisins and the milk chocolate togetheror add nuts or rice or other
nutrition boostersand you end up with more of a powerhouse than you might
think.

ONE OF THE BEST

"A chocolate bar with peanut butter Ls actually one of the hest food items yon
can eat as far as nutritional content is concerned," says Dr. Obold. "In fact, It's
probably much more nutritious than what a lot of people eat for lunch."

One had thing you're sure to find in almost any kind of candy is sugar. And
everyone knows what sugar does to teeth. Without going into all the factors
that contributttolooth decay, from kinds tit food, to how much.4p eat, how
often-- you ea-tand, of course, how often you brushsumce it to kir that
sugar is a major culprit.

Rut what a lot of people don't realize. says Dr. Irving Shapiro, associate
professor and acting chairman of the Biochemistry Department at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, is that your teeth aren't patticular about what kind
of sugar you feed them. "As far as they're concerned," he says; Nagar' is--
sugarfructose or glucose, refined or natural, there's no difference."

In other words, the apple you once thought was so good for your teeth isn't
necessarily so terrificexcept for the fiber, which is good for your gums.

As far as candy is concerned, Dr. Shapiro pointed out that milk chocolate,
again, is the best of what people believe is a bad thing. "If nothing eLse," he
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says, "it melts quickly, HO It doesn't stick to your teeth like taffy or caramels
.

Or jelly begins."
But there's more to it,than that. Researchers at the Eastman Dental Center

in Rochester, .N.Y. in a recent study on snack foods anti dental. decay, cited
'milk chocolate as heing one of the snacks which contributes least to entities.
In addition, the report made note of the fact that "milk chOcolate has a high'
content of protein, calcium, phosphate, and other minerals, all 'of which have
exhibited proteetive effects on tooth enamel."

Other candies named as being least, offensive as snacks were peanut brittle,
coeonut und/or other nut-containing candy and licorice.

IN COOKIE CATEGORY

Chocolate chip cookies rated well in the baked goods wtegory, milk and rice
inulding in the dairy division, orange juice in the beverage group and peanuts
from the miscellaneous eiussilica don.

Foods the study reported shonld be avoided are the sugar-containing hard
eandies. jelly candies (with the exception of licorice), dark chocolates (the.
ones without milk), pies, cakes, white bread and jam or white bread und
hifiley and(are you ready for this one?)raisins.

For the' record, other studies, one of them done at the University-of -Penn-
sylvanin. have also eleareil ehoeolate of ehnrges that it causes nene.

None of this meant to imply that candyor even milk chocolateis so great,
you can give your kids all they want. Aside from being au unhealthy idea,
it would also be a pretty expensive proposition since chocolate is not exactly
eheap. We just wanted to make the point that all candy is' not all badand,
in the process of reminding you of that fact. defend a long-time, long-eared
friend.

Mr. MACK. I have here a survey taken by the Automatic Mei.,
chandising Association whidi is, of course, interested in vending:But
just to illustrate. The quantitative consumption of confections in
schools Js nothinff like as high as has been suggested. I won't read
the .whole artiele,'-but I will file it for the record. It is merely beaded;

.

"High School .Vending Machine Product Sales Average 'Under
Four Items Per Month for. Each Student, Aecarding to Ten-State.
Survey.-

[The document referred to follows :]

HUM SCITOOL IrENDING MACHINE PRODUCT SALES AVERAGE UNDER FOUR ITEMS, PER .
MONTLE FOR EACH STUDENT ACCORDING TO TEN-STATE SURVEY

(By Walter W. Reed),

Chicngo, December 8.Purchases of products from vending machines located
in public high schools average 3.5 items a month per person or less, depend-
ing on the product, according to a study of high school vending installations
in 10 states.

The study covered 44 schools With a population of 00,549 students, faculty
and staff and with total installations of 220 vending Machines. It was con-
ducted by the statistical department of the National Automatic Merchandis-
ing Association, (NAMA) based on complete records of sales in April and
May. 1975.

"The study clearly shows that students are not gorging themselves on candy
and soft drinks from vending machines instead of eating gi balanced lunch,"
said O. Richard Schreiber, NAMA president.

"Even if one 'assumed that only 20 per cent of the school population ac-
'counted for all vended sales, which is not likely, each student would be pur-
chasing less than-one candy machine product on a given school day."

The average monthly purchase of vended candy products amounted to 3.5
units per person in April ,and May while the average consumption of soft
drinks from cup drink Vending machines ranged from 2.89 units in April
to 3.52 units in May, possibly related' t6 warmer weather in the second month.

Sales from canned soft drink' tenders averaged about 1.5 units *thontlily
per person during the survey period.
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- The study revealed that in 67 per cent of the tiehools the candy machinesregularly offer non.candy products. The best sellers among noncandy .. itemsin candy machines ranked as follows :
Petumts, peanut butter-and-cheese crackers, cookies, commits, broWnieS,sunflower seeds, cheese crackers, chips, raisins, gum, beef jerky and assortedpast ry.
Sales from other nMehines showed the following monthly averages perpersdn :
Ice cream venders. 1.81 items in April and 2.19 items in May ; milk venders,1.65 items in April and 1.52 items in May ; pastry machines, .1.07 items eachmonth ; and juice venders, 0.53 units in April and 0.50 units in May.popular glass front snack vending machines, which carry a wide varietyof items, averaged 2.5 units per person in both test months.
Schreiber said the study was compiled from data supplied by local vendingservice companies in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mis-souri, New York, North Carolina, Oregon and Wisconsin. Vending service"Com-Paides routinely keep detailed sales records on a per-machine basis and constantlymonitor such data for all operations.
Schreiber said he is convinced that the survey results accurately reflects thePattern in high school vending throughout the country..Eight out of 10 of the schools in the study were senior high schools, 14 per cent:were junior high schools and 7 per cent were combined junior and senior highschools. '
Slightly more than half of the schools place the vending machines in the lunch,

. room, while others are located in balls, gyms and various places.
Two-thirds of the schools In the study participate in the Type A lunch programof the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the other third does not.
Mr. MAck.' And last, I would like to ask to file for the record adocument regarding properties of .sugar and corn syrup.
[The document referred to follows :]

PRESENTATION BY TUE NATIONAL CONFECTIONERS AESOCTAT:'.N OF TME UNITEDSTATES, INC., ON SUGAR (Sucitosz) AND CORN SWEETENERS TUE FEDERATIONOF AmEnicAx SOCIETIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL B/OLOGY, SELECT COMMITTEE ONGRAS SuBsTANcEs

We represent the National Confectioners Association of the United States, Inc.It is: eStimated that our manufacturing members produce approximately' 85% ofall confections produced in the United States of America. As ingredients for theseproducts, U.S. confectioners are heavy users of the 'nutritive sweeteners, sugar(sucrose) and corn sweeteners.'

TUE VALUE OF SUOAlt (SUCROSE) AND CORN SWEETENERS IN THE DIET

These Sweeteners have been major components of the food supply for a long,long timejust as other major processed foods, such as cheese, flour, starch andpasteurized milk.
It is interesting to note that the nutrientssucrose and corn sweetenersarebeing considered in the GRAS concept which infers something other than a majorportion of the normal and common source of our food supply.
Certain sweeteners, such as maple syrup andhoney, are not considered in thissame framework. We would propose that a source of food which contributes majornutrient value (in the case of sweeteners that value is calories) should not heconsidered as an "additive." The term "additive"' usually infers limitations on uselevel, and the long history of safe usage of these products should put them into adifferent category, at least the classification should be a GRAS class 1 ingredientsince there has been no proven implication of these sweeteners with regard totoxicity or other health matters. While we realize nutritive sweeteners have beenimplicated with dental caries, it should not be overlooked that .other foods arealso related to caries, and that the degree to which caries occur is related to suchthings as oral hygiene, general dental care, heredity, fluoride treatment of thewater suPPly and frequency of teeth exposure to these substances.

'Based on U.S.D.A. figures1 for 1974, it should be noted that sucrose and cornsweeteners Combined contribute about 570 calories per day. This accounts for
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15 to 20% of the caloric intake of the aVerage American diet of about 3100 to 3200

. calories.
The source of these calories is approximately 40 to 50% 'a In the form of fat.

15% protein and the remaining 35-45% in the form of carbohydrates. The NAS/

NEW RDA for protein is 8% as an energy source but suggests that in order to have

an acceptable and palatable diet, a protein level of 10-12% Is required. The

British recommendation Is 10% protein in the diet. While the NAS/NRC does

not give a specific reconunendation on the rat ievel,they suggest that the fat level

should be kept below 40% or the calorie intake. The American Heart Association

miecitieally recommends a fat calorie intake of not more than 35% or the diet. If

the fat intake level is maintained at the 35-40% of the calorie level and protein

at the 10-12% recommended levels, clearly another source of calories is needed.

.

Obviously. the most economic, adequate and only source of this additional dietary

need can and must be supplied in the form of additional earbohydrate at a level

ranging from 4S-55% instead of the present 40-50% level, Consequently, based on

current extiert dietary nutritional reeonunendations, the American diet should

consist of added carbohydrate in the range or 8-20% more than it does at the

present time.
From this we can see that since these sweeteners furnished only 15 to 20 per-

cent of the total calorie intake of. the average American diet there is phmty of

room for the assimilation of essential nutrients that are inseparable and are part

and parcel of si weille whole food.
We should like to point out to the committee that consideration should be given

to the fact that sucrose am!. corn sweeteners are very economic sollrees of Calories

In a generlillYfood short, inflation plagued world.
We would like to illustrate this with two commonly available commodities

which are frequently vonsidered as alternate sources of carbohydrate, and that

. Hwy are apples /Ind hfinfinhIS
Applies on sale in early May in a Chicago supermarket were priced at 490 per

pound. On the basis of values given in Agricultural Handbook 456," one pomal

of mattes furnishes 64 grams of carbohydrates:

paxi cal/gm-20G calories
2An x

calork's uer 1 cent
$0. 40 $0. 01

Bananas selling in the same store on sale at 20r,l per pound. One pound of

bananas furnish 101 grams of carbohydrates.

101 X4=404 calories
404 z

13.0 calories per 1 Mit
MD $0.01

As a comparison to these calorie values per 1 cent of cost, we can compare two

candy products commonly found in supermarkets throughout the country, that

is gum drops and hard candy. .

.

Gum drops selling for 090 per pound, furnish 1.604 calories, (Gum -drops are

12 percent water).
1.604 z

Calories per 1 cent
$0.61 $0.01

Wrapped Hard Candy selling at $1 per pound farnIshes 1,760 calories. (Hard

candy is 3 percent moisture).
1.760 2-=-=17.6 calories per 1 cent
$1. 00 $0.01

In essence, this shows that : (1) Apples supply calories at almost 41/2 times the

cost of gum drops and 31/4 times the cost of hard candy ; (2) bananas supply eal- .

ories at almost 13/4 times the cost of gum drops and 1% times the cost of hard

candy..
Of eourse,, apples and bananas contain other nutrients in addition:to their

calorie value and have a very definite place in the Ameriean food Supply. But,

again we would like to point out that the recommended well-rounded diet should
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Oantain approximately 45 to 50% or more of carbohydrates, and it becomes
obvious that it is not neeessnry to consume all of our carbohydrates in the form
of fruit or other types of produce products.

As shown above, these sweeteners are important contributors to the caloric
requirement of the average American diet, It should be.kept In mind that If these
sources were not available, some other more costly, less efficient source would
have to be found,' Thls would most certainly ndd to the total cost of food In this
country.

Protein, ne Is well known, is relatively expensive as compared to nll other
foods, and furnishes approximately 15 percent," of our calories, Some of these
expensive calories could well be furnished in the form of more economical car-
bohydrates since Americans consume more protein in their diet (95-100 gm/day)8
than is known to be required (the U.S.H.D,A. is 45 gm/day). Also, n diet low in
protein will result In n negative nitrogen Imlance if the carbohydrate supply is
not adequately maintained.

Unquestionably, under current modern economic conditions, sucrose and corn
sweeteners nre indiiipensable, highly palatable and acceptable energy furnishing
nntrients which cannot be replaced in like form by nny other product known to
mankind. The production of sucrose from cane or beets and corn sweeteners from
corn are two of the most economical sources of calories available for human we.°
Specifically, in the case of sugar, energy fertilizer and refining costs nre relatively.
low!' These factors nre of great importance in a world where millions of people
are already known to be starving and the ever-increasing burden of feeding an
overpopulated world continues to make itself felt.

All factors considered, it appears that replacement of sucrose and corn sweet-
eners would be exceedingly difficult.

Filially, we hnve noted that the references in the bibliography cited in the publi-
cation "World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics." Volume 22 pages 239-241
(Karger. Basel 1975),'' are almost totally absent from the National Technical
Information Service (NTIS) scientific literature reviews on sucrose and corn
sweeteners."' Of 103 references cross-checked from the chnpter on Sugar and
Dental Decny in "World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics," Volume 22, pages
301-320 (Knrger, Basel 1975)8 only three common references were noted in the
NTIS list of references on sucrose and corn sweeteners.

,
The several maladies attributed to sucrose or carbohydrates'in general such

as obesity, coronary henrt disease, diabetes, hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) nre
contradicted to considerable extent in the scientific 'literature as indicated in
both the SCOGS comMittee's own Tentative Report, as well as in the references
cited in the NTIS list of papers. Because acceptable balanced intake of the three
major nutrients, proteins, fats and carbohydrates have been. established and are
well known to physicians, as well as nutritionists, it is suggested thnt what is
needed is to inform and educate the public on an adequate balanced diet, par-
ticularly in regards to the three major nntrients.

In conclusion, we would like to stnte thnt we find difficulty in the iden that these
,sweeteners are considered as class 2 GRAS. Since, however, they are included
in the GRAS list beCause of their long use and proven safety, they should be in
class 1 category. We also disngree with the suggestion thnt food be labeled ,bY
declaring the sugar content, since this would give an undue atmosphere of danger
being attached to these particular sweeteners which the scientific literature
certainly does not bear out.

In regard to the second conclusion that the committee has drawn, the state-,
ment is made that it is "not possible to determine without additional data
whether increased consumption would constitute a dietary hazard." We should
like to point that at a recent nutrition sympoeium (in Chicago, January 19,-1970).,-
Dr. Palumbo of the Mayo Clinic, in discussing the role of sucrose in diabeteS,
pointed out that hls work indicated that it is practically Impossible for:a person
to consume more than 200 lbs. per year at the extreme outside limits. There is n
Ratiation factor involved in the consumption of sweet' products, and we believe
this is further borne out by the lack of rapid changes in consumption of available
sweeteners over the past 50 or more years.

Fooxspyrzs

U.s.D.A. Food Situation. November 19.1974, NFS #150, I3p. 23-80..
2Sugar in Nutrition. 1974 (Horace: Sipple & Kristen McNutt). "(See Chapter 7 by.

Louise Page and Berta Friend). .

a Talk-by J. W. Tatem, Jr., President 0 The Sugar Association: Inc., Washington, D.C.,
before the Chicago Nntrition Association's Symposium on "Sugar In Nutrition", Janu-
ary 19,1970, at the Chicago Sheraton Hotel In Chicago.
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4 An lerkon .Tournal of Clinieni Nutrition, Volume 20, No. 8, August 1967. Pp. 907-194.
Nutrients in U.S. Food Supply. (lierta Friend), U.S.D.A. See Table 11.

&Improvement of Protein Nutriture. National Academy of Sciences 1974. Ester Phipard,
pp, 167-183 (a committee report).

6World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics. Volume 22, pp. 239-320 (Rerger, Basel
1975).

?A Summary by Ronald M. Deutsch. Review of same as above.
Scientific Literature Reviews on Generally Recognized as Safe , (GRAS) Food Ingre-

dientsSucrose. Informatics, Incorporated:- Prepared for Food and Drug Administrntion.
December 1973. Distributed by National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department
of Commerce (NTIS).

" Scientific Literature Reviews on Generally' Recognized as Snfe (GRAS) Food Ingre-
dientsCorn Sugnr. Informntics, Incorpornted. Prepared for Food and Drug Adminis..
tration. .Tnne 1973. Distributed by National Technical Information Service, U.S. Depart- ,
ulent of Commerce (NTT SI.

6" Nutritive Value of :f::ricnn FoodsIn Common Units. Agriculture Hnndbook No. 456.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. MACK. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mack, I want to thank you for making um feel a lot better about

the hot fudge sundae I had last night.
Mr. MACK. I didn't hear.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I want to thank -rou for making me feel a lot better

about the hot fudge sundae I had last night at Farrell's. Your testi-
mony may not please .my children's dentist very much but they would
have loved every word of it. I have no questions.

Mr. MACK. We are not saying that confections should be part of
the school lunch program, or the meal, but we are also stating that it
certainly should be available under conditions and not 'say when you go
to schoOl that is the end of candy.

Mr. BUCHANAN. No questions.
Mr. MILER. Mr. Mack, what tooth in a child's head is the sweet tooth ?
Mr. MACK. Well, whattooth is the sweet tooth ?,
That is a good question. I am not a dentist.
Mr. MILLER. And what is a natural love for confections?
Mr. MACK. It is a natural love and it is one of the few tastes that do

not have to be acquired. Children have it from the beginning and, inci-
dentally, reference was made to the fact that we are eating more sugar
products. the per capita sugar consumption in the United States, ac-
cording to the Department of Ag-riculture, hasn't changed hardly at
all for 40 or 50 years, it goes up a little one year and down another. /t is
at 100 pounds per person a year.

Mr. Mu.itat. What do you think about the statement of 1 in 10 indi-
viduals has adverse reaction to sugar?

Mr. MACK. I would like to see the scientific evidence. We hear a lot
of statements but we don't get the scientific support for it.

Mr. MILLER. Tell you what I will do, I will trade the scientific evi-
dence on that and you supply the excellent case that can be made. for
nutrition on behalf of the many confectionary items.

Mr. MACK. Iwas hopeful I had done that.
Mr. MILLER. Iwas long on the peanut butter part.
Mr. MACK. You see, our items are all agricultural items. The testi-

mony here was about nuts. We are one of the three largest industries
using peanuts. We are the largest user of almonds in the United
States. .All of this fine representation about the fine qualities of nuts,
but we are the biggest users, so we suggest it is a little inconsistent.

Mr. MILLER. How is that?

5 2 1
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Mr. MACK. Well, that these 11 INN' materials which are spolwn or so
highly are used in confections in substantial quantity and in some in-
stances our industry is the biggest user.

Mr. MILLER. I appreciate that. But to get the food value out of nuts
Idon't need chocolate.

Mr. MACK. If you eat them with chocolate you would get even in-
creased food value.

Mr. MILLER. And sugar ?
Mr. MAcx. Much abOut sugar.

. MILLER. I understand. I really didn't follow your testimony. I
don't understand why we are comparing chocolate and raisins and
apples and chocolate and peanut butter. No one is suggesting One is a
substitute for tlie other.

Mr. MAcK. That is right, but we are stating that confections contain
many agricultural items. In fact, we are one of the best customers of
the U.S. Department o f Defense.

Mr. MILLER. The Defense Department is one of the best customers of
steel hut that doesn't necessarily make it right

Mr. MACK. Well, the agricultural commodities are aten and if they
are fine quality agricultural connuod ides in aml of themselves when
you commingfe them and Process them, that doesn't clmnge the fact._
that they have good qualities,

t'(rood
food quality, we suggest.

Mr. MILLER. 1. am at a loss, Idon't nnderstaml.
Mr. MACK. In California probably We ie more from California

t han any other State.
Mr. MILLER. I imaffine you do. About all those almond growers in my

district would love ro know that along with C. & A. Sugar in my dis-
trict. and the sugar beet farmers. .

I guess my concern is that I see a defense made here that if we wre
to suggest that you couldn't have competitive food sales at the Federal
level, that somehow we are taking away a right here, or the sugges-
tion that the decision really is best made at the local level because cir-
cumstances are different. I don't follow you.

Mr. MACK. All right, for instance, in some jurisdictiolis one building
will have the prinmry grade, the junior higli school, and senior high
school. The regulations and policy could be different. It might be that
they want to go on the nutrition aspem. They can have certain criteria
as to wile eon feet ion may be sold and require those who would want
to sell it. submit their prodnet with an analysis.

We made reference here to raisins and peamits and Milk, and i f they
want to develop a criterion find it might be different for elementary
than it would be for secondary. but we are sayingif you got a problem,

you didn't solve anything by throwing confections ont o-f sehools. vou .
merely throw the problem ba on the street. and for the Federal dov-
ernment to change its policy we feel would he a mistake.

We know that some jurisdietions now do not sell confect ions in the
saools. But that is their decision. and is hile our people in those areas
may make representations we feel that it is a local matter they should
decide.

Mr. -MILLER. Certainly. the first line of le fense isn't. that- if we do our
khls are going to get lilt by antomoliiles. The first line of defense can't
be i f we ban competitive food sales somehow we are exposing our ehil-
dren to greater traffic hazard.
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Mr. MACK. If they leave the school premises to ac uire what they
Would like to have, not only confections but other foods, then you ire

-doing that. And I have listened with great interest this morning to the
panel, and the reference was made to various quality-type problems of
.the food when it reached the students and circumstances and I, have
heard some of that from my own children as to how much is Wasted
and Why they would prefer to bring their own lunch and those types
of things. And it seems to me that there is some tendency to blame
the appeal of so-called competitive foods for the poor handling of
the. program. It seems to me to be that, to point to confections and
others for deficiencies in the way the program is handled.

From what I can learn, in most instances, very high quality food is
made availabk, but somehow when it gets to the youngsters, frequently,
they don't find it appealing.

Mr. MILLER. Okay, thank you very muc1L Do you have any questions ?
Mr: BucnAxAx. No.
Mr. MACIC. May 1 put these in the record ?

MiLuat. The next hearing on the continuation of the oversight
of the school lunch program will be heM on next Monday.

[Whereupon, at 11 :30- a.m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene
for further hearing on Monday, August 9, 1976.1

:4u[Material hrnitted for inclusion.in the record follows :1
KAISER-PERAWIENTE MEDICAL CENTER,

SanTrancisco, Calif., July 20, 1976.
ATTENTION B. CLAY.
House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,

Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
--DEAR MEL-Cr:AT: Enclosed is Dn. Feingold's manuscript to'be presented- at, the
bearings Tuesday, July 27.

Dr% Feingold will be arriving the eventhg of the 26th and will be staying at the
Madison.

Should you require anything further, please contact me.
Sincerer,

M. A. MALCOLM, Administrative Aide.
Enclosure.

THE ROLE OF TIIE SCHOOL LUNCHEON PROGRAM IN BEHAVIOR AND LEARNING
DISABILITIES

(By Ben F. reinguld, M.D.)

DEAR CHAIRMAN: I am privileged to have the opportunity to bring to the at-
tention of this Committee an extremely important problem involving the school
lunch program, namely, the role of food additives linked to behavior and learn-
ing disabilities among children, but more specifically the link between the in-
gestion of artificial food colors and flavors, and Hyperkinesis and learning Dis-
abilities (HLD).

It is estimated conservatively that 10,000,000 children in this country suffer
with learning disabilities, a figure that is constantly rising, as reflected by the
persistent drop in the ratings of the Scholastic Achievement Tests (SAT) (the
examination offered for screening applicants for college admission). Of the mil-
lions of learning disabled children, it is estimated between 5 and 7 million are
hyperactive, while of these at least two million are being treated with various
behavior-modifying medications, e.g. stimulants (amphetamines and Ritalin) ;
tranquilizers (Stelazine and Mellaril) and antidepressants (Elayll and Tofranil).

Hyperklnesis is not a precise clinical entity but rather nu umbrella term that
encompasses a number of deficits (Table I).
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TABLE I. Dzscsirrivx CUABAUTERIBTICS OF THE CLINCAL PATTERN OF HLD

GROUP I

narked hyperactivity and fidgetiness :
Constant motion: Rocks and Jiggles legs; dances, wiggles hands ; runs, does

not. walk.
Infancy, crib rocking, head knocking, restlessness, fretfulness, colic.

Compulsive aggression :
Disruptive at home and at school.
Compulsively touches everything and everyone.
Disturbs other children.
PerseverateS: Cannot be diverted from an action even when life threatening.

ExcitableImpulsive :
Behavior is unpredictable.
Panics easily.
Becomes frustrated which leads to temper tantrums.

No patience:
Low tolerance for failure and frustration.
Demands must be met immediately.

Short attention span: Unable to concentrate.
Poor sleep habits

Difficult to get to bed.
Hard to fall asleep.
Easily awakened.

GROUP II
Cross muscle incoordination :

Exceptionally clumsy : Trips whet, walking; collides with objects.
Cannot function in sports.
Cannot bicycle or swim.

Fine muscle incoordination :
Eyes and hands do not seem to operate together.
Difficulty with buttoning and tying ; writing and drawing ; speechstutter-

ing ; readingdyslexia.
GROUP m

Cognitive and perceptive disturbances:
Auditory memory deficits.
Visual memory deficits.
Deficits in understanding.
Difficulty in reasoning ; e.g., a math problem.

Normal or high IQ but fails at school.
Boys involved 7 :1.
Rarely more than one child in a family.

Not all the deficits are observed in every child. Each child has its own mosaic.
Some children are even hyperactive. Not only does the pattern vary from in-
dividual to individual, but for any given child the pattern may vary from day to
day and even from hour to hour.

AR a result there is great variation in the titles applied by clinicians. The
orientation of the observer and the deficit dominant when the child is seen will
frequently determine the name applied (Table II). For similar reasons the
terminology encountered in the literature is very confusing.

TABLE II

GROUP I-ORGANIC TERMINOLOGY

Association Deficit Pathology
Cerebral Dysfunction
Cerebral Dys-synchronization Syndrome
Choreiform Syndrome
Diffuse Brain Damage
Minimal Brain Damage
Minimal Brain Injury
Minimal Cerebral Damage
Minimal Cerebral Injury

Minimal Cerebral Palsy
Minimal Chronic Brain Syndromes
Minor Brain Damage
Neurophrenia
Organic Behavior Disorder
Organic Brain Damage
Organic Brain Disease
Organic Brain Dysfunction
Organic Drivenness
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GROUP LISYMPTOMATIC TERMINOLOGY

Aggressive Behavior Disorder
Aphasoid Syndrome

. Attention Disorders
Character Impulse Disorder
Clumsy Child Syndrome
Conceptually Ilandieapped
Dyslexia

Iticationally Handicapped
(California State Legislature AB -104)
Ilyperexcitaldlity Syndrome
llyperkinetie Behavior Syndrome

The prevalence of tile Problem varh',4
1S to 22 percent, and at times even forty percent of the school poindation. how-
ever, since the usual incidence of H-LD is eonsidered to be between 1.5 to 2 per-
cent, there is general agreement that II-LD ints increased conshierably over the
last fifty years, and particularly Alice World War 11. The problem has now
reached epidemie proportions.

Many causes have been cited for II-I,D (Table 11I1.

Ilyperldnetie Impulse Disorder.
llyperkinetic Syndrome

-Hypokinetie Syndrome
-Interjaeent Child
Learning Disabilities
Perceptual Cripple
Perceptually Handicapped
'Primary Reading Retardation
Psychoneurological Learning Disorders
Specific Reading Disability

from a low of live percent to a high of

TABLE I 1 I. FatoLocic FACTOIIS IN HY PEI: K NESIS

During Pregnancy :
Toxemia. hemorrhage. drugs. infection.
Toxicants: e.g. leml, mercury. pesticides. additives in atmosphere: water,

soil. food.
During delivery :

Toxemia. infection. drugs. anesthesia, anoxia. front any cause, including
anesthesia.

Postnatal :
Infection, trauma, drugs, toxicants, some as during pregnancy, immaturity of

nervous system.
Among the various toxieants, consideration must be given to food additives.

and particularly the artificial colors and flavors as a major agent Tesponsible
---fortheciirrentprcvmilence offlLDiii enidethie- proportions. It is interesting

that a Standard and Poors graph for the dollar value for soft drinks and arti-
ficial flavors parallels a curve for the estimated incidence of II-LD over the last
decade.

There are thirteen categories of additives which consist of 2.764 compounds
according to data compiled in 1965 by the Food Protection Committee of the
National Research Council (Table IV). however, current estimates for food
additives approach 4.000 chemicals. The precise number is not known, since tnany
chemicals used by food and beverage processors are secret formulae, which makes
knowledge concerning them unavailable.

TABLE IV, CLASSIFICATION OF INTEENATIONAL A OD/TIvES

1. Preservatives 3:1
2. Antioxidants 2S3. Sequestrants .45
4. Surface Active Agents 111
5. Stabilizers. Thickeners 39
6. Bleaching and Maturing Agents 24
7. ButTers, Acids, Alkalies 60
S. Food Colors 34
9. Non-Nutritive and Special Dietary Sweeteners 4

10. Nutritive Supplements 11711... FlavoringsSynthetic 1, 61012. FlavoringsNatural 502
13. Miscellaneonsyeast foods, texturiZers, firming agents, binders, anti-

caking agents enzymes 157

Total Number of Additives 764
Although our present focus has been upon the synthetic colors and flavors, itdoes not imply that the remaining eleven categories do not cause adverse reac-tions. Actually, they do. It must be recognized that any compound, natural or
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synthetic, hum the potential to induce an adverse reaction in an individual with
the appropriate genetic profile, i.e. predisposition. Therefore, no compound is.
,exempt. Accordingly, we must evaluate every compound on the baSis of benefit
compared with risk. Applying this measure to the Colors and flavors, we learn that
these chemicals are the most commonly-encotintered'additives in our food supply,
occurring in approximately 80 percent of all foods and beverages. By virtue of .

this pervasiveness, they are the commonest causes of adverse reactions'involvino,
every systemof the body, attributed to the ingestion c food additives (Table V).
In addition, synthetic colors and flavors have no nutritional valuethey merely
SerVe a cosmetic function. Their removal from our food supply would incur no
nutritional loss: Therefore, on balance, the risk of artificial food colors and flavors
exceeds by far the benefits.

Of all the adverse reactions attributed to the synthetic food colors and flavors,
the most critical and perhaps the most dramatic are the behavioral disturbances.

TABLE V. ADVERSE REACTIONS INDUCED BY FLAVORS A ND COLORS

1. Respiratory :
Rhinitis, Nasal. Polyps, Cough. Laryngeal Edema, Hoarseness (laryngeal

nodes), Asthma.
2. Skin:

Pnritns, Dermatographia, Localized Skin Lesions, Urticaria, Angioedema.
3. Gastrointestinal:

Macrogiossia. Flatulence and Pyrosis, Constipathm, Buccal Cankers.
4. Neurological Symptoms:

Headaches. Behavioral Disturbances.
5. Skeletal System : Arthraigia with Edema.

Over the past five years we have reported on the link frequently encountered
between II-LD and the ingestion of artificial food colors and flavors as well as
foods containing a salicylate radical, a compound not identical but related to
aspirin.

We have observed 350 II-LD children in five different samples. When placed
on the Raiser-Pernmnente (K-P) Diet. (Table VI) which elhninates all foods
with a natural salicylate radical and all foods containing artificial colors and
flavors, a favorable response in the behavioral pat tern and learnhig ability was

----observed-in-30"to-50-percent-of-tlie-children;depending upon the sample.
In addition to our observations a double-blind croSsover study funded by the

National Institute of Education has validated at a high level of statistical sig-
nificance that dietary intervention influences behavior.

A double-blind crossover study at the University of Wisconsin has confirmed
the favorable response of behavior to dietary management.

A preliminary pilot clinical study in Australia. soon to be reported in the
Ncdical Journal of Australia has replicated our clinical findings.

An Interagency Collaborative Group on Hyperkinesis established by Dr. Theo-
dore H. Cooper, Assistant HEW Secretary for Health, has concluded. "The
evidence taken on a whole is sufficient to merit further investigation into diet
and the hyperkinetic syndrome."

TABLE VI. T E KATSER-PER M A N ENTE (K-P). DIET

PART I-FOODS CONTM NI NO NATURM. SALIM* LATES

Almonds Mint flavors
Apples (Cider & Cider Vinegars) Nectarines
Apricots Oranges
Blacklierries readies
Cherries Plums or Prunes
Cloves Raspberries
Cucumbers awl Pickles Strawberries
Currants All tea
Gooseberries Toi ea toes
Grapes or Raisins (Wine & Wine Oil of wintergreen

Vinegars)

FART II-ALL FOODS TITAT CONTA IN A RTI FICIA I. COLORS AND FLAVORS

The salicylate-eontaining foods may be rest orNI fpliowing 4 to 0 wepirs of
. favorable response provided no history of aspirin sensitivity exists hi the
thmily.

5 2 6
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PA WI II Ist iseEtado; WU'S (TENS

'All aspirin-containing compounds.
All medications with artificial colors and flavors.
Toothpaste and toothpowder (substitute Balt and soda or unscented Neutrogena

soap).
All perfumes.
Cheek all labels of food items and drugs for artificial coloring and flavoring..

Since permissible foods without artificial colors and flavors vary from region
to region, it is not practical to compile a list of permissible foods. Each individ-'
nal must learn to read the ingredients on the label. When colors and flavors are
speeified, the item is prohibited. If in doubt, the food Should not be used. In-
stead it is advisable to prepare the substitute at home from scratch.
In addition to the organized programs cited, hundreds of favorable responses to

the K-P Diet have been reported from all Parts of the Country as well as many
foreign Countries.

The application of the K-P Diet to entire closrooms has also reported favorable
resi Mises.

In July 1074 a program was funded by the Department of Dducation, State of
California, Dr. Wilson Riles, Superintendent, to deteradne the problems en-
eonntered when applying the K-p Diet to a classroom setting. Of 25 children in
the study nineteen showed a definite hnprovement in behavior. The unit cost for
the eontrolied luncheon Mk: less than the routine luncheon program.

A study conducted by Mrs. Ruth Davidson, a teacher at Gurney School, Cha-
grin Falls. Obio,, was titled "An Investigation Into the Effect of the .Feingold
Hyperactivity Diet on tbe Conduct of 'Normal' Children." For details. see Sup-
plement I.

For the diet to be operant, all medications must be discontinued.
When the diet is effective. a marked change in the behavior pattern is 'ob-

served within 3 to 14 days. depending upon the age of the *child. Children who
lucre been medicated may require 30 days or even 40 daYs before manifesting a
favorable response. Improved behavior is soon followed by improved muscular
coordination. When the tine muscles are involved, improvement in writing and
:lrawing 'are observed, while better coordination of gross muscles leads to im-
proved grace in posture and walking; bicycling, siViniiiihig,ind-Other-BPOrte:Eofz---
reedon in muscle coordination can also lead to an improvement In speech deficits
and reading disabilities. Correction of behavioral and muscular deficits. Is soon
folowed by improved learning. When cognitive and Perceptive deficits involve the
higher nerve centers, improvement in learning may be-delayed for several months
or even a year.

The K-P Diet may also be effective in the rnanageMent of children with
seizures and ,:te behavioral components of retardation and antism.

Among law enforcement officers, social workers, psychologists, psychiatrists and
pediatricians. it is generally agreed that behavioral disturbances and learning
disabilities in children precede the development of juvenile delinquency. Since
the synthetic colors and flavors induce childhood behavioral disturbances and
learning disabilities, it is reasonable to attribute to these chemicals a causative
role in juvenile delinquency, which is contributing to the Progressively increasing
rate of delimpiency and crime.

It is a very impressive and satisfying experience to observe the dramatic trans-
formation in the behavior and learning patterns of children managed with the
K-P Diet. The child frequently offers a history of sleeplessness. restlessness and
constant crying in infancy. The preschool and school age child is in constant
motion, flitting from object to object and subject to subject, often accompanied
by incessant babbling. The child may be disruptive, destructive, almsive. aggres-
sive. perseverative and contentious. In spite of a high IR or even if potentially
gifted. the child cannot learn but fails at school. Very often these children have
been treated for years w.i th behavior-modifying medications.

Following management with the K-P Diet. a comPlete change In the child may
1)0 observed within a week or two and sometimes within a few days. The child
beeomes quiet. docile. affectionate and cooperative. The sleep pattern improves.
Improved scholastic performance nsually follows very rapidly.

It must be recognized that within two to four hours of the slightest infraction
of the diet a complete recurrence of the behavior and learning pattern can occur.

It is also very gratifying that concerned and beleaguered parents can be re-
assured that the behavior and learning disabilities of their child is due to a quirk
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of nature, relieving them of the sense of guilt incurred by feeling they are at
fault.

The diet is very liberal and nutritious.
With the recognition that the slightest infraetion may induce a recurrence

of the entire clinical pattern within 2 to 4 hours and persists for 24 hours to' 4
days, strictest control of the diet is imperative.

Two major problems are encountered in control of the diet ; First, the food
supply at home; second, the food supply in the schools.

The elimination from the home environment of all prohibited foods and bever-
ages is the only effective means of avoiding infractions and assuring complete
compliance. This necessitates participation of all family members in the dieta-ry
program. Usually no difficulty is encountered in securing cooperation of family
members, since the rewards are so great. In addition, because these chemicals
can induce adverse reactions affecting practically every system of the body, not
infrequently other family members may report an improvement in well-being
when adhering to the diet.

In. choosing permissible foods, it is important to read the labels for the list
of ingredients. Unfortunately, disclosure is not always complete nor reliable.

To assist the shopper, a logo has been developed to appear on all food and
beverage packages to indicate complete absence of artificial food colors and
flavors (Supplement II). The logo has been registered in the US Patent Office,
has the endorsement of the FDA and already has complied with all the regula-
tions for interstate commerce.

As additional assistance to parents a number of parent associations have
developed spontaneously in this country and in Australia. The associations permit
interaction among parents for the exchange of experiences as well as menus,
reelpes and lists of permissible foods in the local market's.

The absence of a controlled program for school lunches is perhaps the most
crucial gap in dietary control for hyperkinesis and learning disabilities.

Hundreds of communications, as well as verbal reports have been received
from troubled parents, expressing their frustraiton over the failure to obtain co-
operation at the school level. As a result, the risk for dietary Infractions is ex-
tremely high, making compliance at timesalmost imposible.

he-aya il a bill ty o f .-p roldbi ted-foods-and.beverages our schools ia_esan7
pounded by the widespread distribution of vending machines for canilies rind
earbonated beverages. This situation increases the frequency of dietary infrac-
tions which induce behavioral disturbances, followed by impaired learning.

Teachers frequently report that following the recess or lunch periods. the
children in the classroom become unmanageable. This is commonly attributed to
the excitement of play, with no recognition of the potential role of food additives
acting as stimulants, the same as a drug.

All children can benefit from a program of controlled lunches. To date only the
overtly disturbed child has been studied. However, it is conceivable that the same
chemicals subtly influence the so-called "normal" child.

It is generally recognized that scholastic performance has deteriorated and is
continuing to worsen at all levels in most schools of the country. The rapid rise
in the prevalence of school vandalism, truancy, delinquency and crime is also
documented. The food provided at our schools, including luncheon programs and
those purveyed by vending machines are a rich reservoir of synthetic colors and
flavors.

Since the evidence is mounting in support of artificial colors and flavors as a
cause of behavioral disturbances and !earaing disabilities which frequently ante-
date these disorders, it becomes apparent we must examine these food additives
as an important cause for the rising tide of disturbances. The failure to recognize
a possible relationship between artificial food colors and flavors and behavioral
disturbances and learning disabilities can in great measure be attributed to the
fact that none of the chemicals introduced into foods as additives have ever been
subjected to pharmacological studies as required for a compound licensed for use
as medication. We know nothing about the pharmacological behavior of food ad-
ditives, although we are daily ingesting large quantities of these chemicals.
This is an amazing situation with the knowledge that except for terminology,
chemicals used as drugs and those used as food additives are identicalboth are
low molecular weight compounds.

The need for a school luncheon program that controls the quality of foods
served is not only imperative, it is urgent.
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The Ingestion of food chemicals acting .as toxicants has already Incurred in: ..'estimable damage to lumdreds of thousands of childrenthe future generationof this country.
. .

There is a constant search for answerS to- explain the persistent drop in scho;lastie perforthanee and the .continuedrise In vandalism, delinquency and. crime... A Panel has recently been established to study the persistent drop.in Scholasfic
Achievement Tests over the last twelVe years. . . .

The favorable response of 30 tO50 percent of the children managed on the KPDiet indieates wehave already identified not only a cause but also a cureelimi-nation 'of these chemicals.
It. Is true tlutt the mechanisms -involved are not known, nor have the specific

" componnds been identilled. But such basic data will require many years of_welletintrolled research. It is not necessary te,await the availability of basic data...It..has been demonstrated these children respond to dietary intervention. That isthe immediate and urgent needto halt and reverse the persistent rise in
scholastic failures, vandalism. delinquency and crime.

A luncheon program that is well organised and applied will be self-supporting.
Sufficient funds will he released by a reduction hi the demandS for remedial edn-eai ion 'classes and personnel which are costly, not to mention the savings on prop-
erty danmge induced by vandalism tis well as the lowered requirements- for sur-
veillance and disciplinary facilities and personnel.

Thom:awls of parents as well as most teachers of the country advocate a pro-grain for controlling artificial food colors and flavors in the school luncheon pro-gram.
The position of the teachers is well expressed in the resolution adopted by theSew York State Teachers Association, which is attached as Supplement Ill.This sl IDZIlst* COMMit tee has -ithin its purview the opportunity for a majorcontribution to the welfare of the country. The adoption of a controlled school

luncheon program will relieve hundreds of thousands of troubled children, theirbleaguered parents and harrassed teachers of an inestimable burden.

SUPPLEMENT I

AN INVESTIGXrION INTO THE EFFECTS OF THE EEINGOLD DYPIDIACTIVITY DIET
ON THE CONDUCT OF "-NORMAL" CHILDREN

[From Chtigrin Funs 'School sews, October 1975]

For two weeks during the middle of April, 1975, a class of twenty-three 'first
graders at Gurney School in Chagrin Falls, Ohio went on a strict diet supervisedby their teacher. Mrs. Ruth Davidson; and their parents. The diet wasn't forobesity but for hyperactivity.

At a meeting of school officials .and parents In early April. Mrs. Davidson ex- '.plained 'that she felt hyperactivity and related learning difileulties bad beensteadily increasing over the past ten years. among "normal" first graders in reg-ular classrooms paralleling the increase in methods in special classrooms. Withtho complete support of Mr. Jess Rankin, Gurney School Principal,.Mrs. Davidsonproposed to the parents that the children in her class be placed on a special diet.for a maximum of two weeks. The parents of twenty-two of the twenty-three chil-
dren agreed to participate in the experiment even though It meant considerableextra work for them.

The diet (called the Feingold KP Diet after its originator, Dr. Ben Feingold,an allergist and pediatrician at the Kaiser-Permanente Hospital In San Franc" .eiseo) has received much publicity recently as a result of Dr: Feingold's reported
."cure" of about 50% of the many seriously hyperactive children he has treated'..since 391:3. Dr. Keith Conners, head of the' Child Development Laboratory ofMassachusetts General Hospital, recently reported that his preliminary studies

had validated Dr. Feingold's theory that the artificial:chemical of flavoring andcoloring additives in our foods were responsible for much of the tremendouS in-
crease in .hyperactivity which this 'country has witnessad in the Past ten years.Both of these prominent pediatrician-researchers worked with seriously. hyper-active-learning disabled children. Mrs. Davidson felt that the diet might prove

.highly beneficial to normal children in a normal classroom.
The diet, given in full detail in Dr. Feingold's new book Why Your Child IsHyperactive (Random House) consisted of eliminating completely from the

I .
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chlld'S diet all foods containing artificial'coloring and artificial flavoring, plus
the temporary elimination of a group of foods (mainly certain fruits) which
naturally contain a chemical known as salicylate.

The. mOthers were, for the most part, extremely vigilant in reading labels,
preparing home-made pastries, main dishes, ice cream, etc., and in watching care-
fully for any infractions of the diet. The children ate in their room at school
rather than in the cafeteria for the two week trial period. .

Both before and after the trial period, each child was rated on a number of
traits which might indicate hyperactivity, nervousness or tension. Each parent
filled out the questionnaire (both "before" and "after") for his own child and
the teacher filled two on each child as well. The parents' and teacher's scores for

1: (nth child were averaged to get a -hyperactivity rating" for each child, both be-
fore and after the diet period.

The results cannot be considered conclusive proof in the strict scientific sense
but they strongly suggest that many children (not just those 'With diagnosed
learning disabilities) are being adversely affected by the modern American diet
which is higher in chemictd food additives than the average diet in any other
country in the world.

Twenty of the twentp-two children in the study went down in the "hyperactivity
rating" as measured by the forty item questionnaire. On a rating scale of 1 to 9,
the average decrease in hyperactivity rating was more than 1 full point (1.040)
for the twenty, children who showed a decrease. Two children showed a slight
gain in hyperaCtivity rating at the end of the two week period (.538 and .050).
The greatest decrease shown by any child in the group was a 3.065 drop in hyper-
activitY rating.

A. number of interesting and unexpected effects were observed and reported
by both parents and the teacher. Positive effects not covered by the questionnaire
were noticed more frequently for boys than for girls, although the average de-
crease in hyperactivity rating on the questionnaires was slightly greater for girls
than boys. Only two girls, but eight boys, seemed to undergo dramatic and highly
noticeable changes. However, the most changed child in the class was a girl.

Six children experienced a period, after a week or more on the diet, of being
very "fussy" and irritable and of crying at every little thing. These withdrawal-

--like symptoms lasted one or two days.-
Seven parents noted that their child went to bed and to sleep earlier and more

easily but two felt this might be due to more outdoor play after school. Three
also comment that their children awoke earlier, easier and in a much improved
mood.

'Four parents reported that their child played moretaTmonionslywithaiblingS_____
and friends.

A. reduction in amount and volume of talking was noticed by five parents and
. by the teacher in cri/ but five of the children In the classToom. One of these five
children was highly "talkative" before the diet, but on the diet talking increased
to an ahnoSt steady flow throughout the school day. The other four were rather
quiet children who seemed to become more out-going and animated on the diet:-

rrhe talkative child who became more talkative also became more active physi-
cally. He preferred to play outdoors with neighborhood children rather than
watch T.V. after school as had been his custom. He went to bed and to sleep more
easily. Ile experienced a recurrence of a bed-wetting problem which had not been
a problem for some time. This may have been due to sleeping more soundly while
on the (liet. The problem cleared up completely shortly after be went off the diet
a t the end of the two week period. Two other mothers reported no change in bed-
wetting problems with their boys:

One family of .four, all of whom followed the diet rigidly for the two week
Period, reported *that -all- of them .seemed to feel happier and healthier. The
school-age girl who had been plagued by allergies and (laity stomach aches
since infancy was reported to have not experienced a single instance of either
during the diet period. This was in addition to improved dispositionespecially at
bed-time and upon arising in the morning. The pre-school aged boy in the family
who had had one continuous cold all' winter, recovered within a few daYs on the
diet and had no more cold symptoms during' the two weeks. This boy, although
not included in the experimental group, experienced a great change for the
better in hyperactive behavior according to his mother.

Several interesting changes were apparent in school work and school behavior.
Four boys Who had had much difficulty with writing, all showed marked improve-
ment. Two of the boys who had been the poorest writers in the class, despite con-

C./
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scientious effort, Improved dramatically, Both went from near Illegibility to
uear perfection almost overnight. The other two'improved substantially.

TWO. Of the same boys, both of whom had been very reluctant readers, spent
much of their free time the last two school days on the diet, voluntarily reading
qnietly in tbe seats. Previously, both had spent all, free time talking, reaming
around the room or annoying their neighbors. Both read more fluently orally the
last few days as well. Little change in home behavior was reported by either of
these boys' mothers:

One additional child, a girl, showed a dramatic Improvement in fluency in oral
reading. Previously, she had had much diffieuity In oral rending being troMiled
by "stut teri ng", halting, skipping, repetitions and uncontrolled eye movements.
She showed fi greater willingness to read silently during the diet periOd as well.

The four children in the class who had been rather quiet, serious, sOft-spoken
anti somewhat timid appearing children all became less "subdued". They spoke
more frequently and louder, smiled more and took a more active Part in both
Work and phly activities. This was also true of a fifth child but he wasn't par-
ticularly subdned verbally before the diet, although he was physically to sonic
extent.

One boy who had been extremely high strnag, fidgety, and super talkative,
sbowed good improvement in all three of these areas. He talked less and with
less volume. Also the pitch or tone'of his voice seemed to become more pleasant
and mellow. Tbis improvement in voice quality was quite noticeable in the ease
of 07i 1! girl also.

In the opinion of the teacher, the entire atmosphere in the Classroom improved.
Toward the end of the second 'week, the overall atmosphere seemed quieter, More
relaxed and more pleasant. In general, the children seemed to be less-argumenta-
tive, more willing and more able to work quietly, and they produced better work.
They seemed somewhat happier and more relaxed. There were fewer emotional
outhursts and considerably less need for elose,supervision in order to maintain
order and assure good progress in school subjects.

Near the end of the diet period, one of the children was overheard te ask
another, "Why are you smiling all tbe time lately?" The little girl responded,
"I don't .know. I just feel real happy inside now." This seems to sum, up the

_ changes as_well as anything I.ean say._
As a; teacher. I am convinced beyond any reasonable doubt that the diet

did work for most children !in my class in improving personal .habits, social
relationships and school progress. I only wish we could all stay on it forever.,I feel
quite Sure it Would make the cbildren's lives and my job much happier and, .

easier hy letting the true personality and full learning capabilities-of each chihl
"come through" undistorted and undisturbed by artificial chemical stimulation
or repression.

SUPPLEMENT II,

'TEACHERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK MEBTING, APRIL 1976...

RESOLUTION. SUBMITTED. BY THE .NIAGARA 'FALLS. 'CHAPTER ;13 01 ON, .HYPEIIKINESIS.

Whereas;hundreds of thousands o'f preadolescents are siiffering from what has
now beCome a serious problemhyperkinesis, a condition which eauSes 'children
to he oVeractive or hyperactive to an extreme, and. *.

Whereas, affected children are plagued by.excessive reitlessneis,.short atten-
tion sPan and' poor impulse control, to the degree that their learning ability at
school is greatly hampered, and

Whereas, the inability of hyperactive children to sit st1 . or pay attention long
enough to learn results In academic failure and often problems so serious that
they must be put in special schools, and

Whereas; while the exact canse of hyperkinesis is not known, fairlY conclusive
evidence indicates a causal relationship between the use of artificial food color-
ing and flavoring used in food produets and the incidence of hyperkinmis, and

Whereas; Dr. Ben F. Feingold of the Kaiser-Permanente,Medical"Center in
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,.San Francisco has confirmed this causal relationship through extensive research,
'and

Whereas, the well-being of all children and the maintenance of an atmosphere
, conducive to good learning are and should be primary concerns of all teachers

in New York State, now, therefore, -

4Be it resolved that the New York State United Teachers go on record in
opposition to the use of any artificial coloringand flavoring that contributes to
hyperkinesis, and

. Be it further resolved that NYSUT bring all possible and necessary pressure
to bear on food processors and food distributing companies (including the spon-

,sorship ,of legislation) to cease and desist from the use of any artificial food
coloring and flavoring that has been shown to contribute to hyperkinesis, and

Be it further resolved that all NYSUT members be encouraged to refrain from
purchasing and/or use of food products that contain artificial food coloring and
artificial food flavoring that has been shown to contribute to hyperkinesis.

(Action taken and passed. 200 delegates present.)

SUPPLEMENT III

EXCERPT FROM THE NATIONAL SCHOOL Lux' cn PROGRAM, PART 210.10(F )
A FEDERAL REGULATION

Substitutions may be made in foods listed in Paragraph A-1 of this section if
. individual participating children are unable, because of medical or other special
dietary needs, to eonsume such foods. Such substitutions shall be made only

. when supported by a statement from a recognized medical authority which
includes recommended alternate foods.
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS''ON THE SCHOOL
LUNCH PROGRAM

MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 1976

Housr. REermsExy.vrrvEs,
Sitiscommrt"rEE ox ELEMENT:11W, SEcoximnr,

AND Voc.vrioxm, .P:ot7CA rrox O1 THE
ComArrrra: ox Ent-c.vrlox AND LAMM.

117(Whirlio)/.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice. at 9:20 a.m. in room 2175.

Rayburn I louse Office Biii1diii. iloui. C:irl D.. Perkins (chairman of
t he 5ilb6n11lilittee) presiding.-

Members present : .Represeatatives Perkins, Miller,..ana-Buchanan..
Stan. present.: John r. Jennings. majority counsel ; Beatrice Clay,

staff assistant; and Charles Radcliffe, minority counsel.
Chairman Pnlauxs. We an; delighted to welcome to the conunittee

this morning, several witnesses from the great State of California.
I think we have one of die ,e.reatest Members, one of the greatest intel-
lectuals who has ever served in the C.'ongress from that great State on
this connilittre, Mr. George Miller. .

I am going to let George make any statement concerning the wit-
nesses and the summer feeding program he would care to make at
this time.

Mr. MILLER. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for
giving as the opportunity to have this hearing. AS'you know,in the
last month, and especially in the past couple of weeks, a great deal of
co»troversy hums so rrounded the administration of the summenfeeding

I.
program.

along with yon. and a ninnber of the members of this coMmittee,
are nither disturbed by many comments that we have heard publicly-
about exactly what is going on in-the. program. This seems to be the
source of the problem. .

From the panel that we have this morning, I hoPe that we will net
some divergence of views as to exactly what can be done to insure tliat
I he 'mandate that we sought is carriaout in feeding those needy cimil-
dren who have this program available to them.

.read some of the testimony coming down on the plane last night
and this morning..I dare Say that it conflicts with some of the public
statements various public aicials have made in mv State and other
States about what is going on. So, I look forwara to this hearing.
I appreciate the opportunity; as I said.

Chairman PEllkiNs. I do want to statethat I do want. to make a trip,
.a committee trip to .California at the request of Mr. Miller at a later
date, not later than October. I will look forward to that trip.

(529)
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We will look forward Io collecting evidence that will be beneficial
to the.committee..As I iirideistaiid, we are trying to go'into your area
first, then if Possible swing doWn into the Los Angeles'a readtiringthe
One weekend, Or during the week, when we are Out of session.

The sununer feeding program has attracted considerable. attention .

over the Nation. First., becanse it is one of the greatest prOgrams that
we have ever enacted. Then there has been some derogatory criticism
brought about by a. few fly-by-night people taking advantage of .the
program.

We want to see the program operated in the most efficient and effe&-
tiva .way possible, in order that the program will not'get bogged down
anywhere along the line because of 'any problems.

I want to call, as our first witness this morningwe have .apanel
Mrs.. Gene White. director of Office of Food arid 'Nutrition Services,
California State Department of Education; Mr. Harry M. Redoglia,
.deputy business.manager,Los Angeles. Unified School District; Tie-
tbria Katayania, child mitrition program specialist., California Nutri-..
tion Action Committee, and Frances A. Zwenig, staff attorney, Food
Law Center. California Rural Legal .Assistance.

To save time, we will hear from each of vou before asking our
questions. Go ahead, MTS. White, you are listed first.

STATEMENT OP L. GENE WHITE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF FOOD AND
NUTRITION SERVICES, CALIFORNIA STATE. DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION

vou.-Mr. Chairman.. .
Mr. Chairman and -kr. Miller, members of the committee, I wish to

thank you for this opportunity to appear before yon today, 'and in so
doing- report our urgent concerns regarding the summer food service
prograin in California.

I am.Gene White, director of the Office of Food and Nutrition Serv-.
ices in. tlie California State Department of Edfication, Saeramento,
Calif. .

The California Department of Education. Office of Food and Nutri-
tion Serviees. administers one of the most significant child nutrition
programs in the 'Nation. The summer food service program, which is '

the focus of my.testimony today, is but one of six Federal ehild nutri-
tion programs adminiStered by this agency.

Also administered by the-office of food and nutrition services are
the national school Innelt program, the school breakfast program. the,
child care food' program, the special milk program, and a nonfood
a ssi sta nee program.

These hild nutrition programs, individually and collectiVely, Make
an important contribution to the health and education of almost every ,
scltool age child in our State. The national school lunch program, for
example, reaches over 1.5 million children each schoolday..These are
excellent programs. and we are very proud of them. They represent a
budget. of over $200 niilliim Federal dollars in fiscal year,1976 alone.

Tlw California State Legislature's concern for the suppert of child
nntrition programs is evidenced by the recent passage-of Senate bill
2020. and Senate:hill 120. TheSe collectively provide $28 Millien in
fiscal year 1976, and will provide.$37 million in fiscal year..1977,--

w-..5.J 4
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This legislation, in addition to providing funds for child nutrition
and nutrition education also mandates all public schools to:provide
at least one nutritionally adequate meal to each needy child during
each regular school day.

As a result of this State legislation and because of the increased con-
cern by local boards of education, many new schools are now partici-

. pating in child nutrition programs, and the State has experienced in
excess of 13-percent growth in the national school lunch and school
breakfast program participation during the past year.

I have provided this background information concerning the scope
of the child nutrition programs in California so that you will have
some understanding of the support these programs are receiving from
the State of California, the State legislature, and the department of
education. It is from this broad base of concern that I view the emerg-
ing summer food service program.

Early on in my testimony, I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that
we are totally committed to the summer food service program. We feel
that it. provides a very important nutritional source for many, many
needy children. This program provides nutritional help to children
who would otherwise be deprived of food assistance such as they get
at other times of the year under the national school lunch and break-
fast programs.

,The 1976 summer food service program for children is covered under
the legislative provisions of Public Law 94-105, enacted October 7,
1975. That act revised and broadened the previous special food service
prowrain for children which operated since 1968 under an amendment
to tile National School Lunch Act.

During the summer months, sites are organized and run by public
and private nonprofit sponsors to benefit children from areas in which
at least one-third of the children are eligible for free and reduced price
school meals. This is under the State's family size income standards.

The sponsors may include municipal, county, and State agencies,
school systems, recreation groups, churches and social service orga-
nizations. Residential summer camps can be eligible if one-third of the
attending children are eligible for free or reduced price school meals,
or if attendance is drawn from areas in which one-third of the chil-
dren are eligible' for free and reduced price school meals. In Cali-
fornia, we find that approximately two-thirds of our sponsors are from
the private sector.

Although the program is geared primarily to the summer school
vacation period, meal services may also be provided under this pro-
gram at other approved times of the year.

California is experiencing a dramatic growth in this program. This
growth is characterized by the Federal support required to reimburse
community sponsors. For example, in the summer of 1975, $6.5 million
were distributed by the Office for this program.. This amount will
escalate to at least $14 million this summer, the 'summer of 1976. This
summer 156 sponsors are providing meals _to children as compared
to 100 last year.

This rapid growth as well as statutory changes at the Federal level
have :created some unprecedented administreive problems. Public
Law 94-105 liberalized policy and procedures .,) the extent that ade-
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quate administrative control at the State level is extremely difficult
if not almost. impossible.
. I wish to identify five problem areas concerniug the administration
of the program. I will also submit recommendations for your consid-
eration.

Our first concern is the publication date of regulations. Under pres-
cut Federal regulations, the final operatincr regulations are 'to be "nth-
fished bv the U.S. Department of Agriculture by March 1 of each
year. This is too late. It does not provide adequate time fo advance
planning. review of sponsor applications and programs, st LII train:
mg, and site reviews.

We recommend that. final operating regulations be pull shed by
October 1 of each yea r. This would coincide with the new Fede -al fiscal
year. It would also provide State agencies with additional ssential
time for assisting sponsoN with administrative detailsof the program.

Our second concern is tulvanced funding. Under present Wend
regulations, advanced payments are made to local sponsors on the
basis of the sponsors' estimate of the number of meals to be served.
We have serious ameern rep.ardim, sponsors who may overestin ate the
amount of meals to be served and later face serious financial ptellems
when retrieval of advance funds takes place.

The impart of this reoulation was recently presented to this com-
mittee in test imony by john M. Damgard, Deputy Assistant Sec vtary,
f.7.S. Department of Agriculture, who stated :

name law 94-105 mandates tht all eligible sponsors who apply shall auto-
matically be approved to participate in the program. An eligible spottsor isdefined in law as a public or nonprofit private institution which providels_meal
service to children front needy areas. While we have developed minimum spon-
ory and site criteria, it is very difficult for a State to deny program participation
to a :tponsor even when that sponsor's past performance has indicated its iii-
uit41tt ito properly adminigter the program. Potentially, a sponsor Could receive
odvanekd funding amid never operate a program.

We recommend that the State agency be pluvided authority to
adjust, true sponsor's estimate of participation for purpose of advanced
funding;This adjustment would be based upon the agency's review of
the application for participation and -other pertinent information.

Our third eoncern is the financial responsibility of sponsors.
Chairman PEnktss. Let, me interrupt at tlris point.
Do yom feel that the lamruage that we have in the present act fails

to give ttle Department of Agriailture authority to adjust the sPon-
sor s estimates for participation ?

Mrs. WrrrrE. We see this as being a very basic problem, yes, sir,
very basic. Our real concern isreally

Clem irman PERKINS. That is where the advance payments are made.
Mrs. WI rry.. Yes, sir, the advance payments. Here we see two prob-

lems. Aside from the administration problem. kilo sponsor in all good
faith may overestimate. This is very possible. When this happens.
there is really a really seri.ous retrieval problem later on.

Chairman Pi:muss. Would you feel that the sugrrestion would be
better in trying to a mem t he law, and take away the ardvanced fundin,g
and snbstitute in lieu thereof tile reimbursement., such as we have in
the school lunch and breakfast programs ? Do you feel that this would
be more effective for the summer feeding program ?
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Mrs. WRITE. I feel tluit it would be more effective, and more Cumn-
cially responsibk. I fowever, I must poira out front the position of the
sponsor that many sponsors lack operating (-vital. Many of the pri-
vate agencies have very little funds, and they tell me that. it would be
impossible for sonw cif them to start a program, because they don't
have the advance nioney to get; going.

I would think that we would have to look at that as a problem, but
certainly something needs to be done.

Chairman PEE:KIN:4. Go right. ahead. Excuse me for interrupting.
Mrs. Wurrs. If authority for advance funding is ever to be given;

as an example, Mr. Chainuan. I have in mind a sponsor this summer
who mine in with a large number of sites on which we would make
advanced payments. Some of those sites later were closed. So they are
!roing to have a real retrieval problem.

This is -just an example of some of tile things we are finding.
Our third concern is the financial responsibility of sponsors. Under

present regulations, bonding of sponsom is not required. If the sponsor
not finaneially responsible. serious problems may result.

fornia's superhuendent of imblicinstruction. Dr. Wilson Riles,
referred to his concern with this potential problem in his press release
of July O. 1976, which stated :

If a Itical program lot& up in the mime of nue summer for one reason nr
another, there may he no recourse for the food vendors. or flie Department of
Education, to recover money or goods already advanced.

Wu recommend that sarepliards be provided through law and/or
regulations to guarantee the sponsor's final teial responsibility in the
use of public funds.

Our fourth concern is sponsor capability. Through -our numerous
sponsor and site reviews this summer, we are frequently finding spon-
sors lack adequate expertise and experience to operate and manage a
large food service program.

As a result, some sponsors are grossly overordering or miderorder-.
inp- meals, food quality controls are f.requently norestablished and
recordkeepin,, is too often inadequate to substantiate claims for
reimbursemerit.

We recommend that the State administrative np.ency be granted
authority, before the sponsors start operation, to limit the number of
meals and/or the number of sites a. sponsor may administer.

This limitation -would he based upon one of the following: The
sponsor's demonstrated performance in previous years, or the capa-
bility to operate a food service program as determined through review
of die application for participation and other related information.

Our fifth and last item that we would bring to your attention is
$tate administrative. expense. Present Federal regulations provide for
the allocation of State administrative funds on a calendarized basis.
BudgetatT praetices in the State of California that govern the Office
of Food and Nutrition Services expenditures are inconsistent, with
this prOcedure. and ealendar.

"We recommend that, a total sum be allocated for the administration
of the program. This sum would be based upon the State plan and
would be available to the State agency when the State planis approved.

These five concerns are briefly stated and the recommendations are
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. .in .conceptual thrills. We do, however; liope they will be considered for
tlm future administ ration of tlte program.

.The Summer food service program is meeting an important need in
.
the State of California. The need is great. -The prooTam is making a
very:positive contribution tothe health and well-being- of many thow7
sands of children, and these are children -who would otherwise not
have . nutritionally adequate meals during the periods of school
vacation. -

Working tegether, the Federal Government and State crovernment,
and service histitutions have un opporttudty to improve aillinistrative
practices of the summer food service program. As a result, the program
would be strengthened and would further serve the needs of 'children.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before your committee. ..
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Redoglia. Pkase identify your-

.self,.for the record.

STATEMENT OF HARRY H. REDOGLIA, DEPUTY BUSINESS MAN-
AGER, LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Mr. REDGWA. My name is Harry M. Redoglia, and I am deputy
business manager for the Los Angeles Unified School District, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, your statement will be ea-.
tered into the record in full. You may proceed in any manner you
prefer.

[Prepared statement of Harry M. Redoglia -follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HARRY M. REDOGLIA, DEPUTY BusniEss MANAGER.
LOS z-NGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUMMER squom. FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR CIIII.DREN

.The Los Angeles Unified School District has participated In the Summer School
Food Service Program for Children for the past four years. The School District
was first authorized as a sponsor in the summer of 1973. Previous to 1913, sehool
districts were not eligible for sponsorship of the program.

RECAP OF THE LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT PROGRAM

Yea?
Average Total

Sites lunches daily Days served lunches served

1973 183 51,824 44 2, 280, 256

1974 186 49,750 29 1, 442, 750
1975 175 71,929 28 2.014,012
1976 246 97,045 29 2,814, 305

The program has been highly successful in the Los Angeles City Schools since
its inception. It has provided continuity to the National School Lunch Program
which operates during the regular school year. The majority of the children who
participate in the summer lunch program are those who regularly participate in
the School District's lunch and breakfast program during the regular school
year. It should be noted that the 97,045 children participating in the 1976 program
is approximately 44% of the 220,000 who are provided free lunches during the
regular school year.

We believe the success of any food service program is related to the capabilities
of the organization responsible for the program. The Los Angeles Unified School
District program has been successful because :

1. The District has adequate food service and operational personnel. The reg-
ular food service work force exceeds 3,600 employees. An adequate number of
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these employeeg have been available on a part-time basis and have been assigned
to operate the summer lunch program.

.2. The Distridt has adequate facilities for preparation and serving of lunches.
Los Angeles has 472 school kitchens, one Central Kitchen that services 18 schools
and one Manufacturing Kitchen which produces bulk food products for the entire
School District. The School District served an average of 462,033 meals per day
during the 1975776 school year.

3. The summer program has provided a continuity to the District food service
program which operates at schools during the regular school year. The summer
school food service program commences whet: students are dismissed froin the
summer school instruction program at noon.

4. The District has developed efficient systems for (a) . food purchasing, (B)
food testing, (c) menu planning, (d) food preparation, (e) quality control, (1)
personnel assignment, (g) meal reporting, (h) inventory control, (i) fiscal con-
trol, (j) in-service training, (k) repair and replacement of cafeteria equipment,
and (I) receiving, storing, delivery of food and supplies. Because of these cap-
abilities, the summer school food service program has been easily assimilated into
the School District's food service operation.

5. The District has adequate supervisory personnel. School District playground
employees who operate the recreational program at school sites are assigned to
supervise the summer lunch service at all operating sites.

It should be noted that problems do arise in the operation of a summer lunch
program. Most of them are similar to those encountered in the operation of any
type ot children's food service program, but others seem to be unique to the
sumnier program. Some problems have arisen when :

1. Children attempt to take the lunch from the site during the food service
period. .

2. Adults attempt to participate in the program.
3. Private non-profit service agencies attempt to sponsor, a summer pro-

gram at a school site operated by the District.
The District has in all cases resolved these problems in order to comply with the

prograin regulations as specified by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture. The Los Angeles Unified School District believes that the program truly
serves the needs of low-income children during the summer months and plans to
continue their sponsorship in the years to come.

Mr. REDOMTA. My name is I-Tarry Redoglia. and I amn deputy busi-
ness manager of the Los Angeles Unified School District. I appreciate
your invitation to appear before your committee to give a statement
and testimony relative to our participation in the Los Angeles Unified
School District in the sumnmner school food service program for
children.

I will make my statement brief. You do have a copy of it. T. merely
wish to make a -few points.

We have participated in this program for the past 4 years. At the
end of the surruner session. Ive will have served a total of 8.5 million
lunches since. 1973. We truly believe that the program is worth all of
tho effort. all of the problemns on the part of our workers, on the part of
our school teachers and our principals who have become involved in it.

It gives continuity to our regular program that operates during the
school year. The same youngsters -who participates and are el itrible for
free meals in the national school lunch program and breakfast pro-
gram. aro those youngsters that are participating during the summer
months.

The Los Angeles District, like other large school districts, does have
the capability of operating a program of this size. Otir normnal lunch
program exceeds 400,000 meals a day, and this programn is about 97,000
per clay. So we do have the ability amid the capability to do the job, and
we do do the job.
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. I believe- that the program must.continue becauSeit does serve the.- .

needs of the youngsters who are eligible and who should L reeeiving
nutrition all year long.

Fthink 1. may Point out, and it maY be relative to other sponSors,
that it-is necessary to have some capabilities: (1) You have to have
trained people, and you have to have the ability to train these people;
(2) you have to have a facility ; (3) you haVe to have aa audit train for
everything you do. I think that this may be the one single point that all
of the sponsors 'miss. But if you have an audit. trail for everything that
you (1o, your questions relative to advance subsidies may be answererl.

We look forward to partipating in this program in the years- to
come. We tldnk that we have been successful-We haVe had problems.
You have problems whenever you try to feed any number of people,
and .particularly children. Some of the problems have been somewhat
unique to this program, but we meet these problems, and we resolve
them. We always look at the fact that we are serving youngsters. If we .
can do .the best job possible, then our task is well worthwhile.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman-PERKINS. Miss Katayama, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF VICTORIA KATAYAMA, CWILT) NUTRITION
PROGRAM SPECIALISTS, CAUTORNIA NUTRITION ACTION
COMMITTEE

Ms. KATAYAMA. My name is Vicki Katayama, and I tthank you all
very much for letting me speak today.

I ;1M a child nutrition program specialist with the California Nutri-..
tion Action Conunittee (C.NAC). 1 work out of the children's right.
group (CRG) office in the San Francisco Bay area.

Both the California Nutrition Action Committee and children's
rights group are nonprofit organizations which provide information

.and technical assistance to communities in the effort to set up federally
funded food programs.

One of our goals is to see that all the poor children of California arc
fed during the summer months. Being affiliated with the above organi-
zations, I have been working the past 8 months throughout California
providing outreach for the ;:iummer food program, settingup summer
food programs, including programs in the State migrant centers, and
acting as a liaison between the community and the State.

It will be my attempt this day to present my firsthand eXP-Cri-e-nces
.ti.nd evaluations concerning the summer food program to thelnembers
of this committee. Since much of my time has been spent with the stun-
mer'food program, I welcome this opportunity to speak with you.

. I will be speaking on behalf of .California Nutrition Action Corn-
n ii ttee, Children's.Rights Group Council of Churches" San Francisco
LTnified School District; the ainatowa Coalition Z.:iouth Berkeley
Community Church,. San Francisco Recreation and Parks Depart-.
ment, Akbar Learning Center, Catholic Youth Organization,. and
Modoc Indian Education Council.

Expressed problem areas wish to speak on various issues that are-
beina discussed about the swnmer food program. Both John Damgard
II, Beputy Assistant Secretary of the I.L6. Department -of Agricul-
tnre, who testified before you on July !?,.2, and a press statement made
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by Wilson Riles, superintendent of schools in Califoriila.,, brought
out the followinu points:

First, the exiaence of improper management of the summer food
programs by sponsoring agencies;

Second, the present Federal regulations concerning advance funds
shoald be altered to allow the State department of education to decide
wlwther or not to offer advance funds;

Third, the needy children are not being reached; and
Fourth, food is being; wasted.
..They also offer soln:.ions to some of the issues, but I think we need to

uo back further and look ut the root of these problems before attempts
can be made to better the program.

Question of improper manageinent : First let us look at possible rea-
sons as to why some prognuns are having problems. According to the
Federal regulations, the summer food program may begin by MITI.

If a program is to begin on May 1, a sponsor would need the applica-
tion in advance to give the State department of .education its allowed
30 days to process it. This would make the latest date the application..

. should be availahle April 1.
'However,_ in California, applications were not diStributed until

May T. In fact. at least one director of a sponsoring agency was so
worried about the intent-to-operate form included in the application
which stated : "This questionnaire must be completed and returned not
later than May 7, 197G," she mailed it express delivery to the State
department o f education.

Although. the State department of education was to he commended
for offering three workshops. each covering different areas of the sum-
mer food program, the workshops were late. The last State workshop
was .held the week of June 8 and this made it almost impossible for
any sponsor to begin before thiut time.

Another 'contributing factor to problem. areas of management may be
due to the fact that s,nnsors were not sent copies of the rederal regula-
tions, despite the Act that the U.S. Department of Agriculture
operational memo to the tate department of education required it.

Therefore, sponsors were unaware of the technical aspects of the
pmgram. We received many requests from sponsors for copies of the
.regulations. Therefore, in the -:onscientions attempt to remedy manage-
ment problems of certain sponsors, such-sponsors require early cooper-
ation and organization from the State department of education to
realize their responsibil;ties.

.,Question o advancei,z4is: At this time, we need to look at the back-
;;.ri,..lnd of the 'summer food program. This program Was created to
reach children where they are during the summe. Since not all chil-
dren attend school but often participate in activities sponsored by
'community centers, it is .important that both school districts and com-
numity centers continuelo administer this program in order to reach
all thoSe eligible. . .

Unlike school districts, nonprofit community groups often do not
have excess funds available. In. most cases, there is a real need for
mlvance funds.

. There are tvio community ,.groups we have been working closely with,
that I would like to telt you about now. The first is a nonprofit, Moslem
day care center in WeselDakland run hy Volunteers. They heard about
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our organization through friends of theirs and asked us to meet with
them to discuss the program.

They were aware of many poor areas in Oakland which were in
great need of food and activities. They canvassed the neighborhood
to see how many children would participate and saw this as the perfect
opportunity to create reading and recreational activities for these
children al oncr with a food serv ice..

They now have seven sites in operation, servincr 1,000 breakfasts,
1,000 snacks, 1,000 lunches and 1,000 dinners dail;. Since the food is
good, there is very little wale.

Unfortunately, this is one of the small community organizations
who suffered because advance funds were withheld. At first the vol-
unteers were paying for the food with their own money. When the
bills became too high, they were required to take out a loan until they
received their advance payments in order to continue serving the
children.

The second group is a small church in northern Alameda County
that was a serving site last summer with a parks and recreation de-
pirtment. Their reason for becoming a sponsor was to.jmprove the
quality of food the children were getting.

Last year's meals were cold, prepacked lunches, and there was food
being wasted. Until they received their July advance payment on
July 28, the director was paying for the food with his own money.

Both of these summer food programs are excellent examples of
why we need to, one, continue to operate the summer food programs
in community centers in addition to schools and, two, provide spon-
sors with advance funds at the first of each month as stated in the ,

regulations.
Issue of needy children: Although many needy children are being

reached bv the summer food procrram I am convinced that other
needy children are not being reach&l. One of the major reasons is that
the outreach done by the State department of education on this pro-
gram is inadequate.

Our latest statistics show that only 25 percent of the eligible Cali-
fornia children are being reached. Many school districts who received
our summer food Trogram bulletin in Afay told us that they 'were not
aware of the program prior to receivina our letter.

The following experience will illUserate this point: A man from an
Tmlian agency in a poor, rural area of Northern California wrote me

letter thanking us for informing him about the summer food pro-
crram. He explained that they are seldom told about other available

rograms.
After obtaining the necessary information from our organization

and subsequent approval by the State he has since berrun operation
of a summer food program; 99 percent of the childreiihe serves are
poverty level.

Therefore, in accordance with statements issued by Riles and Dam-
gard, it is apparent that needy children in many community areas
are not being served. More conscientious attempts to step up outreach
to these areas will be necessary to combat the present thtuation when
considering the future direction of the summer food program. Upon
the realization that hungry children go unfed, the responsibility for
such outreach can no longer continue to be neglected.
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Questions about food waste :Trom food sites we are convinced that

'Much of food waste is caused by the quality of the food served. I
have visited sites where the children eagerly go back for seconds -.be-
cause the food is good. Just as when we .eat, the attitude and atmos-
phere the food is served in is another

important element in children
eating the food.

Conclusion : It cannot be argued that these problems do not exist,however, these programs should be generalized to all summer food
prograMs. I have seen many community operated summer food pro,
grains that more than adequately fulfill the goals of the sununer iood
program:

Nosilthat we have seen some of the origins of these problems, we
need to fmd constructive ways of improvingthe summer food program.
It is very important that we keep the summer food program, .where
the children are in the communities.

Having worked with the San Francisco community on the suinmer
food program since January 1976, I have been able to see the good it
has done for not only the children, but also the city of San Francisco.

In 1975, approximately 13,000 lunches were served to the ehildren of
San Francisco, but this summer at least 35,000 lunches 20,000 break-

. fasts, and 27,000 snacks.
The munber of places that children can eat:

has increased from 83 last stunmer to 259 this sumther.The San Francisco Unified School District, San Francisco Sym-
phony, San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department,. Council of

.Churches, and various other community groups have worked together
to see that the needy children of San Francisco received Meals this
summer.

.

In addition, the departmentof social services became involved. They
sent notices in .four different languages to their receipients to notify
them that their children are elicrible for -the program. To followup
they set up a hotline to refer the.children to the various sites through-
out the city.

This program also gave jobs to hundreds of youth throughout the
qty and gave them a background and training they can use in the!attire. It also created business fOr local caterers and food suppliers.

This is the first year this program is operating mider..Public Law
4-195, one of the finest pieces oflegislation ever written for the bene-
t of children. Problems are always expected with new programs, but

.need to realize that such problenis are not unsurmonntable. It is
3ry important that we all work together to make the necessary im-rovenients at the appropriate administrative leVels in order toFirst, preserve the summer food program in both- the schoolsand communities;

Seeond, continue advance payments for sponsoring agencies;
, Third, expand outreach efforts ; and-Fourth-, improve the qualityof the food served.If it is to be our goal to provide

quality, nutritious meals to poor
ldren, then we must unite to accomplish this goal to the benefit of
children. .

%airman PERRINS.Let me thank you.Ve will hear now from our next witness. I understand that you .are
attorney in a rural area of California. Are you practicing'law in
tral section?
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Ms. ZwENIll. I praei ice law throughout the State. I am with CSA

funded group that is responsible for the Federal food progTam

advocacy in Arizona, Nevada, and California and Hawaii,

[Prepared statementof Frances A. Zwenig follows

PREPARED STATEMENT
OF FitAxels A. ZWENIG. STAFF ATTORNEY,

Foot) LAW CENTER,

CALIFORNIA RURAL
LEGAL ASSISTANCE

I would like to thank the committee for holding this series of hearings on the

operations of this Smitnnwr's Food Service Program for Children and for per-

mitting groups like ours to present our experiences to your first-hand.

I am an attorney with the Food Law Center of the California Rural Legal

Assistance. The Fond l.aw Center receives funds from the Community Services

Administration to engage in federal food program advocacy in the western region

of time United States..Toward this end: I have actively worked With various

california organisations anxious to participate in the 'summer feeding program.

As problems have arisen in
California, I have compared those problems with the

handling of similar problems in other states. What follows here ig a smunutry of

my California
expreience and an attempt to place that experiencein a national

'context. THE SUMMER FEEDING PROGRAM
IN CALIFORNIA

Dr. Wilson Riles. the Superintendent of Schools in California and hence the

Chief California
Administrator of the Summer Feeding Program, held a press

conference in Sacramento on .Tuly :29. His press statement reflected the frustra-

tions of his staff and many other state officials. The State Department of Educa-

tion perceives itself helph,ssly
caught in the middle between the local sponsors

and the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). Dr. Riles therefore

pointed both to the individual sponsors and to USDA to explain various program

abusessuch as questionable
reimbursement claims and defaulting vendorsand

the Sta te's own lack of compliance
with the federal regulations. For example. the

themes-of Dr. Riles' statement. were: (1) sponsors are inexperienced and there

is potential for mismanagement ; (2) specific federal regulations are not stringent

enough : and, (3) the USDA regulations 'were not timely enough to permit proper

planning by time state.

ADVANCE FUNDS: TICE SYMPTOM,
NOT THE DISEASE

Dr. Riles suggested tbat one of tbe ways to remedY the
situation is to "change

. . present federal regulations which force flie Department of Education to

thke advance payments to local sponsors without adequate verification of meals

to be served." I would like to focus on the question of advance funding not only

beeause of my experience negotiating with the State of California on their

failure to release the adyance funds as required by law, but also because Cali-

fornia's unhappiness with advance funds is symptomatic of the underlying

problems with the summer feeding program.

CONGRESSIONAL
INTENT: THE AVAILABILITY OF ADVANCE FUNDS

As you well know, the Summer Feeding Program for. Children was created by

Congress in 1903 as an amendment to the National School Lunch Act. 42 U.S.C.

1701. The program
provides for free meals for children under the age of 10 during

time summer
months (May 1St through September 30) and during other school va.

cations which last longer than 15 continuous school days. The Intent of the pro .

gram:is to provide, as far as; possible, a full and balanced diet during school vaea

tion to benefit. especially those children from poor families who receive free am

reduced price meals under the National School Lunch and Breakfast program

while school is in session.
In enacting P.L. N-105. S9 Stat. 511 (October 7, 1975) Congress underscore

*the importance it placed upon child nutrition programs. We applaud the for(

sight. of this action. Heavy empluisis was placed upon the
amendments to ft

Summer Feeding Progrnmu nrovisions of the Act, particularly on expanding pa

tieipation to all eligible sponsors upon request. through the provision of advant

fnuding. thereby enabling even sponsors with limited capital to provide nutritim

meals in low-Income children. In this regard. the Congressional
Record of ,Tu

and September. 1.975 ls replete with statements by Senators and Representativ
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which express the clear Congressional intent that advance funding, be made
available to eligible sponsors on the firstday of June, July,'and August. In fact,
three members of this Committee, Representatives Chisoini, Perkins. and
Zeferetti, made Puch speeches and I.quote your chairman, Congressman Perkins

, who stated : "Under .the Conference report, sponsoring institutions must.be pro-
vided with monthly advance payments on June -1, July 1, and August of each
year." (8ee the daily edition of 121 Cong. Rec., Sept. 18. 1975 at 118313.)

In recognition of this dear Congresaional mandate, the Secretary of Agricul-
ture duly promulgated regulations requiring states to make available advance
funding to eligible sponsors. These regulations provide:

"(c) No later than June 1, July 1, and August 1 of each year, or in the case of
service institutions which operate under continuous school calendar, the first
day of the month of oPeration, the State Agency, or FNSRO where applicable,
shall forward advance payments to ench participating service Institution with
which it has n signed agreement: Provided, however:That (1). the State agency,

. of FNSRO where applicable, shall not release the first month's advance to any
service institution which hns not certified that it has held training Pessions for
its personnel and the site personnel with regard to Program duties nnd respon-
sibilities; nnd (2) no advance payment shnll he made for any month in which the
service institution oficrates for less than 2 weeks. Each months' advance shall be
in au amount no less than the total payment for meals served in the same
calendar month of the preceding calendar year or 65 percent of the amount
estimated by the State agency, or FNSRO where applicable, to be needed by the
service institution for meals to be served in the month for which the advance is
made, whichever is greater." (41 Federal Register 9530, March 5, 1976.)

CALIFORNIA'S LATE RELEASE OF ADVANCE FUNDS

With full knowledge of this clear statutory and regulatory mandate, the state
of California did not release advance funds to eligible sponsoring institutions
on either June 1, July 1, or August. 1. In fact state administrators went so far
ns to tell sponsoring institutions, in a training session on June 9, MG, that .

July advance funds would be available no earlier. than the third or fourth
week of July. This was a startling statement to sponsors who bad counted on
advance funds in order to opernte at all and who had been led to believe that they,
would receive those fundsbecause of oral representations at priOr training
sessions and beenuse of written representations Contained in the 'appliCation
packet sent them by the state.'

My clients, all of whom nre community-based groups with 'little or .no renl
cash flow and no ability to shift funds from one category to 'another, would not
have been able to commence operations in July or to continue operations without
the advance funds. Accordingly, I called the. California State Department' of
Education on June 25 and asked about the funds. rwas tOld, the earliest date
of availability 'would be July .15 because of complicated, series of transfers
between the federal and itate treasuries and the state 'Comproller's office. .

On June 29, I sent telegrams to all the responsible federal and state admirf-.
lstrators of the Summer Feeding Program in Washington, D.C., San Francisco,
and Sacramento, reminding them of their statutory duty to make advence fisinds
available ou July 1. In response I received one telephone call from USDA's
regional administrator and one from a state administrator on June 30. Both
agreed .thnt the funds could not be released before July 15.. I thereupon called
the office of California's Director of Finance, Roy Bell: Through his interven-
tion, the July advance funding was expedited and fortunately checks were
mailed out to eligible institutions beginning July 6. . . .

In August, despite assurances thee-the August advance, funds would be
tlinely.' the authorizations did not lenve the State DePartment ot.,Education
until August 2, only to be sent to the comptroller's officefroth where they were
to be pent out to sponsors beginning August 5hopefully to, reach sponsors 1.4.
todayAugust 9. . .

'Ironically, the above account is n succeSs 'story in the annals of summer 19113
edvanee funding. The-funds were released. albeit over a week late, through the
'effort of anti-hunger advocacy groups and the intervention of the California
Direct of Finance.

11). 3 of "Sponsor Handbook for On-Slte Preparation," tISDA-FNS Program Aid
No. 1144 ; p. 7 of "Sponsor Handbook for Catered 1"rograms." IISDA-FNS Program Aid
No. 1143 ; and a state document entitled "Request for Advance Funds."
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USDA'S OVERSiG SIT OULIGATION

It should not be left up to the anti-hunger groups and others to ensure that the
California State Department of Education adhere to the intent. of Congress
with respect to advance funding or any other aspeet of the Summer FeedingProgram in:iodated by the Act and USDA's implementing regulations. It isthe duty of USDA to monitor the activities of each state agency and to insurethe Inw is followed.

Unfortunately, California is not an isolated example of failure to adhere tothe advance funds mandate. July advance funds were not provided at all in
Utah and Illinois. They were very late in New Jersey and New York.

It is true that many states, Ind oiling California, are reluctant to 'carry through
with their advance funding obligations since they fear a phantom would-be
sponsor who absconds with the advance funds without providing the first -mealto a needy ehild. This fear is expressed several times in Dr. Riles' statement, forinstance, and Dr. Riles' attempts to guard against the realization of this as
yet unsubstantiated f_,ar with his second major remedy--honding.

BONDING coycin"r: A STOP-GAP 801.17170N

Whether sponsors should be bonded is an interesting question- and deserves
further stn0 by USDA and participating state agencies before any such require
merit is imposed. It may' be that bonding is a false issue. We feel that if thefederal and state agencies follow and enforce the Act and the regulations as
they presently exist (specifically, if USDA properly monitors the state agencies
and the FNSRO's to insure they provide proper training and consistent prograni
oversights), the exploration of the bonding issue will be unnecessary. Further-.
more,. we ore particulhrly concerned about the implications of bonding forthe smaller sponsors the community-hosed groups which we represent and
which Congress intends to have participate in the program.

Although there ore different types of bonds, we assume that Dr. Riles was
referring to a contract bond. With a contract bond, the sponsor would have to
pay the bonding agency sonic_ percentage of the total cost of its program. If the
sponsor defaults in its performance, theoretically the contracting agency would
pay the state (or FNSI10) the value of the bond.

In practicing we can envision the following problems:
I. The costs of bonding might be prohibitive in that they would not be coveredadequately by the present 6.5 cent administrative allowanceper meal.
2. Not every area has bonding agencies.
3. Bonding agencies are not interested in "insuring" smaller programs sinee

the premium on the bond will be less and they will make less
4. In order to bond, the agency will check each program ro.:: ,Aund manage

ment and fiscal abilitya process that could take 3-4 weeks. is a premium
in the Summer Feeding Program, however. In addition, the sM11,1r program will
probably not fare well at this stage either, since the smaller programs organized
just for the summer food service will not meet the demanding requirements ofmany bonding agendes.

5. Even if the state finds that a sponsor has not held to Its contract, it has to."prove" that the contract is broken before the bonding agency will pay off the
value of the bond. This is a time and nioney-consuming process. It is conceivable
that more administrative time will be spent at this stage than will be recouped
from the contracting agency.

In summary, we think that bonding is a possible contribution to accountability,
a concept which we certainly SilPport. However, a great deal more research is
necessary before this or any other solution is adopted. It would be disastrous toput into play a mechanism that in the end contributed nothing to accountability
but did succeed in eliminating all small, comnmnity-based sponsors from the
program.

. Bonding is only a stopgag answer that will not solve the problems of manage-
ment expressed by state administrators like Dr. Riles. Given the proper amount
of lead time and staff coverage all of the troubles he forecasts could be avoided.
The real question iswhy doesn't proper planning and followthrough occur in
California and many other states.

My main point and report to this Committee here today is that USDA has ab-
dicated its responsibility to monitor the state operations from the very sart. For
example, California has complained that it did not have enough staff to : (1) proc-
ess the .applications in the short time required, and also (2) to monitor the sum-
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mer feeding programs front the outset as they would like to do. At first blush,
this CoMplaint seems well-founded until one examines California's management
and administration plan, subMitted to USDA. en April 28;' 1970 and aPproved on
May 19, which states that $135,807 would be allocated for staff and expenses

' ,whilethe State of California anticipated a total program cost of $14.9 million
. meaning that California

could have received from USDA at least $208,000 for
administering the program. (Now the program is projected to cost approximately$16.(1 million, with $299,802 in authorized adininistrative, costs.)It was the responsibility of USDA to evaluate the California state plan at the
outset and question such a discrepancy. This did not occur.. The state plan is also the means USDA can employ to Judge the ability of tbe
State to effectuate the Congressional mandate to reach every needed child (out-
reach) ; to question the imposition of additional, illegal state requirements
(such as audits for small projects and requirements of recreational activities) ;

.and to assess the criteria for approving or disapproving sponsors.Evaluation of the state plan is only the first step. USDA has the further duty
with the state plan in hand to monitor the operations of the Summer. Feeding
Program along the way. This summer's

experiences with the non-proviaion of
and/or delays in providing advance funds illustrates that USDA is not perform-
ing its,duty now.

now USDA. CAN BETTER PERFORM rrs MONITORING
RESPONSIBILITIESMost federal and state administrators believe in the Summer Feeding Program

and would like for it to function at an opitmum level. There are a few federaladministrators who want to push off onto the states the responsibility for carry-
ing out tbe Congressional mandate with their suggestions that there be bloc
grants and/or discretion given to the states for advance funding but hopefully
they-are in a minority.

The Summer Feeding Program as it Is presently
constituted, contains many

strong points: the outreach mandate, the open-ended funding, advance funds, the
umbrella concept for sponsorship, the utilization of school buildings. for the

-program.
Many of the problems can be corrected within the present structure without

any necessity for new legislation. This Committee can employ its oversight
powers and ask USDA. to respond to the Issues of concern here sometime later this
August.

To help the program realize its potential, I would suggest that USDA be asked
to consider the followingadministrative reforms:1. The development

and promulgation of a model state plan to be sent out to
states and FNSRO'sby the early fall before each summer.2. That plan should contain detailed suggestions as toa. What is meant by effective outreach.b. How training of sponsors should be effectuated.c. What is minimally

adequate staffing pattern.3. The Secretary of USDA should promulgate proposed regulations by Novem-
ber lst.

4. States should be required to submit their management and administration
plans by December 30 to USDA and their respective governors.5. USDA and the governors should review them and send them back withcomments for revision by February 15.0. Final state plans should be In effect and fully operational by March 15.

7. However, as soon as comments and revision suggestions are received on or
before February 15, states should begin outreach efforts.8. Applications and copies of applicable regulations should be sent to potential
sponsors no later than March 15.0. Handbooks for sponsors and sites more comprehensive than those availableIt present should be developed by USDA and be available by March 15.

10. USDA should develop criteria so that the sponsor chosen will be the most
ikely to provide the best ttossible food service. Such criteria might include loca-
ion of sponsor, date of application, quality of menus planned, prior record in
ummer food operation, prior record in community service, planned use of other
ommunity resources, etc. Such criteria should be flexible enough to deal with
ifferent situations, but would help insure that a good decision was made.
11. A formalized

grievance procedure based on these criteria should also be
neloped by USDA so that institutions who believed that they were denied
sonsorship unfairly could argue their ease.
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12. USDA should allow eligibility for participation to be based on either area

Income or individual incomea flexibility allowed for overnight camps which

participate in the summer food service.

18. The concept of bonding should be given further study by USDA before any

proposal or regulation change is proposed to the Committee.

14. The reimbursement schedule
should be reevaluated to see if It is realistic

and also to allow for incentives for better-guality meals.

The Food Law Center Is actively working on these suggestions for- reform and

will submit them to USDA.
Again, thank you for this opportunity to discuss the Summer Feeding Prograin

with you.

STATEMENT OF FRANCES A. ZWENIG, STAFF ATTORNEY, FOOD

.
LAW CENTER, CALIFORNIA RURAL LEGAL 'ASSISTANCE

MS. ZWENIG. My name is Frances Zwenig, and I am anattornev with

the foed law center, which is a part ot . the California, rural legal,'

assiStance. I want to join the other.members of the panel in thanking

you for having these hearings andinviting us.

I also want to thankyou for agreeing to hold hearings in California.

iI think that it is very mportant for you to have a perspective on what_

is happening with sponsors, and sponsor groups who cannot afford to

make' the trip here. I think that it is important for the committee to

meet with them in California.
Chairman PERKINS. We wank to look at several of your programs

while we are out in your section....:,:

Ms. ZWENIO. For the past 5 months I have been wcirking along with

Ms. Katayarna with several groups which wanted to participate in

the surnm.::r .food service program. Problems have.arisen during those

months, and as a rule I attempted 'to compare those .,problems With

some that occur through the four-State area that:1'am responsible for,

and throughout the country..
.

.

What I would like to do today is explain to you some of the things

that we dealtWith in California, and compare them to what is happen- ,

ing nationwide. A point that should be made early is that California's .

problem is not an isolated problem. In fact, ITtah, Montana, Illinois, no..

advance funds are forthcoming at all, despite clear statnte.and regu-

latory mandate.that there be advance funds. In New York and New

'Jersey, the advance funds were very late in coming.

Dr. Wilson Riles, as you know; made a statement 'in California on.

July 20,- and his statement reflected many of the frustrations that. tile

State officials in California and State officials 'nationwide are'. .

experienCing.
We agree with a lot of the frustration, but we feel that many of the

.problems the State Department. of Education in Californiaencountered

ean be handled within the present 'context with no need to write new

legislation, no need to change the framework which is basically good.

Dr. Riles, speaking for the State Department of Education, sees -...

himself caught in the middle between what he characterizes as lax

USDA regulation and mismanaging; sponsors. However, much of the

..statement deals-with hypothetical
situations. There are .no real :ex-

amples of sponsors who would take the advance funds and have gone

into the wilderness. This, in-fact, has not happened that much. It has

riot haPpened.at all, to rny knowledge, except for one example that

'Mrs. White dealt with today: .
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-.I would suggest to you that there are ways within the present con-
'text to remedy the situation, and to prevent the absconding of funds.

- It iS more important to allow the community-based sponsors, spon-
sors such as M. Katayania referred to, to allow them to participate
in the program iii full concurrence with the congressional mandate
which was to have advance funds.

The'statement that two people, here have referred to, the Damgard
statement before your committee on July 22, also rferred. to a GAO
study which was done last year. There was a report to the Congress,
and the appraisal of the summer food program for children. One of
its major recommendations was that there be provision for advanced
funding. I would like to quote from that report:

Smne sponsoring officials said these funds became available only through'
reimbursement and that they would be able to plan the program better if part
4)f the funds could be advanced during the planning stage. FNS officials agree
that advance Fiyinents would be especially helpful to sponsors who must opOrate
on tight budgets, and those without adequate working capital.

It pointed out that the authorizing legislation does not specifically
authorize the Secretary to make advance payments. Pursuant to this
recommendation, and through the efforts of this committee, and the
corresponding committee in the Senate, advance funding became a
part of the National School Lunch Act and Public Law 94-105.

The Congressional Record is replete with statements by Senators
and Congressmen that advanced funding is important and, meaning-
ful to the community I:Itsed sponsors, if they must, carry on as
described.

Congressman Perkins, I quote your statement of September 18:
Under the conference report. 'sponsoring institutions must be provided with

monthly advance payments on June 1, July 1, and August of each year.
Now despite this clear statutory mandate, and the following regu-

latory mandate which the USDA Secretary promulgated in his regu-
lations on March 1, 1976, the State of California told eligible spon-
soring institutions as early as June 9 in a. training session, that July
advance fauds were not going to be available until the third or fourth
week of July.

The sponsoring institutions were really lucky, because in past years,
t h ey would not have gotten the July funds until August.

When asked again on June 25, I addressed the question to one of
the administrators in the State department of education whether the
funds would be avaalable. and I was told that they would not be avail-
able until July 15 at the earliest. That Was the first day of the third
week in .Tuly.

I explained to them that aroups that we represent, the same groups
that INIs. Katayama describted, that they would not be able to operate
without these advance funds: The advance funds are not the entire
entitlement of these groups, it only amounts to 65 perceT1 of the budrret
for that month. for 1 month, the month of July.

If the State has done a proper lob of monitoring and examining the
application, And checkingwith the group that applies there should be
no pieition af all ihaf an institUtiai Should IzZ ablefo
and to use the advance funds appropriately.

On .Tune 30. seeing that. I was not getting anywhere with the State
department of education, I sent a telegram to tlie appropriate Federal
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and State administrators of the summer feeding program. I sent tele-
grams to Washingten, San Franciscot and Sacramento.

I received a reply from ono administrator in San Franciso, the re-
gional office of USDA., and a reply from one individual in Sacramento.
They essentially confirmed the story that I had gotten earlier from the

, State department of education officials. Namely, because of the compli-
cated series-of transfers between the U.S. Treasury in San Francisco
to the State treasury in San Francisco, and then to the comptroller's
office in Sacramento, there was no way the funds could get out until
July 15.

I then called the State director of finance in the comptroller's office,
which .is a separate office, and I located a man in the comptroller's .

office to tell me that if they were eertoin that money would eventually
be coining to the State

'
even though it had not arrived to the State and

county treasuries, the State could go ahead and draw on that money.
I ask him how lono. that process would take. He said that it would

take about a day. I sand: "No you must not understand my question."
He said : "All it will take is a day," and he gave ine an example of spe-
cial ftuuls that had been set up for the Lieutenant, Governor, where tlm
funds were not available, but they allowed the Lieutenant Governor's
office to draw on the account.

He finally gave this information to the State director of finance and
the State department of education, and a day later, on July 11 I was
told by those offices that the advance funds could be worked out and be
available to the eligible sponsors starting July 6, a considerable
amount of time before July 15. This meant that some of the groups
could operate durini, the month of July.

I was told furtheib.by an official in the State department of education
that the reason this was possible was that department officials dropped
all their other duties so that they coild work on the advanced funding
full time.

This seemed to me to mean that they are not staffed properly. This
raises the logical question : Why are ihey not staffed properly? Why .

was there not adequate staff to take care of advanced funding, which
is an integral part- of the summer feeding program, which makes it
possible for the smaller, community-based groups to operate.

The answer to that. I think, is that there was not adequate monitor-
ing of the State plans and the State operations. The question there is:
Who is supposed to provide that monitoring? The answer I wonld sug-
geSt is USDA.

I think USDA in Washington is ultimately responsible for the prob-
lem of advanced funding in California and the fact that there is no
advanced funding available in Utah, Ilfinois, and Montana in July.

It turns out that, in Montana, there is no advanced funding because
the State of Montana by law is forbidden to get advanced -funding.
If that sort of thing was known, then the State of Montana should not
have been allowed to operate the summer feeding program. It should
have been given to FNSRO, as a subpart of USDA. If good monitor-
ing, had been done, that would have taken place. I would suggest.

--- The. second-major consideration-expressed bylIrs,'White. today; and
Dr. Riles in his statement, is one possible answer to taking care of the
problem of mismanagement, or the so-called mismanagement, and this
is the possibility, Of bonding.
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-.As I Said in my statement, bonding is a stopgap solution.. It may
.,..work,.and it may not work. There are several- considerations to deal
-With before bonding is considered for adoption.

We: feel that if the Federal and State agencies follow the act
and the regulations as they presently exist, namely,with adequate
monitorino., there would not be a need for bonding. Bonding .may
very well fx: a false isstie

But 8ssunullg there is some need for bonding, I would like to
suggesi; the following considerations. We are particularly concerned..
about the implications of bonding-for the smaller community-based
groups. On page 8 of my statement, I outline for .you some of the
questions that occur to us as we consider what bonding would mean
for our clients

We assume that Dr. Riles and Mrs. White are referring to a
entitnict bond. With a contract bond, the srmsor has to pay the
bonding agency some percentage of the total cost of its program.
Then if th e. sponsor defaults, theoretically the contracting agency
wonhi pay the State or the FNSRO the value of the-bond. In prac-
tice we see some of tlie following problems:

One. Bonding costs may be prohibitive for smaller community.
based groups, and it perhaps would not be covered adequately by the
present (i.5-cent adinimstrative reimbursement for each lunch or chnner
served, for example.

Two. Not every area has bonding agencies.
Three. Bonding agencies do not want. to insure small. programs

because the profit they make is not worth the time and money they
.have toinvest in order to bond the agency.

'Four. In order to bond, An agency will have to do guile a bit of
research.. the same-kind of research that the State or FNSRO has to
do, to ch,:,ck for souni management, pLysiCal ability, am', the-best,
estimhteh. Ti eould tike 3 to 4 weeks and time is a real premium
in the ,slimmer keding 'program.. Proliably some groups could not
participate. We think that probably our clients, or the smaller p.oups
would not be able to participate or ldiuld not fare too well in the
bonding analysis.

Five. Even if the State finds that a .group has defaulted on its
contract, and reports this to the bonding arTncy, the State has to
prove to the bonding agency that fhere has Leen a defatdt. The time
Imd energy spent, from the State' poini- of view may be more expensive
than the money they might receap from the bonding agency.

All .
of these are considerations fliat we sugTest should -be

scitrched before any sort of attempt to adopt boniling as a possible
contribution to accountability. Wc certainly support; accoontability,
but wc don't think that bondg is necessarily the best schuion, or
the best way to help contribute to that.

lYe fr,cl that it would be disastrous to bring into ;,)lay a mecha-
, nisrn that ha the end contributed nothing to acconntability, but did

ewl up in eliminatin,cr, !be smaller eommunitv-hase.d sponsors.
---Agri in, -I-would like-to- thai-a.lot-,of-theproblems
:can be .4iminated with, proper planning, 7.-ithproner leadthm% This
ilroper planning and their proper leadtime can be effectuated if USDA
is fulfilling its statutory zesponsibility.
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-would like to give you an example from the California State
:management administratiei9 plan; which is part Of its- OVerall. State
plan :_for 'carrving _ant the 1TiV:jon-al 'School,' Lunch _c'ot. The -plans
!aver, submitted to USDA. on: .Apra'.28, and were approved on May 19 .

plan it Was stP.tec.): that $3:35,86Twould be allocated for staff.
and exnenses, -and they_ anticipated a total 'program cost of $14.5 mil-
lion. The State is eP.tit:ed to get 2 percent of the total program cost, -.
which would ix $298,000.

:But this plan only called for an espeRilituro of $135,867 less than
half what they could have asked for at that point. I would suggest
-that .USDA should have caught that diwelviney right at this.point,
at the point of approval, and asked Califfor.nia Why it did not staff up; '
adequately. .

As Mrs. White pointed out, and Dr. Riles pointed out, they have had .

trouble keeping np with the applicatio.ns, and doing the proper amount
of monitoring,. Even now their total program is costed out as $16.6
million, and this is as oflast Thursday, and only $299,862 in authorized
administratve costs This is seill sonic $32,000 short of what they'
would be entitled to get.

Even this amount of money, if it had been set up atthe outset, to
tait with, would ha ie been much more meaningful. The State plans

administnitive plan is also a means that USDA can employ to judge
the ability of the State to effectuate the congressional mandate toreach
every needy child.

The 'State told us that they had written letters to every school dis-
triot. tel,liog them about using the. school facilities for the sinnmer
feeding program. Ms Katyama and inyself sent out mailings to every
school district in the State of Califorma, and we received calls from. at
kast two 'school districts who told us that the first time they heard
about the summer feeding program was when they read our mailing.

The State plan should also be the way :USDA can question the
imposition of additional illemal State requirements. In California, at
tlw first straining sessiOn. iewas put forth thatthere was a require-
ment for recreation activity. We pointed out at the training session
that it was an illegal imposition of the Department. That sOrfof thing
should appear in *the State plan, and it should be caught by USDA.

Finally, the USDA should look at the State plan's administrative .
plan to be able to assess how the State or the FNSRO is approving or
disapproving sponiors. But I would .submit that evaluation of the

. State plan is only the first step. There should be constant monitoring. .
There should be constant questioning of the State and the FNSRO to
make sure that they administer the program properly. Advanced fund-
in!, is an example Of how USDA has failed to do that so far.

We believe that most 'Federal and State administrators are like Mrs.
'White. and believe in the program. There are few administrators who
want to push the responsibility for carrying out the congressional'
mandate off unto the States with the sngffestion that there be block
grants, and or discretion given to the Sates for advanced funding.
These officials seem to he in the minority.

foCdiniirath 'AS it is presently ConStitutedbas some
very strong points: The outreach Mandate, the openended funding,
advance. funds, the umbrella concept for sponsorship, the'utilization
of saool buildings for the program.
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.
Many of the problems that we have discussed today can be corrected

within the existing structure without any-necessity for new legislation.
I have cited, on pa(ies 11 through 13, some of the suggestions that we
have:worked out,. f.vhich we would- like to ask this committee to ask
USDA to respond to.-

We 'would like to ask that USDA develop and promulgate a model
.State plan,.to be sent out to the States and FNSRO's by the early fall.

The .plan should contain detailed suggestions as to outreach, train-
ing; minimal ly adequate staffiuig patterns.

. We also think that the regidations should be promulgated earlier.
Mrs.. White stated an earlier date than we have suggested. We have
suggested that the regulations come out by November 1, but we would
certainly concur with her suggestion that they be sent out by October
in final form so as to give the States adequate time for. planning.

We would suggest-that the final regulations come out within an
appropriate time after that, and that final State plans should be in
eitect and fully operational by March 15. But prior to that time, as

the commehts and revisions are received from USDA; the
State agency should begin its outreach efforts and attempts to get
sponsors involved, because just as the States and the FNSRO'S need
time, so do the sponsors also need leadtime in delevoping and making
out their arrangements.

We think that th e. handbooks and applications should be.available
by March 15. The handbooks, as they are presently worked up, are not
adeq mite for the task, and they should be greatly improved upon by
USDA.

I think that USDA. should develop criteria so that tlie sponsor
chosen will be the one most likely to provide the best pOssible food
service. On page 12, I list some of the possible criteria.

We think that:there should be a formalized grievance procedure
added to the regulations so that those groups which are tUrned down
by the State agency can argue their case before a proper panel, and
have a chance for a hearing.

The rest of the suggestions I will lm'e for you to read. On page 13,
we the Food Law Center, CNA°, children's foundation, and the
foOd research action are actively working on all of these suggestions,
and we plan to submit our working draft tO TISDA.

.We hope that this committee can continue is "..fforts in helping the
benefits go to the needy children under-the summer iceding program.

Thank you very much for the opportimity to discuss our expenences
with you. .

Chairman PERKINS. Yon have all been good witnesse's.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. Mir,ram. Thank you,-Mr. Chairman..
Mrs. White, bow many sponsors do you have in the State of Cali.7

fornia thissummer ?
Mrs. Wurrn. This week. we have 156.

.
Mr. MILLER. Last year at thiS time you had what?
Mrs: Wurrn: We had -100.
Mr. K.LLER. ITow many feeding sites do you have in the State ?
Mrs. WurrE. That -varies day by day. But approximately, today,

around 2,400.
Mr. MILLER. How many last year?
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Mrs. WurrE. Uss than 2,000. Last yetr. actually, it was around
1,700 at this time.

Mr. MILLER. Hoy many bf the, 156 sponsors were sponsots last year?
I'don't- have that informathm for you. We have many

new spensws this year, but I don't have the exact number. I can tell
you -that:Ait of the 156 sponsors we have, most of those-are out of the
priv.gte Sector, ye havi, 46 school districts t lint are .serving as spensors.

Mr. 1twat. So out, of 150, you have 41; whool districts.
Mrs. Wiirrn. Right. .

Mr. MI MER. What other public agencies?
Mrs. Wurrr.. There is just a wide variety of agencies. Sontherii Cali-

fornia, Los Angeles County alone, we have 51 sponsors out of the 156,
so -that is Our greatest concentration oi! sponsors, sites and meal
serv ice.

Mr. MILLER. Out of the 51, how many are public school districts?
MrS. WurrE. We have the Los Angeles Unified. which is the largest

single sponsor with 246 sites. Los Angeles Park and Recreation is
another large sponsor. They have approximately 150 sites.

We have an organization called the Communicative Arts Academy,
which is assisting NAACP. They have probably 100 sites in opera-
tion today.

We have another organization called CEDIC, which is a major ono
in Northern California, providing, perhaps, service this week to 125
si tes.-

Mr. MILLER. Are there other public agencies that you are aware of ?
Mrs. Wmas. There is GLACA, which is the Greater Los Angeles

Action Agency.
Mr. Miins.n. Do yeti know approximately how many sites they have?
Mrs. W1f1TE I think that they have about 100 sites this. week.
Mr. MILLEn. How many sites ao you have in Los Angeles ?
Mrs. WIIITE. We have tos Angeles Unified with 246.
ME. MILLER. How many in the county?
Mrs. WIRTZ. The number is constantly cluinging, bat our most recent

figure in Los Angeles County is over 1.300 sites. slightly over that.
Mr. MILLER. Is-there any reason to believe, or was there-any reason

to believe.that on application for the summer feeding program. the
Los Angeles School Districts, Los Angeles County Parks, the NAACP.
CEDIC, or CSA would be bad sponsors? Do you have trouble -with
them?

Mrs. 1Vrirrn. That question would be difficult to answer because they
have their individual record.

Mr. MILLER. Do you have information of operating with them
before?

Mrs. WurrE..As Mr. Redoglia said, for the past 4 years, they have
been an excellent program. They have a very good record.

Mrs. MILLER. What about the Art Academy ?
Mrs. Wimp:. This is the first year they have participated.
Mr. MILLER. Was there anything in the character of these griMps.

. . . .

that, would lead you to believe that, they would abseond With-funds?
Mrs. WurrE. This is a qnestion that I eanont answer for many ob-

-vions reasons. I would like, however, to review in chronological order
.. the situation with one major sponsor, to show you the magnitude of the

problem in terms of advanced funding.
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This.sponsor came into our (Alice at the end of June with an applica-
tion agreement, which we approved.

Mr. MILLER. Was that a private agency ?
Mrs. WurrE. Yes, sir.
They wanted to start operation the first -week in July, so there was

little opportunity for us to make inspection on theirpr000sed sites.On July 3, the sPonsors came to Sacramento and said tliat we had
immediately to review their application for sites, so that they could
get going.

So our staff worked with them all through the 4th of July, and as a
result of the joint effort, we approved 76 sites, and worked out the
advanced fundina on the basis of the 76 sites.

. The next week7the same sponsor contacted us and said that they had
increased the number of sites to 185, and wished to have advanced
funding for those also. At that point, we became concerned with the
rapid growth of the program, and mad3 some site reviews, looltiag at
the proposed new sites.

I, myself, spent 4 days in the ghetto areas checking on some of these.
Some of the sites were iegitimate, and were doing a good job in feeding
children. Other sites were nonexistent. In sonic cases, the addresses
were not even there. I went to one site, which was an empty warehouse,
and anot her site was an abandoned filling station.

I went to another site which was a residential center for N boys.
These were delinquent boys who lived there the year around, which
made the site an inelinible feeding site for those boys. There was a cook
on duty, cooking the Food for the day.

I counted in the kitchen 400 meals the sponsor had sent them, and
they were on their way in a truck to pick up another lot of meals.
At this point, we became very, very concerned about. waste.

We found the same situation at another site of the. sponsor's.
Mr. MILLER. Are we still dealing with the same sponsor?
-Mrs. Wurxr. Yes; I am still with the Mille sponsor..
I Went. to another site, and Ifound again another residential center

for 35. They had received 125 breakfasts that morning. I checked to see
if they had signed for them. There was no indication that the food had
been served, and there was a cook on duty preparing another breakfast.

My point simply is this. I would not suggest that this was a fraudu-
lent operation. I would simply suggest -that they had some serious
'management problems which led to waste, .and this could mean abuse
of the program..We became really concerned.

.MILLER. Wait a minute. You v isi ted a site. You found a cook en-
site who was cooldng breakfast, and-you found 125 breakfasts there
thn ::were desivered to the site.

Mrs Wurri.l. The breakfasts were not there, Mr. Miller. There was a
delivery slit) that had been signed, Showing that the breakfasts had
been receive-II. The food was not there.

Mr. MILLER, The cook had no knowledge?.
Mrs. WirrrE. No apparent knowledge.

would like to emphasi7,ethe....fact.that I. ant.i.u.no..way-.. suggesting-
that 'thii .Pregrairi is being abused by many people. I am simply

'suggesting that this is an indication of some. of the problems the spon-
som can have, and these may be very legitimate .problems..They couldhave '.had their orders mixed up. This can happen when you have
untrained people.

1.- .-0 0 0
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.: Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you a question. This sponsor we are dis-
cussing made an application for 76 sites. The Department sat- down,
went over the sites with hhn, and approved those sites.

He came back later, and asked for a total of 185 sites. When were
those sites approved, tile additional sites ?

Mrs. Wnrrs. Some of the new sites were approved, and sonie were
not approved.

Mr. MILLER. Why did they make it 185 ?
Mrs.-WurrE-Because that was the requested nmnber of sites.
Mr. MILLER. Then, you did the onsite inspection because of the

growth?
Mrs. WHITE. We spot checked. We did not visit them all.
Mr. Mu.r,r.a. Then the sites were approved ?
Mrs. Wnrrn. They were not all approved. They were. requested

for approval.
Mr. 111ILLER. They were requested for approval, but delivery .of

meals, at least, was made to these sites, and that is why you inspected
Ahem.

Mrs. Wurrn. We were verifyingsites.
Mr. MILLER. You were verifying sites that had already gone into

the process for the delivery of mealS. Why did you go to the delinquent..
boys' lmme, if that was one of the approved sites?

'14frs, WRITE. The Federal regulations require the sponsoring agency
to visit sites.

Mr. MILLEn. I understand that. I am just trying to verifY this issue.
You were not going to the delinquent boys' borne in anticipation of
approval. You were going there after approval to spot check if, in fact,
it was a legitimate site.

Mrs. WHITE. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. Most of the 185 sites must have been approved almost

automatically.
Mrs. WHITE. No, the 185 'sites were not approved automatically. The

request was made for 185 sites. We, then, subsequent to that worked at
length with the sponsor trying to see Whether, first of all, all of these
sites were really needed. Was-it possible to use More efficiently some
of the existing sites. This in many cases could be done.

Again, we tried to provide some assistance to them in terms of
grouping sites, and brineriner the children into one common place..We
firmly believe that this is not a limitation on the service to children,
but it makes it a little more efficient for the sponsors to serve, them.

Mr. MILLER. What (.4:1.er sponsors have yon had trouble with?
Let Me ask you something. In Dr. Riles' statement, it says :

Our staff people have visited purported feeding sites only to discover fictitious
addresses, or no evidence that children were ever there, let alone being fed.

Some sponsors are grossly over-ordering meals, and as a result there has
been a tremendous wastage of food.

Is lie talking about the same wastage of food in that, instance ?
Ms. WurrE. This was referring to a sponsor faat I have talked

with'you-about.-1Thave personally. seen , other-similar-situations-with_
other sponsors.

.

Mr,. Mrt,r.ra. What I am tryinte to put together is the question of
sponsors and sites. You can talk about numerons sites, where vou
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personally have found problems in the proo. o.ram. I am tryin to deter-
mine to how many sponsors we. should attiribute these probrems?

Mrs. WHITE. I would say that we had four major sponsors who have
had problems of these kinds. I would also like to say that within the
last 2 weeks we haVe Worked very intensively with these sponsors, and

...we feel that Many of these problems arebeing corrected.'
Mr: MILLER. In your statement on page 5, you say : .

. An eligible sponsor is defined In law as a public or nonprofit private institution
which provides meal Service to children from needy areas.

I assume you understand the State is given the interpretation that
.

this is an institution that comes into being 'for this purpose. It can be
public or, private. It 'can be a neighborhood group that says : "We are
going to feed these children."

. Mrs. WHITE. Right,.
Mr. MILLER. You go on to say that, it is very difficult for a State to

deny prognun participation to a sponsor even when that sponsor's
past perfoimance has indicated its inability to properly administer
the program. Potentially a sponsor could receive advanced funding
and never opera te a program.

Mrs. Wnrru. This is a q.uotation..first of all, from the testimony that
was gi ven by Mr. Damgard of USDA. That was his testimony.

I believe that. one of your earlier question was, do we have sponsors
from previous years, and are we having sonic problem with them. Is
that:correct ?

Mr. Mimaat. Apparently there is this incredible bookkeeping prob-
lem of .checking on .sponsors. I am trying to weed out those sponsors
which have a reputation. I don't think that tlie LA sehool district is
going to abscond with the money. They are too big to go run and hide.
I don't think that GLACA and CEDIC are going to run awarwith
the mene.y. 'So. I am trying to narrow and 'find out exactly where the
verification problem is, and what the predeterniination of ability to
deliver on thegoals of the program is. . .

Mrs. Wurrt:. You have. touched on an extremelydifficult problem be-
cause this is a highly compacted program, all 'the actiOn takes place in
the period of a few weeks. It is very difficult, ifthe sponsor has a prob-
lem, to identify the problem, to work with them and get it straight-
ened'out before the program is over.

If T take this quote .from Mr. Damgard's testimony, it 'would, mtg.-
, gest that, the State has no ability to deny a sponsor participatiOn iii .

the program because the sponsor is incompetent. .

Mr. Mturnt. Do you mean 'to tell me that when somebody comes up
and says: "We are goino. to feed 3,000 kids," they may have no his-
tory, and noabilitv to do'-it.

Mrs. WurrE..This sumMer, for example, this sponsoring agency that.
I referr(01-,:;as being one of major concern hasno track record. To my
know'L Jizey have never operated a food service, program before..
Nov : tioes not mean that they are not .capable .becansc they. have.
not it. Ent onr concern with this sponsor, this summer, is that

---7they.7hav-lind,bigprohlems-becanse.they_didnothave,.tinyenerience.
MILLER. Yon are iu the, business. This is yOur business, and'ii

has 'been' for a number of vears. If you take a new sponsor, and yen
olve him 183 sites. you may.be asking for:trouble; since he has no traCk
record. This is differe:at from giving the same approval to a school dis-

8o-oe:;,-77-86,
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trict. which has the capability of serving 400,000 meals, and is serving
97,000 meals.

Mrs. WHITE. The point you raise is a good one. In response to this,
the. school distriets .that are in the program. I would like to say that
when the sehool districts are involved in the summer feeding program,..:
the pregram is essentially problem free. They. do an excellent'joh.

Mr. MILLER. So when -you' work down from the school district, yon
have, to put in a series of cheeks. I believe when you are dealing with:
people. who have no track record or have a. single year of experience,
your attitude, and your willingness to let them expand rapidly has got
to eliarip.e.

Tt appears t-o me that there are different levels of groups.in terms of
'conmeteliee, and tl ley have to be treated differently.

MrS. 1TE. I think that you are raising a (rood question, and.per
haps would like. to give a little more informa'-tion that I had not in-
teluled to use in this testimony. T would like to explainmy.own'per7
sonal feelings in this. apart, from the. Department.

T think you possibly know that. I have been involved with the De-
partment only 3 weeks. One problem that, I pemonally see is this. We
hada real commitment to feedneedy children. This is undeniable. It is-
t here. More than anything inthis world, we want to see this program.
Work. and we want to see 'children fed. .

T personally have a hard time. When a sponsor comes in with .no
track record but with a real desire to serve children, and says: "We
think we can do it. Will you help us." My point is, how doyou.say
no to a sponsor because they have not had the experience.

They have a lot of volunteer help,- they tell us. They are willing to
fro to school and to training classes and learn. They are in areas that
are ghetto areas where kids really need help.

I-Tow do we sit there, the bureaucracy, and say : "No way, guys, you
don't have the right to do this unless you have previous experience."
T don't think that this is right for.the children or-for the sponsors, or .
the. intent of the program which the Congress is providing.

So I am simply saying that this is not an easy judgment to make.
I frankly don't know the answer to this. But I am concerned that our
prograumi is going to be threatened because of the burst of publicity, if
we don't deal openly with the, problem. That wOuld be my only way to .
answer the questiom I don't know the answer, but I 'am sure that -we
are r_roing to have to find one.

Mr. MILLER. I am not suggesting such stringent limitations in the
program. What I am sungesting is that you have to control the rate at
which they expand. Yolihave, to have some, checks on them. You have
to Pervade people in the program to monitor it.

.

Mrs. Wurrn. What makes it so extremely difficult with some spon-
sors is that they are out of State. We have some ant-of-State agencies..
We have some out-of-State vendors. We have. some opt-of-State brokers
providing the slimmer food service program for children.

Tn a.lughly compacted program like, 'this, where we only operate for
yeeks LtraiLon.a.sponsor

come up witl; the right answers.
. Mr. MILLER. I don't want. to monopolixe I he thne of the committee.
I wonder if Mr. Buchanan has any questions..
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BITettAx.tx. Let me ask. at this point, then I will yield back.
Mrs. White, do you feel that under the law,you have the authority

to say ',no" to sponsors who may meet-the definition of being a service
institution?

-As I read the law, we say,
The term.institulion means nonresidential public or private or nonprofit insti-

tutions. summer camps, or summer programs providing food service which.are
available to the children under the school hutch or the school breakfast program,
the Child Nutrition Act of 1946, during the school year.

It says:
Any eligible inslitution shall receive the summer food program upon its

request.
Then we expand it so that. they do not have to have organized recre-

ation activities, hut they ran exist, for purely food services alone.
Under these circumstances, liave we written the law so broadly that

it Makes it complicated or impossible for you to say "no" to a sponsor?
Mrs. WHITE. in my opinion, it does.
Mr. UCUANAN. 1 share the basic philosophy expresSed by the gen-

tleman from Cali fornia. We heard testimony from the city ,of Balti-
more where the ei tv itself was the sponsor, and they had an excellent .

prorrain going wliere that local government had capability to thor-
oludily check sites in advance, and to monitor.

There were many groaps involved, but with that city government
involved in and controlling the program, it seemed 'to work rather
well. There have to be. entities like that which are reliable with cer-
tainty. Whoever else might be invoked in .the program, they might
provide some assistance Co yon in making certain that things.were run-
ninn- in an efficient way...Xliere would be no question of dishonesty or

. -
m isinimag,ement.
::.Do yon feel that there may be some action we should take to make it
more easily possible for you to delineate. .

MN. WHITE. I think that there could be some change in the law. I
am hesitant this morning to tell you exactly what that change should
be. I really feel that we, must study that carefully early on, and come
up with some suggestions for you on that.

I think thet ther e. needs to be some statutory change in that area.
Mr. BUctlANAN. Thank you.

will yield back to the gentleman from California.
Mr. Mu,r,En. If I may pursue a couple of points. Certainly, if the

other witnesses want. to add anything, or disagree withstaternents that
. are made, please feel free to do

Why is it that the sponsorshipthe approval of sponsorship Comes
so late in the game in the summer feeding program? I know that the
Congress was very late with the legishition, but

Mrs. WHITE. First, of all. you asked about the sponsor, and I Will
answer that. But I would like for von to know alittle bit of the prob-
lem that we have had with schediiling, which was cOnfirmed by other
wittlesses,whoftre_representillgthe sponsors. .

The regulations this yedr
on March 5. Howe'ver, our office actually received those regulations

-in:printed form from the USDA on April 20.
Our first letter of credit reflecting the advanced funding for the,

:program was receiyed on June 22.
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Chairman PERKINS. .Let me interriipt my colleague from California.
.This, in- my judgpent, is just irresponsibility on the part of the

iDepartment of Agriculture n &retting out the regulations at such a
late date that no one can get their house in order before the first of
June.

It is my hope that the Department will do a much better job thiS
year, and get those regulations out by January 1 for the next year's
program.

.I just. wanted to say, at this point, Mr. Miller, I think it. is ft derelic-
tion on the part of the Department of Agriculture to put the regula-
tions out at such a late hour.

Mr. MILLER. What is the significance between the lag time that they
were public in the Federal Register and the time that they got to your
office?

Mrs. WMTE. We received the Federal Register, so we had the reg-
ulations as soon as we received the Federal Register.

Mr. Mrciza. What is the significance between those two dates ?
Mrs. WRITE. The significance I would feel, is that we usually wait

until We actually receive from .a-SDA their release to the State agen-
cies of the regulations themselves. That is our official word from them
that the regulations are released.

MILLER. I don't want to hold you responsible for the Depart-
ment, because I know that you have only been there for a very short
time. But if your agency is feeding children in the summer feeding
program, and the regulations are published in the Federal Register,
that is good enough for all the courts in the land.

It seems to me that you would take a xerox, and go to work..
Mrs. WRITE. I am not saying that this will not be clone in the future.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you, Mr. Miller, if you would yield

for one further question.
When were those regulations published in the Federal Register ?
Mrs. WHITE. March 5.
Mr. Mimr.n. I agree with the chairman that this is too late in terms

of getting them out. I am still having problems after reading the press
accounts and Dr. Riles' statement. I did not know exactly what the
problem was, and I still am having a problem defining the problem
that is posed to the States in checking these sponsors.

Precisely what is the workload, and how much of your administra7
tive money have you expended in this effort, in the predetermination
stage?

Again I go to some kindof categorization. The Los Angeles School
District does not have to be the first priority in predetermination, or
checking of sitei, quality of sponsorship, food, and everything else.
There you have a track record.

So, you have to move clown the road aways and start getting to
some of the private agencies that have no eiperience and may not have
been around very long. There has to be some concern with nOt only
feeding the children, but what is happening to the public money.

--What-is- the-size-of 'that-task ? -How- many-sponsors 'are-we. talking ---
about, dealing with, in the month of April. May, and Jime ?

Mrs. WurrE. I did check the application date of most. sponsors.
Some of them came in, maybe, in May, but most of them came late in
June.

5 6 0
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Another thing that happens is that not all sponsors operate for
the same length of time, or the same caleudarized period. For instance,
the camps for the migrant workers are, just starting their suMmer
food service program. This is the month of Augnst, and they are just
getting started. So they don't all follow the same length of time or the
same calendar ized period.

MS. KATATAMA. I would like to make a comment on. thaL The only;
reason that they are now starting is because they did not:hear about
it t!titil the middle of June. They did not hear about the program. So.
their organization has taken them that long toget going.

, ,Ms. ZWExia.. The reason applications did not start coming until
June is because they were not available until May 8 and this is because
two separate shiploads or planeloads or trainloads or applications
from USDA were destroyed somewhere en route between Washington,
D.C., and San Francisco or Sacremento:

Applications were nOt available to the State department of educa-
tion until the beginning of May, and they sat around in the State
department of educations office for 2 weeks before they were available
to potential sponsors.

Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you. Is there any reason to believe that the
program will operate differently in the State of California next sum-
mer as opposed to this summer? .

Mrs. WHITE. I am sorry, I did not hear your question.
Mr. Mr.wm. Will the summer feeding program operate in a differ-

ent manner next summer than it did this summer ?
Mr. REDoot.m. I woUld like to respond to this question as a sponsor-

ing agency. It would certainly be my strong recommendation that, one,
we have the program, and, two, that it will operate differently.

Mr. MILLEn. Is- it reasonable for this committee to believe that when

program, and looking at sponsors and trying to get a predetermination
made.

part of the department, Will be working on next sumer's feedingthe summer feeding program ends in SePtember, section,' some
ni

Mrs. WnrrE. In terms of next suMmer. I can tell y'Ou that we ,have
already started working now on next summer'S program: I would also,
like to point out that to do this successfully, we will have to have the
support and cooperation of USDA. We may need some statutory
change. We fully intend tO be working with our sponsors and their
representatives, such as Our two witnesses this mornina.

We see this as:being a necessity for a team effort. Trie department
of education will certainly be working in this way. But I must' Strees

the fact that thia iS something that we cannot* do alone. It ,is (ming
to require the involvement of the Federal Government, both thetbon-
crress and the USDA, as well as our sponsoring-agencies.
, I am very hopeful that as a result of these hearings, we will be
able to make same of these very positive changes that will help every-
body.

Mr. MILLER. May I ask you this. when Dr. Riles made his public
--st at ementrwl i ch-ym -hav e attached to..yonr_statement,

anticipated'estimatedloss that could occur in the program ? .

Mrs. WHITE. I cahnot react to that because the program isnot over:
Our program would be midway through, and this is not a figure that
I could give you. Hopefully there.will not be any loss.'
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Mr. Afri.r.r.n. -Have any of the sponsors folded-up and run away in
thenight?'

Mrs. Wnrrri. Thoproblem that I see could be that althmigh, the:
reality Of the problem as it .is emerging, this veryday as the claims for
the month of July are being:processed, the problem that I am seeing

. is that many sponsors well intending May:not be able to adequately
, snbstantiate clanns With their audit trailS. I am really cohcerned about

,

this 'froth the sponsOrs ,standpoint. I mean that this could be a very :
serious problem kr them. We are doing everything we eah to help them
with the recordkeeping. This is really a problem that I see erherginz..

Afit.ta. Do the other witnesses have anything 'that: they would
ltef6 add ?
Ms. KATAYNAIA. I would like to say one thing. I attended all three*: .

workshops in San Fraocisco that Were held by SDE and there was one
Ivorkshcip devoted to recordkeepino.. However there were ce.rtainfosinS
that were not in the USDA booklet which was used for the trainfiig
sessions

There were certain forms for thesponsoring agencies'to keep, :that
they, need 'for these audits, and they were not in those USDA booklets.
Later USDA put out a-booklet-that I saw,- a management booklet :that
was good. But that came after the workshops, and it was not used in
the workshops.

I think a lot of people were not aware of thetypeS of forins they,
were supposed to be using. They were not all in those booklets. They
did not see examples of all the forms they should have been. using.

They were kind of, told "keep track of these things." but it was Mit
exactly explained clearly enough, not even for myself, and I was
acquainted with the program.

Mr. MILLER. It would -not be the contention of any of the witnesses
hero that private agencies should not be allowed to participate ?

Mrs WHITE. No. That is not the intention.
Ms. ZwErtio. With respect to that, I believe that it was last Wednes=:

day when Ms: Katayama and I .1,isited four summer feeding sites in
San Francisco. Three of those were catered to.by the school district
in San Francisco, and one was a private t.4.roup. The food smelled
befter, and looked better in theprivate group than it did where it was

' catered to by the school district. The food furnished by the sehool
distilct was perfectly adequate and the kids Were eating it. But the
food that Was prepared and eaten by the kids at the private site loOed
much more appetiking. If I had had it ChoiC6, I would have eaten at
the private site.

To respond to a qnestion that was raised by Mr. Buchanan..Ldon't
ithink anyone here. s advocating that the program be wholly given

over to large entities. Sometimes the question of control and account-
. ability is easier to deal with in the case of a smaller group that can

track its reimbursements,inneh.better.,-.,--,-,-,
Mr. BUCHANAN:I-did- nof have in mind proposing that the entire

program be turned over to large entities. I was asking whether there
werenotresponsible,entitiessuch-asschoolsystemsAn-this-caserl-didr--mention the city of Baltimore because wehad testimony of a program
in which many small groups participate, many private groups partici
pate, but in which the city assumes responsibility for site inspection '

of all sites, continuing superVision of all programs.
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So far as the State of Maryland is concerned, the city of Baltimore
bears responsibility to make sure that what is happening in Baltimore
is happeninff right. But in that program there is use made of many
different kills of groups, and there is participation by many private,
church, and other groups as well.

Indeed, I don't think that the city runs any of the individual pro-
grams. 'It acts only to help hill a gap that seems to be missing in the
State of New York, and may be missing in the State of California.

Ms. KATAICAMA. I would like to comment on Mr. Miller's question
of whether we are advocating, or whether anybody here does not want
private agencies sponsoring programs.

One agency in San Francisco, which is in its third year of summer
feeding program, which is called the Chinatown Coalition, has this
year hve sites throughout Chinatown. They have always had Chine:e
'food, and the kids eat it up.

It is just one beautiful example of how a private agency runs and
continues to run. I might add that to get that program going, actually
CEDIC helped to set up the program, and it has run, and-ever shwe
then they have not had any problems.

It is an example that if someone can get down there before ill::: pro-
grain starts, and set up the proper guidelines, work with thetli more--
closely in some way, it can happen. It has been a very successful
program.

Mr. Mini,En. Go ahead, Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Let ino try to get this narrowed .down. Let me

preface this by saying that ill my own congressional district, people in
a neighborhood started a sununer leeding program, a program in a
low-income housing arca.

It was started by people in the community who bad no organization,
much like the groups that you may represent, as a matter of fact, who
became concerned about the conditions of some of their elderly

.neighbors...
They started a program with their own meager resources. They so-

lieited some church h-elp. Then, out of that beginning', we instituted a
feed prograin that has just been excellent in that area.

So please understand that I. have no prejudice against that kind of
.. an Operation, indeed, tlmt must be part of the answer. But there has

to be accountability en somebody's part in which to delineate between
that kind of a situation and the kind of situation where, perhaps, an
unscrupulous food vendor operates rather widely, or where a group
that does not have competence end up, without any nmlice at all,
creating problems for the whole prouram.

What I want to know is, do you Lye within the capability of your
State, Mrs. White, the ability to visit all sites in advance, to screen
sites, generally, rather tluan on a spot check basis?

Mrs. Wit rm. I will answer that in two parts. This summer we-have
not had the capability. Had we known that our program was going-
to increase 100 percent, we had 100-percent growth here, which mush-
roomed up in a matter of a few weeks. We knew that there was going
to. be 0.rowth, but we did not know exactly thenumber of sites, innl the
nitinlZr cif sponsors.

The thing that we have done within the last 2 weeks is to send a.
telegram to all sponsors saying that before any more new sites could

563
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. be approved, we would make ft T,1 ongite visit with them to determine
its adeeuacy and eligibility, and to give 'them written approval to
start feeding at that site, so that it could legitimately be finided
through the program.

We have initiated that control, and it is workino. much better.
The second thing that we have done adminis'Eratively was this:.

Through another series of telegrams, within the lftst 2 weeks, We have
informed all sponsors that when a site visit is nue by our staff, and
I might say that we invite sponsors ,.) th vith Us so that we can share
this experience of review together, ir. tve that a site is having major
problems with compliance we isst what is called a not in compli-.
ance not'xe, which is given eo the spoi,:-

Then wo tell them that we will gave them a minimum of 3 days, pos-
sibly a little lonmer, to take care of that problem which we consider
to be a major vigiation. It may he accounting, sanitation, or some of
tliose things.

'rum, we go back again and review. If, at that thne, there is still
majoi. noncomplianm,--then we would feel that those children should

i'ed. Id some other site, and that because of ineligibility that site
could not be funded.

.
We did that very reluctantly became we were afraid it might make

it impossible for some children to be fed. When that is done. We work.
with the sponsor to be sure that those children are channeled into other
sites and not being denied food.

Mr. Buen.txas. You indicated that you attempt at present to screen
sponsors. How much advance screening can you do? liow much con-
tmuhur monitoring to be sure that the sponsors are doing the job can
you dci

Mrs. WurrE. The criteria for reliability or capability is something
that we feel we must talk about more. As I understand the regulations,
this is the main thing that determines the sponsor's eligibility to par-
t icipate the. program._

We do not want to make your criteria so rigid that many good
sponsors are- eliminated, but you do want to make them sufficiently
tight to weed out the-ie who 'are not responsible, and to make it. pos-
sible for those who are eligible to stay in. So this is somethina that is
going to require a lot of thought, bat this is something that :ill have
to be done.

Mr. Brettaxax-. I want to join my colleagues in thanking all the
witnesses for the contributions. Like other members of the, subcom-
mittee, I think Nst need this program. The Congress will continue to
try to meet the nutritional needs of all low-income children through-
out the year, and throughout the country. It is a very important thing
to do.

I am sure that weneed the help of everybody who is willing to help,,
small groups. private groups as well as public entities. But tliere have
to ways. USDA will have to change, I truly believe that. Your rec-
ommendations are well taken along that line.

Surely there must be a way that we can lay hold of the help of
everyone who is willing to help, and is concerned at the same time
to have the controls that are necessary so that we don't have waste or
in some cases even fraud, such as we have in New York City.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller, any filrther questions?
Mr. MILLER. No, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank the witnesses. I am

still disturbed as to exactly what the magnitude of the problem is
that we have here. Maybe we will r.ot know that until the final ac-
counting.

I am also disturbed that I see what appears to be the total lack of
a system here for the proliferation ofthis program over a short period
of time. I don't think tltht you can find fault between USDA and
the State Department. I think they both have their problems. I am
worried that somebody smelled smoke. and decided that they were
t-(mina- to yell fire before the othee guy did.

I am concerned about that. As it. was reported in the press. it is nnt
quite clear to the people who called me about it, or brought this to
my attention, exactly who we were. giving the-money to. It gave the
impression that somehow the State was throwing the money out ut
the street. It does not appear to be the case, given the problems cited
in the Riles release. and stated in the testimony today.

T think that the appearance was given that you had a bunch of
ehysters running the progrun. But you have. some people who are well
intentioned. but have some very serious .deficiencies because of the
lack of experience, for the most part; unless the testimony is other
than that.

So. I am a little disturbed because I see some flaws in the program
that are of a very serious nature, but I don't quite see the fire here.
Maybe I am dense or SomPthing.

When I see the pro! between the 100 and the 158 sponsors this
year; I don't understand why it was not within the ability of the De-.
partment to deal with it. assuming that some nf those people had
track records and could be trnsted for whatever pnrposes.

So I am just a little hit amazed. and we will have to wait and see
how the story unfolds. I won:d hate. to see the people who read. the
original stories. the- stones in -the press that-I saw. assuinethat-the
program is intrinsically corrupt, or so lax in administration that
nmney is "going to switch your operators. Unless this is the case.
and nobody wants to talk about it. I don't latow.

I want to thank yon vzain for comina..
Thank you. Mr. Chairman. for the opportunity to have the sub-

cotrmittee convene for this purpose.
:','..hairman PERKINS. Let me thank all of you wiinesses Tor your ap-

pearance here today. I personally feel that von have been helpftlill in
mthe comittee. Tt. may be. and I don't wani to state that we.

rihle to. bnt I want to discuss the situation, since this is Cie largest
'State in the Union, with Congressman Quie. It may be that we will
be aMe to send some committee staff out there to visit several of these
sitoti before we conduct the hearing nut there.

At any rate we are going to have the hearings, but what troables
me is that the summer feeding program may be over, Mr. Miller, .
before we get out there ourselves.

That is the reason that I say it might be beneficial to send some
staff out there to look at some of these things that are operated by the
sehonl system and some that are privately operated. and get a gen-
eral,consensus of the efficiency of the summer feeding program out
there. 5 6 5
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You have been very help f ul to the committee. I have listened very
closely and I feel that Congressman Miller and Congressman Bu-
chanan have taken care of the questioning to the extent that it is not
necessary for me to prolongthis hearing.

I do have some reservations in my mind, like Mr. Miller. I think
that you will be able to shed much light on these reservations when we
get out there.

Thank you for coming. We hope to see you in the future..
The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10 :45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned to recon-

vene at the can of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows :]

PRESS STATEMENT OF WILSON RILES, SUPEliisNiENUENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
CALIFORNIA I

Thank you for coming. I want to share with you some very scrims problems
regarding a summer food service program for poor children. The intent of the
program is praiseworthy, but under the present federal regulations, I see the
Itotential for a multi-million dollar disaster. I'm talking about the .Summer Food
Ser%-iee Program, soonsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which the.
State Department ar Eduettlioa administers.

We in the Department are doing everything we can to prevent the loss of
taxpayer dollars and waste r.,f food, but because of loopholes in federal regula-
tions big enough to drive a school bus through, our hands are virtually tied.

Let me give you some background on the magnitude of the program here in
California before I go any further.

Right now, there tIrt. 156 local sponsoring agencies for the program through-
out the state..Some of the agencies are public, but most are private. It is mon,
the latter that we are uncovering the major problems. There are more than 2.500
feeding sites statewide. More than 1.300 of those sites are in Los Angelt-:t County
alone. We estimate the total cost for the program this year in Califorita will....lx-
ceed $14 million. Most of this money will he spent within a perfod of r 4oe
months.

The federal regulations under which the Department of Education must LA-
minister this massive program are not sufficiently tight to enable us to prevent
abuse.

Let me give you a few examples of why 'the federal regulations are not suffi-
ciently tight to make snre that children are being fed and taxpayers' dollars
are not being wasted.

(1) Under present federal procedure, advance payments are made to locs.1
sponsors on the basis of the sponsor's estimate of the number of meals to be
served. It is difficult, if not impossible, for the Department of Education to
predetermine the validity of these estimates.

(f;) Federal regulations do not require that local sponsors be bondr-d. Tio--
fo.... if a local program fohls up in the middle of the summer for one TNIS011 or
another: there may he no recourse for the fwid vendors, or the Department of
Education, to recover money or goods already cdvanced.

i3) We have found that i many lIcal sponsors and their personnel lack
perience to adequately operate large food service programsbut under preisent
federal regulations. tbe Department of Education is not given the time nor .be
resources to do an adequate job of evaluating these sponsors before Melt begin
mon.ation. In tuldititm. several sponsors can use the same site, viaking it vie<ually

itnpossible to determine which meals went to which children, and Ithich ageney
served the meals.. .

Let me give you just two examples of what we have uncovered rol nir. rat
afraid there may be many others that we haven't been able to uncover yet be-
cause of inadequate federal regulations.

Our staff people have visited purported feeding sites only to discover fictilons
addresses, or no 'evidence that chihlren were ever there, let alone being fed.

Some sponsors are grossly over-ordering meals, and the result has been a
tremendous wastage of food. Tn a fo-v cases not enough food was ordered and
the result was hungry children not 1,,.1r.g fed. At some sites, food quality wat;:

5.dti
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poor, or the servings were below specified quantities. We are also finding many
sites with Inadequate records to verify claims for reimbursement.

We art.. taking action insofar as possible to curb the potential for abuse. Local
sponsors are being notified that no new feeding sites will be approved without
prior inspection by a representative of the State Department of Education. We
are reviewing as many of the existing sites and sponsors as possible,-and are doing
everything we can to help sponsors bring their programa into compliance.

I have aSked my staff to draw up specifie remIlMendations for improvement of
regulations which we will forward to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In ad-
dition, the Department of Education will present testimony on this problem before
a subcommittee of the Ilouse Education and. Labor Committee (Paring a hearing
on August ninth and tenth.

0112 recommendations for tighter control of the program will inelvde a re-
queSt to the Department of Agriculture to issue its regulations earlier. ThiS year
the regulations came but in March, to be implemented in June. No .applications
from local sponsors can be made before then. That three-month period from March
to June is not sufficient to allow staff from the Department of Education to in-
spect sites before they begin operation, and follow up with a.second visit if the
site ddes not meet standards. Ideally, the federal officials should issue their regu-
lations in October of the previous year.

Secondly, we will ask that federal regulations require bonding of local spon-
sors, so that taxpayers or vendors will have some recourse if the sponsor defaults.

We also will ask for a change in present federal regulations which force the
Department of Education to make advance payments to local sponsors without
adequate vertification of meals to be served. In theory, the advance payments
permit local. sponsors to begin operation on schedule, but there are insufficient
controls to ensure that the local sponsor follows through with actual meals

-served to children.
So far this year, we have allocated approxhnately $7 million in advance pay- .

ments. But frankly I cannf..: assure you that the eligible children in California
are receiving the food we ail want them to have. That situation makes me very
uncomfortable, and it shoeid make the taxpayers of California uncomfortable
as welL
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

WEDN'ESDAY, AUGUST 25, 1970

Horst,: or REPRESENTATIVES,
:7,..c-twomArtrrta: els' ELEMENTARY. SncoxnAtry,

AN» VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OP THE
COMMrrTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

lirmykington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:35 in room 2175, Rayburn House Office

II-on. Carl I). Perkins (chairman of the .committee) pre-
sidi bg.

.111em1)ers pre,ent: Representatives Perkins, Mottl, Hall, Miller,
Good ling. and Jeffords.

Staff present : Beatrice Clay, staff assistant, and Charles Radcliffe,
minority counsel.

Chairman Pent ErNs. A quornm is present. We will start. We have a
panel and we are continuing the oversight hearings on school lunches
held by the Subcommittee on Elementary, 5econd'ary, and Vocational
Education. Now, we have Ms. Robin Edefman,.nutritionist, Allegany
County Health Department, Maryland; Charles. Hughes, president of
the Board of Education Employees, Local 372, New York City, Amer-
ican Federation of State-County Municipal Emplovees: and Mr. Gary
Foster, district director. School' Division, Council :.37. New York City,
American Feileratieff of -State=Connty-Municipal -Employees: Conte
around. all of you as a panel this morning. Lead off. Ms. Edelman. All
of yon come aro»nd and take seats, one on each side of her, so that we
can hear all of you before we interrogate you. We are very interested
in your testimony in these oversight hearings. Proceed, Ms. Edelman.

STATEMENT OF ROBIN EDELMAN, NUTRITIONIST, .ALLEGANY

COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

:\ IS. EDELMAN. Good morning.
Chairman PERKINS. Wit hollt objection, all your prepared statements

will be insciled in the record.
1.s. EDELMAN. Thank you for the opportunity to tetify on a positive

model for school nutrition programs. I am the nutritionist for a health
department in one of Maryland's Appalachian countries. As part of my
community work, I have served as consultant to teachers and admin-
istrators of h the minty school health education prcr.am and the
nutrition iti-v.ram. known better as school lunch program.

have .participated in nut ritiou education workshops for teachers
and educational sessions for training school cafeteria managers. I have
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visited most elementary schools to present nutrition information to
pupils participating in a countywide health education procrram.

Cafeterias in the public schools of Alle.gany County serve'breakfast,
lunch, and milk to the children in grades K-12, hence the title of the
program has been changed from school lunch to school nutrition.

There are 34 schools in Allegany County. All but one are equipped
with cafeterias for onsite food preparation. Only one school has meals
satelfited to it. Very few "convenience" items are used in the food
preparation. With the exception of sandwich bread, all bakery prod-
ucts (rolls, cookies, cakes) are prepared from scratch,onsite. All soups
aro homemade except tomato soup. The cooks add basic foods to en-
hance the nutritional value of the few convenience items that are used.
For example, milk is added to the tomato soup and cheese is added to .
a macaroni and cheese mix.

Our comparative cost figures show that with maximum utilization
of all commodities, cooking from scratch yields a more wholesome-
product which is comparable in cost of the same item, commercially
prepared.

Participation in the school nutrition program has always been
higher than the national average. For 1970 we averaged 69 percent
compared to the national 57 percent. Lunch participation in some .
schools is over. 80 percent.

Allecrany County Board of Education employs W. cafeteria man-
agers (one for each school ) and over 140 food assistant workers. There
is a low turnover of food service workers. The average employment
period is 10 years. Many have been with the program ovee20 years..
Many live in the communities wherethey work and know the school-
children well. Cafeteria managers and food assistant workers are well'
paid and treated with respect. The percentage benefits they receive
are the same as all other board of education employees. Cafeteria man-
agers participate in the yearly evaluation of the menu; suggestions-
f coin each-are -incorporated into the one final menu that everyschool*
uses.

Many cafeteria managers have arranged special classroom learning
activities in cooperation with their teachers and principals. These have.
included kitchen tours, special meals, and tasting parties. I have at-
tended a tasting party where I observed children devour yogurt, raw.
cabbage, squash, and liver with great enthusiasm.

A history teacher and cafeteria manager have planned Japanese
meals for classes studying that country; Last year a teacher used .
nutrition information as the core to teach social studies, math, and
reading to her first grade class.

Ci feteria managers supplied the necessary:materials paid for by
home economic instructional money. For other events, to purchase
special foods, money has been donated by local fimd-raising organiza-
tions to the schools in their respective commnnities.

Wholesome food, well accepted by children, is the key to the success,
of our school nutrition program. The positive feedback of high par-
ticipation boosts morale in the kitchen which results in the positive
attitudes of the food service workers.

One of the junior high schools with 70 percent participation usually..
haS 700 students eating lunch. On days when freshly- baked rolls are.
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on the menu, participation jumps to SGO and the students will usually
eat two rolls apiece.

In 1969 Allegany County bad six satellite programs. Fiscal analysis
has shown that satelliting had not reduced costs, and it bad a negative
effect on food acceptance resulting in reduced participation. Some
teachers who have had the opportunity to compare satellite.and On-
site preparation have stated to me that they are convinced that chil-
dren eat more with onsite preparation. They assume that smelling tbe
food cooking in the building for a few hours before lunch is a power-

, fill stimulant to the appetite.
It costs more to prepare food centrally and satellite preplated meals

in Allegany County because there are over 400 square miles of moun-
tainons-terrain, arid the costs of fuel and temperature controlled units
or trucks were prohibitive. As fuel costs continue to rise., it will become
equally costly and ecologically more wasteful to satellite meals in the
more urban areas.

Because of the high cost of labor, it may be viewed as more expel-
sive for our school nutrition program to continue preparing most of
Elie food from scratch. But high levels of unemployment. in-Allegany
County support the continuance.of this method of food preparation;
it is unethical to alter the school food serviCe to reduce labor costs in
a county that has had unemployment figures as high as 17 percent.

As I already have mentioned, serving wholesome food is one ef the
most highly valued a.spects of our program. It has been a high priority
throughout the program's history. in 1944, 1 year after the school
lunch program became a county-wide program in Allegany County
and 2 years before the Presider.t signed the National School Lunch

-Adoa special bulletin was circulated to all school lunchroom workers
that, addressed the importance of the program as an overall program
to help children grow better in mind and body and spirit.

It asks such questions as, Are you sure that the meals you serve put
-your- chi idren.. at _their ..best.. and . fresh yegetahleplArQ
you using apple pie with lots of apples and little crust? These ques-
tions reflect the concern for nutritious, appealing food. The lunch

--program must do more than provide nutrients to satisfy recommended
dietary allowances.

As the noted physchologist Bruno I3ettelheim has said, eating and
being fed are intimately connected with our deepest. feelings and our
ability to learn. The feeding situation should be physically, socially,
nnd emotionally appealing. It should satiate the children'S hunger for
security .

and trust. Tbis is the necessary preparation for effective
learning.

Key people concerned about high quality nutrition and the total
education of schoolchildren have been responsible 'for the success
of the school lunch program in Allegany County. In 1930, in addi-
tion to executing classroom responsibilities, a teacher volunteered his
time to establish the program.

From 1965 to 19M, a program administrator with training in
nutrition and home economics was responsible for maintaining a
high quality program amid challenges or rising food and labor costs.
Besides her concerns about maintaining quality in school feeding,
her professional training provided the skills necessary to manage
an efficient progyam.

5 0
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Many of the headaches associated with school lunch could be cured
by employing well-trained managers in administration to supervise
equally well-trained manao.ers in food produaion. And as others
have already recommendee, to carry over the nutrition information
into the classroom, teachers must be trained in nutrition education.
Once they appreciate the merits.of-a good school lunch /3rogram they
will be advocates with a vested interest in the results of physical .and
psychological nourishment: improved classroom participation and
learning.

Chairman PERKINS. What disturbs me considerably about the De-
partment of Agriculture is my observations in their change of at-
titude since I have been in the Congress: When I first came here they
were. most interested in every meal that they served from the Aand-
point of it being a nutritious meal, well-planned and balanced, and
it remained in that capacity for several years.

Then it later changed. When they 'come before the committee they
discuss the lack of nutritional training and things of that nature
:25 years ago, they were writing books, pamphlets. The nutritionists
in the Department of Agricultlre were the best in the Nation and .
they were prescribing. meals, ,nutritious meals that would be un-
xcelled from the standpoint of the benefit of the. children.

But now, all this somehow seems to have gotten lost somewhere .
along the line, and we no longer have the nutritionists and we are
having to start all over again and it is really a considerable concern
to many of us who have sat on this committee and listened to the
nutritionists that came before this committee 25 years ago from
the Department of Agriculture and wonder about the lack of interest
that is prevalant today contrasted with 25 years ago..

So we seem to be walking up the hill and- down 'again so far as
really nutritious feeding is concerned..That is a orave concern and
something that should never have been tolerated.t'But nevertheless;
it i,. before us today and I am impressed with your statement. Please
continue;

Mrs. EDELMAN. I think to address that concern immediately, that
,one part of my statement referred briefly to the fact that we put
too much emphasis on nutrients, satisfying recommended dietary
allowances, and there has been a switch from the concern aboirt
wholesome food to nutrients. It is easier to Satisfy mitrient require-
ments that are limited proteins, yitamins, minerals. The key
nutrients that we have concentrated our attention on can be provided
-to children without providing wholesome, .nutritious foods, as in the
forms of fortified breakfast cakes.

The USDA is yesponsible for overseeing this program, huf it is
administered on a local level in onr State and it is by concern of the
Ilya' school administrators that the procrram can more than 'satisfy
mimimum nutrient requirements. Shall I go on with my recom-
mendations?

.Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead with your statement. Summarize
it if you can.

Mrs. EDELMAN. The followino. recommendations I would like to
make are based. on the situation in Allegany County. So that the coSt
M the meals does not escalate to prohibit participation in the pro-
gram and so that the bUrden of inflation does.nOt reSt totally on the

5 1
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schools, there should -be n ceiling established for the price Of a meal
to the child, above 'Which the Federal Government would increase
reimbursement to absorb costs.

Second, so much of the prooTam's success depends upon the skills
of those workers preparing tfie food, and since the labor costs are
federally reimbursed only indirectly as wages figured into the total
cost of a meal. Federal reimbursements should be increased to cover
the expense of ongoing training for food service workers.

Third. Federal nonfood assistance for the purchasing of equipment
should be available to all schools who demonstrate efficient food service
management, but are still not meeting expenses, regardless of the
number of free and reduced price meals they serve.

It should be specified that equipineni purchased with Federal
nonfood assistance be that which will be used for the preparation of
wholesome foods. This equipment purchased should not permit fast
food operations to enter the school lunch program and should not
receive Federal assistance and in that way perhaps we could keep
out fortified breakfast cakes and allow for the preparation of hot
cereal and nutritious juice for breakfast.

think it also will be necessary to pass Federal laws that make it
mandatory that competitive nonnutritious foods are not allowed in
vending machines located on school property even if they are designed
for teachers on/y.

It is difficult to :!;-..nitor these machines and it is a confusing double
message to the pupils that what is not good for them is OK for their
teachers, and since we hear a lot about how nutrition education pro-
grams in schools should make better use of the school lunch program,
T think we should work toward establishinp- pilot projects that we can
use as positive models andl: see the Federal Government as providing
this incentive in making it feasible to use the cafeterias as learning
laboratories for basic nutrition, meal planning, food preparation, and

,storage.
So these are my recommendations summarized and I NV-ill entertain

nay question thai you have about the content of my statement.
(lhairman PERRIN'S. All right, thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Routx F.DEI.M AN. NUTRITIONIST. ALLEGA NY COUNTY
TIE.% L TIT DEPARTMENT. CUMBER LA NO, MD.

A POSITIVE 'tODEL FOR SCHOOL :N-UTRITION PROGRAMS

I am the nutritionist for a health department in one of Maryland's Appulachian
counties. As part of my community work I have served as a eonsultant to teach-
ers and administrators of both the county School Health Education 'Program
amid the Sehool Nut-idiom Program (known better as the School Lunch Progratu):
I have p:Irticipated in nutrition education workshops for teachers and educa-
tional ses::ions for training school cafeteria managers. I have visited most
elementary schools to present nutrition information to pupils participating
in time county Health Education Prograrn.

rafeterias in the public sehools of Allegany County serve breakfast. luneh
and milk to the children in grndes K-12. liene`e the title of the program has been
ehanged from School Lunch to School Nutrition. In addition, some cafeterias
prepare lunch f,,r the preschoolers in the Child Development Program and the
senior citizens in the Title 1-II Nntrition Program. Altogether it is a $1.8 million
food service-operation.

There are 34 schools in Allegany County. All hnt one are equipped with cafe-
terias for food prepaNtion on site. Only one school has meals satellited to it.

1111-10F5 0 - 77
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Very few "convenience" Ittqus !ire used in the food. preparation. With the excep-
tion of sandwieh breml, all 'bakery [inducts rolls, rookies, -cakes) are preNtred
from scratch, on site. All soups are homemade exi.ept,toinat 0 soup. When con-
venienee items are used, the cooks add basic foods, to enballeo the nutritiontO
value. For example, milk is lidded to the tomato soup, and eheese is
added to a macaroni and eheese mix. Comparative cost figures show that with
maximum Minn tbm of all commodities, cooking from scratch yields a more
wholesome produrt which is comparable in cost to the same items, commercially
prepa red.

Participation In the School Nutrition Program has always heen !light r than
the national average. For 1970. we averaged (11)(7,. Lune), partieipation in some
schools is over 80%. Participation tends to.be higher in the sehools that have
more children eligible for fret ... and reduced !wive meals. so there are statisties
indivating that the tirogrant reaches those children who need it most.

Allegany Colinty Board of Education employs 35 ea feteria managers (one for
each school) and over 140 food assistant workers. There is a low turnover of
staff. The average employment period is 10 years. and many have been 'with the
program over 20 years. 31any live in the communities where they work and
know the school children wall. Cafeteria managers and food assistant workers
are well paid and treated with respect. The percentage benefits they reveive
are the same as till other Board of Education employees, Cafeteria managers
tiartieipate in the yearly evaluation of the Inenu ; suggestions from each are
ifleorporated hail tin. one final menn that every school uses. Many eafeteria
managers have arranged ,special classroom learning activities in cooperation
with their teachers and principals. These have included kitchen tours, special
means and tasting parties. I have'.attended testing parties where I observed chit-

ren devour yogurt. raw cabbage. squash and liver with great enthusiasm. A his-
tory teacher and cafeteria manager have planned Japanese meals for classes
studying tlmt country. Last year a teacher used nutrition information as the core
to teaeh social studies, math and reading to her first grade class. Cafeteria mana-
gers lodped in supplying the necessary materials.

WIttdi.sonle food. well accepted by the children. is the key to the success of our
program. The positive feedback of high participation boosts morale in the'
kitehen which results in the positive attitudes of the food service workers. One
of the junior high schools with 70% partieipation Usually has TOO students eating
lunch. On days when freshly baked rolls are on the menu. Jut rticipation jumps to
SOO and the students will usually eat two rolls apiece. Other popular fowls which
boost participation include ovenhaked chicken and homemade pizza (made
with cheese and ground beef to satisfy the protein requirement).

,In 19(19, Allegany County had six satellite programs. Fiscal analysis has shown
t satelliting 'had mon redueed .COStS. and it hatl a negative-effect on-footl-nc,-

ceptance resulting in reduced participation. Some teachers who have had the
opportunity to cOmpare satellite meals with on site preparation, have stated to
Me that they are convinced the children eat more with on site food preparatinn.
They asume that smelling the food cooking in the building for a few hours before
lunch is a powerful stimulant to t he a ppet ite,

Because of the high cost of labor, it may be viewed as more expensive for our
nutrition prtigrani to coati/lite preparing most of the food from scratch. But high
levels of unemployment in Allegany- County support the continuanee of this
method of food preparation ; it is tinethiCal to alter the sehool food service to
reduce labor costs in a county that has had unemployment figures as high :Is 17%.

As rve already mentioned. serviag whodesome food is one of the mo4 highly
valued 'aspects of our program. It has been a high priority throughout the pro-
gram's history. In 1944. one year a fter the School Linich Prr.gra in became a county-
wide program in Allegany County and two years before the President signed the
Natiomal Sehool Lunch A.ct . a sitecial hulletin was circulated to all Sellool lunch-
room workers. It deserilwt1 the lunch prOgrani it ". . . an over-all program to
help ehildren grow hotter in mind and body and spirit". It asked if cafeteria
managers were including fresh carrots to be eaten raw and tender eaobage
wedges; it asked if apples were being nsed for dessert in pies with lots of apples
and very little crust. It suggested that sandwiches should not be serveiV if a main
hot dish would be befter for f Ito child. This bulletin reflected the ethwern for
nutritious. atipealing food. It is important that the lunch program do more than
merely provide nu triPlIts to so t isfy dietary requirements.

As the noted psychologist Bruno Bettelheint has said, eating and being fed are
intimately connected with our deepest feelings and our ability to learn. The
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feeding 'situation should Ito physloally. s tciii I l .iind.ielitotionally. appealing. It
should, satiate the child's innigor for secnrity aud.,:.frust. This is tlie necessary
Preto ration for effective lea ruing.

Key people concerned about high quality nutrition and the total education
of sciviol. children have beim. responsible for the success Of the School Lunch
Program itt. Allegany County. in the 1930's, in addition to executing classroom
responsibilities. a leacher volunteered his time to ostaldish and organize the
program. From 1:905-1975, a program administrator with training in nutrition
and home economics was responsible for maintaining high quality amidst the
challenges of rising food and labor costs. lt,..ause of her- professitund training,
she was able to manage the program efficiently. Many of tile headacheS associated
with school hitteli canid bemired by employing well trained managers in adminis-
tration to supervise topmlly well trained managers in food production. And, as
others have already reci.anlientled, to carry over the nutrition information into
the teacher.. must be trained in nUtritiOn educathm. Once they appre-
ciate the tnerits tif a gothl school feeding program, they will be advocates with a
vested interest in the results of physical and psychological nourishment. These
results include improved elassroom part icipa t ion.

Based on the situation in Allegany County, I would like to make these addi-
tionai reconimendations for consideration by this subcommittee:

1. So that the cost of the meals does not escalatt to prollildt participation in
the prt(graln and so that the burden of halation does not. rest. totally on the
sellouts, there should be a ceiling established for the price of a !Heal If) the Child.
above which the federal government winild increase reimbursement to absorb
costs.

2. So Innell of the 1)1.1,4r:till's success depends upon the'skills of those workers
preparing the food. Between 1905 and 1975 our food costs rose 70% while lahor
costs rose 1 20'.;;,. Presently the labor cogs are federally reimimrsed only indirectly .

as wages figured into the total ciist of a meal. It would be necessary to increase
federal reimbursement to ower t! expellst. of ongoing training for food service
workers, This expense should be shared with the Weal cmumunity. but increased
federal reimbursement would proYide incentive and make it economically
feasilde to have paid training in Inisic nutrition and food preparation. To assure
high quality work performanee, competencies in food handling should be estab-
lished, training programs should be directed towards the participants' achieve-
ment tir standard skills that wouhl be required for employment in the school
food service.

3. Presently federal non-food assistance for the purchase of cafeteria equipment
ouly gties to sotto/as that are not meeting expenses and have 25% of the total (41-
.niillinent receiving free or reduced meals. This legislation isTenewed..yearly/fo en-
courage schools to plan for better equipped kitchens, I recommend that the non-
food assistance become permanent legisla don, and also that it is open to all schools
that show ovideee!e of ellickon food service management hut still cannot meet
expenses. regardless of the number of free and reduced meals served. It should
be specified that equipment purchased with federal non-food assistance be tlmt
whielt will be used for the preparation of a variety of wholesome foods. Equip-
ment purehases that otwourage fast food operations to enter the school feeding
program should not reeeive federal assistance.

4. Vederal laws should be passed making it mandatory that vompetitive non-
nut rit ions foods are not allowed_ in vending Machines located on school property
even if they are designated for teaehers (ally. It is difficult to monithr purelmses
frtnn inaehhies and it is a confnsing doulde message to the pnpils that they
ean't oat eertain foods, but their teachers can.

5, We hear a lot ahout how nutrition programs in schools should make better
nse of school feeding programs. On a pilot basis, the federal government should
eneourage the tive of sehool cafeterias as learning laboratories for basic nutri-
tii In. meal planning and food preparation. In additirm to these nutrition educa-
tion:II opportunities. the cafoterias ronld provide learning experiences for pupils
in bookkeeping, mathematics and sanitation. We need federal support to have
Innre positive working niodels for this expanded rise of school feeding. programs.

Chairman PERI:I-Ns. The nest. witness is Mr. Charles Hughes, presi-
dent of the Board of Education Employees. Local 372. You go ahead,
Mr. Hughes.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES HUGHES, PRESIDENT, LOCAL 372, DIS-

TRICT COUNCIL 37, AFSCME

Mr. TIMMES. Mr. Chairman, members of the House Subcommittee
nn Elementary. Secondary, and Vocational Education. my name is
Charles TTughes and T ant president of the New Ynrk City Board of
Education Employees. Loval 371.?. Like Mr. Foster. who is next to
speak to you m. T welcoe t his opportunity to meet. with you today on
lxhalf of* the 18.000 men and women I represent. many of whom are
school Itinell workers, school aides and loaders and handlers, who are
your last line of defense in terms of assuring the smooth, efficient,
effective operations of the programs and regulations provided as a
consequence of the National School Lunch and Child Nutrition Acts.

My motives are not purely altruistic. for T am the father of two
selmol-age children who, like the childrea nf my members, attend
schools in New York City. T am partividarly interested in seeinz that
my children and the children nf my memhers. as well as all of the
.100.000 children attending schools in New York City receive healthy,

nutritious, a ppetizino. meals so that they might fully derive the bene-
fits of a public and/or parochial education.

Today. T would like tn exchange ideas with you regarding several
questims for which T feel an immediate need for answers. The first
Is whether nr not the service nf school lunch and school breakfast
should be, mandated throughout this eonntry. I will snggest that they
should be.

The, gecond is whether or not. the USDA should promulgate more
strinzent reoldations controllinor the quality of the food to be dis-
tributed. T will again sngmest in the affirmative.

As a point of information. the enrollment in New York City nublic
schools is approximately 1 million with about 900,000 pupils in
attendance daily. By the end of this school year. 550.000 to 600.000
students-were served luncirwith less-than-10(000 .receiving-breakfast.---

Ninety peyeent nf the students who were served lunch received free
lunches, while all of those- children who were served breakfast re-
ceived free breakfast. Even then. only about 13 percent of all children

fnr free breakfast received them.
While percentao.ewise the batting average in terms of participation

rates in the school lunch proLfram -in New York City is somewhat
better. more than 300.000 children who were eligible for reduced
price lunches either paid the full price for a meal or were not serviced
at all.

We can find a nnmber of explanations fnr these statistics. But. do
we want to iusti fv them ? Since 19-1-6. times have changed markedly.
When the National School Lunch Act waS penned by Congross,
ninon!, its stated purposes was the provision of nutritious meals to
every child in the country, which you jnst comment about. Have times
chano.ed to the pnint where this is no lono.er so? T think not.

Yon. Mr. Cliairman. and the members of your committee, .have
expressed throuoh Fitatenlent and letrislation. your. full awareness of
the need for, and benefits to be derived from, adequate nutrition'hnd
sohool feedino. prooTams.

Tn -1960, Cm-wry:4s look vet another step toward alleviating hunger
in the railed States, by formulating the school 'breakfast. program-.
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It, did. however, take a measured step. The lawmakers at that time
made it clear that the program was ii pilot and not a permtment one.
They wanted to he able to fully evaluate cost, benefits, and adMinis-
trative difficidties hefore makin(r a commitment of lon(r-term funding
.for the progTam.

By 1968, whn e Congress reconsidered the authorization, a number
or schools aml States had gained experietwe with the pilot school
breakfast. progntni. Their attitudes were positive and their recom-
memlations positive, based ow the enthusiastic endorsement. of the
several States. Congress then ap1)eared to rentove. the breakfast pro-
gram fnun its pilot status. But it did not. provide for permanency.

In August. 1971. the USDA proposed new reo.ulations that would
severely rest riot t he availability of section 3.2 T'unds for use in both
t he school 11111(.11:Ind breakfast programs. 'Later in August of that same
year. the I 'SDA sought to mvent new schools front entering the
hreak fast prognun by onlering States to freeze participation at- April
1971 levels. I feel that at the time these actions accurately reflected
tlw level of commitment on the part of USI").1. to school feeding
program:4.

It l'olltms quite naturally then. that as the Children's Service
,11-oh,f-(.ring Committee reports. the major explanation for the. gross
trt.(,:;''/,::.tital of t he funds nvailable for breakfast and Inach for

(i ity children. is that- school administrators do not regard
t L -iou of food as part of their responsibility. and are therefore.

-,.,talitted to solving the problems involved in instituting such
sert

Congress in Public Law 9-1-105 establishes permanent provision for
the school breakfast program and mandates the service of the reduced
price lunch opt ion in all those schools in NSL subsidy. Further. the
i,:overnor of Now York, in .1u1v 1076 siglied into law a bill which
man(latcs the service by Septemher 1977 of breakfast in all schools
part icipat lug in NS14..program...These are-very forwanl-looking ae-
tiltS. and the Congress of the I 'lined States and the State Assembly of
New York ii It> ht con!rrat nlated.

Still, many 'New York officials are very mnch opposed to starting
breakfast programs and,to fully implementing all the price options
in their hinch service because feeding children does not to them seem
to be a legitimate part of "education."

Some feel it to be the role of the. parent to provide a nourishing
breakfast and lunch ror their children. disrecrarding the fact that.
many children of the nonlmor as well as the poor. because of eating
habits and/or poverty. start the day without breakfast and eat little
or no lunch.

If the school Invak fast and lunch programs are to work in this
country as a whoh.. and in New York City in particularthere must be.
a widesyread commitment to the provision of such services in fhe
schools.

wituld just like to go down further. Chairman Perkins. based on
your recommendation and summarize and put out some. of the concerns
that T. have, and that. is. whereas a fully cooking, onsite cafeteria
kitchen is almost !universally conceded to be the most desirable of the
svstetn. a good cook- can 'do little with inferior meat and produce.
Heretofore. the 1-S1). aud the General .tccounting Office have main-
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tained less t han st ringent vont rol over t hose 'foodstuffs being .distrib-
uted to schools.

-in New York City. the preplated service has proven the most
abhorrent and the least stringently controlled. Every day durim the
school year, in public and private schools t hrmlghout New York 'City.
food service personnel prepare to serve Hums:Inds upon t housands of
frozen lunches to schoolchildren-170.000 of these lunches were
served every day last year. These meals are frozen. precooked, pre-
plated contrivances composed of frequently soggy meat portions,
tasteless vegetables, and pastelike gravies.

As a consequence. hundreds of ehildren t hrow their lunches away
without eating any part of them. while many moe eat-only the dessert
before disposing of these meals.

The eost of surh waste is, unaccephiblein terms of children who
cannot or will not eat t lwse unaplwtizin!, nwals. losing the nutritional
fuel they need during the school dayand in terms of the accompany-__in g eeonontir waste.

For the school year 1 974-75, nearly $10 million worth of preplate
contrarts %very awarded to three vendors servicing the New York
Board of Ediwation's Bureau of Sehool Lmwhes. For school year
1975-7G. t he volume of preplate service increased. while tlw number
of vendors decreased to two.

Yet so lax are t he tont met ual controls over tlwse two vendors that
each has cont hilted to send kmd shipments Nintaminated with high
levels of unacceptable haeteriaone shipnwnt of a fish meal registered

staph vomit of 1.200. 12 times t lw maxitnum acceptable level.
Mr. Chairman. tlwse onillitions must not be a1lowN1 to persist. We

recomnwnd that the USDA promuTrrate in its re7ulations rigid stand-
ards and provisions to he nwt by all companies and corponttions sup-
plying goods to school food service systems regardless of the type of
system.

Tn addition. we stig[rest that those discretionary moneys proVided
to the Secretary of A (rriculture for the purpose of training be fully
utiliqd to train school food sevice twrsonnel as to the proper most
ethical ways of handling and preparing food. We furtlwr recommend
that tlwse training and study moneys be used to educate administra-
tors. prineipals. and teachers. as to tlw need for making the school
lurwh mid breakfast prop-rams important integrals of the education
Sy:4(4n.

M. Chairman. nwmbers of tlw committee. on behalf of the children
and my inenthers. T raIl upon you in 'your wisdom to do that which you
can to i in prove the Operations of these two most worthwhile programs.
I assure you that my members and I will assist you in any way possible.

I would like to take this opporttmity to thank you *for tlw oppor-
t unit y of a ppearin!, before your conunittee this.morning.

Chairman PlattiiNs. Thank von for making a good statement.
Now we will hear froin 'Arr. Foster.

STATEMENT OF GARY H. FOSTER, DIRECTOR OF SCHOOLS DIVISION,
DISTRICT COUNCIL 37, AFSCME

FosTrtt. T am Gary TT. Foster. director. Schools Division, Dis-
trict Council :17. FSCNEE.

Cita irman Plth:Fxs. Without Objection. ymir prepared statement
will be inserted in the rword. Summarize if you care..
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M. Ft:::.r:u. I am the represent:it ire of the American Federation of
State. County. and Municipal Employees. District Council 37 or
AFscm-E. on behalf of the 110.000 111(.11111(.1.s repwsented by A FSCM E
in Now York City and most partieularly on behalf of the .18.000 mem-
bers represNaed by the :Cew York City Board of Education Em-
plovees. 14 Ica I

f Welcome the opportunity to meet with you today to discuss the
programs opg.atim! hin the st at utory constraints of the National
:School Lunch tool Child Nut HI ion Act of 1060, amendments of 1975.

Any proper disenssion as to the effective implementation of this leg-
isha ion must first address itself to the intents and purposes for which
the legislation was originally written. Sect ion 2 of the National School
Linwit Act declares it to be the policy of ConyTess. as the measure of
mtt Iona l sernrity. to safe.,ruard the health and well being of the
Nation's children and to encourage domest ie consumpt ion of nutritious
agricultural commodit ies and other food. by assisting the States in
providing an adequate suprdy of food and other facilities for the estab-
lishment maintenance. operation. and expansion of nonprofit school
lunch prog.rattis.

he derlarat ion of purpose stated in section 2 of the Child Nutrition
Act of 190) extended. ext)onded. and strewrthened the commitment of
Congress to meet more effect iyely the nut rit ional needs of our children.

It is clear then that the legislation was originally written to satisfy
two purposest WO pitrposes which. though not of necessity mntually
exclusive. may, because nf cimmushowes. not always be mutually com-
patible. School feeding pro...rams were designed to provide an outlet
for farm surpluses and to aid schools in providing nutritious low cost
meals to all of the st tulents.

A myriad of eircumstaiwes :a home and abroad have contributed to
a dimunition in -the volnme of agricultural surplus available for dis-
tribution to schools. Thus the necessity for the legislation in terms of
commodity distribution has lwen lessened a great deal. This same set
of circumstances has. however. exacerbated the need for more effec-
tive. efficient national school hunch prograins.

These same circumstances dictate that. as a measure of national
security. we provide nutritious meals to all the Nation's children. for
malnutrition is no respecter of ;ore, nationality, time of day or socio-
economic status.

We must move beyond the contemporary conceptualization of school
food service as subsidy for the financially deprived, to the point at
which we realize that school food service is a subsidy to the nutri-
tionally needy. We must recommit ourselves to the service of paying
stmlents.

Millions of needy and nonneedy children have been brought into the
program. Fedend subsidies for free and reduced price lunches for
needy children have risen markedlypaying the preponderance of

.
the cost of prolutring lunches for those children. But the Federal .aid
granted to subsidize lunches to payinor children lois shown an overall
decrease when compared to the cost of preparing a lunch.

In 1947. at the incept ion of the school lunch progrmn, the Federal
suhsidy covered about :11 1wrcent of the cost of preparing a lunch for
any child in the program. As the cost of preparing lunches has risen
much faster than the basic subsidy rate for lunches served to paying
children. the Federal subsidy for paying children is down tn abont
20 percent in fiscal year 1075.
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In New York. a child paying for lunch may pay up to 60 cents.
According to a study done by Washington State -University for the
-USDA, low participation rates are assiwiated with high prices and
high rates with low prices. A straight line relationship calculated
between price and participation in larger school districts, indicates
that a 5-eent decrease in price is associated with the increase of 6
percentage points in the participation rate.

The Citizen's Board of Inquiry i»to Hunger and Malnutrition
published its 1-eport. "Hunger, U.S.A." in 1968. Its author showed
that the ultimate costs of hunger were social unrest. distrust, aliena-
tion, withdrawal, and frustration. They cited proof that insufficient
quantities of protein in the daily diets of youngsters could cause
severe brain damage and that malnutrition caused listlessness, shorter
life expectancy, and a general lowering of resistance to infection as
well as specific disabilities resulting from nutrient deficiencies.

These effects were not limited to a small portion of the popula-
tion; available evidence indicates that as many as half of the poor
people of this country Were affected by undernutrition and that a
third of the. more affluent, because of poor eating habits, suffered
nutrient deficiencies.

New York City currently pays a greater subsidy for the fully paid
lunches of middle-class children than it does for the free lunches
for the poor. The.cost to New York City of reduced price lunches for
low working class children weadd be less than the amount the city
now finances for f»ll v paid lunches.

Public Law 94-105 expanded Federal subsidies to the noupoor
by mandatiii g. the. service of reduced price meals in all schools and
increasing eligibility to 95 percent above the income poverty gnide-
lines or about $11,100 for a family of four.

Living cost's are- higher in the New York City area than virtually
anywhere else in the -United States. According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. the animal cost of maintaining a moderate level of living
for a four-person family in the New York-Northern New .Tersey
area was $16,64S in the autumn of 1974. At the lower level of living.
annual costs for the same family would be $9352, with a higher living
standard budp-eted to cost $25.470. There then is a disparity of at least
55.500 between the projected cost of maintaining a moderate standard
of living and the allowable income poverty guidelines which permit
eligibility for reduced price meals.

More than 1,100.000 children are, enrolled in public elementary,
junior high. and high schools in our city. Almost half are from families
at or below .Federal poverty levels. Hunger and malmitrition are
realities for many of these children and. indeed. where they may
not be. hapazard eating habits and inadequate knowledge about, and
exposure to. nutritionally balanced meals. make it increasingly im-

portant that food programs designed and established to assure ade-

quate nutrition reach the children eligible for them in the most

effective way.
In New York City in March of 1975. there were 1.292 schools and

institutions serving an averarre of 537.359 meals daily. Ninety percent
of these meals were free with the remainder being full priced. At- the
end of 1975, New York City served no reduced price school meals. A
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reduced price program is currently being implemented in response to
the Federal legislative mandate.

About 57 percent of the chiklren registered in elementary and junior
high schools are eligible for free. meals. Of these, S7 percent participate
in the school lunch program. If reduced price meals were available,
it is our estimation based on 1970 census data, that at least 300,000
additional children would be eligible for them.

We strongly suggest that the mandate for reduced price service be
fully implemented and that the Federal subsidy for fully paid meals
be increased. However, financial investmentnlone is not enough. Care-
ful monitoring must be "conducted to encourage the full and efficient
ntilization of these programs.

On the whole, Public Law 94-105 is a thonghtfully written sub-.
stantive document. This public law provides most adequate guide-
lines within which child nutrition programs are to operate and Con-
gress is to be congratulated for its efforts.

As amended, the law extends or makes permanent a number of
much needed special services, -WIC, breakfast programs, and the
summer feeding program.

All of us know, however, that guidelines alone are not an accurate
measure of the successful fulfillment of purpose for any piece of legis-
lation. Success is a direct function of implementation.

A recent study submitted to the USDA confirmed the fact that, price
notwithstanding, the single. most important factor in terms .of levels
of participation and effective implementation of school feeding pro-
grams is the attitude of the administrator of the programs.

A sitnation wherein an individual or small group of indivkbials can
cbmpletely contravene the intents and purposes of CongresS, mitigating
the positive effects of constructive legislation npon thousands, indeed .

hundreds of thmisands of children, should not be allowed to exist.
We-, therefore, recommend that the Secretary of Agriculture

utilizing the discretionary funds so allocated in. the National School
Limeh Act, provkk to the States and municiPalities a frequent, more
in-depth evaluation of their respective food service programs.

Thes e. evaluations. onre obtained. would be points of reference from
which to MI (re the overall effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of the act.

Being fully cognizant of the fact that the appropriations allocated
for discretionary expenditnre by the Secretary of Agriculture for this
purpose are extremely limited, we feel it imperative that Congress.
dnring its next. session discuss section 9(a) of the National School
Lunch Act for the purposes of appropriating more adequate funding
for the monitoring of the programs therein constituted.

In New York City,the school lunch program is a centrally admin-
istered mass feediii o. operation mider tlm aegis of tlw bnrean of school
lunches, a central board of education a ffencv. On some aspects of its
operation. the bureau is to be commended. Howeve.r. in terms of the
vast numbers and ethnic diversity of the eity's school population. the,
bureau has been less than responsive to the varying needs of the indi-
vidnal districts.

In an effort to increase the bureau's, levels of acconntability and
responsiveness. a coalition of concerned citizens orffanizations of which
we. are members.. recently met with Imreau of schOol bindles officials
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and exaeted frffill (lo.ni on out line for the formulat ion of citywide and
districtwide school lunch advisor eolionittres to he constituted of
parents, students, school food service personnel. and iniCrt'StOd com-
munity representatives.

The committee. having direct inimt as to the type of service. menu
planning. and genera:. Operational procedures affecting the school
feedin!, services. will be able to mitigate if not eompleteLy eliminate.
many of the problems curnauly ploguim, New York's Bureau or
school Liniches operation.

Committees of this nature could be impaneled in every jurisdic-
tion in the country. actively participating in the implemvutation, of
their respective programs.

rr. Chairman and member:5.a the committee, in closinw. I wish-to
thank you again for giving me the opportunity to addmss this assem-
blage. Because of time constraints. I hae limited my remarks to a
feW basic suggestions which. ir acted upon. could inetvase the level
of eflieacy of all sehool feedin,, programs.

hope that yon will hike one recommendations under advisement
and I continent] you on the tremendous pro(rress you have ntade thus
far. Thank vou.

Chai n PI-121:m xs. First let me ask 3fs. Edelman a cpwstion. We
have heanl testimony. preplated meals and mass produced
food in the 11111(.11 program. Tr school districts are going to use such
methods of'proyidimi foods. wluit can we do on a national level to as-
sure that the lunches are nut ritions? 'In other words. we have heard
evidence. of waste, that the children would just tonch the lunch and
throw the rest away. What is your smr.(rest ion along that line?

Afs. Enr.1,3tAx. A lot depends on what happened to the food between
original preparation and the time the children actually eat the meal.
We really (lon't know the long-term effects of food freezing storage as
far as nutrient retention is concerned. I think we need research into
some of the cumnt methods of food proeessinp. in these preplated
lunch propTams to see about the mitrient retentioht problem.

Perhaps some methods of preplated lunches produce. a more accept-
able product as far as taste and texture are. cmicerned. I have heard
the comment over and over again about soggy vegetables and rubbery
meats. I think that this doesn't have to be the case. although probably
more often than not it is the case. I would not put mvselr in a position
of supportim, preplated Imwhes. but realistically I see. that .we are
not going to do away with them. so I would support. research to get
the hest methods.

Chairman PErtKrYs. What concerns me is this testimony that we
have had so much criticizism of the preplated meals on a mass pro-
duced scale. If this is going to continue. is there anythim, that we
should do to make sure that these lunches.are more nutritious and
palatable and that the children will not turn their backs on them? At
this stage of the game. as the nutritirmist. I at» putti»g that questio»
to von.

Eon:3LN . Nr y first response would be to request that legislation
is conducive to avoid that sit mit ion. so avoid Iwcplated lunches. I think
it. would be a tremendous setback for our propTam iii our county if we
had to resort, to preplated lunches and smite of my meommendat ions .
are to try and avoid that. especially through Federal support. I don't
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think that, there is any assut.ance that can be made, that when yon go
to preplated lunclies that you an. going to gel as high a quality
product as preparation. front scratch onsite, and I am not aware
of tho methods used in that food preparation to commit oil good
a lt e rim ti res.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, Mr. Poster, you stated that there are in-
cidences of increases in price of hmehes in New York City that have
resulted in a decrease in participat ion of paying students: .gre those
students who are no longer paying being served in the reduced price
program, or have they loft: the lundi program entirely ? '

I.'os.rmt. There are two parts to the problem. Number one. the
students wlto would not hue entitled to a free or redneed price meal, and
t he problem in New York is that there was no reduced pice meal and
there still really isn't. It is supposed to begin. this September in spite
of the law wide: mandates a reduced price program. Although some
of the students who would have paid for a full priced meal might have
gotten into a reduced price category, there was no reduced price cate-
gory for them to go to. How'manv of them might join in that program.
in the reduced price program in New York is yet to be Seen. It Is our
estimation that it would inean some 300.000 additional lunches once
tIn prognim is underway.

Those who would still hn ye to pay the full cost of their meal which
ran 60 cents last year. the students who are paving for those meals are
extremelY unhappy with Hu. meal service. That is one of the reasons
that they don't pa rt ieipatet he high cOst of the meal itself, even with
the precooked meal : 60 cents a day. Many of them just feel they can
go to the corner and get a couple pieces of candy or potato chips or
whatever. There is little attract ion and there has been little attraction

_itt_New York Citv and little effort put into attraction to have students
participate in flu. program in any of the areas and it is one of the
'criticisms that we have had for a long time of the program and that
many connnunities in New York City have had for the program.

We reedit ly RS a union have committed ourselves to spend thousands
'of dollars on helping proinoteand thousands of dollars of union
monevin to promote a successful school lunch program in
New York through public relations. through making people in the city
aware of their el igi hil it y in reduced privy and free meals for their kids.
So nmny iteople don't understand their eli!ribility. They just feel that
the whole school lunch prognmt is for poor people and people on wel-
fare. and that is not. true. But there is absolutely no educational proc-
ess in New York.

T must say that in traveling around the country as both Mr. Hughes
and myself do looking at school lunch pro.,rams. there are a number
of cities who have put out a lot ,of effort and seen a lot of success.
Chicago in terms of their participation and how they_get, their par-
ticipation is something to be looked at by many major cities, if not,
smaller cities in the United States.

am not speaking for their lunch program itself. T inn just talking
for their part'cipa tion. T think their program lea ve.; a lot to be desired.

Chairman PERKINS, Mr. TTughes. the New York Times yesterday
reported tlmtalntost all of the. organizations which were in the summer
program last year :mild which are under criminal investip-ation by the
U.S. attorney's office for fraud have been approved to operate the same
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programs this summer. Do you have any suggestions on how we can
improve the summer programs?

Mr. HurarEs. Mr. Chairman and other members of the committee,
I certainly am one who feels that. the summer feeding pcogram should
be administered by a public agency.

Chairman PERKINS. Instead of a nonprofit private agency?
Mr. HUGHES. Absolutely.
Chairman PERKINS. Where you have had the fraud is with the non-

profit private agency?
Mr. HUGHES. I am not going to say that is a fact.
Chairman PERICINS. 310SC of it was sonic fly-by-night groups?
Mr. HUGHES. That is right..
Chairman PERKINS. You have some nonprofit agencies that are just

as good as any organizations in the world to administer a program.
We all know that.

Mr. HUGHES. Some of them, and that is why I am very reluctant to
make an accusiition against anyone without. facts to substantiate it.
However, T do not know that the prOper place the program shonld be
implemented is within the school system itself, utilizing the buildings.
The problem with that is that the current school lunch summer feed-
ing program act does not provide enough administrative cost, .par-
ticularly for the request. by the Board of Education of the City of New
York that in order to implement that kind of program utilizing the
school buildings, it would cost approximately $75 a day to pay cus-
todian's fees to have the buikling open and cleaned. We .feel that it
should be in the school because it offers the kind of sanitary conditions,
the kinds of controls and accountability that the children deserve and .
the program deserves.

We have written to the board of education advocating that the pro-
n.= should be implemented in the school 'system. We have written
to personsin the States who.are responsible for the school lunch sum-
mer feeding program .and we have advocated that because we realize
that .many times, particularly with the amounts of moneys that are
available under the various feeding program acts, that it causes people
to get an interest in it and not necessarily forihe nutritional value
and the qualitative meals that should lie. served to children and more
than that, the fact that the people that we are talking about are peo-
ple who are community people who know whether Johnny Jones did
not have breakfast in the morning, who know whether Johnny Jones'
family does not have enough money in terms of their income to have a
decent, nutritious lunch, and that the people who serve that lunch are
interested in that child as a child as a whole and will see to it that
the children are not. treated as a herd of cattle in the kind of setting
that wonld he conducive not only for the child to consnme the meal..
but will have it in an edncational atmosnhere that will render sonic
educational training to the child in teaching in terms of how to hold
a fork and knife properly.

Mr. FOSTER. Can I add a few comments on that program ? Reading
the Times article and all of the local newspaner articles in New York
over the past summer is unfortunately no shock or surprise to ns.
must say and T hate to say that over the last summer, it was an "T-told-
vou-so" operation. and I Ihink-that. the law which is providing funds
Tor summer feeding programs within the United States has to look at
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it in terms of not, in a pennywise. dollar-foolish kind of setting. We
visited some of those 3ites this summer after last. smnmer's mass con-
tamination of food that was layhur on the city streets unrefrigerated,
laying on the pavement on rainy ea ysall of tbe sites that were used.
When I sak all. certainly the overwhelming majority of sites that were
used were street corners. in some cases two and three street corners on
one street were distribut ion centers for food.

On rainy days, kids didn't come for the food or very few kids came
for the lood and the food went int() the crarbage cans because there was
no way to store the food. All that food7 by the way, was provided by
a multitude Of vendors for community organizations or religious or-
cranizat ions who were sponsoring the procrram.

The point in fact is that proposal and althongh the costs are high
to keep 0. school open. that is true it. is $75 to the custodian. That is what
it costs-to-keep the school open. Now 1,200 schools in the city -of New
York need to be kept open for School feeding programs. We proposed
to the city chancellor alomr with the controller of the- city of New York
it program that would open np about, 25 percent of the schools in New
York city to serve 00d distribute food and. have it prepared in that
particular school which has the facilities to prepare the. food, and
sn»itary foodsnot only to prepare. it. but to store it in case the food
is not I wing itsed from one day to another.

T. think that t he cost, that might be borne by the act if it enables the
city to nse such money for custodian fec.s would be far less in terms of
the kinds of was'e that. we are seeing going into the carbage cans.

I passed one street corner this snmmer that had given out food to
. kids that had.their breakfast, and their hmc.h in one bag. It says this is
a breakfast/lunch bag. It says you eat bag A between 8 and 9:30 in
the. mornimr. Do not, open bag B until 12:30 and then proceed to eat
your lunch and in there were two mealstwo meals that were stored
from perhaps 0 or 7 in the. morning and just left unrefrigerated until
the child, if they followed the. instructiOns, ate the second bag at 11 or
12 o'clook. and I think it is absolntelv unconscienable.

ME. MILLER Ipresiding'1. Mr.. Hall.
Mr. HALL. You mentioned the $75 custodian's fee. Is that just for the,

salary of the custodian ?
Mr. FOSTER. The custodian's fee is.mandated. The custodians in New

York are perhaps different, in terms of the setup of custodians in
schools around the_ country. Custodians in New York State are kind of
quasi-publk employees.of the board of education and they are not rep-
resented by a municipal union. They are, represented by various engi-
neerincr unions and then custodians unions for the people under the
custodian entrineer.

The cost of opening the school building. other than school days- or
after school hottrs. is mandated by cOntract which the board of educa-
tion has negotiated with various unions, in this case the custodian
engineers' union for those custodian-engineers. Whether or not we
agree Hutt the price is fair, the fact is that, is the- price and that is the
Orice tinder the contract that must be paid. The question that really
has to be loolred nt, is whether the cost of opening the school in terms
of the cost of the custodian is worth providing a nutritious, better
served, hotter sto'red:itiore, appetizing meal, and I think at, least cost
when you subtract-all the waste that goes into the garbage can.
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If you pay 25 rents for a sandwich, One of which you are throwing
away for every four you are serving, and it. costs 50 or GO cents to pro-
duce something you can perhaps store i ou don't use U. and not throw
away the other three. I think the cost saying in the end would be
greater. aside. .from all the other good things, a freshly cooked or pro-
dnced lunch or break fast could give to a child.

Mr. H. T didn't want to get into the pros and cons. I am sore the
custodians don't help prepare the meals or serve them. But I can tell
you in my area. of the count ry. it is more tThiii"a lot of our teachers get,
and it is going to he very to. get some people in the mood to
justify that kind of an eXpenditure. I have no further questions, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. MILLER. ME. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. A few brief conunents or questions. Of course I think

the whole answer to the question is in Mrs. Edelman's statement. where
'she said :

Wholesome food. well accepted by the children is the key to the success of our
school nutrition program. The pqsitive feedback of high participation boosts
morale in the kitchen which remilts in the positive attitudes of the food service
workers..

That is the key to success in anything that we do. If we served the
same food at the same price, the sanw literals, if you had a choice of

.

which school you want to go to' eatthat is the whole key. We have
.

-teachers that you could pay $100.000 a year and they wouldn't be. any
better teachers.

I am quite concerned about statements that were made in relation-
shiP to New York: More than 100.000 are enrolled and half are front
families at or helow Federal poverty levels. Ts that what you mean. or
do von mean below the 90 percent.? There is a big di fference.

Mr. FOSTER. Yes.
Mr. Gootn.rxo. Almost. half are front families at or below Federal

poverty level. or are you saying below the 90 percent. over poverty
level?

Mr. FosTr.a. I believe that the research we extracted from was below
the poverty level. I can .check it further and get back to you.

Mr. Goonuxo. I could accept that if it is connected with the 90-
percent business. bat it just doesn't scent to be possible. About 90 ner-
cent of the meals were served as free hun-lies. T don't understand that.
It is mandated that you oiler free or reduced orice. You say that you
didn't have any reduced price meals in 1975. How can tht be?

Mr. FOSTER. Well. o u know, those are the facts-90 percent of the
meals that were served in the school system lastt vear.were free:meals.

Mr. Goomixo. But you said none in 1975.
Fosma. There were no redneed price meals Served and T think

the hoard of education lwfrinning this September is telling us that. they
plan now to introduce redneed price meals. The fact that they didn't.
I think, is a responsibility of the USDA who monitors the prouTant.

Goornallo. The fact that they didn't means in my estimation
that they didn't follow the law.

Mr. Fos-ma. I understand the law that it should have beenthat it
was Mandated and shonld have been implenwnted.

Goont.txo. You indicated the peonle didn't. know what was
available. Part of the law is they must be informed. Every school dis-
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t Piet that I know of is supposed to seml out this information to every
family. whether they are $ lou.uno a year or whet her hey are poor.
spellin!, out exactly what the .frce and reduced price lunch program is
all about.

Mr. FI T t hink the di4ribution of forms in the school system in.,
New York City at the lw.irinninir of the school year. in terms of in-
formitn, the 1M rents of stuilents on free lunch, and at that time paid
lunchas f said there was no reduced prive lunch----was haphazard.
T t hink it is a (west ion of intent and t he intent for letting a family
know their rights 'miler law van be t hem a slip of paper dna
looks like the hi w itsel f in which no one will read or a few people will
read. a nd villo' I hem something that they will understand and making
it rmlatalde for them to want to have their ehilaren participate in the
progyam.

The eit v of New York has not made any effort. Or the hoard of educa-
tion in this ease. has not made ally major or minor effort in what T
wcitild consider good intent of informing and encouraging participa-
t ion in I he progTa

Mr. (l000l.ixo. T would like to see copies of what wag sent out and
T would like to know how it was distributed, if you could manage to
irk that.

Mr. FosTra. t ry to get copies from the Bnreart for von and
the di,:tribut ion was,L----mass folders of these were sent to each of the
schOols and principals were asked to dist ributo them to the teachers to
have them distrilmte them to t he st intents.

As f think the testiLiony of this yowl.. lady stated earlier. one of the
problems with the program is to !rCt tenrhers interested. iniderstanding.
the lunch programs breakfast prmrrams are an important part of
lea r oiluz. It is not a separate and distinct problem that has nothing to
do with the child being in school.

INfr. Goora.IN'o. Your onion should do somethino. about that.
Mr. FosTEu. Well. this union has tried and it is continually trying.

to do something about that and for very selfish reasons. We have
10.1-00 members nail our.members live in New York City and their

children .iro to those schools aral their children participate and prob-
ably every ono of t he ehildren. if not elio.ible for a freelunch eli.ffible
for a reduced price lunch. We have committed thonsands of dollars to
the program for advert programs for parlicipation---'-of union
fonds.

INTr. Go/mut-No. Yon have indicated that the district has 'broken the
\\* at least twice: One. in relationship to reduced price meals and. two.

in relationship to properly informing. people about the possibility of
part icipatitor. What have you done about that ? To whose attention
have you called that?

Mi7.-FO:::rEtz. They have. through a committee that this union is part
of :nid community organizations in New York City held a numher.of
press conferences in regard to this and other proldems in the school
lunch program. and our si tr has had various meetinsys with reoresi;nta-
tiyes of the -USDA about the proldem. I don't think it is 1.7SDA who
is not co!rnizant or the reirional office for the New Jorcev-Now York
area is not co,rnivant of the fact. however the board did it, made some
excuses whichever they used. do state that it wonld be impossible for
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them to enact a reduced price program as early as the law lind man-
dated it and that they just could not do it until this year.

.Mr. GOODLING. Of course, that cannot be accepted because it is a
very simple thing. If you can institute a free meal program, you
can institute a re(hiced price program.

Mr. FOSTER. I am in agreement with you, we have no argument.
Mr. GOODLINO. I have no other questions.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Jetrords.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Can you tell me the number of schools in. ,New York

City that served free breakfast or breakfast under the program this
last year?

Mr. HucIrEs. Last. year, it was very small, because as I stated in
my testimony here that the. mandated breakfast program became a
law this year. There were, T would say, five to six diaricts that had
such a breakfast program from a voluntary point of view. In fact,
approximately 2 to 3 years ago when the then Congressman Ryan
who is now- dead. God bless hnn, got involved and found that there
were some. $2 million that was-allocated to the State of New York
for sponsors to request on a voluntary basis to implement breakfa.st
programs..

So the exaet number, Mr. Jeflords, if .you would like, I would be
more than happy to send that. information to you as soon as I get
back to New York.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I would appreciate that and also I wondered about
the success of those programs in the schools, especially what kind of
participation was Obtained.

Mr. HumtEs. The participation for thoSe districts that did have it,
it was better than 50 percent. which gave us the kind of support to the
legislature who advocatcd the mandating of such a program.

FOSTER. Not one high school of over 1.200 high schools in the.
city of New- York had a breakfast program for students last year
not one. The districts that participated. participated at the. urging
basically of this union and community organizations who got to those
particular districts and got participation. But the bureau itself, if
it lent anything, lent, discouragement to the program at the.high
school, which is a central pare-of the district school system.

It is interesting also that lunch programs which serve thousands
of students in the high schools have been phased ont and are particu-
larly being phased out over last year and this year based on what
principals are calling end-to-end sessions in New York City, which
eliminates lunch periods...for students. Those students whom they
have been mandated to serve free lunch .cro for it at. the conclusion
of their school day. The participation, obviously. in the free-Man-
dated part of the. program which they did implement was drastically
reduced.

Mr. FirmiEs. Could I add to that? T think more than that, there
were those high schools who have, not followed the law and when they
say that we will run a program after going on end-to-end. sort. of
isolate or point out or make more. pronounced those children who
meet the requirements under the National School Lunch Act. thereby
pointing out that. well. I am poor enough to receive this subsidY,
and you are rich enough not to.
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I think the attitude of ninny of the principals is that the lunchroom
is a jungle. We don't agree with that. We believe that if the cafeteria
is conducive and that the room is painted in a very attractive way
and that there is student/parent/employee. participation in the devel-
opment and implementation of that, program, it will certainly turn
around the kind of participation and certainly something has to be
done to cha»ge the attitude of many of the achninistrators in terms
of the school lunch program being a negative put, of their educational
program.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr, Hughes, how widespread is this system of letting
students go home at the end of the day, which is their lunch time?
Is that, because you have a split session where you are frying to double
up the classrooms; is that how it, works .or do you not know?

'Air. FOSTER. The problem basica I ly has been and it was pronounced
last year beCause ot the budget cuts-in the city, layoffs of many per-
sonnel including teachers, the various principals made the decision
and it is up to them. to make, as I understand it and I don't agree
with it, but, nevertheless the board of education bylaws allow.the prin-

cipals of the high schools to do independently what they call end-
to-end. That is where they bring the student in at three periods during
the, day, starting the class day zit three successive periods in a row,
bringing the class day for some of those students to four in the after-
noon or perhaps even better.

They basically eliminate from the student program any study
periods. lunch periods, or any extracurricular kinds of activities and
fill the day just with the academic subjects that are needed to be ful-
filled by State law. Unfortunately, that seriously moves into the effeet
of the lunch prograni and certainly would eliminate in many cases
school breakfast. proarams which principals are not. happy to have..
They present an extriibnrden of responsibility. It means putting some
school aides into the program to supervise it. It means having a teacher
around as State. law mandates that a pedagogue must. he there when the
students are there. It means more security and more patrol; Not. one
views it as to the'eliectiveness and the importance of eating breakfast
or eating lunch.

Mr. JEFFORDS. That 1S all I have.
Mr. MILLER. Why should we continue to offer die program?
Mr. Fos-ma. 'WV? I don't think that a minority of people, prin-

cipals. administrators and /or teachers who might. unfortunately dis-
agree with the necessity of the program be the small group of people
who are going to make the decision or have the decision lorced not to
implement the program.'

Mr. MTMER. What is the impact in the comnmnity when that is
done?

Mr. FOSTER. It depends on the. various communities. In one district
they took away their lunch prognm from the bnreau of school lunches
and are performing the program and imPlementing the program as
an individual district and very successfully and providing ethnic
cultured foods for the students. It is a model in terms of lnnch pro-
grams. There are some other districts who want. to emanate that.

The bureau of school lunches and the board of education have been .
partners with the, hnreau Of school lunches of which the bnrean is part
.of in some ca,ses, have denied information to these districts in terms
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of their dollar amount. that is owed them, or do them out of funds
' provided by the Federal. State, and city .for lunch programs. I know

two districts that have been trying this past year to get tlw program
...and have not gotten the information and am now trying to under the

Freedom of Information Act to obtain the information from the
bureau of school lunches. It. is that. bad.

3fr. MILLER: Those are problems and I hope you understand that I
have. been a supporter of tlw program for 2 years. In the area I repre-
sent they decided they were going to cut bnek the busing of students and
the people protested and tlw school hoard dealt with it. But they cut
out school lunches and nobody was upset. If other people don't. want
to run a program, what can we do about it ? Why shovel food into the
garbage cans? There is no great social purpose in that.

I think that nutrition is a very important part ofeducation, but if
the enlightened conmumity of teachers and principals can't see that
and the parents aren't upset about it, I don't kno-w what we do.

Mrs. EDELMAN. May I comment on some of the things- that. Mr.
'Foster just said ? run the school lunch program in my county.
I work for the county health department and I serve just as a con-
sultant.

In our county. 2S schools have the breakfast program and over 70
percent of the pail icipants in that program are free and reduced price
people. This program is well administered and the food is good and
there is little waste.

Teachers and other school employees will welcomii e. the opportunity
of fewer management problems in the classroom and the feeling that.
when a child is coming to school. they will he ready to learn after they
have had their breakfast.

Mr. MILLER. No one is quarreling with that. It is excellent where
it is a hnman experience to have a breakfast or lunch. where the partici-
pation is high and waste is low. hut thev are limited experiences. There
are more experiences where the food is terrible, the participation is
low. and the district doesn't care about the proffram. Nor does it appear
that the community cares about the program. So how do you continue to
force this program onto this district ? Why don't we take those
resources and reallocate them to our Appalachian counties?

Mrs. EnEm.m.tx. Why don't we look at the programs that are working
to see what makes them work?

Mr. MIT.LER. T don't know. Why don't we ? T don't- understand it. The
program lias been in existence since 194( and you can't come up with a
successful national model. yo rwanle conw in hem and defend their
programs as the absolute model. This framl is apparently perpetrated
on the members of this committee and USDA by local people involved
in this nrnly.ram. Tt is incredible. They are lyin a. to us.

Mr. Th-mtrs. 3fr. Miller. in the first part of your mWstion to Mr.
Foster in terms of how do we encouraffe parents to be alert to the
needs (If the children. T think one af the ways in which that has been
accomplished and will be accomplished is throw-m..1) advisory committees.
T believe that when you nt bath Mr. Foster and my presentation
to you this marninst. van will find that we have made certain kinds of
recommendations. Tt is certainly difficult to answer your question
in terms of the attitudes and the feelina of communities throughout
this country.
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13nt I think that because one particular region or section of people
who do not, for whatever t lie rett.sonand 1 think some of these reasons
may be the lack of communicationthe lack of positive imagesthat
the sehool lunch program has not had. 1 think persons such as ourseleys
and the organizations which we hav e. formed a coalition with are
legitimate committees whose primary interest there is to see to it that
there be nutritious meals and I hat. tlw breakfast, and school lunch pro-
gram be part of t ('([neat iona I program.

I woukl say to you that in terms of the average school curriculum,
pa rtienlarly in the city of New York. you will not see that that kind
of cnrrienlum in terms of the school lunch protrram is a curriculum
that is being advocated by the school administrtitors.

have stated earlier to Mr. Goodling or Mr. Jeffords in terms of his
questions that there are those who feel that the cafeteria is a jungle
and we don't agree wit h that. because we think that when you allow
children to go into the street, that they are exposed to all kinds
of people. They are exposed to going to the candy store to purchase
randy. They are exposed to whatever derelicts that may be hanging
in or a rotind the st..hool and when you go to the luncheonette in terms
of the price, you pay for a lunch. it is three times as much and not
nearly as nutritious a meal that would be properly prepared in the
school setting.

Mrs. Ent3,3ms. Congressnmn Miller. the way I react to what you
wvre saying is that perhaps it is time for the Federal Government
to compose standards of qindity of food, in the food that is served, the
quality of the method with witHi it is served, to define more clearly
what is acceptable food to be feeding children besides just the nutrielit
content.

Mr. MILLER. T think it is Hine for the Federal Goverment. to put
some money into the poclwts of the parents so they can feed their
kids .at home. This is a real joke. Yon are delivering inkind service
because you have poor people. We end up with a space age meal
that doesn't do any good. The kid is better ofT eating the container
than he is the food.

Mrs. Enr.r.mAs. With many of the preplated lunches. I would agree
with yon.

Mr. Mo.r.En. We mandated that they have reduced _price
Apparently they don't think it is an important part of the prOgram
for the students in New York. Who are we to tell them that it is. other
than the ones who pick up the bill ?

Mrs. Enr.t.mAs. Tf we had better definitions of what is acceptable
food to be feedinc, children. if we outlawed preplated lunches as food
that is unacceptable. mostly because it is tetwhing, our children to eat
TV dinners as they get olderT really don't feel that the schools
should avoid their responsibility of giyiii n. nutrition to children.
think it is the total responsibility of the parent to assnme the child's
nutrition outside of the school. beeause the children are there for a large
part of the day. Parents need to be editeated as well. Nit the Aild's ed-
ucation in the school ean have a very positive. important influence at
home as well.

Mr. MTLLER. There is very little evidence that the local edneatiottal
votnimmity is doinrranYthinn. of any magnitode to make that a reality.
The constituency of this program is rather limited and that eonstit-
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uency is very well heard in this committee and in this Congressit's
a very good lobby.,But I suggest that they are not doing much about
the nutritional content of the child's diet during the day. The argu-
ment over space age foods can rro on forever. I think you ought to out-
law them. If they can't put inP-the kind of resources to make it, if all
they can do is what McDonald's does, bring in McDonald's food stands
and just let it go.

But to pretend to be doing something when all you are doing is
shortchanrring a lot, of people is a joke T have about had it. I fought
for years flout this in the State of California.

Mr. Goonuxc. When you talk about us setting standards, you are
talking against preplated foods. We have had nutritionists sitting
right where you are, saying how much more nutritious preplated foods
are.

Mr. Fosmt. Could I just nmke a comment about what both of you
have stated ? In the testimony I have given. I asked that the Congress
and this committee look at additional funding, or USDA, since that is
the source it comes through for nmnitoring and, the question bothering
both is what is being done in terms of implementation of the law as
passed and monitoring in terms of seeing what can be done to improve
or revise programs, such as they see nntritionists here who spoke in
favor of meal packs. Mrs. Edelman is speaking against it.

I have heard many nutritionistsmore. speak against it than for it.
The fact is that a good monitoring program under USDX would indi-
cate conclusively, I think, Whether or not meal packs thrinighout this
country where they are used from Nevada. who use a homemade meal
pack to New York who uses a Veil dor meal pack and others who use
a combination of bothI think it would show what kind of participa-
tion and use or plate waste there is of meal packs.

Mr. GOODLIND. You tire talking about people running around doing
this type thing and then on the other hand. what control do they have
over the people who ar e. producing the food and serving the food? I
know which cafeterias in my district people would flock to and._which
ones they wouldn't. But, that is a real problem to get those peOple be-
hind making it in such a manner that they want to eat it, serving it with
a smile. encoua rr_dn 0. them to eat it..

Mr. FOSTER. I think we have stated that money has to also be put
in. besides putting monev up for a program and saying this money is
to be used to administer it in terms of paying bills. setting up and pro-
yiding food for a child. I think that 'money has to be put up front to
educate a whole school system. community school system of parents of
community lenders of prhicipals. as to the needs of propyams. the
ways that prorrrams are imnkmented. the varying kinds of ways they
could be impkmented and whet is their role in the success of a program.

It is not just. a responsibility of putting up front money to buy the
items without satisfvinrr the needs. the use and the encouragement.

.
Mr. Gonnt,ixo. All we needit has been said that all we need is

money. }Tow in the world do we in the Ferkral level get this communi-.
cation across, this whole idea of edneation across to the local com-
munities themselves can't- do it or don't have r,n interest in it?

Mrs. EDELMAN. P has been my extwrience that the selmol em-
ployees in imnlementin e. this prolrram will do what they feel is in the
krrislation. and if it is possible with the regulations set as they are for
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preplated lunches to move in, more food industries like McDonald's
to move in, they will move in.

The issue of competitive foods in our schools is a. good exampleof
. this. There are no competitive foods because the administrators of the
program still are operating under the assumption that they can't make
a decision to chanfre that law and my understanding is that there is no
Federal mandatet'for that. The. States have decided that the local
counties can make an independent decision about competitive foods
but in our school system because the feeling is there still is a Federal
mandate, there are no competitive foods.

Mr. MILLER. What would you think of having the students prepare
the food?

Mrs. EDELMAN. I would think that would be a very positive experi-
ence, but the environment has to be conducive to that, and if the cafe-
teria is prepared to have what is adequate equipment n d supervision
to train pupils; that would be a wonderful experience.

Mr. MILLER. If you have. an onsite cafeteria, the assumption is that
it is adequate to prepare the meals. In the district I represent, some of
the more positive programs I have participated in have been in the
high schools where the students are under Project Feast, cooking the
lunch for the students. Most of it is small kinds of food. Some of the
students have even opened up their own catering service where they do
political dinners or what have you, and they also end up with a career.
So I don't know why we just don't turn to the high school students wbo
are interested in that kind of program, who can also take nutrition as
part of that voc. ed. program. In our school district, one of the better
places to eat is the junior college because for $2 you can get a super
lunch and a lot of the business community goes to the junior college
to eat, and that is with napkins and tablecloths and waiters running
around.

I don't understand why we 't incorporate this education/work
program and find out if there 'wortid be some interest if the students
were preparing the meals and peAaps learning an occupation.

Mrs. EDELMAN. In our county, we have. one vocational .high school
that is irp=olved in a program like that. But. I don't think it is a good
idea for all of us to be training our students to go to McDonald's in the
future.

Mr. MILIAR. Maybe, those students would find oat the value of foods.
We have. all these summer youth job programs in which we get ripped
oil' by the "nonprofit" agencies. Perhaps we can get these people
who are unemployed to work in the district.

Mr. RUC:11ES. T would just like to make a comment on that. As a trade
unionkt. T would oppose that for many sio-nificant reasons. One of
those is what happens to the people who are working now in the pro-
gram. Where do they go?

If yon are talking- about hringinz a student in to perform a service
and we are here, a.dvocatinr, monitoring and accountability. I wonder
how much accountability we can expect from a student. I think
that in terms of the fumls that are available under the current. National
School Lunch Act. can he used pronerlv so that the personnel that we
are talking- about. Mainly those persons who are the low peonle on the
totem pole in terms of salaries wolOrl be able to train themselves
through the instructional methods of those teachers whn will be the
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.inst.,:lictors to have a smile On I hel e fare that lfr. Goodling talked
about. to be able to reeo.(olize hot when o pocket of food cOIOCS int()

"the school- whether it meets I he reqtnrements. or Hie National School
Lunch Act.

think that the money is there. 1 think that what we.have to do as
citizens of the United States of AnaTica where our tax dollars aro
being spent is to see to it that- we maximize the utilization of Hutt
money, and that because in some instances that a failure or two NIS
happened that we should not hark a way from the Atnerian tradition
of letting a problem come up and not at teinpt to solve that problent.

I think the people that %Ye ore talking about are community people.
They arc the constituency. They nw the parents of the students that
we are talking about and T dare say that if a student comes in and
replaces the ivrson who is either tho total wage earner or the co-
wage earner. what is going 10 happen to that individual ? We are
talking about an age limit of approximately 45- or 50-year-old people.
In terms of the open joh market, the possibility of those person!, going
into that competitive job market and retting a job tmlay is very
difficult. As you know. the unemployment rate throughOut the country
Ims staggered the imagination. Everyone is romplaining about the
fat rolls of welfare. T you Dud the person out of work in one particular
phlee, wh(bre do we piek hint up in another place. and T think that a
person that is gil in fully emphiy,,d_

Mr. Itt.r.t-m. This is not a jobs pro...ram. The preamble to this pro-
gram is to deliver a noi :41 jolts owni for those ohildreo. The Ideal
thing is to take the child and make him whole in a nutritional sense
so he can learn and part ivipate. This is not jobs prognun. If it is,
let's call it that. But the question is how do we get the piddle policy
purpose of this program necomplished ? If the ehildren in need
aren't getting the program and we still have incredible numbers of
malnourished and undernourished ehildren in our schools today,
whether it is an affluent area or a poor area. that is the .fact of life.

Mr. 1[1-or.,,. think this morning when Chairman Perkins listened
so very patiently:1nd stated that- for 25 years he has been involved ever
since the inception of the program. and it was implemented under the
WPA. and the purpose of that program Was to provide jobs for people
in the food industry in order that that rood Drovided by the Agnient-
.tare Department tinder sabsidy would be the .food or the standard type..
a lunch that provides a nutritious lunch for ehildrtbn, and that lw
stated bitosel r (bat it setlils flint Ili(' varioll;-: agencies that are responsi-
ble for seeing to it that the onalitative nutritious nabals are being
served is going downhill. and I do believe that if we were .to accept
some of the suggestions or recommendations that we have made hero
this morning that next year at this timo we will lie- :Wk. to :4ev the
kinds of positive results that this national school 11111(.11 and breakfast
program was ennetedthe pnrpoze that it was paneled for..

Mr. MILLEI:. Wen. let me just say in concluding 1 hope you
right. beea use T ha ye no real belief that my suggestion of incorporat in!r
students into :1 meaningful program is goimr to happen. T will lw very
interested come next August when We have the same eisis we have
had every ngu-q since the beginnin., or the bowil pro..ram. .

Ithank you very much for your testimony and the committee stands
adjourned.
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[ Whervmom, at 11 :I:1 the snbeommit'ee was adjourned, sub-

joe't to call of.the
[The material submitted for inelusion in I he record follows

CONGRESS OF TIIE UNITED STATES.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

1Vashi»glon, D.C., uyust 30.1976.

Chairman Cmu. PERNIss.
brotantit ter gt Ell'Iorntary, S:ccon dart,. and VocationalEducation. Rayburn.

House Office Building, Washington, DJ',

DEAR :MR. ClIAIRMAN: | MO Wrhi lig I ill bell a Of (Me of my (!onstitiwnts, Ms.

NIa ry Coordinator for non) Service in the Akron Publie Selnods, a copy

wbriso lot tor is enclosed,
Nis. Eno has several thought full comments and suggestions for improvements

io the National Sehool 1.nlieb Program. I hope you will take them into considera-

tion ns you voltam-1 twersigitt hearings on this progra4n.

Thank you for your ention.
Sincerely.

Enclosli re.

JOHN F. SIERERLING.
Member of Congress.

Axaos PLan.tc SCHOOLS,
krwt. Ohio,June I, 1076.

fon..foux SEMERUNG.
Ilonm. lecprrscntat i res. Longicorth.
Washington. MC,

Dr..ot loaltrsEST.vrivE SEM:RUNG : Upon their return front the A.S.F.S.A.

Legislative Conferenee in Washington. D.C. this past March, the Ohio Major Cities

members in attendance related that lamgressional speakers urged them to write

of / rtinorns awl suggestions flu. changing and opgrading the National School

rnigram.
Nly thoughts on areas of the Sehool Food Service Program that should he

reviewed and revamped are many a ml are as follows :
First of all. commodities. it seems ore almost :i way of life-. Tf they are to

remain. then cousider the following Suggest ii)11$ to Make them More accepta-
Ile for those- of its who have satellite programs serving pre-plated hutches
specifically and generally for all 5d1001 feeding programs.

PaykagingPeannts and raisins in portioned Imekets: peanuts ill other
forms besides peanut butter.

iitorageIlold or purchase frozen or perishalile foods throughout the year
to alleviate high sOlrage costs Plc over the shimmer (I realize storage must
be paid for oit imr at the source or end product).

ProcessingHave turkeys processed into rolls. We in Akron have he place
to have this done. nor will any contlmny contract to make rolls from the
frozen raw turkeys.

Dried milk is not :IMP] it oil by dairies (see attached) because it is sub-
standard and laws will not permit its use in milk shakes. ice cream, etc.,
nor will any of the loeal balwries use it in the Akron area. Processing it
into a cheese such as mozzarella would be well received in most localities.

ThIlingSOIne lwoievtion of available food items and delivery dates. other
than monthly. perhaps on a yearly basis.

Type requirements also shmud be reviewed with a "critical eye". It
seems that if cemil-type nwas. Ntidl :IS Hee. noodles or pasta, :ire part of
t he menu t hen bread should bc optional.

With the ever-looming worry world wide of food shortages, consideration
should be given I V116110.1 nmds that bulk" is not always the criteria
in planning' the food allowances or requirements.

Further st Ian Hat dent standard 5110111(1 be considered.
Extra free milk has hx., ^ t horn since its inception. I recommend the

diseontinuanee of tltis part of the milk program.
Children drink milk only and do not oat the rest of their meal.
The reeord 'welting task is momunental.
Sixteen coulees of fluid for a ehild is too much for a large nutnber ofschool

age children.
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Many ehild reit Mite th. milk and give or sell it to others.
Shop plate wash has come miller tlo scrutiny of the U.S.D.A. and Con-

gress. we ought to give sonw thought to q he "whys" of this program.
Plate waste. where satellite operations are used, is to be expeeted ; the

same 'amount of food is given to the first grader as is the sixth or seventh
grotty child.

As long as Type "A" requirements are so stringent, we are bound to have
food thrown away.

Definitely. nut rit ion edneation is a must.
It shouhl be required from kindergarten through high school as on integral

Part of the education system. I would t hink that lunch time should be inter-
related with a regular class discussion and lessons of where food 'comes front,
how it is used. ote. All facets from nourishing the body and the "whys" one
should eat properly. The effect on the eeonomy, local and world wide. All
subject matter can intertwine. Not a "see how fast the food can be stuffed
into the nmuth" or put aside so a ehild can get to the important business of
"playing" with one's peers on thy playground, in the gymnasium or wherever,

We, of Major Cities. are also interested in obtaining infornmtion .relating to
the Poverty Index : how it was established : the items used as a basis for prices;
where a nil hOW they are checkedIt complete documentation of the Index.

Also, for those of us who are on true or full cost of our operation, we find that
the late payment of funds for the N.S.L.P. causes serious problems with pur-
veyors who either refuse to sell to us or charge higher prices hecaitse we 'are so
late with. poyment s. Thus, I would ask for two months advance rather than one
month advance payment.

Finally, I would ask that you'consider the statement written by Ken Baer of
Washington. I agree with his thoughts wholeheartedly.

I appreciate your past support of the National School Lunch Program and hope
that you will continue to keep the well-being of onr nation's ellildren upper most
in your thoughts.

Sincerely,

Attachments.

MARY A. FILM),
Coordinator, Food Service.

FOOD CONTRACTING COMPANIES
MARCH 30, 1970.

(By Ken Baer)

Are food service contract companies the answer to rising costs? You would
think so if you believe what you read in sales letters being sent to many school
superintendents across the nation. Unfortunately, some school administrators
do believe them.

Since USDA change(l its regulations in li)70. contract service companies are
waging an aggressive battle to get a pieee of the school lunch aetion. For the con-
tract companies, there is very little risk alai very little overhead : but thes all
ha ve the same motive. profit.

A profit-making company is not necessarily sinful : however. it is time a com-
prehensive study be made to determine whether our.children and school district;
are shortchanged.

The profit must come from somewhereif it's efficiency, fine: however. If stu-
dents arc shortchanged in amounts of kinds of food then it's time to safeguard
our children and the National School Lunch Program.

PLATE WASTE

Now that PL 94'105 hasmade school lunch plate waste a national isSIIP, isn't
it about, time we also take a look at the inflexihility of the present Tyne A lunch
pattern. A direct result of this pattern is Idgh plate waste. particularly in
elementary schools. One obvious flaw in the present regulations is not to allow
the us of certain cereal products. listed as "other foods" in the USDA Fnnd
MI nine Guide. as silbstitiltes for the bread component.

When bread phis a starch sneh as macaroni is served. stndents tend to eat both
starches and wqste other valoohle !tarts (If the lonch. Man" ethnic gronns are
served rice as their primary starch and when this is an enrielled product it. too,
should be an acceptable substitnte for the bread component. What about potatoes?
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They, too, are more similar In nutrient value to the bread group and when
served with bread tend to be the only foods eaten' by childrenthe rest of the
footts being wasted.

The USDA should review the Type A lunch pattern in terms of new nutritional
knowledge and redefine its components so that groupings are more appropriately
Wised on similar mnounts of carbohydrates, protein, and fat, and Specific other
marients.

A new welldefined Type A patterti based on'appropriate food exchanges would
be easy to follow (as oppl)sed to a nutrient stan(1ard). would encourage students
to form better eating habits, would be a good teaching tool, aml would be realistic
to explain and defend to the nutritional community who has .had great success
in using food exclumge groups.

UNIVERSAL REDUCED PRICE MEALS

Providing free, reduced, and paid meals continues to be an administrative
nightmare, a nd a very expensi ve service.

Until our pail of universal free hinch becomes a reality, a universal reduced
price Inndi is a practical alternative. It would accomplish the following: .

1. End discrimination and identification of children from low-income families.
2. Eliminate the means test to determine whether a student qualifies for free

or reduced. prices.
3. Hold the lila% on costs.
With all students contributing their fair share, meal prices could be set so low

that all stildents could afford to tiny lunch.
It would be an uphill battle, but I dii uk it would be worth it.
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1976

HocsE or REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITITE ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

OF TUE COMMITrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
Washington,D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :40 a.m., in room
2175, Raybnrn :House Office Building, Hon. Carl. D. Perkins (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

1.einbers present : Representatives Perkins, Miller, Mottl, and Hall.
Sta ff present.: John F. Jennings. majority counsel, and Charles Rad-

cl i ffe. minority counsel.
Clthirman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
A quormn is present.
This is a continnati on of the oversight healing's on the school lnnch

held by the S»bconmiittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, and also of the sum mer feeding program.

Our first witness this morninp. is Ms. Faith Gravenmier. director,
of school food services. West Virginia State Department of Educa-'
tion. The next is Mr. Donald Schumacher, director of food services,
Jefferson County school .system. Louisville. Kv.. and Mr. Tom. Har-
wood, president, Mass Feediuur Corp., Chicago. Ill.

'We will hear froth the director of school food services of the Wrest
Vi rrri n in State Department of Education first.

Please sit down, and identi fy yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF FAITH GRAVENMIER, DIRECTOR, SCHOOL FOOD
SERVICES, WEST VIRGINIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION

MS. GRAVENMTER. Good morning.
T am Faith Gravemnier. director of school food services for the.

We,t Virfrin1a State Dena rtmeut of Edncat i on.
una n PERKINS. How long have you been acting in that capacity.

for in v own edificat ion, bera oso T dri ye throngh there so much.
MS. GRAVENMTER. Approximately 17 years as director. and approxi-

mately 20 years as a member of the sta ff.
irma n Prrn; iNs. WithoDI oh iection, all your p re pa red statements

will he inserted in the record, and yon may proceed in any manner
you Prefer.

1-Prepared statement of Faith GravenmiCr.]
( 595 )
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PREPARED STATEM1.:NT PArl'll ( ;RA VENMIER, DIRECTOR, NUTRITION
PROCRAMS, B U REA U OF SEIWICES AND FEDERAL ASSISTANCE, WEST VIRCIN1A
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, CHARLESTON, WES'I' V11CINIA

In November. 1975, the West Virginia Board of Education issued a mandate to all public
schools in West Virginia which bans the sale of soft drinks, candy, chewing gum and
flavored ice bars on any part of the school property during the school day. In order
to give school officials time to make alternative arrangements. if desired, for the
sale of more nutritional "snack food items" this mandate was written to become effeCtive
with the 1976-77 school year. (See Exhibit 1.)

.The mandate banning the sale of the four food items listed above was issued after two
years of study by the State Board and the State Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Daniel B.
Taylor...

Early in 1974 the Board developed a statewide policy against the sale
of extra food items in the school lunchrooms. At this same time, Board
members addressed themselves to the health problems surrounding the sale
of non-nutritional foods in the schools...

Staff from this division, at the requeSt of the Superintendent, conducted
a survey in the Spring of 1974 to determine current practices concerning
the sale of extrd food items on school property during the school day.
The 1974 survey showed, that soft drinks and candy were sold more fre-
quently than any other "snack food item" in the majority of the school
systems.

Expressing concern for the development of better food habits among stu-
dents. the West Virginia Board of Education, in 1974, requested all county
boards of education to review the practices within the respective school
systems and to develop plans for discontinuing the sale of non-nutritional
foods on school property at any time during the regular school day. At
that time only one county system--the Mercer County Board of Education--
had developed an official pol icy controlling the sale of non-nutritional
foods in the schools. In response to the request issued by the State
Board, one other county--the Monroe County Board of Education--issued a
similar directive banning the sale of non-nutritional foods. These

policies have remained in effect in Mercer and Monroe Counties during
the 1974-75 and the 1975-76 school years with little adverse effect upon
student morale...

In September, 1975, a second survey was conducted by this division at
the request of Dr. Taylor to assess the progress made by the schools in
phasing out the sale of non-:nutritional "snack food items." This survey
again revealed that, with the exception of extra milk usually available
only during the noon hour, the "snack foods" most frequently sold in the
public schools were soft drinks and candy. These two food items were
frequently available for purchase by the students both before and after
school and at all times during the school day. (See Exhibit 2.)

The results of the 1975 survey were reviewed and discussed by the State School Food
Service Advisory Council prior to the preparation of the final survey report. (The

State Advisory Council is composed of elected representatives of the various local
agencies responsible for administering the child feeding programs operated by the
Department of Education for the U. S. Department of Agriculture and includes two
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parents as voting members.) The Advisory Council presented a resolution to the State
Superintendent of Schools which reconmended official action by the State Board to dis-
continue the sale of non-nutritional foods in any part of the school at any time during

the school day.

At its regularly scheduled meeting in November, 1975, the results of the September sur-
vey were presented to the Board of Education together with the resolution from the State

School Food Service Advisory Council. At that time, the West Virginia Board of Education
reaffirmed its long standing commitments to protect the health of the schoo/ children;
to promote the formation of better nutritional habits; to sbpoort programs in nutrition

education and, to reinforce their existing educational policies concerning health and
nutrition by banning the sale of four food items which provide h1Oly concentrated
sources of sugar--soft drinks, candy, chewing gum and flavored ice bars.

This positive action by the West Virginia Book' of Education was taken after two years
of study of current practices existing in the schools and is the culmination of more
than ten years of active involvement with nutritional problems specific to West Virginia

school children...

Nutritional and Dental Problems in West Virginia

In 1961 the West Virginia Department of Education, assisted by staff from the West
Virginia School of Medicine and the School of Dentistry, conducted a study of the nutri-
tional problens of school children from certain areas of Fayette, Preston and Webster
Counties prior to the initiation of a packaged lunch program in one and two room schools

with no facilities for meal preparation. Medical abl dental examinations of children'
from such schools supported the firdings of earlier s.ties conducted with school-aged
children from Monongella CoUnty by the West Virginia University Agricultural Experiment

Station and the School of Medicine.(1)

These limited surveys indicated that school-aged children generally had diets low in

Vitamins A and C and in iron. Severe dental problems were noted at very early ages with

several teen-aged students already wearing complete dentures.

In 1970, West Virginia was one of the ten states across the Nation which participated in
the Ten State Nutrition Survey conductectby the U. S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare. The State Department of Education cooperated with the West Virginia Depart-
ment of Health in out-reach efforts organizing the survey within the State and again in
dissemination of the results of the research. The survey results from various areas of

West Virginia indicated that many West Virginians, regardless of income, were consuming
diets which were low in Vitamins A. C and iron. Dental health was an area of major

concern for ell age groups, particularly for teen-agers. Some pre-school children were

one year or more below the norm in body development.(2)

Involvement in Nutrition Education Programs

During the summers of 1971, 1972 and 1973, the West Virginia Department of Education con-
ducted workshops in nutrition education for teachers and school administrators. Many of

these workshops were funded under Section 6 of the National School Lunch Act. The nutri-

tion education projects were centered around the Early Childhood Education Program then

being implemented on a statewide basis.(3) Staff members from the Bureau of Learning

Systems and the Bureau of Research, Planning and Evaluation assisted members of this
division in training early education coordinators and teachers to implement an on-going

program in nutrition.(4)
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During the 1974-75 school year, the West Virginia Department of Education was one of
six states throughout the Nation to be funded under Section 6 of the National School
Lunch Act to conduct research designed to evaluate the effect of a schoolwide program
in nutrition education in increasing the children's knowledge, in changing their at-
titudes toward foods, in decreasing plate waste and in increasing participation in the
school lunch program. In West Virginia the project measured the effectiveness of a
schoolwide nutrition education program in grades kindergarten through sixth conducted
in 44 schools selected at random as compared to 43 randomly selected control schools
with no organized nutrition program.

The results of the study, as yet unpublished, show that there was d statistically sig-
nificant increase in the children's knowledge, that the children's attitudes toward
food improved and that nutrition education programs could significantly reduce plate
waste for certain "test food" items served prior to and after a ten week schoolwide
nutrition program.

Direct involvement with studies related to nutritional status and dental health; in-
ereased emphasis upon school nutrition education programs and the assumption of
responsibility for the administration and supervision of child feeding prograin in
non-school settings all have helped to form the basis for the recommendations of the
West Virginia Board of Education concerning nutritional standards for foods sold in
the public schools.

Implementation of the West Virginia Board of Education Mandate

Members of the State Board, together with the State Superintendent and his staff, feel
strongly that nutrition cdnnot be taught in the classroom while non-nutritional foods
dre sold in the hallways. While issuing the mandate that soft drinks, candy, chewing
gum and flavored ice bars must be phased out of the schools by the 1976-77 school year.
the West Virginia Board of Education, on the premise that students should be encouraged
.to make wise selections of alternative food items, issued in December. 1975, a suggested
list of nutritional "snack food items suitable for sale within the school at any time
during the School day. (See Exhibit 3.) This selected list includes items such as
milk, ice cream, fruits, nuts, fruit and vegetable juices, popcorn and other packaged
food items which contribute to the nutritional quality of the diet rather than providing
calories alone.

In June, 1975, the Department ecured the services of a consultant to assist in develop-

ing guidelines for statewide implementation of the Board mandate. The consultant, Dr.

Arnold E. Schaefer who formerly conducted the Ten State Nutrition Survey, met with a
group of school administrators, nutritionists and interested citizens in a statewide
nutrition conference. He later met with the School Food Service Advisory Council.
After securing suggestions from this diverse group. Dr. Schaefer assisted members of
a Special Nutrition Standards Committee in developing recommendation for standards and
implementation. These recommendations were used by the State Superintendent.as the
basis for a mm-orandum issued in August, 1976, which specifically defines soft drinks,
candy, chewing gum and flavored ice bars in terms of the mandate issued by the West
Virginia Board of Educ'ation. (See Exhibit 4.)

The County Boards of Education are encouraged to organize a Nutrition Standards Committee
composed of a representative group of school administrators, teachers, dentists, physi-
cians, dieticians, Parents and students. Such County Nutritional Standards Committees
should be charged with responsibility for developing standards and policies concerning
the nutritional quality of foods sold in schools and should serve as liaison with school
food service programs operating in the schools.
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In January, 1976, the Ohio County Board of Education was one of the first county boards
of education to join Mercer County and Monroe County in establishing a comprehensive
county policy which sets nutritional standards for all foods sold in the Ohio County
school system. These policies have been explained and discussed with representative
student groups throughout the county and have been accepted with little adverse student
reaction. The Ohio County Board of Education has developed an alternative list of
nutritious foods which will be made available to the students on school property during
the school day. It is felt that these food items will contribute to the nutritional
value of the students' diets as well as providing a source of revenue for the school.

Although the West Virginia Board of Education is one of the first to develop a state-
wide policy concerning theysale of non-nutritional foods in schools, there appears to
be a growing National concern about food habits in general and about wise selections
of "snack food items." In addition to dental problems, recent research indicates that
there may be close correlations between' eating patterns developed in childhood with the
incidence of specific health problems such as obesity, diabetes, heart disease and per-
haps even cancer in later years.

The West Virginia Board of Education mandate against the sale of four specific food
items has proved to be a controversial issue within the State. However, a stalwart
group of citizens has emerged in support of the Board's concern for higher nutritional
standards within the schools. This group includes dentists, dental hygienists, dieti-
cians, physicians, school food service personnel, parents and concerned civic leaders.

In addition to this nucleus of concerned citizens within the State, the publicity gen-
erating from the statewide mandate has resulted in an increasing number of inquiries
from educators, parents, legislators and civic organizations from states ranging as far
afield as California, Texas, Indiana, Louisiana, Florida, New Jersey and Washington,
D. C..
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EihibiL 1

WEST VIRGiNIA BOARD OF EDUCATION

RESOLUTION
SALE OF NON-NUTRITIONAL FOODS AND BEVERAGES IN SCHOOLS

WHEREAS, The West Virginia Board of Education, on May 18. 1973, adopted a
policy prohibiting the sale of foods other than the Type A school lunch, milk
and breakfast 'in the school lunchroom during the lunch period, and

WHEREAS, The West Virginia Board of Education, on Hay 18, 1973, voiced its
concern about the sale of non-nutritional foods on any part of the school campus
during anY part of the school day and recommended at that time that action by
the local boards of education be considered to phase out such sales, and

WHEREAS, a survey conducted by the West Virginia Department or Education
on September 7. 1975, shows that, of the 1,040 public schools and 25 non-public
schools responding, 26 percent sold candy, 27 percent sold soft drinks, 4 percent
sold chewing gum and 6 percent sold flavored ice bars on the school campus during
the school day, and

WHEREAS. The West Virginia School Food Service Advisory Council on October 28.
1975, has expressed opposition to the sale of non-nutritional foods at any time
during the school day in the public and non-public schools, and

WHEREAS The Council on Dental Health of the American Dental Association has
stated that cardy, soft drinks and other confections with concentrated fermentable
sugar are associated with an increase in dental caries and has discouraged such
sales to children in schools, and

kHEREAS, The Ten-State Nutritional Survey of 19E8-1970, in which West Virginia
participated stated, "In adolescents it was found that between-meal snacks of high
carbohydrate foods such as candies, soft drinks, and pastries were associated with
the development of dental caries." Now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED THAT, effective with the 1976-77 schcol year the sale of the
following non-nutritional foods or beverages is prohibited during the school day
in all public schools or the State:

Candy Soft drinks
Chewing gum Flavored ice bars

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT, in order to coordinate school practices with
nutritional instruction, the consumption. during the school day, of the food
and beverage !temp listed above be discouraged in all public schools of the
State.
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Exhibit 2

Table 1

Number of Schools Responding to Survey

September, 1975

Type of School

Schools Responding
to Survey

f- Total Number of
Schools

Public
Non

Public Public
Non

Public

Elementary Schools 248 19 938 55
Middle 4 Junior High Schools 135 156 1

Nigh Schools 145 5 195 19

Special Education Schools 15 0 43 0
Total Schools 17541 25 1,332 75

Table 2

Number of Schools Reporting Sale of Extra Food Items

September, 1975

Type of School

Schools Selling
Extra. Fonds

Total Nu mber of

' Sch Is

Public
Non

Public Public
Non

Public

Elementary Schools 494 12 938 55
Middle & Junior High Schools 123 0 156 1

Nigh Schools 139 5 195 19

Special Education Schools 5 0 43

Total Sehools 17 1.332 75

Percent of Respondent Schools
with Food Sales 73% 68%



Table 3

Sale of Extra Food Items in Schools

September, 1975

Extra Food Items Sold

Number of Schools Sell.nn Item at Time Designated No. Schools
Selling
Food Item
at Anytime*

Percent of
Responding
Schools

Selling Item

Before
School

During
Morning

During
Lunch
Period

After
Lunch

After

School

Milk 53 197 402 97 25 455 42.6

Fruits or Juice 10 11 15 12 5 25 2.3

Sandwiches, Soups, Salads 2 7 21 1 2 28 2.6

School Baked Desserts 4 3 6 4 2 14 1.3

,cc Cream 8 13 35 94 10 132 12.4

Packaged Crac4er Products 57 62 91 130 74 162 15.2

Doughnuts 3 7 6 7 5 15 1.4

Packaged "Chips" 72 61 99 171 79 32 21.7

Popcorn 25 42 45 121 43 174 16.3

Packaged Cakes/Cookies 43 39" 72 102 59 131 12.3

Pretzels, Nuts, French Fries 4 3 5 8 5 12 1.1

Popsickles 4 3 21 41 7 63 5.9

Candy 59 60 115 218 93 281 26.2

Soft Drinks 107 90 155 220 159 287 26.9

Chewing Gum IF 16 27 30 18 41 3.8

Coffee and Tea 4 4 6 2 0 15 1.4

ANot a total, since some schools sell uotra foods at more than one period

6 0 5
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Table 4

Percent of Schools StIling Selected Foods :rad Beverages
by Categories and Time Periods

September. 1975

Type of School
Before
School

During
Morning

During
Lunch
Period

After
Lunch

After
School

Total

Number
Schools

Responding

EXTRA MILK:
Elementary Schools 4.3% 20.72 34.5% 8.1% 1.4% 367

Middle & Junior High Schools 4.4 11.1 46.7 10.4 2.2 136

High Schools 9.4 15.4 50.3 14.1 7.4 150

Special Education Schools - 6.7 6.7 15

All Schools 5.0 18.5 37.9 9,1 2.4 1.068

SOFT DRINKS:
Elementary Schools 1.4% .9% 2.9% 9.82 3.5% 767

Middle s Junior High Schools 12.6 11.9 31.9 40.7 31.9 136

High Schools 52.3 45.0 59.7 57.7 58.4 150

Special Education Schools 6.7 6.7 20.0 13.3 15

All Schools 10.0 8.4 14.5 20.5 14.9 1,068

CANDY:
Elementary Schools 1.3% 1.2% 1.6% 14.6% 2.4% 767

Middle & Junior High Schools 5.2 9.6 26.7 34.1 22.2 136

High Schools 28.2 25.5 45.0 38.3 30.2 ISO

Special Education Schools __ -- - 20.0 _ 15

All Schools 5.6 5..1 10.8 20.4 8.8 1.068

PACKAGED CHIPS:
Element,ry Schools 1.7% 1.6% .7% 9.4% 1.4% 767

Middle & Junior High Schools 5.2 3.0 18.5 23.5 11.9 136

High Schools 34.9 30.2 46.3 44.3 34.2 isn

Special Education Schools - -- - .7 .7 15

All Schools 6.7 5.7 9.3 16.0 7.5 1.068

POPCORN:
Elementary Schools 0.4% 2.8% .7% 10.0% 1.7% 767

Middle & Junior High Schools 3.0 2.2 9.6 10.4 5.9 136

High Schools 12.1 12.1 20.8 20.1 i4.1 ISO

Special Educatior; Schools - .7 .7 15

All Schools 2.4 4.0 4.6 11.4 4.0 1,068

PAC, CRACKERS ITEMS:

e iry Schools 1.7% 2.4% .8% 6.32 1.8% 767

m. & Junior High Schools 3.0 3.7 19.3 23.0 11.9 136

N' ',cilools 26.8 26.2 39.6 34.2 29.5 ISO

! Education Schools
15

A _nools 5.3 5.8 8.5 12.2 6.9 1.068 .



West Virginia Department of Education
Division uf School Food Services

VALUF.S !.:F, FOODS AN."J BEVERAGES SUITABLE FOR SERVICE iN SCHOOLS AS "EXTRA F0ODS"(1)

Food or Beverage
I WalltACV (ercentlii

or 1 Colo-

Measure ries

nerommenneo

Protein

nasifuseiary

Calcium
Phns-

phorns

allowance

Iron

rrovtueu

Thiamin

cora
Ube-

flavin

remoie,ora,
, ,
°', "c'n

11

Vitamin
C

co /4(Z)
Vitamin

4114, Non-Fat, Fortified 8 oz. 4 22 30 22 0 20 39 16 0 2511Ik, Skim, Onflavored 8 oz. 3 18 25 19 0 8 32 1 0 01114. tAwle, Unflavored g oz. 7 19 25 19 0 7 33 1 4 9
111k, Chocolate, Skim S cm. 9 17 22 19 0 8 28 2 0 8

ice Milk 1/3 cup 3 5 6 5 0 2 8 0 0 2Ine Cream 1/3 cup 4 5 5 4 0 2 7 0 0 5

/range Juice, Canned 7 n.. 2 7 1 2 2 6 2 2 89 57omitu Joie,. canned 7 cc. 2 2 0 3 6 10 5 11 82 23'ineapple Juice, Canned 7 oz. 1 2 2 1 3 8 3 3 38 2;rape Juice, Canned 6 oz. 3 0 1 1 2 3 2 1 . 0 0;ropefruit Juice, Canned 6-1/2 oz. 6 3 2 2 3 5 3 3 133 1

franae, Fresh 1 sm. 2 2 3 2 ' 8 3 3 111 5'angorine, Fresh 1 lg. 2 2 3 2 2 5 1 0 67 11Ianana, Fresh 1 sm. 4 3 1 2 4 4 5 4 22 5guile, Fro,h 1 med. 6 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 13

4;

N,,,.,. Fresh .

taisins, Dried
1

1 oz.
5

4
3

2

1

2

2

3

3

7

3

3

6

2

1 ,

2

18

0 0
)ried Beef Jerkey 1 oz. 2 22 1 9 8 2 7 7 0',aunts, Salted 1 oz. 7 20 1 10 6 6 3 35 0
'unflower Se,rds 1 oz. 7 26 6 15 15 31 8 4 1:uv Beau,. Masted 1 oz. 5 13 3 7 7 9 1 2 0
hve,e. Chediar 3/4' cubit 3 9 9 6 1 0 5 5 5Iteese vith Crackers 4 sm. 13 20 10 10 4 1 1 5 5Ogurt, Plain or Flavored 1/2 cup 3 9 12 10 0

4
17 1 2'nicker° wirh Peanut Butter 8 8 14 1 1 2 1 1 14 0

reczo1s 2 oz. 9 13 1 6 4 1 1 3 0 0
Opcorn, %uttered 1-1/4 uz 7 8 0 7 4 0 2 4 0 0hill with fh,ans, Canned 4 oz. 7 17 4 15 9 3 7 16 0 0 ITxout), Chicken Noodle. Canned 1 serv. 2 7 1 2 2 1 2 4 0 1 a

Tomato. Canned 1 serv. 3 4 1 2 5 5 2 8 0 0 7
..".

(1) Bowes 1. Church. Food Values of Portions Commonly Used, J. B. Lippencott Co. llth ed. 1970.
(2) Food S Nutrition Onord, National Academy of Sclences-Nationol Research Council, Recommended Daily Dietary

Allowances, Revised, 1973.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: County Superintendents

FROM, Daniel B. Taylor, State Superigtendent 4
SUBJECT: Implementation of the November 13, 1975, Resolution by the West Virginia

Board of Education Concerning the Sale of Candy, Soft Drinks, Chewing Gum
and Flavored Ice Bars in Public Schools

DATE: August 6, 1976

As you know. the above State Board resolution prohibi4s the sale in the public
schools, during the school day. effective with the 1976-77 school year. of candy,
soft drinks. chewing gnm and flavored ice bars. The Department, with the assis-
tance of the State School Fond Services Advisory Council and a State Committee on
Nutritional Standards, has developed definitions as follows:

DEFINITIONS

Candy is defined as any food item which, as served in its finished form, con-
tains. by weight, 40 percent or more sugar (in crystalline form or in solution
as syrup. both monosaccharides and disaccharides) and/or other sweetening agents,
or any food product commonly referred to as "candy."

.2. Soft Drinks as defined in Section 1, Article 19, Chapter H of the Code of West
Virginia: (1) "Bottled Soft Drinks" which are all beverages, whether carbonated
or not, or any preparations commonly referred to as "soft drinks" of whatever
kind, which are closed and sealed'in glass, paper or any other type of container,
envelope, package or bottle, whether manufacturcd with or without the use of any
syrup, and also (2) any beverages, whether bottled or not, which are prepared
from soft drink syrups and powders by the mixing thereof with carbonated or plain
water. ice, fruit, milk or any other product suitable to make a soft drink.

Except that flavored, fluid milk, as defined in regulations promulgated by USDA
governing Child Nutrition Programs, and beverage mixtures which, in the finished
product, contain at least 20 Percent natural fruit or vegetable juices may be
sold.

3. Chewing Gum is defined as a preparation of chicle or other plastic substance
sweetened and/or flavored for chewing.
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4. Flawred tce Bar is defined as a frozen confection consisting of water mixed
with flavored syrups and/or powders, sugars and/or other sweetening agents.
binders, stabilizers and/or emulsifiers.

In order to strengthen the nutrition program of the schools and to enlist the coop-
eration of school faculties, students and parents, the state advisory committees
recommend that each county superintendent appoint a County Nutrition Advisory Council
which includes representatives from the following groups: county administraticw.
elementary and secondary school principals, teachers, health professionals. school
food services, lay citizens and students.

Responsibilities of the County Nutrition Advisory Council should include: (1) re-
commending guidelines and policies concerning the sales and service of foods and
beverages; (2) recommending procedures for checking the nutritional content of foods
and beverages sold.in schools; (3) advising the county food service supervisors
concerning the food service provided under the National School Lunch Act and the
Child Nutrition Act.

6
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Ms. GRAVENM Mv remarks this morning will be directed primar-
ily to the. impact of the West Virginia Department of Education's
policy toward the sale of non nut rit ional foods in schools.

Recently. the West-Virginia Board of Educat ion issued n mandate
which, for the 1916-17 school term. bans the sale of four specific food

items from the schools. I wanted to explain today some of the reasons
behind this decision of the board 'of carathal. and to explore some of
the possibilities with the goup today.

The mandate was issued in Novemler 1 975. init knowing that a um-
ber of schools systems would need to explore alternative types of foods,

it will not go into effect until essentially I he school yea r that we are
coming into now, 197(1-77.

Our school term generally opens. for on public schools. on Septem-.
ber 8, the day a ft er Labor hay. and t his is essentially when the policy

will go into effect. The board specifically issued a ban for the sale of
four food items in the public schools in any location, at :my time (lur-
ing the northal schoolday. It, did not explore the possibilities of after
school activities.

The four food items involved were soft drinks. candies. chewing
gum and flavored iee bars, or popsicles as the trade name we used.

The board issued this mandate after 2 years of study of the situation
and perLaps 10 years of being directly involved with various nutri-
tional surveys and various programs in nutrition education within the

publ ic school system.
The becrinning of the ban. actually. originated in the spring pf 1974.

At that time. the board passed a polic concerning the sale of com-
petitive foods in the lunchroom per se. At the same time, it explored the
educational practice of selling nonnutritional foods in other places in
the school building. .

There was a great deal of question as to the value of teaching nutri-
tion in the classroom, and selling high caloric. high sugar content foods
directly outside in the hallway. At that time, when they issued the
policy concerning the sale of foods within the lunchroom durinr the
lunch hour. tLe board instruCted our superintendent. Dr. Daniel B.
Taylor, to ask the'county boards of_education to review their policy on
the sale of nonnutritional foods and to make plans for phasing some
of these sales of highly concentrated su<Tar-type foods out.

At the same time. they now requested that our division now call the
child nutrition program to do a survey to see exactly what the situation
was. The survey was made. and found, of the numerous types of extra
or snack-type foods which were sold in the public school system. the
majority of these were soft drinks and candy and that these were
available at various times during the schoolda v. as in comparison, shall
we say. to special milk which would be, available maybe one time during
the schoolday at a limited time period.

At the time that the survey was made. in the sprin!, of 1974. We had

one county system which did have a policy concerning the sale of non-
nutritional foods. That was Mercer County and it still has the same
policy.

After this request was issued by the superintendent to review the
situation to phase out such sales, we had another rural county board of
education which did enact a similar policy and that was the Monroe
County Board of Education.

tt 1 0,
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These two count ies have had this policy for, shall we say, 2 years.
In the summer of 1975, .1 )r. Taylor and t he board requested our divi-

sion to, again, survey the selmols, We made the survey and asked them
to base tlieir reports on their practices as of September 1975, a year ago.'

We again found that numerous items were sold at various times (lur-
ing the schoolday iii various parts of the school building. Again, the
majority of these were soft drinks anti candy with the exception of the
two boards of education which had policies Ihniting this type of
service.

After reviewing the survey, and after reviewing our recommenda-
tions by our State school food advisory council. t he board, then, in No-
veMber of 1975, issued a mandate which will become effective in the
1976-77 school term.

As I said before, this mandate was based on the surveys done, the
request that was made approximately 2 years ago to phase out such
sales. Again, probably, I think due -to the involvement which the de-
partment of education has had as far- back as 1960 in various nutri-
t iona 1 surveys of the status of the schoolchildren.

The first. one was done in 1960 with the cooperation of the Wrest
Virginia School of Medicine and the West Virginia School of Den-
tistry, in certain connote areas, Preston and WebSter Counties. At that
t ime, we found results similar to the 10-State nutrition survey which
was done in 1969.

Dental problems were acute in our State, particularly with our age
12 and older children. Even going liack as far as preschool children,
Dr. Schaefer found in his survey that- some of our preschool children
were essent hilly 1 rear or more behind in growth. as compared to the
rest of the Nation. Again. they found dental problems acute. and felt
that this might be due to an overconsmnption of highly concentrated
sugars within the diet.

This. then. isthe eoncept.tliiatheWestia Board of Education
used in initiating its ban.

In implementing its policy for the coining year. in June we secured
a consultant, ap-ain Dr. Arnold Schaefer. who. of course. is the director
of the Swanson Tnstitute of Nutrition. Dr. Schaefer worked with var-
ious groups of school administrators, parents. and professional people
within the State. He then met with our State nutrition and school .Foo d
service advisory council and with the Special Nutrition Standards

'Conunit tee, which has been appointed by Dr..Taylor. to develop guide-
lines for the i nit iat ion of' this mandate.

The board has issued a list of suggest NI fOods. T feel very.strongly
that children can learn to develop good food habits. Our recent. nutri-
tion education project. which MIS fill Idea under section 6 of the Na-
t ionll School Fund A ct , shows that you can make. it significant di ffer-
ence- in both the child's knowledge mit rition, and you can change
his attitude toward food. Yon can reduce plate waste offoods, T-foods,
or target foods, if you initiate a statewide or a schoolwide nutrition
ed neat ion progra m.

So, T have felt that these things should conic under consideration.
We understand from recent research that food habits we develop in our
earl y yea rs

Chairman PERTUNS. Have you found that the preplated meals have
the necessary nutrients that are contained in the type A lunch ingredi-
ents that we have beennccustomed to in the past ?

'
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;Ifs. GRAN' EN I En. The preplated meals
Chairman Pi:111:1 NS. Yes.

GIIM'ENMIElt. hi Shlte We do II ot IIM' 111) III I'd 11.1(11 IS tO a

(*rent extent. We do have one ventral kitchen which prepares its own
preplated meals and sends them out to the neighboring: schools. This is
Hancock County which has roughly. I believe it is. 18 schools that are
wit hin a very close area.

Chairman Pr.amNs. .1.re they close erloodi so that you can get them
nut t here while t he meals are st ill warm

Ms. GRAVEN I ER. They It re he cold park and he hot pack. It. is
probably 20 miles that most of t hem have to .1111,

Chairman PERK INS. YOIII* State has %.ery litt le experituwe %vith pre-
plated meals?

Ms. (11:AYEN NI I En. That is due to several reasons. One is our topog-
raphy. and :mot her is the fact that we do have kitchens existing in
most of our puldie schools. We do have few cent ral kitchens in our
State. I think. We call them Intse kitchens beratise they serve maybe
three other selmols, or four other schools rat her than a whole county.

I real ly could not answer your quest ion.
Chairman PERK INS. I will now- call on Mr. Donald Schunmclwr, Jef-

fersoll Count y School System. Louisville, K.
Withiiht ol )jection. your prepared statement will he inserted in the.

record, Mr. Schumacher. and you may proceed in any manner ynn
pre ter. (In ahead.

[Prepared Shit ement nf 'Donald Selmina eller follows 1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 110N:V.1) SCIIU MACITER. DIRECTOR. FOOD SERVICES.
JEFFERSON COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. LOUISVILLE. Ky.

The job of today's food service direetor is not an easy one. Simply stated his
Job is to provide a hmell that meets one third of a student's nntritional daily
needs. is palatably nceeptahle, and prodneed nt a minimum cost. The problem lies
Hot in the charge, hot in outside self-serving interests, the uncertainties of the
funding nnd commodity distribution rwogrants, and an ever increasing admin-
istrative requirement dietated by federal and state agencies. Ergo, a simple job
becomes complex and diffieult.

The Jefferson County Board of Education sees an ever inereashig promotional
program being directed hy commercial food service concerns to convince boards
of edifeation and naive and/or lazy food service direetors that they can provkle
a cheaper and bettor meal than the sehool system eon provide. This simply is
not so. By its very nature a commereial enterprise is in bilsilless to make a
profit. A school system is not. That margin of profit has to take something from
the program. either in increased fII P11 I NISI'S, Of' a loss of mtantity and/or quality
of food provided. We have spent a great deal of time Convincing these concerns
that we eon do the job quite well and on oin.oWn.

We also spend time each year fe»ding off food vending machine 'concerns who
somehow convince some of the principals that these nutellines can generate
needed money for them. These machines ent IBM the stmlent participation of the
11111(.11 program. the end result being- that some stmlents are nutritionally deprived.
mul loss of participation affects income to the extent meal costs go up. The
Board refuses to permit vending maellines in the schools where they would in
any way interfere with the lunch program.

By far the hest method that a school system can utilize in operating a lunch-
room is one that 'provides for imlividual limehrooms, meals prepared. by and
large, from sernteli, and. except in rare instanecs. serving only the type A meal.
Prepared foods are costly and less tasty. Pre-packaged meals preelude the flexi-
hility of providing for individual needs, and there is considerable loss of nutri-
tional value throngh most proeessing methods.

Each year meal reimilnrsement rates change. and often the rate is not known
mitil.the schools have lk,11 in operation for anywhere from a month or more. This

612
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makes It most difficult to determine just. how much the school system will have
to provide towards I he cost of running the lunchrooms. This same problem holds
true for the etunmodity distribution program. This is a very good program as it
provides. reasonably prieed food as well as fowl of high quality. However, we
never know exactly what foods will be received, when they will be received, nor
just lmw much we'll get. We do get forecasts on sonie food items, but they are
at. best. only forecasts. This makes it not only dillicult to anticipate a budget, but
also to prepare menus with any degree of certainty.

It seems that we never see a nw soload year start but what there has been a
,change In reporting.procedures and forms to Ite used, as well as additional re-
quirements dictated. All of this Nists thne and money. In the past this has been
a creeping irritant and Nistly inconvenience. However, this year we have been
hit with the ulthnate in bureaucratic boondoggle. It is called "full cost account-
ing." We realize that where money is concerned some control, is required, but
full cost accounting goes way beyond reasonable accotniting, and places a burden
and requirement on lunchroom inanagers mid bookkeepers beyond their alloted
t hue and tidal bilities.

Our central (ace personnel have attended a number of work-shops on full cost
acomating. and still have not cinnpletely grasped its complexities. A two day
work.shop this month for our luitchroom managers and bookkeepers has resulted
in disomtent, a fear of inability to handle full cost accounting, and already five
of our managers have quit because they believed the additimml workload and
complexity of full cost accounting was more than they could handle, and we
anticipate we'll lose more.

These are good hard-working women, and good in their jobs, but they simply
lack the exiterienN' and/or education to cope with so complex and detailed report
ing system: We will have to comply with the full cost accounting requirement,
lint we're sure confusion will reign. We are also sure it will require considerable
additional, time for hoth the lunchroom numagers and bookkeepers, with the
attendant cost generated by the additional time for these workers.

Amither facet of full cost accounting that hotlters us IR that reimbursement
rates aro based on meal costs. In other words a school system that operates an
inefficient and oust ly lonehroi'm will get. proportionally a_liigher rate of reimburse-
ment rate than a school operating efficiently. This begs flirinefficiency.

We have prepared a separate report on full cost accounting. with sonie recom-
inendat Mos. We are sorry xe canno1 provide each member of the ennunittee with
all the forms remikr0 by full cost accounting. but the two ,sets are all we have
at this time.

STATEMENT OF DONALD SCHUMACHER, DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICES,
JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOL SYSTEM, ,LOUISVILLE, KY,

Mr. ScuumAcliiiit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
would like to answer the last question yon asked the lady from

"West Virginia :15 to whether or not the prepackaged meal provides
I he required nutrition for he student. "Was that the question?

(11z:wit:an PEIZ1IN;4. YeS.
Mr. ScliuMACII mt. We hare had experience, as you know, being from

Kentucky. with the former county schools and the fornier city schools
havino. Cho two separate types of operation. The former city schools,
of eimrse. -having prepared foods. prepackaged foods, and the Monty
schools havinu: foods prepared from scratch.

In my opinion. prepared foods and prepackaged foodS- do not
really provide the nutritional requirements that.the child should have
for the simple reason that every step in the 'process of preparing
foods. it loses a Pertain amount, of nutrition in that food.

-Now i f you prepackage a .food. you freeze it. You maintain it, for
a .period of time. then you take it and reheat. it. You lose a certain
amount of nut rition in that food.

6 3
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I would say that in most instances where you prepackage a food,
you prepackage that food with a mhffinum amount that the Federal
regulations require you to use. Therefore, when you maintain that
for a period of time, you reheat it, and reprocess it, you lose a certain
tunouffi: of nutrition, which, of conm, is not desirable.

So, for this reason, we have taken the former city schools over last
year, and WO have chanolal the whole concept of feeding. We'noW.
prepare all of- our foodst'from scratch with the exception ar the fact
that we did have to take some of the prepared foods that were in
stock and on-hand in the warehouse, and liad to use them up last,
year.

This year, we have utilized, or used up all of those foods, and we
will now prepare almost totally from scratch.

Another subject that was brought up was the use of vending
nmchines and miscelhineous food items in the schcol sysem. 1V hail
banned these machines and miscellaneous foods being sold in the
school lunchroom or in the school for the simple reason that we found
that. wlwre we have these in the school system, it takes away from.the
school lunch program.

The children will buy these candy bars, they will buy these other
foods. Therefore, they will not buy the. type A meal for which we
receive Federaljvimbursement moneys, for which we receive Federal
commodities. When you lose this volume, this raises the cost per meal
that you-have prepared. Therefore, we have to charge the student who
does buy his meal considerably more money.

So, rather tlmn go through that process. we have banned the junk
foods, and other food items even though they In be nutritious, from
the lunchroom operation. Also we have banned a la carte.

On the a lar carte program the Federal 1; ernment will not reim-
burse us. So we lose that. reimbursement money again, and we lose the
Government coinmodities. What happens there is that the child who
.can afford a la carte, can buy a meal. The child who is on the free
lunch program gets a free lunch. But the middle-income child has to
pay considerably more for his meal.

have indieated in my prepared statement some of the concerns we
have in the limchroom operations in the State, specifically in my
lunchroom operation. It seems as though. since I have been there.
every year the regulations chane.e. The forms that we use eha Imo. on
which we have to report. The reporting system changes. The require-
ments are increased considerably every year. It is sort of a creeping
thing..

This year we were. hit with probably the. biggest bureaucratic boon-
dogle we have ever had in the whole history of eost accounting.. I have
presented nn there two copies of the forms. a set of forms that we will
have-to use in the full cost aecounting system.

I have had about 2 years to prepare my people in the central office
for this full cost aceountino system. I have sent them to workshops.
They have studied the system. and they still are not completely
satlQA0,1thet they MD handle

I had a 0-day workshop this month with all of the manarrers.,153
of them. ell the manacrers. all the bookkeepers in the school. As a
result of this 2-day workshop. T tried to explain the SySten1 to them.
but came away frustrated. frightened that they cannot handle it
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have luul five managers who have already resigned, saying-that
they cannot luindle the shunt ion. I anticipate losing more.

sure that it would take me considerable tune to go into the
reasons why I feel full cost ;lemma ingis unnecessary. But I think when
you look Over Ha' mass of paperwork that we have toprepare each
luolItI UI ortlyr to satisfy the requirements, you will see what I am
talking about.

it will take a CPA, in my opinion. I do have a CPA on my staff,
wlm is thoroughly confused as to how t6haiulle the situation. So
You can understand why these women, -1Yllo are not, capable either
Ly training or experience, are not capable of handling such detailed
process of accounting, would be frightened by the system.

I feel that this coining year of our administration we will have a lot
of frustrations. 1 ant not sure that we will be able to handle it, but we
wi 1 I t ry.

Inciden tal ly. also. I am having to hire additional bookkeepers as a
result of this, and the schools pay extra thne for them. I am sure that
some of tlm managers, and some have already asked, will ask if they
can have a half-hour or 1111 hour a day in order to handle the paper-
work that: this is going to generate. I iim sure that I am going to have
to come through and pay them that extra money.

I don't know what the statistical data will do for the State. It does
not do anything for ine. T am not concerned with the breakdowns they
ask me for. I ani concerned with how inuch the meal costs me. How I
buy cheese. how T buy meat. and how I use my milk in the food service
program. as long as I meet. the nutritional requirements set forth.
by the Federal Government. That cost is all that, concerns me, and
not the breakdown of the cost. I am not concerned with that. It
probably looks good statistically to somebody, but it does not affect
nie. at afl.

T also ha ve to go and give them the indirect costs for lighting and
other things that the board pays for. How to figure these coSts out is
almost impossible. I don't have separate meters for my lunchrooms. So,
therefore, we have to ori out and guess as to how much we can charge
against the meal cost for these costs.

Now I can jii.o-crle these fimires to meet iny needs. If my reimbUrse-
ment base goes down, based on full cost accounting, all it does is
cause you to jugde your figures. In .addivion, full cost accounting vill
pay on a pro rata 'basis to each school system, based on the need or
the cost of those meals.

What this is going to do is this: Til a school system that is operating
efficiently, has a lower cost per meal that they are n146115.1- out, they
will ovt 0 lesser reimhnrsement rate than the system that is operating
inefficiently and has a llidier cost of operation. So. therefore, it makes
for inefficiency in my opinion.

T think that there should he 0 better system than what they are using
in that operation.

T don't know whether this satisfies the committee, hut if they have
:Inv questions. I ran ramble on for 'some considerable thne here.
think that von v have some specific, inestions, and rather than
bave me talk byre, I would prefer, if yon have something. that yon are
concerned with, von could ask me ally :questions you have on the
lunchroom operations.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you. I think that what we will (16 is that we will
move on to Mr. II arwood, president of the Nlass FeNling Corp. Then,
e will see if the members of I be committee have any questions thuy
want to direct to you.

STATEMENT OF TOM HARWOOD, PRESIDENT, MASS FEEDING CORP.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Timiw000. nom) owning, and hank you.
My mime is Tom 1111 mood and I am president of Mass Feeding

Corp., a subsidiary of ,Tewel Co., located in Elk Grove Village, H.
The Jewel Co. 'has been involved in the handlinff of food and food

distribution systems since its inception as I lw Ten Co. in 1899.-
... Mass Feeding Corp. (MFC) was initiated in 190 for the exPress
purpose of providing a hot lunch alternative sstem for those ele-
mentary schools t hat lacked onsit e food !wept rat ion Neill( ies.

Many nf these schools are located ill the imwr cities, and are older
schools. and do not have t lie physical capability of providing any type
of lint lunch program.

Since our inception, we have grown to serve about 1.000 schools in
approximately 80 cities, including New York City, Chicago, Detroit,
and right here in Washington. D.C. Most of the time our system is
used in combination with other types of feeding systems within a
school system.

More than 90 percent of MFC's clients have expressed satisfaction
and acceptance of the products loving served, and demonstrated that
through the-repeated purchase of products for several successive school
terms.

The paekaging of NIFC products is subject to continuous onsite
inspect ion by the r.s. Department of A.crricultnre. Strict specifications
are. used and ConSistelltly met by responsible maim. food processors
who supply food products to be served in MFC lunches.

We have a professional staff nf food technologists.and microbiolo-
gists, and .food chemists that implement extensive quality crintrol pro-
cedures, devoted to providing, food products that are not only whole-
some and nutritious, but that. also satisfy. sensory and esthetic.
reoldreme»ts.

Student taste panels, and objective physical-chemical tests are em-
ployed to assure the continuous maintenance of uniform quality and
high acceptance.

Only the hest nf foods available are used in MFC products in ac-.
corda nee with the specifications nf our custonwrs. Fortified textnred
vegetable protein and protein fortified pasta products are employed
'for prOduct enhancement in accordance with Food nod Nutrition Serv-
ice regulations. Only naturally occurri tip- food materials are used.

Additives within MFC foods are rigidly restricted to only those
essent ial to provide safe, wholesome and acceptable prothils. Adulter-
ants or additives to mask quality attributes are, not lied in MFC
prOducts.

Fond inrrredients and assembled lunches are extensively analyzed in
our laboratory to assure the absence of harmful patho.crenic micro-
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.
The current thu i t at ions wit h frozen unit ized hmehes include :
While assuring that all children receive type A requirements, the

uniformity of portion sizes limits flexibility in varying serving quail-
tities'among age groups and grade levels.

A limited choice of food products or product combinations is usually
available on any given service day.

We strongly suggest and support the following activities necessary
t6 the effectiveness of all school food service systems :

We believe that students at all grade levels should be involved in
menu planning.

Teachers, parents, and other suitable. adults within, the community
should,actively participate in the lunchroom experience to effectively
influence menus, the environment, and student eat ing habits.

Nutrition education should be provided in the chissroom and ex-
tended to the luncl tromp.

There are. huleed. ninny fine cii feterias and many line kitchens of-
fering onsite food preparation in public schools. Unfortunately, many
elementaryi;ehools throughout this Nation have, for years. been unable
to offer thvir stildvnts anv t ype of hot lunch program.

The vast ma jority of sZ.hools serviced by MFC offered either no
lunch or a brown !tag cold lunch program prior to the introduction of
frozen unitized lanch programs. Most of these schools are located in
urban areas where, school lunch is a very important part of children's
diets.

A.t MFC, we feel that we share a responsibility with the parents,
educators, and concerned communities in bringing excellence to the
experiences of the school lunch. Our objectives arc to fulfill this re-
sponsibility-by making -.available wholesome, nutritious foods that
children enjoy eating and at prices taxpayers ean a fford.

We invite and welcome all suggestions that can assist us in meeting
these objectives, and welcome the opportunity to be here this morning.
I would be pleased to answer any questiolis that you may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask a question of all of you, ladies and
gentlemen. Since we enacted this school lunch bill last year, and the
reffulat ions undoubtedy have been issued. have you been able to operate.
urider the new regulations. or will you be operating under the new ------
regulations the first of the school yen r ?

on answer first, Mr. Schumacher.
Mr. ScitumAcuEn. The first of the school year, we will start oper

ating.
Chairman PER1IN-8. When did yon receive those regulations?
Mr. SCIMMACIIER. I received them less than a month ago formally.
Chairman PERKINS. Do you feel that the regulations are in con-

formity with the law, if you ha ve read the School Lunch Act ?
Mr. Sclit..73hwtIER. Yes.
Chairman PEttkixs. What percentve of your students in Jefferson

County will receive free and reduced price lunches?
Mr,'ScnumAc II T would say around 30-some percent, since we have

taken over the innercity school system.
Chairman Pluntrxs. Under the new regulationslet Me ask the lady

from West Virginiawhat percentage of yoitr pupils, elementary and
secondary grades, will receive free and reduced price lunches?

6 8
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book.A.it is a guide published by the Food and N.:;trition Service that
..suggests qiumtities.to provide specific nutrient outputs under fresh,
canned, and frozen techniques.

Quite frankly for many, many foods the answers to what, happens
to the nutritional input under various kinds of storage and handling
conditions is not readily available or clear. It is clear that. freezing
is the. preferred method for preservation of nutrients hlputs, when
foods need to be preserved.

Mr. Mtm.r.R. What is yonr cost of production per meal, generally ?
Mr. HAitwoon. Are von asking for the food costs?
Mr. MILLER. What does it cost you to produce a meal?
Mr. HAnwoom The total cost of putting a meal together is very.

close to about an average of 40 cents. Close to 40 cents.
Mr. MI it:En. Tim t is your cost ?
Mr. TEAftwotip. Yes.
Mr. MILLEtt. What. do you sell them to a school district for?
Mr. TIAnwoon. Very close to 40 cents. Again it depends on the

menu composition. We have a vailalde approximately 80 different
menu combinations. It would really depend on the specific menu
combination. or the specific itms looked for.

We do add a margin into the product to attempt to have a reason-
able ret tn. and attempt to e.o:Jimw investment in our program.

Mr. MILLER. What is the margin?
Mr. TIAltwoop. The margin is about.1:2 percent.
Mr. MILLER. That is what yon expect on each meal prepared. So

you don't prepare them for 40 mils, and sell theni for 40 cents?
Mr. HAnwoop. .No.
Mr. MILLER.- What do yon sell them for?
Mr. Mum-ono. Approximately 40 cents is what. we sell them for.

What we prepare them for, the total cost involved prior to develop-
ment is approximately 88 percent of the retail price.

Mr. MILLER. We would like to pursue that. Would you supply
those figures to us because we have heard time and again that school
districts can compete with your costs starting from scratch, and
that they can provide a better meal. It was suggested as recently as
yesterday, perhaps we ought to pnt a ban on preplated meals. So
it is not an industry without some controversy, it was suggested.

You can answer any of these charges, if yon desire to. It has been
suggested time and again that at the outset of the contract, or while
the contract, is being negotiated, the meals are fairly decent, and then
they tend to deteriorate throughout tfie school year. Portions grow
smaller, and the nutritional value, however. yon measure. it, is less.
Tn general quality is down, although this mav not apply to Mass Feed-
inn. Corp. Yon are well able to defend your company.

P'But these are the general statements that have been made about
the preplated operations throughout the country. Statements indi-
cate that it simply does not measure up to where we can provide
meals on onsite facilities.

Mr. ITAnwoop. T wonld like to say that I don't think von would
find any of our customers. the people who have experienced our
services. have experienced that. I know you have heard -.froni Mr.'
Stewart. here in Washington. MC.. whom we have worked with.
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Mr. MILLER. So your defense is that you have 1,000 satisfied
customers.

Mr. IL% minim. We f eel we do.
Mr.-MILLI:v. When you outlawed the Sale of junk foods. confections

T guess is the way the industry refers to them, what was the reaction
of the students initially, and later on, I guess that we would have to
ha ve both.

Ms. GitAyEN:mr.a. We outlawed tlw sale of only four items. and
'supplied a listing of alternative items. We haul gulite a group or stu-
dents who mismulerstood t he band and felt that there would be no
a vailable "snack item" within the schools.

The reaction of students has been mixed. In counties where the
county board has supported the West Virginia Board of Education
nia white, and where they have worked with our student body, the
:student reaction is favorable as long as they have some type of alter-
native food items available to them, more nutritional items.

We suggested, for example. that they serve juices. Make available
to the children juices, and popcorn. and various types uf prepor-
t Muted or iweinackage41 items which 'would contribute to the nutritional'
quality of their diet.

Mr. niLLKIL Fruit, apples. and oranges, are all these things made
available in the vending machines and snack bars?

Not vary throuttliont the State. We have not
really addressed the problem of vending maehines per se.

Mr. MILLI:v. What are the four items that von rellloved. again?
:Ifs. Soft drinks, en ndy. chewing gums, and flavored ice

ba rs.
Mr. MILLI:v. Do you have any children who have been run over

goinu It) the corner store to pick up those items. which are no
longer a vaila ble in the schools?

Ms. OnAvv.x3rirv. Tt does not become effective until the next school
term minim,. up. So I cannot answer that question. Tn the two comi-
ties where these items have not been available. no. we have not.

Mr. MILLER. We 11:11T 1 rom another witness that if yon out-
law those items in the schools, the children are going to be hit by
rim rs on theNtzav tn the c011Ier store.

Ms. Oreti*:3fIre..In our State. the ebarge has been made also.
Mr. Mith.rin. So yon don't really know what the full reaction

is going to lau. Von have not been throm-th it. Ts that what you are
savino.?

nn.-rwmum. nun not without experionee. T.am a parent. and
T have five chiidren. four of whom are in the public school system.
Their reaction is that they like these things, and if we have them
in the ref ripprator. they will consume them.

irowevrr. if .on have inices ondmillc and some of these other food
items instead of those. they will very gladly consume those instead.

T do have a d:Ino-hter who is out of school, and she did attend a ver.Y
urban school where numerous items were available at that time. She.
at the :oto ut 2. linviwr some oroldems with variable blood sugar.
borderline d inbetes. that sort of I hi no..

Tt is difficult for a parent to voil ml what their clnldren are eating
in the serondary school nvsteuuu. if there are certain items available that
the parent would prefer that they do not consume.
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Mr. Th sulk you.
Mr. Harwood,. what ot her entities does Mass Feeding Corp.

provide for? Do you do it -for hospitals?
Mr. Hmtwoon. No, we don't. The only customers we ha vc. and the

only customers that. we serve are elementary schools, elementary
schools only.

Mr. MILLEn. T)o you know whet her or not you prepare meals for
schools that have onsite facilities, who have changed over to your
program?

Mr. Ilmtwooip. I know of none. In all the schools that we serve,
where they closed the kitchen and converted to our type of pro-
gram. Is that your question?

Mr. MILLEN. Ye&
Mr. ITmtwoon. I am not aware of any situations of that. nature.
Mr. MILLEn. -Yes. Mr. Schumacher.
Mr. ScitumAcilEn. They did. in the former Louisville school system,

they changed over. They had kitchens, and they changed over to this
typo of feed ing.

Mr. MILLEIZ. Not. to Mr. Ira rwood's service?
Mr. Scilt:%1Arn En. h thought that you meant in general. I don't know

what they did. They merged with- us last year when their school system
went broke, and we took them over. When we took them over. this
method aserving food had gone in the hole to the tune of $1.8 million.
That is what. they owed t he board.

We'took them over, and we went back again. I had to go and buy
a lot of new equipment in a lot of instances, and repair a lot of equip-
ment already set up. For example. t hey had dishwaslwrs sitting there
brand new. that they had never used.

They were serving on paper plates. and using plastic forks and
spoons. This year. kicking over that. system. and doing all this work, we
still cleared $83,000 and putting out the meals. They had a lot of com-
pla nts on t he meals before.

Mr. MILLET:. Do you know who the contractor was?
-Arr. ScriumAcirEn. I .have heard the name, but it has slipped my

mind. I could not tell you exactly who it was. It was a local concern
there.

They used him. and he supplied the prepared foods. They heated
those prepared foods in the kitchens to a certain degree. They also pre-
pared certain salads. Init. by and large they did no cooking at. all. They
used a mixture of the system.

Mr. Mirmt. Let me make sure that T understand yon correctly.
. This year. you claim. that in Louisville yon cleared $83.000?
Mr. Scur-mAcnr.n. The year before that, when they had operated

under that system. the man who was keeping- the books for them told
me that they lost approximately a quarter of a million dollars in that
operation a year.

Mr. MTLLER. What. is your understanding or belief of why that
happened ?

ScittwArnEn. Tt was poor management, poor buying. T think. I
did not try to dig in too deeply. What. T tried to do was to straighten
it. ont without creating too much of a problem.

Rather than creating a lo- of problems. T went about. it without trying
to- find blame, or placmff blame. T. merely went about the business of
trying to run a good operation.
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My. chief complaint. of course, other than the cost of .the thing is
that you lack the flexibility in a prepared meal, the prepackaged meal,
of feeding that child what he. needs. Now, when they come in and say :

-."We will meet certain standards. We will prepare this meal, pre-
package it..We will give you 2 ounces of protein in elementary school,
and 214, maybe. in the middle schools, and then 3 in the high schools,"
that. does not necessarilynieet the requirements of that child.

Whe,n that child collies to you in the grade. school, maybe he needs
more food, he is smaller than a child coining behind him,but you have
no flexibility. You give that child exactly What you give the child who
needsless, and he is a child who needs more.

When you have the hot foods there, you can meet that flexibility.
With the prepackaged lunch, you do not, meet the needs of the child.
You meet the needs of the person wlw is preparing that food, and mak-
ing a profit from it. The school system is not, in the business of making
a profit. .

lfr. MiLLER. Do you allow the, children in your system to come back
for seconds?

Mr. Sell uNtmuir.n. Yes.
M1.:ST.11.1.En. Do they ?
Mr. SCH UMA CH ER. Yes. What I try to do. because you have 153..

managers, you understand. you try to set up a system of operating a
certain way. and von are going to ha ve,people who are going to fail you.

What, itry to leach these managers s. when the child comes through
try to give him what. he needs and what he ean really eat. After a while,
the lunchroom manager pretty well knows the child, having served

him for a period of-time. For that.reason_an.operation.like that meets
the needs of the child because the, woman, by and large, lives in that
community. She knows the children, and she knows what. they will eat.

Our schools prepare. their own menus. No two schools have the
same, menu. T merely review thenr to see that they meet the nutri-
tional rNmirements. they know what the. children in that community
will eat. So they prepare the meals that the children in the community
will eat.

They know the child. They know his needs. They service those needs.
They don't serve him because they are making a buck.

Mr. Mti.m.:it. What does it. cost you to prepare one of those meals?
Mr. Scutum:lc:11En. I hesitate to tell you, since hesaid that, he prepares

them for .10 eents. but with the commodities that:I...receive, and the
reimbursement rate, it ruins me pretty close to 70 cents, paying all my
labor and what-have-you. For the, elementary schools, it costs me a
little less.

Mr. MILLER. Ts that about your cost, Ms. Gravenmier?
Ms. GRAVEN MIER. Rourhly. Of course. I am speaking on a statewide

average. which has more variables in it than a single svstem. The food
costS, the costs of purchasing the food. not counting 'the value of the
commodities. of course, was runnino- in some of our larger systems
ronghly -10 to -15 cents last year. I don't, have any prices for the current
sellool year as yet.

Thit. onr per meal cost. when we calculnted it. at. various times last
year was in the neighborhood of 75 cents. Of course. we haye fairly
high labor expenditures due to some State regulations concerning that.

lfr. mu.T.En. Thank Yon.

6 2 3
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:NU:HALL lioth of pal have ment ioned that voucannot Compete with
the price. Is a lot of your food purchasNI locally from the local vendor,
lilw prOduce?

CraA1T.N3rIEn, The methods of ynirchasing vay considerably
from count y to county because of the topography of onr countryside.
and the availability of maim facturers and dealers within the State.

We do have several count Ws who do purehase on a centralized basis.
Natura lly. their costs would ro down. Then we have One county ware-
11011Se, and its costs will be t he lowest. Another eonnty has a dropotf
point, and its cost runs slight ly higher in purchasing.

Mr. HALL. Yes, Mr. Schumacher.
Whell you say that You can't compete. I would

like to ask hhll what the schools charge for that meal, hilt not what he
charges t he school for it. because you see vou have a certain amount of
built-in labor when it reaches that school which you have to pay'for
also.

In a lot of cases, you have to reheat that, meal once it gets to the
school. Therer4we, the cost goes up, you see.

Mr. I EAiI Yes.
Mr. Hmtw000. could you speak to that for a moment?
'Nfr. Ifmtw000. My impression is. because I do not hare accurate cost

data in terms of what the schools a IT Vhar!rillg. indeed maybe many of
them don't have accurate data on it either, our impression is that the
serving, t he cost for the labor and the thlle to prepare the meals ranffes
from about 7 cents for lunch up to about 14 cents per lunch depending
011 110w many students are involved' ill the particular school.

'That- would bring the cost up from -40 cents-to-54 cents.-
Mr. ScurnAcurat. We elm rre no cents. 55 cenfs and 50 cents.
Mr. HALL You mentioned in your testimony. and I find it interest-

ing, that you have student taste panels. Cah you spell that out a little
bit for me. When. and how often von have a student taste panel ?

Mr. HARWOOD. We do that in two ways, and for two different pur-
poses. We have student test panels that we conduct actnally in schools
where we are servicinp.. When we are developing a new menu item, or
int roduchur a new kind of product. to get evaluations. We use all kinds
of survey techniques to get indicators of what the taste preferences
are as it applies to the new product.

Then we also have a series, or a team of field service representatives
that are employed by MFC for each district that we serve. Every day
that we are serving. every day, they .cro ont into the schools with a
snecifir format of observations to look for. They monitor continually.
daily. the acceptance and the preferences of the children.

Now. for example. i f we are servin!, in Peoria. Ill., our representative
there is in tlw schools every day we are serving. and rotates from one
school to another constantly monitoring the acceptance of that food
and the preferences of children.

We find that the preferences change over time. and change by geo-
gra ph iv areas. and rhange somet imes by grade level.

Mr. HALL You say on pa (re -.I. "We are highly sensitive to children's
viewpoint. and are aware that adult oriented opinions may not neces-
sarily reflect children's preference."

have been in shopping centers and .foodstores where they would
hand me little bits to sample inysel f. I think that maybe a child, and-
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f know that I wuuld not want to offend anyone on that Occasion by
telling them that their product did not satisfy 1110, don't you think
that .children might t ry to please.

1 would not want to think that pal would exclude adult oriented
opinitnis. I mean adults from the standpoint: of parents, or adults
from the standpoint of those that aro dispensing the food.'

Mr. llmtw000. I would certainly agree with you, and we don't
exclude it. Indeed, we think that involvement of adults is necessary
to having good menu development. What we are saying, however, is
that this is not enough. The children's viewpoints are the most im-
portant viewpoints and the most critical ones when it comes to
wlwt her they like tlw food and will they eat it.

We find dint many times. food that we think children will like in
an adult taste panel, we get surprised, and the children don't like it,
or vice versa. Thiters that tlw adult panel did not like particularly,
the children did like it.

We have also found that children, although they do like to please,
many tittles are not only candid. Ina brutally candid.

Mr. They are very honest, I would not argue with you there.
I. have a :;-vear-old and 0 5-vear-old. and their taste patterns, most
of the time. are not alike at all. That would lead me to another
(uest ion.

1 l'hat do vtui have on a given day as far as a menu choice is con-
cerned? I..)o you give them one choice, two choices, three choices?

Mr. 1 lmtw000. I think two thinrs. two key factors limit the flexi-
bility of Imzen unitized lunches. Those are really the inability to vary
.porttou size.,by gradelevel. that is true. hy age..group.

While you can provide a high degree of consiSteney and-uniforinity
in the product, it is difficult to have tlw ahility to vary portion size
by grade level. and it is also difficult. to haVe choices on any given
serving day.-:11.1w- are the 1 hull ations within the program at the
juvsent

Mr. I Lu.L. On most given days,.woukl there be a limit on the one
choice t hat day. or do they have two choices?

M1."1 lAnwttoo. Alanv schools would have only OnC choice on any
given day, however, the!. develop the menu. Some of them have two)
hut most do not. Most prefer to go with one choice of entree on any
(riven day.

Mr. HALL Other than taste panels, you have mentioned also in
your testimony that stndonts tire involved in menu planning. Is that
taste and mewl combination approach?

lfr.11.tuw000. That is histe and menu combination:3, and frequency
of serving a popular item. and changes in frequency of serving Of

popular items.
We find that there are specific regional differences. The taco item

is well aecepted iii some areas. and not so well accepted in other.areas.
In Washington. D.C.. the type of frankfurter that we offer has a
smoked flavor to it.. In ChWago the children would not like that
particular smolwd flavor. There are differences.

Mr. There arc days when tlwy have hotdogs?
Mr. I 1.\ nw000. inly.
M-r. HALL. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Cliairtnan PERK I N. Le1. me ask yon. Mr. Harwood, what percent-
age of the school lunelu..s in the Chicago elementary ;old secondary
schools does the Mass Feedin,!. Corp. serve?

Mr. FIAnwoon. In the secon7lary schools, none. -In the elementary
schools, I think it is about 5 or t percent of the total service.

Chairman PEnKiss. .bout. S or 6 percent. In other words, how
many lunches do you average serving there each day in the elemen-
tarv schools?

Mr. Ihnwoon. .thout :20,006 per day.
Chairman PERKINS. 71'he cost of those lunches.the money that you

receive per lunch is ho'w much, let us gt that straight
Mr. ITAnwoon. In Chicago it is approximately 4:1.5 cents per lunch.
Chairman PERKINs. That is the amount that the city of Chicago,

the board of education turns over to you?
Mr. ilmtwoon. That is correct.
Chairman PEni:I NS. Do you get any other emoluments, or an

reimbursements funds of any kind from anyone else, other than the
.13.5 cents?

r. thinvocio.
Chairman 1..)EnRiNs. How long have you been serving these ele.men-

tarv students?
Mr. ilmtwoon. Siince 1070.
Chairman PEI:KINS. Since 1970.
Mr. ITAltw000. In Chi(!ago. we have been serving since approxi-

mately 1971.
Chairman PERKINS. It is in those areas where they do not have

fad I it ie$ .tp...prep.nre ..the_hot- hinches. is that correct?
Mr. HARwoon. That is correct.
Chairman PERKIN'S. Is this the inner cit- of Chicago?
Mr. Hmtw000. Yes, it is.
Chairman PERKINs. I have another question that I would like to

ask the lady f rom West Virginia.
To what extent have you served any hmehes in connection with the

summer feeding program ?
IfArtwoon. The slimmer feedinir program. we specifically put

together frozen. unitized meals that are not typically used in tho
summer program. It is more sandwich type items, and we are not in
that business.

There is one summer program that we are involved in where they
use frozen unitized lunches, and that is here in Washington, D.C. The
reason that. we :IN' involved in that one is because. that program is
conducted in the schools.

Chairman PERKINS. Tt is conducted in the schools. You are not
connected with the summer feedinp- pro!rrain in the city of Chicago?

Mr. ITA WOOD. No.
Chairman PEIncixs. What do you receive per lunch for the summer

feeding program here in the Disfrict ?
Mr. TTAnwoon. T would have to look at the contract. to make. sure

that T was giving von on absolotel y correct number. Tt is approxi-
mately 37 cents a lunch. It, would be within a penny of that number.

Chairman PM:I:INS. TO What extent haS the State Of WeSt Virginia
taken advantage of the summer feediw-r prooTam?

Ms. GI:ANT-x:4nm. Mr. Chairman, T am pleased to announce that
our summer feeding program has just about tripled this summer.
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We do do some mass or satellite feeding, we do perhaps a higher
percentage in the summer Months.

However, to my knowledge, the largest number of children bene-
fiting from the package meal would be in the Kenard County area,
arnd those are prepared by a high . school under the public school
system and sent out to the playgrounds. They are a "bag-type lunch
item."

Chairman .ThiliKfxs. Let me ask von this question. Who arc the
sponsors of the summer feeding program in general, in West Vir-
ginia? Is it the schools? Arc the schools involved in most of the
sponsoring?

Ms. GRASENMIER. The schools are involved in providing the meals.
Most of the sponsors are city recreation programs, YMCA, 4H, this
type of civic organiza tion.

Chairman PERI: I ss. You have not had any complaints through
any of your departments that any of the money has been wrongfully
used. or anything of that nature?

Ms. GuAvi:smi En. We. have had four t.o six people monitoring the
sitiiation throup.h our State office, and the results look good. We
have done SollTh plate-waste studies recently on some of the summer
meals, and we do find that when they are packaged:and sent out in
standardized portions, and we are serving from a 4-year-old child
up to a junior high school-age child, you do have high plate waste
in t he prepackaged type of lunch.

Chairman l'xmoss. Yon have higlier plate waste from the meals
that are prepackaged?

That _is.. correet, beeause_you.. cannot vary_ the_
portions. Yon have no hlea which child is going to get this particular
meal. Yon only have one choice.

Chairman Pr.in:ixs. It is mainly among the the smaller children.
MS. GR.WENM I ER. I W0111 d say so. Also menu items would have a

oTeat deal to do with it. We had particularly high plate waste.
when the item was a bologna sandwich served on a hamburger bun.
We felt that probably it was the. menu item itself.

Chairman PERKINS. One further question. The school lunch pro-
gram, of course, is for all the children, including the free and re-
duced. What percentage of your schoolchildren in the State of West
Vir(rinia are presently tiddwradvant age of the :;chool lunch program?

And to the ones that are not taking advantage of the school lunch
program, or the breakfast program. what have you done in that
direction to make sure that those youngsters in nee.d take advantage
of the program ?

Ms. GRAVEN 3m:11. We do everything that, we car think of. We have,
counting I he secondary and elementary schools, on the average. I do
not have a breakdown on elementary versus s:rondary schools, roughly
between 66 percent to 70 percent, who do participate every day hi the
State of West Virginia. That would be 66 to 70 percent of the children
enrolled in the schools.

Of tImse. as I have said before, I WO mit of every five students have
applied for. and have been approved for a free and reduced price meal.

(Thairman PEinitxs. What about your breakfaSt program, to what
extent is your State t akin!, advantage of that?

Ms. GRAvENMIER. Last vear we had. T believe the final figure was
:383 break fast programs. This number will increase quite a bit this year..

.....
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I- don't. have a count. on that, as yet. We do have several counties who
are going, on a countywide, basis, wit h the breakfast program.

Chairmen PERKINS. Do you feel that the average classroom teacher
in your schools, and the principals throughout the State are consider-
ing,- today more-so than a few years ago. that the school lunch program,
and the breakfast, program are just as important as other studies that
they may take in the claSsroom.

Do you feel that they are becoming more conscious and realize the
value of the program, more so than they dki a few years ago?

Ms. GRAVEN-MUM. Yes. 1 would say they are. We still have many who
remain td be convinced. When we worked with 45 large elementary
schools during the school year 1974-75 On the nutrition education-
project., an evaluative project. many of the teachers expressed the
feeling that they really had known very little about the ehild-feeding
programs which were available.

Once. they undefstood the reasoning behind them, the nutritional
standards which were followed, and some of the policies were ex--
plained to them, they became some of our strongest supporters.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that. in one sense of the word, this is
all area where the schools have been derelict, more so several years
ago than today.

Ms. GRAvExmiEn. That is true.
(Thainnan PERK INs. Because so many principals were not even inter-

ested in the. sehool lunch program. T have chatted with them before
this committee in the years gone by. and T fold them that, if they did
not. do something about it. we would have to exercise more oversight.
We- wouldh ave-to-com e-nut into-the-communities- and make the-peonle,---
the PTA's. and so forth, more conscious of the 'great values of the
school lunch program.

We liave Called in PTA organizations throughont the country try-
ng to stress the eontributions that they could make in this area,. in
especially -getting these needy children fed. We feeland that iS my
personal feeling, that we are doing a hetter job thronghout the country.

The classroom teacher, the Principals. the nutritionists. everybody
is getting involved. but we still have a long way to go. TTnder the new
bill, the new regulations produce the liberalization of the law insofar
as the reduced price program is.concerned, the breakfast, program. It
would be my hope that we would take full advantage in the areas that
need it.

Of course, in order to have a good free or reduced Price program.
you- have to have a strong regular program in my judgment.

Do yon have any coMments? T will ask the gentleman from Jeffer-
son Connty now.

To what. percentage are you participating. end how can we. improve
the program ?

Mr. SctIr)rArnEu. My last statistics indicate that. we are serving
VI percent in our high schools and elementary schools the .Tefferson
County School System. Of course. it runs much higher in the ele-
mentary sehools. it is 70 or SO percent. and some had 100 percent.
Some of thelligh schools run less.

As far as the breakfast program is concerned. T have always man-
dated that they have it in all 15:1 selmol lum;hrooms. T think thlat_ last
year we had six schools that did not have it. They asked to have an
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exception made in I heir particular case, and tha reason was 'that no
one was interested in the breakfast, prognun. They had no needy
children.'No children that were using it. I did excuse them. However,
the rest of .our schools had a breakfast program.

I think that one of the things that we are doing in the high. school$,
of course, beetiuse'yoti .do have a locked-in group in the elementary
schools where. tbe children do eat the lweakfast at school, but the high
schoel students are the problem. What we have done is this. In all of
our high schools and middle schools, we, ara offering three or four
choices of entvees. This year we will be going into a smorgasbord type
Of program in Some of the schools to try to bring them in. I think that
this,will help.

When-we. took over the inner-city schools, we Cut out all a la carte.
We cut out the vending machines. We anticipated a lot of objection,
but. because we offered those choices. as I said, we did not have any
objeations. I was prepared for some, but I got none..

. I think that the biggest thing you can do, of course, to bring in the
children to eat, is to ,crive them a good meal. You have to have a good
meal. otlwrwise you don't get, them, you loSe them. That. is one of the.
reasons why the inner-city schools did not have the participation.

Chairman PERKINS. I think that you are doing a good job.
Mr. ScnumAcirEn. I am trying real hard.
Let me tell von somelhhig else. What I have done'there, I think that

it has helped a heck of a lot.
Chairman PERKINS. So many people when they undertake to do a

task. they buy a clork and they pn t. in a few hours. They don't follow .
through. 'They-lathe-1 hung get- out. and-tlnirway-yon-cannot.-operate---
any kind of a program. That is probably true on anything.

Mr. Scut-um-Am ER. You cannot let, the principal run the program.
Chairman PERKINS. T don't think that you a rp that ldnd of individ-

ual. and that, is why T wanted to congratulate you.
Mr. Set tuNt.scit ma. T appreciate that.
Let me sa v this. T am proud of the women I have there. They are

the ones who are really doing the job. I merely sit back there and back
them. But if thew ever make us. under this integration business, move
our lunchroom women from comnmnity to community, we are going
to lose them. We simply cannot do it.

One of the thimrs that T was going to tell yon. which I think is going
to help a lot. When T first came. they were doing very little, baking.
As minor as this nmy Seem. T have put flour in all the lunchrooms
and T. make tlwm bake on a daily basis.

When you prepare hot rolls. and that aroma spreads throughout the
school. that drives them in. That makes the-meal 100 percent better. So

think bakine- has a lot to do with it, when you put. out, a meal that is
not. porl laps. tque fast lest meal in the world.

If ynn have (rood hot rolls. or other baked goods, it will sell the meal,
and we get. good response on that.

Chairman Pmmixs How many of you have been bothered with any
flv-bv-nipht people tlmt try to conw along and interfere with your
summer food propTam, or want to sell you food, or anything of that
nahire?

Arr. SCIIUMA CHER. I 0.et it almost. every day. .1 get. somebody calling
me or eoming in. wanting to talk to me about selling me prepackaged
foods. They tell me : "Give. me one school, and let me rum it .for you."
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They come in arid tell me t hat they can prepare. a meel cheaper than
T COIL They simply cannot do it, and they OM ollt to make a profit, anal

am not. i am trying to prepare good nwals. as cheap as 1 can. .

They don't have the flexibility t hat I have. It would cost more. T think
that. I put out a better meal, and a cheaper meal.

Chairman PERK I NS. The.summer feeding program, you have kept
it Under yQup jurisdirt ion ?

Mr. Se IlUMAC I I alt. The summer feeding_program, we have. a smnmer
school program where we feed there. But t lii slimmer feeding program
in the. city. the year before when t he school system was on their own,
theY luid it. Wben I got ahold of the books. the operation had lost
money on the summer feeding program.

It al ked to a numher of people, the people who were running it. for
the school system. T don't think that there is anything wrong with the .
program: it is the way that it was being run. A lot of adults were com-
ing in and getting the. food and a lot of children were, not.Otting it.

They lost money on it. So this year, when they came to me and asked
me to run it. T refused. T said: "Get a commercial concern, and let
theni run it."

Chairman Phinuxs. Are the schools mirticinating at, all 'in running
the, slimmer food service pi.ogram in Jefferson County?

Mr. ScirrmAci ran. No they are not.
Clmirman PERE I xs. T think that von are making a mistake, because

somebody has to set the. example. Some nonprofit. private organize-
tions are undoubtedly doing a wonderful job. But there are so many"
fly-by-night people that get. involved in 'this thing, and that is what
worries pull-the"th ing down-sometime flit-lire if we
all don't do, or make a contribution to try to keep it. as clean as possible,
letting them use those school lunchrooms in the summertime.

Mr. ScirumAcirEn. I agree. with you from that point of view. How-
ever. I had 'So many prohlems this summer trying to bring the two
school systems together. T. didn't want. to be. bothered. I had a selfish
reason for it,

Chairmen PERMNS. When that is all over with.
Mr. SclIrMACTIER. I would be willing to go ahead and try it. I think

that I.can hahdle it..
Chairman Prancrxs. T would think that Jefferson County and the

city school system would take advantage, of the. slimmer feeding pro- .

gra
Let them take advantage of those schoolrooms and those, lunch,.

rooms. that is what T. am driving at, in those school building
Mr. ScrII7311.1CUTER. Let me say that
Chairman Prnicrxs. For cultural purposes and other thinfrs. That

is why the summer feeding program was enacted where. one-third, or
one-fourth of the children receive free school lunches.

Mr. Strt-m.A (ITER. Let me sa v that T. will take a good look at it next
time, and T will probably do it.

Chairman PERTUNS. Thank you very much.
Ms. Ginvi...xml an. T did want to verify the fact that we feel that the

summer 'feeding program is most important. Tt is more difficult to
manage. mid more expensive to manage. perhaps, because the public
srhools are not, in our State. very involved in it with the exception
of one area.
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.
However, we fed very satisfied with our summer program. We have

worked hard on it. We have had a lot of people out -there working
on the program, trying to keep the nutritional standards up there.
I think that this is the key.

It is expensive to administer, and you need more State administra-
-tire moneys to do a really adequate job in monitoring and providing
help.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment you. You have been very--'--
helpful to us in this oversight hearing today. Thank you for your
appearance. I thank all of you.

The subcommittee will adjourn.
[Whereupon. at 11.:05 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at 9 a.m. MondaY, August 30, 1976.]
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY. SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION ANO LABOR,

Wa8Mngton, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :30 a.m., in room

Rayburn House Office Building. Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
Man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Mottl, Miller, and
Buchanan.

Staff present.: .Tohn F. .Tennings. majority counsel: Charles Rad-
cliffe, minority counsel ; and Beatrice Clay, staff assistant.

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order. A quorum
is present.

Today, it is our pleasure to hear from Dr. Paul Zee, chief of nutri-
tion, Si. .Tude _Children's Research Hospital : Dr. Joseph Edozieri,
iiiairman. Department. of Nutrition, University of North Carolina;
awl Ms. Ste fan Harvey. The Children's Foundation.

We will hear from Dr. Zee first.
Without objection. your prepared statement will be inserted in the

recopil.
Go lihead. Dr. Zee.

STATEMENT OF DR. PAULUS ZEE. CHIEF OF NUTRITION, ST. JUDE
'CHILDREN'S RESEARCH HOSPITAL, MEMPHIS, TENN.

Dr. ZEE. Mr. Chairman. cnd ladies and gentlemen, my name is
Paulus Zee. T man a pediatrician and chief of nutrition at St. Jude
Children's Resea MI Hospital in Mem phis. Tenn.

I appreciate this opportunity to relate to you the beneficial effects
that we have seen in Memphis *from the supPlementary food program
of the V.S. Department of Agriculture.

Although T want to say at the onset th4:, ilia supplemental foods
are not the ideal food packame to eradicate malnutrition, we have been
able to demonstrate its nutritional benefits on preschool children.

St. .Tudge Children's Research Hospital has cooperated with a
Nark community organization. Memphis Area Project. South. also
called Map-South. to eradicate malnutrition from this inner-city
neighborhood.

(631)
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In 1969, we at I racted 2.5()0 perschool children in a USDA supple-
mentary food program. We examined 390 randomly selected children
for their nutritional health before the program was fully imple-
mented. With the support of OEO. and now the Community Services
Administration, we have been able. to determine the nutritional effects
-of this food pmgium through similar surveys in 1972 and 1914:

I would like to submit. to the committee a study of the nutritional
benefits that we have seen in 3 years after the initiation of a supplemen-
tary food program in Memphis. The study will be published by the
American Journal of Diseases of Children shortly.

Briefly, this survey showed significant improvements in heights and
weights of the children. Also, the high incidence of anemia had de-
creased significantly during this period, from approximately 25 per-
cent in 1969 to 11 percent. of the children in 1972.

Serum iron values, however, still indicated an iron deficiency in 50
percent of the children under the age of 2 years. Plasma vitamin A
concentrations were low in 26 percent of the children as compared to
44 percent, in 1969.

In 1974 we established that. these improventents could be maintained,
and that. fewer children now were low in weight as we had seen in
1972.

However. we continue to see unacceptable. but not deficient vitamin
A and riboflavin vitamin .112 levels in the blood of as many as 20 to
25 percent of the preschool children.

On the whole, the program has been very beneficial to its partici-
pants. During the recent period of inflation and unemployment the
supplemental food has been an invaluable asset to the health of the
youngsters.

Our nutrition clinic, which provides day-to-day medical and nutri-
tional care in the neighborhood. has nto seen a case of malnntrition,
severe malnutrition, in the last several years.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. It. is a good statement.
Our next witness is Dr. Joseph C. Edozien. chairman. Department

of Nutrition. School of Public Health. TTnversity of North Carolina.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Joseph Edozien follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH EDOZIEN

The Special Supplemental Food Program fnr Women. Infants and Children
(WIC program). authorized by a September 26, 1972 amendment (Public Law
92-433:86 Stat 724) tn the child nutrition act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1786). provided
cash grants to state health departments and approved local health clinics for
the purpose of providing special nutritious food supplements to low income preg-
nant and lactating women, infants and children up tn four years nf age who are
nutritional risks. The program is administered by the Food and Nntrition Serv-
ice of the United States Department of Agriculture.

;Under the program infants under nne year nf age were allowed iron-fortified
formula. iron-fortified cereal and fruit juices while one tn three years old ehil-
dren and women were provided milk, eggs, iron-fortified cereal and fruit juices.
The fond packages were thus designed tn correct known inadequacies of iron.
vitamin A and vitamin C in the diets of low income individuals in the country.

In order tn fulfill the congressional mandate tn assess tbe benefits of the WIC
program, the Department nf Agriculture contracted, on November 28. 197.3. with
the University nf North Carolina at Chapel Hill for the Department nf Nutrition,
School of Public Health tn perform a detailed medical evaluation of the pro-
gram. The study was carried nut. between November 28. 1973 and June 1. 1976.

Participating in the detailed medical evaluation were 19 projects located in 14
'states. The projects and states were: Alabama (Coffee County) ; Arizona (Co-

.
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conino County and Pima County) ; Connecticut (Stamford) ; 'Indiana (Mdi-
anapolls) : Minnesota (Minnapolis and Bemidji) ; Mississippi (Sharkey-lissa-
(Plena County) : Missouri (Kfrksville) ; New Jersey (Newark) ; New York (Nena
Health Council) ; Ohio (Cleveland aml Dayton) ; South Carolina (Lancaster
County) ; Texas (Robestown near Corpus Christi, Cameron County, Hidalgo
County) : Vermont (statewide) and Wisconsin (Great Lakes Intertribal Council,
Lac du Flambeau). Two of the projects (KirksviHe and Dayton) provided data
only for infants under one year of age while one other project (Bemidji) pro-
vided data for infants and children of all ages (0-48 months) but not for women.
The locations of the ,rojects are shown in Figure 1.

Location of Projects Participating hi the Detailed Medical Evaluation

of the WIC Prozram

FIGURE 1

The participants lived mostly in urban locations; 91.6% were urban, 2.6% rural
farm and 6.0% rural non-farm. They came predominantly from very low income
households having an average yearly after-tax income of $3,757. The average
household size was 4.6 persons. About 66.1% of the households fell below the 0E0
Income Poverty Guideline which Is widely used to classify low-income families
for eligibility for various welfare programs. At least 84.2% of the households
were found to he eligible for food 'stamps when the USDA "Food Stamp ... Eligi-
bility Requirements" were applied to them.

The basic operational plan was to obtain information on selected measures of
the nutritional status of the study population, initially and after participation
in the pmrani for a specified interval. Comparisons of the results of measure-
ments taken before and after program participation provided an estimate of the
impact of the program.

The infants and children were examined at the time of enroHment and after
receiving food supplements for six and eleven months. The indices selected for
their assessment were:

1. Growth. Weight, Height and head circumference were the body measure-
ments taken. A weight/height (Nutritional) index was caleulated as

weight in kg
X10`.height In ems"

This ratio was used to monitor weight for height changes associated with the
program.
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2. Dietary intakes. Dietary data were obtained on 25% of the infants air] chil-
dren initially, and from the same subjects tit, the time of their 0 month and 11
month revisits.

3. Biochemical indices. The parameters of interest were : lirmoglobin,hema-
,tocrit, mean corpuscular homoglobin concentration (MCHC), total plasma iron,
plasma transferrin, percent saturation of plasma transferrin (PSAT), plasma
complement 3 (C3), plasma immunoglohnlins A, G and M (IgA, IgG, IgM),
plasnui albumin. total plasma protein, plasma cholesterol, and plasma folacin.
Blood was collected by linger or lwel stick from all participants and at all visits.

The women Were examined at the time of enrollment and thereafter approxi-
mately every three months until the time of delivery. Each woman was also
examined once after delivery usnally between four and eight weeks postpartum.
The indices selected for their evaluation were:

1. Vital statistics (abortion and miscarriage rate, stillbirth rate, prematnrity
rate. low birth weight rate and infant mortality.

2. Medical complications of pregnancy (edema, proteinuria, hypertension,
convulsions).

3. Weight gain during pregnancy (total amount as well as the rate of gain).
4. Birth weight of the baby.
5. Dietary intakes. Dietary data were obtained from half of the participants

initially and from the same participants at all follow-up visits.
6. Biochemical indices. The paraMeters of interest were: hemoglobin, hema-

tocrit, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), total plasma iron,
transferrin, percent. saturation of transferrin (PSAT), plasma comple-

ment 3 (C3), plasma immunoglohnlins A, G and M (IgA, IgG, and IgM), plasma
albumin. total plasma proteins. plasma cholesterol, plasma vitamin A, plasmn .
carotene, plasma vitamin C and plasma folacin. Blood was collected from all
participants at all visits.

Well-established and standardized survey, laboratory and statistical procedures
were used to cnPect and analyze the data. These are presented in detail in Vol-
ume,1 of the WIC report (Me(lical Evaluation nf the Special Supplemental Food
Program for Women, Infanth and Children (WIC) : Volame 1, Study Design,
Methods and Performance Data by J. C. Edozien. B. R. Switzer and R. B. Bryan.
Published july 15. 1976 and obtainable from Department of Nutrition. School of
-PublieHealth, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill.. N.C:)

In the course of the evaluation a total of 41,330 infants and children were
examined. Eleven thousand three lumdred and ninety of these participants were
re-examined after six months of receiving food supplements and 0.256 after eleven
months in the program. A return rate of 40.1 percent was achieved for the six-
month evaluation and 43.0 percent, for the 11-month visit. The.participants were

.approximately 21 pet,cent white, 34 percent black. 42 percent Spanish. American
awl 3 percent American Indian. Also investigated were 9.867 pregnant/lactating-
women. inclnding 4,125 with completed pregnaneies. After the initial examination,
the women returned for 5,417 revisits nt an estimated compliance rate of 40 per-
cent. They were mostly young women with a mean age at enrollment of 23.1 ± 5.7 .
years. They were 24.5 i*rcont white. 38.6 percent black, 33.8 percent Spanish
Amorieans and 2.5 percent others.

While the resnits did not reveal any clinical caRes of nutritinnal defleiencies
similar to those which are commonly SPen in developing countries, they provided
conclusive evidence tbat a substantial segment of the American pormlatinn rep-
resented hy the recipients of the WIC foods wore receiving less than optimal
nutrition mainly because of inadequate inenme. For examples:

1. Tbe average birth weight of the infants and children wns about 3.225
grams (hotb sexes) and this was about 125 grams less than the average birth
weight of babies of well-nonrished eeonnmically privileged women.

2. After birth. the infants: and ebildren continued to he slightly retarded in
growth there were, for instance. abont :71 pereont more infants and ebildron
than expected helow the tenth pereentile for weirht and befelt and about. twice
tbe evneeted uereontage below the 10th pereontile for head cireumferenee.

3. The reported birth weights of the enrolled infants and rbbildren indleated-
-that 10.5 pereent were of low-hirth weight (i.e. had birth weightsless than 5.5.
lhs.).

4. The infant mortality rate was estbnated at 32.5 infant donths per 1.000 live
births: this figure is more than so percent above the national level. '

5. Anemia (i.e. Wood hemoglobin enneentration below 11g/100m1) was highly
prevalent: About 26 percent of the infants and children beyond the nge of three
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months were anemic. The anemia rate for ages 3-5, 6-11, 12-23, 2/ 25 and 36-47
months were 31 percent. 31 percent, 33 percent, 21 percent and 16 percent re-
spectively. It was highest among black and American Indian children folloWed

. closely by Spanish-American children mid then white children.
6. The energy intakes of the pregnant/lactating women were generally lower

than suggested by the recommended dietary allowances, but appeared to be ade-
(plate for the needs of the women. However, the diets were of inadequate qual-
ity since they provided the women with less protein, several minerals and several
vitamins than the amounts required for optimal pregnancy outcome.

7. Initially, 13.4 percent, 28.7 percent and 26.8 percent respectively, of women
pregnant for <17 weeks, 17-28 weeks and >28 weeks and 23.3 percent- of post-
partum women were anemic. i.e., had hemoglobin concentration less than
11.0g/100ml if pregnant or <12.0g/160m1 if postpartum.

Itis of special importance that for several indices measured in the study, the
dividing line between "high" risk and "low" risk groups was not at an income
poverty ratio of 1.0 hut at :L. ratio of about 1.5. The findings therefore support
the contention that the income levels currently used to define poverty do not
provide sufficient money to ennlde families to purchase enough food for optimal
nutrition.

The WIC program produced measurable improvements-in the nutritional
status and health of the participants. The principal conclusions can be sun.--
=Hied as follows :

1. The WIC program was associated with en acceleration of growth in weight
and height. An increase in head circumference occurred in infants enrolled with-

. in one month of birth.
2. There was a cnnsistent increase in the mean blood hemoglobin concentration

of participants in the program and a reduction in the prevalence of anemia.
The main effect occurred during the first six months of participation.

3. Pregnant women who participated in the WIC program gained more weight
during pregnancy than women in the initial popu,ation. The maximum difference
of about 2 kg (4 lbs., 6 oz.) occurred in women who were pregnant for 24-31
weeks.

4. The WIC program was associated with an increase in the mean birth weight
. of babies. The impact of the program was greater on black and Spanish American

babies than on white babies.
5. There. was an increase in mean hemoglobin concentration and a reduction in

the anemia rate in women who 'were pregnant for more than 28 weeks and in
postparttna Women.

In tmainary. the WIC program is one of V most important and successful of .
the food assistance programs.. It insures Vie size and health of the infants at
birth as well as their normal growth and development after birth.

The eligibility criteria can be simplified and the certification process speeded
. up by eliminating the requirement for medical evidence of the need for food

supplements. The results of the medical evaluation indicate that inadequate
income iksufficient justification. It should not he necesmry to diagnose malnutri-
tion first in .order to justify that WIC is a medical program in the same way that
it is unnecessary to wait for an enidemie or to diagnose an infectious disease,to
prove that vaccination is a legitimate medical responsibility.

The program can also be made more flexible hy increasing the number of ap-
proved food items. There is ample evidence that mi;st of the anemia found among
WIC particiremts was iron-related. i.e.. the anemia was associated with hiochemi-
cal evidence of iron deficiency. This does not, however, necessarily imply that
dietary iron intake was inadequate. Acute infections can nrodnee low plasma iron
values by causing iron to disappear from the circulation. The results of the
medical evaluation also snggest that infections and other stresses which induce
the.netne phase response e2ri interfere with iron transport by elevating nlasma
transferrin concentration. A recent study has further shown that in the .rat.
hemngIohin concentration 'and MCHC are significantly related to the level of .

dietary protein. While theraputie doses of iron may have an impact on iron re-
lated anemia which is !tot due to imulermate dietary intake of iron, the results of

-the derdIed Medical evaluation indicate that the amounts of iron provided in' --
dietary supplements are ineffective. Hence, the emnbasis which the program
placed on dietary iron supplements may not he entirety justified. There is need
for additional studies on this aspect of the program.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH EDOZIEN, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT
OF NUTRITION, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, N.C.

Dr. EMMEN.Mr. Chairman, and ladies and frentlemen. my name is
Joseph Edozien. and I. :!oine from the Department of Nutrition of the
School of Public Health, ITniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Fill:

My comments this indrning relate to tito findings of the medical
evaluation of the special supplementary food program for women,
infants, and children.

The legislation which authorized this program in 1972 provided for
the medical evaluation program. and I had the privilege and responsi-
bility of directing this evaluation. The study was conducted in 19
projects located in 14 States, and was completed in the period from
1973 to 1976.

During this period, we examined 41,000 infants and children, and
about 9,000 pregnant and lactating women. The procedures and de-
tailed results are presented in the report to the Department of Agri-
culture. copies of which have been made av:Iilable to this committee.

Briefly, we arranged to examine these children before they started
receiving food sUpplements, and reexamined them after a period of
food supplement. So in a comparison of the results, we were able to
determine the medical benefits of the program.

Our first effort. was to determine Iraw necessary the program was by
finding out whether or not there was malnutrition in the community.

'While the results did not. reveal any clinical cases of nutritional de-
ficiencies similar to those which are commonly seen in developing coun-
tries, they provided conclusive evidence that a substantial segment of
the American population. represented by the recipients of the WIC
food, were receiving less than optimum nutrition mainly because of in-
'adequate income.

For example, the evidence that we based this on, the average birth
weight; of the infants and children was less than what we would expect
from well-nourished, economically privileged women.

After birth, the infauts were doing less well than they Should. The
infant mortality rate of -Yhe group we examined was 50 percent higher
thiva the national level. Anemia was very prevalent, 26 percent Of all
the partici pants wo. examined had anemia.

The food intake r pivgnant women was less than was considered
desirable for optimum pregnancy outcome, and also a high prevalence
of anemia was found among these women..

It. is of particular importance in our study that we found that the
dividing line between low risk and high HSI: group was an income
poverty ratio of 1.5 and not. 1.1, if the poverty line was satisfactory
level predicted by nutritionists.

This finding, therefore, would support the contention that the in-
come provided by the poverty level is inadequate to provide adequate
nutrition.

In.summary. the 'MC program was found to provide medical and
nutritional benefits to the participants. This may be summarized as
follows:

There was an acceleration of growth in weight and in MOt in the
. children who participated in the program.
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There was an increase in their blood hemoglobin; and a reduction of
anemia from a 20 percent. to a pproxinmtely a 10 percent.

Pregnant women participating in the program gained more weight
than those who did not participate in the program.

The program was associatpd with an increase in the birth weight
of the children.

Finally, the anemia in pregnant and lactating women was also
greatly reduced.

In summary, the Wre program is assumed ,to be one of the most
important and successful of the food assistance programs. It assures
the size and weight of the infants at birth as well as their normal
growth and development after birth.

Chairman PERKINS. All right, Ms. Harvey, we will hear from you
now.

STATEMENT OF STEFAN HARVEY, CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. ITAnvEy. My name is Stefan Harvey. I monitor the WIC pro-
gram and the supplemental food program for the Children's.
Foundation.

Dr. Zee and Dr. Endozien have testified about the medical signifi-
cance of the supplemental food program and the WIC program ; the
research done in Memphis and in the 19 local IVIC pronTams ought to
be reason enough for continued support of these '''two nutrition
progra MS.

How-ever, despite the medical benefits evidenced by research, there
has not always been support for these programs. Hopefully, these
hearings will convince members of the subcommittee that both pro-
°Tams are. necessary.

While the supplemental food program provides benefits to 100,000
participants. and the-WIC program has the capacity to provide benefits
to approximately)..thill ion participants, there are almost twice as many
'women, itifariti..and. children still in need of supplemental foods.

Ever since t'he programs began. USDA. haS tried to contain their
size:'Since the inception of the supplemental food program, USDA

. has released policies desipmed to thwart its growth and effectiveness.
The histoty of the WIC program is very similar. As the members

of this subcommittee know..two major law suits have been necessailr
to force USDA to iMpl ement the WIC program as Congress intended.

This year. USDA again did its best to minimize spending. In Janu-
ary 'USDA- announced a policy which pitted the supplemental food
program against the WIC program. USDA issued interim regulations
incorporating changes that became effective when Congress passed the
child nutrition bill in October.

Orie significant change was that programs were to be implemented
in the neediest areas first. The law stated :

The Secretary shall take affirmative action to fund the areas most in need of
special supplemental food.

In the interim regulations USDA gave priority for WIC funds to
supplemental food program areas thus definin g. the neediest areas as
those areas currently operating programs. The Departmentgoal was
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clear : reduce. the total amount of money available by simply switching
currently funded areas front one program to another.

The supplemental food prograin money made available by ,such
transfers would not be allocated to other areas for implementation of
new supplemental programs, but. would be returned to the Treasury.
WIC funds would be utilized by areas formerly funded through the
supplemental program while areas without the supplemental program
would not be funded.

This priority remained in effect from January through March. Dur-
ing that time, supplemental programs across the country were told that
WIC was a superior program, and that they ought to switch.

Meanwlfile, WIC apPlications which States bad submitted in De-
----cember for over a half a million participants remained unfunded. This

policy reduced the funds available for supplemental nutrition by ap-
proximately $300.000 and resulted.in 30,000 fewer women, infants, and
children being able to participate in supplemental programs.

The Department's intention to minimme spending for supplemental
feeding was even more apparent in their impoundment of $188 million
in MC fluids. In March a suit was filed against USDA, and on
June 2E.). 1976. Judge Oliver Gasch. of the Disrrict Court for the Dis-
trict. of Columbia. ordered the release of the impounded funds. A
month later, USDA allocated the released fimds, and sent new budget
figureS to the States.

Unforhmately, once again, problems arose. While USDA's policy
was that no State would receive less money than they had as of May 20,
197G. several States received reduced hudgets. The smaller budgets
would have forced these States to drop participants from the program.
The Department has been notified of thiS, and is currently revising
budgets.

elaborate on this most recent difficulty not so much to once again
criticize. the Agriculture. Department. hut to emphasize the need for
continued congressional interest and support. for WIC and the supple-
mental food pmgram.

The sunplemental food program. the older of thefwo programs, is
not specifieally authorized tinder any law except for flinding legisla-
tion. In February ConoTessman Ford and Congressman O'Hara. in-
trodneectlegislation to strengthen the supplemental food program.

This hill gives the program legislative authority and provides funds
tip to 20 percent of t he total amount a Vailahle for administrai iye ex-
penses and nutrition education. This hill would provide approximately
$4 million additional to the sunplemental food program hndget.

Presently the cost of administering the programs is paid for hy local
sponsors as is the cost of nutrition edneation. if it is included at all.
The 20-nereent. increase wonld strengthen the Program in two ways:
First. the lack of achuinistrative ftmds which has caused several
supplemental programs to close. wonld no longer threaten Programs.
and secondly. nntrition edncation wrmld become an integral part of the
program.

The bill. TT.R. 119(17. was referred to this subcommittee on Febru-
ary 05. To dafP nn has hoon tnlcon on tho hill. T-Tonefffilv. the snb-
connnittee will see that this hill becomes law before Congress recesses
in October.
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Passage ol I in' supidementa I fowl program bill would not only guar-
antee the participants the nut i itional supplements they need. but. it
would also 're-emphasize legislative interest in supplemental feeding
programs.

Dr. Zee and Dr. Edozien have-testified that the supplemental food
program anti the WIC program make a difference. Both programs
must be supported ant l expalnlednot cut back as USDA would like.
until all eligible Wemen. infants. and ehildren can participate and
receive supplennnt il foods.

Chairman PERK i Ns. Let nw comldiment the distinguished panel this
morning.

You know. to.start out with. We have just a whole lot of difficulty
getting the WIC program off the !Yround. and the results obtained
from the prouTam. to my way of trinking, have been marvelous.

Yon peoplet.have been most helpful in the past few years in making
your contributions to see that we got appropriate funding and got the
program fo where we have it today. But. I would like, to ask you, Dr.
Edozien. you have been working with this program a long time?

if I 'summarize your testimony correctly, you are saying that the
WIC program is one of the most. successful feeding programs. but
you would urge simplifying the.program by eliminating the medical
test for determining eligibility, and increasing the number of approved
food items.

Would you expand on that, on these recommendations at greater
lem-rth ?

Dr. Enozt Ey. The basis for the first. recommendation, which is to
eliminate the medical criteria for eligibility. is that the Department
of Agriculture. one of the rules is that children should be first 'ex-
amined and on the basis of the findings, whether low hemoglobin or
deficiency of growth. they may become eligible.

iii our evaluation of the prtrram, we have determined that this is
not necessarily a correct approach to eligibility. Now, the reasons are
as follows:

When we look nt the income eligibil ity.'We find that in terms of de-
ficient oTowth. 'the hest criteria was income. The children who came
from low-income families were more retarrled in growth than those
who came from high-income families. ITemordobin by itself was not a
good criterion.

We found that after supolementation those wim had the highest
hemoglobin levels to start off with increased more than those who had
low hemon-lobin at the heginnincr. In other words, what determined
the change was not tlie level at. which the child was at. at the, begin-
nino% because many factors other than the nutritional deficiencies de-
termined whether a child started from.

There were di ffereiwes due to sex. nee. There were differences due
to body size. Those children who were big to start off with-.-tended to
have hicther hemorrlobin than those who were small.

Tn short, there is a hierarchy among .those children as- to where
they startrd from: which was not. deterMined bv the level of their
doficit, lint by other factors including frenetic factors.

So a child who was born to be tall. when he comes to the clinic, he is
naturally a _little taller than children who are ermally deprived. but
who are born to be smaller because of genetic differences.
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So, if you said Clint a child was tall, therefore., he. was not eligible for
the program, you might be doing a great injustice to him since his,genetic potential is to be tall. Relative to his potential, he is verymuch retarded. For that reason, we feel that these medical tests do
not validly predict those who are in need, unless you can relate it to
what they might to be, which is again very difficult, to determine.

Chairman Primixs. Let ine just say that I want people to continue to
work with us to improve this program. I know we have come a long
way because of your contributions.

I want to mention that Congressman Quie has worked with us dili-gently in getting this program as far along as we have got it. Another
gentleman thaC'I must mention. and we no longer think of him as anewcomer because his contributions are. as great as other memberswho have been here for years, who has been way ont in front in con-nection with the WIC program, and that. is none other than Mr. Miller
from California.

I certainly don't. want to neglect making that stateMent concerning.
Mr. Miller's interest, in this WIC program. I think that. we all under-stand his great. interest.

Ms. Harvey. would you 'Coniinent'on how the WIC program and the
snpplemental food program differ? How lunch money is in each?Should we continue to authorize both, or do they duplicate oneanother ? What is your judgment along that line?

Ms. HARVEY. Congressman Perkins. the supplemental food proraam
currently serves approximately 100,000 women, infants, and children,children through the age of 5 which is one of the .big differences be-
tween the. WIC program and the supplemental food program.

Children in the WIC program are elicrible only until their .5th
birthday. The budget for the snpplemental food program is currently
apprOximately $17 million a year. and this points up another key

.

.difference between the. two programs.
The Federal Government. in the supplemental food program, cur-

rently provides only the food. The bill that I refer to in my testimony
calls for administrative funds for the supplemental food program,
wbich.would increase the budget for that program hy abont $4 million.

The-significance of that bill simply cannot be overstated and I nn-
derstand that. some of the witnesses tomorrow will address them-
selves to that 20 percent administrative cost. and what it. will mean totheir local Programs.

The WIC budget currently is $250 million as anthorized by Con-
gress. As a result of the recent court action which was handed down on
May 22. the budget for the WIC progranl is slightly in excess of the
$250 million.

To answer your question as to whether the programs duplicate one
another. T would say most. definitely that they do not. The programs
operate in different parts of the conntry, and the, most important. thing
to keep in mind is that until all of the eligible people in this country
can he served there is a need to .have both nrograms maintained.

Whether PeoPle are maintained in the WIC program or the supple-
mental food program is a decision tbat ouolit to be left tn local com7
munities. and it. is not a decision that shmild be n,ade by T7SDA.

'Chairman PERT:INS. Let me ask a question. and if any of you want to
conunent on it. yon can.
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Should the. purpose of the WIC program he to prevent health defects
or to correct the ones that are found? Now it is ahnost correcting
medical problems.

Also should the families of eligible people he iucluded in the pro-
grams? What is your opinion along that line?

Dr. Eoozt EN. That was, in a sense, the recominendation contained in
my second 6olninent. The WIC program should he directed toward
prevention of the appearance of malnutrition. The medical criterion
for eligibility assumes that ou wait, until yon see the condition until
the child becomes eligible for WIC.

I think that, this should not be so, and WTC ought to be a preventa-
tive program. One arnunent that I have had where this medical cri-
teria are needed is that it, justifies the fact. that, WIC is a medical pro-
, ri am, otherwise it becomes a wel faro program.

. In response to that T would say. as I pointed nut in my testimony
which I presented, we don't wait. for an epidemic to occur . or for a
child to have in fectuous diseases before we agree that vaccination is a
met] ica 1 responsibility.

So if low income will predispose, a child to diseases of malnutrition,
I think-prevention of that occurrence is just as much a medical re-
sponsibility as a vaccination is.

Chairman PEI:I:INS. Thank von very much, Dr. Edozien.
Would yon care to comment, Dr. Zee?
Dr, ZEE. T would like to emphasize, as a medical man. that it. is very

difficult to uwasnre malnutrition. and the reason is that our bodies
will compensate and draw on stores and adjust. and economize before
the disease, becomes so obvious that the child ends up in bed with obvi-
ous symptoms. You have, all seen in the papers.what the picture of a
malnourished child looks like.

It is very difficult. medically: to determine malnutrition before these
signs become obvious. Tf yon wanted to demonstrate this. you would
have, to go into practices slid] as not only drawing her;kr:.k,bin, and Dr.
Edozien has already said that hemoblo.cria is a poot 7aT,,,Arement of
malnutrition, Init we would have to do a bone marroW.. et cetera.

Consequently. it is much more practical to prevent these epidemics
of malnutrition that are occurring in the country and it is an obvious
manifestation that it i. poverty and inability to buy food rather than
extensive and complicated medical procedures to demonstrate it.

Chairman PERT:UN:S. Ms. rin rvey ?
Ms. ITAnvEv. T. have no comments.
Chairman PERK INS. Mi4. Buchanan. do von have any comments?
Mr. BITHANAN. T will defer to counsel.
Mr. RAD(1.1 T have. only a comment. Mr. Chairman, which I want

to make lwcause Congressman Sarasin has:run iuto this problem of the
reqnirement for medictd evidence which von have..addressed your-
selves to. Tt is clear from the act that this is not required in the law.
T know that it is being required by the programs around the country.

T think that it may be a mistaken interpretation by the Department
of Agriculture. They liave mistaken the application of the law because
the la w clearly says that. this will include women from low-income
populations Avlin demonstrate. one or more of the following character-

The first characteristic is: "Known inadequate nutritional pat-
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terns," vhieli wnold not ',quip, tI owdicid oNfoldont ion or n ordival
dett,rmilult ion of physical defiriency nt

1W may have to chawre the act at some point to make that more
clear. We are pursuiwr it with the. Department of Agrieulture because
we think die t. are mishiken in making those requirements nt' a medi-
cal determination as a requirement- for eligihdity.

'rho is flit, only comment hat lin vt, mako. Ntr. Chnhinan.
Thnok yoo.-Alr.lioehmono.
Mr. -Afil,H.T. I r we can kd low that along, t reason it is re-

quired is law:Hist, or t he ,Try st roil!, statements on t floor by mysel
:Ind others in defense of the iogram. flint this somehow separated it
from other income supplemental pmgrams. welfare program. or how-
ever yon want to classi f.v t hem.

Tn tryiii .e. to defend the prorranf..and letting the pogram gTow up,
we were tryiwr to tell the Memhers of coogrr:,s that there was a.
screenhor process of pregnant mothers and newborn infants to show
that the constituency of t he WIC program would at least have some
evidence. in the medical sense. of illation rition or nfitrit innal risk.

I agree wit ft you. )hivbe you do not arree with this. Ina if we simply
did not have poor people. we would have a mueli better ellance at. cnin-'
batting million rition. If they had more money in their pocket. they
would probably buy some of the food products which they receive
under WTC.

Ty concern ill doing away wit h t ht. medical criteria is that this pro-
gram starts to look like all t hii rest or the programs. Tt comes under
attack by those individuals that simply don't like wet fare programs.

Dr. Edozien, iiiv qnestion is. if there is another way tn produce the
evidence necessary to enter the pro!rram ? T understand the problems
that. you have in tryiwr to prov(' malmitrit inn in 1) pro.crnant mother
.nr a newborn in into'. because. as you say. nne can be taller, nne can
have a lot of things.

Yet, as the law specifies. and as waq stated by counsel, if site has
nne nr mnro nr the eriterin. she should be eligible. That per,nn should
be eligible. Ts there a wa v in which we can define that. sn that we can
continue the involvement nf the medical profession in Ow prograM
without also ma kiwr it sn cumbersome. t n exclude those whn are.
really in need of this prn.rrraln. short of obviously raisinif the annual
income so that they can afford the pro!rram.

Tt has been a defensive weapon for those Min would attack the pro-
gram to simply say: We a hvady do this nn fond stamps. "We already
dn this under 0 number of other programs. Why do ynn need this nue?

The theory is that the constituency lias under!.rone snme. kind of
medical screening that says: "Look, this is a liijrll risk Population."
You say f linif yon ent Ii estahlish that hecaose of income. That they are
not. able to buy the fonds bemaitse of a lack of income. that are neces-
sary durinrr this t ime in their

Dn you want tn respond to that. because T am very 'fearful of giving-
up the medical criteria in t he program. when it is .0.rowin(r at theilite
that it is.

Dr. Enozirs-. T understand your concern. rnforttill:11 el the inter-
pretation of the medical criteria is bound tn civat difThmIties tn some
of those involved. On a grolip hasis. it is posAible tn make statements,.
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hut NvIwn yON EV( I EP I fRill ror individual assessments it is rather
IL plilIdein,

Vor example. t hii statement regarding "known inadequate pint ent
of diet." on I he whole yon st at iii t. t his rOE pn0E la,ople. or certain
classes a lwoho, with inadequate patterns of diets. But to approve it
for a part icular individual is est tenwly difficult. if tiot impossible. it'
you gel somebody to a clhtie anti take t he pattern of their diet. Yon
reeord what they ate last week. or t his NNITk. It dOVti 1lOt prON'e that
they have an imuloquate pattern. It just shows t hat they did not Oat
well on that. partiondar day.

So. on a personal hasis. or an individual basis. none of these cri-
teria really mean much. Ir we want to retain t hem to :Thow that some-
thing is being done on a seiontific basis. T don't t hink that it would
prodnee any valid ease.

Ain.t.En. Dr. Zee.
Dr. Zrx. I agtee with Dr. Edozien. Tf case of smallpox occurs. the

port of ent ry is where you zero-in on the prevent ive measures. 1 t may
look like support rat her t han medical envy. but it is the way to attack

I income is t ho measurement of nut rition risk, this is the way that
it slmuld be measured. '1:tybe there nutria to be mom surveys done. to
estaldish the rebut ion of inalnutrit ion in this particular group, or the
part icular ...roupt hat hos a. special living style because of their in- -

eome. and in which they may become deficient.
also feel I hat it should be ....eared to t he speei fie sitnat ion and risk.

1 t shonld always he children \vim aro ...rowing and, therefore, particu-
larly at risk. it should be !reared to the deficiency. not on a money
grant to tlw funnily. because that could be used fm a bicycle or any-
t hing. but it should he specifically geared to the deficiency.

Iron is a. part hadal. problem. Protein in the teenager. or the preg-
.nant. young wmnean who is severely at risk. 'We should recognize that
as a prevent ivy program. and prevent. I think. at. the front end a lot
of misery that occurs later on with children who are under perform-
ing later in 1 i and causing us much greater frustrations and financial
burdens than I he food packve does.

1-11..I.E11. agree with you. T am just t rving to figure out how you
make it work because T am concerned. 'Whai is the est imated popula-
1 ion in need ?

Nis. IlmtvEv. If you look just at the number of people who are 125.
percent below the poverty level. women and children eligible for WIC,
Wr nye talki,!r about :1.1 million -as the universal need in the country.
This is based just. on inconw. What 1)1.. Edozien and Dr. Zee are saying
is that it omrht to be the critical criteria.

What t hat does not take into account. is how inany of those people are
at mit rit ional risk as well from a medical standpoint.

'Air. MILLEN. How plan v do we serve now in the program?
Nis. 1 tzvav. Tf you add the number of people wlm are eligible, the

onniber of people participating in the supplemental food prooTanr
as well as W IC's valawit V. wt- are serving slightly over 1 million
people. There is still two-thirds of the needy that have no access to the
program.
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It gets me back to my point, as to why it. is so important to main
.tain the commodity supplemental program despite its smallness. Many
peoplemay take the position that you simply ought to end that pro-

.gram, and phase .those.people into the WIC.program. But both pro-
- grams are critically necessary as long as allthose people have no access

to either program.
Clutirman PERKINS. Dr. Edozien, when you say that yon want to.dO

further studies as to the population; and what they look like on a nu-
tritional sense, we pretty well have done that, haven't. we? That would
be somewhat redundant.

In your own samplings of tlut, participants in the program, the
samplings done by the March of Dimes, and the samplings done by
St. Jude, it is veryclear that this population is in need.

So it would sny that somehow We could find greater acceptance of
the program in Congress because we could go out and say once again :

Yes, this is a population that is at antritimutl risk. This is a population that
needs supplemental food. This is a population that is going to suffer a detriment
If these services are not provided.

We have done that, and it is not. going to help the case. Could' you
elaborate a little bit on the expansion of the approved food items,
because that is also of some controversy when we come up for
appropriation.

Dr. EnoziEN. The list, of approved foods is based on an estimate of
What appears to he h .hing hi the diet of the population. Iron appears
to be one of the most' important. The cost to provide. foods that are
rich in iron, fortified with iron, this has limited the number of foods
that have, been approved.

One of the things that became evident in our study was, although
there is a great deal of aiwinia, and much of this anemia is as-
sociated with biochemical evidence of iron deficiency in the bloodthis
is what most, of the people have foundbut in the past this combina-
itoit cif-anemia and biochemical evidence of iron deficiency is. taken
to mean that the, amount of iron in the diet is inadequate.

So nuich of the program is geared toward providing supplemental
iron. What we found was that the hemoglobin increased and anemia
was reduced. lint that the iron in the food was not a major factor in
doing this. In fact, there are many reasons why these. poor kids could .

have, anemia.
Infections will cause iron to disappear from the blood. We found

that stresses and infection could cause disturbances in the transport
of iron by elevation transfer which is the protein that carries the iron.

So there are many stremes and infections in_the.epvironment which
cause pictures similar to what iron defIciency would cause. If you give
therapeut ic amounts of iron, you can reverse this trend. Tint the, small,
amounts of iron in the food supplements did not do this.

In other words, the benefits from the pro,rram were the overall im-
provement in the diet. The provision of prorein, the provision of vita-
mins; and to some extent the provision of iron. So the evideiwe did net

-support. tlut very zrearemphasis placed on iron-containing fOOdS
.11ILLER. Let me make sure that I understand you correctly.

If one of the participants in the program suffers from an iron defi-
ciency. it is your suggestion that the low concentration of iron that
they receive in the supplemental foods is not sufficient to make up the
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deficiency. You would really IN. talking about ion shots, or iron pills,
or something like t hat. is t hat what you are saying: as opposed to trying
to get it. through the pi.eserib('d fomis.

.I)r. I:1)0%1EN. That is not what I am saying.
What we have sometimes called iron deficiency is not really iron

deficimicy. It. is interference with the metabolism of iron because of
other things. This kind of interference you an overcome-by giving a
shot of iron. But a small amount, of iron in the diet will not help.

'rine iron deficiency diu e. to low intake of iron, Of course, supple-
mental iron will help. What I am saying is t hot not all anemia that is
'found in children. which appears to be due to the diet, is actually due
o st ressss or infection.

So a great (h;al of the anemia can he improved by generally better
environment and better food all around, and not just providing iron-
vont aining footls.

We need to loo'; a little bit more into hat, into the assumption that
every child that has alleluia, and at the same thae low plasma. ion
t hat is due to deficient. intake of iron. does not appear to he true.

Air. You testimony then is that it could be from stress. It
could be from infection, and other ehanges in the general diet of that
child will only make temporary changes.

Dr. Voozins. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. 1Vhat, kind of flexibility would you suggest. in the, food

products t hat are currently offered ?
Dr. EnozIEN. There is a limit to the cereals that are made avail-

aide and this limitation is due to the fact that only a limited number
of cereals are fortified with iron. If iron is not as big an issue, as it ap-
pears to he. we can provide ii much broader variety.

Similarly, other foods which at the moment are nutritious because
they contain protein and vitamins, but are excluded because they did
not have the iron rontent, may also be included.

Mr. Mita.r.a. I see.
I 1111(lerstand that while you would favor the removal of the health

SevellillIf criteria for Put oel into the program. you would not_remove
he involvement, of the health profession in tlw participation in the

program. the ongoing eheeldng of the children just: for general health
of t hose children.

Many of the women that I have talked to in the program. in the
area that I represent and sow other areas. explain this is the first
time that they have been in to see a doctor. It is the first time that the

is:5., has seen a doctor since delivery.
I don't think that we v:mt to take that away. Nrayhe that is really

the responsibility of another ptogrrain that has not gotten off the
ground. like 1lecent health care. But von would not remove that
involvement. from the inonitorhu!, of these children.

Dr. I.:omit:N. Not at all. I believe that if is vital that it remain a
medical program. The substance of my test ;;nonv is that it should not
he necessary to prove that a child iwt-nall has malnutrition in order
tontake t hat child eliribhc It 'should bea l-program.

Mr. Mn.I.En. Would you expantl the services to the children and the
mothers?

As you look at tbv medica; services under the program. wild tiats;
medical programs have been a little slow in that area, could you
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how those could he expandod or improved upon? Should they be more

frequent ?
Dr. EnozrEN. I think that one of the greoest benefits of the program

hits heen in bringing in children aml pre!rnant women regularly to
for.examination. foe early detection of health problems which

was not done in tlw past.
The assistance of pregnant women. infants and children return-

jt at monthly intervals to he seen and to receive their N-ouchons. I
hin k. is an importimt part of t he program.

Mr. Mur,rain. So you would continue the program by having them
come to the cliffic to get their vouchers. to go to the counseling chisses.
You would not remove that part ?

Dr. F.DOZIEN. No. T would Dot.
Mr. Mna.rat. What is your impression. L on have been involved

in the nntritional counseling that goes on in some of these programs,
do von think that it is lwnefwial ?

Dr. EDozIEN-. T think that it is beneficial. I am glad, to k»ow that
.t he emphasis is being placed on it at tlw heginning.

\nen. Nve started our medical evaluation. one of the unfortunate
t hings was that the connsding part was minimal. Bat I am glad that,
the new legislation has beenthe iirtivity in this area has heen
substantially increased.

Do you ha ve any comment s. 'Dr, Zee ?
Dr. Zr.r.. We provide medical eare, ,renern I pediatric care, and nu-

t nit ional care to the children in the 7-30 food pregra nu. We i iso do a
citywide survey on children who have been on an infant formula pro-
gram for 0 months onb,.. It is a rudimentarv WIC, if -von want to putt
it that way.

W'e find everytime the children %vim ru.eive onr home and colln-
solii;g. enc,-aiagement. we are not talking abom hemoglobins.
ri:nlo A or riboflavin and vitamin C iuvvls. bnt they .are always a
little hit better than the chihlren hi the citywide prognum,

So it appears that the home vfliting hy nurse praetitione,.s or ex-
pericnced mothers.. lay perso:-. xithont any formal education. Seem to
have an influence to the betterment of the nutritimial health of the
children.

'Nfr. 1-11.1.r.u. Can You tell mu what percentage of the newborn cull-
dr" ore " invnildn irtinpdiately as opposed to nursing,- ? Do yon know
that ?.

Dr. EnoztEN. T. don't know whether the sample we examined was
represontati ye. hilt Ii thc.' sampie that we examined, only 20 percent
of tlw infants ore breast fed. -Most af them get. off the breast within

mon;lis.
!Jr. MILLER. Do you have any impression of that. is it good or bad.

ty,, foster early removai. or failure to hreasi .ceed because:, of the,
availability of formulas? Is there any impres.sior in the medkal pro-
fes,,ion t to whoth-r it is [rood or bad. for thic population?

i Jr. En01.11...N. r think the ad v9 breast feedine- have been well
4Te,7unie1, but hi;no tire alsO' -:iisadvanta!res-iw mothers
breast feedino-theirei:ildren. It is a matter of education.

T 11111 really no'. cry opthnistio that this will be successful because
of the pra-tical dilliemilts which wonld require a massive effort to per-
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snade women in large 114..;ndto.s to go back to breast feeding. If this
could be dono th etivantag,..'s of breas.7. feeding are well documented.

Mr. Miti.En. Shoultfk fin effort in the counseling programs
that ?

)r. F..00m r 10.1 eve so. yes.
Mr. Mo.1.1.1:. |^n W..' 110W in the yourseling and educational part of

the pmgram., tell mot hers that there advant ages?
Dr. Knoz.11,:x. Some pdintrici:ths ai,; part of their pediatric

liractiee. 1bst et ricia Its this as July: oC their obstetric practice. There
is no converted effort to do this in the pvc;:Tani.

ns. ki:vt:v. My experience bc-en dint some of the WIC pro.
grains promote breast feeding through nutritional education, but it
not'scallething that is beim stressed eitlwr the Department of Agri-
coltim, bv most States.

For instance in Arizona. I know they have a concerted effort, and
Cho breast feeding is an integrW. part of their nutrition education
program.

Mr. But it is not part of all the programs. It is not. infor-
t ion t hat we prov.A.k the expectant mothers.

M r. Buehanan. do volt ve any questions?
Mr. lit-cilANAN. Yes. Thank you.
FiNt let me apoloriw for my tardiness this morning. but I have

read your statements with interest.
Is it mot well e4tablished that malnutrition at the vital point in life

that tos twogram seeks to reach. enn have lifelong implications in the
case of 1 he individuals involved ?

Dr. Enozt Es. It is well established. yes.
Mr. Bccu.tx.x. TIwn, would it be fair to state that this relatively

modest proirram economically. ran be strategic and vital in helping
individuals to achieve whatever is in them to achieve, and that its
absolve can preelude that in Inanv eases?

EnoztEN. I think that. it would he fair. Because of the lifelong
implications of malnutrition at that. age. no matter how minor. that
might lead me to believe that the WIC program and the chief feeding
programs are the most important of the food assistance programs in
t his country.

MI% lit-cnANAN. .Tust looking at this in a very cold blooded way, we
have various problems in this societythey are very expensive prob-
lems both in human terms and hi emnomie terms.

We have a gigantic welfare program that dOes not. appear to work
very well. and appears to be counterproductive. We have. a crime prob-
lem that is very significant and very expensive in many ways.

We spend :1 rreat deal of money in education. all the way through
to postsecotulary eduetaion. trying to help people. fulfill their poten-
tialities. As I understand. they nniv be limited by Our failure to meet
problems ill this area early in life, at the. beginning stages of life, in
the case of an individual.

S40 it OeriirS t Hie that the Department. of Arrrienitore is concerned
about another food stamp type of program that gets Out .6f haiid:Tfi'S-7
concerned about this hecontin4, a kind of new welfare program that
vill become too large. and too expensive.
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It .would appeta to me that, this relatively modest investnient, if we
could meet the whole need, could save our society verysubstantial in-
vestment down the road in the case of the lives of those lieciple.asviell
as help theSe people to.become persons adding their full measnre to the
;joint product, and leading useful and productive lives rather than
'ending in despair.and being part of the problems in society.

It would appear to me that this, therefore, might be, from a very
hard-hearted, cold-blooded, economic ancl social analysis, a good in-
vestment. Would you say that this is a fair analysis?

Dr. EDOZIEN. -1 would say that this is a fair statement. A lot of
money is being spent later on in educatioU and health. If the perSons

fu'cannot get the ll benefits, ihe full advantages of these benefits be-
cause of inadequate development, in early life-. During the pregnancy
and the first. 3 ears of life determines a great deal of the development
in later life, then this is the time, the most critical period to make
sure, at least, that. whatever programs are going to be available in the
f;7ure will have an impact.

If the people. do not. have the phySical basis to benefit from future
programs, then those future programs really are wasted.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Dr. ZEE. I would like to emphasize again that the program that we

are talking about is preventative, and should fall under public_health
rather than welfare. We must recognize that the assistance that we are
giving nutritionally is irreversible if it is not given.

In other words, a good school lunch program will never reverse the
damage done in the first 6 months or the first year of lfe. Therefore,
it should only be geared to the specific deficiency that we II re looking at.

That issupplemental foods enhance the growth speCifically, the
height, weight, and brain size, of course, and it should .be always to
that population thatis at. risk. It should never have, Of 'course, the im-
plication that this is another support program, cash profrram, welfare
program, or anything like that. I am only emphasizing 1C-hat you have
already said.

Mr. BuctiAyAx. I understane that, and I appreciate it.
Do you have a comment, Dr. Ldokn?
Dr. EDOZTEN. I agree with that.
Mr. BroraNAN. As counsel said a moment an.o, T really think that

the-Department might do well to take a look at the law as it is because
t he law provides not. only medical criteria as a basis for this program,
but. also"known inadequate nutritional patterns, or severe anemia." .

The. law 'describes certain medical bases for ilvAusion, and then it
goes on to say: "or are from low-income populatims where nutrition
studies have shown inadequate infant diets."

So it. would appear that the law as it is would provide an "either/
or" situation. Yon can qualify for medical reason- von elln qualify be-
cause you are in a known group that has nutritim.' probleins.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MIU.En. Justa. conple,morequestions.
Do: you feel comfortable with the results of the WIC program in

terms of Ow statements that you outline, and what. has been shown?
As a -medical person. do you feel that the investment of money in

this program provides the kind of returns that coavinces you to
advocate the continuance of the program?
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Dr. E:,oziEs. revri a inly 110.
Mr. MILLEI:: is there a way hat 'we can inerease the benefits? Yon

have mentioned changing some of the. foods t hat may also contribute
to the' gi-11.ral lwalth. while not dealing with what. appears to be an
iron deliciency.

Are there tot her reconituelulationF, along nwdical lines that could
h:crt:'..zse those benefits! I am just looking for ways to improve it.

ant very jealous of ti6s ort)grani I tou trying to defend it in all four
directions.

Dr. EooziEN. I could not think of any other U.:intediately, but on
the whole the prOgnun. as it. is ()perated now. for those who are re-
ceiving the food supplements. I think that it does operate well.

My suggestions are really based on ways of increasing the coverage
at. reasonalde cost. I think that. I his k7 lw major change that will have
to he made. increasing the coverage because. there are probably, from
the st tidies, more people tl tat are needy than those who have been
'provided for at the present. t ime.

Mr. Mit.t.F.n. Do you feel comfortable with the administration of
t he program in terms of its accountability ?

Ms. I.I.knvEy. In terms of itS accountability. yes. But when you ask
me if I feel comfortable with the administrat ton of the program, I
almost t brow mysel f on t he floor.

Mr. MILLR. As an adversary. do you think that. we can also prop-
erly defend the program in terms of aecountability ?

Sfs. 1 Luovv.v. f think so.
Mr. MILLER. _Delivering the prodnets to those people in need.
Ms. [ fanvEv. Yes.
MI'. MILI.F.11. On the other side of the administration of the pro-

gram. what. do you think ?
Ms. I Exavr:v. As far as the Department of Agriculture, is concerned.
Mr. Mu.t.r.a. Given their past record. is there anything to shine

t he light on them in the recent months?
Ms. I IAIIVEV. No. I have to say no in all honesty.
As I was commenting to Dr. Zee and Dr. Edozien before the hear-

ings began. at times I am just overwhelmed by how long it seems to
take to have things move forward.

For instance, I made comment, in my testinumy of the ne,,- budgets
that were released as a result of the lawsuit. and there were some
eritical mistakes made in those budgets. as I pointed omit in my testi-
mony, I don't refer to this to criticize the Department. bni more
importantly to reemphasize the need for congressional interest in
t hese. progra ms.

Both COngressman Buchanan and' Mr. Radcliffe have talked about
the low and what the law clearly says. But I think that all of us
know, in this program. that despite what. the law clearly says, the
Department of Agriculture does not carry out the law as Congress
intended.

It Is,a frnstratingyeaction. but. it. is something, if waare,going.to_
Y(wk with these programs and guar:infect-II-61r success. we have f4-take'
for granted and we prey ty much have to work from that point.

Mr. Mu.r.En. Do Yon have any other questions. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BuctrAsAx. No. thank yon.

6 5 0
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Mr. .NfiLt.r.n. I %%wilt to II i:i nk you very inuch for your testimony
this morning. I also. again. apologize for rowing in late. but I- think
th.at. you have provided us with greater substant hit ion of why the
prograth should continue to p.row, and, hopefully. reach those.3 million
people who are in need of it.-

With vour help. I think that maybe we can do this the next time
aromul...rhank you very much.

The subconunitt ee stands adjourned unt il tomorrow morning at. 91,
o'clock.

[Whereupon. at in:30 a.m.. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene on Tuesday. August 31,1976. at 9 a.m.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows d
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Approximately 4,000 preschool black children from low-income

families in South Memphis participated for 3 years in a supplementary

food program sponsored by the.U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Part of this group received additional benefit from food stamps, clay-care

centers, and an infant-feeding program. The effects of this participation.

were evaluated in 250 children selected randomly from the enrollment list of

the supplementary program. Each child was examined for height, weight, head

circumference, and levels of hemoglobin, scrum iron and vitamins A

and C. The data were then compared with those from a similar survey

in the same area conducted 3 years before.

The results of this comparison indicate significant improvements

in height and weight. In 1969, 50% of the children were below the

26th percentile for normal growth (Stuart-Stevenson grid); by 1972 only

29% of the heights and 391 of the weights were below this percentile. The
.

incidence of anemia also decreased significantly during this period, from

approximately 25% in 1969 to 11% in 1972. Scrum iron values, however,

still indicated an iron deficiency in 53% of the children under 2 years of

age and in 377, of those over this age. Plasma vitamin A concentrations

were low in only 26% of the children as compared to 44% in 1969.

In the absence of other recognizable intervening factors, we conclude

that federal food assistance programs were

primarily responsible for the observed nutritional improvements.
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In 1969 high frequencies of stunted growth and anemia were found

within the preschool population of a predominantly black community

in South Memphis. 1 These deficiencies were attributed to an inadequate

diet due to low family income and provided us with base lines for

evaluating the effects of increased federal food assistance to the children

of this urban community,. Reported here are the results of a follow-up

nutrition survey conducted in 1972, after the study population had

rtrticipated for 3 years in a supplemeMary food program sponsored

by Um U. S. Department of Agriculttire (USDA) and had received,

additioiral benefit from food stamps, day-care centers, and an infant-

feeding program. These findings, by comparison with base-line values,

demonstrate significant improvements in height and weight and a

significant decrease in the frequency of anemia.

Community Characteristics. -- The subjects of this survey were all

residents of a predominantly black community in South Memphis. The

arca encompdsthes-nine census tracts.and in 1970 had a population of

37,520, of whom 4,972 were under 6 years of age.2 Living conditions .

from 1969 to 1972 were typical of those in urban poverty neighborhoods:

nearly 201 of the 10,902 occupied housing units were dilapidated or

deteriorating; overcrowding was common, with more than one person per

room in 307o of the houses; and many homes were without adequate

kitchen or plumbing facilities. Median family income for each of the
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nine census tracts ranged front $2,986 to $4,783 a year. Yearly

earnings for one-half the families Were below official poverty

guidelines, and 34% to 54% of this group received public financial

assistance.3
According to census statistics, 11.4% of the male labor

force was unemploye(l in 1970.2.

Averaged data on infant mortality and prematurity in the community

were available for the period 1966 to 1971 (Memphis and Shelby County

Public Health Department, unpublished). From 1966 to 1968 infant

mortality rates per census tract ranged from 22 to 84 per 1,000 live

births (Memphis rate, 25); from 1969 through 1971 they ranged from 13 to 37

per 1,000 (Memphis rate, 17.5). The incidence of low birth weights

ranged from 18 to 28 por 100 live births in 1966 to 1968 (Memphis

rate, 12) and from 14 to 25 per 100 in 1971 (Memphis rate, 10.1).

Three clinics staffed by nurses and nurse practitioners front the

'Public Health Department arc open in the area on weekdays to provide

immunizations and treatment for minor

Before 1969 the majority of preschool children in this community did

not benefit directly from federal food assistance. Only 14% of the

families participated in the food stamp program, and USDA supplementary

foods were not being distributed in the area. The nutritional status of

these childrc:n was poor. 1 Approximately 50i of the preschool population

were below the 25th percentiles for height and weight on anth-ropometric

charts, and low plasma vitamin A levels and anemia were common.
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These deficiencies correlated with low income and a consequent

inability to obtain a sufficient quantity and quality of food.

Early in 1969 a supplementary food program was initiated in the

community through a contract between the U. S. and Tennessee

Departments of Agriculture, the Memphis and Shelby County Health

Department, St. Jude Children's ltesea reit Hospital., and Memphis

Area Project South (MAP-South), a black self-help organization that has

bcen active in the area since 1967. Fatuities in need of supplemeniary

food are identified by MAP-Suuth neiglMorhood aides who live and work

in the community. Medical personnel at St. Jude Hospital authorize

the.distribution of food, using the following criteria to determine

(i) the family must reside in the MAP-South area (nine

census tracts); (ii) family income must be below poverty guidelines

of the federal government; and. (iii) the children must be less than

6 years of age.

The types and quantities of supplementary food are determined

from criteria of the USDA. The monthly allotment for children of three

different age groups is presented in Table 1. In addition, a prepared KT-1

infant formela enriched with iron, minerals, and vitamins (Similac,

Iloss Laboratories) had been provided since 1970 to all newborns in

the community for the first 6 months of life. This formula and

occasionally other foods are financed from private sources.
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Population Sainide. -- The population surveyed consisted of approximately

4, 000 preschool children enrolled in the supplementary food program in

1972. Cross-sectional samples and sampling procedures were similar

to those in the' 1060 survey. 1 Every 12th family chart was taken from

the MAP-South files for a total of 3.10 charts. Despite at least three

attempts, 26% of the families could not be contacted at home or the

legal guardian was not available to give consent. Another 32% of the

families were lost because of incomplete or incorrect addresses, or

because a child had become ineligible for the

survey. Moving without leaving a new address was the most frequent

cause 'of our failure to locate families in the original sample. The

migratory nature of the study population was not unexpected, as the

1970 census indicated that 49') of the residents had moved since 1965F

From the 340 charts we were able to locate 154 fainilies with 250

preschool children (primary sample). The distribution of this

sample by age and sex is given in Table 2. A secondary sample of

GO children, or every 4th child in the primary sample, was brought

to the St. Jude Nutritiun Clinic for a complete pediatric workup.

METHODS

All home visits and measurements were made by the senior author with

the help of an assistant from the St. Jude Nutrition Clinic. The purpose

r1
b
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of the visit was explained to the parents and with their .consent the

child's general conditiOn was evaluated. Recumbent length or height-

was measured with .a metal tape permanently attached to a plankwith

a fixed headboard. Weights were determined with a portable scle that

was standardized with a 25-lb weight before each examination. Each

height and weight was plotted on the appropriate anthropometric

percentile grid of Stuart and Stevenson.4 llead circumferences.were

measured with a plastic tape and plotted on the Nellhaus grid. 5 The

variability in .physical measurements between the 1969 and 1972 surveys

could not be tested.

Finger-stick blood was obtained for the following tests: (1) hemoglobin

concentrations and red and white blood cell counts by Coulter counter,

which automatically computes the hematocrit and red cell indices; (ii) total

serum protein and serum albumin; (in) vitamin A and C levels. 7-9

Test results were analyzed by the Chi-square method. 10

Children in the secondary sample received a complete pediatric

examination. This included blood tests for the presence of sickle cell

hemoglobin (Sickledex kit) and G-6-PD deficiency, 11 as well as
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measurement of scrum iron and total iron-binding capacity. 12

RESULTS

In 1969, 161 of the preschool children in this urban community

were below the 3rd percentiles for height and weight on the Stuart-

Stevenson grid, and 5cr, were below the nth percentiles for these

parameters. 1,4 By 1972, heights had shifted significantly to a more

normal distribution, and weights were significantly improved in the

25th and 50th percentile groups (Table 3). Head circumferences

were more than two standard deviations below the reference mean

in 15% of 300 children surveyed in 1969. Three years later the

frequency of below-normal head sizes was 12% among 250 childrea

0 to 6 years of age and 9% among 77 childnm 0 to 2 years of age, all

of whom had received an enriched infant formula fur the first

6 months of life.

The Possible contribution of low birth weights ( <2,500 gm) to the

above findings was examined. Precise birth weights were available for

226 of the 250 children in our primary sample. Of this number, 30

childrea weighed less than 2,500 gm at birth. In the present survey

45% of this grouP were above the 50th percentile for height; the

remaining children were clustered in the lower percentiles. As shown

in Table 4, this latter group did contribute to the excess mimber of

5
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prevalence of sickle cell hemoglobin 11-0-and of C-6-1'D deficiency

(1l%) in the secondary sample was ccmparable to that in the general

black population.

The mean plasma vitamin A concentration ( + S.D.) in 1969-was 22. 6 +

13. 0yg/100 nil and in 1972 was 26. 8.+ 20.3,ug/100 nil. Mean

carotene levels ( + S.D.) were 90.2 + 33. 2ug/100 nil and 88.9 +

39. 7)ig/100 nil, respectively; in both survey years two-thirds of these

-values were within the low or acceptable range, i.e., below 100)1g/100 ml. 9

Inherent in the vitamin A-carotene procedure is the possibility that the

high carotene values may be associated with low vitamin A levels. This

correlation was indeed preient in our sample but to a low degree

(correlation coefficient, r = 0.30) when deficient vitamin A. levels were

correlated with their associated carotene concentration. Carotene

values ranged from 14 to 197pg/100 ml and fell well within the range

of linearity for our mi d, which is from 0 to 300 ug/100 ml.

Although no gross clinical signs of hypovitaminosis A were noted in

1969, 44% of 57 randomly selected preschool children had plasma

vitamin A levels below 20 pg/100 mi (Table 7), the lowest acceptable 4-7
value in healthy children. 9 ln 1972 only 27" o of 250 children had

levels below this concentration. Ascorbic acid concentrations, not

measured in 1969, were low in 18 7. of all children examined and

:leficient in 5.271 (Table 7 ). Albumin levels below 3.5 gm/100 ml
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were found in 5. ro of 209 children in 1969 but in only 2% of the

248 children examined in 1972, which represents a. statistically

significant improvement ( P < 0.05).

Physical examimitions, chest x-rays, :ind skin tests for tuberculosis

and histoplasmosis revealed no evidence of serious chronic infections.

The incidence of mild upper respiratory tract or skin infection was

25% in 1969 and 2ro in 1972. White cell counts higher than 10,000/cu mm

were found' in 201 Of the children in 1972.

Economic conditions in the community remained depressed during the

evaluation period (Table 3). Half of all families surveyed earned less <1:-8

than $2,500 a year, compared to $1,838 a year in'1969. The 1972 federal poverty

guidelines 3 list $2,790 at; the lowest acceptable annual income for

a family of two and $5,880 for a family of seven, the median number

in this study. Participation in the federal food stamp program rose

from 1eo in 1969 to 56% in 1972, while the percentage of children

receiving free meals at day-care centers rose from 0% to 1co.

median charge for food stamps purchasing $145 of food was $38 a inoM:i.

Seventeen per cent of these households .did notspend additional cash

for food; the remaining families spent an extra $35 a month on meals.

DISCUSSION

Federal support to child nutrition progrPms increased substaithutly

during the 3-year periOd 1969-1972. In fiSeal 1972 Congress appropriated

$1.2 billion for this purpose, a 3-fold increase over the 1969

appropriation...," Although several small-scale evaluations have been
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c.ompleted an m md ore abitious stud 13 14ies are underway, the benefits

of this strengthened f,'deral support are still in doubt.15

The prest nt survey indicates definite nutriticaal improventerl

among black preschool children who participat..:1 in feth.)ral foc....:t1;sistance

programs in South Memphis. Iligh frequencies of retarded heighi and

weight, first noted in 1909. had significantly decreased by 1972,

with the distribution of heights approaching that for healthy white

children living under norinal conditions of hoine life in Boston (Table 3).

Data for healthy black children receiving optimal care were not available

for comparison: however, growth rates for blacks have been found to be

nearly.identical to those of whites. 16-18 The frequency of anemia also

improved significantly during this period., front approximately 25'1 iti

1969 to 11i) in 1972 (Table 4.

As in most large-scalc nutrition surveys, the data in this study

are cross-sectional and do rt explain the nutritional experience of

individual children. 'We en,:ountered uncontrollable variables that

prevented direct correlation of food c.insumption with nutritional improve-
.

ment. For instance, we were not able to monitor a child's actual daily

intake of food, nor could we control whether or not a family collected

its food allotment on a ri,gular basis. Nevertheless, in

the absence of other recogAizable intervening factors, we

believe that (i) colninunity implementation of a USDA supplemertary

food program, OD 6-month's provision of a fortified
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infant formula to all newborn io'fants in the cominunitY; (iii)

56% participation in the food suop prograin, and (iv) free meals

provided by day-care centers were primarily the

observed nutritional iroprov

responsible for

ements. Changes. in Wilily s-ze and

animal family income (see Tat) le 8) were not sufficient to be

considered as major contrihounit factors. A social and political

aviakemng within the p.,1,alati01 could have stimulated greater

self-reliarr, :10d re,;,urcefulness, and hence resulted in improved

diets; but this possibilitY could not be substantiated. A reduced

rate of Prematurity in the 9-ce1'5us-tracts area would have contributed

to improved 1'.:';wth it"ces, but the anntn11 percentages of low

weights 'it the 1969-1972 Period were not significantly differentfi rotnil

each other (1 6. C(7), 1 6. ro, and 17. eb respectively).

,Despite the improvements demonstrated by this sur veY a nunther

of nutr deficiencies still persist in this preschool popnlation.

A probable explanation is that the food packages are not desig-ood to

guarantee intake of all necessary nu.r.I ien.s. persistence of

anemia in these.children undoubtedly.stems from insufficioat iron.to

suppleli.ient the home diet. Parina, a wheat cereal fortified with iron,

is distributed throughout the community but is disliked by most of the

children and conserniently -let eaten. The high incidence of datv vitamin A

mid C levels may be due to a variety of re:;sons: the scarcity of
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vegetable and fruits in the Memphis ghetto diet; the aversion of most

children to vegetables, even if they are offered; and the low vitamin A

content of the supplementary foods. Seine of these deficiencies could

be corrected by proper nutritional counseling, which presently is a

serious omission in food distribution programs involving commodities

or stamps. However, the expense of providing a large population with

professional counseling can be prohibitive. Certainly a less expensive

and equally effective approach would be to adjust the commodity

food program to the deficiencies of its recipients. Such programs

should also provide more protective foods. A striking example of

how effeetiv(;:lfits can be was shown by an earlier study of infants

who received a 6-month'5 supply of iron-fortified formula after

birth." Frequencies of anemia and hypovitaminosis A in this group

were significantly lower than in a similar group fed evaporated milk.

We conclude that federal food assistance to preschool children

produces significMit improvements in growth rates and other nutritional

parameters and that such programs should be improved and continued

.to eradicate persisting deficiencies.

6 o
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Table 1. --Monthly Allotment of USDA Supplementary-
Food to Children 0-6 Years of Age

Food Item
Unit of Quantity Per Child Per Age Group
Issue
(gin) 0-12 mo. 13 mo.-3 yr. 3-6 yr.

Evaporated milk Can, 368. 6 30 30 10

Farina Box, 396. 9 2 2 2

Corn syrup blend Bottle, 690. 4 3 0 0

Fruit juice Can, 1360. 8 2 3

Scrambled egg mix+ Package, 340. 2 2 4 4

Meat or poultry Can, 1417. 5 0 1 1

Vegetables Can, 482. 0 0 4 4

Instant nonfat dry milk Box, 1077.3 0 0 1

Peanut butter'' Can. 907. 2 .0 1 1

Instant potatoest Pack.:,ge, 453. 6 0 1

*Wbeat cereal

+Discontinued from August 1970 to April 1972

*Discontinued in February 1971

80-05 0 - 77 - 43
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Table 2. --Primary Samples. Distribution by Age and Sex*

Age (yr) Boys Girls

1969 1972 1969 1972

0-1 13 20 8 19

1-2 20 14 29 24

2-3 24 21 23 21

3-4 27 15 23 27

4-5 38 20 30 22

5-6 31 20 34 27

TOTALS 153 110 147 140

*Total boys and girls: 3C0 in 1969 and 250 in 1972

6 0?
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Table 3. --Distribution of ileights and Weights

on Anthropometric Charts*

Heights+ Weights+

1909 1972 1969 1972

Below 3rd percentile 16% 6% 16% 12%

Below 25th percentile 50% 29% 50% 39%

Below 50th percentile 70% 54% 73% 58%

Below 75th percentile 96% 72% 86% 78%

Total no. children 300 250 300 250

slteferelrc values were those of Stuart and Stevenson 4

+Changc;:; in height were statistically significant (P <0.001) for all

percentile groups, whereas those for weight were si.,;;;Iincant in the

25th (1' C0.01) and 50th (p < o. 001) percentile groups only.

C.
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Table 4. --Contribution of Children with Low Birth Weight to

Frequency of Subnormal Height and Weight

Height

Below 3rd

percentile

Below 10th

percentile

Weight

Below 3rd Below 10th

percentile percentile

Total

no.

1969

1972

Norm 11 birth wt.

Normal + low birth wt.

Normal birth wt.

Normal + low birth wt.

15. n

17.4%

5.1%

5. ea

25. 7%

28.9%

11.2%

11.9%

10. v.

16.2%

11.5%

22.9%

28.3%

19.9%

23. ra

140

166

196

226



Table 5. __mean nelar,gb,bin ;old Ilematoerit Levels

in Primary SaInples

A gc Group

(Yr)

Hemoglobin Concn.

(gia/100

1969 1972

llematoerit Reading

(vol. %)

1960 1972

0 -

No. Subjects 123 119 123 119

Mean 10. 9 11. 5 33. 7 33. 9

S. D. 1. 4 1. 2 2. 9 3.: 4

7

3-6

No. f;ubjects 177 131 177 131

Mean 1 .. 6 11. 8 34. 4 35. 2

S. D. 1. 1 0. 9 2, 4 2. 6

7 0
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-1.able 6. --Distribution of Hemoglobin Levels

Hemoglobin
flange

(gni/100 nil)

.Percentage of Children

0-3 yr 3-6 yr

1969 1972 1969 1972

<9.0 9. 8 5.0 1. 7 0

9.0 - 9.9 17. 9 5.9 7.9 3. 8

10.0 - 10.9 22. 0 18.5 15.3 6. 9

1:i% u - II. 9 25.2 32. 7 40. 7 39. 7

12.0 - 12.9 21.1 31.1 24.3 40.5

13.0 - 13.9 3.2 5. 0 8.5 7. 6

>14.0 O. 8 1. 7 1. 7 0

Total no. of
123 119 177 130

children

The prevalence of hemoglobin levels below .10 gm/100 nil in chi1dren 0-3

years of age dropped from 27. 7-o in 1969 to 10. 9-o in 1972 (P (0. 001). In

the other children the fregliency of hemoglibin values below 11 gin/100 nil

dropped from 24. tro to 10. 77, (I, < O. 01).

6
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Table 7. --Frequency of Biochemical Vitamin A and C Deficiencies

Deficient or IOW concentrations*

190 1972

(57 children) (250 children)

Vitamin A e. 10)iit/lOU 181,

20p1.;/100 44% 271+

Vitamin C < 0.1 mg1100 NT 5%

<0.2 mvil00 ml NT 18%

4.1,forn .1.-forence 9.

'31 < 0. 001

;"`;ot te:Itod

6 2
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Table 8. --Information from Family Interviews*

1969 1972

Median annual income

per hcmsehold

$1,838 $2,500

Median annual income

per capita

$ 334 $ 396

Median household size 6.8 7.0

Participation in food

stamp program

14% 56%

*Data compiled from 130 (1969) and 145 (1972) successful

interviews.

6-1.3
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

TUESDAY, 'AUGUST 31, 1976

I fors! TZEITEsmsTATLvEs. acommtTrEE ON
ELE3IEN_TA WV. SECONDARY AND VOCAliONAL EDVCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washing ton. D.C.

The Subcommittee met. pursuant to adjournment, at 9:10 a.m.,
in room 2175. Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins
(chairm.an of the subcommittee) presiding.

...fenilters present : Representatives Perkins; Mottl, Miller, Quie.
Buchamm and Pressler.

Staff present : John F. .Tennings. majority counsel: and Charles.
Rade] i ffe, minority counsel.

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order. A
quorum is present.

We are going to start.right in. Let me welcome. you people here
this morning. We are conducting some oversight hearings in con-
nection with the WIC prTrram, and the supplemental food program.
In my way of thinkinp.. these are most. important programs. We want
to improve them.

We have sOme complaints from differont sections of the country re-
garding the summer feeding program that there has been tremendous
waste in certain areas lw fly-by-night people, who became sponsors
of the program. and to some extent have defaulted the Government
ont of money.

don't want any of that to take place. around the country be-
cause that pulls the good pro.n.rams down, like the WIC program. It
is for those msons that ye want in any way possible to improve these
programs. and to .E.r.et some evidence from the people who are oper-
ating the programs. who know how they work. and can give the com-
mittee some sivrgestions on how the programs may he improved.

We will he delighted to hear from von. Mr. Grenville, at this time.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES GRENVILLE, DIRECTOR, FOOD PRESCRIP-
TION PROGRAM. FOCUS: HOPE, DETROIT, MICH.

Mr. GRENVILLE. Thank you. Congressman Perkins. and Congress-
man Mott], and Con!yressman

Chairman PEIIII T a tn informed. and I want to tell you that
Jimmy O'Hara. one of our ontsta piling members, wanted von to tes-
ti fv on this program. Cro ahead.

Gur.xvutx. Mav I nr:rodure Father William T. ennningham:
the execntive director of Focus: HOPE. and Mrs. Eleanor .Tosaitis,

-( 67) )
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the associate dimetor, who are here with me to 'respond to questious
which this honon,171e hotly may have,

Sustaining a supplemental feeding progmill through the past f;
years has been like fighting a protracted war in the trenches. We are
three warriors, tired but determined to endure. and sorely needing the
kind of help .1I.1::11MIT will give us.

This legislation is long overdue. It will give dedieated people
around Hie country, who 118 vi hung on to I he supplemental food pro-
gram by their finge.runils for so long. a decent hand hold at last.

To many in our society, poor and hungry people are an abstraction.
So we use this inmge to help t hem grasp the Detroit Health Depart-
ment's official estimated need for supplemental food.

Picture Michigan Stadium at Ann Arbor filled to capacity with
103.000 mothers and children under 0 front the eity of Detroit. *Stand-
ing outside, unable to get_ through the gates are another 2T,000 such
persons from Detroit. They aft all undernourished, ancl many are
hungry. The public address system comes on and the announcer tells
them that supplemental food is now available for the first 10 rows.

Someone might object. as the Department of Agriculture has in
the past : "But you already have. by twice over, the largeSt supple-
me»tal feeding program in the Nation. and Detroit. has one of the
largest. WIC programs in the Nation." Butt we will not have a large
enough prognini or even a successful program until there is pot a
hungry child left in Detroit.

Focus: HOPE is a metropolitan organization of 15.000 volunteers
who are, concerned with racial justice and intepTation. We say that.
these, 130,000 needy mothers and children in Detroit have a right to
adequate nutrition based on their right to life.

The fact that 05 perceut of them are black, coupled with the known
effects of undernutrition oft-their chances for a worthwhile future,
makes deprivation of food a subths. but radical form ofracial injustice.

This month, Detroit, gained national attention over the wanton,
violent crime of rovinp.'crapp.s of black teenagers. They are dropouts,
nonachievers, desperate for any social recopmition. These youths are
equipped to give little to sowiety, partly because our society has long
ago told them that we have no room for them.

This month also, the Focus: HOPE food prescription program will
graduate, so to speak, its first. clas of rhildren who have had the.
advantage of supplemental food from the lwpinning of their life. They
represent a new " °Iteration of hope for our society. They will enter
school this fall with all their physical, mental and emotional capacity
intact.

They are the. best argmnent for expand in.o. and improving the SUM-
phemont al fcedimr program. and for sustaining our national commit-
ment lon, enough to achieve t he desired results. These children are the
reason Detroit's supplemental feeding program luts endured.

Almost from the very start the commodity supplemental feeding
program has been the unwanted stepchild of the Department of Ap.-
riculture.USDA established it on an administrative basis, and it has
never been codified in law as a program.

The result has been arbitrary administration, based not on a com-
mitment to feed the hungry but on the prevailihr, agricultural
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policy. In, recent...Years, we have seen a whole series of USDA. attempts
to eliminate t he supplement al feeding program altogether.

We have had to fight this all along with regrettably little help
from the Congress. We fight because in our opinion, and in the opinion
of sponsors and participants of commodity snpplemenetal food pro-
grams in such cities as San Francisco, New Orleans. Washington, D.C.,
Denver. Little Rock, Memphis and others, it is still the best supple-
mental food program available.

In places where the program t II exists, it, has won the trust of
participants and the support of flu! connnunity. In the case of Focus:
HOPE, that support, coming from volunteers, health professionals,
business. religious and civic organizations every single official elected
to represent the Detroit area and from focal, national'and interna-
tional media, has forced the USDA.. to expand our supplemental
feeding program on two occasions and to reverse decisions which
hat] withdrawn foods from the supplement.

A major reason for this kind of widespread determined support,
aside 'from the growin.g concern about hunger and its tragic effects,
has been the economic soundness of the commodity supplemental
food program format.

Instead of paying retail markup prices or.home delivery charges,
the conunodity supplemental program r:ombines the vast purchasing
power of the I7S1)A with some form .of direct distributiop.

The average administrative cost of programs around the county
has been kept to a minimum. In the ease of Focus: ITOPE, it is less,
than 10 percent of the food's retail value.

But. the supplemental food program has been losing ground over
the years. The warriors are tired, and we need the legislation now.
We believe our country needs to keep open the option of this kind
of supplemental feeding format. It has-worked. and is working. It is
the program of ehoice_in niany localities. Aliye, the commodity
supplemental feeding program can play a crucial role in shaping
national policy.

H.R. 11907 addresses the real problem we have faced. At no addi-
tional cost to the taxpayem it stabilizes a feeding program already in
existence. At very little additional cost, it eliminates the anxiety of a
yearly struggle for survival, which gaining administrative funds has
entailed.

It would srive Focus: ITOPE the tools for the first. time to com-
bine outreach and nutritional education with our food distribution.
It..provides infant fornmla. long-recognized need of participants.
It guarantees that the whole suprdement, will be available each
month. That is what the people of Detroit have wanted and needed
for a long time.

Thank you.
Chairman PERK TN'S. That was a good .statement. I will withhold

questions until we hear from the other witness, Mrs. Peggy Kidd.
Come a rout ad. Mrs. Kidd.

Mrs. Kidd is with the 'wean of health, Kentucky Department of
Human Resources. T want to know what is going on down there in con-
nection with this program.

631
80-005 0 - 77 - 44
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STATEMENT OF PEGGY S. KIDD, BUREAU OF HEALTH SERVICES,
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, FRANKFORT,
KY.

Mrs. Kmu. Congressnmn Perkins, and other distinguished mem-
bers of the sultcommittee, I am pleased to report that there has been
significant progress in tlw Kentucky WIC program since I last had
an opport unity to appear befure this commit tee.

As you know. the U.S. Department of Agriculture has recently
implemented expansion plans whieh advocatN1 Ui 14"ebrua ry of
this year. This expansion has allowed us to fund all pending nppli-
cationS. gntht vaSelond increases and to utilize our admimstnitive
money to their maximum potential.

We are presently informing applicants in 31 Kentucky counties
that they can initiate WIC. services. Additionally, 26 currently oper-
ating projects are.lwing advised to expand their sm-vices.

Tt is regrettable. 11011PN'V1, that approximately 12.000 citizens were
forced to await this badly needed nutritional service while the 'U.S.
Depart nicnt of Agriculture impounded funds intended by the Con-
gross to be fully ut Hind.

Today, I would like to discnss with yon Kentucky's experiences
with the two nutritional programs which we are. consideringthe
supplemental feeding program and the WIC program.

In early 1070. the .NIeCreary County. Ky., Health Departmcmt re-
quested permission to implement II supplemental feeding program.
McCreary County was at that time receiving food stamps and the
regulations clearly stated they were eligible for a program.

While. negotiations were proo-ressing. we were told by representa-
tiv,:.s of the .17.S. Department (-5 Agridtnre that applications from
eounties receiving food stamps were not bein., funded at that time.
Due. to this delny by the T7SDA, McCreary County never implemented
n supplemental feeding program, although the need was critical.

.Chairman Pritntss. McCreary Connty never did implement the
proo-ram?

Mrs. Knm. The McCreary program never did get. implemented.
The need there. as you well know, was very critical.

Shortly nfter McCreary County's experience.. the Warren County.
Ky.. TToalth Department also expressed interest, in the supplemental
feeding program. Since Warren County was receiving commodity
food distribution, they \MT, determined to be elhrible for the supple-
mental feedinz program nnd were approved for implementation on
the. program in the fall of 1970. They vontinned that prograin until
January 107:1. when their WTC a ppliction was anproved and funded.

T talked with Mr. Charles Hume, who was the administrator for
the Warren County TTenitli Denartmen t. when the Prop-ram was ini-
tiated. and he is presently still the administrator. He gave the, fol-
lowing- reasons for Warren Cmtnt v's desire to switch from the supple-
mental feeding program to the WIC program.

(1) Children were not eligible to be served 17 the supplemental
feed Ip' » rogrn m

(2) The supplemental feedin!, program food package varied from
month to month:

6 d 2
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(3) itw disl ribui comm was only open 3 !toms per week. This
schedule did not always vorrespond to t ilia. clients (01 111e to the
hen lt h deparit ment for ot her servires

(4) 'nu, distrisbution venter was located in an area remote from
the hea It II department :

(5) The supplemental feeding program provided no administra-
t ive support for lwaith dt.p:Irtmput:

(6) Tlu. \\lc pi.ograni provides a constant source of nutritious
foods designe.' to meet t he needs of I his high isk lientele and t he
infant food package has a higher nut Tient content than the supple-
mental feeding program packa(q.:

(7) 1V IC foods are a vailalle to clients through grovers in their
neighborhoods:

(8) WIC mandates a nutrition education component for its.
recipients:

(0) The 1171C program provides administ native support for health
personnel. The range of healt h services supported by the general health
'dollar is doelining. t hereby making it mandatory t hat lwalt h programs
provide :14111616st rat ive dollars:

( 10) The 11'1(1 program su)ports the local economy by its delivery
system. 'Illus. public relations are improved for t loyal public health
agelley.

In the Kent uckv 'Department .for IImilan liesourees, e have ob-
served I hat t he ly ic! progrnm has rowived a high degree or accept ance
hy lova I health professionals. The 1Varren County supplemental feed-
ing program which was Kent ucky's only program. served an average
monthly part icipat iou or l'25. The lrarren County 1V-1(..." program ts
presently approved to serve 500 wont lily. l'hey expect to reach that
increased allot motif within a very short period of time.

.1 11 I he department for human resourees we had few requests for the
supplemental feeding program. ore now serving 50 percent of our
counties wit h 11' IC programs. and t his as a result of local initiative.

1Ve have documented for this committee on previous occasions the
Ilea it benefits of t he 11'1( ' program. such :is deerease in anemia in par-
t ivipants. We are now observing addit iona I benefits. such as improved
food buying pract lees Nut rit ion knowledge gained rron1 buying WIC
foods is beim, carried over to ot her, foods not included ill the 1VIC
mei:age.

llre It lookim, forward to continued impmvenient in the admin-
ist rat ion of t he C program by t The food package needs
to be revised to enhance its acceptance and nut rient eontribut loll. 117e,
feel that addit ional protein rich foods would improve t he package.

Contrresstna II Perkins. yon know I hat I he sia ir I; f, in eastern Ken-
t iieky is pinto beans. We feel t hat this would be a good addition to the
WI(' )itel:n!,v. We also Ihiiiik t hat we will be adding peanut butter to
luk package come January.

Nutrition education :let ivit ies supported by WIC moneys should be
extended to all clients in this populat ion group. not limited to 117IC
recipients. fatiy pregnant women. infants. and ehildren are poten-
t jai WIC recipients. They need only to develop detectable mil rit ional
risk symptoms to be eligible for WIC serVices. Nntrit ion education
programs.should be provided as a prevent lye measure.

6 3 3
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We %multi also like to nppeal ror a fixed amount of administ votive
mones. As you are a wit rt., a dminist rat lye funds depend upon redeemed
food dollars. Therelme, t he budgeting process is difficult. In many
cases, projects need to odd additional personnel to handle this pro-
gram, bur'we eannot assure them nf a fixed amount, of money.

A major concern about the WIC program is that we still *ha ve
counties with nn WIC serviees and approximotely 37.ono Kent lickians
in our Commonwoolt h waiting to Ite provided C services.

WIC ISO 'Toot! program. It does improve the quolity of the diets Of
this very population. . not ion as prosperous as ours van ill
o (ford tn deny t hese services to t hose in need. Thank you.

Clmirman PERKINS. Let me thank both of the witnesses.this morning.
First let me say that I personally reel there is a significant di trey-

elle, in the supplemental feeding program. and it. would In my hope
that. the ovidoure bears it out in he next alit horizat ion be r,,,v the com-
mittee, and that we will so spell out that distinction, sn that we will nnt
be confronted with a situation like von hove 1/(4'11 con rronhd wit h iii
McCreary County, Ky.

f recall the days wheit T was o hoy and t hot comity grew to 60.000
people. The mines WVIV fresh in tlw early l921-Is. Now it is approxi-
mately 31i.n10 people. We have lost. approximately 25,000 in pnpula-
Hon. It is true enough that we lin ve some of the hest emit in the countr
in t hot vomit v. awl a lot of people aro making tremendous amounts of
money down there nnw. But the little fellow who lives up and down
those creeks. their forefathers gave a Way hat mineral for :25 or 50
cents an ace. and they are not. heneliviaries. As a result. we have, per-
haps. more poor people and unemployed people in .T.cCreary County,
Ky., some 11 nr 12 percent presently, which is high compared with
the Fenn) inder or the rn ited St at es.

This certainly makes Ito' believe. ii) view of you testimony. that we
should make certain that the. supplemental feeding program is car-
ried nn separate and distinct from the regulor pi.ograms. They may
overlap tn some extent. Inn. they serve different needs.

Now. first. Mr: Grenville. von knnw the Department of .kgricultore.
They have been telling us that your po.rrant is a supplemental fond
program and should not be rontinned. They say that the WIC pro-
gram meets the sante needs. T just want tn knnw how ynn respond to
that.

I knnw that you realize that the supplemental feeding program has
an oppropriation of about $17 million. a very small anpropriat ion.
whereas the WIC program has approximately $250 million.

tet me hear your response t n that ouestion. and then T will ask the
lady frnm Kent lucky tn respond to it.

GnExvir.r,E. I think that my response to that. the supp1ement:1i
fond directors in the tit ies that T have mentioned would be that this
a ttitude nn the port of the Department of .k gricult nue steins from their
general policy tn withdraw from t he purchase ond distribution of com-
modities.

We have seen the same thin!, happen in the school lunch nrograin,
and other pro.o.rams that use commodit ies. We hnld nn to this t vne of
program hero use in our opinion the supplement is 11 more beneficial
supplement. Tt contains fonds that ore not in the WIC paeloge. such
asvegetables. meats, and sn nn.
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The participants in cities such ns San Francisco, and our own, have
clearly spelled out in a kind of referendum that this is the kind of
program they want..We also think that before the country closes out
the use of commodities for this kind of program, or other kinds of pro-
grams, we should take a lookat tlw economics of the system of buying
commodities and distributing them directly, versus the system of put-
ting out cash to the localities which inevitably go to pay retail market
prices, and in some eases home delivery markups.

Chairman PERKIN-8. I appreciate your response.
Mrs. Kidd, do von want to respond to the same question ?
Mrs. Kinn. I think the program that best fits the needs of the people

is the program that the people will accept. In our State we did not have
any good fortune in getting the supplemental feeding program start-
ed. We have had good luck with the WIC program. Therefore, the
needs cif our people are best met by the WIC program, but that does
not preclude. the fact that there are some benefits in the SFP package
such as vegetables and the other foods that are not in the WIC pro-
gram.

I think that. the legislation that has been introduced to continue the
supplemental feeding program would improve that program. There
again, I guess. I am pleading for the best of both worlds. Take some
of the fruits and veg_etables from the supplemental feeding program

.
and put them in the WIC program. and then let people have a Choice.

Chairman PenKINs. Let. me ask you one question. Yesterday we
heard that tho medical criteria is used to determine eligibility in the
WIC program, and that that criteria is too restrictive. Do you agree?
If so. what other criteria would you propose for determining eligibil-
ity ? What other criteria would you use. Mrs. Kidd ?

Mrs. KIM. In spite of the fear of being blackballed by inv peers. I
feel that we have to keep this program a health program. In Kentucky
I know that this is true. We could not. have the acceptance by our 50
county health departments if this program is going to 'cause a think-.
ing line outside the health department.

People as taxpayers do not believe in duplicate programs. We do
have restrictive criteria. However. we do have a catchall in that people
with inadequate diets who .are not eating properly are added to the
WIC program. We feel that we must have medical criteria.

Chairman PEnKIN.s. Let me thank you. Mrs. Kidd. and you, too. Mr.
Grenville. for your a ppearince here this morning. You have been
most helpful.

'I am going to let Mr. Miller take this seat. but first I see that Mr.
Radcliffe is bore. and wants to ask a question, and Mr. Buchanan
wants to ask a question. -

Tell the people in Kentucky that Con...ressman Quie is very coopera-
tive, and Congressman Miller from Cali fornia bas taken such a deep
interest in this Program. that I think next year we can thrash out this
supplemental feedinn- program and clear this thing np. We will
strengthen both the'-WIC program and the supplemental feeding
program.

Mr. Mrm.ER. I understand that we have another witness who would
like to testify.

If yon would go ahead. and then we will ask the full panel to
answer questions.

Q
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STATEMENT OF FATHER ROGER P. MORIN, DIRECTOR. OFFICIAL

SOCIAL APOSTOLATE, ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW ORLEANS,' LA.

Father Mo lux. The concern of the New Orleans Arehdiocese in
terms of the supplemental food program goes back to the spring of
1970 when the program was first implemented in New Orlea»s. Since
that time, the arcluliocese has been the agency responsible for the
operation of the distributirm reiiteis. Thvipfore. it has been directlY
involved in meeting the people On a peNon-to-person baSis. and seeing
those people who a iv the. benefiriary recipients of the supplemental
food p rogra m.

Our concern is. of conrse. that there is a need for both programs.
What. concerns or remarks we make in reference to the WTC program
are certainly not to demean the WIG program. but rather to appeal
to Members of the 'Congress from the point of view that there is
certainly ample room and need for both programs to exist side by
side.

As stated yesterday. I believe. by Stefan Harvey from the Children's
Poundal ion. when we combine the total mnuber of recipients Partici-
pating in both the supplemental food program and the WTC program
we are still reaching only about one-third of Ilw total risk population.
which should be reached by some type of supplemental feeding
program.

Onr experience has been the sime as the city of Detroit in terms of
dealing with the Department of Agrienitnre. insofar as we feel that.
the bureaucratic procedures. or those Who are- involved in the admin-
istration take. and have taken, the freedom to implement decisions
that. go contrary to the continned existence of the snpplemental food
program.

Tit the enabling legislation, Pnblic Law 94-105. it is stated that it
was the. intent. of the Congress. in the implementation of the WIC
program. that operate along side and side by side with other existing
supplemental food programs.

The approach on the part of the USDA was to, at first. coerce
snoplemental food progrqms and to insist that they change over to
WTC. New Orleans. along with State representatives. aud representa-
tives of city government and city health officials. decided at that time
that the items in the WTC program were not snffirient to the needs
of our population in New Orleans and we decided to remain in the
snpplemental feeding program. We feel that it Was,the intention of
the Congress when they enacted the WTC

Tn fact, the items nointed ont this morning by Mrs. Kidd from
Kentucky. while mentioning why they did not go into the snpplemen-
tat feeding program relate directly to the Privations, let us say. that
were worked against, the supplemental food nrogram.

She said that the infant component in WTC was better than sap-
*mental food. Tt is simply bncause the Department of Agricultnre
refnsed to provide commercially prepared iron fortified formula to
the supplemental food program. when in fact they already had this
authorization in existing legislation.

Tt. was only after, now, more than 2 years of argning back and
forth with the Department of Agriculture that the supplemental food
program will have commercially prepared iron fortified formula.
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So when we compare the two profframs again, we have to see that
we cannot meaSure WIC against SeP on the basis of what. SFP had
been held to in the past, but rather what its full potential is as a
supplemental feeding program.

The present legislation before the House, in terms of administrative
funds and more money for health components, would, then, put the
supplemental food program on a parity, or certainly equal basis with
WIC. Then the choice, would be up to the peopletthe local health offi-
cials, to decide which is the best program for their population.

As long as supplemental food programs have to beg, borrow and
steal every year to get the money that they need to continue, it cer-
tainly makes it look more inviting for them to go over t6 a WIC pro-
gram where they can have the administrative costs provided.

Mr. MILLER. May I interrupt you for just a moment, Father Morin?
Again, the population you serve in your program in Louisiana

incompasses what age group?
Father Moat's. The age group that we deal with, the expectant

mothers and also post-partum, and infants from birth up through
their si xth birthday.

Mr. Mu.r.r.a. I am trying to establish for the record, if there is an
overlap, the overlap is between zero and five.

Father Mom N. There, is no overlap in our situation. Both programs
are directed toward the same population because of the age groups.

Mr. MIMER. Mrs. Kidd, you say that children are not eligible to be
served by the supplemental feeding program. Why it tbaa

Mrs. Kmo. This was a nice little Department of Agriculture regula-
tion that projects funded after April of 1970 could only serve children
under 13 months of age. My records tell me, and from talking to USDA
officials last week, that there are, still 59 programs in the country, and
56 serve the full range. and 3 do not.

Mr. MILLER. We, passed a law for a supplemental feeding program.
MTS. KIDD. Yes. you did.
Mr. Mrw:n. It said that they would serve zero through six. Then,

they came along and said : "You will serve zero through. 13 months."
Mrs. Krim I have, it in writing, if you would like to see it.
Mr. Mir.r.,za..I don't doubt that you have it.
Mrs. Kum I didn't belieVe it, when I read it, either.
Mr. Mir.r.r.n. There are three other programs that have received that

kind of direction in the country?
Mrs. Kum It is my understanding that three of the existing pro-

grams still do not serve children beyond 13 months of age. One in
Arkansas. and two in North Dakota.

Mr. Mruxn. Do you know what the children do after that, where
there, may not be a WIC program?

Mrs. KIDD. Ours in Warren County got nothingextra.
Mr. MILLER. I am going to go ahead and let Mr. Buchanan ask ques-

tions. and then I will come back.
Mr. TitrerrAxAx. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Grenville. in your testimony, you have underlined something

with which T believe all of the witnesses would agree.
You talked about graduating your first !Troup, your first class of

children that had supplemental foods from the beginning of their life.
They would enter school with their physical and mental capacity
intact.

687
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As we were discussing yesterday in the hearing, I think it is prettY
well established that nutritional needs from pregnancy through the
early years of childhood can permanently limit an individual's capa-
bility and ability to cope with life, and limit forever that individual's
chance to grow to his full mental and physical capability. Do you all
agree with that?

Mr. GRENVILLE. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Mr. BUCHANAN. You mention that crime is a prime problem in

Detroit. involving young People. Do you feel that it is possible to estab
lish some Connection between such social problems as crime, as a per-
petuation of our other dismal welfare situation, and this problem of
nutrition during the time of pregnancy and early childhood?

Do you think that there is any connection between those two things?
Mr. GRENVILLE. We believe that there is beginning to collect some

evidence of behavioral results of malnutrition. A recent study that was
produced by the Department of HEW. which I cannot cite exactly,
produced research mainly from South America showing a connection
between malnutrition, not so much retardation as patterning to be a
slow learner, and being afraid of tasks.

I think that the research is not definitive at this point, but what is
being suggested is that commonly accepted in the field of psychology
is the. importance of the oral needs of a child and the feeding of child
by mother being more than just a physiological event.

This the child's first contact socially, and the formation of psy-
chological patterns is set up. What is being hypothesized is that the
infant who is malnourished and is anemic will tend to be a listless
infant. This infant will not. stimulate or initiate maternal caring
actions. The mother will find the infant to be uninteresting and dull,
and will not show caring types of behaviors as much for this child.

. The end result is that childmi leprived in this fashion tend to have
some characteristics later on in ife. They tend to be unable to form
anything more than superficial Telationships with other human beings.
They tend to.look upon the environment around them as being hostile
to them. They tend to feel that ihey are somewhatworthless, and they
tend also to react to stress situations with violence.

don't, think that the evidence is in; but we believe that the culmi-
nation of this kind of psychological patterning.early in life, along .
with the. inability to really achieve at. school, makes these children
then go out into 'the streets seeking some other kind of recognition, in
an unacceptable way from society.

We have found that the story of tho gangs in Detroit bas been, along-
side with the crimes, a great. deal of harassment of people in eating
establishnwnts and other places. in terms of the physical damage
relatively mild, but mainly looking for some kind of recognition.

BUCILLNAN. It would seem to me. aside from the humanitarian
considerations involved. althoua. in fact, onr basic ideals as a nation
center around the individual, his rights and his liberty.

It seems to me that there are 'some social imnlications in the long
run to permitting a situation to exist in which infants and peonle in
early childhood, and during the tii e of pregnancy, have nutritional
lacks that can have long-run social as well as individual consequences.

That being the case. we are meeting about, one-third of the problem
now, you have testified. or an estimated one-third. Let, me narrow it
down, all the witnesses support both of those programs. Is that correct?.
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Mr. GaF.Nvimx. Yes; that is correct.
Father MORIN. It is correct .

Mis. Kinn. Yes; as the legislation is introduced.
Mr. BtiblIANAN. What I want to get at is, Mr. Chairman, the dis-

tinctiOn between the various programs, because this gets a little con-
fusing I.think.

Mr. Grenville, you mentioned the delineation of the program not
being a retail program. Now, as I nnderstand, food stamps, for, exam-
ple, the person purchases the food stamps for a fraction of their retail
value, and then he goeS into a store and purchases all, . except the
excluded list, with the stamps on a retail basis.

As I understand the. WIC program, it is alsè a retail purchase
program. Now, would you explain the difference in the case of supple-
mental food programs?

Mr. Gar.xvitAx.. The supplemental food program uses nine commodi7
ties that have been set up as a basic supplement. These am purchased
on bids by the Department of Agriculture in bulk shipments, and they
are transported b trains to the various food distribution centers
around the country.

Then, in one form or another, the local agency distributes this food.
Some of them put the. supplemental packages together, they combine
the foods. In our case, we put it on our shelves as if it were a super-
market. And the persons. when they come in, have a list of the maximum
amount that. they can have.

Tn this program we, are not dealing directly with any funding in
the form of cash from the Government. We are dealing with the
support, coming by way 'of the commodity foods. The administrative
funding that. we use to warehouSe and distribute the foods has to
come from some other source, other than the Department of
Agriculture.

This has been one of our problems each year because our programs
have often failed to get the administrative funding,In some places
they have had to collect on street corners o keep the program alive,
such as in the case of St. Louis a few years ago.

The WIC program is set Up in the form of cash grants to the States'
health departments; which are then given to the local programs: The
usual pattern is to use these and to transform this cash in the form of
vouchers which are usable, in local retail outlets; or in the case of De-
troit, to contract, with home delivei-y companies, which deliver the
products to the door of the people.

There are a few projects around the country that use a co-op buying
system to purchase the food. and then distribute the food directly,
similar to the way we do it. These tend to be more economical.

Father Ifonrc. It is my personal appraisal, in terms of the economics
of the situation, the value of the food that is actually distributed and
put in the hands of the. people who need it. our experience has been that
the total administrative costs in Louisiana to administer the program
for 13.000 to 14,000 recipients on a monthlyhasis, the total administra-
tive costs for 1 year would be less than lb percent, while we are dis-
tributing over $:). million worth of food stuffs. That is the dollar value
at which the Department of Agricniture has purchased them.

If we were participating in. the WIC program. our administrative
costs wonld he provided to us as a certain percentage of the retail value
of that food that is provided. So we look at it from the point of view of
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which program.provides the most food per dollar for the recipients..
rather than having the voucher system which means that. the food has
come from the farmer or the producer through .the wholesaler, to the
retailer, and then to the recipient.

ThoSe who administer the program on the State or local level re-
ceive a percentage of the dollars, that they spend. You are faced, then,
with the question of how many cents out of each dollar appropriated
for the WIC program actually goes into providing food.

If the program is directed t oward a nutritional supplement, and not
an economic multiplier in the coninninit,y,. you would, then, base your
jialgment on how to get more food for the tax dollars to the people
who need it the most.

I think that some decisions have been made administratively that
aro based on the economics of the situation rather than -addressing
themselves specifically to the matter of quantity and quality of food
stuffs for those who have been diagnosed as being at nutritional risk.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Do you have a comment, Mrs. Kidd ?
Mrs. V.IDD. No.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Then you would maintain that where you have this

kind of program going, it could involve some administrative cost sav-
ings, and more food and more nutrition- delivered for Federal dollar
expenditure.

Father MORIN. I believe that the cost, administratively would be
more than double. In fact. I think this is the experience, a those who
are administering the. WIC program. So. I believe that the supple-
mental food program is a 'more economical one.

I think that with the inclusion of the comMercially, prepared iron
fortified infant formula, when one adds up the total nutrients at pres-
ent of the supplemental food program with its meat, peanut butter,
fruit juice, vegetables, and so forth, perhaps Mrs. Kidd can tell -us, that
we would have a more nutritious program than we do, in fact, with the
advent of the commercial formula. Yet all of this is at less cost to the
taxpayers, and putting more. of a variety of foods into the hands and
the households of the people who need it.

Mr. BucHANAN. Counsel reminds me that WIC does include a medi-
cal aspect that might be a portion of the administrative costs that are
involved in the value of the WIC program.

It would aPpear that. you are saying, in essence, that the bulk buyinff
by USDA, and skipping this whole wholesale-retail process is .a sub.-
.stantial saving. Yet i, in WIC, you do not haYe. the ncentive to saYe
because you are getting a percentage on how much you spend.

Father Morux. It is a cost-plus contract, if you will. The other thing
is that the supplemental 'food program in New Orleans does have
a medical component as well. The city health clinics are responsible
for the certification of the participants. and the. certifiCation is renewed
every 6 months which requires a visit back to the health clinic, or the
neighborhood health centers.

So, from hirth.up to 6 years, the children are put in contact with
medical personnel who are seeing them and .detecting any early
problems.

Mrs. KIM I would like to make a comment.. I think that I said that
the administrative dollars werefor the WIC program are connected
to.the redeemed food dollarS. It does charge the agency, once it issues
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. that voucher, to follow through with the patient to be sure that they
do, in fact,get the food.

I think that the other thing that does make the administrative costs
hard .for the WIC program is that there is a nutrition education com-
pOnent mandated. There, again, I would like for this committee to
realize that I am not opposed to supplemental feedine. programs. I
think that I would like to see some improvements made in both pro-
grams.

As tlie supplemental feeding program presently exists, I think that
the Department of Agriculture has a lot of latitude to make a lot of
decisions, and I am not .for that. I would like to see a guaranteed pack-
age that is designed for nutrient value rather than to get rid, of surplus
commodities.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wonder, is there an overlap with food stamps.
Would any of you comment on that? It is confusing looking at all
these different programs.

Mrs. KIDD. 1 don't think that there is an overlap with food stamps.
I am not quite sure if the examples that I am going to cite are exactly
true, but the allotment for food stamps is based .upon a normal family
of four, with a child of and a child of .12, and with no periods of
stress.

The reason that the WIC program and the supplemental food pro-
graM exist is that during the growth periods, the period frorn birth
to. age 6 is the period of rapid growth, when the. period of pregnancy
is -a period of physiologiCal stress to the body, and the food stamp
allotment does not provide the additional foods which are needed
during this time.

So there is reallY no overlap,.although both programs are providing,
in essence, food for people. One program gives a lot of choice. One
program is very restrictive, and the other program is very, very restric-
tive.

Mr: BUCHANAN. Is there any overlap in the supplemental feeding
program, and the WIC program ?

Mrs. KIDD. It is the same on both bases.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER:Thank you.
You were just talking about one of the problems of the supplemental

feeding proffram. and it is that it. has-grown up as an administrative
proeTam. haye authorized nothing that comes out of section 32,
and-the Department a-Agriculture has always sort of managed it as
they saw fiit, with really no guidelines from the Congress.

I guess that this is why they can change it around. Is that your
experience ? Yon really have nothing that yon can go to in law, if I
mulerst an d it correctly, in the supplemental program. that says : "Look,
you have to do it this way. Yon may have some principles and some
morals as to how it. should be done. but ..." as opposed to WIC where
you can point to sections of the law, and say : "This is what Congress
intended. ' Yon really cannot, do that with the supplemental food pro-
gram. Is that correct? .

Mr. Graixvi.u.E. That is correct. Every single reaction. the Depart-
ment of Agriculture changes. or makes dektims from the. food pack-
age. or decisions abolit what size of caseload yon can have, which are
very arbitrary from the beginning.
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For instance. for t he beginning, the caseload limit for the city of
Detroit was :3,500 laople. and we had an estiniatNI need of 53,000.
It took unusual pressure from one Senator. Senator Griffin, to get the .
.Department togo up to 15,000. It then took us 2 years of struggle, sonie
20,000 letters 'ftoni the metropolicy communit y, a face-to-face refusal
by Earl Butz to Senators Griffin and I [art. and an appeal over his
head to the President. tt year ago, and the President ordering the expan-
sion of the supplemental food program in Detroit.

That struggle took 2 years. and it has been a contest all along with
no legislation behind it. bet ween the political will and powers in the
locality. and the arbitrary inlministration of the Department of
Agriculture.

Mr...MILLER. So in the section 32 funds, it goes simply for the pur-
chase of the commodities and the shipment of the comModities to the
local entit ies. A fter that. you are on your own ?

Mr. GREN vi ua. That is right.
Mr. MILLER. How many distribution centers do you -have in Detroit ?
Mr. GaExvim.r. We have, two large centers. One in the. neighborhood

of 20.000 square feet, and the other about 15,000. We have railroad
sidings in the back. We unload into the building. We have then set
up shelves as i f it were a supermarket, and we distribute that way.

The problem that has made this kind of program difficult for many.
localities is one that. we solved, and others are solving, is that the
average mother may be picking up 00 pounds' worth of food: She really
can't use a bus or anything like Hint. She has to be using an automobile.

In cit ies like Detroit. in what is called the inner city, some 00 percent
of the people do not have transportation. This is where civic agencieS,
churches, and groups such as the Red Cross have, been able to work
with this program, because. we appeal to volunteers.

In our case. we use about SOO volunteers who provide, free of charge
tO the peoi de in the prop-ram. some 500 rides a month to and from the
distribution centers. We found a maximizing effect from this in the
sense that we have solved the transportation problem. and in intuty
cases we have put in touch with eaeh other. on a monthly basis. a fairly
well-to-do woman from Bloomfield Tiills and an inner-city mother who
has problem-3 with the welfare department, and problems coping
with many aspects of sticiety. Some very good relationships have been
formed between these people where they have done a. lot of helping
of each other. quite aside from goinfr to get supplemental foods.

Mr. MILLER. In your area. one. of the problems is the location of tbe
distribution center. and the inability of people to get there ?

INfrs. Kum. That is true.
Mr. Miti.F.a. There was no system of transportation available.
Mrs, Kum. Warren County is a much smaller area than Detroit.

it is a very small program serving 125. The county paid -for persons
to distribute the conunodities and provide the building. But it lweame
an economic, burden to keep the building open any more than 3
hours a week.

Mr. MILLER. Again .berause there are no administrative funds pro-
vided at all.

Mrs. Kum. That is correct.
Mr. M.u.t.En. Was it Detroit who made an application tn combine the

WIC vouchers with the supplemental food program ? Could you ex-
plain what your intent was and what happened ?
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Mr. Gar.xit,ta: Let me say all along that we were inyolved in the
early history of the W IC program bectutse the WIC program took
soine of its..,design from t he supPlemental food program. :In 1972 we held the first supplemental feeding conference in Detroit.We were asked to design other formats.for supplemental feeding, andsome of these were later borrowed for the WIC legislation, and whenit came it was a disappointment. to us.

.The city of Detroit, through its health department, made, proposalsfor WTC, which- were unaCeeptable to the Department. Finally, aftera year, they did accept the- WIC pmgram in the city.
.The DepartMent said that above all there must be no. duplication

between thoso two programs. It would not be possible 'for people tobenefit from both at the same time. We said :"Snre, that is right."
7 So they said that there would be a territorial limitation or exclusionof the two programs. The WIC program would only be in southwest
Detroit, and t he supplemental food program in the rest of the. city.In feet. the duplication was prevented by having a common masterfile, and not by the territorial limitation.

Most recently. we have been kind of adopting the position that wewanted to work with lmth programs. We wanted to improve the WIC
program. We wanted to borrow from WIC for the supplemental pro-gram until we had. possibly, one program of a design that was As ready
as anyone could make.

Most recently. the Detroit Health Department applied for a change
in its WIC program. It applied for permission to lathe two programs
run throughout the citY together, to use the wholesale buying method
in the case of the infants package under WTC, and to allow the nurses
and the doctors in the clinics, for instance, to certify an infant for WIC
and the other children in the family for supplemental food.

So the person could make one trip, let ns say, to the Focus: HOPE
Food Center. and receive at that location the WIC package for the
infant, and the remainder of supplemental foods for the rest, of thechildren.

Mr. Mt m.r.kai. Let me just. go over this. Ideally what you were looking
for was a person who could go through the health screening process,
take the WIC coupons to the distrilmt ion center and buy the food there
with those coupons at coneeivably what would have been the lower
cost. because you would ha ve.used t he, purchasing power of -USDA.

(rmmm:xvu r.u. Definitely.
Mr..Mit.z.mt. This would have required USDA. to some extent, to

expend their commodities available to comply with the requirements
of WIC. Is that. correct?

Mr. Garxvit.t.E.. If the WIC foods were not supplied by- -USDA, at
least they would he bought on a wholesale level.

Mr. Mit.i.xn. So you could have ended up having a person come. to
the distribution center with WIC coupons worth $20 and purchase
$:20 worth of (roods, as prescribed by the coupons. They would get pro-
tein foods and so forth, and perhaps few more items than they.would
have been able to. in I he local 'retail-market.

Mr. Ont:xvit.t.E. That is right.
Mr. MILLER. Tliat would appear to me to he logical. Butt. USDA said

"no." Was it t lie theory t hat there Was :ming to be duplication on both
programs?.
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Mr. GRENVILLE. T. don't know what their speCific response was, but
I Would guess that was part of it, the saMe as the territorial exclusion.

.

Mr. MILLER. What they did does not make sense to me. It would'
seem.to me that it would be cost saving. It would have lowered the ad-
ministrative costs of the WIC program. It may have improved your
purchasing power because of volume. It seems to make some kind of

sense.
.You would have had one list, And that would have been the people

on WIC. It would have been more difficult to keep track of the other
peoPle. If a, person showed who was also on WIC, you would have

known;
Mr. GRENVILLE. According to this plan, it would have been possible

for a single family, for instance, a mother with several children to
have one of them in the WIC program. because it was more favorable
in the way of it supplement, and the others in the supplemental food

program.
Mr. MILLER. Father Mohi, have you tried to do anything like that

in the New Orleans Archdiocese of Louisiana ? Have you combined

the best of both programs. or have you simply ruled ont the WIC?
Father MORIN. Prior to my coining to work in the program, the

archdiocese, along with .the city health officials of New SCIrleans, had

prepared a hybrid proposal which they called WICS, it had an "s" at
the end. It was a supplemental feeding program that combined .ele-

ments of both, and it was not accepted.
Mr. MILLER. Mrs. Kidd, do you know of any that have been accepted,

or are being accepted?
Mrs. KIDD. No. It would be highly desirable.

.

Mr. MILLER. That is what I tend to think.
Father MORIN. I wonder if I could offer an illustration of the need

of this legislation, concerning the supplemental food program in terms

of our dealings with the Department of Agriculture.
Since.its inception it has been stated that it would be most desirable

for the supplemental food program to provide iron fortified, vitamin

enriched, coMmercially prepared formula. On several occasions, we

were told that this was not possible.
In March of this year a question was addressed to the Department,

of Agriculture through-. Senator Long's office, simply asking whether

or not under the existinglegislation the USDA. had the capability ti)
purchase and provide the formula to the supplemental food program,

on the basis of the 1935 legislation.
_The, response from the Department of Agriculture .was, yes, the De-

partment does have the authority to purchase and supply infant for-
mula to the supplemental food program, but they haye decided. on-the

'basis of policy and the opinion of experts, that evaporated milk and

corn sirup Would be as nutritious for the children. So we have an

anSwer.
Then, inpursuing that, finally on August 16 of this year we received

a_communication saying that the supplemental food program will

receive this commercially prepared' iron fortified. formula for -the
infant category. That is one group that is served from birth through
age 12 months in the supplemental food prOgram.

In the same conimunication there was an item saying: "If you
accept this formula for this age group, then milk for the other age.
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categories will be deleted." Now this is not on the basis of law.' It is
siMply a discretionary, arbitrary decision, saying: -We will give you
somethMg with this hand, because you have the force to coerce us,
aceording to the law, to provide this. Un...the other hand, we will take
thiS measure against you.'

We ..need this present legislation, so that the supplemental food
program does have its legitiMacy.

Mr. MI LLE1i. Mr. Pressler, do you have ai:y questions'?
Mr. PRESSLEM Wouldit he desirable to formulate a single authoriza-

tion in the law which would provide for a single program, combining
the. advantage§-of WIC and the snpplemental food program?

-Mr. URENV1tLE. I think that it would he desirable, and it is fairly
_well agreed. lithink the reason why, as I said in my testimony, many
cities with large supplemental food programs have held out against
everything from nn invitation to downright Coercion by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture to change over their supplemental food program
tO WIC is- that, in our opinion, the WIC program is net yet as good
a program as what we have.

A .feeling in other cities is that OIL: supplemental leeding program
.stilt has broader coverage. The children are covered 1 year longer than
they are under the WIC program. The mother is covered at this
moment 6 months longer, which we feel is a wise decision in view of
future pregnancies.

The package contains fciiiihaliat go beyond. the WIC supplement,
and tuie director of the WI C, program in Detroit very often describes
it as a breakfast program because it. contains so much milk, eggs, and-
juice and cereal, whereas the supplemental program contains some
other nutritional resources such as meat, vegetables, and things of this
kind that are more usable in a family situation.

I think that the viewpoint of the supplemental food directors is
that when the WIC program is rendered as good or better than what
we presently have, that is the point where we will want a single.
program.

Mrs. Kinn. Yes, we Would like a single program in Kentucky. .

Mr. GREENVILLE. Yesterday you heard some testimony from Dr.
-Edozien and Dr. Zee which tended to indicate that they would hke
the Medical entryway into WIC opened up a little bit, not as restrictive
and not as difficult. There is a point to that also.

Tf you gt-o .back into,:the historY of supplemental feeding, and get
to the earliest decision of USDA to start this supplemental feeding
program, you will find that it was based on their old role of having
surplus commodities and they wanted to find a way to distribnte. them.

The idea that the distribution would be based on a medical need
rather than purely an income need was somewhat revolutionary for
the tinw. It Predated the thinking! behind WIC by several years. but
it, did not restrict, the program into some very standardized, definitive
types of measurements.

It did Pot- saY: "Yon mno- rind n bematoerit below this level. You
must. measure the head and weigh the .bndy. and all...of the .other
things." Tt simply said : "Tf the health prnfessinnpl who writes pre.-
serhltions fnr medicine n all di flerent kinds finds a case of mal-
nutrition. he may Si "TI a prescrintion for food. and their signahire
is the certification. We trust their professional judgment."
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. When WIC came along, they put in a lot of standardized types of
measurements, at least each State department had to design some sort
of objective that they were going to use. The result in the concrete today
is that in order to enter the WIC program in Detroit, you must fill
out a six-page form: To enter the Focus : HOPE .supplemental food
program, you fill out a 5 by 8 card with a doctor'S signature on it.
-When you are dealing with a city with iu estimated need for sup-

plemental food of 130,000:people, and the inimber of health profes-
sionals working in the city is limited, there is no way that you can
get to those 130,000, filling out six-page forms. We have to 'trust the

-health professionals as we have in thepast.
I think they were saying, and I would go along with this from,

again,. the standpoint of the supplemental food program director,.and
what his problems would be with the WIC setup right now. Tin§ is
one of the big problems.

It is a big problem for the health ,3rofessionals in the city who write
both kinds of applications, and reallly would much rather write that
short form than the long form:

Mr. BucHANAN. I would like to pursue this medical need for just a
bit1 and Mrs. Kidd, I want to explore your earlier answer about people
lining up at the Department, and the adverse effect that this might
have.

.
We are currently, in this country, in the, process of a national um,

munization program conducted by the Public Health Services for'
swine flu. It is one of the, functions that they fulfill from time to time.

Suppose thene were a dread disease, which affected 3 million persons
in the United States, which disease caused those persons to develop
more slowly, less completely, to be, slow learners, fit the description
that we heard yesterday in the testimony of Dr. Edozien as to the
measureable. di fferences between those. who suffer from malnutrition
and those who had those needs met.

Suppose that you had a disease in the United States that was having
this effect on this many people, wouldn't it be appropriate that you
enter into a. nationwide program trying to eradicate it ?

Mrs. Kinn. I agree with you totally. It is nnfortunate that many of
our boards of health are controlled by people who do not see it the way
that you do.

Our program does not. have a ft-page form. Our nutritional risk
criteria does give the competent professional the right tclIpt, people on,
when in his nwdical opinion they ao need the W IC program.

We have, as I said before, the inadequate diet criteria. But to sell
our Program to the people that are putting the restrictions on health
services, we feel that we have to say .that it has to have a medical
component.

Mr. BrorrAN-Ax. I understand this. I was only pinning down what
we mean by medical criteria, or medical component. I 'wanted to.make
sure that yon were thinking in terms of preventative medicine, or in
terms of a condition of malnutrition, and not. simply medical evidence
that something is specifically wrong _with this person at.this time. .

Mrs. Kinn. TTntil we got an increase in funds for the WIC program,
we had gotten tight enough that. the pregnant women. as soon as they
delivered, were signing'off of the program so that their babies cmild
come on the program. Now this program is much too restrictive..
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I feel that we shmi Id have sidlicient moneys to serve all catekories of
these people.

We never implemented this, !nit Nye worked with the local projects,
and We said:

If y(ol have 0 premature bahy that comes into the program one day, and you
have a .1-yen r.old that comes from a poor family that does not have quite the
proper food to eat, which person woild you Inn. on the program first?

We had lioalt Ii people who were ha yin., to make that kind of de-
eisions. I think that t his is a very un fortunate situation.

We have some caseload flexibility now, but there are still restrictions
on.WIC. You aro eventually go:ng to spend your moneyond you are*
-!romg to have to send some people away, or take people ofT to putl
other pe.op le on.

Father MoluN. In relatiOnship to the. question as to whether or not
ono pronTam, one authorization would be the best, agree with the
others. f believe that this has been our posture from the very beginning.

.1 think that Now Orleans wonld have liked to have gone over to the
WIC program. but persons responsible for it did not feel that they
mild stand face to face in our neig,hborhood distribution centers, and
tell the people who had been served by the program :

We are doing the hest thing for you. We are going to switch. We are changing
over, and froni now on you will not have to come here.

We had to lind out. in terms of the rez-ulations that were published
on the WIC propTam, whether or.not theWIC program process would
be open ended as was intended, so t hat the WIC program and the
individual foods contained within it, wit h in a period of time could be
amplified, modified, new items added in.

If we lind had that kind of assurn nee from the Department of Agri-
culture, we would have felt that what was best in the supplemental
food program could event unlly.be incorporated into the WIC progmm,
to get t he beans, or the peanut butter. or the other protein items that
would In! needed.

Since there was no initiative, no affirmative response, our present
content ion iS that as lon!r as the. supplemental food program exists,
and it has a munher of part icipants as it does, we can hopefully draw
a new synthesis on the day when we will 1m ve the hest supplemental
feeding prop-rant for the undernourished and the malnourished people
in the count ry.

111,1,Eit. Do you have any further questions. Mr. Buchanan ?
Mr. BCC!! A NA N. 1 ha ve ono more.
One of the witnesses earlier referred to the fact that the commodities

prmrram started in USDA as a matter of handling certain surplus
comniodit ies. Now we don't have any surplus commodities, although
we have potential apTioulture beyond what we arc producing.

It leads me to this. No- matter how many fine lwople there ;UT, and
there are many I am sure in this. area of Ole Department of Ap:-.rieul-
hire. essentially the Deliartment exists for the agricultural industry,
for farmers. It may not be oriented toward going out, and purchasing
commodities so 1 lint von ma y have a better nutrition program, for that
purpose.

It leads me to this because of the. conservatism or the Department
of Agriculture. apparently bein!, a very substantial part of whatever
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problem there iS in.making the most of these programs that are. pro-
Tided by.'the law, and autherimd by the Congress. Do Yeu feel that,
there might be some need for looking. at chaliging the location of the
nutrition effort ? Is the Department of Agriculture the right place ?
Do you have any comment on that ?

Mr. GRENVILLE. Our feeling is that theprogram might be better off
in some other hands. Wc tend to agree that the commonly suggested
location of these programs in HEW would. probably not be- to our
benefit: .

:At least, there is the simple process of finding out who in the De-
partment of Agriculture is . responsible, at least knowing who you
have to talk to.

There have been suggestions in the past, in view of the nationalstudy
2 years ago of nutritional questions in the United 'States that there
should be set up: an Office of Nutrition in the Government, which
would be somewhat independent. I can see that because we now have
so many programs that relate directly to nutrition, and on top of that
'we have nutritional needs that the Government is not set up to meet.

For instance, all the questions of ordinary use of chemicals in food,
the use of additives, the questions of the relationship between diseases,
heart diseases and other types of things, and the quality of mitritiOn..
I think that it has become such a broad question that an independent
agency is almosfjustified.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Would the other witnesses comment on that?
Mr. KIDD. I would support the independent agency. But most of all'

I think that we need to direct food programs designed to'ineet nutri-
tional needs to an agency that buys and has that as a purpose.

Mr. MILLER. Do )rou have any further comments ?
Father MORINA would say, since we.are at the end of the goal, the

iobjective, I think that it is mportant here that the 'Department of
Agriculture has one purpose, not one purpose but started out ini-
tially that their task was to handle the commodities.

It appears that administratively..they do have the capability in
that. area. Perhaps they don't have the capability or the sensitivity
.to human needs situations that are involved. But as far as administer-
ing it, the mechanisms are there, and they do that job. But they are
not trying to achieve- the same end that we are, or that the Congress

iis when t legislates a supplemental feeding program.
The other thing is, they still would have the money, the source.of

revenue to purchase the commodities, even' when there are not- sur-
plus -commodities at present. They can make tbese purchases on the

. open market.
So if somebody else were given the revenues from the import .duty,

or.wherever they get their funds for this purpose, and then haVe this
set up in an independent ageney dealing with 'nutrition for all age
groups. then I think that 'we would proba- bly be in an ideal situation.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
.Mr. MILLER. If there are no further questions, I want to thank you

very much for your testimony. today. I think that Mr. Buchanan,
who has given us so much support on these issues on; the other side
of the, aisle, has put his finger on the. point.
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After six cases of swine flu, we appropriated $335 million, and for
3 million cases of nmlnntrition we only found $150 million, and
we had to sue to get that. So that may give you some kind of indica-
tion. I would suggest that it is because swine flu hits executives and
rich people as well as poor people.

Thank you very much. and good day..
.The subcoinnlittee will now adjourn until tomorrow morning at

9 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 10:25 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to re-

convene at 9 a.m., Wednesday. Septenther 1, 1976.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH

PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1976

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Washington,D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 :05 a.m., in room

2175, Raybnrn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chair-
man of die subcommittee) presiding.

-Members present : Representatives Perkins, Miller and Buchanan.
Staff present : John F. Jennings, majority counsel ; Charles Rad-

chfie, minority counsel ; and Marian R. Wyman, special assistant to the
chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. We are delighted this morning to welcome be-
fore the oversight hearings on the school lunch of the Subcommittee
on Elementary. Secondary and Vocational Education, Dr. Robert
Baldwin, director of research for Morton Frozen Foods ; Mr. Herbert
E. Ross, director of quality for Morton Frozen Foods; and Dr. Ruth
M. Leverton, nutrition consultant.

We will hear from you first, Dr. Baldwin. Without objection, your
prepared statement will be inserted in the reCord.

Dr. BALDWIN. If you will permit, we would prefer to have Mr. Ross
present his statement first.

Chairman PERKINS. You mav proceed, Mr. Ross.
Your prepared statement wilibe inserted in the record.
[Prepared statement of Herbert E. Ross follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HERBERT E. Ross, DIRECTOR OF QUALITY, MORTON
FROZEN FOODS, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Sir. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am Herbert Ross, Director of
Quality for Morton Frozen Foods OOmpany. One of the country's foremost packers
of frozen foods. Morton has headquarters at Charlottesville, Va., with major
processing plants at Crozet. Va., and Russellville, Ark.

We have been in the frozen foods business since 1940 when our company was
founded in Louisville, Ky. We moved our general offices to Virginia in 1974,
locating near our main plant It is there, at Cromt, Va., that all processing is done
for the school Pinch program.

Morton entered the school lunch business in 1069, serving meals to just 1,700
children a day in Bridgeport, Ct. We are proud to point out that we still number
the Bridgeport schools among the districts we now serve in 11 states. Starting
next week we will be supplying preplate school lunches for more than 250,000
children a day. I might add that in many eases the introduction of preplate
feeding where no meals had been served has provided steady employment for
substantial numbers of men and women.

( 701 )
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Because or this deep involvement, we feel we can speak knowledgeably an
many aspects of school feeding. I am accompanied here today by Dr. Robert R.
Baldwin, Director of Research and Development for Morton Frozen Foods.

Dr. Baldwin has been in food research for more than 30 years. He is renowned
throughout the United States and abroad as an accomplished authority on food
and nutrition. He has been involved in Morton's school lunch program from
the outset, and he and his staff are responsible for the formulation of meals that
provide desired health benefits in a balanced school feeding plan.

My own responsibilities with Morton cover all product lines, including the
school lunch program. The Quality Department is responsible for making certain
that the company meets or exceeds all U.S. Department of Agriculture standards
throughout every phase of food processing, packagit.g, warehousing and shipping.
That applies to the preplate meals prepared for the various school systems we
serve as well as to all other Morton product lines. Among other things, this
features an internal effort in which we have successiully involved our own hourly
workers, numbering more than 1,300 at the Crozet, Va. facility alone. These
employees have been invited to take part in our quality efforts and it has become
a matter of intense personal pride for them to attain the standards they have
helped to set.

[To dramatize the precautions we take in order to make certain that our school
lunches meet sanitary, weight, quality, nutritional and other norms, I would
like to summarize our inspection procedures for you.]

Every incoming shipment of commodities and other foods and ingredients is
inspected not only by our own trained staff but is also under the surveillance of
the six Department of Agriculture resident inspectors who are continuously on
duty. These reviews are backed up by periodic Food and Drug Administration
inspection which we consistently pass.

Our own process-line personnel inspect food preparation and packaging every
step of the way. We have no less than one such inspector for every 10 processing
and packaging employees.

We maintain one of the best laboratories in the food industry at Crozet,
staffed by a microbiological test team with outstanding qualifications, and they
continuonsly inspect random samples pulled from the line.

Twice a year that facility is subjected to a fine-comb inspection by the American
Institute of Baking in which we regularly receive an "excellent" rating. Outside
laboratories also conduct analyses of our products. and we encourage all the
school boards we serve to have similar independent tests made as a further
safeguard against deviation from standards.

The most relentless inspection comes from that most exacting judge of all,
howeverthe American consumer. It is a fact of life that, as a member of the
food industry, we undergo hourly and daily inspection in the supermarkets and
kitchens all over the country. As a major company, recognized throughout the
United States, we cannot afford to distribute any products which do not measure
up to the expectations of the buying public.

This applies to the school lunch program as well as to any other product area.
We are not only motivated by our desire to provide the best food and nutrition
Imssible under the terms of the program, but we are also constantly mindful of
the consumer watching everything we do. If we were to provide unsatisfactory
meals to the children. their parents would very quickly reflect their unhappiness
in the marketplace. They have numerous choices among other food companies
of equal prominence.

I would like to address myself briefly to the broad concept of the mealpack
or preplate frozen lunch.

To begin with we at Morton believe it is entirely appropriate and beneficial to
society overall that a subsidized school feeding program be conducted throughout
the United States. We believe it is especially important in communities with
significant proportions of low or modest income families. I think we are all agreed
that the essential purpose of the program is to make certain that no child will be
unable to learn because of undernourishment or malnutrition.

It therefore becomes essential that every school district be able to provide
ample, satisfying and nutritious meals. Unfortunately, many of our school
systems, especially those in our large elites but also in some rural areas, are
faced with severe financial problems.

Many of the urban schools, located in low-income, heavily Populated areas,
are saddled with pre-World War II buildings which lack the facilities and the
capabilities to prepare and serve hot meals.

t
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With hudgets already stretched painfully in order to maintain education

standards, such schools often luck the resources they would need to equip the
old buildings with a kitchen and a cafeteria.

Up to now, there was no Laternative available to the children in many of these

schools other than the old brown bag or sack lunch. In today's social situation,

such a meal is often sadly lacking in nutrition ; ofttimes, children would come

to school with no lunch at all.
Fortunately, modern food technology provides an excellent answer to this

dilemma in the form of the so-called preplate lunch.
Frozen foods have become one of the categorical staples of the American diets

since their introduction in the early 1930s. Rare is the housewife who does not
draw extensively from the frozen food chest of her supermarket for vegetables,
fruits, juices, desserts, entrees, snacks and even entire dinners to serve her
family. She knows it is both economically and nutritionally sound to en so. As

you know, many of the finest restaurants in America and Europe rely on frozen
foods of many sorts for the very same reasons.

Thus, the preplate concept.
Mealpack not only solves the capital cost problem hut enables schools to serve

hot meals without adding significantly to their operating costs. Staffing require-
ments for preplate meals are truly modest compared with other feeding systems.

Preplate meals can be provided often at significantly lower unit costs than
food served cafeteria-style.

Mealpack gives the food service director extra flexibility through a great
variety of menus which can be adjusted to meet the likes and dislikes of children
and to reflect ethnic preferences.

Preplate enables school dieticians to expose children to varieties of food im-
portant to good health, continuing classroom education in the lunch room by
acquainting them with the taste, source and value of unfamiliar meats, fruits
and vegetables.

Mealpack enables the children to participate in menu planning, encourages
them to vote on meals and ingredients, tempts them to eat.

Preplate facilitates the preparation of only the precise amount of food needed.
There is no problem of getting excessive amounts of food ready and running the
risk of spoilage. Exactly as many mealpacks are removed from the freezer as are
needed to feed the exact number of children in school on a given day.

Since nutritionists want to expose school children to varieties of foods, and
since children's tastes vary from class to class and school to school, some food
that is served in any feeding system will surely be left on trays or plates. Allega-
tions of extraordinary waste in preplate feeding are simply not supported hy the
experience of our customers.

Children's appetites also vary and the Department of Agriculture should
certainly be supported in seeking ways to adjust portion sizes without sacrificing
either nutrition or meal satisfaction.

Frozen food meal systems assure school authorities of conSistency, uniformity,
and reliably high quality in day-to-day meal service.

Preplate lunches, combining Department of Agriculture commodities with
choice meat and other foods, provide wholesome, pure, and nutritious Type A
meals in a planned and balanced diet throughout the school year.

Thus, thousands and thousands of children who might otherwise eat poorly,
if they did not go altogether hungry, are given the foundation for long and
healthy lives and are better able to get the most from school.

Mr. Chairman, we at Morton believe that the preplate concept, although it is
still relatively new, is getting better every year. We believe it to be a sound
response to present-day needs and a system which can only grow because of the
fong-term benefits it offers.

At the same time, we recognize that program improvements can be made. To
that end we respectfully urge for your consideration the following recommenda-
tions :

1. Department of Agriculture regulations should he adjusted to permit por-
tion-size variations according to the age of the childwithout reducing the nu-
tritional values in the meals.

2. Nutrition education ought to be made a part of the hasic school curriculum.
3. The Department of Agriculture commodity program ought to be continued

but modified so that commodities can be shipped in the raw state direct to proc-
essors as a means of saving Federal funds by reducing transportation and ware-
housing expenses.'
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.4.. Governmental authorities. educators and other school personnel, responsible
parent Organizations and food processors ought to work constructively together
in a cooperative effort to insure the continuation and further huprovement of
the school lunch program as a vital service to tbe chikiren of America.

Thank you for your attention to my portion of the program and I would like
to ask Dr. Baldwin to add his comments to those I have just made:

STATEMENT OF HERBERT E. ROSS, DIRECTOR OF QUALITY, MORTON
FROZEN FOODS, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Mr. Ross. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

.

I am I Ierbert Ross, director of quality for...Morton Frozen Foods Co.
Ono of the country's foremost packers of frozen foods, Morton has

headquarters at Charlottesville, Va., ith major processing plants at
.Crozet, Va., and Russellville, Ark. We have been in the frozen food
business since 1046, when our company was founded in.:LouisviIle, Ky.

Morton entered the school lunch business in 190, serving meals io
just 1,700 children a dav in Bridgeport, Conn. We are proud to point
out that we 8ti1l numbjr the Bridgeport schools among the districts
wo now serve in 11 States.

Starting next week, we will be supplying preplated school lunches
for more than 9,50,000 children a day.

I am accompanied hero by Dr. Baldwin, our director of research and
development at. Morton 'Frozen Fonds. Dr. Baldwin has been in food
research for more than 30 years. He is renowned throughout the United
States and abroad as an accomplished authority on food and nutrition.

He has been involved in the Morton school lunch program from the
outset, and he and his staff are responsible for the formulation of meals
that provide desired health benefits in a balanced school feeding plan.

My own responsibilities with Morton cover all aspects of Morton
products, which includes the school lunch program. The quality de- .

partment is responsible for makinti certain that, the company meets
or exceeds all U.S. Department of ''Agriculture standards throughout
tevery phase of food processing, packaging, warehousing, and shipping.
That applies to the preplated meals prepared for the various school
systems we. serve as well as to all other Morton product lines.

I would like to summariZe our inspection procedures briefly. Every
incoming shipment of commodities and other foods and ingredients is
inspected not only bV our own trained staff but is also under the sur-
ve,i Hance of the six Department of Agricuhure resident inspectors who
are continuously on duty.

These reviews are backed up by periodic Food and Drug Admin-
istration inspections whieh we consistently pass. Our own process line
personnel inspect food preparation and packaging every step of the
wav. We have no less than one such inspector for every 10 processing
find packaging employee:5.

We maintain one of the best laboratories in the food industry at
Crozet, staffed by a microbiological test team with outstanding qualifi-
cations. and they continuously inspect random samples pulled from
the line, which includes the, prephned frozen packs used in tbe school
syst ems.

Twice a year that facility is also subjected to a detailed inspection by
the American Institute of Baking in which we regularly receive an
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"excellent" rating: We also use outside laboratories to conduct analyses
of our products, to certi fy on r own t ests and our own procedures.

We encourage all school boards we serve to give us similar tests.
This, again, gives us further safeguards against any deviation- from
the standards.

The most relentless inspection comes'from that most exacting judge
of all, however, the American consumer. It is a fact Of life that, as
a member of the food industry, we undergo hourly and daily inspec-
tion in the supermarkets and kitchens all over the country.

As a major company recognized throughout the United States, we
cannot afford to distribute any products which do not measure up to
the expectations of the buying public. This applies to the school lunch
program as well as to any other products.

If we were to provide unsatisfactory meals to the children, their
parents would very quickly reflect their unhappiness in the market-
place. They have numerous choices among other food companies of
equal prominence.

I would like to address myself briefly to the broad concept of the
mealpack or preplate frozen lunch.

To begin with, we at Morton believe it is entirely appropriate and
beneficial to society overall that a subsidized school feeding program
be conducted throughout the United States.

We believe it is especially important in comthunities with signifi-
cant proportions of low-. or modest-income families. I think that we
all are agreed that the essential purpose of the program is to make
certain that no child will be unable to learn because of undernourish-
ment Or malnutrition.

It, therefore, becomes essential that every school district be able to
provide ample, satisfying, and nutritious meals. Unfortunately, many
of our school systems, especially those in our large cities but also in
some rural areas, are faced with severe financial problems.

Many of the urban schools, located in low-income heavily popu-
lated areas, are saddled with pre-World War II buildings which
lack the facilities and.the capabilities to prepare and serve hot meals.
With budgets already stretched painfully in order to maintain educa-
tion standards, such schools often lack the resources they would need
to equip the old buildings with a kitchen and a cafeteria.

Fortunately, modern food technology provides an excellent answer
to this dilemma in the form of the so-called preplate lunch.

Frozen foods have become one of the categorical staples of the
American diet since their introduction in the early 1930's. Rare is
the housewife who does not draw extensively from the frozen food
chest of the supermarket for vegetables, fruits juices, desserts, en-
trees, snacks, and even entire dinners to serve her family.

She balows it is both economically and nutritionally sound to do
so. As you know, many of the finest restaurants in America and Europe
rely on frozen foods of many sorts for the very same reasons.

Thus the preplate concept :
Afealpack not only solves the. capital cost problem but enables schools

to serve hot meals without adding siffhnificantly to their operating
costs. Staffing requirements for preplate meals aie truly modest com-
pared with other feeding systems.
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Prep late meals can be provided often at significantly lower -unit
costs than food served cafeteria style.

Mealpack-gives the'food service director extra flexibility through a
great variety of menus which can be adjusted to meet the likes and
dislikes of children and to reflect ethnic preferences.

Preplate enables school dietitians to expOse children to Varieties of
food important to good health; continuing classroom education in the
lunchroom by acquainting them with the taste, source and value of
unfam iliar meats fruits, and vegetables.

Mealpack enables the children to participate in menu Planning, en-
courages them to vote on meals and ingredients, tempts them to eat.

Preplate facilitates the preparation of only the precise amount of
food needed. There is no problem of getting excessive amounts of
'food ready and running the risk of spoilage. Exactly as many meal-.
packs are removed from the freezer as are needed Co feed the exact

-.number of children in school on a given day.
Since nutritionists want to expose schoolchildren to varieties of

foods, and since children's tastes vary f.rom class to class and schOol
to school, some food that is served in any feeding system will surely
be left. on tray:: nr plates. Allegations of extraordinary waste in pre-
plate feeding are simply not supported by the experience of our cus-
tomers.

Children's appetites also vary and the Department of Agriculture
should certainly be supported in seekingways to adjust portion sizes
without sacrificing either nutrition or meal satisfaction.

Frozen food meal systems assure school authorities of consistency,
uniformity and reliably high quality in day-to-day meal service.

Preplate lunches, combining Department of Agriculture commodi-
ties with choice meat and other food§ provide wholesome, pure, and
nutritious type A meals in a planned and balanced diet throughout
the school year.

Thus, thousands and thousands of children who might otherwise eat
poorly, if they did not go altogether hungry, are (riven the founda-
tion for long and healthy lives and are better able tO get the most
from sChool.

Mr. Chairman, we at Morton believe that the preplate concept,
although it is still relatively new, is gettino- better every year. We
believe it to be a sound response to present day needs and a system
which can only grow because of the long-term benefits it offers.

At the same time, we recognize that program improvements can be
made. To that end, we respectfully urge for your consideration the
'following recomMendations:

1. Department of Agriculture regulations should be adjusted to
permit portion-size variations according to the age of the childwith-
out reducing the nutritional values the meals:

2. Nutrition education ought to be made a part of the basic school--
curriculum.

3. The Department of Agriculture commodity program ought to
be continued but modified so that commGdities can be shipped in the
raw state direct to the processors as a means of saving Federal funds
by reducing transportation and warehousing expenses.

4. Governmental authorities, educators and other school personnel,
responsible parent organizations and food processors ought to work
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constructively together in a cooperative .effort to insure the continua-.
tion and further improvement of the school lunch program as a vital
service to the children of America.

Thank you for your attention to my portion of the proffram. I
would now like to ask Dr. Baldwin to aod his comments toi'those I
have jtist made.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Dr. Baldwin.
Without objection, your prepared statement will be inserted in the .

record. You may summarize if you care.
[Prepared statement of Vr. Robert R. Baldwin follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. BALDWIN, Par. D., DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT, MORTON FROZEN FOODS, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my remarks will be brief. I expect
that I can be of greatest hell) by answering as many questions as I can on the
technical and nutritional aspects of the frozen preplate lunch system.

My duties with Morton Frozen Foods include Research and Development
responsibilities for the company's entire product lineretail as well as the Na-
tional School Lunch program. In the latter area, I am charged with development
of National School Lunch product and process specifications, making certain
that we meet all requirements as defined by the Department of Agriculture.

In this work, I am able to draw on the background of a food industry career
that. dates back to 1946, augmented by my broad assignment with Morton which
stauted ln 1968 with a study of the nutrition and acceptability of an extensive
variety of formulated food products. Incidentally, we concluded in that study
that we should launch a major effort in the area of frozen preplates meeting
USDA specifications.

Mr. Ross has already commented on the sizeable quality control effort at
our plant in Crozet, Virginia, where all our school lunches are prepared. I
would like to discuss the nutritional values of the mealpack system.

Available experimental data show that freezing is less destructive to the nu-
tritive value of food than other processing methods. In fact, frozen foods are
generally equal to or better than fresh foods in terms of nutritive value.

In preparing frozen preplate lunches we take the opportunity to process and
freeze all meal components at the peak of perfection, minimizing deterioration
in flavor, teiture, appearance, color and nutrition. These products are packed
and frozen under exacting sanitary controls and held in the frozen state to
insure that the quality is retained right up to preparation time.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot state it too strongly: The preplate concept is the
Most 'effective, most dependable way of providing consistent high quality, whole-
someness and nutrition on a national scale.

Morton Frozen Foods has been working with the Department,of Agriculture
on related matters of food nutrition and acceptability since the nineteen-sixties.
I have personally enjoyed working with Dr. Aaron Altschul when he was with
the Department, and with many of his associates and others in the Food and .
Nutrition Service of USDA. Working with such individuals, we have learned
much about how and what to feed children.

This has served us well, we believe, ever since we decided to enter school
preplate feeding in 1969. We applaud the Department for its continued research
on enriching or fortifying selected food components for use in school feeding.
Their work on high protein pasta and fortified textured vegetable protein are
excelhmt examples of well-defined, nutritionally designed .products which keep
costs down and nutrition up. Such activities should be sustained.

Our reliance on USDA work is typical of the way we at Morton approach
any feMing problem. We reach out for the advice and counsel of the best minds
in the field. drawing on the expertise and resources of such outstanding insti-
tutions as Harvard. Columbia and Rutgers Universities.

You may understand, therefore, why we are so acutely distressed when we
hear accusations that the mealpack program falls short nutritionally. We know
otherwise, and charges that preplating somehow robs the food of its original,
essential goodness just cannot be justified.
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On that very point,- The National Nutrition Consorilum, whose work draws
on the services of some of the most outstanding professional nutritionists in
indnstry, government, academia and private research, reported as follows:

The small foss of nutrients that may be incurred during the processing of food
are either compensated for or are of minor practical significance. Further study
has shown that industry methods of food preparation are so much faster and
better cOntroiled than are those of the homemaker thatas one example.
frozen processed foods may come to the table with more nutrients intact than
hoine-cooked fresh ones. (Nutrition Labeling, How It Can Work For You, p. 114
In, Copyright, The National Nutrition Consortium.)

Statements such as this add to our certainty that the preplate lunch system
does indeed have the advantages we see in it. One might add to the Consortium
report the ok;ervation that canned vegetablesheated in large vessels as in a
steam tablelack the nutritional valu, never mind the taste, of frozen vege-
tables. It should be remembered, too, that fresh vegetables can be served in
many parts of the country only after a three to five-day truck journey.

I am personally convinced that well-conceived foods such as those provided
in preplate lunches are at the very least equal to other foods available .to our
schools.

Meal components are frozen at the peak of perfection.
They provide essential protein, vitamins and minerals.
They are supplied and served in the most sanitary fashion possible.
They are tasty and appealing to children.
They expose children to a great variety of foods and build good dietary habits.
They represent one more Progressive step in the culinary evolution Americans

have enjoyed since we stopped blackening all our food over an open hearth.
Add to these points the inescapable economic evidence supparting their in-

creased use throughout the United States, and one can only hope that this Com-
mittee will welcome even wider adoption of the preplate/mealpack concept as a
key part of the overall school feeding program.

This country cannot afford to see whole generations grow up inadequately
educated just because too many of our children are too hungry to learn. Nor
can we afford to have those same children grow up without learning the value
of good, wholesome food. We need to teach them what we have failed.to learn
as a nation which has never grasped the need for extensive nutritional education
at all levels.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, we commend you and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for your ongoing concern with this whole broad issue, and
we pledge to.you our cooperation in any way in which we can be of assistance.
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U.S. RDA CHART

U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances"
is., use fl nulrotion Is Doling of foods. inctudIng lonclii Mel Mut Am Waren end mineral supplement% in the ordef

enich Mey 00.0

Adults 81 Children CHILDREN

Nutrients Over 4 yrs. Under 4 yrs.

Protein '65 a g ' 28 a g

Vitamin A 5,000 Itr 2,500 Ill
Vitamin C 60 mg 40 mg

Thiamine 1.5 mg' .0.7 mg

Riboflavin 1.7 mg 0.8 mg

Niacin 20 mg 9.0 mg

Calcium 1.0 mg' 0.8 mg

Iron 18 mg :10 mg
Vitamin 0 400 1U 400 1U

Vitamin E 30 IU 10 IU

Vitamin Be 2.0 mg 0.7 mg

Folacsn 0.4 mg' 0.2 mg

Vitamin B12 6.0 mcg' 3.0 rncg

Phosphorous 1.0 g' 0.8 g

Iodine 150 mcg 70 mcg

Magnesium 400 mg 200 mg

Zinc 15 mg 8.0 mg

Copper 2.0 mg 1.0 mg

Biotin 0.3 mg 0.15 mg

Pantothenic Acid 10 mg 5.0 mg

If orotout orliciancy rano of motion m 'dual to or Clew Man Ma( of miaow. U.S. ROA is ASq tor adults and 205 tor infanta.

Amounts of intros no t Mom incromit for OrMinme and Malting ammo..

(1000 nmciogtonta (nogg milligram Ong)
IC00 manors,. i 1 ors,. l'On

Acs mod from U.S. Department of Nam', Education and Wolfs's: Food and Drug Adrimnotranon

Courtesy of
41IPMorten
FROZEN FOODSERVICE
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WAYNE COUNTY INTERMEDIATE DISTRICT

from hods Seftember, 1976

MOAT TUMMY WEIEUMMAY =MAT FRIDAY

1St
WEEK

11-244, P-061; 1-002 11-454, P-001

Hot Dog
Potato Rounds
Orange Fruitsicle
Hot Dog Roll, Spork
Serving Tray, Mustiwd

9/9

Salisbury Steak,
Gravy

Mashed. Potatoes

Cut Green Deans
Roll, Serving Tray
1.;?,sk, Ketchup

2nd

11-492; P-o01 11-279; P-070; P-001 H-455; P-001 11-258: P-070: P-001 11-2601 P-062: P-00'
Breaded Ptah Sticks
Potato Hunks
MIxed Vegetables
Roll .

Serving Trey
Spoik
Ketchup
1/1.1

Beef patty
Mashed Potatoes
Fresh Fruit
Roll
Serving Tray
Spork
Ketchup
9/14

Meatloaf, Tcmato
Sauce

Maahed Potatoes
Peas and Carrots
Roll
Serving Tray & Spork
Ketchup
9/15

Macaroni & Beef,
Tomato Sauce

Fresh Fruit
Roll
Serving Tray
Spork
Ketchup
9/16

Chili Dog
Kernel Corn
Punch Fruitsicle
Hot Dog Roll
Serving Itay
Spork
Mustard ...--

9/17

3rd
WED(

11-277; 11-398 H-294; H-390 11-454: P-001 H-279: P-070; P-001 11-453; p-m2

Reef end Cheese
Piitza

Applesauce
Mini Donuts

9/20

Chicken and Rice
Green Peas
Mimed Fruit in Syrup
Roll

9/21

SallsburrSteak.
Gravy

Mashed Potatoes
Cut Green Beans
Roll
Serving Tray
Spork
Ketchup -

9/22

Beef Patty
Mashed Potatoes
Fresh Fruit
Roll
Serving Tray
Spork
Ketchup

9/23

Frankfurter
Potato Rounds
PedS
Hot Dog Roll
Serving Tray
Spork
Mustard

9/24

4th
WEEK

H-450; P-Ohl 11-277; 11-197 8-275: 8-391 11-455: P-001 '

Sliced Turkey.
Messing, Gravy

Mashed Potatoes
Diced Carrots
Serving Tray
Spork

9/27

Spaghetti with
Meat bills, Tomato
tim,

Applesau
Roll

9/20

Macaroni & Cheese
Green Peas
Punch Plavored Pears

in Syrup Dessert
Roll

9/29

Meatloaf, Tomato
Sauce

Mashed Potatoes
Peas and Carrots
Roll .

Serving Tray
Spork, Ketchup
9/30



ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY
Frozen Foods September/OctOber 1976

MONDAY =DAT WEEDZSDAT THURSDAY FRIDAY

let
Nnou

H-282 H-268 11-253 6-247 11-260
.

Salisbury Seeak w6
Gravy ,

Mashed Potato

,

9/13 t

Chili Dog
Kernel Corn

9/14

Cheeseburger
French Fries

9/15

Fried Chicken w/
Carrots

9/16

Fleh 6 Green Peas

9/17

..

. , '. '..t.!.

H-281 1 '' .-

.

11-244
, ,

11-258 ,. .
6-272 11-278

Heat toed W/Tomatg,,,
Saws .;..,.,-..

P0411 6,COrn

9/20

Hot Dog
Petato Hounds

,

9/21

Macaroni a Beef
w/Tomate Sauce

9/22

TerAtev, Gravy 6
Mashed Potatoes

9/23

Cheese Pizza

9/24

3r4
MI=

H-248 H-277 H-250 H-275

Hamburger w/Dice4.:.
Carrots

9/27

Arroz con pollo ,

(Chicken w/rice 4
peas)

9/28

Spaghetti a Meat-
balls w/Tomato
Aauce

..

9/29

Fried Chicken
Mashed Potatoes

9/30

macaroni 4 cheese
w/Green Peter

10/1

leth

HEIX
Closed

Yom Kippur

10/4

H-279 H-235 11-256 11-239

Beef Patty & mashed
Potato

10/5

Hot Dog w/Deans 6
Tomato Sauce

10/6

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich
Potato Rounds

,

10/7

Fiat' 6 Chips
w/Corn Muffin

10/8



Frozen foods

STRONGSVILLE CITY SCHOOLS

September, 1976

NOWAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY YRIDAY

1st
UM

Golden Fried
Chicken

Mashed Potatoes

9/7 11-250

Spaghetti with
tieetballe in
Tomato Sauce

9/9 11-277

vw-Pistaburger/Chneseand Tomato Sauce
Green Peas

9/14 11-237

Fish-n-Chips
Corn Muffin

9/16 11-239

jrd
HISX

Macaroni 6 Cheese
Green Peas

9/21 11-275

GOlden Fried
chicken

Mashed Potatoes

9/23 11-250

4th
WEEK

Spaghetti and
Meatballs in
ToMato Sauce

9/28 H-277

MANAGER S

CHOICE

712



BROOKLYN, CONNECT I cur

'' q. r I /Oclobe-.. -.----

_MCMDAY

- .----.- ---.

TUESDAY

-. - ----, ..%_,,..-.........._

WOMBAT MUMMY FRIDAY

1st

WEEK

Hot Dog with Potato
Rounda .

Orange Frultslcle
Hut Dog Roll
Milk. Spork. Tray

11-244

P-061
9/8 -PAM.
Beef Patty w/
Diced Carrota

Fruit Cocktail
Hamburger Bun
Milk

11-248

9/15 11-190

Fried Chicken Pizza Day

Seasoned Carrnta Applesauce

Fresh Fruit Mini Donlan

Roll. Milk
Spork 6 Tray

0-247
P-011 H-278

9/9 P-Olf 9/10 H-398

Cheese Pizza
Applunauee GRINDER
Twinkle
Milk

DAY
11-27

9/16 0-3211/17

2gd
WEEK

Del Deg w/Potato
Roo/nix

Orange FrultnIcle
llot Dog Roll

Milk. Spirit, Tray
11-244

P-061
9/13 P-00

Grilled Ches 4
Potato Round..

Fresh Fruit
Tray 6 Spork
MIlk

11-256

1-070

9 14 P-009

3rd

Wm

Cheeacbufger
Manion! Potatned

Punch Fiultsicie
H amhurger Bun

Tray 6 Spork
H-251

Milk
1-062

9/20 1-006

Flsh-n-Chips
Corn Muffin
Fresh Fruit
Spark 6 Tray

Milk 0-239
P-070

9 21 P-009

GRINDER

DAY
1/22
Hot Dog
Cinnamon Apples
Fruit Cocktail
Hot Dog Roll
Milk

,

0-243
9/29 11-195

GRI NDER

DAY

10/6

Hot Dog
Cinnamon Appiea
Fruit Cocktail
got Dog HMI
Milk

11-24

9/21 H-19'9/24

Fried Chicken
Manbed Potatoes
Punch .Flavored
Pears

Roll

Milk
0-2Y

9/10 p-3900/1

Crilled Cheese w/
Potato Rounds

Appleaauce
Mlni D llllll ts

11-256

11-398

GRINai

DAY

Cheeae Pizza
Fresh Fruit
Milk
Tray ,6 Spark

0-278
r-n70
NOOK

hth

10 2a1

Spaghetti w/Meat
Bails

Orange Frnitsicle
Roll. Tray. Spork
Milk

H-277
1-061

9/27 P-010_9/28

Beefburger
Mashed Potatclea
Orange Frultalcle
Hamburger-Bun
Milk. Spork. Thrim

P-061

10/4 P-006

Cheese Pizza
Applesauce
Twinkle
Milk

11-278

11-121

Salisbury Steak
Manhed Potatoes
Diced Peaches
Hamburger Bun
Milk

0-282
10/5 0-191

5th

Spaghetti w/Ment
Balls

Applesauce
Roll, ...... _._ . ,.. _

Milk

. 11-27

10/7 11-39/10/P



,

it+Morton
noun foods

BELLMAWR BELL OAKS, NEW JERSEY

September/October. 1976

/VADAT TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

1st

WEEK

9/6 9/7

Dizzaburger
Peas .

Orange Fruitsicle
Tray, Spark,
Ketchup. Roll

0-237 ( 6)

9/8 r:(1)6 11N
Meatball,' in Tomato
Sauee/Hot Dog Roll
Freeh Fruit
Tray, Spork

11-230 (11)

P-070 (15)
9/15 p..009 (15)

Hot fog/Potato
Round!

Punch Fruitsicle
Tray, Spork, Mustam
Hot Dog n2114

(13)

P-062 (15)

9/9 p-00 (15)

Hot Dog
Cinnamon Apple. '.,

Cherry-Apple Fruit.
Tray, Spork, Hot
Dog Roll, Mustard

11-243 (15)

P-064 (15)
9/16 P-007 (15)

Cheeee Pizza
Applesauce
Mini Donut!

11-270 ( 4)

9/10 H-390 (15)

Fieh-n-Cheese
Mixed Vegetables
Pineapple Fruits.
Tray, Spork, Ham-
burger Roll
Ketchup 11-295 (15)

P-065 (15)

9/17 P-006 (15)

2nd
WEEK

Beef Part/
Mashed Potatoee
Mixed Fruit in'
Syrup
Roll

11-279 ( 5)
9/13 H-390 (14)

Fried Chicken
Diced Carrot!
:rape Frultsicle
fray, Spork, Roll

11-247 (15)

P-063 (15)
9/14 P-010 (15)

3rd
WEEK

Spaghetti w/Meat-
belle, Tomato Sauc
Applesauce--
mini Donut! ,

0-277 (13)

9/20 11-398 (13)

turkey w/Oreseing 4
Gravy

Mashed Potatoee
.

Mixed Fruit in
Syrup/Roll

11-272 (12)
9/21 H-190 (14)

Meat Loaf, Tomato
Sauce/Peae x Corn

Cherry-Apple Fruit-
sidle

Tray, Spork, Noll
11-281 (14)

P-064 (15)
9/22 P-010 (15)

Hot Dogs/Beane in
TOM,a0 Sauce
Fresh Fruit
Tray, Stork, Hot
Dog Roll, Mustard

11-235 (15)

P-070 (15)

9/23 P-007 (19)

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich
Potato Rounds
Orange Fruitsicle
Tray, Spork, Ketchu

11-256 (14)

P-061 (14)
9/24 P-009 (151

4th
WE10(

Arran Con Pollo
(Chicken & Rice)
Peas
Punch Fruitsicle
Tray, Spots, Roll

11-294 (15)

P-062 (14)
9/27 P-010 (15)

Salisbury Steak w/
Gravy
Mashed potatoem
Crash Fruit
Trey, Spork, Roll

0-202 (15)
P-070 (15)

9/29 p..010 (15)

Beef Patty
Diced Carrots
Drepa,Frultelcle
Tray, Spork, Roll.
Ketchup

11-2413 (14)

P-063 (15)

9/29 P-006 (15)

Chili Dog
Corn Kernels
cherry-Applo Fruit.
Tray, Spork, Hot
Dog Roll, Mustard

11-268 (15)

P-064 (15)
9/30 P-007 (15)

Fish-n-Cheese
Corn Muffin
Applesauce
Mini Donuts

11-239 (13)

10/1 11-198 ill)

5th

_WEEK

Cbeneeburyer
French Fries
Grape Fruitslcle
Trey, Spark, Roll
Ketchup.

0-253 (11)
P-063 (15)

10/4 P-606 (15)

Fried Chicken
Mashed Potatoes
Mlzed Fruit in Syrup
Roll

11-250 (14)
10/5 ,._190 (14)

Pizzaburger/Peas
Cherry-Apple Fruit.-

Sidle
Tray, Spork
Roll

0-237 (14)
P-064 (14)

10/6 P-010 (14)

flot pog

Potato Bounds
Orange Fruitsicle
Tray, Spork, Hot
Dog Roll,_Mustard .

.

9-244 (14)
P-061 (14)

10/7 P-007 (141

Cheese Pizza
Applesauce
Min) Donuts

11-270 (14)

10/0 0-190 (141

1 ) Ho. of case!
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT R. BALDWIN, DIRECTOR. OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT, MORTON FROZEN FOODS

Dr. BALDWIN. In my case, I will summarize my remarks, Mr. Chair-
. man, and members of the committee. I shall be brief, and expect that

can be of greatest help by answering as many questions as I can
on the technical and nutritional aspeets of the frozen preplated lunch
system.

My duties with Morton Frozen Foods include research and develop-
ment responsibilities for the company's entire product lineretail as
well as the national school lunch program. In the latter area, I am
charged with development of national school lunch product and proc-
ess specifications, making certain that we meet all requirements as
defined by the Department of Agriculture.

Available experimental data show that freezing is less destructive
to the nutritive value of food than the other processing methods. In
fact, frozen foods are generally equal to or better than fresh' foods
in terms of nutritive value..

In preparing frozen preplate lunches, we take the opportunity to
process and freeze all components at the peak of perfection, minimiz-
ing deterioration in flavor, texture, appearance, color and nutrition.

These products are packed and frozen under exacting sanitary con-
trols and held in the frozen state to insure that the quality is retained
right up until the time of preparation.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot state too strongly that the, preplate concept
is the most effective, most dependable way of providing consistent high
.qualtiy,..wholesomeness and nutrition on a national scale.-

Morton Frozen Foods has been working with the Department of
Agriculture on related matters of food nutrition and acceptability
since the sixties. t have personally enjoyed working 'with Dr. Aaron
Altszhul when he was with the Department, and with many of his
associates and others in the Food and Nutrition Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Working with such individuals we have
learned much about how and what to feed children.

This has served us well, and we. believe that ever since. we decided
to enter school preplate feeding in 1969. We applaud the Department
for its continued research on enriching or fortifying selected food
components for use in school feeding.

Our reliance on USDA work is typieal of the, way we, at Morton,
approach any feeding problem. We reach out for the, advice and coun-
sel of the best minds in the field, drawing on the expertise and resources
of such outstanding institutions as Itarvard, Columbia, and Rutgers
Uni versities.

You may understand, therefore, why we are. acutely distressed when
we hear accusations that the, mealpack program falls short nutrition-
ally. We know otherwise and charges that preplating somehow- robs
the food of its original, essential goodness just cannot be justified.

On that. very point. the National Nutrition Consortium, whosowork
draws on the services of stime-of the, most outstanding professional
nutritionists in industry, goveriunent, academia and private research,
reported as follows:
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The small loss of nutrients that may be incurrul during the processing of food
are either compensated for or are of minor practical significance. Further study
has shown that Industry metlmds of food preparation are so much faster and
better controlled than are those of the homemaker that, as an example, frozen
processed foods may come to the table with more nutrients intact than hOme-
cooked fresh ones.

Statements such as this add to our certainty that the preplate lunch
system does indeed have the advantages we see in it. One might add
to the Consortium report the observation that canned vegetables, heated
in large vessels as in a steam table, lack the nutritional values, never
mind the taste, of frozen verretables.

It should be remembereetoo, that fresh vegetables can be served in
many parts of the country only after a 3- to 5-day truck journey.

I am personally convinced that well-conceived foods such as those
provided in prepiate lunches are. at the very least equal to other foods
available, to our schools:

Meal components are frozen at the peak Otperfection.
They provide essential protein, vitamins and minerals.
They are supplied and served in the most sanitary fashion possible.
They are tasty and appealing to children.
They expose. children to a great variety of foods and build good

dietary habits.,
.

They represent, one more progressive step in the culinary evolution.
American's' have enjoyed since we stopped blackening all our food over
an open hearth.

Add to these points the inescapable. economic evidence supporting
their increased use throughout the United States, and one can only
hope. .that... this committee will welcome.. even wider .. adoption of the,
preplate/mealpack concept as a key part of the overall school feeding
progra m.

This country cannot afford to see whole generations grow up inade-
quately educated just because too many of our children are too hungry
to learn. Nor can we afford to have those same children grow up with-
outlearning the value of good, wholesome food.

We need to teach what we have failed to learn as a nation, which
has never grasped the need for extensive nutritional education at all
levels.

I might add that appended to our report there are some indications
of the variety of foods included in the prepack system. Also included
is a sample diet that we give to tbe smaller children to get acceptability
ratings of every product in product line, and partimilarly every new
product, that is introduced, and there are many of them. We also
include some infornmtion on USRDA's for use in the school system.

Mr. Chairman. members of the committee, we commend you and the
Department of .A.griculture for your ongoing concern with this whole.
broad issue. and we pledge to you our cooperation in any way in which
we. can be of assistance.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Dr. Baldwin.
Mv apologks 'for coining in late, but on Wednesday morning the

California &duration, because of our size, meets. So this morning was
our meeting.

Dr. Leveton, woidd you like to testify now? We will question you
as a panel, if that is all right.

716
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STATEMENT OF RUTH M. LEVERTON, Ph. D., NUTRITION
CONSULTANT

Dr. LEVERTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to testify on the school lunch program

and how it can best contribute toward meeting the needs of its clien-
telethe Nation's children.

There is no doubt in my mind but that the testimony of Mr. Ross
and Dr. Baldwin represents the preplated lunch at its very best, and
with its highest possible goals.

My concern, particularly in this testimony is the fact that often,
with many groups these goals are not met, and our present concern
in the school lunch program is that it is not fully achieving its goals
because many children are not being benefited.

The reports of nonparticipation, even though it is available, and
of the excessive, plate waste are alarming. The resulting toll that this
takes in health benefits to the children and unnecessary costs to the
taximyers- is also serious.

There is reason for concern being expressed about the nutridve
value as well as the acceptability of the lunches that are mass pro-
duced, preplated, and delivered to the students ready to eat. One ques-
tion is whether these lunches actually provide the kinds and amounts
of nutrients specified in the guidelines for the program. Food require-
ments and nutritional guidelines are issued by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and are the basis for reimbursement.

They may do this at one stage of preparation, and not at the time
of serving. It is possible for the luneh to meet the requirements for
the kinds and amounts oT -different foods to be included, but then to
fail to meet the goals of the nutritional value.

The one time when this is most likely to occur is when there has
been large-scale preparation ahead of the time and far from the site
where the food is to be served.

Now, through research we have learned that many factors affect
the nutritive value of foods between the production stage and the time
of final consumption. In general, the greater the spread in time, the
more the manipulation, the greater will be the decline in nutritive

ivalue. If. the nutritive value s affected, usually flavor is affected also.
Thus, processingof any kind, such as canning, freezing, drying plus

preparation for eating fr, storae, thawing, reheating, and holding along
with other manipulations al be deleterious to nutritive content as
well as to color, flavor, and texture, which then affect acceptability.

The greatest plate waste from school lunches is in the category of
vegetables mid fruits. This means a loss of vitamin C, vitamin A-value,
several of the B vitamins and minerals, and, of course, the important
item of fiber.

In one study of the acceptability of vegetables and fruits by elemen-
tary and high school students, the following items were documented :

(1) Most acceptable in this category were fresh raw fruits and
vegetables;

(2) Many cooked vegetables were referred to as intensely disliked
because of a "mushy," "gooey," "icky," "slimy" texture. These are the
characteristics of overcooked vegetables. especially those that have
been prepared in advance and held and reheated before serving;
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(3) The "crunchy," "crispy" texture of raw vegetables was associ-
ated with riopular foods. Such foods seldom lend themselves to in-
clusion in preplated, mass produced lunches; and

(4) Elementary schoolchildren resisted being served mixtures of
foods, particularly cooked vegetables.

Food must be eaten if it, is to contribute to growth and health. The
best way to encourage and expect children to eat is to have the food
look good, smell good, taste good, and t have it served meaningfully in
a friendly unhurried atmosphere.

Regardless of the nutritive value of the lunch, reducinff food service
to a mechanized procedure, almost completely devoid a any visible
human caring or input or responsibility robs it of the many aspects
associated with the purpose and value and pleasure of eating.

Among other disadvaritaffes of the mass produced, preplated lunches
is the fact that this type a food service can encourage waste and a
disregard for the value of food in our lives.

The service has its own built-in self-destruct mechanism. Everything
is discarded, tray, containers, wrappings, utensils along with the un-
eaten food. Under such circumstances there is little or no opportunity
to develop a nutrit ion education program on the value of food to health
and an appreciation of the basic importance of food to the world. In-
stead such a service can promote attitudes of disregard and disrespect
for food, our total environment, and the needs of others.

Improving the school lunch program requires a commitment on the
part of the community, parents, and school system to the principle
that school feeding plays a vital role in a child's education. Therefore,
it. deserves.their personal_ attention and active, involvement of these
groups that I have mentioned.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Buchanan, do you have any questions?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I don't have any questions.
Mr. MILLER. If I may, I would like to ask a few questions.
First. I would like to state that the dil2mma that I, and other mem-

bers of the committee find themselves in. That is some.feeling that you
have to adhere to the home-cooked nteal principle. That, somehow, it
will be .superior because it is somewhat like what mom used to cook.
There is a lot of evidence, in lots of homes, that this is not so, and mom
is pretty bad at serving nutritions and appealing meals.

.How do you try to feed the number of children that participate in a
program like this with efficiency. while retaining the human qualities?
You just don't send these kids through the line in a 45-minute period,
where they eat very quickly, or throw food out, so that they can get 30
minutes for recess.

The preplated lunch has become the focal point of a lot of.discussion
of what is called the inhumane feeding of children. Some people will
contend that it, has reduced the nutrient value of the foods. People
will contend that this is the only way we can do it because of the rising
cost of labor.
clients o f Jack in the Box. or McDonald's, or Kentucky Fried Chicken.

Others will say tbat it is preconditioning so that we will be. all future
Therefore, it. will be the end of gourmet, dining for this generation.

I suppose that there is a little bit of validity of each one of these
charges. Our problem is that we are confronted time and again by
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school officials who tell us that no matter how we serve it, much of it
is going in the garbage can. There is no interest on thapart of children
in eating certain parts of that lunch, the "mushy," "gooey" vegetables

know that with my Own children, hOw they eat dependS on whether
they want to bring their lunch to school,: or they want to bny their
lunch, or they want to buy a la carte. I think that we have to come to
grips with the problem of plate waste. How do you deal with it ?

Some of the representatives of the preplating will tell uS that the.
solution is to serve a hot Meal that looks good, kind of smells good,
and has the right color to it.

I don't know the answers. There is a real problem in some of the
feeding programs, and the school lunch program. Maybe we should
give everybody a coupon to MeDonald's and take our chances. Every
time that I go to McDonald's.there is a. line, so there must be Something
attractive about it.

We must come up with the answer.because of the program's cost. The
attempt to justify it is becoming tougher and tougher. I have been
involved in the program for 7 or 8 years, I have been just a hawk
on school huiches, so to speak, but now I find myself saying, as I did
in the hearing the other day, it is a joke to pretend that we are feeding
somebody. We are going through all the motions, but I question
whether everybody.is really getting fed.

So with that dilemma posed, I ask what do we do at the Federal level
to guarantee the best of both worlds. Some people say since we only
require curtain nutrient standards to be met as the preplathd lunch is
put together, that after cooking, freezing, reheating, and Serving a lot

_of.the original nutritional value is lost.
How do we guarantee the presence of necessary nutrients on the

plate, whether they are today's standards or future ones?
How do we guarantee that. the meal that is presented to tha school

board when they want to sign a contract in July, is, in fact, the meal
tlzat is served in March or APril of the school year ? How do we insure
that the desire for profit does not 'start squeezing down on quality as we
have heard charged in these hearings ?

I Would like you to respond to that, because if we are doing some-
thing wrong, we ought to change. If the industry is doing Something
wrong, or if the local budgets are wrong, we ought to also deal with
that.

I am not convinced that you are going ,to be able to turn back the
clock, and return to preparing foods from scratch in many of our
schools. The economics do not appear to be there. So, if we are moving
in the preplate direction, how do we do it ? Everything seems to
be a pilot nrograin, or it comes about in a district gut of economic
necessity. Then, they turn to Morton's.

I don't think that it has ever been planned. Maybe it has been in
the industry, but not in our mind.

Would you like to respond ? I know that the question 'is very general.
Dr. BALDWIN. I don't know whether we can answer, but we can try

to answer ainong the three of us.
I certainly agree with Dr. Leverton that the atmosphere under which

the food is eaten is most critical, and we have seen occasions where
pople do in fact. clean un the food. 7We have also seen occasions where

there is not the appropriate atmosphere.
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They do leave some foods on the plate, and I think that part of this
is a learning procedure. I. think that they ought to be On that plate.
Those: ingredients that do rcpresent well-balanced meals, and we think
that for the most part, they are just that.

I think that your questicin as to whether the nutrition of the meal
changes duringthe school year can be easily taken care of by appro-
priate specifications that we Must insist on throughout the school year.
We do insist on them at Morton's.

I think that Herb Ross could address himself to that problem.
We do insure, at.Morton's, that all lunches meet the specifications

throughout the year. Morton has kept over 200 hotpacks in an ongoing
program on acceptability of these meals.

Mr. MILLER. You are talking about different variations of meals to
be presented to a school or to students; is that what you are talking
about ?

Dr. BALDWIN. Yes, sir.
In such test programs, we do try to get the most acceptable com-'

ponents in the hotpack. The particular mealpack is made up, pretty
much, of a hotpack that usually contains the protein portion and the
vegetable portion, and a cold pack that contains fruit, bread, and
butter. Of course, there is the milk that goes with it.

Your nutrients come from each and every one of these, plus as the
Department of Agriculture pointed out, quite frequently there is much
advantaire in some of the added foods which are included in many of
our mearpacks.

I think that looking at the variety of mealpacks that are there, the
variety is there. We intend to keep pursuing the problem of the most
acceptable-hotPaekS;We do intend-to help in wliatever way" we ealiter--
bring about the proper education to those schools.

I think that we have already developed a system for making sure
that meals arej-irocessed properly, both in our plants, and in the
schools, to minimize any nutritional losses. I think that they are
.minimum. I think that they do meet the overall nutritional require-
ments set by the Department of Agriculture.

Herb, would you like to comment on that.
Mr. Ross. The one Statement you made about the consistency of the

meals from July to March, we have definite specifications. We have the
consistency. The same meals are delivered consistently throughout the
year. This is verified

.
We also make our school checks, our warehouse checks, our produc-

tion checks. I go out to the schools myself. I have people in the field
doing this. We have continual monitoring. We have not been charged
with-this allegation by any of our clients.

Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you, because you are getting into this prob-
lem of the delivery of a lot of services.

Morton is not exactly a Mom and Pop baking company. It is a large
outfit. Is there a distinction within the industry between small outfits
which are trying to get into this field, who, let us say, cannot afford the
kind of monitoring that Morton has.

Ts there evidence, to your knowledge, of purveyors of food to schools
who really are not equipped to do it ? What we are talkincr about is
some peer review. Are there purveyors of food to schools Ao ought
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not to be allowed Iwcause of imulequate capitalization or .financial
.ability to prt!,serve their products day.in and day out.

You also have another interest because of the retail end. The chil-
dren 'that yon serve -will grow up and think that Morton is serving
bad meals to the schools, so they may not go to the dairy case and buy,
frozen pies.

My concern is what kind of criteria should we specify? Should it be
Marton, Pillsbury and Marriott, and people who have a long history .
and ability to do it right. Do you raise the standards so that you can
keep out people who want to enter in it.?

Mr. Ross. I think that. your standards have to be rigid. This is the
way dna you do make sure that you have people capable of supplying.

Personally I have not witnessed people shortchanging or taking
shortcuts on the meals. This is a personal observation.

Mr. MILLER. Have you heard about it? .

Mr. Ross. I have heard several reservations, but I have not seen it.
So I cannot comment on it.

Mr. MILLER. Dr. Leerton.
Dr. LEvERTON. Mr. Chairman. T think that we want to compliment

you on your personal concern as well as the committee's concern for
the school lunch situation. I am sure that you would agree with us,
and us with you, that there is no one right way to serve a school lunch,
because there are so many variables in every situation.

I would like to broaden the consideration a bit, and point out that
there is little that we can accomplish in a relatively short time with the
factors that we now have to deal with because of the nutritional educa-

eyery. situation.
I think that. nutritional education of our children would take care

of a good many of our problems. You have to remember that very few
children think of food as its rightful place in the environment, or to
our society.

The child who comes to our school lunch, first of all, he is an expert
bemuse he has eaten all his life and he is here to tell the.tale, you see.
He survived the habits that he has had of a lifetime.

The child has also brought to the lunchroom situation whatever it
-may be. his parents' prejudices. his anxiety for peer acceptability. He
also brings a background of rather extreme permissiveness: in this
past generation anyway. and also very likely some cash which can give
him even more choice than it was before.

So the nutrition education that. must be instigated just as soon as
possible would go along with whatever turns out to be the most
suitable lunch service, for each situation. This is the only way that we
are going to get these people to recognize the real place of food. Fwd.,
is a means to an end, and not just an end in itself, and not a way to
put in some time.

The competition that we offer this child. or offer the luneh actu-
ally, is very damaging often. because the, point is that the youngster
may come along the school lunch line, he has a basketball on his arm,
and the, thing that he is most interested in is to get out there on the
field, and beat thezuy who beat him the day before.

We have seen, in some of our testing programs. beautiful meals go
directly into the trash can just in order to get out there and use

1
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that basketball. So this is much more of a meal consideration than
the taste of food.

Mr. MILLER. Maybe we should not combine lunch with recess.
What other institutions does Morton prepare preplated meals for,

other than schools? Do you do it for hospitals, or for the airlines?
Mr. Ross. No.
Mr. Mu.i.r.n. Just schools?
Mr. Ross. Yes.
Mr. MI Lia:n. What does it cost to prepare that meal ?
Mr. Ross. We sell it for 52 cents.
Mr. MILLER. What does it cost you to prepare it ?
Mr. Ross. This is the total cost of the meals that are sold to the

schools. We sell it for 52 cents, and we make about 2 percent on, a
meal.

Mr. MILLER. If you make about 2 percent, you had better watch.
We had one of your competitors in here the other day, and he was
claiming 12 percent.

Mr. Ross. It is a business of about 2 percent.
Mr. MILLER. What does it cost to make the kind of meal that they

serve you in coach class on an airline?
Mr. Ross. I have no idea. I really don't.
Mr. MILLER. In .your understanding of the industry, is there a

marked di fference in cost. do you think ? That is not a 52-cent meal
that they sen-e me ?

Mr. Ross. I would imagine that it is higher, but I don't know what
it would be.

MrMILLEn., One of the other, questions is in terms of preplating,
what kind of costs can be saved ?

I know that in some of the senior citizens programs it is claimed
that substantial moneys might be saved if you did not throw every-
thing away. If you did not throw away the knives and forks, the
trav. the whole bit.

Ts it possible to reuse these? What do you find in your industry ;
is it just easier to throw away, and start over from scratch?

Mr. Ross. The studies we have done to date it seems that it is the
most economic way to present. the food for the total cost of the pro-
gram.

Mr. MILLER. To let them recycle it at the dump, if they can.
Mr. Ross. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANA:c. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I must confess that I am predisposed in your favor at Morton be-

cause I am one of many males in the country who has never had home
economics. Therefore, when my wife is ill, my family is away, I give
a lot of business to people like you, and I have been rather favorably
impressed.

We also have had testimony from school people, as you perhaps
know, in this series of hearings, who use the preplated lunches. We
have had testimony from them that. the results are good, and the
waste is minimal. So you must be doing something right.

I tun concerned about. a couple of things. First of all. as the chair-
man was inquiring a feiv moments ago, can we .be sure that every-
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one has the same kind of quality control processes that you have out- .
lined at Morton's, and can we be sure that USDA will make sure that
all .sucli .preplated lunches.have such high standards?

Mr. Ross. That is a very difficult question for me to answer. I
know what our involvement is in our particular industry, as it ap-
plies to our company. I also know what the regulations are, and they
are very precise and demanding.

I am sure, like everything else, that you do .have to monitor this .
thing consistently with Our suppliers to insure the compliance. How
well and how tiloloughly this is .being done to the -all degree,. I really
don't know.

The other people that I have associated with, and the products.
that I have, seen, which for the most part are larger suppliers, do
coMply. They also do have. adequate controls.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Yon have mentioned the Department of Agricul-
hire people that participate, and the Food and Drug Administration,
but much of the quality control work is done by you inhouse.

Mr. Ross. Yes.
Mr. .BMIIANAN. Now let. me ask yon, . do you consider the pre-

package meal as a substitute for lunchrooms, orfas primarily a means
of serving children in schools without kitchen facilities?

Mr. .Ross. We see the preplated frozen meal as a definite need in
the schools where. there are no facilities right now. There is a lot of
your pre-World War I I schools, which do not have the space, the
capital, and the investment. capability. There is a definite void there,
and this is tilling that void. This is our prime approach to the

_problem.
Mr. BucitAsAx. Mr. Ross. you made several sugcrestions for our

consideration. You suggested flint Department of Atgriculture regu-
lations should he adinSted to permit portion size variations according
to the. age. of the child, without reducing the nutritional value of the
meals.

Is it your feeling that this might result in less waste, and more
consumption?

'Afr. Ross. This is my personal feeling, and this is also a feeling
that I have based ona survey that we have run. Right now the type A
lunch is a little bit overwhelming for some of the smaller chndren.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Then von feel that by permitting a somewhat
smaller portion, you might ni:tuallv get more nutrients Into the child,
in thecase of the smaller child?

Mr. Ross. That, is possible. The main thing is, as We said before,
is to get the child th eat food.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Part of what you have al testified to is food in
relation to our society. If you look at the House restaurant, or our
cafeterias around here, you would see as bad a knowledge of nutrition
as in the school lunchroom. I don't. know how we are going to reform
ourselves to slow down and take time in this

I do think that to some extent the school situation reflects the-
overall imce of our society. Perhaps too little attention is being paid
to that.

Only one more thing. You indicated that the Department of Agri-
culture's commodity program should he modified so that the com-
modities can be shipped in their raw state 'direct to processors.
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Do you have any idea as to what kind of money this might save?.
.. Mr. .RosS. The total amount of money, l have no idea. I could put
something together and submit it latti. on. But you have a tremendous
amount of :handling in the distribution and processing, and this
could :certainly result in a substantial saving if you send it to the
processors in their, raw state, and not have it sent to a warehouse and
:then down to a school. In turn, transport it back to the supplier,
who has to pnt it back into the meals. This i§ an awful lot of ware-
housing and transportation.

Mr. BucuANAN. It is a useful suguestion. It seems to me that there
arevarious ways in which we miglZaehieve savings in order to meet
the overall needs a little better.

I thank you for your testimony, and I have no further queStions.
MILLI:n. If might ask a question. First of all, what is a

spork?
Mr. Ross. It is a combination of fork, spoon, and knife, one utensil.

It is nniversal.
Mr. MILLER. I have been going over the menu, and I notice a couple

of things in the Wayne County Intermediate District material. You
have food on this menu that there is currently some controversy about.
Not just the recent one regarding hotdogs, but the ongoing- controversy
of ho-tdogs and sonie of the chemicals that are used in cold cuts, con-
concern intr what impact this may have on children..

The value of hotdog roll, as a bread, and the other rolls that are
served. The question of the sugar content of ketsup 'in some instances.
The sugar content in what I see as a "fruitsicle," and the sugar con-

what-I-se-el -"pear in-syrup-dessert,".-and .so-forth.
My concern would be this; to what extent is Morton involved or con-

cerning itself with these controversies within the scientific comnmnity
and the medical community about these products, nitrites' versus ni-
trates, and sugar?

We have an awful lot of concern in the medical community, and
among scliool psychologists and so forth, that we may be creating many,
of the learning problems for these children by what we are putting
into their stomachs, and what they receive in the home.

This is the question around vending machines for candy, and all of
that.

On what basis do yon make the judgment to sell white bread.as op-
posed to whole 'wheat ? I am not. saying that this is absolutely decided,
because it is not. There is ongoing controversy about these various
chemicals and foodstuffs, and their impact 'on children in terms of
hyperactivity, and so on.

I -would like to know what you are doing about it, and how you are
monitoring it, and what changes you have decided to make in terms
of cutting back and why.

Dr. BALDWIN. Again, you have raised quite a few questions, but if I.
may take them, more or less, one at a time.

If yon ask, do we nse any food additives, and particularly with re-
gard to hotdogs and luncheon meats, we take the best- advice of the
Department of Agriculture and the Food .and Drug Administration,
and we feel that we must evaluate the risk/benefits of nitrates and .
'nitrites, at the present time, in hotdogs, for example.-

4
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The.best advice that we can get at the moment, and we feel that it is
much .safer than the risk.'of botnlism. I think that we have the .best
foods and the safest food supply and-the most abundant food supply, .

and we should not forrret the technology that luis brought us there.
.NOw,, with regard eo the specifics of food additives, we do not add .

them unless they are absolutely. essential. It is not our purpose. Freez-
ing is our method of preparation and we think that this .takes care of
most of the problems of preserving onr food products going into the
schools.

--I cannot say that we are without 'additives, but we have supported
. work in at least three universities on this very subject, and we are
currently watching very closely the nitrate/nitrite situation as it
exists. .

I might add that the danger is probably far less than the consuming'
.public dreams.

Mr. MILLER. What about sugar?
. Dr. BALDWIN. Sugar should be kept at a relatively low level in
schools, but' sugar is a commodity. It is a source of energy. In fact, 50
'percent of the calories required by- children should come from carbo-
hydrates. We would be in a terrible state if we fed nothin but protein
to our kids, far worse than the sugar situation as it existstoday..

I don't Mean to get into that dilemma, but perhaps that inherent
danger should be mentioned. There are some serious problems. We
should teach our 'children that. they should rinse their mouth after they
have eaten sweet thMgs. Good nutriemmil education would take care
of most of those problems.

.Mr. MILLER...Starches, if you look at the menu it is 'fairly heavy on
starches..

I am trying to make a determination. I am not asking for your...
personal reaction. If preplate is to be &fended in terms o-f 'reaching
a generation of malnourished, hungry children, then I want:to 'mow
what is going on in the industry's mind when it is putting this together.

Is it putting heavy starches on it because it is cheaper, or is it putting
heavy starches on it. beaause it has a theory about what starches mean,
or about what carbohydrates mean at this time. If they are aware of
what is (ming on in the scientific and medical area.

Most of us stuff so much food into our children, that they really don't
want, because we are afraid that they may not grow. They will grow,
but they may not grow up.

I want to know what is going on in the mind of the people who are
responsible for serving however many thousands of children you
serve on a daily basis. I used to know what was going on hi the Mind
of Mrs. Columbo, when she was making spaghetti in my school, because
she thought that we were each one of her children, and so she watched
for my best interest.

I.want to know what is going on here because this industry is quickly
advancing on the horizon, and the cooking-from-scratch programs of
rural America are fading away for economic reasons. But I am not
going to let them go just because of economic reasons, and that is why
I am trying to ask these questions.

I woulct be pleased, if -you want to respond in depth as to why
the sugar content, and starch content. is as such in your industry.
I don't expect you to have all the answers.
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I would like those answers to come forth and be made part-of this
record. Because,. I think, there are an awful lot of people who have

. a fair say in the school lunch program who 'are .stiggesting that we
. simply outlaw pmplatedlUnches. I may site unions and others, because
there Is a conflict there.

Now, I think that you have to have hard evidence, and that is what
am trying to get at here. I know that I have raised an awful lot

of questions in one sentence, but
Dr. BALDWIN. Starches are a highly acceptable product, and do

serve a nutritional portion. Dr. Leverton might like to comment on
tha t.

Dr. LEVERTON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think that there -is a definite
-myth about the high carbohydrate diet. The only time we are con-
cerned about diets that are high in starches, or high in carbohydrates
is when there are not sufficient protein and fat available.

If we say that actually all we need is about 10 percent of our calories
from protein, some of that from animal source preferably, and some-
thing n round 33 percent of our calories from -fat, and hopefully not
more than that, that leaves 55 percent of the calories that: have to
come from carbohydrates.

A. portion of ;this, and we have not put down a figure, is sugar.
We have a. very perverted idea of thinking of somethincr high in car-
bohydrates is less desirable. It may be less desirable ro those of uS
Who have developed a taste for the protein foods, but there is nothing
better balanced than macaroni and cheese dishes as far as protein and

__calories.araconCerned.
As American people, we are constantly fretting about this high

carbohydrate, and it might well be that it might be one of our salva-
tions, and that we need to use things such as flavor extenders, hot dogs,
chili, and things like that in order to not overuse our resources of
protein, and not to overeat on these relatively expensive foods. This is
a nutritionist's view.

Mr. MILLER. Well, at the risk of giving you .40 more questions in
one sentence: I don't have further questions, other than the conceptual
ones of where we go in this program. I think that we really have prob-
lems from the Federal Government's standpoint.

I am deeply concerned about it as one who is interested in nutrition,
tryincr to make sure that these children have their full educational
opportunity, andare not deprived of it because of that.

I think that yeti are a. component of that, . whether we like it dr not,
'we have to deal 'With that. I would hope that you would take -some of
my questions, and ask the people within your own company to respond,
if they feel they ought to, in depth, because I think that this is a
battle that is going to be fought, and we are going to do it on the
evidence.

Let me simply ask you one question. It was suggested by one of
your competitors, I forget which. that they carry on a rather exten-
sive, monitoring with children. They interviewed the children, and
asked : "I-Tow did you like your lunch ? What didn't you like, and
what did you like best ?"

Doyou do that also?
.Mr. Ross. That is correct.
Mr. MILLER. -Hoiv extensivery do you do it ?
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Mr. Ross. We have soincbody out in all the sehOol districts every kl*
day that they are serving. This is not necessarily all the schools but
they rotate. They try to get all the school districts and all the schools il

that they can, to try to find out what the acceptance of food is, and
what the piobkm is. . _..,. ?

Mr. MILLER. Dr. Leverton, when you were speaking about starches, ?,i

you said that they were a very acceptable food. Do you mean accept- 43
Pable from the child's point of view, or acceptable in terms of necessity? *
tiDr. LEVERTON. From a nutritional standpoint, many of the cereals :10

are high in nutrition, but one of the greatest values is that they are
carriers of so many other nutrients. Whether_you have a slice of,
whole wheat bread with something on it, or whether you have a dish
of spaghetti with something on it, they are wonderful carriers for other,
flavors and nutrients. , '#Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony this morning, . g
and for taking the time to talk to the committee. I am sure that you
will hear more from us on this subject as we come to the next round

1
of authorizations, and so forth, because it .is a subject of growing 1
controversy.

The committee is adjourned until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon. at 10:15 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

ene at 9 a.m., Thursday, September 2,1976.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1976

HOUSE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELVATVNTARY,

SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OF TILE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

Washington,D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9 :15 a.m. in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Mottl, Quie.
Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Charles Radcliffe, mi-

nority counsel ; and Louise Dargans, research consultant. .

Chairman PERKINS. The subcommittee will come to order. .

We have with us today Dr. George Briggs professor of nutrition
at the University of California at Berkeley ; Dr. Elwood Speclunann,
director of nutritional research, National Dairy Council; and Mr.
Patrick B. Healy, secretary of the National Milk Producers
Federation.

We are delighted to welcome all of you irentlemen here. SupposeTou .
worn() around as a panel, and I am going t% take you as you are listed.

We will hear from Dr. Briggs first this morning, but all three of
wou come around the table.

Dr. Briggs?
This is a further continuation of our oversight hearing on the

School Lunch Prop..ram held by the Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary and Vocational Education. 'We have had some complaints, not
-so much with school lmich as we have in the summer feedino- program
and the supplemental food programs but we want to do alf we can to
improve that, all these laws, and see ihat the true purposes are served,
any way that we can weed out any wrongdoing.

Thai is likewise our purpose in connection with the oversight hear-
ing% so that we may come up with legislation to correct any abuses.

Go ahead, Dr. Brigg,s.
[Tim prepared statement of Dr. George Briggs follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. BRIGGS, PE. D., PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION,
DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES, UNIVMSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: I am Professor George M.
P.riims. Nutritionist at the University of California, Berkeley, where I was Chair-
man of our Department. liltal-1970. I atn past President of the American Institute
oi! Nutrition (IIN67(S) and of the Society for Nutrition Education (1968-69).
For the past seven years I have been Executive Editor of the Journal of Nutri-
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tiou Education and have a number of other state and national responsibilities in
nutrition matters. 1 am co-author of the textbook Nutrition and Physical Fitness.

I share with you the knowledge that nutrition is of great importance to the
optimum health of our children. I believe, with you, in the importance of the
Child Feeding Programs in improving nutritional status and, with you, would
like to see such programs achieve the greatest benefit.

It is my opinion that we may -have, however, lust perspective of the needs for
Child Feedhig Programs and their ultimate goals. My purpose, then, today is to
put some a these matters into what 1 see as their proper perspectives.

First, why do we need Child Feeding Programs at all? Just for the record,
let's look at some of the results of studies made on our nation's nutritional
srandiu^'ss.

In the recent Ten -State 'Nutrition Survey, which examined mainly the lower
income segments of a society, significant proportions of this population were
found to be either malnourished or at risk of developing nutritional problems.
Children in the 10-to-10 year age group had the worst nutritional patterns. As
edmattional leveli-rose, nutritional inadequacies diminished. And the poor diets
found were largely due to poor food choices.

For the group studied, the school lunch program was found to provide a
substantial percentage of recommended nutrient intake. At least a third of the
calories, calcium, iron, and vitamin A came through meals eaten at school.As shown by the most recent llealth and Nutrition Examination Surrey(HANES) such problems are not isolated in lower income groups. Samplings
here of individuals spanning the socioeconomic spectrum demonstrated frequent
iron inadequacies and, for significatut numbers of persons, low intakes *of calciumand vitamins A and C.

To learn about the nutrition habits of Massachusetts children, 80,000 public
school students participated in a 24-hour dietary survey. This provided a cross-
section of the state's youngsters from grades one through 12 and from all socio-
economic strata. Twenty-four percent of the children ate no breakfast at all. Theolder the children, the worse the results.

du this study, 54,000 boys and girls in grades four through 12 were asked about
their lunches. Forty-one percent ate a poor noontime meal; six percent-had none
at all. But almost three-quarters of the children buying a Type-A meal in school'ate a nutritionally adequate lunch.

The unanimity of these and other reports and surveys -presents the inevitable
conclusion: eating habits of young Americans lertie much to be desired. Studiesshow that problems of nutrition exist in the suburbs as well as in-the ghettos.
Many children simply are not eating properly nor are they developing good life-
long nutrition habits to the detriment of their health and development.

There is evidence that most brain gmowth occurs early in life; by age four. 80to 90 percent or the brain mass is developed. The first six to 12 months of lifeappear to be -the most important. While.eaNy malnutrition may result in a cer-tain degree 'of irreversible brain damage, subsequent poor eating patterns maycompound the problems.
'Also, we know that nutrition affects physical growth in early life. Childrenwith poor eating habits experience a higher incidence of infection with a more

serious outcome. They are prone to iron deficiency anemia, obesity, later cardio-
vascular problems, diabetes, bone disease, tooth decay and loss, and impairmentsin perceptual and functional abilities.

The chronically malnourished and hungry child enters school with two strikes
against him: neither his mind nor his body has probably developed to its fullpotential. The poorly nourished child misses time from school more than hisclassmates because of more frequent illnesses, and high absenteeism often re-sults in lower educational accomplishment. The vicious cycle is accelerated whenhe is unable to respond to general stimuli about himstimuli which are vitalto further brain development and learning upon which further educationdepends.

,Since the child is unable to meet his potential either academically or physically,he cannot compete as successfully with his peers who in turn might reject andtaunt him. The nmItamrished child may respond to such rejection by self-isola-tion and a general defeatist attitude.
'But you are aware of these facts. They form the rationale of the child feedingprograms. Today we are contemplating a change in this program, one which Ifeel may not be beneficial to our purposes. A proposal is made for a Fortified

Milk-Based Product as an alternate food.
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ShOuld "fabricated-type" foods be used in the Child Feeding Programs? If oar
goal is in fact to improve the nutriture of the population. I have grave doubts
about the use of such foods when looking at the problem on a long-term basis.

Not to belabor the point, many children are simply" not getting sufficient levels
of the nutrients they need on their own. The USDA's figures for nutrients avail-
able for civilian consumption per capita per day are somewhat misleading. For
example, a person eating a diet of "average foods" of around only 3.55o calories

mild be consuming only half of the values of the nutrients 'when allowances are
made for waste mid losses on heating and processing.

What are die necessary nutrients for growth, health, and development? Most
often we hear about "eight basic nutrients." Or tell. Or even tweive:But in fact,
there lire 43 basic nutrients. We talk about those lesser figures for two reasons.
First, they are the easiest to measure in the diet aud in the food supply. Second,
we have assumed for many years that by eating the "traditional" foods which
contain the major nutrients, people 'will also consumein those same foods from
the basic four groupsthe balance of the lesser mentioned nutrients. This as-
sumption is no longer true when we depend on fabricated or highly fortified fab-
ricated foods as substitutes for the basic fomls.

To coinplicate things even further, we can not be sure how all the nutrients
in foods work together in biological interactions. Also, we do not even know all
the nutrients and growth factors necessary, at least quantitatively, for what we
call "mind nutrition." All we know for certain is that by eating recommended
amounts of a variety of foods from tlie basic food groups We will achieve close
to Optimum nutriture. This nutrition principle has stood the test of time.

But now we are talking about the substitution of "fabricated", foods for the
traditional. There simply is not the scientific knowledge or technology to assure
me that fabrieated foods are the nutritional equivalent of traditional foods over
long periods of time. No one can assure me that all the 43 or so basic m.trients
would be biologically available to the body iu formulated products. Their bio-
logical availability to.man in this form is an unknown quantity.

Thus whut we are seeing, or should be seeing, is a rather vicious cycle. Chil-
dren are currently uot receiving all the nutrients they need for health, growth, and
development. Their poor food choices dilute the nutrient density of the traditional
foOds they do consume either on their own or through the existing Feediug Pro-
grams. Our judgments ou nutrients are currently based on a population eating
traditional foods. Now it has been proposed that we further dilute nutrient densi-
ties in tbe total diet by the substitution of "fabricated" foods which are almost
sure nat to contain all the nutrients of traditional foods.

I submit that the use of "fabricated" foods at this time, on the basis of pres-
ent knowledge might only subvert our goals of improving the nation's nutature. .
Granted. if we were .discussing individuals with currently optimal:nutrition.
habits, the use of occasional -fabricated foods would not be detrimental. Such
individuals would make up certain unknown deficits elsewhere. But that isnot
alivays the case. We are talking about children whose diets are often suboptimal
already.

At the very least, we must do extensive testing of any fabricated foods before
their introduction into the feeding mi:grams. Are they equivalent to traditional
fonds? And.even then: do ether traditional foods exist which could supplement
better and less expensivelY the nutrients which we may be overlooking?

Inasmuch:as this hearing is specifically aimed at discussing the Child Nutrition.
Programs, let me urge yet another factor which I believe to be of utmost im-
portauce.

The problem is not only one of availability of traditional protective and low-
cost foods, but also of .a lack of built-in knowledge as to how to chooSe foods to .
provide the essential nutrients for growth and maintenance. Any child programs
intended to remedy the nutritional problems we face must also include mechanism
for long term nutrition education.

It makes very little sense to any of us to provide lunch trays that are returned
with the contents half-eaten or not touched at all, to serve milk that is not drunk,
te have students eat good foot! during the day and "empty calories" when on their
.own..or to have individuals leave school with no knowledge Of why certain foods
were served to them at breakfast or hinch.

We can view sellool feeding programs, narrowly, as affording short-term estab-
lishment of better nutrition. But in the long run, the deVelopment of good food
habits must-exist side by side to achieve long-term goals of good nutrition, This
is what good nutrition.is all about. If we provide a student with, say, vegetables
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on his tray und la ffect tell hlm to eat them because they are "good for him"
and he simply dumps the vegetables in the garbage can, we have gained nothing.
Rut if we can help him to understand why the vegetables should be a part ef his
diet, and have him come to believe this to the point that he not only eats veg-
,etables at shool but at home, then we have gained a great deal. And so, obvioUsly,
las he.

Regardless of socioeconomic or educational status of the student, he or she will
later in life be asked to make food choices. Whether the food is purchased with
(mmh. tokens, or rood stamps, the end result is the same. Knowledge of nutrition
and belief in good eating habits must pre-date breaking the dismal cycle of poor
nutrition habits that plagues us.

This is neither the time nor the plaice to discuss methods of successful programs
or nutrition education. Suffice it to say that in my work with many aspects of
nutrition education I have seen that this must be an integral part of Child
Feeding Programs, and I urge you to consider sueh educational programs closely.
There is a need for comprehensive and sequentitd programs Of nutrition education
for primary and secondary schools. There is a need for nutrition education in
teacher training programs. And there is a need for nutrition education in medical
;.and paramedical training.

Wise decisions by all persons must be founded upon knowledge. Today we
-know that the traditional foods of the basic food groupsmilk, meat, legumes,
fruits and vegetables, and breads and cerealswork to provide an optimum tem-
plate of nutrient balance. Let us not tamper with that "knowledge" until we are
eertaid that changes will help in the long run, not hinder, those whom We seek to
serve.

-.STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE BRIGGS, PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION,
. UNIVERSITY OF CAT.TVPRNIA AT BERKELEY

Dr. Bmoos. Thank you, Mr. Perkins. I appreciate the opportunity to
be here. Especially. I note yourgreat interest over the years in this

r itopic and appreciate you efforts n the 'child-feeding program treineu
dously..

I come from the University of California. I have turned in a docu-
ment which I am not going to read, because you will have it, and I.
hope that von will be able to read it.

It details Inv position.
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection. your entire statement will be

inserted in the record, and you just summarize your statement.
Dr. Branos.'I hope that you will aSk questions, too, which is 'why I

'feel that I ani hem, to answer any questions there might be.
In this document I background my own qualifications. but I do not

'think I need to go into that.
Chairman PERKIN. We know about that.
Dr. limoos. I aM especially interested in tryin.er to improve the nutri-

tional status of the children of America. I am concerned about malnu-
trition which exists, and I have followed closely and have been in-
volved in a number of studies dealing with the eating ilabits of the
Anwrican child. I have been very active in nutrition echwation pro-
grams, as well as my own research progrinns throngh the years in
-.this area.

I don't think I will need to review with you the fact that there is
.malnutrition, and it is a costly thing in this country. It is something
which the country needs to be worried about very much. It is some-
thing which.'as'far as Iam concerned, is a .canse of large medical pay-
melds and health care costs. and I have openly stated on a number of
occasions I hat I think that roughly a quarter of all health care costs in
.this country is due to the fact that onr eating habits are bad, and the
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resulting pioblenis then which are so costly in this .:ountry could be
' 'reduced considerably if -our eating habits were better, and I think it.

is a very ldgli economical problem, as well as a nutritional problem.
I have reviewed here sonie of thelike the Ten States Study. I

conld have reviewed many more,- like the USDA studies which have
shown deficiencies, but these are just samples.

Today I am here to discuss in particular the proposals for the forti-
fied milk base product, as an alternate food. 1. wish to discuss that a lit-

Ale bit, and I am here to hope that the Department of Agricalthre
.. through your cominittee in any way you caneim try to focus oii what

the nutritional needs and problems of the country really are and what
the child nutrition program ought to be doing. It ought to have a goal..
It. ought, to set down defined golds in mind, and if that can be done,

think that we will lw wax aliead.
I ant not sure that the fabricated food kind of policy can go too far.

I wish to talk about that. I am concerned about making imitation
foods when traditionally we know that most of the traditional foods.
come off the farm and are processed as necessary to make them avail-.
able the year round in an economical way. I feel that that is the
way the American public ought to eat, and when we look at the amount
of money that families spend on food, especially low-income fami-
lies, it is 25 to 30 percent Of their income, then I am particularly
concerned tliat we do not develop habits in ehildiren throughthe school.'
lunch program and other child feeding programs that just increase-
the cost of food and not necessarily improve the nutritional value-
.at all.

I" realize that we have figures on the availability of nutrkint intake
from the USDA. charts. We know that there are so many ,:alories. so
much protein, so many vitamins, and so on, available to each child,
and I look at these, and on an average, our country comes out fairly-
good. But I am concerned about the bell-shaped curve and the lower.
25 or 30 percent of this cnrve vAiere people are eating poorly an&
where deficiencies do exist.

I am very concerned: as a nutritionist, I Imow full well, as I think
most people recognize. tlmt there are many, many nutrients that we.
need. A vitamin pill does not take care of our needs. Protein mixed
up with different things does not take care of our needs.

. We need a number -of substances that are in milk, in meat and
poultry, and fruit and vegetables and grains-----and I have listed the.
four -food...kind of groupsthat are the, traditional strengths of onr-
country as 'far as nutrition is concerned.

I know, and we all know, that if we eat in this way as d country
we will get our nutrients, and our healthiest people in this country
are those who are eating.that way, and the ones who spend the least
amount of money for thew food and who are the- wisest wIters can do
this through the traditional four food groups.

Now. if we make a snbstitute for one of these foods. I am very con-
cerned that we can go too far and begin to depend on a fabricated
food formulated food, or a substitute food in p.lace of one of these.
foods., whether it he a substitute fruit or fruit :mice, of which there
aremany, or a spbstitute egg or a subStittite -grain 'or whatever. It is a.
snbstitute, and when these sastitutes are made by a certain standard,.
that standard can in no way begin-to measure our nutritional needs, be-,-
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cause .we just do not know enough about the needs of all the different
. nutrients, the so-called minor nutrients become more major when
Alley are not present.

, experiment with these kinds of foods.
'Clnurman PERKINS. Do yon think these substitutes have grown in

'volume insofar as purchasmg for our programs is concerned, that it
has commenced to interfere with the program, and I mean the nntrients
that a child should Teceive at these meals and that we should do some-
thing abot tt these substitutes at this thee?

Dr. BIZICGS. Yes. That is what I aM here to speak about, that we can
0.(:) too far with the substitutes, and I might point out why that is
true.

Chairman PEnktxs. Go ahead.
Dr. Bumus. rr1e snbstitete foods are made by certain standards

which, in the caso of this alternate food that we have. in mind here, do
not even contain as a standard the total nutrient requirement of the
cldld. For instance, there are certain RDA nutrients, recommended
dietary allowance nntrientsand I happen to sit on that committee
at the A cademy of Sciencethat are not present in the substitute.foods,
and I. for instance, know that that is not adequate nutrition unless
all of the nutrients are present.

We do not know enough about nutrition yet today to know othe re-
quirements of all the nutrientsI know this for a. factnor do we
know what foods contribute to our diet beyond these standard 8 or 19,
or 14 different substances which are generally in the standards for a
food of this kind.

We have not clone enough testing of these faLricated foods to be
using the. child as the test guinea Pig. I do not understand why we
should use tlm schoolchild as our testing agency. Let's . use somebody
else. or at least some rats, and get the information from experimental
anitnals and do a lot more testing on requirements of people and
children before we snbject the child to these kinds of foods.

Now, them is another factor which T want to stress. and that is the
longtime food habits of the American public really depend upon .what
one learns as a cldld. We do not c:lange our habits much when we get
older. We do if we get frightened by something, but generally these
patterns are set as a di ild.

And so thnsehool and the child-feeding programs are an area where
-wadi ion ed. f-!n. becomes extremely important, and as a nutritional
ediwator. the 'Oahits that I, feel the American child ought to have. the
Food habits. are those which he is -aping. to use the rest of his life, and
basically this means eating from tile traditional, wholesome foods that
arn vai ble at a low cost.

-I am very much concerned about the economics of this thing, too,
and i snbstitntes are made. they should be equal or better to the food
they are replacine at the same or less cost. If they are not, they are a
substitme which is a higher cost, and I do not understand the reason
for promotine them in any way. shape or form, because they are of
less nutriti ve value in the first place.

T. rea ize there is a problem about children eating at the school lunch .
pro(mun in the afeteria, they waste food, and this is somethina that
troales me as it. troubles your committee and -it troubles USDA peo-
ple. Why do they waste food? I think surely we should study why food'
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is wasted. 1 thiith surely though we have not really studied this enough.
We have not developed nutrition education programs in our schools
enough to really be able to honestly say we cannot get a child to eat
whoeis good for him, as long as it is good and tasty.

I happened to chair the White House ptinel on food and nutrition,
the panel on nutrition in elementary and secondary schools, and we
recommended a nutritionist in every State, school system and in every
district, a nutritionist in the schooi system, to work. with teachers, to

work with school lunch people and to work with teachers at all strata.
This has not been done yet, awl I think we are not at all doing the

nutrition education program that needs to be done to have a child see
why he should cat this product alai not a more tasty product.

I'Ve could go to the extreme and ask the ehild io eat whatever he
wanted, who I ever tastes good. let, it be a soft drink and some candy, let
it be wliotever he tastes. We do not. do that. We draw some lines.

And what I am saying is let us draw the lines back to where we
know good untrit ion starts. with the intake of all the nutrients.

So to cenehule, T wont. to say that. I feel that, nutrition education
must be a part of ehild-feeding programs and programs which are

strong in nutrition Mlle:aim There is a competitive nutrition educa-

tion that, oomes from the television, which comes from the vending
marhine, whieh collies from peer group pressures.

1.7nt il we can get Npial time on telling the child, through working
he parent and in every other way, we certainly have not tried well

enoindi to let the child see that there, is a good reason for taking veg-
etables and fruits. and we know from motivation experiments thatthe.
child %vill eat the proper foods when they know why. It is a matter of
knowing why awl developing the knowledge to tell why these foods

will he useful for them.
Thus we know the healthiest people in this country are those who eat

well. uuiil we, know that is true. Let us build a nutrition program in

our sehooLg'to. Cover that, point.
T think those. are my major points, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate

the opportunity to be here.
Chairman PI:tiKTNS. Thank yon yery
We will now hear, before we, interrogate the witnesses, from Dr.

Elwood Speekmann. Go ahead. Dr. Speckmann.
He is the Director of Nutritional Research for the National Dairy

Council.
T. am a, great 'believer in milk. myself. T always liked to milk cows

when T was a kid and even did it until I came to the Congress.

Go ahead.
rThe prepared statement. of Dr. Elwood Speckmann follows:"

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ETHCARD SPECKMANN. DIRECTOR OF NUTRITIONAL
RESEARCH. NATIONAL CouNcm, ROSEMONT. ILL.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: I am Elwood W. Speelzmann,
Ph.D.. Director of Nutrition Research for National Dairy Council. I welcome the
opportunity to appear before thn Committee today to discuss important nutritional
issues pertaining to the Child Nutrition Programs. Established in 1915. National
Dairy Council (NDC) is a nonprofit educational-scientific organization supported
by all-segments of the dairy industryproducers, processors and handlers, equip-..

ment mannfacturers and jobbers. NDC conducts a nutrition research program
which 'serves as a scientific base for its nutrition communications programs...
Dairy Council is both a national and a community program with the national
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office directing the national programs, and approximately 275 regional, state and
community Dairy Connell professional staff bringing these programs and services,to their respective areas.

, Although a relative newcomer. in the, scientific community, nutritional sciencehas made great strides and has shown that proper nutrition does make a differ-ence in one's health and well-being. Some examples will be mentioned to illustratethis point. A study conducted at the BostonLying-In Hospital at Harvard showedthat the health of the infant at the time of birth was related to the quality of the-diet of the mother during pregnancy (1). Of the infants born to mothers whosediet was rated good or excellent, 94% were judged in superior or good physicalcondition at the time of birth. On the other hand, when the maternal diet wasassessed as poor. only 8% of the infants received a superior or good rating and92% were judged in fair or poor condition.
Other studies show the profound effect of diet on bone development. In one suchstudy the retarding effect of prolonged undernutrition was shown dramatically inthe bones of the hand and wrists of several hundred children (2). In every poorlynourished child there was delay in the development of wrist bones comparedwith those of well-nonrished children of corresponding ages. A typical exampleshows that wiwreas a well-nourished 7-year old child has 7 carpal centers (wristbones), the undernourished child may have only 4 such carpal centers.
The synergistic relationship between undernutrition and infections is very evi-dent in ,underdeveloped countries where malnutrition and infections are bothrampant (3). Malnutrition, specifically undernutrition, predisposes the body toinfections, -and infections create the conditions for poor nutritional status. Thedramatic decline In the incidence rate of tuberculosis in the United States (from101.5 per 100,000 population in 1930 to 23.1 per 100,000 in 1967) is attributedpartly to a more abundant and varied diet.
By far the greatest gains in life expectancy have been made in the early yearsof life (3). A major reason for this is success in dealing with diseases of infec-tious origin and common childhOod illnesses. There are many factors contributingto this success ; one of them is improved childhood nutrition.
Several studies indicate that lack of food and concomitant hunger may influencelearning and behavior in terms of reduced ability to concentrate (4). Amongschool children, this may be manifested in the forni of disinterest in one's studies,decreased attention Bran and poor school records.
Recognizing the important role of nutrition in safeguarding the health andwell-being of tbe Nation's children, the Congress of the United States passedthe National School Lunch Act of 1940, the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, and more'recently the National School Lunch Act and Child Nutrition Act of 1966 Amend-ments 9f 1975. which authorize nntrition programs for children. The general pur-pose of these ;;)rograms is to increase the nutritional well-being of children and to"create educational opportunities for developing sound nutrition habits.Orer the years, the programs have continued to evolve, experiencing significantand far-reaching changes (5). For example. the school lunch program is nowavailable to an impressive 25 million children per day. The number of needychildren being reached through this program has grown from 3.5 million to 9.4million daily.
Nevertheless, we have observed certain trends which we view with concernlocause of their potential undermining influence on the nutritional integrity ofthe programs. These trends are as follows:
1. Changes are being introduced into the various child nutrition programswithout the benefit of any published up-to-date and clearly defined nutritionalgoals for each of the programs. At present. only the School Lunch Program has adefined nutritional goal. which is one-third of the Recommended Dietary Allow-ances (RDA) for the 10-12 year old child. However, this goal is still expressed interms of the liMS edition of the RDA. The Food and Nutrition Board, NationalResearch Council/National Academy of Sciences, has since revised its recom-mendations, based on newer knowledge of nutrition, and published the 1974 RDA.Not only did the Board revise the amounts of nutrient intakes considered desir-able but also the age groupings. Thus the latest edition does not have the agecategory of 10-12 years which is used by USDA ; rather. it provides a breakdownof 7-10 and 11-14 year olds (as well as other age groups).For the other child nutrition programs, USDA has enumerated the requiredmeal components but has not published the scientific basis for choosing suchcomponents. _For example. USDA recently issued a final order establishing-breakfast patterns for infants and children to 6 years of age (6). However,
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despite recommendations to imblish the nutritional goal for the School Breakfast
Program, the Ilnai order remains silent on this point. Without elearlf defined
nutritional goals, it is difficult to assess the performance of these programs nfid
to evaluate .the impact of proposed alterations in the meal pattern and meal
components.

7n establishing nutritional goals for Child Nutrition Programs, we strongly
urge that U$DA go beyond the 17 nutrients for which recommended dietary
allowances have been establighed. For instance, the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-
istration, in puidishing regulations for nutritional labeling have established U.S.
RDA for 90 nutrients. U.S. RDA have been established for copper, biotin and
pantothenle acid in the absence of an RDA because FDA folt,that these nutrients
were important in the diet. But what about potassium. choline, chronlinm and
some of the other nutrients? Perhaps specified levels of at least copper, biotin,
pantothellie acid, potassium. choline and chromium should be inchlded in the
nutritiona i goals for Chiid Nutrition Programs. Further, we recommend that
USDA define tile nutritional goals on a calorie basis so that nutrient density
becomes a basic component of the goal.

". Claims of nutritional adequacy of meals served in these programs have been
based on averages without considering the range of intakes or variation among
participants. For example, a recent change in the Type A lunch pattern (dele-
tion of butter/fortified margarine) was based partly on the chain that the average
amounts of vitamin A in sebool lunches are more timn adequate. AltImugh it is
troy that the average vitamin A intakes from school hutches are likely to exceed
one-third of_the.RDA. it does not necessarily folio* that all participants have
reached the goal. A study conducted by Murphy et al. (7) showed that al-
though the vitamin A content of lunches averaged 2,100 I.U., which definitely ex-
eeeds the goal of 1.500 I.U. (one-third RDA), the range was front 3S0 to 10,300

More than a third of the schools:were below the goal for vitamin ii. Another
study examined the amount of nutrients consumer hi the Type A lunettes by
Grades 5, 7, and 10 students (8). Again, taking vitamhl A as an example, the .

average intake for each grade exceeded the goal but there was quite a wide range.
some of which were below the goal of one-third the RDA.

We therefore recommend that assessment of nutrient intakes in the Child Nutri-
Hon Programs he strengthened by examining not only the average intakes hut
more importantly the range of intakes and median intake, as well as the per-

.
ventage of children not meeting the goal, so as to give a realistic picture.of actual
Cenditions. Furthermore, where substantial deficiencies in .nutrient intake exist.
we urge USDA to take iminediate action to improve or correct the situation.

3. Over tile years, we have observed a slow bilt steadily increasing introduction
of fabricated foods in the Child Nutrition Programs without. a clearly defined
USDA policy regarding the use of these products. In terms of long-range plan-
ning. to what extent will fabricated products be allowed to replace traditional
foods? Gaps in present knowledge of nutritiou . indicate caution in moving
towards increased use of fabricated products in feeding ehildren. These gaps are

, well illustrated by the fact that of the approx:mately 50.nutrients known to he
. required by humans, only a third have been quantitatively defined in terms of

Recommended Dietary Allowances. Knowledge about desirable intakes of other
essientia I nutrients Is scanty. At this point. it is assumed that if the goals for the
7:DA nutrhmts are met, then the goals for other nutrients also would be met
However, this assamption is based on the premise that the diet is composed
largely of traditional foods rather than fabricated products. The assumption may
not he valid when increasing amounts of fabricated products replace traditional
foods for there is nn assurance that the fabricated product has tile broad
speetrum of vitamins and minerals found in the counterpart traditional food.

We therefore urge USDA tn proceed with caution in allowing fabricated prod-
ucts in the Child Nutrition Programs and to publish a clearly defined policy on
the extent to which these products, singly and cumulatively. will be. allhwed in
the programs. The policy should be based on a thorough evaluation of the biologi-
cal value and spectrum of nutrients in the fabricated products.

4. With increasing sophistication, food technology has produced many prod-
ucts wh!ch taste like and look like traditional foods hut which may or may not
he nutritionally equivalent to the foods they replace. It is imperative that
nntrition research go hand in hand with technological developments and prac-
flees in order to increase the scope of our nnderstanding of the impact .of
technology on health and well-being. For example, in the recent proposal from



USDA to allow the use of a formulated fortified milk-based product as a one
component alternate for thd supplemental food pattern of the Sunimer Food..

'Service Program for Children, the nutritional specifications were based solely'
.

.on .qnttutitative parameters. Parenthetically, the term. "milk-based is thisIend-
ing since the proposed regulations' allow the use of ingredients which would re-.
place milk but which do not have the same nutrient profile as milk." Another
example is the cheese alternate products, whose nutritional specificatiOns also
are based primarily on quantity of nutrients with the exception of protein for'
which a minimum biological value equal to that of casein is required. Nutrition .

research is needed:to-provide a-thorough assessment of- the biological availability
of all ..the nutrients listed in the specifications as well as evaluation of the .
overall nutritional performance of fabricated foods.

Research also is needed to gain a better understanding of conditions which
may affect one's ability to' consume certain foods,particularly those.which make
a significant contribution to the nutrient profile oE the meal. For eXample, the
inability of some children to drink- the milk served with their meals has been
attributed by some researchers to lactose intolerance. Lactose intolerance is.
sometimes equated with- intolerance to milk benuse milk and other dairy foods'
are the main source of lactose in the diet. However, there is Increasing evidence
in the scientific literature that lactose intolerance and milk intolerance are not
synonymous.'

It -has been demonstrated that lactose-intolerant individuals can indeed con-.
slime recommended quantities of milk and that there is no scientific basis
to rmnove milk from :their diet (9, 10): Moreover, there are other factors which
influence the acceptability of milk, includnig the temperature of milk when
served: familiarity' with the product, and- perhaps even psychosomatie!factors.
Studies are needed to determine the factors affecting food acceptance.

5. In reeent years there has been increasing scrutiny of the Type A lunch-pat-
tern. Nevertheless, several years of experience with the- Type A- lunch pattern-
also show that. In general, the pattern has enough flexibility to adapt to student -

preferences and that it has a sound nutritional foundation. In an interview
published in the School FoodserviceJournal (11),- Dr. Grace Ostenso,:Director,
Nutrition and -Technical Services Staff, -Food. and. Nutrition Service, USDA,-
cited a. stndy which showed- that there- was very little nutritional difference.be-
twee» meals planned using the Type A pattern and- the nutrient .. standard ap-
proach: The 20 menu planners on the project were impressed when theY found out
for themselves that. Type A does, in fact have nutrients-in it and-what .foods,
these nutrients come from. Dr. Ostenso added that the project participants.found

' it difficult to plan 'a menu Ni-ithnut having certain items (suchits a-dairy food
to supply calcium. etc.) in the Thus: in our opinion, the Type A lunch pat7
tern remains the most viable method available to date for planning nutritious-
meals and we recommend that USDA continue to useit as a basis for-meal plan-..
ning-in the Child Nutrition Programs.

G. The food left. uneaten by children participating in the Child Nutrition Pro-
grams. commonly referred to as plate waste. has- been a major concern. among: .
individuals and institutions involved in these programs. However, plate -waste
can not be solved by simply allowing high school students, for example, -to'
refuse the foods offered to them fn school lunch.- Undoubtedly, plate waste is the
resffit of an interplay of several factors. Nevertheless: a good understanding of
the imimrtanee of nutrition to one's health and -well-being, through nutrition
edueation, ean play a major role in reducing plate waste. Wlmt the children
observe and experience in the school lunchroom should be reinforced through
nutrition education. A survey conducted by the Office of Evaluation Research.
University of Illinois for . National Dairy Council reveals the need to teach
nutrition at. all grade levels and to sequentialize nutrition education within the -

existing school curriculum so that later learning will build on previous.learning.
This same need for a comprehensive program was expressed at the White House
Conference in 1969 and at the 1974 hearings of the Senate Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs.

A study conducted by the Society for Nutrition Education for National Dairy .

Colmeirs K-I2 Curriculum project reveals that curriculum developers -must
present nutrition education in such a manner that students can grasp it Intel--
lectnaly and find it compatible with their life style. culture,. family- and cem-
munity. Programs in nutrition must be practical and meet the needs of students
and their .families.

7 3 7
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We believe that theme are important omsiderations in the development' of effec-
live nutrition education programs. Clearly, there is a need to develop a emu-

.: .prehensive and sequential program to effectively teach nutrition from kinder-
zarten through the senior high school. The goal of such a progran . is to equip
young people with the knowledge and values for wise food cholees.throughout
life. To carry out this program effectively, a comprehensive approach is neces-
sary. Teuchers must be equipped with the appropriate knowledge and tools.
Therefore, nutrition education should be a Part of teacher trainiug.programs.
School systems must give solid support to nutrition education, including it in
the curriculum.

In summary, we offer the following recommendations to strengthen the nutri-
tional component of the Child Nutrition Programs:

1. Each . program should have up-to-date, clearly defined nutritional goals.
In setting goals, one shonld not be limited by the constraints of the RDA
-and must consider-other essential nutrients as well. In addition, serious consid-
-eration must be given to the concept of nutrient density.

2. When assessing the nutrient content of meias served in the various pro-
grams, analysis shonld include not only the avernge intakes, but more import-
funly the range of nutrient intakes and median intake, as well as the percentage
of children not meeting the goal: Moreover, where- substantial deficiencies in
nntrient .intake exist, immediate nett.= should: be taken to improve. or .correct
the situation. ,

3. In terms of long-range planning, there is a need to define the extent to which
fabricated products will be allowed to .replace traditienal foods singly and
cumulatively. The policy concerning the use of these products in the Child Nutri-
Hon Programs should be based on a thorough evaluation of biological value and

.speetrum of nutrients.
4. Nutrition research should be au integral component of the overall assess-

ment of the Child Nutrition programs. Research is needed to evaluate the nutri-
tional quality of the meal patterns find to evaluate new foods being introduced,

to replace traditional foods. Research also is needed to objectively evalu-
.ate conditions which may have an impact on the consumption of certain food
items being provided in the Child Nutrition Programs,

5. The Type A pattern remains the most viable method available to date for.
Manning nutritious lunches. Its continued use as a basis for meal planning is
highly recommended.

B. Nutrition education should be utilized to work hand in hand with the Child
Nutrition Programs to develop sound eating habits. Comprehensive nutrition
education programs.should he developed for use in tesilraining institutions
and in elementary and secondary schools.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ELWOOD SPECKMANN, DIRECTOR OF NUTRI-
TIONAL RESEARCH, NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL

Dr. SITCKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am 'Director of Nutritional Research for the National Dairy

Council and had my training and experience, in the area of nutritional
sciences and I have about -15 years of experience DOW, and I have
qualified for membership in the American Institute of Nutrition and
the American Society for Clinical Nutrition.

Just a word, briefly, about the National Dairy Council.
. We aro a nonprofit educational and scientific. organization supported

by all Segments of the dairy industry. 'We have a very broad-based
nutrition research program which serves as the scientific basis for our
nutrition ad mica Hon lino communications program.

I will.. attempt, also to summarize my prepared remarkS, ratherthan
Chairman NRICINS. Without objection, your prepared statement

will be insertNl in the record.
Dr. SmototA N. Thank you.
My introductory remarks in the prepared statement relate mostly to

documenting in a very brief fashion the fact that nutrition does make
a difference m one's health and well-being and that research has also
shown that. the lack of food and concomitant liunger influenced learn-
ing and behavior in a classroom and that, this does affect one's ability
to learn, one's willingness to learn, the organization of the students
within the classroom.

endorse the committee's interest in the L.Teneral pnrpose of the
child nutrition programs, which is to increase the nutritional well-
being of children, and to create edncational opportunities for develop-
ing sound nutritiOnal habits. We are, however, coneerned with several
of the actions that have been taken by the TTSDA over the past several
years because. of thith. potential -undermining influence on the nutri-
t ional inte7rity of these prop-rams.

Tn the prepared remarlis. T haye, submitted six recommendations
which we. feel will stremrthen the nutritional component, of these
programs.

The. first recommendation is that each program should have up-to-
date. and aka rly defined nutritional goals and in setting

'-0-oals
one

shonld -not. be limitpd lw the, constraints and the recommended dietary
allowances, and must. consider other essential nutrients as well.

Tn addition. serious consideration must be given to the concept of
nutrient. density.

A few examples to illustrate that po',nt is that only the. school lnnch
pro.P.Tam fins den fled nutritional 7oals, which ore. basically one-third
of 'the recommended dietary 'allowances. However, .even then, these
recommendations are based on the 19f1S RDA's yeller than on the
revised-1974 -RDA exemnl i lied by the fact that the. TTSDA
is currently basin.- the oxian the 1.0- to 12-vear-old child. Tn the re-

-
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-vised RDA's the age groupings are from the 7- to 10-year-old child and
.- the 11- to 14-year-old child, so thus, when they interpret their [Lotions
.from the RDA., it is difficult to apply those to the Imre current issues of
the recomthended dietary allowances, and so we would 'recommend that
they define their nutritional goals in accordance with up-to7date and
mised standards us published by the Food and Nutrition Board.

However, there are no published nutritional goals for the school
breakfast program or for the summer school fo-od service prooTam,
and thus, it becomes very difficult, fmmi our standpoint, to evatluate
the progress of these programs and to evaluate Proposed Modifications
in, the programs, because we do not have a yardstick with which to
meaSure it against.

It is like reacting to a moving target. You never know exactly what
their internal standard is, and I think it would be well to have them
define what their specific goal is.

Also, we feel that in developing the nutritional goals for the child
nutrition programs, that they had based their recommendations on
the recommended dietary allowances, the RDA's, for 17 nutrients. Now,
we all knOw there are some 40 to 50 nutrients that are necessary for
health. Dr. Briggs, in a chapter in one of his books has 'spelled out 43
specific nutrients that are required. Bat we feel that in defining the
overall goals of these. prograMs, they should not be restricted to just
these 1 t initrients. We feel that nutritioiml science is such that they
could go boyond the 17 nutrients and establish .nutritionid specifica7
tions for 'at, leaSt G other

. nutrients: copper, liathin. panathenic 'acid,
potassium, coline, and chromium.

The. .foed and Drug Administration, in their proposed nutrition
labeling-well. in fact, that is the laW. now, I guess the nutritional
labeling regulations, -have gone beyond these Rak's bY 3 ..addi-

.

tional nutrients. so thereis alreadY prededence set, and I think suffiCient
information .available 'that . USDA could define nutritional goals
beyond the specific .17 RDA nutrients.

,

We also feel very stronply that. any nutritional groals that the USDA'
devilop should be based on a concept of nutrient density, and by that.
T- mean specified in amounts of nutrients per calorie, because it is very
important as they make changes and.'pronosed 'modifications in these
procrrams that, they not dilute the nutritional quality of these- pro-
!rrams. and when you start to introduce nontraditional foods, fabri-
cared foods. 'engineered food, yon have to be very careful that you

'are not introd11cin7 primarily calories and little else.
So we are very concerned on the nutrients that are supplied per

calorie in these programs.
. The second major recommendation that we wish to present to the
conunitfee is that when assessing the. nutrient. content of meals served
in the various programs, analysis should include not only the averwre
intakes bat, more importantly. the range of mitrient intakes. and-tile
Median' intake, as well . as the percentage of children not meeting 'the
goal.

Moreover, where substantial deficiencies in :nutrient, intake exist,
immediate action should be taken to improve'or correct the situation..

As an example for that,I submit that in the assessment. of the
tional adequacy of these programs. the- USDA. has nsed ayerage
valnes-they have used average. values of schoolsand so a .few high
figures could certainly ovetsliadow manylow figures.
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One really needs to know what the median intake is, how many
children are below the median, what:proportion of the children are
above the inedian, mid the extent to which this exists in, particular
schools.

For example, the recent deletion .rif butter and margarine from the
school lunch program was based, in part, by the USDA was the fact
that average amounts of vitamin A III school lunches was .more than

...adequate, yet the studies that are cited by USDA showed that the
average vitamin A content. of the lunches was 2,100 international units .

which above their goal of one-third of the RDA, which would be 1,500
international units.

So froth basing their recommendations on averages, it would seem
to me that the schools were getting enough vitamin A. However, when
you go back into the data and look at the ranges of intalsm of vitamin :

A, you find that some schools were consuming as low' aS 380 interna-
tional units of vitamin A. and as high as 10,300 international units.

When you go back and look at the numbers that were below their
goal, one-third of the RDA, or 1,500, you found that one-third of the
schools were below the goal of one-third of the RDA for vitamin A.

So it would seem to raise some question as to whether it is proper
to use strictly an average, and not look at other data, such as a range.
or a median. It seems to me more prudent to investigate some of the
specific detail zis to why the range was so large, and what. caused
certain school , to be very low in vitamin A.

It is particularly interesting, I think, that with this kind of a range,
and with one-third of the schools below the RDA that the USDA
could use as a justification for eliminating butter and margarine that
there was no substantial effect of this change on the vitamin A content .

of the lunches..
We think that if there is a critical situation that anYthing that

would contribute to the vitamin A content of the diet, such as-forti-
fled butter and margarine, would be an important ingredient, and. So
that we led that that is a very weak argument to base a decision on a
situation where one-third of the schools are not meeting the RDA.

The third recommendation we would like to present is that in terms
of long-range planning there is a need to define the extent to which
fabricated products will be allowed to replace traditional foods, both .

singly in the diet, and cumulatively.
The policy concerning the use of these products in the child nutri-

tion pronTams should be based on a thorough evaluation of the bio-
logical Ques in the spectrum of nutrients.

Over the years, we have seen introduced in these programs a
number of fabricated products as alternate foods..We have the en-
riched macaroni products with fortified protein, textured vegetable :

protein, cheese alternate preducts and more recently, the t.thT:pc.;sed
formulated, fortified milk-basedprOduct.

I pless one has to ask the question. To what extent will USDA allow
these kinds of products with or without nutritional specifications to

-be in the programs?.
It, is kind of a patchwork on their pronTams, I think. is to set

little fires here and there to allow this produa and to allow that. prod-
duct, but of concern to us. is what, impact do these products have on
the nutritional integrity of the mogram to which they are introduced.

7iti
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Mid cumulatively, when you consider them all, to the total nutritional
integrity of the child nutrition program.

I think, this is exactly. the kind of question that. Dr: BriggS jyst
asked, where are they going, to whatextent are these products goinz
to be allowed. We are concerned that they have gone too far already,
that the nutrients that are in these products are not. the same as the
nutrients that have been supplied by the traditional foods that. they
are replacing.

I think we need much more research to define both the extent and
the availability of these nutrients just because there is iron added does
not mean .that the body will utilize all of that iron It depends on the
fonn and the other nutrients that relate to iron and how these are
put in the product.

So we must be very concerned about the nutritional profile, the
nutrient interactions, and the bioavailability of the nutrients that
are in these alternate foods.

And lastly, we must be concerned about the effect that these alter-
nate foods have on the eating habits of the children. One of the im-
portant aspects of these programs is to teach good eating habits,
and to teach them to eat nutritious, foods, and if we are going to
encourage them, through these programs, to eat foods which we

'not feel are wise choices from a nutritional standpoint, or we do
not feel contribute adequately to a good nutrient dense approach to
nutrition. I think we should be very concerned in the direction that
we are going, and I think that USDA should come forth with a policy
as to the extent of these foods and their nature, from a nutritional
standpoint and what impact they do 'have on the child nutrition
.programs.

The fourth recommendation is really related to the one I have just
been talking about. We feel that nutrition reSearch should be an in-
tegral component of the overall assessment of the child nutrition
programs. We feel that research is needed to evaluate the nutritional
quality of the meal patterns and also to evaluate the new foods that
are being introduced, or those that are being used to replace the tradi-
tional foods.

We think that research also is needed to objectively evaluate con-
ditions which may have an impact on the consumption of. Certain
food items being provided in the child nutritim programs.

Now, I just mentioned that we ,feel that this research is important
to look at the bioavailability and the interactions and how these
products fill the nutritional .shoes of the foods which they purport
to replace. but I think what we need here is research must go hand
in .hand with technological development, and we should not be experi-
menting with our children . with new products that have not been
adequately tested in the laboratories, even with animals and hope-
fully, even further, with humans.

nd I think we are getting the cart before the horse. We are intro-
ducing the products because they taste good and they may be cheaPer,

we -really-do .not. know what -the nutritional.. quality_ of .some,.of
them are. and I think we ought to ki,:iv much more about this before
we beeome too .permissive with re:/ards to these products, 'and also .

what effect they may have on health and well-being.
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Some of the produets linty very well be high in sugar or high in
phosphorns or high in certain nutrients of which we already have
excessive amounts in the diet, and we should aksess the nutritional
and health impact that these new foods have on our well-being:

fifth recommendation I would like to present is that the type
A Pattern, we feel. continues to remain the most viable method to
date for planning nutritious lunehes, and We think that, it should
...ontinue to be used :is a basis for meal planning, -and I think that the
only thine. I can say here is that many years of experience have
taught us'-that the type A lunch pattern shows that in general this
pattern has enough flexibility to adapt to both student preferences
and .

that it does serve as a sound nutritional basis for the child-feeding
programs. and .I know ?hat USDA has been eoncerned ,lhout investi-
gating alternate ways to devise a scheme for he child nutrition pro-
grams. We are very hapiw with the schematie that we have now. We
think that it siWtr's an eancational purpose; we feel it is -well-based
from a nutritional standpoint. mid that there is no need to explore new
e a vs nit t he present time.

And w reeonunetul that, it continue to be used by -USDA.
'lire last point is that. really, supporting Dr. Briggs, is that nutri-

tion eduration shonld be utilized to work hand in hand with . the
ild nutrition programs to develop soupd eating habits. Compre-

hensive nutrition 'education programs should be used cad developed
for teaeher-training institutions and in elementary and seeondary
schools as well as in the training of medical and- pammedical person-
nel, and the National Dairy Council stands ready, in their compre-
hensive nutrition education programs te work. 4.!ooperatively with
the USDA in any way possihle to develop these kinds of proge:ims.
a ml I would hope that as di: feeding prograuls are strengthened
ir.10 -re evoended, that t hey would give greater attention fo using
t NU school hinehroom as a laboratory as a nntritklnal experience for
teaching children sound eating habits, and we wotOd welcome tIe
01)0011:miry to work with then:.

Chairman Pnrunixs. Ti.nk you very much, Dr. Speckmann.
Now. we will from Pat riek D. ITealy, serretary of the National

Milk Producers Feder:itie:i.
fin ahead. lfr. Healy. Without object ion, your prepared statement

win le iriserted in the record.
IThe statement re fermi o follows:1

Pfax.t.nEn STATE:MI:ST op PATRICK 13. TIF:At.r. SECRETARY, NATICI:car. Mtrat
PmMUCICIts FTWERATION

. Mr. Chairman. I am Patrick B. Healy, Secretary of fix, National Milk Pro-
(Itwers Federation. The F:ftlerotion represents the atmerkno dairy fi; ruler mnitet-
Ing. inn through his ccoperotivo. Our membership is e.mmrisedof dairy coopera-
tives doing Imshress ht every state of the nation.

7he National Miik Prodiwers Federation hns sm'portNi the Child Nutrition
Programs since their inception. These programs hsce TRVII designed by Congress
in proode Impro,rd nutrition for American schr.ol childrcn as an Onwnt ,!.1' a
national policy. 'We Imo stro-.:i.-i; 1-1:-e expansion and growth as wen as nee4ed

--ftiting for the Nationnl Prmrdin as well .as,thr,Breakfast
mer Feeding: and Women. Infants and eh:Wren Programs. We. aro ,:irtieularly
prond of our role in the development of the Special Milk Ptogratn to provide
ewit,>ol children a half-pint of milk at redneml prices to enconrage rhcir cornsillilti-
tioln of this nntritims 7-1(1.

We welcome this opportunity to testify before this ronanit'ee, nversight hear-
ings are au (!ssential element ct the legislative procesi. With yonr .? guitlane,.. the
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.Child Nutrition Programs will continue to serve the nutritional needs of our
children at the high standards which reflect the bounty ant quality. of Antorican'

,. agricultural productinn.'
I at tills time to assgsdate. mysoill and the Fetlatation with the remarkS

of Dr. Elwood SpeatinTu of nie National Dairy Council. NDC's 'programs in
-nutritional't.eseare1;, c,;:mmunicAlons and education are'of great value to the
:development of tatderstanding hutinni nutrition and to the dissemination of:

thls knowledge .1,J-the American public, pardeularly schoel' Children.
Our_primar" cooeern centers araund the apparent deValuation of the nutri-

tionul integri& of the child nutritio,.; programs. The' U.S. Department of Agrl-
cultute has taken several steps over tttc-- past few years to replace whole,
traditlomd foods with highly prGeeLseti fabrtertted products in Lae name of
convenience 'and economy. Meat iufi '.sPeeic alternates are. now permitted
in the School Lunch Program. Butter ...1,-;k1. bfto deleted as a required coin-
vonent Of the Type A lunch. Just yestezday -comments:were due on Us: rood .
and Nutrition Service's latest proposalto substitute n fabricated formula
for the present wholesome two-part . Summer Feeding Program snack 'wkich
consists of a serving of milk, juice, frul t. or vegetable, and n serving of hread
or equivalent. the proposed formulated snack was purported to he a "fortified--
milk-based product," but a. close look at the specitications reveals that this
terminology misconstrued the vmkeup of the product. The proposed .fOrmulft
Is not necessarily milk-beset. Whey or sodium easeinate blended with plant
protein and lipid sources are not milk-bused products but are test-tube mix-
tures resulting in imitation products trespassing upon the public trust of
the good mune a milk us a wholesome natural food.

INVe understand that this proposed formulated snack costs about 40 cents
to 50 cents a serving: Certainly this is an exorbitant price to pay when one
considers the nutritional superiority of milk at- about ten cents n half pint.

We, fall to see the advantage of this highly-processed product. Newspaper- re-
ports Indicate that even the manufacturer does not recommend serving the
product-more than once or twice a week.

The sunnuer feeding proposal is just 'one more step toward the erosion of
the ..traditional quality of thbse programs. I am not a nutritionistbut it Is
clear that it just doesn't' make good sense to substitute chemicals for wholesome
foods. Fabricated foods must not be mistaken as equivalent to traditional
foods. Man's knowledge does not equal the complexity of the human body
and its metabolic process. As Dr.. Speckmann testified, meal plans. comprised .

of a quantitative fabricated food program based on the Recommended Dietary
Allowances will not necessarily provide the approximately 50 nutrients knoWn
to he required by humans. USDA appears to be basing much of its formulated
meal specifications on protein equivalency, scales and a few isolated essen-
tints of human nutrition. We consider such formulated food programs .to be
uncontrolled experiments on children at critical stages of their development. It
.is unconscionable to mix nnd chill chemicals that taste good to feed to under-
privileged:children. We cannot base good nutrition On, taste. Eating is in-
stinctual, but good nutrition is a learned experience. Dr. E. Nelge Todhunter
of the School of Medicine of Vanderbilt University writes:

"There are many myths and misconceptions about food. One of these is that
man has an instinct that guides hint to choose the foods he needs to maintain
his health. If this were true, there would never have been any deficiency diseases
such us scurvy and beriberi and pellagra. Man has not such Instinct; nor is
there any clear evidence from laboratory experiments with animals that they
hnve'such an instinct. Choice of food isa learned experience."

There are two major objectives of the Child Nutrition Programs. One
is to provide children with, meals which will contribute to their sound physical
and emotional development.' The other major objective is to provide meals
which will serve as-examples for choices children will make throughout their
lives to maintain their physical and emotional well-being, vitamin injected
cakes: fortified chocolate -shakes, and orange flavored sugary whey drinks
are not wholesome foods from which young people can learn good values.
How can children identify the nutritional value of 'a product manufactured
toimitatefmr-foods!J--

Children are bombarded with empty calorie foods. They need guidance to
assure that they receive the optimal nutritional value of the foods they con-.
sume. An important step toVard optimal nutrition Is for USDA to establish,
nutritional goals for the Child Nutrition programs. Section 0 of the Nation:11

SO-005--77-7--4
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School . Lunch Progra m mandates that USDA set standards for the 'program
......based on nutritional research. 'Current School -Lunch goals are based on

out-ef-date IWA specifications. IJSDA has not established goals for the Other
dilid nutrition prograMs.

, The Ten-State Nutrition survey conducted by the Department Of ..Health
Ilducation and Welfare Health Services and Mental Administration documented
'the nutritienal contribution of School :Lunches to the total 'daily' nntritionta
.intake of all ethnic groups. The stUdy's conclusion is that Alle School Lunch
provides from 30-50% of needy children's dolly food intake and 20-10% of
that .of high income children is shocking evidence of just how important a

,,schooi lunch is. Updated nutritional goals for this program will further
ensure that every opportunity Is taken I.o make the child's noon meal optimally
contribute to his diet.

We support the establishinent afid maintenance of goals for these .programs
. which will reflect the sophistication of man's .knowledge of human nutrition
be established. We furthermore urge that such goals specifically reflect the
bionvnilability of nutrients offered.' We feel assured -that such standards 'and
goals would serve to stay the flood of highly proeessed foodsin the Child Nutrl-

. tion Programs. To this end; we support expanded federal funding of research of
Imp= nutrition' to expand our understanding of Inman! food needs.

We are also concerned about the discussion of possible alternatives to the
Type A lunch pattern. Even some of the recent changesin the current program
are disconcerting. The recent elimination of butter as a required meal com-
lament was justified by VSDA in large part by the declaration that there was

. "too notch filt- in the otilldre1!.5 diets. Beemuse there are ne fat standards In the
program. we were unable to evaluate this claim objectively. Subsequently, we
learned at the April meeting of the National Advisory Council on' Child Nutri-
tion that potato ehips would he considered for acceptability as a vegetable
emliponent in the pattern. Him will USDA justify this food of -audit 'high fat
eolltent?

"Choice" is a term inereasingly used in discustsions of the Type A pattern. Yet
when USDA expanded the defluition of milk to include lowfat, skim, buttermilk,
and flavored milk products, we understand some schools took ndvantage a this
flexibility by offering only low-fat milk to students. What Was touted as "reducing'

.

fats to students" was In actimlity an economy measure. Skimmilk may be more-
econienicalhut it contribittes nothing to nutrition if studentS won't drink it: '

Is this theunspokeit planto ofeer foods which are:unapPetizing, then permit
students to not choose them, all in the name of economy?PreVlous wItiteSses haVe
cited many ineidences of preplated foods which do not appeal to students and
innehrifinns which are overcrewded. understaffed. and. are.generally unpleasant.
'Children are refusing to eat became o the conditions they are tirced to endure..

The National Milk Producers Ftuiera that supports maintenance of the Type
A luneit 'paqern, federal futalli: and encouragement of improved' school cafe-
teria fiicilii C5. and federal mom:oil-in of on-site .food preparation. In an effort to
reduce plate waste of foods. This natiion has a responsibility to serve natritious,
wholesome. appetizing foods to our children Ii. an environment and time spau
'conducive to a pleasant meal. As au extension of. tile lunchroom experience. we
support nutrition education programs to develop sound eating habits by children.
We. endorse !Miry Council's .recommundation for the development of compre-

mitrition (slum thm programs in teacher-training Institutions and in
elementary and seemulary schools..

We were pleased to hear several witnesses represmtfug local school districts
support' the commodity distribution program at er.rlier bearings. The -Seilool
Lunch began with tile support of the agricultural I:onmninity. Co:nmodity dis-
tribution to selmols serves as a healthy outlet for Ccmmodity Credit Corporation
st(wks and in tum provides P00111mlipal !aisle wholesome foodstuffs for the ChIld
Nutrition Programs.

My final concern centers on the Administration's uding philesophy of these
programs. We are wary of the block grant proposais continually presented to
Congress. The success of the Child Nutrition Prcgrams has..::men dm% in large

to.federal gnida nee regarding meal standards and.,administration- of- the
.Kograms. 'The bleek grant would constitute 'a drop in total funding levels and
probalde elimination of some programs in many states.

Fanding for the Idock grant proplisal is based on numbers of msedy children.
It might initially appear to be 501111(1 logic for the federal governm'..mt to support

.
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only needy children..11owever, if meal prices re for the average student, large
.number8 chihiren wilt stop participatimg in the prilgratifs. The resulting costs
.of pr'cwlding meals to the needk only will skyrocket. Poor nutrition is not con-
fined I the.needy. Underinitrition exists at. all levels in spite of financial stand-
ing..

previonsly.statA IEW's 10 state survey indicated that the School Lunch
Prngram alone can provkle tip to 40% of the daily nutritional intake of high
intome children. Stab., and local gov,...rument s may not be able to carry the hur-
t:ea or ciaitinning t I eireetively sapport the array of child feeding programs.
Therefore..we cannot support. this experiment with 6ese programs essential to
so many chi hi ren's diets.

Additionally. there have iwen repented altennits to delete the Special Milk
Program tinkling front the Midget. The Special Milk Program provides free
and. reduced-prieed Milk to children at poriods other than lweakftist or hutch 'ts.1
tide them over to the next meal nod supplement their diet. Special Milk alSo of-
fers a second half-pint of milk to hungry children in addition to that served with
IL meal.Alore importantly. Special Nlilk provides economical milk to children who
prefer to carry a bagged inneli from home. Administration proposals to eliminate
this program in nil schools exceld those whieh do not offer food service is a
discrimination against children who choose not to eat, the prepared meal.

In snminary, we are deeply concerned about the 'debasement of the.nutritional
integrity of the Child Nutritiini Programs by the encroachment of highly proc-
essed. fahricatial Cianis in the programs. We view priwosed changes to the Type
A pattern with great concern and suggest USDA establish nutritional goods for
.the Child Nutrition Programs reflecting the latest knowledge of bioavailahility
of nutrients. We support expanded nutrition education efforts and additional
human nutrition resea mit in an effort to provide children with the _finest meals
available. To this end, we support efforts to enhance the appeal of wholesome
foods presented to children in an atmosphere conducive to their enjoyment of the
meal in an effu irt. to extoul 1110 learning experkmee of mealtime as well as reduce
platewaste.

STATEMENT OF PATRICK B. HEALY. SECRETARY, NATIONAL MILK
PRODUCERS FEDERATION

Mr. I- I ii.tx. Than k. you. Mr. Chairinan.
I want to comment very blietty on two or three areas of deep con-

cern to me and to the dairy farmers of this rountry. whom I represent.
First, I would like to commend you and your committee for these

oversipht hearings. I t !link they are a very, very important part qf
the legislative process. I leretofore. Congrress has been willing to pass
laws,pass them on to the Executive, aneallow them to be administered
in any fashion that any group or lmreauerats chose.

Fiore, recently. the Congressboth your committee ;old others
lia ve started this oversight process which, in effect, grabs these pro-
grams back and looks at them to see if they Ore beini administered ill
the fashion that.Congress intended when *they passed the laws.

think that is extremely important, not. only in the area of child
nutrition, but throughout ihe whole statutory spectrum.

We have an, excellent case ill point here with the child nutrition
program. Ilia ve been associated with it. for 25 years and have watched
it. Very closely.

Tt, fias two or three things that I think are of extrenw importance.
FirSt-Of i11 t1ienarititiiiii1-ftStieetTo 'Which:Dr. Briggs"and
,ma lin have addressed them..elves. Very important.

The educational aspect..I think Dr. Bilfrgs spoke to the point that
people eat. and do things all their lives as they learn to do them when
they 'are children, so one of tlie extremely important things in this
whole, program. all the way from he school milk program to the school
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lunch program, the.whole thing is to teach children good eatinghi.bits
so they will be happy, healthy adults.

The third purpose of this whole ganmt of programs is economic.
. Part of . it,.I have a very highly proprieta'ry interest in, the school
milk program, whirhis eonstantly being tampered with.
' 1 know in 1954,, Mr. Andresen, Mr. Quie's predecessor 'and I, sat in

his (Alice and developed that program.. Its early TeasOn was neither
education nor nut.rition, but economic. We were producing milk far

. beyond what we were selling.
The basic idea beyond that thing was to find a usable, a creditable

use, to which this reserve milk could be put, and we jointly developed'
this idea of putting it in the stomachs of children where it can do some
(rood.

So let us not., as we look at what is happening to t-1se programs,
overlook the economic impact of their change, because' it is vital. We
have taught our agricultural economy to produce about 8 percent of
its milk tor its. program, a substantial quantity of milk, 10 billion
pounds of milk.

Today, the Department of Agriculture is buying at the rate of about
200 million pounds of milk powder. If we allow chemicals to replace
this food, they will buy more.

This relates not only to the child nutrition program, but to this
whole standard for food. I :lin not a nutritionist and eannot.speak4O-
it. as these eminent men can, but Food and Drug, for eample, is cur-
rently ready to promulgate the new standard for iee cream in which
they are going to allow the substitution of imported sodium casinate
for the milk powder that is now used in ice cream.

This is a 400 million .pound market, for the American dairy farmer.
We are attempting to have it stopped. I do not know whether we can.
These people of Food and Drug are of such vast. power that they must
only do what tliey choose.

I think that it is vitally important that we maintain the-integrity
of these programs so that tlwy can meet their three primary ',goals:
nutrition, education, and the provision of a partial economic base to
the food-programs of this country, and one other thing, of course, I
would like. to associate myself with what Dr. Briggs has told you and
what Dr. Speckman has told you. . .

T. know of their reputation. This is the reason that we asked them' to
come and present, their views to you.

-Dr. Briggs is eminent in his field. Dr. Speckmann works in the
'schools through units across' this country every day teaching good nu-
trition, and hopefully. Mr. (7hairman, you will be guided by what they
24ay.

Clmirman PEinass. Let me say. Mr. Healy, that there are no better
Supporters of the milk program iv. the Congress than Congressman
Quie and mysel f.

Mr. TIF,Atx. That. is why are so happy to come here and talk
von alknieft.

Chairman l'Enliixs. When .1 cam here to Washington I never could
-find any pure butternlilk. nmst have tried a dozen different dairies,
because I had milked mv own cow up to that time. If I was away,
somebody else milked that cow, because I have always liked fresh
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I keep a.milk cow on .niy fitim tiresently, and I intend to de it the
. rest of my life, if it is the Lord's will and I am able to do it, and I feel
.that I know the value of the fresh milk, and I perSonally feel that
there is'no substitute for pure milk, wholeSome milk, from the stand-
Point of a nutritious meal.

But let me address first a question to Dr. Brigg&
.You mentioned the Massachusetts study which found that 24 percent

of childrencame to school with an inadequate breakfast and 13 percent
. ate no breakfast at all.

Were these poor children, or Were they a. cross section of classes?
If they were, a cross section, lire there statistics showing poor children
in a worse condition ?

As regards lunch, this same study found 41 percent of the children
tife.a poor lunch and 6 percent had no lunch, but the Study also 'found
that 75 percent of the children participating in the Federal lunch pro-
gram ate a nutritional lunch.

I am glad to see that the lunch program is doing well. I also see the .

need from these statistics to expand it.
But Could you tell me why only three-fourths of the lunch program

children get adequate buiches ? Why not 100 percent ?
Dr. BRIGGS. I hope Dr. Speckmaim might answer this. Ho is more

'familiar with the study than 1 am, but first, there is a relationship
between economic status of the family and their nutritional pattern,

.
.which does not mean at all that if you are at a high social class you
eat well, but there are different kinds of problems.

Also, there is certainly a difference froni one part of the country to
another. Boston's problems would probably be different from Chi-.
cago's, would be different from Miami, Fla., and Texas and Cali-
fornia, and so on. There are, many regional kinds of differences.

I think the people whothe 75-percent figure probably reflects that
, these .people were not able to get all their nutrients in what they ate ..
than wasted in the school program. And Dr: Speckmann might wish to

:comment on that further, if he may.
Dr: SPECKMANN. Well, my concern, I think, is to -ask the question

whyjust what you didwhy didn't they get 100 percent?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes.
Dr. SPECIMANN. Now, to me it means that either they are not eating

the food that is presented to themwhich would suggest, that it is not
prepared in an aJecptable fashionor they are notThaving enough
time to eat the fo, or they are just plain leaving some of it7

It iS-presented to them in a form which meets the mitritional stand-
ardsset forth by USDA, but for some,reason they are leaving a plate
waste.

Now, the question isI am not so sure that we know, and I do not
think tiSDAa t least4 have not seen any data published by -USDA
as to the rationalebehind why they are leaving tins food. .

I think they have attempted to make some changes in the program .iitiFöi theTreci!lit' regulations-Which-al low-hi gh-school-----
students to choose three out of the five components out, .of the type A
lunch pattern, and the purpose of that was to minimize plate .waste.

Well, I am not so sure or it will not, but what it does do is it under-.
mines1he nutritional integrity of the program because you need the
five components to obtain one:third of the RDA's,.and if you can only
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-.Ock three of them, depending on which three you pick, you are going
to affect the nutritional integrity of these programs.

So My concern is that the attempts that are being made to minim.=
-plate waste are not necessarily based on good -research as to what is
causing the.Plate waste, and I think that -they should look into ways
'in which the foods are prepared; the flexibility of the pros-rains.; in
other words,- are the.y allowing foods which perhaps are ethnically
acceptable to particular areas of the eountry, and look at how this
food is handled. .

I think that is an important aspect.that I am not aware of anything
that is being done along that line.

Chairman PIM:INS. Let me ask you a question.
We have heard that many schools are now requesting- skim milk

instead of whole milk. Some people are asserting that skim milk is more
beneficial tochildren bemuse it has less calories. Can you tell us if
skim Milk is less nutritious? How do you feel on that subject.?

Dr. SPF.CHMANN. Less nutritious?
Chairnum PERKINS. Yes.

'Dr. SrE1i5IANN. Well, it has less calories, and in terms of nutrients
per calorie, it probably has more nutrients per calorie.

However, our concern is, or our attitude on the, matter. is that I
think -USDA has done a good thing by allowing a choice of a variety
of milk products. You cmi have either whole-milk, low fats,skim or
flavoreds that would hopefully improve the acceptance or reduce tlm
plate 'waste for t1i e. milk, and milk is the least wasted cornponent

Chairman PERKINS. It depends upon the individual to some degree
wlwther they need those extmt:calories,.or if they do need leSs calories.

Dr. SPECKMANN. 'Well, it really frets to the total diet.. I think..it is
to pick apart one food. I tliink you have tO look at the total

energy intake that the child is using.
Children 0-enerally have a very high energy demand and need extra

calories in tlie diet, and I think timt in the younger years, in the.school
yea] s when they are more active, we, should insure that tlmy get suffi-
cient. calories. We should also insure that they do not get too many
calories.

Chairman PERKINS. While we are on this milk subject. to what ex-
tent has the Food and Drug AdruinistratThn improved substitutes for
milk thus far which_ ai-e less nutritious and. to my way .of thinking,
are imacceptable. insofar as a type A linuth* is concerned as we have
tried to hold faF,t to inid establish throughout the years?

Dr. SPECK:AIANN. Well. one aspect that I inn familiar with is that in
the recent nutrition labeling regulations, the FDA has defined applica-
tic,-..;.-4 the term "imitation" as applied to foods, and how best to de-

i histhe nutrition labeling is set up on tlie basis of tTSRDA's
lw the Food and Drug Administration. and the labeling

is.expri-sd as a percentage of those USRDA's, and that what they
Jetnis_otapplicationnttlie .t.cym "imitation" is that

-food purports to imitate and mplace..or resemble, another' f Oa; ihie if
it lms the saine amomits of the nutrients that are in the food that it
replaces in the nmonnt of 2 peiTent or more of the RDA, then from
FDA's standpoint. these.proditets are nutritionally interchangeable...

Tlmt is FDA's view. I do not agree with that, because they have set
up a standard, a quantitative standard based on only a few. nutrients.
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. They have done no qtutlitative evaluation to determine if the nutrientS
'as assembled in the "imitatiOn product,"were assembled inthe.manner

...

. which theY -described-that they Woidd yield the same nutritional value.
I think there needs' to be sonic bioloo.ical evaluation, and that is

-what I 'Was trying to stress. hi these abricated products, you have
to go, beyond Jhe quantitative estimate of savino. you just need this

:amoti-iit, this amount, this Mnount. Yon need" tot'broaden the variety.
otnntrients that you acquire, but you alsO have to stress, that there

. has to be some bioloo.ical evallintion. You have to 'know that the,
-nutrients handled, MITI the way.they are put together in this new'
prodiwt, are assimilated in the same maimer by the body and serve.
the 'same fitnction and to date, I. have not seen any requirements or
any evidence which would Support the fact that t'hese products are
interchangeable nutritionally.

They may be nutritious m their own right, but whether they.are
nutritional repht-cements or are maritionally interchano.eable is a
matter of concern to ns, and.I think that as we get int7o our diets
which-have more and more of what I call the fabricated foods, which
have:only in them the nutrients to which psui have added, some-
where down the path yon are going to come up short with the other
nutrients.

It has beeu a. traditional concept in the school lunch pattern, for
example, that wlwn you base your program on traditional foods and
say we are going to nse these leader nutrients, say the seven nutrients,
.by using traditional foods, it is generally assumed that the other
imtrients will also he provided in the amounts that are required for
Inman health, and I think that is a good philosophy.

The problem is when you get away from this concept and start to
introduce foods which only have specific mitrients but not any of the
others which you assume are there, the assumption no longer is valid,

..and.soinewhere along the line yon are going to come up short, that
:the nutrients you felt are going to be there are no longer there, and I
think th iat my concern today s to start to draw some lines on where
we are going.

Dr. Binucs. I would like to comment on the nutritional aspects. -

I do not..consider skim milk nutritionally equal to whole milk or 2
percent milk which is about halfway in between, for this reason. The
skim milk no longer has the fat. and some people have taken skim 7
Milk thinking it was nutritionally superior or apial to whole milk
and fed them to small Children and a deficiency, an actual dermatitis,

. a fatty acid deficiency of linalaic acid was proauced in these children.
That was when it was about the sole food and there was not another

source of this. But we. would not say it was nutritionally equivalent.
Then, of course, one could become vitamin D deficient if the milk

were not fortified by vitamin D. and I support fortification of sldm
milk With vihunin D and vitamin A and it is about nutritionally equal
in a mixed diet for older children who are getting other things. .

As far .as the calories. we always recommend -that children get
their calories- in the traditional. wholesome foods bY and laro.e and
iinfiry to gcf. -0 or f-i) Percent of their calories ...from the so-called
empty Caloric kinds of food, the candies and the soft drinks and rich
desserts and so on and so on. because it does not carry along the
othuer nutrients.
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So I do not place skim milk in the same category as whole milk., or .

2-percent milk myself. Also, it is a known fact . for most people it-is
not quite as palatable as the milk with.some fat in- it. .

Chairman PERKINS. Woul&i you. care to comment?
Mr. HEALY. Well,:I think the only comment I would like to make,

while it may be apparent that there is some difference here in ,what
Dr..Speckmaim and Dr. Briggs have said on this subject,.there is no.
difference.

I think that Dr. Speckmann -said was that there was More nutritiOn-
per calorie it skim milk, and Dr. Briggs,. I think, enlarged upon that
by Saying, but, totally it is not as nutritious.

I do not think there is an argument there.
Chairman PERIUNS. To what extent has the Department of Agri- .

culture interfered with thelet, me use the terminology the solid
milk program, the milk without a substitute, thus far?

Mr. IlEmx. Well, they have attempted to interfere, Mr. Chairman,
much more so than they have been allowed to interfere.

-The budget that they sent to the, Congress for the lastsince about
l963, for example, has contained no provision for the -school Milk
program..

Chairman PEukixs. Of course, we have always taken care of that in
the Congress.

Mr. ITEALy. You have always acted to provide additional funds
each year so the program could be expanded and mached. .

Chairman PERKINS. The Agriculture Committee has so provided
and we have so provided from this committee.

Mr. ITEArx. They have introduced these so-called choices. I attended
a meeting in the Department not too long ago where some little.. fat
man from Long Ishuid was trying to sell them a so-called milk shake
mix which was one of these made things that Dr. Speckman has
been talldng about. lie had it sold, we beat it down.

I think the whole thrust, not only of the Department of Agriculture.,..
but in the Food and Drug Administration also, in its work on stand-.
a rds and labelling; ismov mg toward this nutritional equivalency test :
does it have these thing§ that these two men have been talking to you
about.. and if it does then it is as good, and can be substituted for.

Ana I can speak much more openly about this, because I, know least
about. it, but I just do not believe, it. And I do not think, as Dr. Briggs

.has emphasized here this morning that .we should try these fads and
try these schemes. Many of them have their root, in some manufacturer .
trying to make a buck. that we should try them out on these kids that
are captive and have no choice. I do not think we shoUld allow it to
happen.

Clmirman PEmuNs. Well, I agree wholeheartedly with you. T just.
do not. think there is any substitute for whole. milk. I think it would be
ft mistake if the Food and Drug Administration was to try to approve..
something allegedly on the grounds that, it. is coMparable, nutrition-
wise, with whole milk.

you-kimw.-green Ds,- or. ground ei be---
cause I am sure they are moving into those areas.

Chairman PERK INS. I know they are..
Mr. HEALy. And we are going to teach a generation of children in

cat a maze of nothing and hike a pill and be happy.
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Chairnutn PEnicixs. Well, I would hate to see that day come about,
myself.. That- is . one. reason for these: oversight hearings here, and I
am So thankful that Dr. Bri 0.,,s from the University of California has

. 00.
seen-.fit to ctime in here this. Morning with you gentlemen, and Make
this outstanding statement.
:.Mr.Radcl ilk, go ahead.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. Dr. Speekmann, you are talking about your concern

about preserving; the nntritional integrity of the class X. lunch, and
yelating.that tothe elementof choice.atthe senior highschool level. .

.I.guess all of us would hope tliatthrough student participation in the
Choice of foods 'and through offering greater choice that every student
would find fivecomponent items that they actually wanted and would
consume: But I wonder if the student is given no choice, if they are
niven food they are not going to consume and it ends up in the garbage
can at the end of the line, how in the World that preserves nutritional
integrity?

It may preserve the nutritional integrity of thelunch served, but I
assume that is not what all of usare concerned about, and I wonder if
there is not some other way to approach this problem that the com-
mittee was trying to deal with in adopting that amendment.

I know in my own home with my 6-year-old, that there are certain
foods that she simply will not eat. She would sit there all night at the
dinner table and adamantly refuse to touch themin fact, she won't
eirei: eat other foods that those foods have touched:

So, you know, we are concerned about the nutritional integrity of the
meals at home, too, and we have that problem

'
and I would only say

tluit the.conunittee was trying to address what. they perceived to be a
serious problem Of plate waste, and I wondered if you would have any
further comment on that.

Dr. SeEcicArAxx. Well, I :agree with you. To tell children just to
eat something because it is good for you and to have this end up in

. the ffarbage can certainly is not meeting the nutritional goals.. .
M3,- concern, I think, is that USDA has.gone about it the wrong way.

I think the key to resolving this problemts imtrition education. I think
you have to work.with children to get them to appreciate the value.of

. the foods that are being offered inlerms of their own health, make it
meaningfid to them and present it in a way that is consistent with
their li festyle.s, and if you can do that, ana if you can provide the
'alternatives, for example, if they do not like green beans, provide
theni alternatives within the program that they can choose. from that
they like that would impart the same nutritional value that you:hope
that the green beans are providing.

To me, to provide a choice wher e. they can only Choose three means
you are going to come up short two-fifths of the time, and my concern
is that I think that is not the way to approach plate waste.

'Mr; RADCLIFFE. Well, of course, the regnlations in this instance
do reflect a change in the law initiated by this committee and made
by the Congress. Would it be possible in most schools for them to
°tie r-more-items ?-.-I-assume-tliat--vegetables -are -the-principal- foods
that are wasted. Could they oiler perhaps green beans and two or three
other vegetables in lesser quantities so that in some mix tha.chil-
dren coming through the line would lie encouraged to pick those that
they .like ?
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Dr. SPECKMANN. T would hope so, and I would hope that, they would
loOk further into why the plate waste was occurring. Is itTbecauSe
they dO.not like the green beans, per se. or is it because they do not
like the waythe green beans.are pmm red ?

If they are of Mexican ornrin -mid they do .not normally, eat green
beans, there are other altermaiyes that can be provided that can . be
consistent with their lifestyle, and I think that this is the direction that
USDA. should go with resolving the plate waste problem.

Mr. MmciapTE. In conchisionit is not really a question, but it doe§
occur to me, that when you talk about plate waste, that is not unique
to school lunch. We encounter a lot of that at. home.

Dr. SrECK.M.VN.N. 13llt you hopefully at home provide alternatives for
your children to eat

Mr. RAect.ITFE. YeS, WC try to.
Dr. SrECK-ArAxx [continuing]. Which I am not sure is happening in

the school situation.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. light. Thank you, Doctor.
Chairman PEUKINS. Mr. Qnie. will now interrogat e. the witnesses.

-You (ix) ahead. Al, and fl I takd care of another meetin(i.
LetTiiiictlinnk all of you gentlemen. Yon:made a woncrerful appear-

ance, and we want to thank you. We will be calling on you again some
time in the fuhire.

Mr. Qui Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
It is (rood to h mave, you gentleen here. Pat knows of my keen inter-

est in. tl'siis program. especially the dairy side of it. I frankly admit. I
am biased becalm I spent all of my life as a. dairy farmer except for a
couple of year's Hying in tbe Navy and 1 continue to have my dairy
farm.

I don't try to hide that at all. I still think it is nature's most perfect
food, and my .wi le still knows it, is a sin to eat anything but butter.

-We were brought up right in that rerrard.
One of the things, though, that athers me. is that. I hear testimony

that indicates that ehildren cannot balance their own diet like hogs
can. You can put the vaious nutrient parts in a hog pen and the hog
will balance its food. Dnman beings are pretty intelligent,.but we did
not eynlently inherit that capability like some animals can. Parents
have not. given their children the best diets, as you have indicated from.
.your testimony. even the affluent parents have not given perfect nutri-
t ion to their children. if the school does net have sense enough and the
State does not have Sense enough and we hare a lot of criticism about
the Department of Agriculture, the way they are going about it, who
has brains enough?

Mr. Hmix. Let Inc, take a. whack at it; becanse as you know, Mr. Quie,
am an eminent, nutritionist.
Mr. Qui E. I notice that you commented on that in your testimony.
Mr. INALy. But I think the Inirden of what these two eminent nutri-

tionists have told the committee this morning is that nobody has brains
enough, nobody knows how to build a perfect diet in a test, tube for a

tit We:de knew,' lot uS stickas'close asWe'cauto the natural
foods which ha ye nurtured the human race, that our body has, over the,
centnries and millenniums become accustomed to this feod and to the
nutrients that are found in it, and to the extent that the body requires
all of _these little trace elements, and until we do have sense enough,
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and until we. do know better as a result of intensified critical research ,
:T that we do not :depart from it, particularly using these kids in the
schools as guinea pigs to try it.

I think thatis what has been said. Noliody knows.
Now-we will let the nutritiOniSts answer.
Dr. BRIGGS. I support his answer, but I will go into it in a little more

detail, becanso this has been my field since 1939 when I started out at
the University of Wisconsinwhat nutrients does a Mammalian orga-
nism need, what amount, and are there still unidentified nurtients?

And wo do know enough nutrition today to be able to make what is
called an elemental diet, which is used in hospitals, used in surgery,
it is used as an injection food, it is used as a food--one that goes inio
the stomach when somebody cannot use his mouth, and so on.

These Will support growth for many months at'a time. They contain
all these 43 nutrients in pure form, or some impure form, 40, 50, what-
ever it might happen to be todaY.

My point on this:"Vsupport-what he hassaid, as these are used for
long, long periods, it is obvious, and experiMental evidence shows that
the lacking nutrient begins to show 'up andfor instance, in the last
few years, we have had deficiencies first in zinc, because they were not
putting this into these nutrient mixtures, and a dermatitis over the
face and bodiesresulted in humans, getting these kinds of things.

So they add zinc and they have all the vitamins. Now, the next defi-
ciency is going to be silanium, because that is a very vital component
of a nutrient mixture. A human needs silanium to make certain en-
zymes. 13ut. these cannot be added by law to these mixtures, so in the
long run, they eventually aro going to come down to a silanium defi-
ciency and then a chromium deficiency; as he mentioned; and then
a number of trace elements which we just do not know enough about,
which we know are needed by the mammalian organism, but which we
get in the traditional way by gettincr natural kinds of foodstuffs pm:-
essed, whatever necessary, to make them available for a long -Eine,
years period in our country.

I happen to be, in my major research, feeding a mixture of all the
known nutrients to small baby guinea pigs. I would not dare do this

, With children, because in our n-uinea pigsthey die. They get infec-
tions. They do not grow as well until we add back what we call an .

unidentified plant factor. It happens to be a factor fmmd in plant ma- ,

terial, grains, alfalfa, it is associated with fiber. But (whatever it is, we
do not know what it is yet, and we have been working on its isolation,
and so I just say, that no one has the brains yet to tell us what a child
needs for long periods of tinie, and I think that it is a sin to try to use
a schoolchild as an experimental animal, which is done when We use
large amounts of formnlated kinds of products.

I think it would be a national disaster if we, in 3 years' time, show
that, we have been producing silanium deficiencies in our schoolchil-
dren,' or what have you, because we tried to use these. products that
industry hasproducel

.r. Qun. You inent.ined the problem a «..
is also trne that natural foods can be deficient especially where they
aro grown on deficient soil. They ,are going to be deficient foods in that.
instance. There can also be some outer source of some harm. To use
milk as an example, when there was a great deal of strontium-90 in
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the air, there was a premium paid in the milk market in which I sold
my milk, if von kept your cows indoors, because they would not have
the fallout oi strontiuni-90.

And so there are other problems with natural foods as well.
Dr. Baiccs. Absolutely. The chances are less, though.
Mr. QUM. There is less, much less.
Then, back again to my question on who has the brains. Do you

think that it would be better to provide as much information and.
knowledge on nutrition ?-We are so much better now than we were 10
years ago. We were woefully iernorant 10 years ago. The reason I say
that is because some people sar like you do here and said that the nil,-
trition of the mother was not important to the birth of the child.

People in medical science said that. You know, I was astounded. I
figured, even with the little I knew, I recognizell that t1-7.1.t was not
true. Now it has come all the way to where nobody would dare say
something like that. So, that is the kind of information and knowledge
that people have gained.

But do you think that all we have to do is have s!.m...11 people who
are regulators in the Department a Agriculture kler,- this? Will they
make certain that it turns out right nutrition, or do you think we
ought to let the States know it, or de you think we ought to let the school
people know it, or do you think we ought to have an education pro-
gram for flit; parents as well ?

Dr. Speckmano talked about the nutrition education for the chil-
dren. But the children, at least through elementary and secondary
schools, are not making the decisions on their feeding. It comes from
the adults. The only decisions that children make are to turn their
backs on what the adults have suggested they have and go and have
a coke and a hotdog downtown with their money instead.

Could yon address yourself to that? What I am driving at is that,
I do not think tliat there can be one center of knowledge in the USDA.

Butoos.--Iagreer-and-I-will just answer -and then turtrit-over to
Dr. Speck= nn.

You are certainly right, and the USDA needs to call on nutrition
edneators. dieticians, nutritional scientists in an advisory capacitv
far more than it has in the past, as HEW and the Department Of
Education imist do. Nutrition educators need to be in on these kinds
of decisions, and those who represent mothers and children and aged
people, it is a very complex thing. We are uot doing the job at all that
we ean do with the knowledge obtained, after all, in just recent years,
and we are just not tooled up to that yet.

Dr. SPEC1C.MANN% Well. I am afraid tlmt 10 years hence we are going
to look back at today and say, Ook at how inadequat e. we were with
rega n1 to our nutritional knowledge in 1976, and I guess that my con-
cern here is that we always try to do the best we can with the knowl-
edo.e available. I am still concerned about the unknown and to move
in a direction that we are not sure of, particularly with children who
are developing both mentally aml physlcally. I become very concerned.

The USDA dees have a Child Advisory Council, but at least in
all of the published vroetpdi ngs that I have read, ilas,not, given very
much attention to addressing tliemsel yes to the nutriMnal integrity of
thes e. programs and evaluating in sonic dehil the direction in witieli
they are going, and I think that has been the basis :7, my concern, is
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that much of what I havo .";ePri.--and I am not as close to the workings
of Washington and such, hut what I have seen is that much of this has
been at the initiative of the USDA .to implement Public Law 105 or
particular things that they feel they must ao in a certain direction,
and I am not so sure that soine-of their directions that they are going
are consistent with the intent with whiub the law was written.

Now, getting back .sPecificallv to your ykestion. I think we do need
te be working with the ch' Lyn. I think as the children get older
they do make mere and mu (if t 1)( ir choices, particularly in the high
school, so that is one aspect ,roblem.

'The second is to work w -..ose who influence decisions, such as
the medical profession. The medical profession has a yery limited
training in nutrition.. I think that this is one key thing, to develop
programs for medical and paramedical education in nutrition. Wz,fin(4
in our programs, that teachers are very reluctant to teach nutrition
became they do not have a foundation in nutrition.

I think we rived to develop nutrition education in the teacher train-
ing institutes. I guess what I am saying is to direct our attention to
the influentials who influence eating habits and behavior, and we can
identify those groups and work with those groups from a nutrition
educational standpoint, and I think that will go a long way to en-
couraging people to eat correctly.

Mr.- QTYIE. I feel strongly that the decisions are made by so many
people through the whole gamut of our society that to limit it to one
arca te make the decisions on school lunches and hope that then we ,J.re
going to have a well-fed pojmlous is nonsense.

Yon indicated that, as I recall, about 30 to 50 percent of poor
ple's nutrient needs are met bv the school feeding pro(yram. Of the
nonpoor, as I recall, it was abOut 20 to 40 or about 30 t''o 40, and this
was shocking. It does not seem shocking to me. I do not know whether

_you think it was too high, too low, or what you were driving at.
Mr. HEALy. Well, really nOthing, exCept juSt making the point

that it is an' important part of the child's nutrition, and therefore,
particular aft,mtion must be given to maintaining its nutritional in-
tegrity.

Mr. Qum Not that it should have been higher, but the fact that
it is sionificant----

Mr.thnAtz. It is important, and therefore we must be careful with
it.

speekmannMr. Qum. Dr.
Dr, SrEcic,IrAx. I would like to just add a note to that. I think there

Flre some in the scientific community that have looked at that data and
said, since the school lunchthis was the results of the 10-State sur-
veysince the school lunch was serving such a high proportion of the .
nutrient intake of the needy children that perhaps the nutritiontagoals
of Programs in these areas should be higher thanone-third of the RDA.
Perhaps in areas of low income and needy children perhaps USDA
should strive to say that one-half of the RDA shoulh be provided, by
the school lunch, so based on that kind of data, perhaps there should
be different kinds of goals for different kinds of situations.

So it may be wise to look atif this is the main or only meal that
needy children are getting, maybe we should look to .providing a
greater proportion of the RDA's in those schools.
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Mr. QU1E. I commend you for addressincr yourself to the averages.
Averages do not,extrOly indicate what eacrchild is getting. That old
business of the person who drowns in a river that averages 6 inches
deep is about the same way.

Let me ask you Dr. Briggs, did you have an adequate diet when
you were young.

Dr. Bmoos. As I look back, I probably had a good diet, but I would
have been 2 or 3 inches taller had I had a better diet.

I was raised on a semifarm situation, but we weresugar and candy
and soft drinks were not: kept from us.

We came from a place where we did not have to work as hard as
the generation before us, so the generation before us cOuld probably
get more calories because they worked harder. ,

I feel that I had a much .better diet than children oftelido, but I
probably did not know as a child the importance of vitamin D, which
in those days we got from cod liver oil, and the importance of keep-
ing the sugar out of my diet for better teeth and for reducing my
empty calorie intake all the way around.

So my teeth are poor, and I think that I could have received a better
diet on the basis of knowledge today.

Mr. Qum. Does it make any d4rence, though, that you are 3
inches shorter than you might have been? It makes a difference if
you have to pay for all that dental work, but does it make any other
di fference ?

Dr. Batons. 7 wish I had had the full growth of my genetic pro-
graming. It iL ...a advantage to be tall in our society, but that is just a
personal point.

My motlwr is still living, at age 91, and if she knew I said my diet
was not perfect, she would be shocked. We did live where we raised
our own fruits and vegetables and we had a cow, and we ate very well,
but based on the present knowledge, I would have done differently.

311.Qt-711,.. Let me ask the Other twO. Dr. Speckmann iS.younger than
either of the other two.

Dr. SPECK:MANN. Well, I cannot really say whether I had a nutri-
tious diet or pot. I think I am a living example that I had enough
to do well.

I think a nutritious diet is manifest in quality of hnith and lon-
gevity, and I think hopefully I am going to be a living example of
whether T did, in fact. have a nntritious diet.

I think as I age, I think the quality with which I age and the
morbidity and mortalitymy end point will be determined to a great
extentit is then difficult to look back and say. well, it was this or
this. bat T think it is evident that an adequate diet is manifested in

t and loligrvitS.
. Qui K. Who made thus decisions on your diet?

I assume Dr. Brie-gs is of the. age where it was he and his parents.
Who made the decisions on you diet ?

Dr. SPECKMANN. Early in li fe ? Well. undoubtedly, my parents.
Now nmeh their physicianI do not think they saw physicians as
frequently as we do today. T do not kaow how much influence, for
example. the medical or dental profession had on my parents as per-
haps they are haVing today on me as I influence my children, but I
thbik parents, at least initially. nntil you reach a point where you
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want to-embark on yourself, and I guess I have the same problem as
Dr. Briggs. My dental health is not the best, and I can look back to
childhood and say it was not a very good idea to have the empty
calories that I.had at that time, but they sure tasted good at that time,
and left to my own. I would have sure chosen them myself.

I think my parents attempted to control themthey did not elimi-
nate them, but they attempted to control them.

But'i f I had my life to live over, I guess I. would have done it a little
di fferently with what I know now.

Mr. Qom Pat. any di fferent story on yon ?
M. HeArx. Well, I eat well, I eat a lot, and very happily. Person-

ally. I do not know.
:Mr. QME. Well, it seems that for most of us, the USDA did not make

the. decisions on our diet. I have traced my parental ancestors back to
1520 and found that. except for two of them, they all lived to be over 80
years of age. My father is noW 91, so it seems to me that all of them
got along without 'USDA deciding what their diet ought to be. Ac-
cording to your testimony. until the present generation, they pretty
much lived on natnral foods. It also seems to me that looking at that
-plaCe where my ancestors hailed from in Norway that they must have
practiced some pretty good conservation methods, otherwise they
wouldn't have anything left on those mountainsides to grow anythincr.
on. I would say the same thing for my grandfather and father wifo
were here, were kind of ahead Of their time on conservation anfl'pro-
tecting the Soil. What I have read, in the Southeastern part or the
United States especially, but on the east coast you (lorld P.:ty that thete
was a depletion of soil, an enormous depletion of so'd that I think
affected the_young people, even when they were living on tir nattkral -
food at that time. I wish that we had the capability tha we do nciw
to have done the studies beginning in the 1930's until the preSent time
in the Southeastern part of the United States, because there was a little
hi t'of lOoking done .at tlie.nntrition of people who lived there and-then
moved to an area of higher nutrition. They lived on natural food. Not .

only their stature, but how they progressed throughsehool was affected.
I believe that while yon do not need a perfect cliet in orier to be
bright as you otherwise would have been, that it does have an enormus
impact on the intellect of the person as well, on their abilit7 of the
brain to handle-it.

You can tell by my thrust here that I do not think the center of
knowledge is in USDA or iii Washington. I think that parentS, and
the kids, and the schools and the States have a great ability t. make the
right decisions. I would like to see the information that ru people
developed Made available to them and let them make their decisions.

Dr. BRIGGS. There is one point here, though. We mus'i not forget
that things Inive changed a lot as far as our schools are fmncerned. W.
are sending children to school by buses, from 40, 50--in iiàrnn, .ip
to TO miles away, sometimes.

The school has this child in their hands from 7 in the morning
until 4 or 5 in the afternoon, and that is not

Mr. QM. You are counting from the beginning of the bus ride?
Yon are talldng portal to portal?

Dr. %mos. Portal to pc rtal, and I am saying then that whoever is
responsible for food in these school systems has more of a responsi-
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bility today than they di(1 when we had the country schools and we
walked to school and camelumie at noon, and so on.

So there is a difference there.
Dr. SrEckmAxx. Well, I said earlier that I felt. that there was a very

strong relationship between the nutritional status of the child and
his capability to learn. I think t hat students .who came to school
hungry are disruptive in the classromn. I think there is good evidence
to show that they do not pay attention, they arc listless, they are tired.
They do not only not learn themselves, but they disiwpt the learning
of others, and I think that this has been well-documented and the rea-
son why some of these programs have been initiated in the first place
is to help the child get the maximum out of the education that he is
being exposed to.

I think also that in today's situation the amount of time and the
impact that the child is exposed to advertising messages from what I
would call competitive foodsyou know, they can only eat so much in
the course of a daybut there is 'a large segment saying eat my prod-
uct, or eat this food, many of which are basically empty calories, or of
very limited nutritional valne, and if you are going to get the nutrients
into your child and not exceed your caloric limit, you have to try to
(ruide him in terms ofisome wise choices.

But I thinkthat today's television is really something that we really
were not expod to as a child. There are. more counteracting in-
fluences that are lisking for that child's attention. I think today's child
has a little mote money to spend, a little more money to spend on his
own and is more, Nkely to spend it on the tl6ngs that be likes. I think
these are some didbrenees that are complementing what Dr. Briggs is
saying.

We are just in a different situation, which becomes that much more
imperative that we be very strong in the schools to set an example
to tenchthemtho direction to go,..the kMds of foodthat they_ can rely
on for good nutritional value.

There is nothinfr wrong with having some of these other foods. as
long as yoli noCsupplant the basic foods. If you eat what you need,
then there is gtmerally a little room, a little margin for good things.
But when they start to go in the wrong think this is where
the school has to be the central point. 'to briic : rn back and say. bey,
this is the direction vmi should be 7oing, ana ..ilake it personal, so that
they appreciate whai their pattern is doing for them.

This is why I think thWnutrition edneation is the real key that
needs to be (-riven greater attention in the child feeding profrrams,
and T think &at is !ming to be the key.

Dr. Berrns. Families trio hn+c: responsibility, the mother and father,
but in 10(1:1 y's society, the mother.is not. trained, by and large, in this
conneetionnor the. father. We have to g.o back to the school to start
the cycle where the parents are trained, too'. because it is so important
in various styes of life to have good nutrition, but who is going tosta rt -

lfr. Qum T recognize it is di fferent now. Additionally you talk
about. Dr. Speekman. the opporhinities to buy :111 of these other coin-
petit i ve foods. I recall T only tasted what we called store-bought bread
once before I went to high school.
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Mr. IlEm.y. Mr. Quie, I would strongly recommend that this com-
mittee report these hearings so that those who are respmisible for mak-
ing these decisions which have a profound effect on what the child
cats, becolue.Aware of the major concern tf the nutritional commu-
nity in wha they are doing.

think it. is very important that the committee does not just learn
this.and know it and do nothing about it, that you do Publish a report,
that'ean be called to the attention of the people who are going to make
the decision in the Department of ApTicultum or in the Food and Drug
Administration so that they will become tmare of the nntritionalcom-
nmnity outside Washincrton, the grave concern they have for the
direction that is beingtaken.

ithink that is very mportant.
Mr. Qum. The last comment I would make is to repeat what I said

before, my feel in
t'crs

on block grants probably are not the same as yours
are, but I do notthink we need to worry about them because I have

irobserved while I have been in Conress that the only group that is
more difficult to take subsidies from than poor people is to take them
away from rich people.'

Mr. 11n.mv. What, by the way, are your views On Moak grants?
Mr. Qum I think there is enough intelligence out there so they can

nse the money wisely, but we are not about to do it because the pro-
posal of a block gnuit is to make sure it is used for the poor and the
near poor, and the subsidy would not be there for the ricb, and the rich
are going to make sure tliey will continue to get the subsidy, so we will
keep .1;.oi ng with the program.

Thank you very much, we appreciate your testimony.
[Whereupon, at 10 :50 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMFITEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE
COMMTTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

. Waetington, D.C.
The subcommittee met pursuant to notice at 9:05 a.m. in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, -Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Members present:- Representatives Perkins, Lelunan, Mottl, and
Buchanan.

Staff. present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel and Silvia
Rodriguez, minority staff.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come to, order.
First, let me state that it is my pleasure to be a part of these over-

sight hearings for the school lunch proFam held by the Subcommittee
on Elementary,. Secondary and Vocational Education.

As Chairman Of the CoMmittee oh Education and Labor, naturally
I am pleased that we have such outstanding men here. I do not know
anyone:.who_has...been_ more diligent or persevering in trying to ac-
complish the pasSage of legislation:that meani so mrich to thedisad-
vantage& the deprived, and to improve the standard of living of the
people that are in the greatest need than John Buchanan.

Mr. Buchanan has held that philosophy all the way through, since
I have known him as a member of this committee. He has made great
contributions in all of these areas, great contributions to educational
programs and handicapped legislation, the summer feeding program
I could go on and on.

I am deFghted that Afr. Buchanan is here to hear the witnesses
today.

I would asl-Mr. Buchanan if he would like to say anything..
Mr. BucirAN.A N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me thank y-ou for your most gracious remarks. It is a great

privilege to serve under your leadership on the House Education and
Laber Committee. I am very pleased this morning to present our dis-
tinguished witnesses from my State of Alabama, P. G. Smith, coor-
d inator of child nutrition programs," Alabama State Department of
Education: Dr. William Dodson, assistant superintendent for admin-
istration, Jefferson County Board of Education and Mrs.. Lulu Chil-
dress, supervisor of city school food service, Birmingham Board of
Education.

'(763).
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I am indeed proud Of these leaders in my State.
Mr. Cliairman, I ask unanimous consent to include in the record a

brief, biographical sketch of each.
Chairman.PyuKixs. Without objection, it is agreed to.
You may proceed. We will have as our first witness Mr. T. G. Smith,

coordinator, child nutritionliiiigrams, Alabama State Department of
Education.

You may handle it any way you like, Mr. Smith.
[The biographical material referred to follows

BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL FOR WITNESSES FROM ALAI:AMA

Mr. T. G. Smith, coordinator of the Child Nutrition Programs for the Ala-
bama State Department of Education, was horn in 1928. He attended Albert-
Title High School and Sneed Junior College and received a !niche lor or scienee
degree from Jacksonville State. His master's degree was awarded from the
University of Alabama and he was awarded a AA Certificate front Auburn
University.

Mr. Smith has served education in Alabama in ninny positions, first as a clas.s
room teacher then as an elementary and high school principal. He was a city
superintendent of education before he became assistant coordinator of the state
Child Nutrition Programs. For the past four years, he has been coordinatoret that program.

Mr. William F. Dodson is the associate superintendent for administration of
the Jefferson County Board of Education. He was graduated from Ramsey High
School in Birmingham in 19-10 and received his Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor
of. Edueation degrees in the area .r.if secondary edueation front the University of
Alabama. He has been a scitqwe teacher, counselor and high school principal.
In 1903. he jollied the staff of the Jefferson County Board of Education as assist-
ant superintendent in charge of loeal administration. In 1908, he was appointed
lfirst Assistant Superintende:,:t, and became Associate Superintendent in 1972.

Ms. Lula Jacquelyn Childress is supervisor of the Child Nutrition Programsin tbe Birmingham public schools.
filie received a 'bachelor's degree in home economies from Spellman College

In Atlanta. She has also studied at Miles College in Birmingham and at Alabama
A. 6: M. College at Huntsville. She did graduate work at Roosevelt University
in Chicago, III.

Ms. Childress was a teacher in the pnblie school syStem 'at. Prattville,- Ala.,'
from 1953 to 1905 when she became a teacher in the Manpower Program at Miles
College.

In :BAG she joined the BirminglmaCEbard-of Education staff in the foodservice department.

STATEMENT OF T. G. SMITH, COORDINATOR, CHILD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS, ALABAMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Smrrtr. Mr. Chairman, my mune is T. 0. Smith. I aM coordi-
nator of child nutrition programs' which are administered by the
State Department of Eduration for the State of Alabama. May I
say that it is an honor for Me to have the opportunity to testify before
this committee on behalf of the boys mid girls of Alabama and the
Nation.

Congressman Perkins, in your opening statement for these. meetings
en Juno 17, 1976, you indicated four aivas of concern for these over-
sight hearings. These enucerns are our concerns.

Alabama was one of the few Siees to -strongly encourage schools
to offer reduced price meals pricir to the passage of Public Law 9-1-105.
Even though we strongly encouragrd reduced price meals for the past-
3 years, only 3%0 of a peuent of the lunches served last year in Ala-
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barna were reduced price. n the school breakfast program, only
percent were reduced price.

The Secretary's income povelty guideline is very specific as to who
is eligiMe for a reduced price Meal.- However, Our experience has been
that parents .who have an income that would make their children
eligible for a reduced price meal would rather.pay the fpllcharge for
the meal or let them take a lunch from home. We have had complaints
that parents falsify their income to make their children eligible for a
free meal. "We have not, received L complaint that a parent falsified'
their income to make their children eligible for a reduced price meal,

lopeful ly, the statenwnt on applications this year for the first time for
free meals. free milk, and reduced price meal's which informs parents
or the adult meml'ier of th:1 family who signs the application will be a
dete.rrant for people Nvlio would falsify their income. The statement is:

I hereby certify that all of the alswe information i. trne and correct to the best
of my knowledge and belief. I also realize this applicutim is being made In con-
nection with the receipt of Federal .funds, that school officials may for cause
verify the Infol.mation on the application, and that deliberate misrepresentation
of the luformailm may subject the applicant to prosecution under applicable
State aml Federal criminal statutes.

I understand there is a concerted effort in several States to bring__
about major legislative changes in the summer speeial food service pro-
grams. This is one area in which we have made significant progress.

This progctm. like most of the child nutrition programs is growing
at a very rapid rate.

For instance, we had a 71-pereent increase in munber of sponsois
operating this sinnmer over the previous smmner, 31 to 53. The number
of sites increased 50 percent-246 to 369. And last but certainly .not
least. there was an increase of 49.8 percent in the average number of
children served daily from 39,194 to 58,591.

Our success in the. summer foods programs this year was liased oit
two factors, primarily: .

First, we had an 1lMi ease in the number of schools that served as
sponsors Approximately 28 percent of the children participating were
in propTams served thronghschool food service facilities.

Second. the 2-percent funding authority for State administrative
expense made it possible for our office to employ additional personnel
to monitor these progTmus Had it not been for this 2-percent funding
ant lmrit y. our office could not have administered these progl:tunti with-
Out serious problems.

There are two recommendations that would improve. summer food
,Servim proir

Nrams
and make them more manageable.

Tlw tirst, would lie to approve renlnirsement for only one meal per
day Monday through Friday. Saturday participation was poor for
t ho:e few sponsors who insisted on a Saturday program.

Tito second reeommendation would be to limit 'the serving time, to 2
clock hours. it was our experience that extended feeding time- promotes
poor ma nairement. It is viKnally impossible to monitor programs with
excess ie feed ing times.

Mr. luirnmn. t he greatest single need in administerinp- child nutri-
tion propTams in Alabama is ailditional State administrative expense
funds. I know of no Federal program' that receives a smaller percultt
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Of their imuls for program administration than child nutrition
programs.

For instance, in Alabama last year, our ollice received $51.9 million
in Federal fluids with an additional $11.9 million in the value of
USDA donated foods for a total of $63.8 million from Federal
sources. Our initial allocation of State administrative expense funds
was $171,967. This was only one-third of 1 percent of the $51.9 million.
When you add the value of donated foods, the percent for State ad-
ministrative expense funds drops to less than .27 hundredths (.26954)
of 1 percent.

Mr. Mom: If I may interrupt, Chairman Perkins wanted me to al-
low Mr. Buchanan to chair the subcommittee this morning, in honor of
all of his contributions to education, particularly to the school lunch
program. He is going to take over the chairmanship.

If you will excuse me, Mr. Buchanan will take over the chair. You
may proceed.

Mr. LmumAx. I will also yield to Mr. Buchanan for the chairman-
ship, not only because he is a great Congressman,_but because he is
:Irma Al:lb:Iola.

31r..1317c1IANAx (presiding). I thank my colleagues for yielding.
Please proceed.
Mr. Smrrit. On June 17, 1976, we were officially notified that an

additional e, 9,595 in SAE was being made available under the fiscal
year 1976 'inpplemental Appropriation Act. At this late date it was
virtually impossible to obligate these funds. However, evn if these
additional fundS had been made available at the beginning of the year
and. had we had sufficient time to utilize them properly, wa still would
have had less than one-half of 1 percent (0.048831) to administer a
$63.8 million child nutrition program.

.
Mr. Chairman, it is our understanding that other federally funded

programs are authorized to use up to 5 percent for program adminis-
tration.-For- instance,..ESEA- title 1 . is authorized..to..use.tpercent. of
the funds allocated to LEA's for programs administration.

Last year, fiscal year 1976, Alabama received $463,923 to administer
title I programs which had a total ,e.rant of $46,856,194. ESEA title IV

fauthorizes the use of 5 percent othe funds allocated to a State for
program administration.

In the State department of education in Alabama, these two proL
grainsESEA and child nutritionreceive rather large sumS of
Federal funds$48.6 million and $63.9.million, respectively. One pro-
gram, ESEA. which is administered by the Department of Health,
Education, and 'Welfare. Office of Education, received $777,053, or
1..7 percent nf their total grant for program administration. Child
nutrition pro.mrams, on the other hand, are administered by the De-
partment of Agriculture and received, initially, $171,967, or 0.27 hun-
dredth (0.26954) of 1 percent for program administration.

If von take into consideration the. June 17, 1975, allocation of the.
additional $130.595 which was made available under the fiscal year
1976 Suppkmental Appropriation Act. this would make a total of
$311.562, or just under one-half of 1 percent for administration of
child nutrition programs.

Tf child nutrition programs in Alabama were eligible to receive the
same level of funding for administration as ESEA programsan
average of 1.7 percent, or $48.6 million. plus $777,053this would pro-
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vide more than $1 million to administer these very complex and rapidly
changing programs.

Mr. Chairman, I doubt very seriously that ESEA programs aro
that much more difficult to administer than child nutrition programs.

The Congress asked for a State staffing study in Public Law 94-105,
. enacted October 7, 1975., which roport soon be reported in its final
form to the Congress. Current estimates are that it will cost approxi-
mately $40 million total State and Federal effort to administer child
nutrition programs. This expenditure would include auditing require-
ments under Federal Management Circular 74-7.

Preliminary calculations for State administrative funds for fiscal
year 1977 appear to be more nearly adequate than in previous years.,
However, these. funds have been plagued by Presidential requests for
rescissions, with late appropriations, much too late for State agencies
to use. In past years, the turnbaCk of funds unused at the end-of the
fiscal year gave the appearance that appropriations were in excess of
needs.

It has been my experience that State departments of education aro
not willing to employ personnel and make other long-range financial
commitments unless there is a. definite assurance that the level of
funding is ongoing and will be adequate to cover expense.

Mr. Chai man, .States are yequired to develop a State plan of child
nutrition operations each year. This, as you know, is a detailed action
plan for admiMstering the various programs within the State. Unfor-
tunately, this has been an effort in futility.

State staffs spend a tremendous amount of thne each year in writing
these detailed action plans, but are unable to implement them because
of inadeqaute staff. We firmly believe in plannmp; without planning
very little is accomplished. Yet, with inadequate SA.E funds and with
inadequate 'staff, tha very best planning possible will not bring about
desi red results.

ThiS-SfibeornMittee can set the' -legislative machinery in mution to -
bring about desired change in this area. For long-range improvement
in the administration of CNP's, we must have the legislation that will
provide for proper and efficient administration.

On March 23, 1974, I testified before the Senate Agricultural Sub-
committee on Agricultural Research and General Legislation concern-
ing the possibility of phasing the food distribution program out of
existence. During that hearing, Senator James B. Allen of Alabama
asked me if I would favor the management of the nutrition programs
staying in the Department of Agriculture or being transferred to the
Department of ITealth,-Edueati on. and Welfare.

At that time I felt confident that child nutrition programs would
benefit, by remainincr in the Department of Agriculture. However,
since that time therer-has been an apparent change in attitude within
the De partme.nt of Agriculture.

More specifically, in writing regulations to implement. legislation
passed by Congress, it is felt that Department of Agriculture staff
members oftentimes superimpose their thinking over that which we
believe to be the intent of Congress at the time the legislation was
passed.

More to the point, the Conference Report 94-474, 94th Congress, 1st
session, September 15, 1975, page 24, section 7 was very specific in stat-

.
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in(i that it, was the intention of Congress that no State shall lose Fed-
ern funds because of the amount of funds appropriated by Stategov-
erninentS for school meals. The conference report further stated that
States shall have flexibility in the use of section 4 funds and State
funds as a means of reaching the.paying child.

Proposed regulations for the National Sehool Lunch Program as
printed in the Federal Register,, volume. 41. No. 143, Friday, July .23,
1979, complety ignored Con ference Report 94-474. For instance, part
210.11. Reimburseme.nt Payments (B) is in direct conflict with Con-
ference. Report 94-174. If 21.0.11.(b) of these proposed regulations be-
come tinal, i.tate and local revenue will be diverted from child nutri-
tion hninediately.

A second area of the proposed regulations 210.11(c) which appears
to be in direet conflict with congressional intent is also an ambiguous
statement. In one, sentence, it says that States shall have maximum
flexibility in the assignments of rntes.

In the next sentence, it states that States shall assign the same rates
of tvimbumement from General Cash for Food Assistance.

A third important. area which also refers back to my comments on
State adminiArative expense funds is part 210.11(d) of the proposed
regulations which deals with the Financial Management System.

This system, if fully implemented, would monitor the assignment
and adjustment of ratcs of reimbursement much more effectively than
is presently being done. However, this would reqnire additional
personnel.

Administration of child nutrition programs is becoming more com-
plex and more demanding each year. The cost based accountinff re-
quirement, is a good illustration. There is no doubt in my miner that
this will improve child nutrition programs. However, we must realize
thatthis accounting system is muchmore complex than the system we
have been using for trie past 30 years. It will require personnel with a
more thOrough-knoeedge ofthe accounting procedures to'be effective.

Tt will also require. a reorganization and restructuring of child nu-
trition-programs for ninny school districts. It is not possible for State
offices to employ a stattlarge enough to administer these programs at
the State level. It is true that the State staff shouldbe adequate to pro-
vide overall administ.rative supervision. The greatest need, of course,
is n t the district and locnl school level.

Until such time that LEA's are required to provide competent CNP
supervisory assistance to local schools, we will continue to be plagued
with the sathe problems we have been dealing with for 30 years.

Mr. Chairman, during the past :10 years. child nutrition programs
have made, tremendous progress. Much of that progress is a direct
result of your efforts. And for these efforts, we are eternally 7rateful.

Unfortunately. there is an effort underway that would ne7ate your
efforts and the efforts of millions of peopleif this effort becomes a
reality. This effort is the ndndnistration's attempt at massivé consoli-
dation of 15 separate child nutrition programs into a block grant. If
the administration is successful in this effort, it will kill child nutri-
tion propTanis as we know them and make them completely and tohilly
welfare pmgrains. This. in my opinion, would be the bigrest. and most
expensive mistake Congress could make. -
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Last year, Alabama, 77 percent of public school children. who
'were in ADA participated in a national school lunch program; 44.3
percent paid the established price for thei dirndl, 52.4 percent received
a free lunch, and 3.3 percent received a reduced price lunch.

The block 5rrant funding, if my information is correct, would not
consolidate clidd nutrition .programs. It would eliminate all of them
with the exception of reimbursement for poverty level children.

This block grant proposal would disenfranchise most of the 44.3
percent of Alabama's children who are pwsently paying for their
limifli..Remember, these are the parents who are paying the taxes that
make possible the free meals for others. and at the same time trying
to make an income that will provide for their family.
.

It is estimated that the price of a school lunch would be immedi-
ately increased by 30 cents, putting the price at approximately $1 in
Alabama. This, of cottrse, would-sot off a vicious cycle. Meal prices,
would jump and participation wonld drop immediately.

The next step in ihe vicious cycle.would be that the per meal opera-
tion cost would increase, prices would increase again, and 'soon only
poverty level children would be narticipating in-the program.

Mr. Chairman, should block grant funding for child nutrition pro-
grams become law, it would result in the virtual destruction and dis-
J,ISsembly of these programs in this great Nation. This wonld be an
unfortunate end to one of the most importtmt and far-reaching Fed-.
era l programs in the history of ma nkind.

That concludes my testimony. I will be glad to answer any queStions.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Smith; for your most valuable

testimony.
I think that what, we will do is hear each of the witnesses, and then

members or counsel may wish to qnestion you as a panel.
Please proceed as you see fit. If -you wish to summarize, the' full

_statemeat _will.appear in the record; if you wish to proceed with the
fuil statment, you may do so,

Cr. Lnimust. Mr. Chairman. I was looking at the clock. We do have
a vote on the override at 10 o'clock. If they could give a summary so
we. could get into questions and answers.

We do have a problem. You do want us to override the HEW
appropriation.

Nfr. BUC IIANA N. I am sure they do want us to override it.
Mr. Dodson?
[The prepared statement of William Dodson follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILMA:Sr F. DOnscrx. A SSOCTATE surERINTE7PF.NT,
EFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS, BIRMINGI 1AM, ALA.

CongreSSM a n Perkins. in your opening statement you said that Vu.,re were
four major concerns. These were:

First: How have. the Department of Agriculture and the States implemented
the changes mandated by our amei?dments last year? In particular. how has the
reduced price provision been implemented? Prior to the school year 1975-70. all
stdmools in the Jefferson County School System were required to participateln
the free luneb program, hut were only encouraged to participate in time reduced
price lunch. Mammy did participate. Reduced price lunch participation was made
mandatory for the I975-7t1 sehool year. Eligibility forms fot free and reduced
price lunches, along with an instruction sheet and an throw cla.le;"'were given
to each child on the opening day of school. The munbet.ef-ve-duced price lunches

80-005-1977-50
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approved and served almost doubled for the school year. There is an approved
application, signed by parent and principal, on file in each school for each child
receiving a free or reduced'price lunch. Thwe applications are checked, on each
periodic visit by ChildNutrition Program supervisors.

Second: To what extent is plate waste a problem in the programs?
Plate waste seems to be a. moderate problem, particularly at the primary

levels. A serving which is 'sufficient for a sixth grade childis too large for a
first grader, and It should be permissible to adjust these portions. The offered
versus served Provision tor grades 10-12 should reduce the plate waste at this

-level.
Types of foods which are not eateu are noted by school foml managers and

supervisory persoanel for purposes of menu planning. Such foods are not offered,
or are offered, on a limited basis in future menus.

No pre-packaged mass-produced meals are used in this system. Board policy--
prohibits the sale of non-nutritious foods during the school day, such as popcorn,
fritos, and cookies.

Coniinodities provided have been of excellent quality. We think they are better
than' what we could purchase for the game money. There are times when storage
becomes a problem if several large shipments of the same commodity are received
within a few days.

Third: Have the prices charged the children. increased in the program through-
rut the country and has this .resnited in a decline in the number of paying
studeals?

Prim( chargthl to children were ircreased for the school year 1974-70 from
fifty to sixty cents for elementary students and from fifty-five to sixty-five cents
or high school students. Thete was a deeline of approximately 2% in the num-

or paying children eating.
'4'he per cent of free lunches has remained relatively constant with 34% in the

tl year 1973-74 and again In 1971-7G. However, reduced price lunches did
g:rease approximately 400, which could account for about one-half of 2% loss

paid lunches.
Lastly: What would the administration's massive consolidation of 15.separate

prograins into a block grant have on the program locally?
Tim Jefferson County School System operated 82 :;chool food service facilities

and fed approximately 32,000 students daily in school year 1975-70. Of these
students, approximately 11,000 received free or reduced price lunches.

In our examination of the proposed block grant legislation, we find nothing
which ,wething..would improve the school food 'service program: The freelunch
child would not be directly effected. On the other hand, the child presently re-

ving.a..reduced. price.lunchiwould find 'the price.prohibitive-foranunsupported
-lunch purchase. It is felt that the paying children, who do constitute a large
majority of the children eating, would find the purchase of niunch at a greatly
hicreased price undesirable. A drastic downward trend in average 'daily lunches
served' could eventually destroy the quality program for the poor child who
desperately needs good nutritional support.

Nutrition education and food-service have become an integral part of the cur-
riculum in thissystem. A nutrition education curriculmn guide developed jointly
by school food service personnel, teachem, and students is being used at the ele-
mentary level. Maximum participation in the school lunch program is very nec-
aisary to make a good nutrition edueation program relevant. The Jefferson
county School System is opposed to Child Nutrition Reform Act of 1970.

Specific reasons:
1. Price of paid lunch would increase from 05e to approximately 890 for 10-12

students. .

. 2. It could lead to one lunch for free students using commodities and one for
Imying students with all purchased foods.

3. Children rmeiving reduced price lonches who are unable to pay the present
full price would probably not eat if charged the increased price.

. 4. The present breakfast program, which has been steadily growing, would
become non-existent.

School lunch will become a feeding program for the Poor rather than a
;child nutrition program with a nutrition education component.

0. There is no reason for a local system to continue to provide extensive facili-
ties and finances for a program_serving less than one-fifth the students.
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STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM DODSON, ASSISTANT SUPERINTEND-

ENT FOR ADMINISTRATION, JEFFERSON COUNTY BOARD OF

.. EDUCATION, BIRMINGHAM, ALA

Dr. Doosox. Mr. Chairman, I am William F. Dodson, associate

superintendent, Jefferson County schools, Birmingham Ala.

It is an honor to have been invited here today to testify before this
committee. I will speak to Congressman Perkins' opening statement

relative to four major concerns.
First, how have we implemented the amendments of last year, and

only the ones relevant to our system will I speak to. That will be the
mandated red need-price lundi.

Prior to the school yea 1975-7G. aIl sehools in the Jefferson County
school system were required to participate in the free lunch prognun,
but Were only encouraged to participate in the redueed-price lunch.

Al any did participate.
Reduced-price lunch participation was made mandatory for the

1975-TG school year. Eligibility forms for free and redueed-price

.
onehes. alono- with an instruction sheet and an income scale, were

given to each child on the opening day of school.
The number of reduced-price lunches approved and served almost.

doubled for the school year. There is an approved application si.gned

by parent and princiPal, on file in each school for each child recovino-

a free 'or reduced-price lunch. These applications are checked on eacli

periodic visit b3r child nutrition program supervisors.
Second, to what extent is plate waste a problem in the program?
Plate waste seems to be a moderate problem, particularly at- the

primary levels. We would think that a serving for a sixth-grade stu-
dent would be quite largo for the serving of a first-grade student,but
we are not permitted to make the adjustments in those proportions. We

think it would be advisable to allow us to make some of thorn in this

a rea.
We also think that the new provision offered may answer the ques-

t ion of plate waste. No data is available at this time.
We do consistently watch the types of food that are wasted. These

are noted in future menu planning. We do not offer those, or they are

oft ored on a limited basis.
The Jefferson County school system offers no free packaged mass-

p rodnced meals.
Tile board also has a policy which prohibits the sale ofnonnutritions

foods such as popcorn, fritos, and cookies.
The question of what quality the commodities are, we think they are

of excellent quality. We think they are better than what we could pur-
chase for the same money, if we tried to do so.

We do find some problems, like this month several carloads of
comModities arrived spaced very close together, but we would not
complain.

Prices did increase to our students. In the begitming of the last
sehool year,' they increased from 50 to GO cents for the, elenwntary
sehools and 55 to 115 cents for the high sehool students.

At the-time of this increase, there was a reduction in the number of
paying students of about pereent over :he i--evions vear.
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The percent of free lunches remained about the same over a 3-year
period. about 34 percent, but the increase, as was pointed out, in the
reduced-price lunch was about 400 a day, which offset about a half ofthat 2. percent loss.

The last question. what would the administration's massive con-solidation of 15 separate programs into a block grant have on the pro-'mull locally ?
'The :Jefferson County school system has operated 82 school food

service facilities and fed approximately 32,000 students daily. Of these,
approximately 11,000 are reduce41-price or free lunches.

We have examined the proposed legislation and we hind that thereis nothing in there that would improve the school food service facil it ies.The free lunch child, although not direetly affected, on the other hand,the. child presently receiving a reduced-price lunch would find theprire almost prohibitive and the unsupported purchase of a lunch 1)y apaving child would be undesirable
'iVith respect to the poor child, :1 drastic downward trend could

eventually dest roy the quality program.
Througli the years, we have made a concerted effort to make nut ri-t ion, education, and food service an integral part of our curriculum.

We develop curriculum guides for teachers that are being used in theelementary schools at the. present time, and for curriculum to be rele-vant. we need a large participat ion by tlue s:.thool service programThe Jeffeson ('onnty School System is opposed to flue Child Nutri-
timi :Reform Aet of 1970 for ntuumber of specific reasons.

The prica of paid lunch would increase from 05 cents to approxi-
mately 89 cents for the 10-12 students.

II could lead to one lunch for free students using commodities and
one for payin,, students with all purchased foods. This offers prospectsof a competit i ve a rrangoment.

Children receiving reduced price lunches who are unable to pay thepresent full price would prolnibly not eat if charged the increasedprice.
The present breakfast program, which has been steadily growing

throughout the years would become nonexistent, under the block grantproiosal.
The school lunch wmrld become .a feedin7 program for the poor

nut her than a child nutrit im program, .with a nutrition education
component.

There is no reason for a local school system like ours to continue to
provide extensive facilities and financial aid to a progranu serving less
than one-fifth of the students, which might be a possibility of this act.Again, it has been a privilege to have been invited lucre by you to
offer (Ids lest i many. I will be glad to answer any questions.

Mr. Ilt-c0.INAX. Thank you.
As imlicated. without objection. your full statement will be included

in t he record. your writ ten statement.
,Nfrs. Childress?
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STATEMENT OF MRS. LULA CHILDRESS, SUPERVISOR, CITY SCHOOL

'FOOD SERVICE, BIRMINGHAM BOARD OF .EDUCATION

Mrs. CHILDRESS. To the Honorable Carl D. Perkins, fellow Con7
gressman Buchanan, fellow members of the Subcommittee. on Educa-
tion. and Labor of the United States House of Representatives, it is a
pleasure for me to have the opportunity to address you today.

I am Lula .1. Childress, supervisor of child nutrition programs of
the Birmingham city schools, Birmingham, Ala. Our program re-
flects the coordinated effort of the U.S. Ikpartment of Agriculture,
the State department of education, Birmingham City Board of Edu-
cat ion, and the entire comnumity. .

The average daily attendance in Birmingham city schools for the
1975-70 school year was 38,704. There are 92 schools in our system.
Nutrious type A lunches are prepared onsite in 93 cafeterias.

Last. year, the following number of lunches were served daily; Paid,
12.55 ; reduced, 1,195 ; and free, 24,714.

The price of meals to stude»ts were: Paid, elementary, 55 cents;
liirh schools, 00 cents; reduced, elementary, 20 cents; high schools, 20
cents.

The school breakfast program has been a great service to 41 par-
t ie i pa tin!, schools.

Standards a»d gnality are, two important. ingredients in Birming-
ham city schools food service programs. Involvement on all levels
is the key to the success of our program.

The gmwth of the child nutrition program has brought about many
chanfres in our system. As with all changes., there have been chal-
lekres which we 'feel have been met successfully by dedicated people
who work at all levels.

In Birmingham we watched our operation grow from an a la carte
food service in IOW to a sophisticated program that offers nutritious
type A. Meals to Head Start students and to (Trades IC through 12.

School food service professionals worketa untiringly .to trans-
form these h la carte food programs to the sound nutritional program
that is an integral part of our education system. We thank you for
the part that you have played in this effort.

How have the Department. of Agriculture and the State imple-
mented the chancres mandated by last. year's ammulments?.

Public Law 94105, enacted in October 1975, made several changes
in the operation of Birmingham child nutrition programs. These
provisions made the service of reduced price meals mandatory. Re-
duced price meals were extended to additional children.

Methods were developed to collect money for meals served which
protected the reduced price meal recipients as well as the free meal
reci p ients.

Reduced price meals were made available to families whose annual
income falls between the applicable family-size income level of. the
State's standards for free meals. and 95 percent above the applicable
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family size income level of the Secretary's income poverty guide-
line.

Eligibility was established for free or reduced priced meals and
.free Milk to children oI unemployed parents or guardians whose total
family income fell within the eligibility criteria. It was made knewn
to all families that they could reapply if income or family size changed_
during the year.

A public release was i&sued to local employment offices, all major
employers contemplatillff layoffs and to the news media.

Emphasis was-ma& aassure the following guidelines were adhered..
to: Proper hearing procedures; .up-to-date roster of elicrible approved
applications; riving all students the- type of meals ror which they
qualify; furniLing instructions to request monetary value of hard-.
ship cases; providing instructions to reqUest monetary value of hard-
ship cases; providing guidance to derive adjuSted income' following
up. applications citing unemployment; retaining appliCations for
3 years; and assuring proper implementation of the free/reduced
pnce policy. A. copy of the statement of policy.on free or.reduced price
meals is on file in the central office and in all schools.

We feel that these changes were implemented as mandated last
year.

.How have the changes in the summer and child feeding program
been implemented?

'When schools are closed for the summer months, the summer food
nutrition program is of great importance to children from low-.
income families. These are the children that the program reaches out
to help.

Under the stipulations of the now lerrislation, the summer _program
made meals available.to low-income ays and girls participating in
summer recreational programs. Approximately 7.500 meals were served
daily. The food program was administered by BirminghaM. Physical'
Education Department with local vendors providing the lunches.

To what extent is plate .waste a problem in the program?
We feel that the plate waste is moderate in our system. Innovative

ideas to eliminate Plate waste and meet the needs of all students are
being tried by many schools in the system. The result, managers are
discovering that they can have better participation, less food waste
and greater student interest in their school food service program
through student involvement.

Asking students what kind of foods they like to eat and what im-
provement they can suggest have proved to be very pmfitable for
grades 7 through 12.

Student questionnaires are used to open the clumnels of communi-
catioii. Food service managers help to implement nutrition education-
with he help oF teachers and principals.

Nutrition education is the key to eliminating plate waste. We serve
a variety of good nutritious foods but most. of all we believe in givinr
the students what they want without. jeopardizing .the mitritionni
importance of a well-balanced meal. Prepackaged meals are not of-
fered in our system.
. Have the commodities which are being provided measured up in-
quality to the. nutritional standards set up by the Department?

.
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Food purchased by the 'United States Department of Agriculture
for school lunches are of top quality. Federal "yardsticks," namely--
Federal grades and standards are used to insure that high quality
products suited for school lnnches are obtained. We could not pur-
chase these quality products on open markets.

Has the price charged to students increased in the program through-
out the country and has this resulted in a decline of paying students?

There has not been a noticeable decline in payino- students in our
system. We realize that low cost, nutritious type A lunches which
look and taste good do not just happen. Such lunches must be well
planned. Maximum nutrition at a minimum cost is our goal.

We try to keep the lunch price low in order to serve the paying
students. Rising costs present a challenge in meeting this goal for we
realize to raise lunch prices would lead to financial trouble if partici-
pation drops. The maximum cost of lunches to students in 1974-75 and
1975-76 school years was 60 cents.

Lystly, whai effects would the administration's massive consolida-
tion of 15 separate programs into a block grant have on the program
locally?

President Ford's 1977 budget proposals as it relates to the child
nutrition program will be a threat to our local school programs. It
would eliminate performance funding for these schools. The program
would mostly benefit the needy students. We feel that paying stu-
dents need consideration in the. child nutrition program. ..

Years to transforming nutrition legislation into a child nutrition
. program that has become an integral part of the education system
.
for both needy and paying students would be at a loss. The need for
the child nutrition program arose through recognition of the fact
that many children were receiving little benefits from the education
offered because they were not properly nourished.

The responsibility to provide for the nutritional requirements of
all children regardless of economics is a serious one. Ws ask you who
are present here today to consider the benefits of the child nnttition
program to all children and renew Your commitments to the Xation's
children who will be tomorrow's adults.

Mr. I3uctrANAN. Thank you.
We appreciate the testimony of each of the witnesses. I am very

proud of what Birmingham, Jefferson County, and the State of
.Alabarmi, have been doing to meet the nutritional needs of the children
of our States.

I wonder if my colleacrue has any questions ?
Mr. LEHMAN'. Thanlr you. Mr. Chairman. I just have one question.
In relation to an oversight visit that this committee made to the

summer f ceding program, And child nutrition program in Dade
county, we found out that the summer program Was working very
:well when it was in conjunction with, and tied to, specific recreational,
educational. cultural and physical eduCation activities. . .

But we also saw iduises in this program. The kids would, come and
grab an apple and run hack out again.- back out onthe streets. I do not
think: that this was basically the intent of the program.

How do 'you control .your summer feeding programs to .prevent
the abuses of peOple running in, getting their milk and their snack.
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and be back on the streets, into mischief and trouble, unsupervised
activities?

Dr. DODSON. Mr. Lehman, we have participated in the out of school,
I guess you would call it, summer feeding program this past summer.
We have had a title I that was available for those children.

I think that we agree with you that there has to be some related
activity accompanying it. We have had our children participate with
sonic of the agencies who do prepare lunches in the community.

Mr. LEHMAN. We found out that the school-supervised programs
were quite successful, but some of the park programs, so7cal1ed park
recreational programs, were very ineffectiv e. Mobile units would run
out there with hot lunches, and .cold lunches. The kids would get in
line for their lunches although they were not in the park 10 minutes
beforehand. Then, they would not be in 'the park 10 minutes after
for any kind of supervision.

I do not know if I , 11 making myself clear.
Dr. DousoN. Mr. Lehman, we certainlY agree with you that schools

do a much better job in administering the summer food service pro-
gram, and we in Alabama highly encourage schools to become involved
m this activity.

As I indicated in my testimony, we had a significant increase in the
number of children partitipating in the school's own school campuses.
Those were the easiest programs we had to administer.

One other problem that I made reference to was the limited time
factor for serving. e found that in those programs that you made
reference to, summer parks and things of that nature where they have
an extended feeding timelet us say more than a 2-hour feeding
timechildren do come in, pick up food, and leave.

We would highly recommend that legislation be passed that would
restrict, the servang time to not more than 2 hours per day.

Mr.. LEHMAN. Mrs. Childress?
Mrs. CHILDRESS. The summer feeding program in Birmingham city

schools is administered by the physical education department, hoW-
ever, I have visited several schools on site. I believe it is well supervised.

Mr. LnirmAx. The physical education of schools, or the physical edu-
cation program of Birmingham?

Mrs. CHILDRESS. Birmingham city schools. I have visited several of
the sites. It is well supervised, and I have watched them as they
engaged in their physical educational activities, and I feel that. it is
a wort hwhila program. It. has made a great contribution to the needy
students in the sununer months.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
I have another commitment, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to see

several of my fellow Alabamians. Your testimony will be very helpful
as we go down the line on this legislation to make the school lunch
and child nutrition program even more effective.

I just noticed in this morning's paper the standup for breakfasi; in
the District of Columbia. It is such a worthwhile program. I would
like to see that become more effective.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
We are very proud of My colleague from .Alabama. I share the

feeling that the summer feeding program is effective when there is
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participation, of, and control by., the:local city government or school
system who maintains tfae responihilitv.

We heard. very distressing testimony 'from the State of New York,
comvrning 'scandalous abuses of this program there.

Mudd you say,- rs. Childress in liirmiweham that we have been
abh. to handle such problems as waste? I lave there been any problems
vitk. v,ndors?

Do pal see any sign of abuse or this inognun that results in the
I:true-8,111.e waste of food or profit (wring?.

Cilit.onv.:,s. I hare not :-:cen ativ signs of waste of food. 1 really
: think that the stinkitts. who particiitate truly enjoy the meals, the

well planned ineak.
Mr. BucHANAN. Mr. Smith. you indicated that 71" percent of the

public schoolchildren on all a verage. day a attendance in Birming-.
ham participate in the school lunch prognun, a high percent.

Mr. Snml. That is corrct. It is a very high pment. We are pleased
with' it we are not sat isfied.

Mr. Ilri'llANAN. It appears to me that eaoh of you made this point.
T(vit indirated that more than half of our ydtmg people did receive a
freo lunch.

I. SMITH. That is eorreet.
r. 1;cc 11.1NA N. III t he State of Alabama.

Mr. SmTrru. That is correct..
Mr. lq-clIANAx.d.t.:3 percent paid the established price. Many wit-

nesses were of tim opinion that the school lunch program is valuable'
to all children. We, cannot assume that because a child comes from a
family that has enough income to afford to buy the lunch that this
means that that child does not need to Participate in the school lunch
program.

SNrrru. Yon are absolutely correct. We feel that child nutrition
programs in Alabama have. served the children extremely well and,
as Mrs. Childress and Dr. Dodson indicated in their tesf'intony, we
tried to incorporate a nutrition education component in the program
to keep it from being just 4 till ing st at ion.

We were fortunate in Alabama to receive a Federal grant, some
years ago for a nntrit ion education project. In this projc-ct, we. have
developed a marition education mirricullun guide for grades kinder-
garten tliron,oli the sixth grade, and we are. at this point. sending out
our 1'1111.4-n1nm guide and informat ion for every elementary teacher
in tile State of Alabama. ,

Hopefully, tlds will make a significant difference in nutritional
education in Alabama in the coming year.

Mr nrct r.1NA x. Dr. Dodson ?
Dr. DontioN. Jefferson County was OM of the participants in the

project T referred to. Just 2 years ago. I hree school systems received a
grant from the Department. of Education on health and nutrition.

-We used that curriculum guide there, the health component and
in-service work of teachers.

One of the alarming t hincrs we fotmd out. that out of all of the stu-
dents in the three school systems that. were sereened in this program
-for health and nutrition needs. about ,15 to 50 ix-reent had dental
problems. and-from :15 to 410 percent had nutrition problems, with thi§
.being the major problem in this area,
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Other inNhcal and health problems wee ahnost insignificant com-
pred to these two.

Activities in the school, health activities and nutrition activities,
were related to these particular needs, and the school food service pro-
gram in those schools made plans to meet. the needs of the studenls
where we found a shortage.

Arr. BucliANAN. Very good.
Mrs. CHILDRESS. No.
Mr. BucIIANAN. Mr. Smith made reference to the Department of

Agriculture., who should handle this program. One of the concerns
of the committee has been that this whole progriun started as a means
to market agricultural products where there was surplus. That is no
longer the basic situation.

Tim Department of Agriculture. is oriented basically as the farmer's
departnwnt and the department dealing with agriculiural production
an(l concerns.

While there are very fine 'people in this area of anTiculture, we
have wondered whether this function should be transferred to some
other agency of government. If so, what department or agency.

)o you have any further comment on that ?
Mr. SMITH. Congressman Buchanan, we have had a very good work-

ing relationship with our regional office in Atlanta. At this point. I
am really not willing to make the statement that child and nutrition
programs should be -tnken from the Department of Agriculture and
placed with some other agency. Yet, I think that the Department of
Agriculture needs to be 'more aware of the detailed operational pro-
cedures that educational facilities have.

Sometimes I think that there is a wide variance in their interpreta-
tion Of the administration of the school system as it relates to child
and nutrition or any other prograins than those of us who have been
in education for a number of years.

Mr. BUCHANAN. You mentioned that it is a problem. You dealt with
it in a general and comprehensive way, misinterpretation of the intent
of Congress.

Arr. &urn. You are very correct. We received copies of legislation,
copies of testimony, and if it is a clearly defmed law, we feel regula-
tions should be written to take that into consideration.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I certainly think that this is one of the problems.
Mr. &stmt. A very definite problem.
Mr. BUCHANAN. In this program, and in its administration.
As to the commitment, you indicated some of the problems of the

administration. I think one of the problems of the Department of
Agriculture is that there has been a resistance to the concept of mak-
ing this nutrition program, a., nutrition program that seeks to meet
the total need nutritionally of our

You have great resistance to the size and the scope of the program
which the Congress is seeking to implement in this area. I wonder
if you have any further comment of how comprehensive you think
we ought to be in seeking to meet nutritional needs .and as to the im-

. portance of the legislation.
Mr. SMITH. CongressmanBuchanan, we have, as I indicated earlis,r,'

made tremendous pront'tess in child nutiltion. The thing that con-
cerns me primarily atthe State level is the limited fuas that we
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.
have available to employ State staff in order to administer these

programs.
I had a meeting with Mr. Billy Mellown, a Federal programs coordi-

nator. He brought his people into the meeting.
As I indicated earlier, there is a $48 million budget compared to

our $63 million budget. Mr. Mellown's staff is three or four times the
size of my staff.

The departments of education are very reluctant to permit me, or
any other program administrator, to employ personnel unless there
is ongoing funding that we know will be available year in and year
out.

We feel that with a cost-based accounting that we have just gone
into, a totally different concept to the accounting procedures that we
have used for 30 years, the staff that I have the limited staff that I
have, has worked diligently in trying to mile these local boards of
education aware of the reporting responsibilities.

We feel that some systematic approach should be, I think legisla-
tively, written that would give !us a percentage of the funds tha- t we
handle to be used for adminis'.ration. I think that it must be built into
the law, and since we are .oh performance fundingincidentally,
performance funding is one of the greatest changes that have been
Drought about in child nutrition programs in the last 30 years.

Until such time as we know well in advance how much money ive are
moina to have, how mucii money we have available for personnel, then
we will continue to be plagued with these same problems that we
have had for the past 30 years.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wonder if counsel has anyquestions ?
Mr. JENNINGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the chairman, I would like to apologize for his having

t a leave.
Congress is 2 days away from adjourning; tomorrow is the adjourn-

inr, day. When that happens, the pressure is just enormous on the
Mtembers. They have to finish up the business of the session.

I want to assure you that all the hearing .records are printed and,
from .having reviewed thousands and thousands of pages of testimony
myself in preparation for preparing amendments to laws; I know that
uniformly we find that -the testimony of people from State and, local
levels, people who are operating programs on a daily basis, their testi-
mony stands out clearly, as often the best advice.

When we review all the testimony, I want you to be assured that
what you are saying is going to have an effect on the legislation. It
will not be reflected, of course until next year when the new Congress
comes into session, but your testimony will have an effect.

If .Mr. Buchanan will allow me, I would like to ask you several
queStions in light of earlier testimony that we received. This is about
the 16th daY of oversight hearings which the committee has held on

..the school lunch and other child feeding programs, and there has been
.certain constant refrains that have occurred in the testimony, and I
.
Would like your opinion on several of these.

One of them has to do with paperwork involved in the Federal pro-
grams. There is constant criticism that there -is too much paperwork
involved in the Federal programs. The laws an: regulations that cause
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people to spend too much time to fill out papers and forms when it is
not necessary.

e also had testimony in the State of Arizona from the State
Department of Education there, that they were able to cut down by
60 percent on their paperwork involved in all Federal education pro-
pams and in the child nutrition programs and that this cutback of
60 percent of paperwork was done within the parameters of the pres-
ent Federal laws and regulations.

What I would like to find out from Mr. Smith, if the State depart-
. me::'; in Alabama is planning to make any efforts to try to cut back on
the paperwork involved in the child nutrition and feeding programs,
whether the Department of Agriculture has approached you to work
with you to try to do this?

Mr. SMITH. I see no evidence that we will cut back in the amount of
paperwork. As a matter of fact, it continues to grow.

Really, I have a difficult time seeing how Arizona could cut back
that percent, based on our interpretation of the program require-
ments.

Mr. JENNINGS. The committee received a number of complaints
about the cost accounting system, the full cost accounting system, say-
ince it will lead to even further paperwork.

As I understand it, this is a management tool that they are seeking
to use for greater accountability for the funds in the child nutrition
programs.

.

Is it your opinionI noticed in the testimony you say you think it
would lead to mudi better Aportingthat you do not feel you have
time sta ff to intfilement it adenuately ?

D-:) you think that that system is workable in Alabama?
Mr. Smrrii. I surely hope so, because we are well into cost-based

accounting at this time.
We entered cost-based accounting on a phasing approach. This is

the third year we have been working in that direction. We are fully
into cost-based accounting now, as of September 1.

The reports I am !getting are favorable, favorable in that it is a
good system. It will improve the quality of the program, and yet at
the same time, it is requiring a great deal more time on the part of
local administrators to do the reporting that is required.

It is going to require additional personnel and additional time;
this I am quite sure of.

Mr. JENNINGS. Are you able to reimburse administrators for time
spent in the child feeding programs?

Mr. Sarum Only as it relates to cost of production.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I think that the local representatives ought to

comment on this.
Dr. DODSON. I am aware of a lot of this paperwork. Usually I have

to sign it when it comes across.
I do not see any cutting down on the paperwork and the reports we

have to send in.
What we aro working on is trying to reduce the number of people .1

that have to submit bids for that information in the report tO the
State. We are doing this by trying to get it on the computer, so that
can do a lot of the work for us.
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Right now, we are working with the State department on submit-
ting one report for the whole system, rather than 82 reports.

Mr. -JENNINGS. One rePort on all programs operated through the
State department, or one report on tlie feeding programs ?

,
Dr. DODSON. One report on our feeding programs. We have been,

through the years, submitting a report for each school. We are work-
ing now on combining them into one report.

That is the only way I see that we could cut down on the number of
people, but not the number of reports.

Mrs. CHILDRESS. We have had several training setisi?ns with man-
agers this summer and workshops on the new costibased accounting
system. I believe that they have caught on to the coneept.

I feel that many of them can do it, but I have heard comments of
the tremendous amount of paperwork that is involved, but, as with
anything new, I think you will hear continents.

We are working toward centralizing more reports so that there will
be less work invelved.

Mr. JENNINGS. I would like to ask a question on the summer feeding
proirram.

.()sne of the. constant questions has been whether the State depart-
ments of education under the present regulations has had sufiicient
authority to regulate sponsors who are applying for the summer feed-
ing program.

Do .vou feel, Mr. Smith, that you have sufficient authority to weed
ont I iad applicants and approve good ztppl lea n ts ?

Mr. Smrrn. I do not think we have sufficient authority to weed out.
We have a (rood working relationship with our people. Ite try to work
with, schoolP's first and then other agencies.

We imposed a couple of requirements this past year that have helped
to improve the operational procedures for the summer programs. There
is a Federal -regulation that requires that any agency which receives
$:30,000 in-Federal reimbursements should have an audit. We dropped
that loa $10.000 level.

There is an agency here in Washington that monitors State's oper-
ations very carefully, and when We try to impose any restrictions other
than those that have been specifically set forth by regulations, they
scream to high heaven, if you would pardon the expression.

We (10 noi feel that we can be overly restrictive in our demands on
varicus program's operation.

Mr. JEN N NGS. I lave you had any sponsors t hat have come in from
out of State ? lEave they all been in-Sta te sponsors ?

Mr. S AMU. Would von repeat the question ?
Mr. JENNINGS. Have you had any sponsors come from out. of State ?
Mr. Surrn. No, all of ours have been within the State.
Mr. JEN NINGS, What is the relat ionship of State departments and

vendors in the summer program ? Do you fvel that you can regidate
vendoN ?

) Er. Smrrn. Very good.
H We have a bid law in Alabama that requires very specific and very
detailed types of bids, and we use the same bidding procedure, and it
has worked Very effectively.

Mr. JENN INGS. That is good to hear.
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Mrs. Child ims, may I mo,k yon about monitoring the prognan?
Chairman Perkins has requested I he Genenti Account ing Office to do
an auditthis was initiated last aimary in light of certain allegations
nutde about the quality of sonic of the commodities being supplied to :
different schools.

Haye you had any problems in Birmingham or Jefferson County
with qualit,y

Mrs. Cu tEnnss. No. I think it has been very good in quality. Some-
imes I feel that there are some things we cannot really utilize.
For exinnple, toward the end of the year we may have a lot of cran-

berry sauce. That makes it kind of difficult.
All in all. I think we have received very good productstop grade.
Mr. JENxixos. What about Jefferson Connty ?
Dr. DoosoN. I think they have been excellent. products. Again, we do

have that same problem. I think we received sLme cranberry sauce after .

school was out last. June that had to be stored.
In most: of our schools, we do ha ve ample storage space, but time qua I-

ity of the product has been very good.
Mr. JENNINGS. I would like to ask one last question. That has to do

with the quality of food that is provided in the program.
There are two sets of criticisms raised in the earlier hearings about

meals. One was that there has been too much of a shift toward_pre-
fabricated foods and foods whieh are .not traditionally considered
nutritious foods. and second that there has been a shift toward sup-
plying foods off the premises thrmigh vendors and criticism was raised
that both trends seemed to lead to less nutritious meals and seemed to
lead.to more plate waste on time part of the children.

Ilave yon lind those experiences in Birmingham or Jefferson
County ?

Mrs. Cint.nnEss. We have not had those experiences, because all of
our foods are prepared onsite and we do not use prepackaged foods.

I .think the childre» enjoy smelling the food and looking at .color-
ful foods. We have. tried to have nutritious meals prepared there, daily.
onsite. for our students.

Dr. DoasON. We manufacture all of the lunches in our system too.
We have had one experience last year. The county board was bttjltliitr

new lunchroom and the school had outgrown its old lunchroom and
we prepared the lunches at a not-too-distance school and hauled them
over in styrofoam boxcs that you would get in a Implated lunch.

The participation for that school over that 'year dropped Way off.
We are back on a manufacture basis now.

Mr: JENNtxus. They preferred to brown bag it than get a prepack-
aged lunch ?

1)r. DonsoN. Yes.
Mr...TENNI Nos. Thank you very much.
Mr. RuctiANAN. Tf you have another question
Mr. .TENNI Nos. Mr. Buchanan is very gracious. The only other

question I hail \vas not something. that T believe you can give me a
definitfte answer to. but something which is very important that has to .

do with this reduced price program.
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(Mild Ivo will not, go on the reduced price pr)gram. This is true
throughout the count ry.

Statisties are starting to come in. Even though that is a ftlandatory
program, it is not leading to a inal*;ive intusioA of .children.

W hy do you think that is so, especially since local people have sonic
feeling ? Are the children embarrassed ? The parents do not want to
conic close to saying they are poor ?

What iS it ?
Mrs. Cunuerss. I: really cannot say. I have been looking for the

answer, because I feel that we could get more reduced price hutches.
I thought perhaps I would .work with more groups, perhaps moe

orga nizat anis, more parent organizations, and explain the total
program to them, because in our system, no one would know a free
pa rt icii)ant. from a reduced price 1/11 rt id pa nt.

I do not know if there is a. eertain stigma attached to the lunch pro-
gram, or what the cause might, he. but we would try to get more re-
thwet 1 1wice hinclIt's in the future. if possible.

MI'. JEN N I Ncs. Nobody would know because you have a system
Nt. hereby everybody gets tile same ticket ?

.Mrs..('ittuatEss. That is right, and the same type of meal.
Dr. 1 )olk7;ON. I do not know the answer to it eiiher.
Wtt were real surprised that. Ave only picked up 450 lunches a day.

We do not, require a stndent to return the application form with a sal-
ary on it, if he wants to qualify. If they were reluired to be returned,
we mitdit, findI think we would finda lot more children eliolble.

Before we went, to the free lunch program. I was a principal. Before
we had that. we used to have a list, of students who would come by
anti ask to work in the lunchroom for a free lunch. You still have stu-
dents doing t hint. hut you are not permitted to do that. They would like
tOwork it out, if they could.

r..Tus.N t Nos. Thank von very much.
Mr. BUCIIIANAN. Mr. Smith, did you have a comment?
Mr. SmTrft. No, sir.
Mr. I 3 vcitAxAN. Thank you.

want to thank the witnesses for your most valuable testimony. As
counsel indicated. it will be very carefully considered. I think you
have made a very valuable vont ribut ion.

As a sign of this committee's and Congress eoncern about .this pro-
gram, they have sought to expand and improve the child nutrition
program in t he schools. the summer feeding program, and also to reach
out to women with child and the child of pre-school age.

We have reconfirmed what, think is common knowledge now, that
marit ion lacks in pregnanev and early childhood can pernumetly in-
hibit an individual's opporiunitv to Gecome the most and the best of
whatever it would lttt t lint person s potential to become.

This committee, feels that this has implications. not only in tragedy
of the li fe of an individnal. but for such social problems as crime, un-
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employtnent, and ot her social ills of our country, so it becomes a matter
of M.A. priority action I hat we lind a way to nwet these nutrition needs
from pregiunicy forward through early childhood and then primanly

. looking to people like you through the .vears of childhood and youth.
I.want to thank you for what you are doing. I am very proud of what

you-. are doing in Alabama in Birmingham, in JefferSon County, and
assure yon that this committee-1 think I ean say Congress as a whole
is very c..ommitted to the continuation of this program.

Thank yon very much.
The committee stands adjourne(1.
[Whereupon, at 10:15 a.m., the committee stood adjourned.]
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